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N.F. ; 

BOUNDARIES (A) Additions 
{B) Eliminations 

CLASSIFICATION 
{A) Any Suestion 

' 1.By Supervisor 
“  2.By Ranger 

3.By Inspector 
4.By Public 

“‘VATERSHEDS 
l.Areas requiring Protection, 

Municipal, etc. 
2.Erosion, conditions and 

remedies. ; 
3.Cooverative Aereenents. 

EXCHANGE. 
Working Plan 

1.Are velues in lend sales 
collected? | 

RECREATION | 
‘A) General Public Demand | 
(B) No.Tourists visiting : 

Forest annually. | 

1.Known. 
2.Estimated. | 
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. (b) Remedies for Silting: 
Drainage fenced, vegetation 
removal. 

: (c) Mud removal. 
2. Wells. 
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in granite. ‘ 
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Form D. 3—O—18 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE : 

Going In and Coming Out. 

1. When hired at points involving a trip by rail, 
wagon, or auto, time, fare, and expenses will be paid 
en route, but the time will not exceed 8 hours per day. 

2. When hired at points involving a trip by horse- 
back or afoot, riding or walking time will be allowed. 

To and from Camp and at Fire. 
8. Walking time to and from the fire camp and all 

time at the fire, and during transfers between fires, 
will be allowed. 

4, Horses of fire fighters, if kept at the fire, may be 
wrangled by a man detailed by the Forest officer in 
charge, but will not be fed at Government expense, 

5. All subsistence at the fire camp and at the fire will 
be furnished. 

Deductions. 
4 The following deductions should be entered on the 

time slip and deducted from the amount due: 
6. Fares and expenses paid by the Government going 

in, whenever a fire fighter is discharged for inefficiency 
or quits for any other reason than not being needed. 
(In such cases fares or expenses going out should not 
be allowed.) 

7. All accounts for commissary articles. 

Time Keeping. 
8. The officer in charge should set reasonable limits 

for riding or walking time, and should not allow time 
in excess of such limits. ‘ 

9. Fire fighters should keep their own time in a book 
or other record, and claims for more time than that 
allowed should not be considered unless supported by 
such record. 

10. Time should be turned in on Form 874-15. All 
entries or signatures should be in ink or indelible pencil. 

Shifts. 
11. Twelve hours should usually be considered the 

maximum time per day. 

Trail Crews. : 
Trail crews should be hired with the understanding 

that they are liable for fire duty, SS adawhen-vo-eatied
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D. 3—0-17 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Cie FOREST SERVICE 

FIELD EQUIPMENT CHECK LIST 

FIRE CAMP OUTFIT 

Emergency ration Personal 

Fire tools Mess kit, 
Canteen Provisions 
Shovel Matches 
Map and plan Light 

First-aid packet. 

TELEPHONE Cord 
Pocketknife 

Climbers Watch 

Pliers Ax | 

Parts Tent 

Bed 
HORSE OUTFIT Water bag | 

Hobbles 
Ropes FORMS 

an bags G applications 

sce Class A sale 
cae outfit $-22 sale 

Sa a Letters, transmittal 
Crossing permit 

Saath Herder’s card 
Marking ax Sign requisition 
Seale stick S. U. application 
Scale book S. U. report 

Lumber crayon F. U. permit 
Scaling manual Subvouchers 

Diameter tape 5A vouchers 

Cruising stick ‘Time slips 

Calipers Purchase order 
Fire report ! 

SURVEYS 

MISCELLA! | Compass iC NEOUS 

Chain or tape Notebook 
‘Tripod Maps and map sheets 

Jacob’s staff Pencil, eraser 

Pins Indelible or pen 

Hand level Crayons 

Protractor 

SIGNS 6” rule 

Pocket status 

ne Manual 
Boundary Glasses 

( Ateaent Kodak, films 
q Trails Key 

Nails, hammer Badge 

Varnish, brush ‘Tally register 

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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Form 0-15 
INSPECTION OUTLINE = OPERATION ' 

(points not covered by Tally Sheets 0-1 to 14} 

us ORGANIZATION ; 
(a) Districting and Work Units. Justifi- 

cation for abnormally large or small 
areas, heavy or light loads, and man- 
ning policy. j 

(b} Use of staff by Supervisors and Assist- 
ants by Rangers Accomplishment of 
training by planning of assignments. 

Field schedules, field days. 
(c) Supervisors! Objectives. Objectives 

and projects distinct and explicit? 
projects assigned, dated md checked 

off? Correlation with Ranger Work 

Plans and District Objectives. 

Tl. TEPROVENT PEAN 
(a) Location of hdqtrs. with respect to 

ForéSt business and community advan- 
tages such as school, social, sup~ 

plies, mail, medical aid, etc. 
{b} Cabins and pastures to aid working 

far arenas. : 

{c) Gard Record Form 428. 

TIT. ROAD & TRAIL PHAN (See 0-10) 

(a) Maintenance methods and organization. 
(b) Selection of projects, classification 

and priority. 
{c) Cost estimates. 
(a) Correlation of constrvction costs with 

meed and use, and with Comty and State 

systems aid needs oi S, G, EB, fire and 
other work.



IV. FIRB CLAN & STUDIES 
(a) Does the Atlas fumction as a live 

growing record of basic data? 

(b) Is the Plam a concise list of jobs, , 

facts and policies based on the Atlas:” 

(¢). Is the Supervisors’ annus] preven- 
tion program based on en analysis 
of Fire Atlas? Is it planned in ad~ 

vance and sgeressively executed? 

(d} Is the fire orgenizetion end its 
cost being weighed end analyzed in 

the light of the Atlas record? 

(e} Are opportunities seized for ac- 
quainting Rengers with the Atlas 

end enlisting their ideas for the 

growth of the whole plan? 

(f) Is there an umderstanding and 

check of hour~control? 

Ve SUFERVIS ORS? METHODS . : 
(a) Teaching ability. 
(b) Relations with officials, organi- 

zations, etc. 

(c) Civic activities. : 

{d) Inspection methods. 
(e) Office methods. 
(£) Handling of finances. : 

VI. CLERICAL SERVICE i 

VII. Uses OF SUITLIES & EQUIDENT 

(a) Gov't.Motors. Individual respon~ 
sibility. Use confined to class 
oz work for which adapted. Check 
of mileage costs. 

(b) Office @ Cther Supplies. Avoid- : 

ance of excess stocks. conomy in 

use. Handling Ronger requisitions. 

(c) Hendling of Property. .
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Form D. 3—O—18 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

Going In and Coming Out. 

1. When hired at points involving a trip by rail, 
wagon, or auto, time, fare, and expenses will be paid 
en route, but the time will not exceed 8 hours per day. 

2. When hired at points involving a trip by horse- 
back or afoot, riding or walking time will be allowed. 

To and from Camp and at Fire. 
8. Walking time to and from the fire camp and all 

time at the fire, and during transfers between fires, 
will be allowed. 

4. Horses of fire fighters, if kept at the fire, may be 
wrangled by a man detailed by the Forest officer in 
charge, but will not be fed at Government expense. 

5. All subsistence at the fire camp and at the fire will 
be furnished. 

Deductions, 
The following deductions should be entered on the 

‘ime slip and deducted from the amount due: 
\ 6. Fares and expenses paid by the Government going 

in, whenever a fire fighter is discharged for inefficiency 
or quits for any other reason than not being needed. 
(In such cases fares or expenses going out should not 
be allowed.) 

7. All accounts for commissary articles. 

Time Keeping. 
8. The officer in charge should set reasonable limits 

for riding or walking time, and should not allow time 
in excess of such limits. i 

9. Fire fighters should keep their own time in a book 
or other record, and claims for more time than that 
allowed should not be considered unless supported by 
such record. 

10. Time should be turned in on Form 874-15. All 
entries or signatures should be in ink or indelible pencil. 

Shifts. 
11. Twelve hours should usually be considered the 

maximum time per day. 

Trail Crews. 
Trail crews should be hired with the understanding 

that they are liable for fire duty, aeRO AE | nd—when-so~eniied
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D. 3-0-17 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

a FOREST SERVICE 

FIELD EQUIPMENT CHECK LIST 

FIRE CAMP OUTFIT 

Emergency ration Personal 

Fire tools - Mess kit 
Canteen Provisions 
Shovel Matches 
Map and plan Light 

First-aid packet 

TELEPHONE Cord 
Pocketknife 

Climbers Watch 
Pliers Ax 
Parts Tent 

Bed 
HORSE OUTFIT watee ae 

Hobbles 
Ropes FORMS 

ae ed G applications 
Seen Class A sale 
Shoeing outfit $-22 sale 

ok eas Letters, transmittal 
> es Crossing permit 

BALES Herder’s card 
Marking ax Sign requisition 

Seale stick S. U. application 
Seale book 8. U. report 
Lumber crayon F. U. permit 
Sealing manual Subvouchers 

Diameter tape 5A vouchers 
Cruising stick ‘Time slips 

Calipers Purchase order 

Fire report 

SURVEYS 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Compass 
Chain or tape Notebook 
Tripod Maps and map sheets 

Jacob’s staff Pencil, eraser 

Pins Indelible or pen 

Hand level Crayons. 
Protractor 

SIGNS 6" rule 
Pocket status 

; Fire Manual 
Rae Glasses 

( lotment Kodak, films 
4 \ 4 Trails Key 

Nails, hammer Badge 

Varnish, brush Tally register 
OVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICR 

|
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Form 0-15 

| INSPECTION OUTLINE = OPERATION 2 
(points not covered by Tally Sheets 0-1 to 14) 

z ORGAN IZATION i 
(a) Districting and Work Units. Justifi- 

cation for almormally large or small 
; areas, heavy or light loads, and man- 

ning policy. 

(b} Use of staff by Supervisors and 4ssist- 

ants by Rangers Accomplishment of 
training by planning of assignments. 
Field schedules, field days. 

{c) Supervisors! Objectives. Objectives 
and projects distinct and explicit? 
Projects assigned, dated md checked 
off? Correlation with Ranger Work : 

Plans and District Objectives. 

le IMPROVEMENT PLAN 

| (8) Lgcation of hdqtrs. with respect to 
Forést business and community advan- 
tages such as school, social, sup~ 
plies, mail, medical aid, etc. 

{b) Cabins and pastures to aid working _ 
far areas. : 

(c) Gard Record Form 428, 

TII. ROAD & TRAIL PLAN (See 0-10) 
(a) Maintenance methods and organization. 
(b) Selection of projects, classification 

and priority. 
{c) Cost estimates. 
(a) Correlation of construction costs with 

need and use, and with Comty and State 
systems and needs or S, G, E, fixe and 

2 other work.
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_ Iv. FIRE PLAN & STUDIES 

(a) Does the atlas fumction as a live 
growing record of basic data? 

(b) Is the Plan a concise list of jobs 

facts and policies based on the Atias? 

(¢) Is the Supervisors annual preven- 
tion program based on 2n analysis 

of Fire Atlas? Is it planned in ad~ 

vance and aggressively executed? 

(a) Is the fire organization end its 
cost being weighed end analyzed in 

the light of the Atlas record? 

(e} Are opportunities seized for ac- 

quadinting Rengers with the Atlas 
end enlisting their ideas for the 

growth of the whole plan? 

(f) Is there an wmderstanding and 
check of hour~control? 

Vo SUEERVISORS' METHODS a 
(a) Teaching ability. 
(>) Relations with officials, organi- 

zations, etc. 

(c) Civic activities. 

{ad} Inspection methods, 
(e) Office methods. 

(£) Handling of finances. 

VI» CLERICAL SERVICE 

VII. USE OF SUITLIES & BQUID ENT 
(a) Gov't.Motors. Individual respon- 

sibility. Use confined to class 
oz work for which adapted. Check 
of mileage costs. 

(b) Office & Other Supplies. Avoid- , 
ance of excess stocks. Economy in ° 
use. Handling Ranger requisitions. 

(c} Handling of Property.
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e 4 pample Wl | 

s. Graphic Analysis of Staff Travel _ 
Total field time alone is not a 

reliable index to effectiveness of ) 
field inspection. 

Various Supervisors have devised 
graphic methods for showing length and 
distrimtion of field trips. ‘the use- 
fulness of these graphs, however, has 
been limited because they were not uni- 
form and therefore not comparables 

This sample graph is sucgested as 
a standard method of recording and com- 
paring length and distribution of field 
ism e-Ty 

Its use will gradually mke known 
what is the practice of successful Sup- 
ervisors, and thus tend to arrive at a 
stamiard for the guidance of all Sup- 

ervisorse \ 
It may also point out possible econ— 

Chink SM eoM Eee ties ME Beh VME LOT E eo TS 
The form suggested is a combination 

of ideas worked out by Pooler, Pitch- 
lynn, Andrews and Leopold. 

Please sem copies to the D.0. of 
any tryouts civene 

as indicated in the footnote on 
"trips" the number used to get the av- 
erage should be the number of full trips © 

rather than the number of visits to var- 
ious districts. ‘thus, on this sample, 
the Supervisor mde 16 visits to var- : 
ious districts, but only 10 trips. | 

Continuity of trips could be in- 
dicated graphically as follows: 
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i pample oe ae 
| Graphic Analysis of Staff Travel , 

Tyee meer meet. Mew Ce Westy mr) E 
reliable index to effectiveness of @ 
field inspection. 

Various Supervisors have devised 

graphic methods for showing length and 
distribution of field trips. ‘The use- 
fulmess of these graphs, however, has 

peen limited because they were not uni- 
form and therefore not comrmarablee 

This sample graph is susgested as 
a standard method of recording and com- 
paring length and distribution of field 

tripse 
Its use will gradually mke known 

what is the practice of successful Sup- 
ervisors, and thus tend to arrive at a 
staniard for the guidance of all Sup- 

ervisorse “te 
It may also point out possible ecou~ 

omies in staff time and travel costs. 
The form susgested is a combination 

of ideas worked out by Pooler, Pitch- 
lynn, Andrews and Leopold. 

Please semi copies to the D.0. of 

any tryouts civene 

As indicated in the footnote on 

"trips" the number used to get the av- 
erage should be the number of full trips 

rather than the number of visits to var- 

ious districts. ‘thus, on this sample, 
the Supervisor made 16 visits to var- 

ious districts, but only 10 trips. 
Continuity of trips could be in- 

dicated graphically as follows: 
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Sye cial 11/10/21 

Pire Conference Topic #60 

The D-3 Notebook tally Sheet 

“4 Gombination Inspection Outline and Report 

Aldo Leppola 
A. Faults of the Old System which this system seeks to correct: 

I. Inspection Outlines. 

(a) Use. Of 6 outlines prepared last spring, and 

earried all summer by 9 inspectors, Sypre were 23 

instances of use and 22 of non-use. his is vecause (66%) 

of the time a man is with saddle baggage only. He 

can and does, of course, carry outlines at all : 

times, but they are seldom ‘on the spot" when needed. 

(pb) Bulk, ‘The ola outlines are either incomplete 
or else bulky. ‘The old-style D-3 1921 Fire outline 
is brief, but covers only(20) points as against(165 in 
the new system. ‘The new system is in the notebdok, . 
and is not only “on the spot" at all times, but the 
inspector rapidly becomes familiar with its contents, 

because they are "under his nose” and he can't help 
it. This system abolishes letter-size outlines 

altogether. 

II. Inspection Notes. 

(a) Thoroughness. The big drawback to thorough 
inspection, eSpecially general inspection, was that 

the more facts a man recorded, the bigger jumble of 

notes he had to unravel. esult, scanty notes and 
lack of thoroughness. The new system encourages 

thoroughness by making it easy, in fact almost 

unavoidable. 
(bd) Bulk and Time. Actual tests show a saving of | 
30% in time and 50% in space (pages), and a gain of 
43% in the number of points missed. 
(c) Classification. 01d style chronological notes 
have Go be classified, or else endlessly thumbed over, 
before they are usable as a basig for report. The 
tally system is self-classifying in three ways: By 
Subjects, by eac. -division of the subject, and 
by men or units of administration. 
(a) Discussion in field. It was seldom that ola 
style notes were of any use to anybody but their maker. 
The new ones invite examination and discussion by all 
parties concerned.



(e) Permanence. It was seldom that old style 

notes were worth filing. Actual experience with 

the new style notes shows they are consulted quite 

as frequently as the report itself, since they 

contain guch information and detail not all of 

which is necessarily in the report. 

III. Inspection Reports. 

(a) Credit and Debit. To gain brevity, it was 
always the tendency of the old system to report 

only failures. his often unjustly imputed’ to the 
Ynspéctor tack of appreciation of the work done 

well. The new system not only automatically 

records both successes and failures, but shows in 

_-What lines, units or men they lie. 

’~(b) Manifolding. ‘Typing tables and other data is 
/[ laborious and sometimes it is hard to get accurate 

eas work. By printing the new tally forms on a certain 

? ae kind of notebook paper (The grade usually squared 

no oes in blue lines), the completed tally, by treating 

reewal | / with "Translux," can be manifolded cheaply and 
4 indefinitely, and the sheets can be assembled in 

| letter size. The wncil entries print through quite 

| ney: 
| (ec) Bulk. ‘The indefinite repetition of subject 

matter was a big handicap to brevity. Under the 

j new form subject matter is repeated only once, - 

| all the rest is facts and conclusions. Written 
\ explanations of facts are easily tied in to the tables 

\ by the use of numbers or letters. 

B. Dangers of the New System. 

I, Mechanical Inspection. There is danger of this. 4ut 
the inspector will have to be able to defend his 
findings, because there can be no ambiguity as to 
what they are. He has every incentive against mechan- 
ieal entry of check marks. 

II, Inelasticity. "he answer is that he need record only 
What he can. ‘lhe system shows automatically what 
he didn't cover. 

III, Ambiguity of Headings. It is true that some knowledge 
oF the Subject is necessary to interpret the headings. 
But this will stimulate the user to get that knowledge. 
He is not going to the field unable to interpret his 
own notebook. : 

ate



C. Field of Usefulness of the New System. It is written 
for District Officers, a 3 portion of it 
will be usable by Supervisors for their inspec- 
tion work. It will be of interest as a "ticker" 
to Rangers and all others, whether they use it or not. 

D. What Sub jeot Matter is Adapted to a Sheets. All of 
re, most o e rem er o eration, and as 

yet unknown, but probably considerable portion of 
5, G, L, and DE, | 

! 

| 
: 

| 

| 

| 
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New York Forest Club 
Nov. 25, 1924. 

: Forest Inspection As Developed 

In The Southwest 

Aldo Leopold 

A. Doctrine of Accountability (begun after war). Performance 

measured by exact comparisons of methods and results, 

rather than personal hunches. Districts faced by 

(1) Definitions, delineated with growing clearness, 

of what they were supposed to do. 

(2) Sgme @efinitions of what they were doing. 

Result: Performance found far below  . — 

standards being set. 

B. Concurrently with growth of Accountability and standards by 

which to measure it, Districts were faced by 

(1) Shrinking allotments and personnel. 

(2) Forestry Program, demanding ectual results 

on ground. 

(3) A special spurt in standards for fire control. 

Result: Districts forced to get more results out 

of less men and money. 

C. Survey of Administrative Machinery. 

(1) Overhead pressure and "stop-watch" methods 

tried out before war. “Mere whipping-up of 

; no avail.



(2) Men an individuals working hard enough. 

Diary analyses. 

(3) Supervisory forces away ahead of field practice, 

but failing to get their ideas applied be- 

cause of 

fa) Overspecialization, with waste of funds 
J and field confidence. 

y (b) Telling what, instead of how and why. 
/ / Neglect of teaching function. 

/ fe) Poor planning, with seattering of effort. 

\\/ Bxpleneti on of above: 

Iota) Traveling 2 men to a given place to handle 

be 2 problems when one well-rounded man could 

\ handle both. Supervisors and rangers 

\ expected to know not 2 lines, but a dozen. 

| Yo) "Inspector" had a bad flavor, like "detec- 
Lee .. tive"; their visits regarded as a neces- 
\ sary.evil, instead of chance to teach 
\ and learn. 

es) No objectives. Short trips. lack of Job 

Lists. lack of follow-ups. Long and 

‘ poor reports. Poor field equipment. 

Lack of correlation. 

D. The Problem: More and Better Inspection with less men. What 

was done. 

(1) Over specialization: School of Inspection to 

round out each individual and make him a forester 

as well as a specialist. Exchange of teaching. 

Selling plans to each other. 

i age



ff (4) Overcoming rigidity by qualifying asterisks. The 

cross and circle legend. 

o-% i (5) Manifolding for reports. 

(vt) (6) Possibilities of analysis and follow-up. 

(7) Extending the principle to Supervisor and Ranger work. 

F. Advantages and disadvantages of Tally-sheet System. Use 

Memo. of 11-10-21, as presented Mather Field. 

G. Subsequent Developments. : 

(1) Printed sheets liable to be overdone. Make up as 

needed. 

(2) Fiela notes should costitute the report. 

(3) Value as permanent record. 

(4) Use by Rangers. 

H. Broad Significance of Inspection Developments. 

(1) Keeping balance between the machinery for conser- 

[ vation and the condition of resources. Variety 

y of National Forest work. 

(2) Machinery direct measure of success in Fire. 

" not ‘ . : af "" Grazing. 

(3) Possibilities of Tallyinge eondition of resources. 

(4) The analytical viewpoint more important than the 

analytical devices. 

(5) Relation between Inspection and Forest Plans. 

o Inspection in Industry. IeFax. Superiority of F.S. 

technique to industrial technique. 

\" Inspection technique and development of personnel. 

| oy mo da et



(2) Improved Technique of Inspection. 

Direct moves ; 

(a) Field Schedules. Advance determination 

of length and distribution of trips. 

(b) Advance preparation by cumulative notes. 

(ec) Field equipment. 

(a) Tally sheets. 

(e) Teaching. Explaining findings. 

(f) Reports. 

(g) Follow up by later inspectors. 

Indirect Moves 

(a) General vs. special Inspection. 

(b) Weight with field men by being able to 

do their work. 

(c) Insistence on "going thru the mill” for 

advancement. 

E. Inspection Records and Reports. 

(1) 01d Inspection outlines. Bulky. Incomplete. Not 

"on spot." 

(2) Old Reports. Long, expensive, material hard to find. 

What was done. 

One aun (o-b) (1) Elementation of subject matter. Reducing items 

to component factors. 

Crrry vlioerte (0-13) (2) Where this not possible, use of "Indicators". 

(3) Re-assembly into standardized tallys for cumulative 

a tabulation of findings. 

ese
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Syeeiel 11/10/21 
Fire Conference Repie #60 

, The D-3 Notebook Lally Sheet 

A Combination Inspection Outline and eport 

Aldo Leppold 
‘A, Paults of the Old System which this system seeks to correct: 

I. Inspection Outlines, 

(a) Uae. Of 6 outlines prepared last spring, and 
carried all summer by 9 inspectors, — were 23 

; instances of use and 22 of non-use. is is because 56% 
of the time a man is with saddle Vopenet ears He 
can and does, of course, carry outlines at all 
times, but they are seldom on the spot" when needed, 
(b) Sulic. The old outlines are either incomplete 
or else bulky, ‘he old-style De3 1921 Fire outline 

4 is brief, but covers only 20 points as against 165 in 
/ the new system. ‘he new system is in the notebook, 

/ and is not only "on the spot" at all times, but the 
/ inspector rapidly becomes familiar with its contents, 

because they sare "under his nose" and he ean't help 
: it. ‘his system abolishes letter-size outlines 

| altogether, 

II. Inspection Notes, : 

(a) =DOreushuens. fhe big drawback to thorough 
inspection, especially general inspection, was that 
the more facts a man recorded, the bigger jumble of 
notes he had to umravel, “~esult, seanty notes and 
lack of thoroughness. The new system wees 
Seeeeee by making it easy, in fact almos ‘ 
unavoidable. 
S ube nd ine « aetual tests show a serine of 

in in space (pages), and a gain of 
43% in the number of points missed, 
(c) quseeitication. 01d style chronological notes 
have to be classified, or else endlessly thumbed over, 
before they are usable as a basig for report. the 
Tally system is self-classifying in three ways: By 
subjects, by each sub-division of the subject, and 
by men or units of administration. 
(a) *iscuasion in field. It was seldom that ola 
style notes were of any use to anybody but their maker, 
The new ones invite examination and discussion by all 
parties concerned, :
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(e) Hemmaneucs It was seldom that old style 
notes we filing. Actual experience with 
the new style notes shows they are consulted quite : 
as frequently as the report itself, since they 

- gontain guch information and detail not all of 
which is necessarily in the report, 

III. Inspection Xeports, 

(a) oreait and Yebit. To gain brevity, it was 
always 2 eney of the old system to report 
only failures, +his often unjustly imputed to the: 

f inspector lack of appreciation of the wors done 
well, ‘The new system not only automatically 

; records both successes and failures, but shows in 
what lines, unite or men ~ lie, 
(>) pealfolding. Typing tables and other data is 

: laborious Sometimes it is hard to get aceurate 
work, By | hedge the new tally forms on a certain | 
kind of notebook paper (The ete usually squared | 
in blue lines), the completed tally, by treating | 

i with "Trengslux," can be manifolded cheaply and | 
indefinitely, and the sheets can be assembled in | 
qareer size, the wneil entries print through quite | 
egib. Fe F E 

(op Bulk, ‘The indefinite repetition of subject - | 
matter was a os handicap to brevity. Under the j 
new form subject matter is repeated only once, - Gi 
all the rest is facts and conclusions, ‘ritten 
explanations of facets are easily tied in to the tables 
by the use of numbers or letters, 

B, Dangers of the New System, 

I, Mechanical Ins peotion. There is danger of this, Sut , 
; e@ inspector w ve to be able to defend his 

findings, because there can be no ambiguity as to 
whet they are. He has every incentive against mechan- 
igal entry of check marks, é 

TI, Inelasticity, “he answer is that he need record only 
ant * a the system shows automatically what 
he didn't cover. 

: III, Ambiguity of + It is true that some knowledge 4 
Subject is necessary to interpret the headings, 

But this will stimulate the user to get that knowledge. : 
He is not going to the field unable to interpret his 
own notebook, 

Be
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Gc. Pi pL User l@SS O72 NeW 5 Me It is written 

or istrict Officers, = large portion of it | 
; will be usable by Supervisors for their inspec- 

tion work, It will be of interest as a "ticlier" | 
to Rangers and all others, whether they use it or not, 

» most o e ° ration, and as 
." unknown, but probably considerable portion of 

. o Lb, ami DE, : 
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New bes Forest Club 
Nov By 1924. : 

j Porest Inepection As Developed 

In The Southwest 

owe 

- Aldo Leopold 
ie 

A, Doeirine of Accountability (begun after wor). Perfornance 

meesured by exact comparisons of methods end results, 

rather then personal hunches. Distriets faced by 

(1) Definitions, delineated with growing clearness, 

of what they were supposed to do. 

(2) Some definitions of what they were doing. 

Reeult: Performance found fer below s*semiemis 

etandards being set. 

B. Concurrently with growth of Accountability end stendards by 
whieh to messure it, Distriete were faced by 

(1) Shrinking allotments end personnel. 

(2) Porestry Program, denanding actual results 

on ground. 

(3) A special spurt in stendsras for fire control, 

Result: Districts forced te get more remults out 
of less men and money. 

Go, Survey of Administrative Machinery. 

(1) Overhead pressure and "stop-wateh” methods 

tried out before war. Mere whipping-up of 

no avail.



(2) Men om individuale working hard enough. 

Diery enelyees. 

(3) Supervisery forces away shead of field practice, 

wut feiline to get their ideae applied? be- 

eanse of 

(a) Ovevevert shtantion. with waste of funds | 

| tO) ete "sd tetmine eeteweas 
(e) Poor planning, with sesttering of effort. 

Explenetion of above: 

(a) freveling 2 men to « given plece to handle 

& problems when one well-rounded man could 

hendile both. Supervisors and rengers 

expected to kuew not & lines, but e dozen. 

(>) "Inepoctor” hed « bad flavor, like "detec. 
_ tive"; their visite regerded se a neces~ 

sary evil, instesd of chance te teach 
ond Learn. 

(e) Ho objectives. short trips, eck of Job 
Lists. Jack of followeups. Long and 

poor reports. Poor field equipment. 

lack of correlation. “i 

B. The Problem: More ond Better Inspection with lese mone What 

Was done. 

(1) Qver specialisation: Schoo) of Inspection to 

round out each individusel ani meke him a forester 

ee Well as 6 specialist, lxehange of teaching. 
Selling plens to each other. 

| ole



(2) Improved Technique of Inepoction. 

Direst mores 

(a) Field Schedules, Advance determination 

of length and (istribution of trips. 

(v) Advance preparation by cumulative netes. 

(e) Piela equipment. 

(4) Telly sheots, 

(e) Teaching, epleining findings. 

(f) Reperte, 

(g) Follow up by leter inspectors. 

Indirect Moves : 

(a) Generel ve. epeciel Inspection. 

(>) Weight with field men by being able te 
do their works 

(e) Ineletence on “going thra the mill” for 

advancement. | | 

By Inspection Records and Reperte. | 
(1) O14 Inspestion outlines, Bulky. Incomplete. Hot 

“on epot.” | 

(2) O14 Reports. Long, expensive, meterial hard te finds 

What wee done. 

(1) Blenentation of subject matter, Reducing itene 

to component factors. 

(2) Where this not possible, use of "“Indieators". 

(3) Re-seseably into etendardiszed tallye fer owmlative 

tabulation of findinrs. 

aBe
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(4) Overcoming rigidity by quelifying ssterieke, The 

erooe end cirele legend. 

(6) Maenifelaing for reports. 

(6) Poowsibilities of analysis ond followeup, 

(7) Getending the principle te Guperviser ond Renger work. 

¥. Adventoges ond disadvantages of Tally-sheet Systen, Use 

My Memos of 11-10-21, ce prevented Mather Field, ; 

%. Subsequent Developments. 

(1) Printed sheets liable te be overdone, Make up ae 

needed. 

(2) Field notes should coenetitute the reper t. 

(3) Velue ee permanent recor’, 

(4) Use by Rangers. 

: H, Brood Significance of Inspestion Developments. 
(1) Keeping bolanee between thermachinery for conser- 

vetion and the condition of resources, Variety 

of National Forest work. : 

(2) Machinery direct measure of success in Pires 
“not * 2 7 * “> @rasings 

(3) Poosidilities of Tallying eendition of resources. 

(4) @he analytics) viewpoint more important then the 

analytical devices, . 

(6) Relation between Inspection and Forest Plane. 

(6) Inspection im Industry, LePex. Superiority ef 7.5. 
technique to industrial technique. 

{7) Inspection technique ond development of personnel, 

ole



$I 
EDWARD RICHARDS 

FORESTER 

156 Fifth Avenue 
New York 

Telephone Chelsea 1839 

November 10, 1924. 

phe 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, er 
Forest Products Laboratory, 52 

Madison, Wisconsin. a2 : 
o t 

_ My dear Leopold: 

Your good letter of November 7th 
eame safely, and after going over the five topics 
carefully it seems to me that it would be best if 
you would talk to the Club on the second topic, 
namely, "Forest Inspection as Developed in the 
Southwest." In this connection, in order to give 
you an idea of your time, we generally start the 

: lunch about 12:30 and the speaking is very informal 
and is generally followed by questions and dis- 
cussion. We try to get away by 2 o'clock, so that 
probably your actual time of speaking should not 
be more than about 40 minutes or so. 

Owing to the fact that we are not 
equipped with a magic lantern and also on account 
of our comparatively short time limit, it seems 
to me best not to attempt to have an illustrated 

lecture at this time. I would like very much to 
gee what you have, however, and trust that I shall 
have the opportunity to some other time. 

Looking forward with pleasure to 
seeing you here in my office about the middle of 
the morning on Tuesday, the 25th, I am with best 
wishes, 

Cordially yours, 

GR aa Sra.
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_-—ss«éDistriet Forester, et 
oo. Forest Service, Oe ae 
ea Albuquerque, N. M. ae 

area : eo 
Dear Frenki ee 

Ma bet hey 
A esti I think I sent you a copy of my letter of November ia 

_-—s=s“ ss Y to Bdward Righards of the New York Forest Club concerning =~ 
aa oe ee ‘ie 

: a Se atirens which I am to deliver there Tuesdey, November 25. ih K 

ag -Boherds hes chosen from among the five subjects offered the oe 
ee elie ‘aia ig 

ee ht one which I called "Forest Inspection as Developed in the [oa 

CS : ela 

E ss Southwest." et 
Pes: : ee 
“ ey - Gould I ask for your help in supplying me with the as 

tottering msteriel, which should be meiled to me care of awerd = 
Pie I 2 hae 

Brel ae eherds, 156 Pifth Ave., New York, in order to reach there ‘nae 
Sees, ooh ae 

Be a ‘before Tuesday, November 25. a 

Ba fa) Notebook sects (5 copies each if available; if ee... 
ae ae not o lesser number will do). a 

Fy eas 
Yee oy a 

a. a 1- Complete set of printed tally sheets. Does not ae 

ee matter whether wt are strictly up to date, a 

eT since they are to be only used as samples. . oe 
bias ‘ Sa as 

, nit . i ‘ ihe a Sanh 

es as 2 Photostat sample entitled “Length end Distribution = 

pay a 3 ¢ Ingpestion rripe ceeheeat bees eave nae 

f ee ahi 923." This is the Sheet showing by colored 

ae bea: ee ae 
sien reas 0) ate Sr alg 

Be rie OE ii , \ 
Veoh, 3) at Me ig ey shia) ied: yen ean a sar 
Ber Mee 8 Coys VA Pat ate yd ah gr iid Hei bi Na el 
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lines the length ond sequence of supervisors’ 4 
inspection trips on a hypothetical set of \ 
districts of a national forest. 

1 

3~ Photostat compilation of diary analyses for 
either 1922 or 1923, either notebook of letter i 
size. Some of the preliminery compilations 4 
last yeer which were finally superseded may i 
still be available and would be plenty food 4 
enough. Mrs. Myers will know about these. | 

4+ Photostat, "D-3 Inspection Standards Summary," 
dated 2-2-22, or any subsequent revision of 
this sheet. 

5- A tabulation of work units by ranger districts; 
either the one of 4-1-21 or any subsequent revis- 
ion, notebook or letter size. 

(>) Letter Sige Sheets. . 

l- De O- Inspection Schedule, 1923 or 1924 - obsolete 
issues good enough. 4 

2- Letter size photostat showing samples of ranger i 
notebook tally sheets which I devised with 8 
Ranger Hall on the Sitgreaves, 1922. This ¢ 
sheet may not be available or you may have gotten ‘ 
up something better in the meanwhile. 

: 

This is quite a bulky order and I do not like to 4 

bother you with it, but I am extremely anxious to give a good 

presentation of the D-3 developments in this line. It would be hs 
inl 

natural to suppose thet my removal from the local D-3 viewpoint ‘ 

would result in giving me a lower rather than » higher estimate j 

of the importance of what D3 has done in inspeétion. My actual f y ie 

feeling, however, is that the D-3 developments in this line are i 

more important than I realized when I was a member of the District. i 
/ tat 

For one thing, numerous principles can be applied direct to the ij 

} , ie 
/ ie t
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_ Laboratory and several of the men here aré becoming very q 

much interested in their possibilities. q 

A With kindest regards, ' 

Very sincerely yours, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, Asst. Director. 
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- THE RELATIONS OF WEIGHTS, BODY DIMENSIONS, AND SEX 

IN MALLARD DUCKS 

Aldo Lébpold 
Since 1917y I have recorded the weights of some 600 

ducks of fifteen species killed mostly in the upper Rio Grande 

Valley of New Mexico. The seasonal variations in lweights and 

their apparent relation to © aes changes have been described 

in previous papers. 

It occurred to me that duck hunters have a further 

opportunity of contributing to ornithology by determining the 

interrelations of weight and various body measurements. Ac- 

3 cordingly, seme body measurements were taken on 23 mallards d 

killed during December, 1922, October and December, 1923, and 

January, 1924, at various points in the upper Rio Grande Valley 

of New Mexico, and on 21 mallards killed in Henderson County, 

Illinois, November 5-7, 1925. <All these birds were weighed 

on the same scales, but unfortunately the body measurements, 

. with the exception of bill and length, are not comparable 

throughout. In the New Mexico birds, spread was taken; in Illinois 

the standard wing measurement. Length of foot was taken in New 

Mexico, but not in Illinois. This lack of standardization 

prevented complete statistical analysis of the non-standardiz- 

€@-dimensions. 

OOO 

"Notes on the weights & plumage of ducks in New Mexico" Condor 
XXI, May, 1919, pp.128-129. 

* Weights & plumage of ducks in the Rio Grande Valley", Condor ‘ 
May, 1921, pp. 85-86." i



The following analysis and conclusions are offered 

in the full realization that a larger number of birds would ; 

; be desirable, although some of the relationships indicated 

by the graphs are so positive that it seems doubtful whether 

more data would change them. The original purpose was to 

demonstrate a new way to make the game bag yield something 

more then meat, and this, at least, has been done. The task 

of analysis also clearly demonstrated the author's mathe- 

matical deficiencies, and while the very best mathematical 

methods have probably not been used, the work has been re- 

viewed by of the Forest Produets Laboratory, who 

says - 

<u) 
5 The clearest presentation will result, I think, from 

3 following the melysiestey’by stepfand building up the conelu- 

. sions] es-we—e0. 

43 Graphs 1 & 2 
7 

> 
a) The birds were arranged in ascending order of weight 

oé for New Mexico and Illinois separately, the weights plotted 

ae points, and the points joined to form an unsmoothed "fre- 

meney curve" for weight. 

Next, the various body measurements were plotted for 

each bird, arbitrarily adjusting the vertical scales so that 

the total range in each measurement would equal jon the graph, 

Pe ae



the total range in weight. The intent was to see how closely 

the body dimensions would follow the wsight ont eR 

(Mathematically, the method is faulty in that”single 

abnormal maximum or minimum dimension may distort the scale and 

thus »partially distort the juxtaposition of the curves. The 

effect of thesfault will appear later). 

The serial number and sex of each bird occurs in the 

horizontal column at the bottom. 

The spread ana Kees curves are discontinuous in two 
an live hincke gi 

places because oF eee y broken wing and neck bones duvewttet aceunaty 

Conclusions: : 

(a) Hens tend to be lighter than drakes. This, of course, 

is well known, but the sex symbols give a quantitative indi- 

cation of the sex-weight relation. ’ 

(b) The dimension curves in general ase with the weight. 

This merely reflects the obvious fact that a lerge frame tends 

, to be heavy. 

(ce) The more prominent dimension peaks above the weight 

curve are all drakes (nos. 18, 21, 20, 24), and of these, all 

but one (no. 20) have all the dimensions above. This tenta- 

tively indicates that extreme slimness is commoner in érakes. 

(ad) Phe dimension peaks below the weight line are less 

prominent, but are mostly hens (nos. 6, 12, 17, 35 hens, nos. 

7 and 25 drakes). This tentatively indicates that extreme 

plumpness is commoner in hens. 

(e) Following up the foregoing indications that relative 
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dimensions are a sex character, let us arbitrarily assume that 

the weight curve is a size datum against which variable individu- 

al dimensions may be measured, and determine the ratio of 

points below to points above the datum. pAtiaiay golani ales 

x fatness, but fatness cannot be measured). The "below:above" 

ratios are as follows: ; : 

(el) Bill. Hens 6:15, drakes 6:11. There is no indi- 

cation of inverse ratio. 

(@°) Length. Hens 12:6, drakes 5:14. This is very close 

to an inverse ratio, and indicates that hens are relatively 

: shorter than drakes. 

oe (e°) Spread and ua: Hens 10:11, drakes 7:10. No indi- 

cation of inverse ratio. 

(e*) Foot. Hens 9:3, drakes 4:7. This is close to an 

inverse ratio, and indicates that hens have relatively short . 

feet, although the smaller number of measurements of this : 

i dimension weaken the case. 

; Graphs 1 & 2 show no striking difference between 

the New Mexico and Illinois birds, so this suggesté(combining 

all the data into two simiter graphs for hens and drakes re- 

spectively. This has been done bn graphs 3 & 4. 

“Graphs 3 & 4 

These are the same as graphs 1 & 2, except the two 

graphs contrast the two sexes instead of the two states, and 

the non-standardized dimensions are omitted. 
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In comparing the graphs with each other and with 

: 1 & 2 it should be remembered that while the vertical weight 

scale remains the same, the shift in weight ranges necessarily 

changes somewhat the vertical scale of the body measurements. 

Conclusions: ; 

(a) The range of weights in drakes appears to be greater 

: than in hens, 

' { Srephs 5 & 6 

Following up/the indications that certain dimensions 

are a sex character, if now appeared advisable to plot these 

dimensions separately sexes, not to note their parallelism 

to a frequency curve of\weight, but rather against weight 

as an ordinate. This wa done aw prope 5&6. 

In these graphs each point on bill curves (graph 

5) and length curves (graph 6) represents not a single bird, 

but the average of all the birds of the sex falling within 

each weight class by ounces. The individual bird measure- 

ments are indicated by the dots (hens) or small circles 

; (drakes) above and below the average. 

: Conclusions: 

(a) Hens do have relatively shorter bills than drakes. 

(evidently the reason why this was not indicated by graphs 

1 & 2 and conclusion ot is that two abnormal birds (nos. 

7 & 85) distorted the scale and hence the "below:above" 

28S



ratio. Graph 5 eliminates this distortion} 

(b) Hens are relatively shorter in length than drakes. 

; (This corroborates conclusion eo”) , 

Beene Ces Satie 
ere are interesting péssibilities of comparison 

between the relatively short length of bill and body, and the 

indication of relatively short feet and tendency to plump- 

ness in mallard hens, and similar sex characters in other 

bird and animal species. 

Relative dimensions are, as nearly as I know, a 

new measurement in ornithology. Knowleége of their ex- 

istence may in time result in accumulating enough facts to 

aid in interpreting the absolute dimensions used for tax- 

onomic sarees; But it would be much more important if 

they should, eventually, help throw light on bird habits and 

physiology, upon which depend so many problems in conservation, 

and about which so little is known. 
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1% Mallard Measur onents 
: 3 \ Wo g : : 3 : : Girth +: Foot :%: Foot 

Date _: No.: Sex :bb. Oz.: Length : Bill : Wing : Spread :_ Head tLength : Width 

Upper Rio Grande : ' ; ; : ; : 

Valley,New Mexico 3 : i : ; : : 

19/17/22 12 a a :390 :5" 33 2/4": 3 1/8" 

:* ;3 ‘4 6:23 1/2 : 21/6 tt 1361/4: 42/2 3 1/16 : 23/4 

‘ane ie 61 ae eae 1 43/h 1321/4: 23/4 

ee ae o: Mae 1 ayer i‘ fame ie 1408 

r* : 8 ie 4: 24 12 5/l6 135 1/2: 41/2 [31/413 

i. :g 4 4ias i. ; en 41/4 vr : 2 3/4 

te Te 2 spew 114s i. rete i 12 3/4 

12/31/22 : 8 8 is 5 1231/2 £2 5/6 : ; 351/22 43/4 133/853 

10/7/23 9 ‘9 2a 4: 21/2 : 2 ‘ 1341/21 43/4 31/8: 23/4 

210 :9 i tim 21/e : : 34 14 3/4 131/412 3/4 

un ie it 6: 22 3/4 : 21/8 7 : 33 : 45/8 :31/e:23/4 

m2 ig 22 732112 21/8 : 1321/2: 47/8 31/213 

r3 : 2 12 1:23 eu: : 33 1/2: 45/8 13 : 23/4 

Ha 18 4k bs me bee ma) ae 31/413 

:15 - ie 3: ae cin: 1321/21 45/8 13 1 23/4 

10/21/23 116 8 : 2 8:23 1/2 cia: 36 18 1/4 13 1/23 

a7: 9 : 2 91 a2 1218 : 1351 47/8 :33/8:23/4 

118 :6 :2 3123 1/2 : 21/2 ti : 331/28 124 7/8 133/473 

10/27/23 129 : te 1: 22 22 : :321/2143/4 131/e:23/4 

12/16/23 :20 o 12 9 1124 1/2 : 21/2 : i 34 1/2: 5 1/4 :3a/2:3 

a 8 :2 4: 241/2 21/26 : 94/4: 5 1/8 31/223 

12/30/m3 122 2 © :3 1:243/4 :21/6 : : 37 5 1/4 233/433 

1/is/aa 123: 6 ot! 8: 221/2 :23/8 : ma (tk :31/8:3



: Mallard Measurements (2) 

3 : : Weight : : : : : Girth : Foot : Foot 
Date i No. : Sex : Lb. Oz.: Length : Bill i Wing : Spread : Head tLength : Width 

Hondernon Seuety. : : : : : : : : 
Illinois: : 2 : : f ‘ ' : : 

11/5/25 : 24 ‘ é 12 L 24 : 25/16 : 11 3/4 : : : : 

“ae a mee ye ee : : : 

ras 36 2 7: 2A :21/4 ae: : ; 

a7 38 rR owe rmif2r2s/er mse : , i 

:2e :O :2 6 :293/e:21/a :103/a ; 

:29 38 12 :235/e:23fe:ni2: i : : 

:30 : 8 :2 lo 1243/4: 21/4 1103/4 : ; ; 

ran 3 ri2 6 1 223/4123/6 1105/6: : . 

232 3 9 i 1s: 21 1/e: 21s: 101/2 ; ; 

33 9 2 3 PR.a1/2ie iu + : 

134: 9 12 5 :211/2:21/8 :103/4 : : ; 

135: 9:2 ‘2 :19/e : 10 ; : \ : 

se ie ik 4 aA Oe fh s ; ; : 

1/efsi37 : 8:2 2 $221/6:21/16:103/4 : : : : 
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1532 University Aveme 
March 31, 1937 

My, Seott Sterling 
Beusch & Lomb —" Co. 
Rochester, New York 

Dear My. Sterling: 

I had long ago given up the idea of actually 
poblishing the "Wood for Arrows." If you can use any of the 
material it contains and bring it into print, I urze you to do 
#0, It would not be possible for me to go back overthe 
experimental work and do the checking, but I agree with you 
thet some technical material of this kind should be in print 
and if you ean take the responsibility you are certainly 
welcome to my data, c 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO. 
Established 1853 

ROCHESTER,NEW YORK 

March 29, 1937. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

It was a very great pleasure to have the opportunity 
to read your manuscript on "Wood for Arrows". 

It contains a considerable amount of interesting and 
helpful information. 

I assume that this article is not quite completed and 
ready for publication now but I hope that you will 
publish it some of these days. All that it needs, so 
far as I can see to finish it, is a little more specific 
information in regard to the table,summarizing the 
various species of wood. This table states that a 
selected shaft 28" long, of such and.such a wood, having 
a diameter of let us say 11/32" should weigh, when 
tapered, so many grams, and should deflect not more 
than so many inches. If the shaft is tapered, the 
question naturally arises as to whet part of the shaft 
will have the specified diameter and what the diameters 
will be at other parts of the shaft. The other 
auestion that naturally arises is "the deflection should 
not exceed the stated amounts under what circumstances--i.e. 
for target arrows, and for bows of what weights?" 

I do not want to put you to the trouble of answering 
these questions for me but am merely offering them as 
suggestions in the event that you do decide to go ahead 
and publish this article. 

Since writing you I have arranged to make a trip to 
Chicago and Minneapolis and it is barely possible that 
I will have an opportunity to stop at Madison some time 
within the next week or so. 

If I can do this, I should be glad to have the opportunity 
to thank you personally for your kindness in sending me 
this manuscript--but in any case I do thank you. I am 
returning the manuscript herewith. 

Very truly yours, 

SSterling: MC Deott- é } 
Enel. | 

REPLY SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO THE COMPANY, ATTENTION OF THE WRITER



1532 University Aveme 
March 16, 1937 

Mr. Scott Sterling 
Bausch & lomb Optical Co, 
Rochester, New Yoric 

Dear Mr. Sterling: 

I was mich interested in your letter of February 24 

and in aecordance with your request have dug ont my old mami~ 

script on "Wood for Arrows." It is not in very good shape but x 

T am sending it to you although I do mot know how much information 

it will have for you. Since this is my only copy, I will appreciate 

its return. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 
encl . 

i er ey



BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO. 
Established 1855 

ROCHESTER,NEW YORK 

February 24, 1937. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I have recently received an intensely interesting 
letter from W. W. Weber of the Forest Products 
Laboratories in regard to wood for bows and arrows. 
For several years I have had a great deal of 
interest in some of the technical aspects of 
archery. It occurred to me a long time ago that 
it should be possible to design bows and arrows 

: by mathematical methods in a manner similar to 
that by which we design the optical systems of 
microscopes and other instruments. 

In the one case we work with such physical 
characteristics as the refractive index of glass, 
its chromatic dispersion, and its light transmission, 
and we can predetermine the radii of curvature, 
thicknesses and other dimensions of lenses to give 
the desired results. In the other case it seems to 
me that from the physical constants of the materials, 
we should be able to compute bows and arrows ,with 
a fairly high degree of,certainty. Using the 
moduli of elasticity and resilience, the fiber 
stresses, specific gravities etc., we should be 
able to predetermine the necessary dimensions to 
give the desired results. The bow can be regarded 
essentially as a bent cantilever, or as a bent 
spring, and the arrow as a freely vibrating rod, 
subject to the laws of mechanics. 

I realize that one could advance the objection that 
in working with wood we do not have a homogeneous 
material to deal with, but that does not seem to be 
particularly significant. Until we establish what 

: we can consider as normal, we can't very well determine 
what departures from the normal are made necessary by 

variations in the materials. 

REPLY SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO THE COMPANY, ATTENTION OF THE WRITER



BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO. 

ou 

Professor Aldo Leopold. February 24, 1937. 

It is a fascinating research problem, and I have had 
a lot of fun computing statically and dynemically 
balanced bows of uniform strength. A great deal 
of work has been done by others on selecting the most 
suitable materials for bows and arrows, but so far 
as I know, not much has been done on the problem 
of determining the exact dimensions to yield optimum 
results from a given material. 

Mr. Weber tells me that you have done a great deal 
of work in investigating the possibilities of different 
woods for arrows. He tells me that at one time you 
prepared a manuscript - but did not publish it - on 
the merits of birch, cucumber magnolia, Douglas fir, 
Port Orford cedar, spruce and various pines. I wonder 
if it would be convenient for you to let me read this 
Manuscript as a matter of interest? I would take 
good care of it, and return it to you promptly, and 
I can assure you that none of your material would be 
appropriated or misused in any way. 

My interest in this entire subject is purely that of 
an ardent amateur fan with a more or less investigative 
turn of mind. 

Very truly yours, 

: “4 
SSterling:MC 

. y
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July 17, 1928 

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. WHITE: 

The Director suggests that "Glues for Wood in Archery" 

be published as a Technical Note, but that "Wood for Arrows" be 

published as an article, the article to be sent out by the labora~- 

tory under Mr. Leopold's name as Associate Director. The two 

manuscripts are therefore to be returned to Mr. Leopold for any 

further comments in view of the proposed method of publication. 

\\ é ge 

D./G. Coleman )
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\ } / July 11, 1928 

MEMORANDUM 10 MR. WELTE 

“=. Teapold'!s note "Wood for Arrows" is certain to be 

of interest to archers and may couse considerable correspondence. 

I would suggest as a matter of policy that it be critically 

Feviewed by some“gus who is an authority on the subject, preferably 

‘seme one who has written a text on the subject. For example, it 

occurred to me that a required property of an arrow shaft should 

be lightweight. I phoned the Curator of the State Museum and 

without hesitation he said an arrow shaft should be of the lightest 

weight possible. Weight is omitted in the list of know property 

requirements given on page 1. xy 

Most mechanical test data on wood issued by the lab/is 

based on hundreds of tests, is the table given on page 8a con- 

sistent with this av" policy? Does the experimental data of Table 7 1), 

8a check computed values as to deflection? 

The note "Glues for Wood in Archery" appears to be OK. 

hol? 
D. @. Coleman 

\
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PERSONAL April 26, 1928. 

Professor F,. G. Speck, 
University of Pennsylvania, 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

Dear Dr. Speck: 

I have inquired of the American Museum of Natural 

History as to the origin of a eertain bow exhibited in that 

museum in a case marked Penobscot and they have informed me 

that this bow was secured through you. This bow is different 

\ in that it shows English ideas of design, that is, it is 

semi-circular in cross section with the flat side out and has 

a decided thickening of the handle. It also has a unique 

bracer in the form of a short stick upon the handle and 

connected with the tips by sinew, the purpose of which I 

take it is to relieve tension stress on the back side. 

The purpose of this letter is to ask whether 

you know the date of manufacture. I would also be interested 

to know the species of wood. I took it to be either 

hickory or ash. 

; APR26 1928 &



Prof. F.C.Speck 

If you have analyzed the technical quality of 

this bow and have a copy or reprint of the analysis I 

would be very much interested, 

Very sincerely yours, 

i 
ALDO LEOPOLD,



IN RE 
Casum Appruss ‘'MusxoLoey New York) 

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 
77TH STREET anp CENTRAL PARK WEST 

NEW YORK CITY 

DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY 

CLARK WISSLER, Pu.D., Curator 

PLiny E. GODDARD, Pux.D., Curator or ETHNOLOGY 
CHARLES W. MEAD, Honorary Curaror or Purvvian AROHAEOLOGY 
N. CO. NELSON, M.L., Assocrare Curator or ARCHAEOLOGY 
Harry L. SHAPIRO, Pu.D., AssisTanr Curaror or Puystoal ANTHROPOLOGY 
MARGARET MEAD, Pu.D., Asststanz Curaror or ErnxNotocy 
WILLIAM K, GREGORY, Pu.D., Assocrarn In PaystcaL ANTHROPOLOGY 
CLARENCE L, Hay, A.M., Rusmarcn Associarm 1x MexIcan AND 

CeNTRAL AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY 

MiLo HELLMAN, D.D.S., Rusmaron Assocrars in Puystcan ANTHROPOLOGY 

April 12, 1928 

Dear Sirs 

I acknowledge yours of April sixth concerning a 
Penobscot Indian bow. We understand this type of bow 
to have been in general use among the Penobscot and a 
few of the surrounding tribes and presumably it was 
not influenced by. European ideas. We have an addi- 
tional spedéimen in our reserve collections. 

| The bow on exhibition is of recent make and was 
; secured through Professor Frank G. Speck of the Uni- 

versity of Pennsylvania. We have no photograph of it 

Bi r and I doubt if it will photograph well for reproduction. 
However, one of our illustrators is willing to make a 

line drawing for you for five dollars. The cost of 
photographing the specimen would be about the same and 
would be far less satisfactory for reproduction. So 

if you desire to use the specimen in your book, a draw- 
ing can be furnished you as stated. 

Finally, we shall be glad to have either from you 
direct or the citation to your book giving the technical 
analysis of the bow in question. No doubt Professor 
Speck can give you definite information as to the history 
of this type of bow and its possible encorporation of 
English ideas. 

Very truly yours, 

Cl fPajpal.. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Forest ‘roducts Laboratory, 
Madison, Wisconsin.



RPLZ April 17, 1928. 

-  Gaeehablioe Bipesting Arms Company, 
Hew Haven, Conn. 

Dear Mr. Pugsley: 

I promised to send sou the properties required in 

wooden arrowfs 

(A) Zarget arrows, such as are used in 40 to 50 pound target 

bows, should have: 

(1) "Spine" (Stiffmess per unit weight) sufficient to 

avoid buckling under the string, because buckling in- 

duces wobbly flight. My criterion of stiffness is to 

reject shafte which ber! more than 3 inches under a 

lepound load applied 24 inches from the support. For . 

the very best arrows I reject 211 over 2-1/2 inches. 

The weight of the beet selected coniferous shafte of 

of this stiffness is around 20 crams, and of the best 

selected birch 25 grame plus 5 grams for the point. 

I think a metal or bamboo arrow should lie between ; 

these weights. 

(2) Shoek resistance sufficient to avoid breaking off 

behind the head when accidentally hitting a tree or 

CORY For Information sent to Mr, Weiss



Mite Be Pe : 

stone. I kmow of no measure for this. A fair test 

would be to shoot an arrow at a green tree at 20 

yards from a 45-pound bow, If it doesn't break, it 

is as tough as wood arrows usually can be. Steel 

ought to beat this. Bamboo will not, judging from 

‘the performance of cane arrows. 

(3) Warp resistence in wood if an arrow stays streight 

under ordinary atmospheric fluctuations is satise 

factory. (Metal would,of course,give us no trouble 

here so I will not go inte detail). 

(4) Low air resistance mainly a matter of smooth finish and 

; surface area, fi.e, diameter), Wooden target arrows 

are between 5/16-inch and 11/32-inch diameter, and 

slightly "barrelled", i.o, thicker in the middle, | 

(5) Gluabdility, i.e. ability to hold head and feathers. 

: The latter might be troublesome ip metal, 

(6) Contre of gravity. A 25-gram unberrelied shaft with 

a Sgram head, centres about 13 inches behind the 

point. Sy tapering, the nock end thue should be thrown 
forward to about 9 or 10 inches. 

(B) Hunting srrows (broadheads) are for 50 te 75-pound vows 

and require, similar properties but weigh around 40 grams 

(30 gram shaft plus 10-gram broadhead), They should be 

stiffer (2-1/2 inches deflection under 1 pound at 24 inches). 

“2



Mr. Es Pe 

The shafte run from 11/22-ineh te 3/8~inch diameter. 

The centre of gravity should be 9 or 10 inches back, 

same as for target arrows. 

This may serve you as a rough preliminary out- 

line. I am working on a "Technical Note" to be issued by 

this laboratory covering this same question with more pre- 

cision. I will see that you get a copy when it is published. 

Meanwhile call on me for anything I have left cloudy. I 

would be glad to send you a sample hunting arrow and target 

abrow if you wish, ‘This would be better than sending you 

 drewings. 

I forgot to say it takes a parabolic feather 17/32 

inek high and 2-1/2 inches long to steer « target arrow, and 

one 3/4 inch high and 4-1/2 inches long to steer a hunting 

! arrow. Some archere get along with smaller feathers, A stiff 

feather can be used smaller than a limber one. Good feather- ‘ 

ing is very important. . 

It ie only feir for me to add that I agree with Weiss ~ - 

personally I would never use steel arrows, becausé of sentimental 

prejudice and because I make «11 my own tackle. I disagree 

with him, however, that such prejudice is general. I think 

many archers are unable to"make their own” and would use steel 

arrows if they could be made better or cheaper than wood. As 

I told you,I would be glad to test any arrow you want me tos 

oe



Mrs Es Pe 

As to split bamboo the matter of sentiment would 
ef course not apply. I think the split bamboo idea is very 

promising. 

There are professional fletchers who have for- 

gotten more about arrows than I know, although you will find 

them hard to talk to. WNevertheless,I would advise consult- 

ing them before adopting any specifications. James Duff of ; 

Jersey City,is one of the good ones. I think Dr. Elmer of ; 

Wayne, Pennsylvania, would be a good man to see. He haa few 

prejudices, talks clearly, has been national champion, and 

is author of a good book on archery. 

I enjoyed your visit here, and hope I shall see 

you again. 

; 2 Very sincerely yours, : 

ALDO IBOPOLD, Associate Director. 
. ¢ “SE
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February 1, 1928, 

Memorandum for Mr. Leopold: | 

Attached are a requisition for composite figures 

for arrows and a copy of the mimeograph "Wood in Airplane 

Construction." 

Mr. Newlin believes that possibly you can get a 

better composite figure for spine than the present method 

would give. He suggests that when you have time for a con- 

ference we can work out the method in detail. His idea is 

that you use a method somewhat similar to that used for sir- 

plane material in Table 2 of the attached mimeograph rather 

than the method used with our regular composite figures. Such 

a method would involve dividing each property by @ power or 

root of gravity. The power or root to use would be arrived 

at by considering the possibility of obtaining stiffness by 

considering the possibility of obtaining stiffness by in- 

ereasing the size rather than changing the species and by 

considering the higher shock resistance of the heavier spe- 

cies, Once the weightings are arrived at. “fthe compilation of 

the composite figure is comparatively simple. I would like 

to be im on your conference if convenient. E 

: R. P. A. Johnson
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FORM PL 24 

FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORY Routing 

[OPERATION 
REQUISITION pata ag 

Please furnish the following to. Director's Offi nes 

EIDE AT Sa _ Compile composite figuresfor the species shown on _ ai Nee 

________| the attached sheet using the following reduction — LEC 

. | Paetors and weighting: poo ale aan deans Bete el see ae 

een eae : apn Se es a ea oe pe 
:Reduction: -------------- 

oT  eenty or faater 1 erecntair ry gg 

iW \ ieee Be etabis Bene, Aloe ee 4 oe Sa at 

Tae Mod.of E. Impact Bend. : 1.000 : O: 2 et 

a Work to Elastie Limit :142 000: ___ 
ha Be Oe i ss ee ee 

oa ety From the above composite figures obtain a strength | _ 

aoe weight ratio (spine _—+)_-by dividing the composite! ea 

____i|-_—svalue by specifie gravity based on oven-dry weight poe 

cee eipiingnlee | i MG NG Big thy ne Aa Clie OnE ne 

a) ____ Use values at 12 per cent moisture from _—_ 

ei "Strength and Related Properties of Woods Grown ae 

ep in the United States" and return work sheets with | see 

ge | results, Check reduction factors from constants | 

anes: in alredry equation ef Bulletin 676, 0 

Date January 27, 1928 Shop No. 

Name __Ae Leopold P. O. No. 

Clinvae toe. oi Bg 05s i Sa Re foe



OPERATION 

COMPUTING 

Director's Office 

Compile composite figuresfor the species shown on | 

the attached sheet using the following reduction 

factors end weighting: 

: : Weight 
:Reduction!-------------- 

Property : factor :Green:Air Dry 

Mod.of BE, Static Bend. : 1.183 : O: 1 
3 3 3 

Mod, of -E,Impaet- Bend. :--15000—_:—__0-+— Bah - 
aay 3 3 

Work to Elastic Limit © :142 000 +: : 
Impact. 3 : ase > 

3 3 3 ; 

( 

From the above composite figures obtain a strength 

weight ratio (spine ) by Gividing the composite 

value by specific gravity based on oven-dry weight 

and volume. 

Use values at 12 per cent moisture from 
"Strength and Related Properties of Woods Grown 

in the United States" and return work sheets with 

results. Check reduction factors from constants 

in air-dry equation of Bulletin 676, 

Jamuary 27, 1928 

A. Leopold 

1053 
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October 8, 1926. 

My. Thornton Ts» Munger, 
Paeific Northwest Forest Expe Station, 

614 Lewis Bldge, Portland, Oreg. ; 

Dear Thornton: : 

I am glad to ‘have your Letter of October 4 and 
to know that you think well of the subject I suggested, even 
though you cannot turn out an article in time for the com- 
petitions 

In reply to your observations about yew, I would 
like to recommend very strongly that the Forest Service 
cease giving away yew staves from the Netional Forests. 
A yew tree is now worth anything from 50 cents to 50 dollars. 
We can certainly determine by research how to identify the 
valuable trees end the territory on which they grow. It is 
not at all impossible that the demand for yew may expand to 
such en extent as to form a handsome source of revenue, and 

: quite independent of revenue, it is embarrassing for the 
Service to know less about yew than the people that want to 
cut it. Moreover, a real study of yew is bound to tell us 
a whole lot about wood properties and growth conditions in 
other speciese If it is true that the good yew grows at high 

- altitudes, then we would have the bulk of the gore material 
on the National Forests. It is my personal opinion that the 
Laboratory should join with you in a study of this species. 
If you agree, I will try to start the ball rolling by out- 
aiabae what I think needs to be studied, provided you can 
get Simpson to do the same. The two outlines could then be 
put together as senate to start frome I would suggest 
you talk this over with Gibbons and Ames and let me know 
what District 6 thinks about it. It need not run into big 
money and we might conceivably g&ét cooperative funds from 
the commercial archery companies. : 

With best wishes, 

Very sincerely, 

God! bows wed Grr ao teevh velba 
i hone ehaslia Etat pot a 

: he Landle > ha 7 \ Whe 

(UK beh vaties ta may, Corl, aK Aldo Leopold. 

4Oo-Y-26 £1.<= é



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

PACIFIC NORTHWEST FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

3 
A aEcioR Mh 3 oi 514-517 Lewis BUILDING 

AND REFER TO PORTLAND, OREGON 

October 4, 1926 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of September 27 and appreciate 
your considering me. I had not thought of writing a paper 
for this competition and perhaps would have needed just the 
stimulus which your letter gives. However, it is so late 
now am October is such a full month that it is quite out 
of the question this year. I like the subject you propose 
for me am perhaps if it is not used up I cold take your 
cue and write an article on it for use some other time. My 
only fear is that I would be too impatient with the "single 
trackers". 

We are finding Dr. Hawley very stimulating and the 
discussions bring out how much we foresters need the help of 
experts in that line for an understanding of these highly 
technical phenomena, like the behavior of forest fires or the 
drying out of forest fuels. 

I wished for you last week when + looked over a 
section of land,with a view to its use for experimental 
purposes, that was just covered with an understory of yew. 

Good bow staves on every hand and yew giants 20 inches in 
diameter. A yew stave cutter had already found the area and 
gotten out some beautiful pieces. He asked me relative to 
the different kinds of yew and how to tell the male tree from 
the female tree when not in fruit, saying that some manufacturers 
prefer one and some the other; what the difference is between 
the pink yew and the red yew, ete. I had to profess complete 
ignorance and somebody will have to make a project of our 
humble yew tree some day. 

Very sincerely yours, 

A nlx (Lamy
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WOOD IN ARCHERY - <S 

Quantitatively speaking, nhl ta a minor use of 3 S 
v 

wood. Qualitatively speaking, archery is of gmeat technical N . 

i significance for three reasons: (1) the art was developed to % ; 
é 

~ ~ 

t ; 
' ractically its present stage centuries before the theory was ee 

| Pea eh. ek te sae " il ~ 
| developed at all; (2) there is no use more exacting in its re- < ¥ 

| quirements, hence archery wood must be rigidly pelected for 3 

| its properties; (3) archery is one of the (few uses in which x z 

the residual variability of the raw material is successfull B iy 
pllurced purnco Oe Coece ba fitly hs es arradetat a . q 

absorbed in the dimensions of the finished product rather than #- z 
WP 

x appearing as variations in its samuenaaee ; 

eo Once f Mee i 
C fhe keys to survival among modern competitive mater- 3 

jals is standardized performance. The future of wood as an ys ' 

j industrial material may depend on the extent to which its ne & 

variability eanibe controlled during the four essential a +e y 

Ws ——— 3 
of growth, grading, desig, ané pmemmtecture, ithe ast three 2N 

W gor © ; < 

i steps archery, the oldest use of wood, offers’ valuable pointers a 

eo wha Pte ine Oo offre mt machin fpr ean: 2 yy 
Le the growers’and users of wood in modern industry. 32 

Ty 
PROPERTIES REQUIRED IN ARROW SHAFTS ; % : 

_ @he Known properties required are: (1) "spine", 3 

« (2) shock resistance, (3) warp resistance, (4) split vention V z s 

0) ance, (5) hardness, (6) ability to take glue, (7) ability to 5 
like fot hott a Kay} 

Pan a smooth finish. He fos last Mw othe. wv / in 42 

Th athe fawn ws dourebl van" boon foe io” a / 
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—< The art of arrow design is far in advance of Senney. 

e” ‘. Particularly in the case of spine and its interaction with 

other properties the theory is as yet imperfectly understood. 

“This note presents only enough theory to give background to 

o> i. directions for selection. 

FUNCTION OF PROPERTIES 

\ i} Spine.--The bowstring starts to propel an arrow 

Www } toward the axis of the bow, whereas the arrow is aimed and : 

¥ actually moves past the left edge of the te. Its centre of «- 

gravity being to the left of the line of propulsion, the im- 

pulse of the string starts a horizontal rotation around the 

centre of gravity which throws the point of the arrow to the 

left and the nock to the right of the line of aim. This rota- 

tion is interrupted when the rear of the arrow rubs the bow, 

and a contrary rotation is set up. In short, the arrow, in 

leaving the bow, is thrown into longitudinal vibration. 

Spine is the property which enables an arrow, after 

leaving the bow, to quickly cease its perceptible vibrations 

and return to the line of aim. An arrow with deficient spine 

"wobbles" perceptibly during the first part or even all of its 

flight. 

[ Theoretically, spine seems to be a balance between 

am ) the stiffness, density, length, cross section, and position of 

’ the céntre of gravity of the arrow and the power and speed of 

: -2-



the bow, The other variables being equal, spine appears to 

“¥ vary approximately as the stiffness of the wood and inversely 
8 

as the square of its density. 

-2a-



Practically, selection for spine means selection of : 

the stiffest wood. The other variables are adjusted by choosing 

the right type of wood of the right species and by verying 

the diameter of the shafts. 

(2) Shock resistance prevents shattering of the 

shaft behind the arrow-head upon impact. It depends on tough- 

ness and compression strength. 

not The conifers lack shock resistance, hence coniferous 

shafts are reinforced at the head by splicing on hardwood 

feottens.* 

mo Hardwoods possessing the other properties have suf- 

ficient shock resistance tr dispense with footings. 

(3) Warp resistance enables a straight shaft to 

stay straight in spite of fluctuating atmospheric moisture. 

(4) Split resistance prevents the string from 

splitting the nock. The conifers are not usually safe 

against splitting unless wrapped, or reinforced with horn 

nocks. “split resistance also helps prevent shattering upon 

impact. 

(5) Hardness reduces denting and abrasion in use. 

(6) Qiiitimge-Ability to take glue holds feathers and» 

footings firmly in place. 

(7) PEBiSager avility to -send~smeothiy-end take a 

smooth coat-of-varnish-or~other finish reduces air friction | 

in flight, and facilitates removal of mud and dirt. 

-3~
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XY IMPORTANCE OF PROPERTIES 

The first three properties, ie., spine, shock re- 

é sistance, and warp resistance are essential. The other four 

are desirable but of lesser importance. 

Avro 

; SPECIES NO CRITERION OF GOOD WOOD 

No one species of wood combines all of the proper- 

ties, or even the essential ones, in high degree. the-prevren- 

Tn choosing specie’ ie"te combine as many properties as pos- 

sible and resort to footings, bindings, and other devices to 

augment those which are lacking. 

oo ee Within any given species, or sometimes even within 

wi? single board, there is a wide variation in properties. 

pk Species alone, therefore, is an insufficient criterion of 

i good wood. It is necessary 1 only to choose the proper 

i basing al the right wood of the epecies 

de® from-certain-—species—commoniy-used;“or-vetievetto-ve-usgabre. | 

STEPS IN SELECTION en 

ne-tiiustrebethe-prinetples-invelvet, Selection may 

pe divided into four steps: f(a) the selection of the piece 

from which the rough squares are to be cut, (b) the storage 

of the rough squares to equalize moisture content and to bring f 

out warpage, (c) the culling of the rough squares, and (a) the 

culling at Aitrshes shafts. 

; ohn
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nde ig ox the ne v 0) 

ie st be well seasoned, which means: Fhat 

j the moisture throughout tre-piece shall have had time to 

/ come into equilibrium with the kimé=ef atmospheric condi- 

| tions prevailing in the place where the finished arrows are 

| to be stored. The larger the piece, the longer the time re- 

| quired. Po 

toot-seasoning’ arso-means that the piece should be 

free from interior checks and stresses. 2he-wocedcontaining 

sunface-CHeene "arose ve ei scarded: 
| Good seasoning is obtainable by either kiln or air 

drying, but unskillful kiln drying is the more apt to injure 

the wood fn, «<4 an aor: 
fine pith of the tree oe Tes Miabintty anowld ve 

avoided because such wood is liable to warpage, and in coni- 

; fers to compression failures. 

{ i The piece should contain a high proportion of 

straight~grained wood. aaltn 

wee eee in sont fers, the criteria of good spine (can be 

La i, detected aie aah, Pinta any given coniferous species 
\ we — ' \ 

; especially pine and Douglas fir, the best combination of 

it Ny spine and other properties is found in wood which has; 

(1) the clearest, sharpest demarcation between apringwoot [s 

and summerwood, (2) springwood bands on the cross section vie 

unigerm-and not more than two or two and one-half times as gf 
re anwueh he W Ne 

wide as the summerwood bands, (3) rings on cross section — we Py 

bu



ye . 

uniform and not too wide (16 per inch or more), and (4) sum- 

merwood bands continuous and of uniform thickness in longi- | 

Donat: made 1) dee va tudinel sections ~ re ( palin ws enifns onena ef r*) 
In hardwoods (except hickory ), the best spine is 

i WV, AR CRD 

ea ¢ found in dense widiees, but density is hard to detect vis- 

Wage’: son tlibsplivig Ms, ase 
ve a ir ually, so that, it is Well to cut out a trial shaft and deter- 

«<'" "' gine its stiffness. eo ; 
team aera D avdeer decaf ape Ct hag 

{7 Additional criteria applicable, at this stage are 

COU 
given under the discussion of -inéividual species. 

yok (o) Storage of Squares re 
Yo’ R 7 oe led tas beer 

‘ After the piece +s reduced to rough squares not 
LALA Lan 

more than twice as thick as the proposed shafts, they should ; 

be stored for a week in the room where the finished arrows 

are to be kept. The warpage will then indicate how well the 

ck 

wisiet was seasoned and how free it was from internal stresses. 

— 2 (g) Culling the Squares 
Qe a - 

g Squares warped in more than one plane, or warped 

too much to be planed straight, should be discarded. 

ne <i The rest should be planed smooth and examined for 

straightness of grain, checks, compression wood, compression 

failures, or other visible defects. 

Straight grain is commoner in conifers than in 

hardwoods, Sie is | In 

hardwoods, ah rule would be to reject the square 

if the grain will cross the proposed shaft in less than 8 or 

-6-



10 inehes; in conifers to reject the square if the grain 

will cross in less than 18 inches. 

Interior checks showing up in the square should be 

cause for rejection. : } | 

oN Compression wood occurs only in conifers, ee | 

' <  evontpuemotstt See fechnical Note *“ .) Its presence, 

yr or the suspicion of it, is cause for rejection of the square i 

asa “tin “aadoae squares containing the same — rings. ae 

Compression failures «suakiy eu cand te vente Yl 7 

They often preexist in the tree, ent! ebpeer as hair-lines ~ a 2 

“eras to the grain. The square will break on this line a 

if severely bent. If a square shows a compression failure cmd | 

RE od jected bs weg opin) | oe 
phe fait} ny fant the Pith pt Abe ti Bm ore ot Cee a dye tad cal 

tinea ly bp cnmateled iy Ue Arrant oltfect 
Ry fa) ulling Shafts 

mo The squares passing the foregoing tests may be re- 

duced to shafts, and after being again culled for straight | 

grain and freedom from defects may be tested for spine. This 

can be done by "feel", but is best done in a stiffness machine 

or deflector. | 

DEFLECTOR FOR TESTING SPINE 

one seaptehk ah amp capable of holding one end 

of the shaft firmly in a horizontal position, a 1-pound 

weight, and a vertical scale to show deflection when the 

pound weight is hung from the sHaft 24 inches from the clamp 

supporte 
a ; 

4 Wehbe, jp Mutat angle mt
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what  u, \ 
pe 4 

The table illustrates how the deflector may be ok oe 

used to cull arrow shafts to a’ certain a bfbaliuas 
, thse 

‘‘eoterr will Hiedeedetd hy vary somewhat with the individual, the 

severity of his requirements, and the quality of wood avail- 

able to him. 

Deflection standards witt-be misleading unless ¢( lo! “~~ 

opesk moisture content#, are\Smte-comparsbIs-By-¥rorege: The 

wt values given in the table apply to material stored in a 
yh * pl : ampaliino Ce hs at 

y\\ ¥’ heated house (less than 10 per 7 
ur > s 

. The archer should remember, in building up a table 

or using this one, that deflection varies as the fourth 

power of the diameter, hence small differences in diameter 

induce great changes in deflection. 

in



ghee “ 

pte | 
wr oe Bac 

ys 
a. ft 

Selected shafts : Havinga: Should : 4 should 
(28 inches long) : diameter :weigh about: deflect not 

of z of : (tapered)<+ more than 

preety een eee a re ee 

Yellow birch : 8/16 26 4.0 
: 11/32 32 2.8 
: 3/8 38 2.0 

Hickory : 13/8 - 36 Rei 

Douglas fir or 3 c ‘oie j 

Norway pine t 11/32 25 3.1 

Sitka spruce or : ‘Si eee a 

Red spruce : 11/32 20 3.9 

Port Orford cedar: 11/32 21 x 3.4 F 

Alaska cedar >. 3/8 25 oY 

Gucumber magnolia : 11/32 24 3.2 7 
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USE OF DEFLECTOR FOR MATCHING SETS 

“he deflector may be employed not only to reject 

unsatisfactory shafts but, in conjunction with a weighing 

scale, to bring satisfactory shafts to uniform stiffness and 

weight. In a given lot of shafts of uniform dimensions the 

heaviest will almost always be the stiffest. By alternately 

: sanding, deflecting, and war the heaviest and stiffest | 

_/  ghafts the whole lot can be brought on to about the same 

weight and deflection. Phettox variations in weight can be ; 

, further Tet by varying the taper at the nock end. 

This does not, change the deflection. The lot will then con- 

stitute a matched set. 

; The advantage of a matched set is that the varia- 

bility of the wood is absorbed in invisible variations of 

diameter of the arrows, rather than appearing as variations 

in their shooting. whi 
4 wn 

FOOTINGS wee j 

The eorenye required in footings for arrow shafts 

are shock resistance, and ability to take glue and finishe : 

straight-grained wood of the right species is a sufficient a” 

criterion of suitable material. Beefwood’ is usually regarded ‘i werd 

as standard, but many tough hardwoods should b¢ peraind eh ee 

Some hardwoods high in extractives such as dieon Ae 

'. ogage orange, do not take glue readily. ie such woods are \ 

Le «. joint should be washed with caustic soda to dissolve 

part of the extractive material and thus assure anchorage for 

the glue. The same is true when footings are to be glued on 

«9-



shafts made from oily conifers, such as Port Orford or Alaska a 

fy 
peter. 7h 

i 

CHARACTERISTICS OF HARDWOODS AND CONIFERS 1 rs 

Hardwoods are characterized by high shock and split if 

resistance but only fair spine and warp resistance. 93 
/ é 

Conifers da-tetmk are characterized by high spine and I} 

warp resistance, but low shock and split resistance unless at 43 

footed or reinforced. _ mn F i 

; bs hoelect caper ene A oft hwa w grok aclvoutage an QS 

CHARACTERISTICS OF SPECIES x 

(In the seen summary by species all shafts are assumed ve 
' to have been selected in accordance with the foregoing e 

directions, and all coniferous shafts are assumed to be 
footed and reinforced at the nock.) 4 

Birch has the merit of combining all the properties 

in some degree without recourse to footings. Its demerit is s 
1 

its low percentage of straight grain, and its variability 

within the piece. A high pereentage of cull for cross grain, 

.@rook, and limberness is usually necessary. The heaviest 

bireh is likely to be the best. The dark heartwood, contrary 

to popular belief, is usually better than the light-colored ; | 

sapwood. 

renibty 
Hickory has the same meri s as birch. Its demerits 

are difficulty of gluing and the percentage which warps or 

tends to remain crooked after deflection. There is hickory f 

which stays straight, but it is hard to find. The best hickory 

for arrows is not likely to be found in the butt 1@% or near 

the pith of the tree. The red heartwood is as likely to be 

good as the white sapwood. 

a0. 
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' Queumber magnolia has the merit of uniformity within 

the plece and-rownwamrpermes Its demerit is that it averages too 

light, requiring large diameters to get the requisite stiffness, 

shock resistance, and split resistance. Only the heaviest 

cucumber is usgable./ Even with heavy wood, if the diameter 

Xx chctantanks much less than that of the shaft, shock 

m resistance is reduced and the shaft will shatter on impact. 

j The hard pines and Douglas fir have the merit of 

good spine and of uniformity within the Wes. European scotch 

pine or "red deal" furnishes wood long accepted as standard ! 

for target arrows. The outtens for visual selection for 

spine are especially applicable to these species, because 

of the differing appearance and properties of their spring- 

oo wood and sunne wood. / The reason for limiting the allowable j 
i tt ei 

i rings per inch in these woods is that if the rings are too i 

i wide ina slender arrow shaft, its properties are no longer /' 

common to the whole piece and the shaft will warp or be 

\ stiffer in one direction than another. 

Nee Seg ted afarreky ul 
, Spruce, and Port Orford cedar are high in spine, but 

deficient in hardness and finishing qualities. A smooth fin- 

ish may be obtained by raising the grain with dilute shellac, 

then sanding, and then brushing Yamnish very thin. 

Alaska cedar resembles spruce and Port Orford cedar 

in spine, but Mees sands smoother, and finishes better. 

Like Port Orford cedar it contains oil which must be washed 

out by Wiping glue joints with caustic soda in advance of 

gluing (feaeebarET pee Lclausatistiile AFF, 

; -ll- 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULT URE } A \ : 5 SAr) 5 

FOREST SERVICE maha edd ibaa cfapaencrtgge | 
s CENTRAL STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION \\ 

Pee cran oe, is Onio STATE UNIVERSITY. 
AND REFER TO COLUMBUS, OHIO 

RS May 14, 1928. 
Cooperation 

Aldo Leopold, Assoc. Director, 
Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

I feel very much flattered by your reference to me of 
the draft of technical note on wood for arrows. I am return- 
ing the copy to you with my comments. 

You doubtless appreciate that manufacturers of arrows 
are close observers of technical qualities of wood since they 
are dealing in a craft which requires minute attention to 
detail. You may expect critical comments from some of them 
following the publication of this technical note in case you 
should make any erroneous statements. On the whole, I believe 
you have made unnecessary generalities in some of your state- 
ments. Otherwise I like the way you have attacked the subject. 

Page 1, paragraph 1--general heading (2) includes general 
heading (4) when applied to the foot of the arrow. 

In your discussion of spine you raise the whole question 
of archer's parallax, a subject which is not yet settled. I 
call your attention to Dr. Elmer's recent discussion of this 
“subject in his voluminous archery book. He claims the arrow 
does not bend, but displaces the bow. Since this is dangerous 
ground you may wish to avoid discussing it. To my mind the 
purpose of good spine is to assure the arrow against bending 
at the beginning of the flight when the force of the string is 
brought to bear against the inertia of the arrow. An arrow of 
poor spine is also more liable to be bent by the fingers in 
drawing. 

Page 2, paragraph 2--"all of the conifers lack shock 
resistance"--this is one of the generalities I suggest may cause 
criticism. 

Subheat 4, page 2--split resistance also prevents 
shattering on impact.



Page 4--woods of the clearest demarcation between spring- 
wood and summerwood do not necessarily make the best arrow shafts, 
as for instance hard pine versus spruce. 

Page 5--Hardwood arrows will always receive more severe 
usage than softwood; compkete’ . cross-grain in 8 inches is to 
my mind unserviceable for hardwood arrow shafts. On this page 
also raise question of evenness of ring growth in béllets selected 
to avoid later warping due to uneven rings. 

I am particularly pleased with your table on page 6, altho 
I believe you should have included eastern red spruce. I wish also 
we might have comparative values for Scotch pine now commonly used 
for the best shafts and mahogany. 

Page 7--unless I am in error the deduction from the first 
paragraph on this page is that deflection in the arrow will vary 
directly with the weight, which I do not think you intended. I am 

; rather surprised to find you listing cucumber as a shock resisting 
wood at the bottom of page 7. 

I will be very glad to have a dozen cépies of this when 
it is issued to send to interested archers. 

Very gincerely yours, 

Ae ag 
E.F.McCarthy 

Director i



Second Draft of Technical Hote 

WooD FOR ARROWS 

Properties Required in Arrow Shafts i ie 

i The properties required are: (1) spine, (2) shock 

resistance, (3) warp resistance, (4) split resistance, 

(5) hardness, (6) gluability, (7) ability to take a smooth 

finish. 

Definition, Function, and Relative Importance of Properties 

(1) Spine.--An arrow is propelled by the bowstring 

. toward the axis of the bow, whereas the arrow is aimed and 

actually moves past the edge of the bow. Accordingly, the 

arrow, to fly true to the line of aim, must whip around 

the edge of the bow sewaré—the-piane-cf-ite-eete and back 

again. "Spine" is the property which enables the arrow to 

whip around the bow with a small deflection against it and 

a@ quick return to the line of aim after leaving it. With- 

out spine an arrow "wobbles" in flight. 

Spine is a composite of stiffness per unit weight 

and resiliency. A strong bow requires more spine than a 

weak one, but in selecting arrow wood maximum spine should 

ve sought regardless of the weight of the bow. The arrows 

can then be adjusted to tke particular bow ecwhich—they 

exetesbe-aset by varying their diameter. 

a



(2) Shock resistance prevents shattering of the 

shaft behind the arrow-head upon impact. It is a combina- 

tion of toughness and compression strength. Poa of the | 

conifers lack shock resistance, and hence, coniferous a 

dates aie veiabeadin ob the nook ty @licing et tewtnet 4%” 

"footings." Tiny hardwood possessing the other properties a 

has sufficient shock resistance to dispense with footings. | 

(3) Warp resistance enables a straight shaft to 

stay straight in spite of fluctuating atmospheric moisture. 

(4) Split resistance prevents the string from Jan? 

splitting the nock. None of the conifers are safe against a , wy 

splitting unless wrapped, or reinforced with horn nocks. oe 

(5) Hardness reduces étatant ecten in use. 

(6) Gluability holds feathers and footings 

firmly in place. ae 

nx (7) Ability to take a smooth finish.--Ability to 

br ots ee a smooth coat of nN after sanding reduces air 

friction in flight and facilitates removal of mud and dirt. 

The first three properties, ie., spine, shock 

resistance, and warp resistance are essential. The other 

four are desirable but of lesser importance. 

Species No Criterion of Good “ood 

No one species of wood combines all of the prop- 

erties, or even the essential ones, in high degree. The 

: problem in choosing species is to combine as many proper- 

ties as possible and resort to footings, bindings, and other 

whe



devices to augment those which are lacking . 

Within any given species, or sometimes even within 

; a single board, there is a wide variation in properties. 

Species alone, therefore, is an insufficient criterion of 

good wood. It is necessary not only to choose the proper 

species, but also to select the right wood of the species 

chosen. This note deals with the selection of the arrow- 

wood from those species commonly used and a few others be- 

lieved to be useable. 

Steps in Selection 

There are three steps in selection of arrow-wood: 

(1) the selection of the billet, board, or piece from which 

the rough squares are to be cut, (2) thesebeudae of the 

rough wun hae moisture content and to bring out 

warpage, and (3) the culling of unsatisfactory finished 

shafts. When wood is bought in the. form of rough squares 

only the last two apply; if in the form of dowels, only the 

last one. 

Selecting Billets 

Billets must be well seasoned, which means that 

the moisture throughout the piece shall have had time to 

come into equilibrium with the kind of atmospheric condi- 

tions prevailing in the place where the finished arrows are 

to be stored. The larger the billet, the longer the time 

required. 
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Billets should be free from interior checks and 

stresses. The wood containing surface checks should be dis- 

carded. 4, billet containing the pith of the tree is liable 

to warpage and in conifers compression failures. The pith 

or its vicinity should be avoided. Binrets should contain 

a high proportion of straight-grained wood. Pin conifers, ; 

the criteria of good spine can be detected in the billet. 

The best ee of spine and other technical proper- : 

Lo» '$4es is Zezmed in wood which has: (a) the clearest, sharp- 

=p “est demarcation between epringwood and summerwood, (b) 

springwood banés on the cross section not more than two or 

two and one-half times as wide as the summerwood bands, 

(ce) rings on eross sectiony 16 per inch or more (d) summer- 

wood bands continuous and of uniform thickness in longi- 

tudinal section. 

In hardwoods (except hickory) the best spine is 

, found in dense billets, but density cannot be visually de- 

é ‘ -' teeted, so that it is necessary to cut out a trial shaft 

AO one aetermine its stiffness. Maeaitional eriteria applicable 

to billets are given under the @iseussion of species. 

Squares 

After the billet is reduced to rough squares, not 

more than twice as thick as the proposed shafts, they should 

be stored for a week in the room where the finished arrows 

are to be kept. The degree of warpage will then indicate 

how well the billet was seasoned and how free it was from 

internal stresses. 
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All squares warped in more than one plane, or warped too 

much to be planed straight, shoulda be discarded. 

The rest should be planed smooth and examined 

for straightness of grain, checks, compression wood, compres- 

sion failures, or other visible defects. ‘straight grain is 

easier to find in conifers than in hardwoods. In hardwoods 

the square shoulé be rejected if the grain will cross the 

proposed shaft in less than iw W inenes. In conifers 

the square should be rejected if the grain will cross the 

proposed shaft in less ome inches. Fany checks in the 

square should be cause for rejection. 

Compression wood occurs only in conifers (see ‘ 

Technical Note ). Its presence, or the suspicion of 

; it, is cause for rejection of the square and all ad jacent 

squares containing the same annual rings. F compression fail- 

ures usually occur only in conifers, and oftenest in spruce. 

They usually preexist in the tree, and appear as hair-lines 

wl transverse to the grain. The square will break on this 

ye line if severely bent. If a square shows a compression 

failure the entire billet should be rejected, or at least 

the square between the failure and the pith of the tree. 

Culling Shafts 

The squares passing the foregoing tests should 

be reduced to shafts, and after being again culled for 

straight grain and freedom from defects, tested for spine 

in a stiffness machine or deflector. 
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Deflector for hein Spine | 

This comprises a clamp capable of holding one end 

of the shaft firmly in a horizontal position, a 1-pound 

weight, and a vertical scale to show deflection when the 

pound weight is hung from the shaft 24 invhes from the clamp 

support. 

The following table indicates what constitutes sat- 

ietestexy arrow shafts as measured by the deflector after 

storage in a heated house (less than 10 per cent moisture 

content): 

senentibassiceiihipleiesenesiilcianichaiameutiiniaaeninaisaisaeliiataintnintenimasisipaiitainsnichlightithnionesiti 

Selected shafts : Having a: Should : And should de- 
(28 inches long) : diameter : weigh : flect not more 

of 3 of : 3 than 

—  dmohes Grams: Inches 

ae ee eS ae 
: g/6-* : 39 : 2 

Sitka spruce i : : 
Port Orford cedar>: 11/32 : 22 3 3 

Alaska cedar ; ; : : 
Douglas fir : 11/32 3 25 : 3 

Cucumber magnolia 11/32 30 3 

Gis-dasbasatiokonh shafts oe usually tall and 3/8-inch 
shafts usually scant of the nominal diameter. ue 

fwenty-eight-inch shafts deflecting over # inches 

will wobble when shot from bows pulling over 40 pounds. 

Use of Deflector for Matching Sets 

The deflector may be employed not only to reject 

unsatisfactory shafts but, in conjunction with a weighing 
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stale, to bring satisfactory shafts to uniform stiffness and 

weight. In a given lot of shafts of uniform dimensions the 

heaviest will almost always be the stiffest. By alternately 

sanding, deflecting, and weighing the heaviest and stiffest 

_. ghafts the whole lot can be brought down to the same weight 

and deflection. The lot will then constitute a matched set. 

fhe advantage of a matched set is that the varia- 

bility of the wood is absorbed in invisible variations of 

diameter of the arrows rather than appearing as variations 

in their shooting. 

Footings 

The properties required in footings for arrow 

shafts are shock resistance, gluability, and ability to 

take a smooth finish. Species is a sufficient criterion of 

suitable material. Beefwood is usually regarded as standard, 

but any tough hardwood is useable. Some hardwoods high in 

extractives —_ fesere - orange, do not 

take glue readily. 4The joint should be washed with caustic : 

' god@a to assure anchorage of the glue. The same is true 

when footings are to be glued on shafts made from oily coni- 

fers, such as Port Orford or Alaska cedar. 

Characteristics of Hardwoods and Conifers 

The hardwoods listed in the table are high in 

. shock resistance but only fair in spine and warp resistance. 

The conifers listed are high in spine and warp resistance, 

but low in shock resistance unless footed. 
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The hardwoods listed have sufficient split resis- 

tance, but the conifers require wvappimg-er a horn or fibre 

nock, or wrapping at the nock with bindings laid in glue, 

to be safe against splitting. 

Characteristics of Species 

In the following summary by species all shafts 

are assumed to have been selected in accordance with the 

foregoing directions, and all coniferous shafts are assumed 

to be footed and reinforced at the nock. 

Bireh has the merit of combining all the proper- 

ties in some degree without recourse to footings. Its de- 

merit is its low percentage of straight grain and its high 

variability. A high percentage of cull for cross grain, af 

crook, and limberness is the result. The heaviest birch 

is likely to be the best, and the dark heartwood, contrary 

to popular belief, is usually better than the light -colored 

sapwood. : 

Hickory has the same merits as birch. Its demerit 
Ce endl 

is the percentage whichAtends to remain crooked after de- 

flection. There is hickory which stays straight, but it is 

hard to find. The heaviest white hickory, such as is sought 

for handles, is not good for arrows. 

Cucumber magnolia has the merit of exceptional 

uniformity and low warpage. It averages a little too light, 

requiring large diameters to get the requisite stiffness, 

shock resistance, and split resistance. Hence, the heaviest 

olin



cucumber is the best. If the diameter of the point is much 

less than that of the shaft, shock resistance is unduly re- 

duced. 

The hard pines and Douglas fir have the merit of 

good spine, and of uniformity within the billet. The spine 

is not as good as the best spruce, or Port Orford or Alaska 

cedar. The rings per inch requirement is especially applica- 

ble to these species, because of the differing properties of 

their springwood and summerwood. If the rings are too wide 

in a slender arrow shaft, its properties are no longer com- 

mon to the whole piece.. 

Spruce and Port Orford cedar excel all of the pre- | 

ceding species in spine, but both lack hardness and finishing 

qualities. The latter may be offset by raising the grain 

with dilute shellac, then sanding, and then brushing the 

varnish very thin. Both are subject to compression fail- 

ures, especially spruce, and to compression wood. 

Alaska cedar equals spruce and Port Orford cedar | 

in spine, but is harder, sands smoother, and finishes well. 

Like Port Orford cedar it contains oil which must be washed | 

out by wiping glue joints with caustic soda in advance of 

gluing (for details see ). 
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| RPL iS May 12, 1928. 

Memorandum for Mr. Leopold: 

I have spent several days in analyzing the data in 

the proposed Technical Note "Wood for Arrows," and in trying 

to correlate and set up the theoretical considerations in- 

volved. The more I think of the problem, the more I am 

impressed with the difficulty of getting out a technical 

\ note which is technically correct. The principles of ballise 

tics involved are so exceedingly complicated, that I do not 

think we can expect to get ata proper understanding of them 

without a oreat deal of study. Perhaps some of the factors 

involved cannot be satisfactorily analyzed. 

_ Because of our present lack of background on the os 

' theoretical considerations involved, and the difficulty of 

Scares ide the theoretical consideration with the empirical 

data, I do not think the manuscript should be published as a 

laboratory technical note. I believe, rather, that it should | 

be published as a trade or magazine article under the author's 

name. In making this suggestion I am convinced that the 

article contains a great deal of useful information which 

should be available in printed form, but do not feel that the 

laboratory has gone into it far enough to assume full responsi- 

: bility. 

I am under the jap nied that at least one more 

; property, namely, weightesize relationf, is important for



; Memo. for Mr. Leopold. 

arrow shafts. To be sure weight is brought into the defini- 

tion of spine, but this does not fully satisfy the require- 

ments of a satisfactory arrow shaft. Consider balsa wood, 

yellow birch, and steel, which have the following average 

properties: 

Sp. Gr. z E/Sp.Gr. E[spo> 

: : Balsa 0.12 440 ,000 3,667,000 3,6 0,00? 
Yellow birch +62 28,811,000 3,560,000  $%5)6°° 
Steel 7.84 30 ,000 ,000 3,820,000 4%% 0? 

On the above basis, assuming equal size, steel has 

a higher average stiffness per unit weight than wood. It also has 

resiliency. Is it more suitable than wood for arrows? Balsa 

averages at least as high as yellow birch in stiffness per unit 

weight. Does it have satisfactory stiffness? These are ques- 

tions which you may be able to answer immediately, but it seems 

_ that there must be some relation between their suitability or 

unsuitability and their properties. What is this relation? 

Frankly, I do not know. Does weight come in as more than a 

direct relation? A detailed analysis of some of these factors 

is essential to a proper set-up of requirements. If on the 

other hand, we consider deflection per unit weight, the light 

woods will invariably have the advantage. Weight pesup as 

the square of the diameter, deflection varies as the fourth 

power. 

The principle of selecting arrows for stiffness by 

‘the deflector is, I think, sound. I am not able to correlate 

some of the figures given in the table. Unless the mechanics 
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Memo. for Mr. Leopold. 

is decidédly wrong, a 11/32-inch piece of yellow birch weigh- . 

ing 35 grams, and giving a deflection of @-1/2 inches, when 

dressed to 5/16-inch should weigh 28.9 grams, and should 

deflect 3.66 inches. Are not the values for 5/16~inch birch 

in the table in error? 

I am suggesting some changes in the wording of the 

note, and would also like to talk thesaq and other points over 

with you in person. 

L. J. MgASWARDT 

2 
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Foreword: 

a: R . The technical considerations involved in the 

design of arrow shafts are so complicated saat’ G6 far as 

the author is aware it has not been possible to analyze 

the venulsenenee on a strictly theoretical basis. To 

adequately do. so will require a great deal of study, for 

at present the art of arrow construction is far ahead of 

the theoretical developments This article presents 

| empirical and practical information about the selection of 

wood for arrows which should be of value to those interested 

- in this subject. 

. : :
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| ‘ WOOD FOR ARROWS 

re Properties Required in Arrow Shafts ; 

- “tne properties required are: (1) spine, (2) shock ; 

: ie resistance, (3) warp resistance, (4) split resistance, 

, _¢ (5) haraness, (6) gluability, (7) ability to take a smooth 

finish. 

Definition, Function, and Relative Importance of Properties 

(1) Spine.--én arrow is propelled by the bowstring 

toward the axis of the bow, whereas the arrow is aimed and 

actually moves past the edge of the bow. Accordingly, the 

arrow, to fly true to the line of aim, must whip around 

the edge of the dow towert—the-plene—otttevmmts and back =| |p! | 

again. “Spine” is the property which énadies the arrow ve 

whif around the bow with a ‘sual deflection against and, * 

a quick return to the line of aim after leaving it. With- 

out spine an arrow “wobbles” in flight. ; 

Spine is a composite of stiffness per-unit weight 

f (and resiliency» A strong bow requires more spine than a 

1 weak one, but in selecting arrow wood maximum spine should 

be sought aaa of the weight of the bow. The arrows 

can then be adjusted to exe particular bow t-which—they 

axete-be—eset by varying their diameter. 

a= 
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(2) Shock resistance prevents shattering of the 

e shaft behind the arrow-head upon impact. It is a combina- - 

i tion of toughness and compression strength. 4 35-we-the 

conifers lack shook resistance, and hence, coniferous 

shafts are reinforced at the head by splicing on hardwood 

"footings." "se hardwood. possessing the other properties 

has sufficient shock resistance to dispense with footings. 

(3) Warp resistance enables a straight shaft to 

stay straight in spite of fluctuating atmospheric moisture. 

(4) Split resistance prevents the string from 

; splitting the nock. None of the conifers are safe against 

splitting unless wrapped, or reinforced with horn nocks. 

(5) Hardness reduces dent ngitierest on in use. 

(6) Gluability holds feathers and footings 

firmly in place. 

(7) Ability to take a smooth finish.--Ability to 

take a smooth coat of varnish after sanding reduces air 

friction in flight and facilitates removal of mud and dirt. 

The first three properties, ie., spine, shock 

resistance, and warp resistance are essential. The other 

four are desirable but of lesser importance. 

Species No Criterion of Good Wood 

No one species of wood combines all of the prop- 

erties, or even the essential ones, in high degree. The 

problem in choosing species is to combine as many proper- 

ties as possible and resort to footings, bindings, and other 
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devices to augment those which are lacking . 

‘Within any given species, or sometimes even within 

a single board, there is a wide variation in properties. 

Species alone, therefore, is an insufficient eriterion of 

good wood. It is necessary not only to choose the proper 

species, but also to select the right wood of the species 

chosen. This note deals with the selection of the arrow- 

wood from those species commonly used and a few others be- 

lieved to be useable. 

Steps in Selection 

There are three steps in selection of arrow-wood: 

(1) the selection of the billet, board, a” from which 

the rough squares are to be cut, (2) the) storage of the 

rough squares P ptoy aa content and to bring out 

warpage, and (3) the culling of unsatisfactory finished 

shafts. When wood is bought in the form of rough squares 

only the last two apply; if in the form of dowels, only the 

last one. : 

‘i Selecting Billets 

c j 4 Billets must be well seasoned, which means that 

the moisture throughout the piece shall have had time to 

come into equilibrium with the kind of atmospheric condi- 

tions prevailing in the place where the finished arrows are 

to be stored. The larger the billet, the longer the time 

required. 
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Billets should be free from interior checks and 

stresses. The wood containing surface checks should be dis- 

carded. ¥, billet containing the pith of the tree is liable 

to warpage and in conifers @ compression failures. The pith 

or its vicinity should be avoided. Fasviets should contain 

a high proportion of straight-grained wood. in conifers, 

the criteria of good spine can be detected in the billet. 

The best combination of spine and other technical proper- 

ties is — in wood which has: (a) the Clearest, sharp- 

est demarcation between springwood and summerwood, {(b) 

springwood banis on the cross section not more than two or 

two and one-half times as wide as the summerwood bands, 

(c) rings on cross sectionx 16 per inch or more (4) summer- 

wood bands continuous and of uniform thickness in longi- 

tudinal section. 

In hardwoods (except hickory) the best spine is 

A found in dense billets, but density ashes ieaiy de- i} ’ 

eae ‘geeted, so that it is necessary to cut out a trial shaft 

# and determine its stiffness. Paaiti onal eriteria applicable 

a _ ./ $0 billets are given under the @ieyassion of species. 

: Squares 

; e s After the billet is reduced to rough squares, not 

more than twice as thick as the proposed shafts, they should 

ve, ve stored for a week in the room where the finished arrows 

. are to be kept. The degree of warpage will then indicate 

how well the billet was seasoned and how free it was from 

internal stresses. 
| -4—



All squares warped in more than one plane, or warped too 

much to be planed straight, should be discarded. Y 

The rest should be planed smooth and examined \ 

for straightness of grain, checks, compression wood, compres- - 

sion failures, or other visible defects. ars grain is 

easier to find in conifers than in hardwoods. In hardwoods | 

the square should be rejected if the grain will cross the * 

proposed shaft in less than 6 or 8 inches. In conifers 

the square should be rejected if the grain will cross the 

proposed shaft in less than 18 inches, Yany checks in the | 

square should be cause for rejection. : 

Compression wood occurs only in conifers (see 

Technical Note )e Its presence, or the suspicion of 

‘ it, is cause for rejection of the square and all adjacent 

squares containing the same annuel rings. "ccuprensien fail- VR 

Ve) F co usually occur only in conifers, and oftenest in spruce. vt 

} ; 4 : | They aaenty preexist in the tree, and appear as hair-lines 

c v4 ’ ‘ eamaveres to the grain. The square will break on this 

, j line if severely bent. If a square shows a compression 

. failure the entire billet should be rejected, or at least 

-” the squares between the, fetture and the pith of the tree. 

Culling Shafts 

yw : The squares passing the foregoing tests should 

4 be reduced to shafts, and after being again culled for 

yl iy yy Straight grain and freedom from defects, tested for spine 

| im a stiffness machine or deflector. 

i) je . " —_ :
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Deflector for Spine 

This comprises a clamp capable of holding one end 

of the ‘shaft firmly in a horizontal position, a 1-pound 

weight, and a vertical scale to show deflection when the 

pound weight is hung from the shaft 24 inches from the clamp 

support. 

fhe following table indicates what constitutes sat- 

isfactory arrow shafts as measured by the deflector after 

storage in a heated house (less than 10 per cent moisture 

content): ; 

<sitilitebesematiiamnncanssesieiateeitiecetiinensanicacnsisitienieaibisinitnanmniinitessisaniniiimememttitiasineemteetttnin 

Selected shafts : Having a: Should : And should de- 
(28 inches long) : diameter : weigh : flect not more 

of t of $. obouT> £ than 

: Imehes : Grams : Inches 

Yellow birch : 6b : 9524: 4 - 4G. 
Hiekory ij. COU tC : “2-1/2 1097, 

: 3/86 : SF 4 \.43 2 he: 

Sitka spruce : : : 

Port Orford cedar}: 11/32 : 22 t 3 

Alaska cedar : : : 
Douglas fir ? 13/s2 : 25 : 3 

Gueumber megnelia : 21/s8 +: 50 ; 3 
z : : 

_, “pive-sixteenth-inch shafts are usually full and 3/8-inch 
ee shafts usually scant of the nominal diameter. 

fwenty-eight-inch shafts deflecting over 3 inches 

will wobble when shot from bows pulling over 40 pounds. 

Use of Deflector for Matching Sets 

The deflector may be employed not only to reject 

unsatisfactory shafts but, in conjunction with a weighing 
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gat x 4 | scale, to bring sati sfactory shafts to uniform stiffness ent 

ee | weight. In a given lot of shafts of uniform dimensions the 

M : @ heaviest will almost always be the stiffest. By alternately 

r sanding, deflecting, and weighing the heaviest and stiffest 

A shafts the whole lot can be brought down sobthe same weight 

Vii" and deflection. The lot will then constitute @ matehed set. 
| f . The advantage of a matched set is that the varilae 

Lo bility of the wood is absorbed in invisible variations of 

diameter of the arrows rather than appearing as variations 

in their shooting. WT - Gor ‘ , 

Footings 

The properties required in footings for arrow 

shafts are shock vosigtanse, Sluability, and ability to 

take a smooth finish. Species is a sufficient criterion of 

suitable material. Beefwood is usually regarded as standard, 

but any tough hardwood is useable. Some hardwoods high in 

extractives such as greenheart, and osage orange, do not 

take glue readily. (shone gaa ne sserd washed with caustic 

soda to assure anchorage of the glue. The same is true 

when footings are to be glued on shafts made from oily coni- 

fers, such as Port Orford or Alaska cedar. : 

Characteristics of Hardwoods and Conifers 

The hardwoods listed in the table are high in 

shock resistance but only fair in spine and warp resistance. : 

The conifers listed are high in spine and warp resistance, 

but low in shock resistance uniess footed. 

ae



The hardwoods listed have sufficient split resis- 

tance, but the conifers require sveppéme=or a horn or fibre 

nock, or wrapping at the nock with bindings laid in glue, 

to be safe against splitting. 

Characteristics of Species 

In the following summary by species all shafts 

are assumed to have been selected in accordance with the 

foregoing directions, and all coniferous shafts are assumed 

to be footed and reinforced at the nock. 

; Birch has the merit of combining all the proper- 

ties in some @egree without recourse to footings. Its de- 

i “Hh? | merit is its low percentage of straight grain and its high 

L | c ‘variability. A high percentage of cull for cross grain, 

I 1 erook, and limberness is the result. The heaviest birch 

iy \* is likely to be the best, and the dark heartwood, contrary 

to popular belief, is usually better than the light -colored 

sqenes. stv Pid caw eon “bined 
Hickory has the same merits as birch. Its a, 

is the percentage wniertends to remain crooked after de- 

flection. There is hickory which stays straight, but it is } 

i _jhard to find. -fhe-heaviest white hickory, suchas -ts~sought— A 

1 for-nendles,—ts-net-good for arrows. i 

Cucumber magnolia has the merit of exceptional 

uniformity and low warpage. It averages a little too light, 

requiring large diameters to get the requisite stiffness, ; 

shock resistance, and split resistance. Hence, the heaviest 

: ~8-



j cucumber is the best. If the diameter of the point is much 

less than that of the shaft, shock resietance is unduly re- 

duced. 

The hard pines and Douglas fir have the merit of 

good spine, and of uniformity within the billet. The spine 

is not as good as the best spruce, or Port Orford or Alaska 

cedar. The rings per inch requirement is especially applica- 

ble to these species, because of the differing properties of 

their springwood and summerwood. If the rings are too wide 

in a slender arrow shaft, its properties are no longer com- 

mon to the whole pieces« 

Spruce and Port Orford cedar excel all of the pre- 

ceding species in spine, but both lack hardness and finishing 

qualities. The latter may be offset by raising the grain 

with dilute shellac, then sanding, and then brushing the 

varnish very thin. Both are subject to compression fail- 

ures, especially spruce, and to compression wood. 

Alaska cedar equals spruce and Port Orford cedar ' 

in spine, but is harder, sands smoother, and finishes well. 

Like Port Orford cedar it contains oil which must be washed 

out by wiping glue joints with caustic soda in advance of 

gluing (for details see )e 
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| May 1, 1928 

Memorandum for Mr. Leopold: 

Suggestions and comments on the Technical Note, "Wood 

for Arrows," have been made on the margin or as footnotes on the 

rough copy. Most of these are editorial in character or of minor 

importanee. In connection with the tabulation shown on page 5, 

however, it appears that the criterion for stiffness of arrows 

of the same species and of different species differ too widely. 

For example: yellow birch arrows 5/16 inches in diameter to have 

a d-inch deflection on 4 Bi-inch eanti lever would have to have 

a modulus of elasticity of 3,280,000 pounds per square inch, 

while yellow birch arrows 3/8 inch in diameter would pass the 

2-inceh hath ovtion requirement when the modulus of elasticity 

was only 2,375,000 pounds per square inch. If we assume that 

a certain modulus of elasticity in yellow birch is necessary 

for satisfactory arrows, then if 3 inches is correct for 5/16 

inch diameter yellow birch arrows, 2 inches would be required 

for 11/82 oF 1.4 inches for 3/8. 

It appears that the limitations as set up by the table 

are going to be very severe in some cases, while in others they 

will be very easy to meet. To show the probable amount of mate- 

rial which will be acceptable under such specifications, I have 

prepared a table which is attached. This table, of course, is



based on run of material as we find it in Project 124. In 

selected material the percentage of acceptable material will be 

much higher. 

I will be glad to talk over with you the attached table 

if you should so desire. 

R. P. A. JOHNSON 

abe



Maximum Frequency of occurrence* 
deflection of acceptable material in 

Species : Diameter : permitted : mill run of species Se ee ee ee eee ee ee eee enim 
: { Inches ; 

Yellow birch ; 5/16 : 8 : 76 in 10,000 (8 in 1000) 

" " $ 12/98 : 21/2 {1146 in 10,000 (1 in 10) 

t ..; oe 4 & : 2878 in 10,000 (1 in 3) 

Sitka spruce : 11/32 : :. 233 in 10,000 (1 in 4) 

ae) a | : 1000 in 10,000 (1 in 10) 

Cucumber a oe. ae : 1657 in 10,000 (1 in 6) 

Douglas fir : 11/22 : 3% : 3065 in 10,000 (1 in 3) 

Douglas fir : 3/8 : 21/2 : 6269 in 10,000 (6 in 10) 

*Pprobable variation of modulus of elasticity taken as 

: 15.6 per cent which is the value obtained for Sitka 
spruce. Indications are that other species will 
not differ greatly from this figure. 

. : 
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. id The get hardwood species are yellow birch, 

hickery, and cucumber magnolia. Other birches can be used 

es. fh but are not as likely to contain good wood. ; 

wo pioah. i In selecting bireh and hickory, shock resistance 

ne / may be assumed mtisfactory in all ~— The best criterion 
107 way 
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| of low warpage is that the shaft be straight to begin with. 

Spine is the important thing, and may be selected by feel 

in bending the shaft in the hand, or by the use of the de- 

flector later described. Contrary to the usual assumption, 

the dark heartwood of birch and hickory is often better 

than sapwood. Wo color criterion should be used. 

In selecting cucumber shock resistance may be 

assumed to be somewhat weak in all pieces, warpage may be 
Oteight fraantd. 

Yv assumed satisfactory in ali, videos and spine may be selected 

by feel or by the deflector. 

Good arrow wood may be found in most of the conif- 

erous species but is most commonly found in the hard pines 

(Norway pine, European Scotch pine or "red deal" or the 

southern pine), Douglas fir, the spruces, and Port Orford 

cedar. Since all conifers must be footed to give them 

shock resistance, selection involves eniy spine and warpage. 

Warpage may be assumed satisfactory if the piece is straight 

in the rough and devoid of “compression wood." (For a de- 

seription of this abnormal wood see Technical Note No.“/2-). 

The best spine conifers is found in wood which S< /
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from wood of this type. The deflector can then be employed 

to compare the spine of the individual shafts. 

In selecting spruce special care is necessary to 

reject wood containing compression failures (see Technical ! 

Note ). These failures pre-exist in the living tree, 

and are marked by fine hair-lines running transverse to the 

grain, When compression failures are present the shaft 

will usually break when carved 5 inches in the hand. 

Selecting Shafts for Other Properties 

All of the hardwood listed in this note are rea- 

sonably safe against splitting, but none of the conifers are 

safe unless reinforced with either horn nocks or bindings. 

; All of the woods listed are hard enough to resist 

ordinary abrasion. The softest are Port Orford cedar, spruce, 

and cucumber magnolia, 

All of the woods listed glue readily. All take a _— 

smooth finish easily except spruce and Port Orford cedar. iF Gla 

These should be shellaced and sanded before varnishing, and piles 

the varnish should be brushed thin. fg rsibell 
‘hel Pe.
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three boards will make 7 matched pansls to receive the seven 

different treatments, counting the control panel, and there will 

be a group of three boards for each paint or psinting method 

tested. ‘The boards will be marked off and the panel number 

marked on each piece before they are cut up so that there will 

be no ehauce of getting them mixed up subse ently. : 

Treatments: : 

Out of each group of three boards three pieces will be set 

aside for each of the following treatments: 

‘ 1.2 Control panel to receive no treatment and to act as 

the standard for comparing the behavior of the paint on untrested 

wood with that on the other treated panels. 

2.% Treated with 2 pound of zine chloride per. oubic foot, 
séasoned again to a moisture content below 20 per sent, 
not to be resurfaced before psinting. 

3e~ Same treatment as 2 except that it is to be resurfaced 

on the jointer after seasoning and before painting. 

4.- Same treatment as 2 eSept that, after seasoning, it is 

to be sponged with an ammoniacal sclution of sodium chromate, 

allowed to dry, and then painted. 

\
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WOOD FOR ARROWS \ yr 
coh, of § 

Properties Required in Arrow Shafts +e 

The properties required in arrow shafts are: 

(1) "spine", (2) resistance to shock, (3) low warpage, (4) 

resistance to splitting, (5) hardness, (6) gluability,) (7) * 

ability to make a smooth finish. 

The first three are essential; the last four are 

desirable but of lesser importance. No one wood combines them 

: all in high degree. The problem is to combine the essential 

properties and as many of the others as possible. 

An arrow is propelled by the bowstring toward the 

axis of the bow, whereas it actually moves past the edge of 

the bow. Accordingly, the arrow, to fly true, must whip 

ground the bow. "Spine" is the property which enables the 

arrow to whip around the bow with a small horizontal deflec- 

tion against it and a quick return to straightness after 

leaving it. Without spine an arrow "wobbles" in flight. 

. Spine is a composite of stiffness per unit weight and resili- 

ency. A strong bow requires more spine than a weak one, but 

in selecting arrow wood maximum spine should be sought regard- 

less of the weight of the bow. The arrows can then be ad- 

justed to the particular bow in which they are to be used by 

. varying their diameter. 

Shock resistance prevents shattering behind the head. 

upon impact. ; 
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Low warpage enables a straicht arrow to stay 

straight in spite of fluctuating atmospheric moisture. 

Resistance to splitting prevents the string from 

splitting the nock; hardness reduces abrasion; gluability 

holds feathers and footings; a smooth finish reduces the 

air friction in flight and facilitetes removal of mud and dirt, 

In addition to these properties, arrow wood must 

obviously be well seasoned and free from cross grain and vise i 

ible defects. ‘Straight grain is easier to find in conifers 

than in hardwoods, In hardwoods the shaft should be rejected 

if the grain crosses it in less than 6 or 8 inches, In con- 

ifers the shaft should be rejected if the grain crosses it in 

less than 18 inches. 

Selecting Shafts for Essential Properties 

Selection cannot begin until the pieces have been 

cut to rough size and stored for a few weeks under the stmos- 

pherie conditions in which they will be stored after manu- 

facture. Such storage brings out any latent warpage. Warp- 

age up to 1/8 inch ean be planed out with reasonable hank 

ance that it will not reappear in the finished shaft. \ 

Species alone is an insufficient criterion of good, 

essential properties. It is necessary not only to choose \ \ \ 

the proper species, but also to select the rizht wood of ‘ ‘ 

the species chosen, W y 

No one species combines the three essential | % 

properties in high degree, Selected shafts of the best 

2s.



hardwoods are high in shock resistance but only fair in 

spine and warpage. Selected shafts of the best conifers 

are hich as to spine and warpage, but low as to shock re- 

sistance. Henee all coniferous shafts must be spliced 

with hardwood "footings" to prevent shattering behind 

the head. In addition, coniferous shafts are usually re- 

inforced with a horn or fibre nock to prevent splitting, 

or else are wrapped at the nock with bindings laid in 

glue. 

The best hardwood species are yellow birch, 

hickory, and cucumber magnolia. Other birches can be used 

put are not as likely to contain good wood, 

In selecting birch and hickory, shock resistance 

may be assumed mtisfactory in all pieces. The best criterion - 
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of low warpage is that the shaft be straight to begin with. 

Spine is the important thing, and may be selected by feel 

in bending the shaft in the hand, or by the use of the de- 

flector later described. Contrary to the usual assumption, 

the dark heartwood of birch and hickory is often better 

than sapwood, No color criterion should be used. 

In selecting cucumber shock resistance may be 

assumed to be somewhat weak in all pieces, warpage may be 

assumed satisfactory in all pieces and spine may be selected 

; by feel or by the deflector. 

Good arrow wood may be found in most of the conif- 

erous species but is most commonly found in the hard pines 

(Norway pine, European Seotch pine or "red deal" or) the UGA 

southern pine), Douglas fir, the spruces, and Port Orford 

cedar, Since all conifers must be footed to give them 

shock resistance, selection involves only spine and warpage. 

Warpage may be assumed satisfactory if the piece is straight 

in the rough and devoid of “compression wood." (For a de- 

seription of this abnormal wood see Technical. Note No. }e« 

The best spine conifers is found in wood which tim 

has (a) the clearest, sharpest demarcation between spring- | 

wood and summerwood, (b) springwood bands on the cross sec- 

tion not more than 2 or 2-1/2 times as wide as the summer- 

wood bands, (c) rings on cross section 16 per inch or more 

(4) summerwood bands continuous and of uniform thickness in 

longitu@inal section. Coniferous shafts should be made only ~ 
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from wood of this type. The deflector can then be employed 

to compare the spine of the individual shafts. 

In selecting spruce special care is necessary to 

reject wood containing compression failures (see Technical 

Note ). These failures pre-exist in the living tree, 

and are marked by fine hair-lines running transverse to the 

grain, When compression failures are present the shaft 

will usually break when earved 3 inches in the hand. - u i 

Selecting Shafts for Other Properties 

All of the hardwood listed in this note are rea- 

sonably safe against splitting, but none of the conifers are 

safe unless reinforced with either horn nocks or bindings. 

All of the woods listed are hard enough to resist 

; ordinary abrasion, The softest are Port Orford cedar, spruce, 

and cucumber magnolia. ; 

All of the woods listed glue readily. All take a | 

Dry smooth finish easily except spruce and Port Orford cedar. 

~ These should be shellaced and sanded before varnishing, and 

the varnish should be brushed thin, © 

Deflector for Selecting Spine 

This comprises a clamp capable of holding one end 

of the shaft firmly in a horizontal position, a pound weight, 

and a vertical seale to show deflection when the weight is 

hung from the shaft 24 inches from the clamp support. 

sll



The following table indicates what constitutes | es 
he 

satisfactory arrow shafts as measured by the deflector ae J 

storage in a heated house: : | 4 
en, 

Species : Diameter : Weight of : Deflection not 
: : 28-inch ¢ more than 
t : shaft : 

ee a ee ee [ee eee le ee em J mem me ee 

: Inches : Grams t Inches 
Yellow birch : 5/16 : 25 : 3 

: 11/32 : 35 : 2-1/2 
: 3/8 : 39 : 2 
$ : t 

Sitka spruce and : : t 
Port Orford cedar : 11/32 : 22 : 3 

: t : 
Douglas fir s ie : 27 : 3. 

t 3/8 : 30 : 2-1/2 
t t t 

Cucumber ¢ 1/22 t 30 : 3 
2 3 2 

Use of Deflector for Matching Sets 

The deflector may be employed not only to reject un- 

satisfactory shafts but, in conjunction with a weighing seale, 

to bring satisfactory shafts to uniform spine and weight. In 

a given lot of shafts of uniform dimensions the heaviest will 

almost always be the stiffest. By alternately sanding, de- 

flecting, and weighing the heaviest and stiffest pieces the 

whole lot can be brought down to the same weight and deflec- 

tion. The lot will then constitute a matched set. 

Fookings 
The properties required in footings for arrow shafts 

are shock resistance, gluability, and ability to take a smooth 

i ae



finish, Species is a sufficient criterion of suitable mater- 

ial. Beefwood is usually regarded as standard, but many 

tough hardwoods are usable. Some hardwoods high in extrac- 

tives such as greenheart and osage orange, do not take glue 

readily and require extra care in gluing to assure a strong 

joint. . 

General Characteristis of Species 

In the following summary by species all coniferous 

shafts are assumed to be footed and reinforeed at the nock, 

Birch has the merit of combining all the proper- 

ties in some degree without recourse to footings. Its de- 

merit is its variability and hence its high pereentage of 

eull for cross grain, crook, and limberness, The heaviest 

bireh is likely to be the best. 

‘Whekery has the same merits as birch. Its de- | 

merit is its tendency to remain crooked after deflection. 

There is hickory which stays straight, but it is hard to 

: find, The heaviest hickory, such as is sought for handles, 

is not good for arrows, 

Cucumber magnolia has the merit of uniformity 

and low warpage. It is a little too light, requiring ; 

large diameters to get the requisite stiffness, shock re- 

; sistance, and split resistance. Hence the heaviest cu- 

eumber is the best. 

The hard pines and Douglas fir have the merit 

of good spine, and of uniformity if cut from one block. 

~6-



The spine is not as good as the best spruce or Port Or- 

ford cedar. 

Spruce and Port Orford cedar excel all species 

in spine, but both lack hardness and require special care 

} +o assure a smooth finish. Both are subject to compression 

failures, especially spruce, and to compression wood, es- 

pecially cedar. 
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Reletive Importence of Various Strength Properties of Wood 

There has been considerable agitation as to what 

properties should be used in airplane @esign and as a basis 

for commaring variovs woods for use in airplane construction, 

and the relative importance of the various properties. It 

is quite probable that no two engineers could exactly agree 

upon this important problem. In fact, the relative import~ 

ance of the different properties varies in the different mem- 

bers and probably in the different parts of the same member 

so that no fixed rule could be laid down even if there was © 

an agreenent as to the importance of the different proper- 

ties in specific cases. With the above in view we will 

discuss gomewhat the importance of the elastic limit values, 

modulus of rupture and toughness or sock resisting ability: 

It is quite generally agreed that the stresses de- 

veloped in service should not exceed the elastic limit of 

the material and it is the endeavor of all to keep ordinary 

working stresses within this limit. As a matter of fact, 

however, elastic limit values are frequently exceeded and 

occasionally modulus of rupture stresses are exceeded and 

failure occurs. If we base working stress on the fiber 

‘stresses at elastic limit we will have a small factor of 

safety in extreme condition in those species which have the 

elastic limit values close to the ultimate strength and a 

Mei



correspoudingiy larger factor of satety in those species — 

which show considerable difference between the modulus of ; 

rupture and the fiber stress at elastic limit. From this 

it would appear that we are justified in using 6 working 

stress closer to fiber stress at elastic limit in some 

species than in others. Both quantities must, however, be 

considered when arriving at a good working stress. The mod- 

ulus of rupture should probably receive the greater consider- 

ation largely because of the fact that it is less subject to 

test errors and to the personal equation ne the men operating 

the machines and calculating the stress values than is the 

fiber stress at elastic limit. 

ie more intangible quantity is the toughness or 

ability off a timber or piece of wood to absorb chock after 

elastic limit is passed. This property does not come into 

action until the elastic limit is well passed and the mate- 

rial is being stressec almost, if not entirely, to its max- 

imum load. The only reason for considering this property 

is the margin of safety which it offers under extreme con- 

ditions. Many engineers will probably claim thet the parts 

will not be stressed to the extent indicated above. AS & 

matter of fact the experience with all kinas of wooden mem- 

pers, subject to shocks and great variations in dbesseed, 

indicates that these high stresses are frequently encounter- 

ed and the spedtes which show considerable toughness and 
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ability to absorod work «are mueh preferred. Por example: 

Thus Eucalyptus is superior +o hickory in its elastic pro- 

perties end about the equal in modulus of rupture but Euca- 

: lyptus has not proven a good substitute for hickory in buggy 

spokes, axe handles, etc.) There are several reasons why 

this shoud be true. Of two species of equal strength under 

static ieda, one may fail completely with a small deflection 

and the other with a relatively larger deflection. The tim- 

ber which fails with the small deflection usually shows a 

very local failure and may be seriously injured by being 

over-stressed without showing any distortion, while the tim- ! 

ber which fails more gradually usually shows, when over- 

, stressed, considerable set before being injured nearly so 

much as the brasher timber. Ina tougher timber this then 

gives opportunity ror detection of pieces which have been 

over-stressed. This opportunity is not nearly so great with 

the brashy material. : : 

: t There is also another phenomenon which should be f 

taken into account. The strength of wood varies considerably 

with the rate of loading or application of stress. Under’ 

. impact loads which are sustained for a very small fraction 

. of a second elastic limit values are practically daub 

those obtained in the static testing machines. We have no 

accurate way of determining the exact increase in the max- 

imum load sustained. We do kméw, however, that the increase 

as Bice ;



is greatest with the tougher materials and thet a stress 

which would break ae brash piece within a fraction of a 

second could coubtless be sustained several times as long 

by a piece efowing the same modulus of rupture. ‘The tough 

timber will also, in many cases, relieve the stress upon 

it by greater distortion. From the ebove it will be seen 

that tough timber has a margin of safety not possessed by 

a brash timber which has the same modulus of rupture and 

elastic limit strength values. Hovever, es previously 

j pointed out probably no tvo engineers would agree to the 

exact relative importance of toughness and the other 

strength properties in any specific instance ond importance 

of those properties very with the conditions of use. 

Comparison of Strength Properties of Variovs Species with 

Special Reference to Wing Beams and Interpiane Struts. , 

: Perhaps few realize more than IT the Cifficulttes 

of giving a formula for comparing the strength properties 

of wood used in airplanes. There are several reasons why 

such a formula cannot be accurately reiied upon. First, 

the various properties are not of the seme reiative in- 

portance in the different members or in the cifferent parts 

of the same member. Second, the importance oy the various 

properties will change with the design of that incividual 

member. Third, the relative values of the variious proper- 

ties will change with the class of machine and with the | 

speed. 
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There is also the objection that the strength pronerties 

are only part of the requirements and that material must 

dry readily, must stay to its place well; it must not 

develop defects such as shakes, and checks, either before 

or after being put into service to an extent which will 

seriously handicap production. The way the naterial works 

under the tool, the finish it takes and e11 manufacturing i 

conditions must be considered as well as the size of the 

trees and the defects normally found in the species. 

Having all the above in view it is hoped that the following 

- may be of some assistance in judging wood. 
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PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROT-RTINS OF WOODS GRO Is THE "HITZ ST¢TRS 

sificats Li tative Terms "sed in Deseribi: the jropertico of the Various Species and Basis for Derivi: Composite 
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" 42" 50 = Moderately heavy : 8,400 " 10,009 - Moderately strong : 500" 760 = Moderately hard : 7.9 " 11.1 - "oderately good :1,260 " 1,500 - “oderately stiff :11.1" 13.2 - Yery moderate 

. i” +36" «42 - Yoderately light : 7.200 " 8,40 = Moderately weak 1 340" 500 = Moderately soft : 5.8" 7.9 = “oderately poor :1,080 " 1,260 - “Yoderately limber ; 9.5 " 11.1 ~ “oderatel y emill 
f $ +30" +36 = Light : 6,000" 7,200 - Teak +210" 340 - Soft 74.0" 5.8 - Poor : 900" 1,080 = Limber 26.0" 9.5 - Small 

* 25" +30 - Very light 16,0 * 6,000 - Tory weak 1135" 210 - “ery soft 12.8" 4.0 - “ery poor 2 Yeo" 900 = “ery limber 1 6.6" 8.0 = “ery smell 
Below .25 - Yery very light :Below 5,000 = Very very week Below 135 - “ery very soft Below 2.8 - very very roor ? Below 75C - “ery very limber :Below 6.6 = “ery very emall 
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‘The density is determined from the 3 Yelues :Redue-:, Toler t Yelues :Peduc-: _Teight* : “elues sRedue-: Meteht* : Values 1Pedue-: Teight® : t 

oven-dry specific gravity based on 2 based on + tion i s. * based on 3 tion poFe: Rea: based on tion por t Node? based on : tion ; WF. : 7d: Values based on : Jeignt* 
volume when green. : ifactor : : ifoctor* "+ : ifactor# os 7 ifactor? 5 rs t 

9 :Statis ending: : 1 _—_:Tomp, perpen@i=: 7: Statie-vending: ——t : Statie Wenders or 
’ 2M. of Re 3 2.00: * t.8 roulor to grain: 1.000: 4: 2 + Tork to max. : t : 2M. Of Fe +h roe: @ Radial + Tangential ; 1 

“Hote 1 FP. 5, at E.L.: 1.80 : -% 1 :¥nd hardness : .866: 2: 1 + load : 1.000: 4 : 2 :Tmpact bending: : + t, z 
7 itor represents the : Impact bending: z % Radial hard- = : : :_Jotel work : 0380: 2 : 1 ¢ Me of Fe 22.00: 8 : 2 FY 
avert firet property, : F.S. at u.L. : .80: Q: 1 t ness ¢ 0930: 2: 1 tImpact bending: 2 t :Comp.parallel : 3 $ : The per cent shrinkxage in vol- 
which ie taken as unity, to the pro- :Comp.perallel : z t :Tangential : t 2 + Height of 2 : t : Mot F. 21003: 2 : 2 rume from green to oven-dry con- 

rtics listed below us determined : ¥.3. at EL. : 2.80: 2 : 1 : hardness : .950: 2: 1 + drop : BB 4: 2 : ee :@ition is based on volume when 
by the averare of ala svecies test- ; Maxvor.etr. ; 2:30; 4: 8 3 : Bk : bet aie 2 : peu igreen. 

) ed green. 
The weight takes into account the 

rela’ inportance of the various Yormilee showing relation of other properties shown in The air ary values were reduced to 12% moisture by the Dygr Value at 12% moisture 
properties included in the compos- table to specific gravity (G): following approximate formulae which may be used within 
ite values, and also the greater narrow linits: AD = Yelue air-dry ae tested 
reliability of the values based on Strength as a beam or post = 20000 6 : 
green teste due to the greater 2.5 when moisture is under 123 shen moisture is above 12% U = & moleture as tested 
‘amount of data. Hardness = 4300 4 Sareea ete Tors. 4 Sane. 

2.0 Di» S{gpee) + B D._ = 10(:D-B) + B B= Yalue when ereen 
Shock resisting ability + 44.50 qe =) 1 
Stiffness = 30006 U. S. Porest Products Labogetory 

KMaéison, Wisconsin. 
Shrinkage = 26.56 he Hulree 
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Table 1 gives method of combining properties to 

obtein relative figures for strength us u beam or post, 

stiffness, hurdness, end shock resisting ability, ulso 

the method of muking moisture strength reduction. strength 

uS u beam or post includes fiber stress at elastic limit, 

modulus of rupture und compression strength parullel to 

grain. These vulues uSuully follow the same law of density 

: and the exuct weight which euch property is given is not 

of very great importance since in very few instunces would 

the vulues be mteriully changed. otiffness is taken from 

the modulus of elasticity of the timber in different tests, 

and follows close to the same law with regard to density 

us strength es u beam or post. shock-resisting ability 

is obtained from work values in static bending and from the 

height of drop in impect. It does not follow the sume law 

with gravity us the other two properties and is a property 

which varies largely with the species. Relative importance 

of toughness us compured with other properties is discussed 

under heading of "Relative Importance of Various strength 

Properties of Wood in Airplane Design", page 3. 

In many places the strength of a purt depends 

lurgely upon the thickness, such us a flenge, or upon its 

dimensions, as in uw strut, so thut for the seme weight it 

is possible to get u much stronger member with uw lighter 

muteriul where the strength of the materials vury directly 
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as their weight. or this reason ve have thought best 

to divide, in the formula given beiow, by the square root 

of the cube of gravity which is a value intermediate be- 

tween direct avuennbe with weight and the value which ve 

would have to divide by were we to consider the strength 

of struts of equal weight. 

, fable @ gives figures for various combinations of 

strength properties of Native species in per cent of spruce. 

Column 1 gives, the specific gravity or éensity while Column 

2 is the square root of the cube of this property. Column 

7 ig a combination of strength as a beam or post, (Col. 3), 

shock resisting obility (Col. 5) and stiffness (Cob. 6), 

; while Golumn 8 shows Column 7 divided by Column 2 as given 

by the formula. 

(strength as a beam or post) + (stiffness) 

+ 14 (shock resisting ability) _ Ae 

(3h) ~/(apecrtie Gravity] 
Hardness (Col. 4) has not been considered in this formula 

as it is a property the importance of which depends pri- 

marily upon the design of fittings and connections. 

Those species which are lighter than spruce’ coulda 

i not normally be substituted for it in the same design even 

though they have higher sompoaite figures and, dividing by 

density, as given above, showed them to have a value greater 

than spruce except in parts with low stresses. 
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Comments on Species 

: It must be recognized that an airplane can be made 

from practically any species of wood which will furnish mater-- 

ial in the required sizes and that the sizes of the pieces 

may be greatly reduced by lamination and splicing. The com- 

ments, therefore, will not be based upon the possibility of 

the use but upon the relative suitability and efficiency OL 

the spec ies. it must also be borne in mind that the differ- 

ence between many of the spegies ‘is relatively small and that 

to lower the quality required in species is likely to make a 

higher quality material from an inferior species preferable. 

Coniferous Species 

Cedar, Incense.--This species is somewhat lighter 

than spruce but lacks considerably in stiffness and does 

not possess the toughness of spruce. It might be substituted 

for spruce for parts which are not highly stressed. 

Port Orford Cedar.--Port Orford cedar is somewhat 

heavier than Sitka spruce and equals or exceeds at, anal 

its strength properties. Data upon this species, obtained 

Since the table was made up, are not quite so favorable to 

the species as that given in the table, but still shows it 

to be equal to spruce aside from the slightiy greater weight. 

Western Red Cedar.--Western red cedar is lighter 

than spruce and below We dhe all its strength properties. 

It is more difficult to dry, but could probably be used with 
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success in many parts where spruce is not used, but could not 

be used in parts which are highly stressec. 

White Cedar.~-iJhite cedar is very iow in all its 

strength proverties. It is a comparatively small tree and 

could haré@ly be considered as a possibility for use for the 

larger parts fGr airplane frames. 

: Bald Cypress .~~Bald eypress is slightly heavier than 

spruce. Its average figures show it gomewhat superior to spruce 

when used in the same sizes. The great variability of this tim- 

ber, has, however, caused us to refrain trom recommending it. 

Gypress is very wet in its green condition and is considered 

"mech more @ifficult to ¢ry and glue than many other species. 

Material is now at the Laboratory ror a study as to a satis- 

factory method of kiln drying and extent to which cypress can 

be substituted for spruce. 

Yellow Cypress.--Data at the leboratory on this species 

is not ‘ery complete. The indications are that it is too low 

in stiffness to be a satisfactory substitute for spruce. 

Douglas fir from the Pacific Coast.--Douglas fir from 

the Pacific Coast is considerably heavier than spruce and ait 

its strengtn properties are equal to or exceed Spruce. It is 

quite probable that if this species is used the bulk of good 

wing beam stock will come from second cut logs, ane that the 

; weight and corresponding strength values will run slightly 

lower than those given in the table. Douglas fir is consider- 
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ably harder to dry than spruce and more inclined to shakes 

and to check during manufacture and to develop these defects 

in service. It is inclined to break in long splinters and 

to shatter when hit. The use of Douglas fir in the manu- 

facture of wing beams will require considerably more care 

than is necessary with the spruce but it should give very 

excellent. results when substituted for spruce in the same 

sizes. 

Douglas fir, RockyyMountain ®ype.--This material 

as much smaller than the Coast Type, runs quite knotty, 

i $e Somewhat brash and vrovably would not be aetisfactory 

as a substitute for spruce. 

Nar Alpine Pir.--The Alpine fir tested was very low 

in weight and all its strength properties. This material 

was from small trees which run very much to mots. The 

species apparently is very light and low in all its strength 

‘ properties and would not be used except in places of low 

stresses. Ve have learned that there are some rather exten- 

sive stands of large Alpine fir, and it is thought that this 

material will run heavier and stronger than the Alpine fir 

tested. We are getting some material to check this point. 

Amabilis fir.--The material tested was slightly 

heavier than spruce end in most of its strength properties 

it was practically the equal of spruce. sufficient data are 

not at hand to determine how this material will kiln dry, and 
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to determine its working properties, If we are able to Eiin 

dry and work it satisfacvoridy indicetions are that it will 

pe a fairly satisfactory substitute for spruce in spruce sizes 

in wing beams, struts, etc. This matter is receiving the atten- 

tion of the laboratory. 

Balsam Fir.~-Balsam fir is somewhat lighter than 

spruce ard considerabiy lower in all its strength properties, 

and does not give promise of being satisfactory in airplane 

construction. 

Pir, Grend, Noble, and White.--Grand fir as tested 

was Slightly heavier than spruce while the Noble end White 

fir were slightly lighter. The strength properties of these 

species compare very favorably with spruce except the shock 

résisting ability of the white fir which is a little low. 

This, however, may be accidental. The remarks given above 

for Amabilis fir will apply to these species. 

Black Henlock.--his species is quite a little heav- 

ier than spruce and lacking in stiffness. 

Fastern Hemlock.--Strength properties along consider- 

ed eastern hemlock woulda appear to be a substitute for spruce, 

but the lumber runs shaky, is liable to. heart-rot, has numer- 

ous knots, and develops shakes and checks in service. It need 

not, therefore, be considered. 

Western Hemlock.--Western hemlock is heavier than | 

spruce but not quite so heavy as Douglas fir. It is Low in 

its shock resisting ability, but strength alone condiaenit 
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it might serve as a substitute for spruce in spruce sizes. 

Material of western hemlock is now enroute to the Laboratory 

where tests will be made to determine proper kiln drying 

methods and whether or not there are manufacturing condi- 

tions which should cause this species to be rejected. 

Western Larch.--Butts of the western larch tree 

are very heavy. tthe material runs shaky and is hard to 

éry- It would not seem feasible to use this species for 

airplanes in view of the supply of more suitable species. 

Cuban Pine.--Cuban pine is entirely too heavy to be 

considered. i 

: Jack Pine.--The jack pine tested was 9 per cent heav- 

} ier than spruce amd was lacking in stiffness. i 

Jeffrey Pine.--Jeffrey pine is especially lacking in 

stiffness. 

‘ toblolly Pine+--Loblolly pine is quite heavy. Tt is 

very variable in its properties and need not now be considered. 

i Lodgepole Pine.-~Lodgepole pine is somewhat’ low in 

its shock resisting ability amd slightly low in stiffness. 

If extensive stands of large trees can be located there is 

a possibility that it might be found practicable to uSe some 

of thiS species. — 

; Longleaf Pine.--This material is considered too heavy 

for use in airplanes without re-design. — : 

_ Norway Pine.--Ind ications are that Norway pine can 

be used’ as: a substitute for spruce in spruce sizes. More 
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data is nee@ed as to kiln drving and the difficulties which 

may be met in manufacture. his material is being tested 

out at the laboratory. 

pitch and Pond Pine.--Pitch en pond pine are both 

heavy and it is not likely that they would ever be needed 

in airplane work. 

‘ Shor¢leaf Pine.--The lighter material from the 

shortleaf pine could be used for airplane construction put 

probably woulda not be as satisfactory as Douglas fir since 

weight for weight it shows a lower modulus of rupture and 

stifrness. : : 

Sugar Pine.--Sugar pine is quite low in the shock 

resisting ability and stiffness and is quite variable. It 

probably would not, therefore, be a suitable substitute for 

spruce. 

: Table Mountain Pine.--Table mountain pine has about 

the properties of shortleaf pine. it probably would not pro- 

duce clear material satisfactory for airplane stock. 

Western White Pine.--estern white pine is slightly 

heavier than gyruce and shows up well in all its strength 

properties except hardness. itt is more difficult to ary 

than the eastern white pine but probably should be sub- 

stituted for spruce in spruce sizes. eae 

‘western Yellow Pine.--Our data shows the western 

yellow pine to be lacking in its Shock resisting ability 

and stiffness. It is also quite variable. I ao not con- 
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sider it e goo0a substitute for spruce, but I understand it 

is being used. 

Bastern White Fine.--Our tests to ¢ate show eastern 

white pine somewhat below the spruce in nardness and rather 

low. in shock resisting ability. It, howevever, runs quite 

uniform in its strength properties, is very easily kiln 

E dried without damage, works well, stays to its place well 

and is recommended for airplanesc onstruction as a substitute 

for spruce in spruce sizes. 

Redwood.--The data available on redwood are not com- 

parable to that on other species and are too eratic to form 

_a very definite judgment of the species. The indications 

are that the material is quite variable in its properties 

and likely to be very brash. 

Some material is now at the laborctory for prelimi- 

nary tests of this species with @ eciel reference to its 

suitability for airplene purposes. If these tests show 

fevorable more material will be secured for definite results. 

Engelmann Spruce.--Engeimann soruce is quite light 

ané low in all its strength properties. 

Mamarack.-~Jamarack is too heavy to be substituted 

for spruce. It probably would not furnish clear material. 

: Yew.n=This wood is very heavy. The tree is small 

and crooked. 
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Bardwoods 

Red Alde#.~-\We have but little data on this spec ies 

put understand it is not available in sizes which make it 

important. 

Biltmore Ash.-~Biltmore ash snould be cons idered 

along with white ash and may be used for Longerons and 

other work where strength, stiffness and ability to steam 

pend, is of importance. 

Black Ash.--Black ash is very low in stiffness. 

It is an exceedingly tough species. It is one ox the pest 

native speates for steam bending. It es used, however, 

where strength and stiffness are of great importance as in 

places where white ash is usege 

Blue, Green and White Ash.--These species are Imown 

commercially as white ash and are very desirable for use in 

longerons amd other places where steam bending, great strength 

and stiffness are required. 

Oregon Ash.--Oregon ash appears to be about agite’l 

to the eastern white ash although our fata on this species 

is somewhat meeger. 

Pumpkin ish.--Pumpkin ash as a species is somewhat 

lighter than the white ashes. It is considerably less stiff 

than the white ash. Gounereislly the term is made to include 

E ' the weak soft material from all the other species of ash. 

Gommercial white Ash.--Comnere ial white ash includes 

the Biltmore, Blue, Green and White ash given above. 
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Aspen.--Aspen is quite soft gna lacing in stiffness. 

Basswood.--Basswood is light in weight and low in 

practically all its strength properties. It is one of the best 

species to receive nails without splitting and is used extensi- 

vely for webs, veneer cores and etc. 

Beech.--Beech is quite heavy and has about the strength 

properties of sweet and yellow birch and hard or sugar maple. 

It might be usec to some extent in prepellers but not extensi- 

vely in frame work in airplanes. 

Paper Birch.--Paper birch is rather low in its stiffness 

and high ix weight. : 

Sweet and Yellow Birch.~-These Birches are quite heavy, 

hard and stiff. They have a very uniform texture and take 8 

fine finish. On account of their haréness and resistance to 

wear they can be used to face other woods to protect them against — 

abrasion. 

Yellow Buckeye .--Yellow Buckeye is low in its weight and 

all its strength properties. 

Cascara Buckthorn.--Cascara buckthorn is a small tree and 

need not be considered. 

Butternut.--Butternut is lacking in stiffness and prohably 

need not be considered. 

Western Chinquapin.--This is a small tree and need not be 

consitered. : ‘i 

Black Gherry.--This is a very desirable propeller wood. 
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Wild Cherry.--Zhis is a smalljtree and lacking in 

stiffness. . ‘ 

Ghestnut.--Chestnut is somewhat heavier than spruce 

and is quite deficient in stiffness. 

Cottonwoo@.--The material tested was slightly o 

heavier than spruce. It is soft, low in its strength 

as a beam or post and lacks stiffness. It is very tough, 

goes not split with nails and bends well. Cottonwood can 

not well be substituted for sprace in wing beams and long 

struts, But can be used in other minor parts. 

Boe Sar 

small to be considered. 

Blder, Pale.~-This species is small and need not be 

considered. 

tim, Gork (Rock Hlm).--This species is slightly heav- 

ier than ash. It is low in stiffness and very resistant to 

shocks. It steam bends well and if properly cried can be 

used for longerons as a substitute for ash. Considerably 

more care is necessary in the drying of elm in order to 

_ have it remain in shape as it twists and warps badly when 

not héld quite firm. 

Slippery Flm.--Slippery elm is sonewhat lighter 

| than cork elm, but when of equal density may be used as cork 

elm. ( 

White Slm.--Very dense pieces of white elm have the 

‘requisite density and strength to be used along with cork 

See



elm. Most of the white elm, however, is quite light. It 

is lacking in stiffness, but steam bends well. it could 

probably be used to excellent advantage in the bent work i 

at the end of the wings, rudders, elevators, etc. con- 

x siderable care would be necessary in order to hold this 

: material in place while drying as it warps badly. | 

Bleck Gum.--Black gum is considerably heavier then 

spruce and not nearly so stiff. It probably will be but 

little useé in the fremes of airplanes. 

Blue Gun _(Rucalyptus).--BZucalyptus grown in this 

country is guite heavy. It has large internal stresses, 

“gwells and shrinks sesausivety, twists badly in drying and 

is very difficult to dry. Under present conditions it 

probably should not be used in airplanes. 

' Cotton Gum {iupelc).--This speéus is considerably 

heavier than spruce, but not nearly so stiff. At present 

it probably should not be considered in airplane frames. 

i Red _Gum.--Red Gum is considerably heavier than spruce 

and superior to it in strength properties. On account of 

its locky grain, the tendency to twist, warp and check it 

probably should not be used in frames for airplanes. There 

is some prospect, however, that carefully quarter sawed 

material of this species can be used in propellers. Experi- 

ments have been started at the laboratory to cetermine its 

suitability along this line. 
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: Hackberry.--The denser pieces of hackberry might 

pe substituted for ash in longerons. 

* pear Hew.--This is avvaryssnall tree and of no im~ 

portance in this connection. 

Qrue Hickories, including shellbark, Mockernut, 

Pignut and Shagbark.--These species are heavier tnan ash, 

are very tough, and strong. They could be substituted for ; 

ash in longerons but would probably not give quite as good 

service for the same weight. 

Pecan Zickories, including Butternut, Mutmeg, Pecan, 

water.--These nickories are considerably inferior to the 

true hickories especially in their ability to resist shock 

and probably would not make satisfactory substitutes for 

ash. 

American Eolly.--This species is Lacking in stiffness 

and probably has not important use in airplanes construction. 

Hornbeam, California Laurel, Mountain Laurel, 

Black Locust, Honey Locust, Madrons.--These are all heavy 

woods and probably have little use in airplane construction. 

Magnolia.--Magnolia has approximately the same 

properties as the Cucumber to which it is closely related 

and coulé probably be used as a substitute zor spruce in 

wing beams and longerons. 

Oregon Maple.~--Oregon maple has ebout the same 

properties as the Silver maple. it is a little more stiff 

and not quite so resistant to shock. ‘There is probably 

little use for either ox these specéés in airplanes. 
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Red Maple.--Red maple is somewhat heavier, stiffer 

and stronger than the silver maple. Red maple might possibly 

be used in propeller vork, put would give a propeller which 

is much softer than the suger maple- / 

Sugar Maple.--Sugar maple is quite heavy, hard and 

stiff. It should be used along with birgh in propeller manu- : 

facture. Tt has very uniform texture and takes a fine finish. 

"On account of its hardness and resistance to wear it is very ~ 

often used to face other woods to protect them against abrasion. 

: Silver Maple.--Silver maple is the lightest and soft- 

est of all the maples. It is much too soft to be considered 

| as a substitute for sugar maple and lacks the stiffness to 

nalee it a setisfactory substitute for spruce. ; 

oi The Oaks.--The oaks need not be considered as a sub- 

 gtatutaon for spruce but they play an important part in the 

manufacture of propellers. The oaks are all quite heavy and 

hard, The oaks, even when a single botanical species is con- 

sidered, are extremely variable in their strength properties. 

The differences in averages of each of the eastern oaks is 

not great ard might be found in testing logs of any of these 

oaks. The white oaks, as a rule, shrink and swell more slowly 

with changes in the weather than do the red oaks. The radial 

sueinkage of the oaks is about one-half the tangential shrink- 

age. This accounts for the much greater value of quarter 

sawed oak over plain sawed oak for propeller construction. 
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The southern grown oaks are much nore Gifficult to dry, than 

are the northern oaks. Experiments are being made in the 

drying of both northern and southern red and white oaks. 

The northern white oaks when quarterasawed and carefully dried ; 

‘ give very satisfactory propellers. It is possible that quar- 

ter sawed northern red oaks will also make a fairly satisfac- 

tory propeller, but with this. disadvantage; it is more sub- 

jeet to defects in the living tree, decays more readily, and ‘ 

changes more rapidly with the changes in weather conditions. 

For the southern oaks to be satisfactory in this work will 

require exceeding care in the drying of this species as they 

are very difficult to dry without checking, honeycombing and 

casehardening. All these oaks are being studied at the 

Laboratory. 

Osage Orange, Persimpon.--These species have other 

very important war uses and are probably of no importance 

in airplane construction. 

. Yellow Saplanse-ohte species is but little heavier 

than spruce, and while rather low in shock resisting ability 

it has good working qualities, ability to retain its shape, . 

freedom from checks, shakes and such defects probably causes 

it to be a fairly satisfaétory substitute in wing beams and 

struts. It offers no manufacturing difficulties. 

Rhododendron, Sassafras, Service berry, Silverbell, 

Sourwood, Sumac.--These species probably have no place in l 

‘airplane construction. 
: 
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Sugarberry.--This species is closely related to the 

hackberry and the denser pieces might be substituted for ash 

in longeron construction. i 

Sycamore.--The trees run very shaky and probably 

wouhd not furnish material for airplanes. 

Fraser Umbrella.--This species is closely related to 

the cucumber and magnolia previously aiseussead. The proper- 

ties are about the same as the above species. The clear stock 

obtained might be used as a, substitutesto spruce. 

Willow, Black end Western biock, Witch Hezel.-- 

hese species probably are of no use in frames of airplanes. 

Walnut, Black.~-Black walnut has many very important 

war time uses and need not be considered as a substitute for 

spruce. This svecies probably makes the best propeller of 

any of the native species. It is somewhat aifficult to dry 

but has ¥ery excellent power of retaining its place and has 

good hardness to resist wear. 

4 daorenia Li Comments as to Substitutes for : 

Spruce 

: The following species range in weight from that: of 

spruce to 25 per cent heavier than spruce. The data available 

indicates strongly that these species can be substituted for 

; spruce in highly stressed parts using the spruce design. : 

Port Offord Gedar, Coast Type Dougias fir, and Eastern and 

Western White Pine, Yellow Poplar, Cucumber Tree and Magnolia. 
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The following species give promise of furnish’ ng substitutes 

for spruce as ebove but more experiments are needed in order 

to overcome known difficulties before these species can be 

recommended: Bald cypress, Amabilis, Grand, Noble, and 

White firs, Lodgepole pine, Norway pine, and Redwood. ‘he | 

following species are lighter whan spruce but could be used 

in parts where the stresses are relatively low: Incense 

cedar, Western red cedar ard Alpine fir. As conditions 

change other species Will doubtless come into consideration 

under these various heads. 

\ 
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j UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

: ] BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

: WASHINGTON, D. C. ane qo 
ADDRESS REPLY TO 52 A a 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY \l ‘ 4 

AND REFER TO ; 4 ye 

FH=Z < oe 

Game Birds o) a 

February 2, 1931 
a 

Mr. Aldo Leopold j o/s 
The Game Survey ; 

Madison, Wisconsin . 

Dear Aldo: 

Stoddard wrote me where to find the data on Quail 

weights from birds of known ages: that is, selected as 

to young,(birds of the year) and as to birds older than 

1 seasone These figures were taken from the Chubb 

Plantation in February, 1928, by Sid Stringer, birds 

being classified by the primary method. The sharp outer 

primary indicates a young bird; wide, blunt feather 

indicates an older bird. 

Sixty nine birds of the year and thirty two older 

birds were weighed. All sexes were figured togethers 

= / V ee ay 65 ee 
/ Mapebtecet pyengs 200 i/142: 155; 159; A72; 165; Tou ane 55; A633 

177; 1627; 165; 1 {718s L7Gy 186) 18D; 1th Ube U 3 155; 1653 3174; 

LiL5 170; 1 ¢ x at Imps gs 1695 2 193s L763 1 lege atgt 87s 

eo ; 10; roxy ud; oly 108, 1rd, ey; 18d; 17h; y 165; 5 183; 6) Nes 
3... ee 2705 170. 16k: 177% i7o% red, 18k; 148; 177% 179; 177% 168; 195” 

715 1775 179; Total weight of 69 birds, 11659 Grams. : 

art ve Sf 7 ff oe 
4 / Weightsr 01d Birgs: J FP mst alta) 77; 1933; i fsa; 
= pets 8, 1: 174; 179; 174; By 188; 173 ; 190; 168; 178; 

168; 168; 169; 189; 163; 167; 167; 177; 192; 179; 167. Total weight 

of 32 birds, 5510 Gramse . 

t510 ( 172 
32] . I have checked over the above figures and can certify they are 

= = copied correctly from the recordse I hope they will be what you 
— u want and will enable you to check up on your weight hypothesis. 
22 

vs Sincerely, 
“Bw, GB. Bmp 

Cooperative Agent 

CC Herb Stoddard 

Cie, B-/P3k3
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FORM 22207 f 3 
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ESTABLISHED 1802 

E.l.ou Pont pe Nemours & COMPANY \) 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE \ 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

HENRY P. DAVIS 

1735 CARRUTHERS AVE % Vareh 2 1931 

MEMPHIS, TENN. ee 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wis, 

Dear Al: 

I am in receipt of a letter from John Ball to the effect 
that the quail weights I sent you were not of much value due to 
the fact that they were averaging and not individual weights. 

I am attaching hereto the original date from which these 

averages were taken showing date of kill, sex ratio, and individual 

weights and I hope that these will be of some service to you. 

Sincerely yours, 

4 <i t 

F ae oe 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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RVES ye! pe 

Co eee January 19, 1931 se 

Quail killed at Swango Hunting Preserves since Nov.20, 1930 to date. 
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— Rough Draft ae a 

. Measuring the Qu: ail Crop by Weighing the Bag ; 

Aldo Leopold and John N. Ball 3 

At the end of December, 1930, a party of us returned from a quail shoot cs 

in southern Missouri. Having recently acquired an accurate scales, we 

weighed our bag of about 40 birds, and plotted the weights in the form - 

of a frequency curve. The notive was merely curiosity to see whether 40 7 

birds were enough to yield a smooth or "normal" curve. It was a surprise fs a 

: to find that the curve was not smooth at all, but showed two pronounced i 

“horns" (see, be2Yow He chart). : % : 

It was at first supposed that the horns might be due to a differ- e 

ence in weight between the sexes, so the sexes were plotted separately. x 

To our surprise each sex showed the double horns (see A-1 and A-3). The : 

} only alternative conclusion was that the two horns represented young er 

. ‘ (birds of the year) and old birds respectively. Since this held out the : ‘ 

promise of a new method-of determining the proportion of young to old ; 

5 birds during the hunting season (which is to say, the success of the year's ; - 

crop) it was determined to make a further investigation. f ” 

} ‘ ‘Accurate weights on large lots of birds proved to be hard to : 

obtain, Through the cooperation of H. L. Stoddard, Paul L. ivvter talk: and e 5 

E Henry P. Davis, weights were inined on three lots of birds representing a 

: various seasons and localities. Certain other weights were exhumed from : 

Leopold's shooting journal. The latter, however, were too coarse to be : 

a very valuable. : ' 

x The source, time, place and accuracy of each lot are shown in : 

the following table. | a 

eee a Sie aia iP agaie gm j snipes Coe cs eee a ee bop
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: Time Weight to — 
Lot Species No. Weighed by * Place Killed nearest 

ee A Bobwhite ho Aldo Leopold Ripley Co.,Mo. Dec.1930 1 gram 

B " ‘WSOP, Errington = Richland ‘& Dec.1930 ler 
Dane Cos., Jan.1931 3 é 

Wis. : i 

c x 101 H.L. Stoddard Chubb Planta- Feb.1928 1 gram 2 
tion, So. y 
Georgia 

D " 126 «HP. Davis Batesville, . Mov.-Dec. 1/4 oz 
Miss. 1930 : 

‘ \ Jan.1931 : 

B ” 40 = Aldo Leopold Clark Co.,Mo.  Dec,1929 1/2 on, 2 

F Scaled Quail 56 Aldo Leopold Central New 1917-1924 3 
Mexico : ; 

G Gambel Quail 44 Aldo Leopold Arizona & 1917-1924 1/2 oz. 
: ; New Mexico 

‘ All lots were plotted to show the percentage falling into certain 2 

veicht classes, the=ckese-veine-determined -by-the-coarseness-eriineness : 

bce Pade Caeie se = 
cGuthe-weignbe, Thus Lots A, B, and C, ,weighed to the nearest gram, were fi 

ee in 5-gram weight classes. Let D had been weighed to the nearest 

quarter-ounce, and Lots I, F, and G to the nearest half-ounce, and were ae 

‘ plotted accordingly. : 

s Lo +B. This lot of 45 consisted of 30 live birds trapped in December, 1930, | 

: by the State Conservation Commission in Richland County, Wisconsin, and : 

presented to the University of Wisconsin Quail Fellowship for experimental ; 

purposes, was 15 birds killed by the Quail Fellow (Paul L. Errington) , during a 

the past winter for food habit analysis and other scientific purposes. While x 

_ the inclusion of the latter birds somewhat diffuses the season which the lot ; 

represents, they were aided because the 30 live birds mizht not have beena e 
(ee 

wee ; cee Soe 7 | a
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large enough sample to avoid distortions due to chance. All birds of this a 

lot had been classified by Errington for sex and age, the young being dis- ‘ a 

tinguished from the old birds by the wing-quill method devised by stoadara. ‘1 / : 

According to the wing-quill criterion, young of the year have pointed — ‘ 

primaries, while those of old birds have blunt or rounded tips. 

Carve B-2 for the lot as a'whole shows the same characterisite . 

pair of horns as Curve A. The separate curve for the old: birds shows a : 

: single horn on the right, which squares with the assumption that the right- He 

- hand horn represents old birds. However, the separate curve for the young _ 

a (B-1) shows two or three horns, including mt only a prominent one on the left j 

- in the expected place, but two other smaller ones, one under the peak of ; 

Be3, and the other s till further to the right. ‘This would seem to refute 

the assumption that un. es consists largely of old birds. It would 

seem that either this assumtion is incorrect, or the wing-quill classi- 

fication is unreliable. 

Lot ¢. his consists of 101 birds killed in February, 1928, in south 

Georgia, and weighed by Stoddard in conjunction with the Georgia Quail ‘ oe 

Investigation. ‘2) Hach bird had pen bidsetetea as to age by the wing- 

quill method, but not as to sex. Syn 4 fe 

: The curves are very puzzling. MWNeither the curve for the total F 

"lot (C-2) nor that for the young birds (C-3) show horns. ‘The curve for _ 

the old birds (C-1) shows one pronounced horn in the place where ‘the horn 

for the young birds ought to be. Strancely enough, the most freqent oe 

2 weight for the young birds is actually greater than that for the old. ; 

: : Viesearvrenterehet-G, Interpreted in the light of the preceding satin es f 

i Qe 3, Stoddard, The Bobwhite Quail: Its Habits and Preservation. 1930, . ‘ 
(2) rosa, : c 

a Ee a : es pe ane ek ad
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: sents the following alternatives: g 4 

. ; ~ 1. The birds were killed so late in the winter (February) that 5 

the assumed weight distinction between old and young hed 

5 disappeared. 

: 2. The wing-quill distinction is not valid. aa 

rl The actual age of young birds i Georgia in February is probably 

: about the same as of young birds in Wisconsin in March. It seems not : oe 

improbable that a weight distinction -maigulat exist, in the fol] ‘sunembherbenket : 

t ne ee pane the time these birds were killed. : : q 

lot 2. This includes 66 birds kélled in November and December, and 60 

let : birds killed in Jamary, on the Swango hunting preserves near Batesville, ae 

Mississippi, last winter. They were weighed, however, only to the nearest 

; quarter-ouncey aa The accuracy of the scales is not kmown. ‘The curve for 

et the total lot (D-2) does not show any horns, neither does the curve for the 

Vovenber and Deseuber birds (D-1). That for the Jamary birds (D-3) shows 4 

horns but not very pronounced. ‘The Jamaary curve lies well to the right of ‘ 

‘ both the total and the Novenber-December curve, showing the expected advance : 

: in weight with the advancing season. The greater tendency to horn in Jan- : 

uary, deers aids the assumption that the veicht distinction may 

disappear with advancing age. All these characteristics of Lot D, however, 

‘ : ; Laeme digas : 
(except the gain in weight with advencine season), must be discounted, er 

| j “iene Se coarser weight classes. This coarseness might mask all of { 3 

the characters here in question,“ confuse thew pre ene gees, 

_. Lots B, F, and G. All of these weights are so coarse as to certainly mask | . 

; any “horns" which may have existed. (This was proved by re-arranging Lot A : 

‘ in half-ounce classes, whereupon the horns disappeared.) ‘They are shown a :



ey merely to portray the comparative weights of scaled, gambel, and bobwhite 4 

: quail. ‘They show clearly that the gambel is distinctly lighter than the a 

bobuhite, and the sealed quail distinctly heavier. : . 

Influence of Crop. One possible source of error which mst be appraised a 

5 before drawing conclusions from any investigation based on weights is the 3 

. influence of full of empty crops. It is well known that crops are more | 

Likely to be full at certain hours of the day ‘ein at others, . Since shoot- ee 

ine usually proceeds all day, however, the distribution of this error may | 

be assumed to be random, and hence to affect all larze lots of birds alike. ; 

Its magnitude was determined by Errington to be, in quail, roughly four per ee 

: ceik of he wrth of Be Rb il a? ie ena ts te é 

ounce bird) it appears to be less then three per cent. Both figures are ‘ 

based on ordinary rather than exceptional engorgenent.// 2 mar s 

a Aitnbnosedeieveozara by this Imrest:.cxtton Speakman a 

pe Cal Fam waa aM Fp ono @ 200-gram quail. Hence 

| the engorgement of the crop could shift any given bird one or two classes. \ 

The"horns* here treated are normally three weicht-classes apart, while the 3 

‘bulk of each lot extends over seven to nine classes. If, then, the error ; 

due to crop is a random one, it seems hardly likely that crop engorgement e 

alone could account for the phenomena here described. - 

Average Weights. In the following table all the data are averaged by 4 

states and species. ; : = 

2 
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sn * Averace Weights ; 

: wSEe Og. Gr. Oz. Gr. Oz. Os 

= Nour mayice & 182 6.5 20h 2.3 

vintclata 193. 6.9 oe : 

. Missouri as GS : ‘ 

Wississinnt 172 6.2 : 
Georgia 170 6.0 £28 a 

: Conclusions. It of course stands to reason that old and young birds can ss : 

be distinguished by weight. The question is: Does the diatinction last : 

e until the shooting season? The data are insufficient to/sustain abso- : : 

: lutely final conclusions, but it seems highly probable that: ‘ : 

1. The difference in weight between young and old bobvhite quail ~ Z 

is still sufficiently pronounced in November or December to S 

differentiate the young of the year from the older birds, 4 

‘ thus making it possible to roughly measure the crop by : 

| ‘weighing the birds in the bag. ‘ 
: 2. By January the difference in weight is likely to disappear. oe 

; 3. Unfavorable conditions during the middle of the hatching ‘ 

; season might produce a double “horn" for the young alone. ‘ nae 

x 4, There is some doubt of the reliability of the wing-quill ‘ 

, criterion of age. i 

. Be \ The data sufficiently sustain the following incidental con- ‘ : 

: clusions: : 3 

: 5. The most frequent weight of Missouri bobwhites in-1930 was 2 38 : 

: 4 at least 15 grams (or half an ounce) greater than in Georgia :



= in 1928 or Mississippi in 1930, while 1930 Wisconsin bobwhites 4 

were 5-10 grams heavier than Missouri. : us 

6. Gambel quail are about as heavy as southern bobwhites, while z 

z scaled quail are about as heavy as Wisconsin bobwhites. 

z Use of Horned Qurves in Management. The question of how late the horned 

curve method can be relied on as a means of measuring the qmail erop could 

be finally determined by sampling a given locality each month from November 

"to February. It is hoped that somebody will do this. : 

If, as seems probable, the weicht-distinetion can be counted on 

to still hold good in November and December, then any “sporteman can deter- 

© wine the success of the year's hatch by weighing the birds in his bag ee 

during the early season, They willhave to be weighed on an accurate scale . 

_ to the nearest gram, and the sample should cover at least 40 or 50 birds . 

all killed in the same month, : 

It will not be necessary for the sportsman to draw frequency curves { 

as has here been done. If he will tally the birds in each 5-gram weight = 

class and place his tally marks an equal distance aprt, then the varying a 

: lengths of the "strings" of tally marks will in themselves constitute a 

true frequency curve, just as good as one drawn on coordinate paper. ‘thus 3 

Lot A, tallied in this manner, showst é 

Weight Class S 
(Grams) ' Tumber 

156-160 / 
161-165 
166-170 / s 
171-175 : 

| 176-180 HTH) ee 
181-185 TEL : 186-190 STITT - 191-195 /} s 196-200 AUT : : 2014205 Hi 

\ : 206-210 j II] : a 
: 211-215 : ‘2 

oa ; ; j Ee : ee 
Bees panait Beal seek a6 5 Seay a oa % fi +: x v2 =e <p eal a



Sn ee 

pe. After several years’ results have become available, it should be 9 

~~~ ss possible to arrive at a standard as to what constitutes a satisfactory | 
a tachs year : ee 

x crop, and to measure by this standard, , ae 

a ‘The wing-quill is less suitable for use by laymen because it | ee. 

- ee? requires expert sicill to classify the birds by the wing quills alone. — 

- | Much of the success of Buropean geme managers 1s ascribed by Turopean 

ees writers to the deliberate elimination of old breeding stock. America has  — 

oa yet to see even the beginnings of a technique to eliminate such stock, A = 

os ss technique for detecting its extent, however, would be at least a start, 

s Bese end this seems to be offered in the method of horned curves. rae Se 
oe : ‘ ea 

a “a 
: 3 oS _ 

eet ; ; : aS Gas 
oe : : ‘ : Be 

ees : ae 
2 oe : | a 

pee : . ‘ 7 

a oe a 

eecen : é : Sr a 
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Copy to Mr. Grange 

Mareh 17,1931 

Mr. Herbert L. Stoddard 
The Hall, Route 1 : 
Tallahassee, Florida 

Dear Herbert: 

Here is an article on quail weights, concerning which I 
wrote you soon after my return from Missouri. Wallace in the 

meanwhile sent me, doubtless at your request, some of your 

quail weights from Washington which appear on these curves. 

This is a rough draft sent you for your opinion and criti- 
cism. ‘The conclusions are simply the best ones I could reach 
without the help of advice from you or Wallace. I will very 
much appreciate your talking this apart to any extent that you 
think necessary. You may scribble notations directly on the 

copy, which kindly return. 

I am sending another copy to Wallace with the same request. 

Yours sincerely, 

— é x aon ae: no ae
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ae sae 
‘ Aldo Leopold and John W. Ball 4 

a AN ten tak of Dapebbew, 1990, a pevty OF us retarned free ell shoot a 
5 in southern Missouri, Having recently acquired an accurate scales, we as . 

bs weighed our bag of about 40 birds, ani plotted the weights in the form 4 

S : of a frequency curve, The motive was merely curiosity to see whether 4o- _ 

. ’ birds were enough to yield a smooth or "normal" curve. Tt was a surprise : 4 

. to find that the curve was not smooth at all, but showed two pronounced 4 
2 ; ' “*horns" (n06 hed the chart). : a 

Be Tt was at first sinposed that the horns might be due toa differ 
Z ence in weight between the sexes, so the sexes were plotted separately. # 

P To our surprise each sex showed the double horns (see A-l and A-3). The a 

- only alternative conclusion was that the two horns represented young 4 

. “(birds of the year) and old birds respectively. Since this held out the ‘4 

. = promise of a new method of determining the proportion of young to old : g a 

Ee - birds during the hunting season (which is to say, the success of the year's 

3 crop) tt was determined to make o further investigation ; 

S Aecurate weights on larze lots of birds proved to be hard to a 

7 obtain, Through the cooperation of H. L. Stoddard, Paul 1. Trrington, and 4 
. Henry F. ‘tke, weights were obtained on three lots of birds representing ‘ 

Ee _-—s«. -varfous seasons and localities. Certain other weichts were exiumed from 4 

. 3 Leopold's shooting journal. ‘he latter, however, were too coarse to be 4 

very valuable. Fo . 
- fhe source, time, place anf accuracy of each lot are shown in S 

the following table. . 8 
pa : i pe =i “



ee 7 . nee Coe eg 

oe \ : - 
ee : Time : Weight to 

sats Seoten No. Heichedy = Face Widled nearest 
- A Bobwhite 4O = Aldo Leopold Ripley Co.,Mo. Dec.1930 1 gram 4 

a. , 45 P.LsErrington Richland 4 —Dee-1930 1 erm 
“a ; ; Dane Cos., Jan.1931 a . Wis. — 
ce " 101 H.E, Stoddard Chubb Planta- —Feb.1928 1 gram 
e 2 ‘ * t4on, So. 5 z 

2 Geormta —- 
2. " 126 4H. P. Davis = ‘Batesville, _——‘Nlov-=Dec. on _. Misa. \ 1930 = B Jan.1932 4 

i — " NO Aldo Leopol€ Clark Co.,Mo. Dees1929 «ssf om, 
Fs Seated quatt 56 Aldo Leopold entra New ©1917-1924 4 - 2 y Mexico be 

. G@ Gambel Quail WW Aldo Leopold Arizona & “1917-1924 1/2 om. “ New Mexico 7 

; ~ 
= : All lots were plotted to show the percentage falling into certain 4 

7 vetcht clso vcs, atattesimincdoetersinedbvrtheseansoness-ortkinencss — : 

E cGuieaentginbe. ‘Thus Lots A, B, and C,,;weighed to the nearest gram, were a 
28 ve 
1 = ja in 5-eram weight classes. Lot D had been weighed to the nearest a 

- _ Quarter-ounce, and Lots i, I, and G to. the nearest half-ounce, ani were a 

ss plotted accordingly. 2 

? Lot B. This lot of % consisted of 30 live birds trapped in December, 1930, . 
i : . 

ma 

q by the State Conservation Commission in Richlan’ County, Wisconsin, and 7 

2 presented to the University of Wisconsin Quail Fellowshi for experimental . 

a. purposes, gimme 15 birds killed by the Quail Fellow (Paul L. Errington),during = 
a the past winter for food habit analysis and other scientific purposes. While .— . 

«~~ the Anelusion of the latter birds somewhat diffuses the season which the lot a 

. represents, they were aided because the 30 live birds micht not have been a 

i



- ay large enough samle to avoid distortions due to chance. All birds of this 2 

. Ss E10 bak vous stausitiod bo Sevtsaten fer can wt age, the young being dis- 3 

F ‘Atngutened from the old Winds by the wing-quill method devised Wy steddant.'2? " 
Se : : According to the wing-quill criterion, young of the year have pointed a 

a primaries, while those of old birds have blunt or rounded tiper : — 
: ae : Carve B-2 for the lot ane whole shows the same characterisite a 

Be pair of horns as Curve A. The separate curve for the old. birds shows a 

E single horn on the right, which squares with the assumption that the right- ; 

- : hand horn represents old birds, However, the separate curve for the young : 4 

es _ (B-1) shove two or three horns, including mt only a prominent one on the left ; 

: a in the expected place, vat two other gualler ones, one unter the peak of 4 

a Be3, and the other still further to the right.. This would seam to refute ve 

4 : the assumption that Setar was conslats largely of old birds. It would ‘S 

. seen that efther this assumtion-1s incorrect, or the wing-quill classi- q 

a fication is unreliable, ce 

3 é Zot &. this consists of 101 birds killed in February, 1928, in south : | 

. Georgia, anf veiched by Stoddard in conjunction with the Georgia quail o 

. Investigation, ’@) gach bird had been classified as to age by the wing- 

a quill method, but not as to sex. ; é : 

. oe served are very puzzling. Weither the curve for the total 9 

2 5 “Lot (C-2) nor that for the young birds (C-3) show horns. ‘he curve for 3 

. s the old birds (C-1) shows one pronounced horn in the place where the horn : 

= for the young birds ought to be. Strancely enough, the met frequent ; . 

. weight for the young birds is actually greater than that for the old. ; te 

. 2S Suecitedenietd, Stunted in the light of the preceding ances of 

a ()q. i. Stoddard, The Bobwhite quail: Its Habits and Preservation. 1930, f : 
pe. , ae 2



os ' gents the following alternatives: . ame a 
ae Pied co 
= é _ i. The birds were Icilled so late in the winter (February) that 

— r the assumed weight distinetion between old ant young has” 3 
ee : : ; : 2 

a eo 2 Qheappeared, "eS as 

=== By The whngequil) Aistinetion is not valia, =~ . 
= : eens: fet - The actual age of young birds in Georgia in Febraary is probably ao 

= E about the same as of young birds in Wisconsin in Mareh. It seems not . or 
prec! é ing ro 

eo . improbable that a weicht distinction akek exist, in the fell seme - ae 
BR ss Pa ey: : ee 

; kt Sicienisy the time these birds were killed, 4 

Bee Lot _D.’ This. includes 66 birds Irilled in November and December, ant 60. ee 
a r 2 3 ie ee 

ae iy ‘birds killed in Jamary, on the Swango hunting preserves near Batesville, ag a 

Mississippi, laet winter. They were weighed, however, only to the nearest 3 

quarter-ouncey wai The accuracy of the seales is not imowmn. ‘he curve for 4 
Res. : f : ae 
_ _,__ the total let (0-2) does not show any horns, neither dees the curve for the s 
Bo as 

.. November and December birds (D-1). ‘hat for the Jamary birds (D-3) shows 4 

es "horns but not very pronounced, ‘he Jamary ourve lios well to the richt of __ a 

a both the total an’ the Novenber-December curve, showing the expected advance = 

ae _ dn weight with the afvancing season. ‘The ercater tendency to horn in Jan- eee 
Bes. : 3A oT 1 : ae 

_ ~——s ary, however, contradicts the assumption that the veicht distinction may 4 
ee nae 
a disappear with afvancing age. All these characteristics of Lot D, however, ta 
Be. ; Bb aria Lepte <a 

(except ? gain in veieht with advencine sencon), must be discounted; sam a 
Fp atemnt eee 
Nae jvhe slightly coarser weicht classes. ‘this coarseness might magic all of eae : 

Bs the characters here in question, get Bont . oe 

, Igts BB, and @. All of these weights are 90 coarse as to certainly mask a 

| amy “horns" which may have existed. (This was proved by re-arranging Lot A ss = 
ee , : : ‘i 

_-——issam: hal f-ounce classes, whereupon the horns disappeared.) ‘They are shom “



Po _ merely to portray the comparative weichts of scaled, gnibel, dnt Wokeite a 

: quail. ‘hey show Clearly that the gombel'{s distinctly lighter than the a 

=== Pobriite, ant the scaled quail distinctly heavier, oa 4 

a “Influence of Gro. Orie possible source of error witch mst be appraised = J 

aa . ‘before drawing conclusions from any investigation based on weights is the hee 

s . influence of full or empty crops. It is well Imown that crops are more : a 

ce |” yinely to be full ot certain hours of the day then at others. Since shoot 4 

see ngually proceeds all day, hovever, the @istritution of this error may a 

_ be aosuned to be random, and hence to affect all lance lots of Dints alike, 4 
: , Its magnitude was determined by Errinston to be, in quail, rouchly four per 4 

f° aenk of ee dvight of the divi, In ret comes’? (250 eine tn 4 

. | Sunes birt) it appears to be less than three per cent. Both figures are - 

- based on ordinary rather than exceptional engorgement «if the ap: ie E 

“ Leesan ale? 1/2 per cent of a 200-gram quail. Hence 2 

a. y _ the engorgement of the crop sould shift any given bird one or two classes. ; 2 

4 ae The"horis" here treated are normally three weicht-classes apart, while the a 

a walk of cath Let extenis over seven to nine classes. If, then, the errer . 

tae to ere 19 & random one, 1¢ seams hardly Ifkely that crop engorsement 

e alone coud account for the phenomena here desdribed, . ue 

: Average Weizhts. In the following table all the data are averaged by a 

oo ss gtates ant species. — es ze a 

. "The Grouse in Health ant Dinease. Report of the British Coumittes, 1910, : a



. - && Rae a G@ 
_— Neve Meauco 182 6.5 a FS 8 
 . Wisconsin 1936.9 ae 

. ; ; Missouri 1836.5 = : 4 oe 

a  Massisstppt «17262 <a 

=e Georgia 170 6.0 : = 

eS _-- Gonelusiong. It of course stants to reason that old and young birds can i 

a "be @fetingnished by weight, ‘The question is: Does the distinction last | = 

ag until the shooting season? ‘The data are insufficient to sustain abso- a 
oe ; a --—=s—s«Autely final conclusions, tut it seems highly probable thats 1 

Pp 1. The difference in weight between youn and old bobraite quail 4 

= oy ee is still sufficiently pronounced in November or December to ee 

pe differentiate the young of the year from the older birda, a: 

thus making {t possible to roughly measure the crop by eee ae 
i : _ weighing the biris in the bag. ae a 

2. By Jamary the difference in weicht 1s Likely to Mlesppear, 
oo «43s Unfavorable conditions during the midile of the hatching os 
as 3 season might produce a double “horn" for the young alone. i 2 = a aS ‘4, There 1s some doubt of the reliability of the wing-quill “oie 
—— 4 ee : A criterion of age. : : a 

_ the data sufficiently sustain the following incidental con- — 
= " clusions: 

; a 
a 5. the most frequent weicht of Missouri bobwhites in 1930 was as 

Be "at least 15 grams (or half an ounce) greater than in Georgia 

a a Se a oe



a . a os a 
= oe 5 in 1928 or Mississipoi in 1930, while 1930 Wisconsin bobwhites - oo 

ee were 5-10 crams heavier than Missourl, _ eae 
ee . ; me ss. Gy Gambel quail are about as heavy as southern bobwhites, while a 

— eS | g@ae@ quail are about as heavy as Wisconsin bobvhites. a 

_  --—- Uge of Horned Curves in Manacement. The question of how late the horned = === 

eo  @urve method con be relied on as a means*of measuring the quall crop could is 
8 — 

a be finally determined by sampling a given locality each month from November _ ne = 

_—=s=—s«séto February, It 4s hoped that somébody will do this. aa 
oS eo If, as seems probable, the veicht-distinetion can be counted on a 

on _ to still hold good in November ond December, then any sportsman can deter- a a aes 4 
: mine the sucess of the year's hatch by weighing the birds in hig bac ae 

duping the early season, They willhave to be weighed on an accurate scale a 

ee to the nearest cram, an? the sample should cover at. least 40 or 50 birds 2 

- --—-.-—s i. efiled in the same month. Neo ) 

a Ss It will not be necessary for the sportsman to draw frequency curves 
ee ; ; eee te eae 

os : as has here been done. If he will tally the birds in each 5-gram weicht | Ee 
3: ae 

~~~ @lass and place his tally marics an equal distance aprt, then the varying _ es 
Ba . ; : a 
—-—s—“(its*d ongtths of the "strings" of tally marks will in themselves constitute a Y se 

i true frequency curve, just as good as one drawn on coordinate paper. ‘ims i 

| __‘ lot A, talited in this manner, shows: 58 
BE, ; ae 

-—— Metght Case coe a 
geago oe a : 161-1 4 

i ear / ; = Pee 17-1 et ee 
a 176-180 Mi]. ae hae 

oS 161-185 PA os 
: 186-190 MT a 

. 3ebeags YW 4 

 . Fen _ 2205 iy! kn 
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Peo After several years! results have become availble, t should be 

possible to arrive at a stantard as to what constitutes a satisfactory ae 

ee gee back years 3 a. ae 
ss @rop, and: to meagure,by this etaniard. ee 

teas eet ae ar a : ay 

ee ee - : : eee 
a The wing-quill is less guitable for use by laymen because it a 
ee a ae ee 

_—s—=i=“iéOQdeS expert sicill to classify the birds by the wing quills alonee = 
a Mach of the success of Buropean come managers is ascribed by Turopean 

ss writers to the deliberate elimination of old breeding stock. America has = 

- ss yet to see even the beginnings of a technique to eliminate such stock. A 

e technique for detecting its extent, however, would be at least a start, = 

ss an thie seems to be offered in the mgthod of horned curves, = ee. 
ae a8 : \ is 3 ; ey / ; ee eg 

oe | ,  — 

= 5 : oes : Say 
Be eae ee Be : : 
ee Sees ee : a
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: Copy to Mr. Ball 

March 17,1931 i 

Mr. Cal Johnson, Editor 
Outdoor America i 
Merchandise Mart, 222 North Bank Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

Here is the rough draft of a paper entitled "Measuring the 

Quail Crop by Weighing the Bag," written by myself and John Ball. 

This article is available for publication, but I rather 

hesitate to offer it to Outdoor America because it is so mich more 

technical than anything you have been accustomed to running in the 

past. At the same time the subject matter is such as to make it 

literally impossible to make the article any more popular than it ise 

You as an editor will kmow whether there is any danger of 

your acquiring a reputation of being dry ani scientific by publish- 

ing stuff of this kind. If there is any such danger, you should of | 

course decline it. I will be glad to give you the refusal of it, | 

however, with the understanding that you will not let any politeness 

enter your judgment as to that to do. 

I suggest you tall it over with Mr. Reckord, and I will stop 

in Chicago toward the end of this week to discuss the matter with you. 

If you should want to use the article I will have to attach one con- 

dition, and that is that a generous supply of reprints will be made 

available, since I will have to have these for the fellowship students 

and others, and for library purposes. 

I can, of course, readily place the article in any technical f 

journal, so that it is-not at all a question of getting it published. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD f 

In Charge, Game Survey 

¢
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a BF \ - Sherwood Plantation, Le ee 
= A : Thomasville, Ga., : ee 
— 3 March 24, 1931 ae 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, : ee 
“421 Chemistry Building, eae 

: Madison, Wis. ee 

: Dear Aldo; ae 

Your letter of March 20, together with your revised article on quail e j 
‘ weights was received before I had an opportunity to write you in regard to the 
€ first, I like the second one a good deal better, for while I have not used the 
; method ( wing tip method) enough myself to know e great deal of it, Thave  _— 
‘ developed reasonable confidence in its value as a rough and ready method 
: of determining the bulk of young birds from the bulk of old, Some badly “mouthed” 
: birds and those with work primaries are always doubtful, but usually I have not 
: : found over 20 per cent that I felt very doubtful about. I have checked it some me 
ge: here and there with banded birds of knom age; enough so I felt a good deal 2 
# of confidence in my owm determinations. There is no doubt some individual eS Pe 
: variation that would throw a bird in the wrong catagory, but in a large series thes 
E errors might be. expected to offset each other. If I were you I would await the 
as reading of the final report of the Quail Investigation before publishing your — ee 
‘ article for I have presented a lot of data on quail weight that may be new to. & ai 
: you. For instance, localities only a few miles apart,of very different types, 
= produce quail of very different weights at any one time, For instance young quail — 
2 ; 110 days old from the peanut country of the Florida ridge will average nearly se 
= an ounce heavier than the oldest lot from the lean flatwoods four or five miles 
5 away, and if a lot of birds were shot, part in each habitat, no telling what 
: would happen to a frequency curve, There is considerable weight differences ee 
E in birds from different coveys right here at the Hall. One covey here is always 
& composed of exceptionally large birds, due I presume to rich food for developin fs 
E birds; other coveys fen lean renge always have smaller birds regardless of = 

cc age. A days bag might be taken from only two coveys with this weight difference oe 
; : ae 

6 I feel quite sure that in the majority of cases en individual quail = 
z gradually gains weight up to nearly a year of age, but other factors enter in, 
"i For instance my figures show that as spring ( breeding seasons) approaches hens _ 

: 4 i( gain weight and cocks gradually lose, until the hens are a great deal heavier == 
= when egg laying starts than are their mates, though the reverse was true of the 
E ‘same individuals in November, when cocks are heavier as a general thing. Baie Bos 
. Bee one 

: : The series of weights Wallace sent to you were weighed at the Chubb 
Es plantation by Sid Stringer for me, with my scales. As you will note he threw out 
Bs quite a lot of birds as uncertain, BS. 
e — 
3 Now thet you have raised the question I will work over the whole question, — 
= both your method and mine, on the basis of banded birds of know age, the truth 
= will out then. This opportunity may not arise at once, but we have the material 
Be here to determine the point. I still feel that any man with good eyes can sort 
= 80 per cent accurately about as fast as he can pick up the birds, by the quill 
a and he needs no scale of any sort, so I would think it a fool proof method for 

ee, telling roughly whether he were shooting largely young or old birds, He is not 
ee bothered with full or empty crops, individuel variation in size, condition of the 
_  —si“it*és~*sCnd vd, or any other matter than the quills..But before I act too gock sure 

ss Ewill give the method further study with banded birds, and if I wont off he:



Bs Fs SPSS ag) aS a 5 aa a ee a . OL eRe Ea <5 a ane OLR 7 ORM | ge 
aes oS, RRM Fe ay set ’ : SERRE MRS > © RU Is 

eS I am interested only in the truth and nothing but the truth, but get carri 
= ae ae away by theories like everybody else, and often find that I was too —— 

2 pos : ; ; Am surely looking forward to a bow hunt with you. I have a bit of pel 

: ane on a stick out in a soft oat field fokrty-five yards from my office porch a 

ees shoot at it once in a while, If it was a turkey I might kill it occassionaly 

oh ee E so those turkeys had better look out next year. I still shoot as wild as a — 

Ee i march hare most of the time, and probably always will, then again T stick a 

pepe couple pretty good and get renewed courage. That bow is a peach; just ght f 

rs me . aoe 

ae The plan for an experiment station ( a very modest one) and laborator-: 

ee : here is slowly developing and will probably materialize in a modest way, so 

ee: I can try out a lot of experiments thet have been fermenting for the past 

fe year. Just now I am working night and dey and seem unable to catch up with 

a accumulated work; most of it of en unprofitable mature however. Have two trip: 

ae of a week or ten days in the offing, and want to get both out of the way if — 

pees possible before Wallace comes ( I expect Wallace and his wife to spend about 2 

mes three weeks here after the first week in April), With kindest regards, I am, ; 
eS Sincerely yours, ee 
Bee ) 4. 

. lob tA. f Golalaral 
ie P.S.Please do not think me critical of your article just because I jotted — a 

eS down so many notes; this was done just to provoke thought. ae 5 

ee H.L.S. ee 

eee ae ae 

eee ee a 
rie Bac: aS 

as a 
ae ae oe 

Es Page hn a Ee i ee Ss Sie ee oe



Mareh 20, 1931 : 

Mr. Herbert L. Stoddard 
The Hall, Route 1 
Tallahassee, Florida 

Dear Herbert: 

On thinking over the presentation of the article on " 
quail weights, the conclusions seem to me to omit a very 
necessary explanation concerning the difference between dif- 

, ferentiation among individuals by weight, and the determination 

of proportions by weicht. 

I also think that the article leaves the impression that 

this exploration of a mere lead is considered equivalent in 
validity to your careful working out of. the wing-quill criterion. _ 

This, I need hardly explain, was not the intent, and I have 
chanzed the wording to make this clear. 

I would prefer that you base your criticism on the revised 
draft inclosed. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LGOPOLD 
/ In Charge, Game Survey 

Cony to Mr. Grenge a



gore. : Rough Draft March 20, 1931 a 

“ Aldo Leopold and John N. Ball 

At the end of December, 1930, a party of us returned from a i 

quail shoot in southern Missouri. Having recently acquired an accurate ~ he 

t scales, we weighed our bag of about 40 birds, and plotted the weights : 

. in the form of a frequency curve. The motive was merely curiosity to : i 

see whether 40 birds were enough to yield a smooth or "normal" curve. ; 

It was a surprise to find out that the curve vas not smooth at all, : 3 

but showed two pronounced “horns” (See A-2 on the chart). 

f It was at first supposed that the horns might be due to a E 

difference in weight between the sexes, so the sexes int plotted ee 

separately. To our surprise each sex showed the double horns (see A-1 eA : 

and A-3). ‘The only alternative conclusion was that the two horns rep- : 

: resented young (birds of the year) and old birds respectively. Since 

this held out the promise of a new method of determining the proportion 

of young to old birds during the hunting season (which is to say, the 

: success of the year's crop) it ms determined to make a further inves- ; 

e tigattion. ; oe = 

‘ Accurate weights on large lots of birds proved to be hard to 

i obtain. . Through the cooperation of H. L. Stoddard, Paul L. Errington, j 

and Henry P. Davis, weights were obtained on three lots of birds rep- 

resenting various seasons and localities. Certain other weights were A 

exhumed pee Leopold's shooting journal. The latter, however, were too 

oes coarse to be very valuable. : 

; : s The source, time, place, and accuracy of each lot are shown in ee 

: the following table. a 

pie SS gis if Praia ew leh Pa eee Raa gee Ue pal gaara ee



ZS » TOG e ps elt tae eae ee 

T4me Weight to 
‘ot Species No. Weiched by Place Killed nearest 

: A Bobwhite 4O = Aldo _Leopold Ripley Co.,Mo. Dec.1930 1 gram io 

B " 45 sP LL. Errington ‘Richland & Dee. 1930, 1 gram a 
Dane Cos., Jan.1931 ie 

i : Wis. 3 See 

c = 101 H.L. Stoddard Chubb Planta- Feb,1928 1 gram : 
. | tion, So., ee 

Georgia eo 

D * 126 «4H. P.. Davis Batesville, Nov. -Dec. 1/4 oz. < 
: Miss. 1930 @ 

Jan.1931 “ 

Ez " 4O Aldo Leopol€ Clark Co.,Mo. Dec.1929 1/20m 

f P Sealed Quail 56 Aldo Leopold Central New 1917-1924 =—s-1/2 oz. 
: Mexico S & 

G  Gambel Quail Ws Aldo Leopold Arizona & 1917-1924 1/202, ° 
: New Mexico : 

All lots were plotted to show the percentage falling into certain eo 

weight classes, the class being determined by the coarseness or fineness of the : 

weights. Thus Lots A, B, and C, weighed to the nearest gram, were arranged in Q 

j 5-gram weight classes. Lot D had been weighed to the nearest quarter-ounce, and 

Lots E, F, and G to the nearest half-ounce, and were plotted accordingly. ‘he : 

following discussions of the resulting curves present what looks like an oy 

interesting lead, which we hope will be followed up by numerous ievestign ee 4 

under various conditions. This, and not any presumption of finality, is the 2 

reason for publishing it at this time. é 

: Lot A. Unfortunately these birds had been dressed before the weights were 

plotted, otherwise an attempt would have been made to apply the wing-quill oe : . 

method of determining age devised by stoddara‘2) to the individual birds com- — - 

| prising the two horns. ‘This needs to be done. According to the wing-quill : 

: _ eriterion, young of the year have pointed primaries, while those of old birds : 

eee liege et ere aie ate en bg nen ener ae iy ata ec sae a a 
ee Fe EA US ORR ce eet GS i eee ics C8 cha a a ee



are ee AC OO ee 
Sie ee oo 2 oe 

have blunt or rounded tips, a a 

If the assumption that the horns represent ages is correct, then a? 

Ree the position of curves A-l and A-3 would indicate that in this lot young 

_ hens were heavier. than young cocks, while old cocks were heavier than old oe & a 

wane, (Fy Azo eM beret Corl wragily Yon brk, on degre 9 
: Lot B. This lot of ¥5 consisted of 30 live birds traoped in December, 1930, a 

ee by the State Conservation Commission in Richland County, Wisconsin, and a 

presented to the University of Wisconsin Quail. Fellowship for experimental | a al 

: purposes, plus 15 birds killed by the Quail Fellow (Paul Le Errington) during : 4 

A : ine past winter for food habit imatieta and other scientific purposes. f : oS 

Waile the inclusion of the latter birds somewhat diffuses the season which oe 

the lot represents, they were added because the 30 live birds might not have a. 

B been a large enough sample to avoid distortions due to chance. The 30 live ye a 

_-——s=«<“ssSErds had empty crops, having been shipped and weighed on receipt before ec 4 

ei deeding. All birds of this lot had been classified by Errington for sox fee a 

and ace, the young being distingnished from, the ol4 bir’s by the wing-qrill — 

a method. : 7 

eg Carve B-2 for the lot as a whole shows the same characteristic ee 

4 : pair of horns as Curve A. ‘The separate curve for the old birds shows a. 8 ™ 

2 single horn on the vigit, which squares with the assumtion that the right- £ a 

i hand horn represents old birds. However, the separate curve for the young = — 

S : (3-1) shows two or three horns, including not only a prominent one on the 2 

. ae left in the exected place, but two other smaller ones, one unter the veal - 

a of B-3, and the other still further to the right. ‘This would seen to refute 3 

a | the assumption that the right-hand horn consists largely of old biris. It A 
oo peen diet either our assumption is incorrect, or Shae Gess ee a = 

“yA, fash te wine, etantttontion tee MiG TF
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| ot G, ‘This consists of 101 birds Killed in February, 1928, in south - | 

Georgia, and weighed by Stoddard in conjunction with the Georgia Quail Je 

Investigation. ach bird had been classified as to ace by the ving-quill a 

method, but not as to sex. ; pgs S a 

. ‘he curves are very puzzling. Neither the curve for the total . - = 

lot (C-2) nor that for the young birds (aaa show horns. ‘The curve for a 

= the old birds (0-1) shows one pronounced horn in the place where the horn 2 

for the youns birds ought to be. Strangely enough, the most frequent ; 4 

wengtit' tor te youne VEMH4S etually greeter ton tal fir Gell 

The curve for Lot C, interpreted in the light of the preceding lots, a = 

: presents the suggestion that the birds were killed so late in the winter os ae 

(Hebraary) that, the wetent aistinetion Detreen old adyoung hae Gisepe 2 
tp As lhe lf cho nt c. BfortA Pan O sie 28 

pegeees (1027 ee t- S : ~b oo at ¢ ins - { ad if 2 Liem et} 

f “the only’other alternative vould be that the wing-quill dis- 1 = 

tinction is not valid, but since this was carefully worked out, the : _ 

seasonal explanation is mch more likely. = 

| The wetual age of young birds in Georgia in February is probably © 7 

BS 3 oe about the same as of young birds in Visernahi in March, It seems not : - 

improbable that a weicht distinctim micht exist in the fall,iut that it _ 

| might @isappear by the time these birds were killed. a 

Lot D. This includes 66 birds killed in November and December, and 60 ie a 

: Bee birds killed in Jamary, on the Swango hunting preserves near Batesville, = 

, ' Mississippi, last winter. They were weighed, however, only to the ; 4 

; a : nearest quarter-ounce, and the accuracy of the scalesha not known. ‘the : 4 

= _ curve for the total lot (D-2) does not show any horns, neither does the s = 

: : : : curve for the November and December birds (D-1). That for the Jamary (D-3) 24 

Es ig ai ila a ee a 
Bee Ne i RE IS A fn en ios eae ae LN es ee ea



: a 
se ‘- ghows horns but pot very pronounced. ‘he Jamuary curve lies well to the ie 

right of both the total and the November-December curve, showing the a 

: expected advance in weight with the advancing seasoh. The ereater tendency = . 

to horn in Jamary, however, contradicts the assumption that the weight ee 

; . @istinction may disappear with advancing age. All these characteristics so = 

of Lot D, however, except the gain in weight with advancing season, must Z a 

_ be discounted for the ‘slightly coarser weight classes. ‘This coarseness 
: : } } f Z hs es Fg 

might mask/the curve characters here in question. ( 0. Corehe, ts dae ck 
re : yl é _A, 9 A 2e Se ¢ ae 

; fra Cope tiglce Gt Ponte AEE ny htt WES). es ae 

‘ Lets B, I, and G. All of these weights are so coarse as to certainly mask ee s 

‘ any “horns" which may have existed. (This was proved by rearranging Lot A .. 

: +59 tee 
in half-ounce classes; whereupon the horns disappeared.) They are shown 3 

merely to portray the comparative weights of sealed, gambel, and bobvhite ce 
f Bs 

, ¢o ae 

quail. ‘They show clearly that the gambel is distinetly lighter than the te - 

: bobwhite, and the sealed quail distinctly heavier. o 

Influence of Crop. One possible source of error which ust be appraised be 

before drawing conclusions from any investigation based on welghts is’ 

; i the influence of full or empty crops. It is well known that crops are “ 

more likely to be full ‘at certain hours of the day than at others. Since. - 
s 

oe shooting usually proceeds all day, however, the distribution of this — ¢ = 

: _ error may be assumed to be random, and hence to affect all large lots of 5 

Bee's birds alike. Its magnitude was determined by Errington to be, in quail, oe 

2 vrouchly four per cent of the weight of the bird. In red grouse’? ) : Z 

(250 erain erop in 21-ounce bird) it appears to be less than three per a 

: cent. _— figures are based on ordinary rather than exceptional engorge- = a 

Bans ment. { Ney sont SSS» A a Os Pant ay 
oe Got} At 4 Sen. tq (eth Ae, “) 7 far re ty erie ra 2] d t 

Bee eS, All the birds covered by this investigation are plotted in a. 

Fe amine ee ea a a se eae i ae ee 
pe a oe BO ae le gee i ee tae ae ie os ge ee aoe oe ee Li ete



A ee \ ' Be 

ee Ga ; ee 
oe 5-gram weicht classes, which is 2 1/2 per cent of a 200-gram quail. ae : 

wey : Henee the engorgement of the crop could shift any given bird one or two | ae 5 

po Classes. The “horns” here treated are normally three weight-classes a 
ve) ; . j 7 eee 

i apart, while the bulk of each lot extends over seven to nine classes. If, 4 sas 

then, the error due to crop is a random one, it seems hardly likely that = 

; oe 
: crop engorgement alone cotild account for the phenomena here described. s as 

iB s In addition to the possible crop error, it should be born in mind a 
sz : } : : a 

f that in other generic groups, such as hawks, the grown young temporarily ae 

: /  @xgeed the old in weight. Does Curve C-3 indicate that this might be 
esa ie eae 

3 : true in late winter quail? If/ there would be a period pf» midwinter when > ee 

; oa ' (9 ntrtan( cGe ex wv 
horned. curves would indicate.nothing at all, {| /~ poy ee. 

fy Bela, neiot( t+ Grho Gre oo Ga Mite, rim ‘oth tee Rts OCU | 
ee ee Bs he ala a as y d ¢ : ee 

o ~ Average Weights, In the following table all the data are averaged by = re 

states and species. oy as 

Average Weichts 
7 ee Bobwhite Gambel Sealed a 
i ; Gre Og. «Gre 0g, = Gr. Oe a 

se xz Coy Southwest ce 162 6.5 20h 7.3 SS 
ak ns Y Wisconsin 93 6.9 Re 

: Missouri 1836.5 x Si 
. ess Soe : - Mississippa 1726.2 er 
= ‘ i a 
: tenet 1p (6.8 ; nt 

S ae te 
oe Gonclusiong. It of course stands to reason that old end young birds can PS 
gS S 0 Sea 
Cs be distinguished by weight during the summer and early fall. ‘he question ~ Oe 

ss Ags Does the distinction last until the shooting season? ‘The data are Rue 

a ‘2 insufficient to sustain final conclusions, but it seems probable that: | 2: a 

Be ee _ 1. The difference in weight between young and old bobwhite qmail ae 
Bee is still sufficiently pronounced in November or December to =. 
4 §  Sompare the proportion of the young of the year with the = 

ek ee ci en are ie eee ee oe 

Be aE ey ge St ao he eee OR a ae ee eae



proportion of older birds by using large lots and noting a 
frequency of weight classes. It may be thus: possible roughly aa 
to measure the crop of young by weighing. the birds in the a 

bag: : a 
2. By Jamary the difference in weight is likely to disappear. vs 

ae .3. Unfavorable conditions during the middle of the hatching : g 
season might produce a double “horn" for the young alone. 

In stating that the proportim of young to old can be measured, a 

it should of course not be assumed that every individual in the left 4 

_ horn 4s young and every individual in the right is old. ‘the left horn 5 

may contain some light old and the left some heavy young. In mass data, eZ 

however, these errors will tend to compensate, and the comparative height = 

% 
of the two horns will roughly indicate proportions. a 

The data sufficiently sustain the following incidental con- = 

clusions: % 

“U. The most frequent weicht of Missouri bobwhites in 1930 was 
at least 15 grams (or half an ounce) greater than in Georgia 3 
in 1928 or Mississippi in 1930, while 1930 Wisconsin bobwhites an 

; were 5-10 grams heavier than Missouri. 

| : 5. Gambel quail are about as heavy as southern bobwhites, while : 
scaled quail are about as heavy as Wisconsin bobwhites. : 

Use of Horned Curves in Management. ‘The question of how late the horned = 
curve method can be relied on as a means of measuring the quail crop = 

_ could be finally determined by sampling a given lecality each month 7 
3 . oe ofp plrny The rng = Yell methoel te eachasuph. 2 

from November to February, It is hoped that somebody will do this. ae 

If, as seems probable, the weigcht-distinection can be counted on aan 

. to still hold good in November and December, then any sportsman can : 

determine the success of the year's hatch by weighing the bir’s in his 

: 2 bag during the early season. ‘They will have to be weighed on an accurate : 

: scale to the nearest gram, and the sample should cover at least 40 or 50 | 

. a birds, all killed in the same month, (Ur a ore a hiht oe 
ete sk Gi : Di 5 Gc g fy Sf a 
es tke pA oO Lb ar nelellee— JrrrAe, 4. ff FG SAH]



oe. It will not be necessary for the sportsman to draw frequency __ a - 

z i i curves as has here been done. If he will tally the birds in each 5-eram Ay 

a weight class and plece his tally marke an equel distance apart, then the a 

2 varying lengtiis of the "strings" of tally marks will in themselves com 

* gtitute a true frequency curve, just as good as one drawn on coordinate se 

paper, Tims Lot A, tallied in this manner, shows: — ; — 

, Weight Class ie 
(erams)_ | umber a 

. 156-160 / : aa 
Pe 161-165 : nese 
6 166-170 / : soe 
% 5 171-175 

as = Se 

eo. - ee ee i 
181-185 LTT ae 

“ ee wil : oe 

i : 196-200 HT ee 
; 201-205 II a 

206-210 /Ih a 
: au-215 — 
a. | After several years’ remlta have become available, it shuld = 

Ss : be possible to arrive at a stanjard as to what constitutes a satisfactory © i 

crop, and to measure by this standard. see = 

= : ; method © ay a 

. : The wing=quill/ is less suitable for use by laymen because it g Oe 

requires exert skill to classify the birds by the wing quills alone. CL, ‘ a 

oo : Me 

c Much of the success of European game mansgers is ascribed by ae 

Ee : a 
ies - Buropean writers to the deliberate elimination of old breeding stock. ae 

= : America has yet to see even the beginnings of a technique to eliminate : a 

oe such stock. A technique for detecting its extent, however, would be a 
oa x s ; ie 

ee at least a start, and this seems to be offered in the method of - horned — 

eurves, (22 hen Os Jipirrry pee tent yLreline thot 
Fey E cs CG Gent) on Crne Cyt tee Cem % fue On~ x& iE re te es = 

Be Ot OH D> 1 Berns 4A HHL ) cl ell plalip 
be bit. SATE. ES bs ghee
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a : 

March 30,1931 

Mr. Seth E. Gordon, President 
American Game Association 
233 Broadway 
New York City : 

Dear Seth: ; 

Here is the rough draft of a paper entitled “Measuring the 

Quail Crop by Weighing the Bag." Do you want it for American Game? 

This paper is a samvle of a problem in the publication of 

new findings in game management, on which problem I would like your 

advice. 

There are now some 30 game research projects unfer way, the 

bulk of whose findings will be of this class as to "technicality." 

Where shall these findings be published? I have half a dozen similar 

papers ready at this moment, and the fellowships will have another 
dozen in the next six months. 

The natural inclination of most students or research men would 

be to call this article "The Use of Frequency Curves for Determining 

Age Classes in Quails" ani to publish it in "Zeology" or some other 

scientific periodical where it will never be seen by sportsmen, nor 

would its significance to game restoration be suspected by any creat 

number of people. I have been trying to use my influence, such as it 

is, against this burying new stuff on game in selentific libraries. 

Another alternative would be for veriodicals like yours to 
go after this kind of stuff,-maybe sezregate it in a special "Game 
Management" department,-and demand of authors that they stay avey 

from technical terms to the greatest possible degree and explain 

everything to the greatest possible degree. You would have to be 

hard-boiled and ask each author (including myself) to reduce his 

“technicality” to the unavoidable minimum. Tims this paper explains 

to the reader what a “frequency curve" is by citing the familiar 

example of the per cent of height-classes in an army, an¢ showing 

by a small separate graph what is meant by the "normal" shape of 

curve. (I will furnish a drawing for this in case you want the paper. j 

If it were to appear in a technical journal I would of course omit 

this part.)



a 

A third alternative would be to work toward the founding of 

a “Journal of Game Management." In this event the fonction of periodicals 
like "American Game" would be one of second-hand review. I have so far 
opposed this, because it would tend to make technical game man a 
self-contained class ani it would encouraze the all-too-prevalent trend 
toward “priestcraft," i.e. toward making a "mystery" of the subject, 
requiring a special “caste” to explain such mystery to the lay public. 

What do you think? Which of these three alternatives shall we 
lean toward? The time hae come when the question cannot be ignored. 

Might it be a good idea, if you take the vaper, to make a 
special point of asking your readers to let you lmow whether they wish 

/ to take the pains of absorbing articles of this kind? I for one am 
wholly at sea as to just how hard the sportsman is willing to think in 
reading material on game. 

‘ I am putting 4t up to you, because American Game has so far 
been the most technical of the conservation and sporting periodicals. 

Yours sincerely, : : 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
: In Charge, Game Survey ,
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY é 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

FH=Z : 
Game Birds April 2, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

In Charge, The Game Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have gone over the drafts of your quail weights 
article, having found it here upon my return from Missouri. 
It surely is an interesting subject and it is to be hoped 
the system can be perfected. 

Graphs, statistics and mathematical measurements are 
somewhat difficult for me: In fact, I am inclined to 
shun them. Consequently, my inability to follow the 
demonstration of the system is not surprising, nor is it 
any indication of failure to demonstrate it to one whose 

inclinations are toward biometry. Before I sent you 
Stoddard's quail weights I tried to graph them out myself, 

with the same result you got, namely, no "horns", but a 
rather regular pyramid. In your graphs, the Mississippi 
birds come out in about the same way; the miscellaneous 
group is conflicting; thefe is an extra “horn” for the 

Wisconsin group and a tendency toward extra "horns" for 
the Missouri birds. There are so many variables to be 
considered that it seems almost hopeless to me to try to 
make compensations which will not invalidate the inter- 
pretation of the results. It occurs to me, for instance, 
to wonder whether Mexicans and Natives were segregated 

(I was recently told in Missouri that stock is so badly 
mixed as to make “two kinds of quail", both as to weight 
and coloration); whether the 30 live-weight Wisconsin 
figures are comparable to dead-weight figures (I have had 
experience in weighing live mammals and birds and know it 
to vary with the equipment, hour, observer's mental state, 
etce); whether in any case quail from starving coveys were 
compared with quail from well-fed coveys. Other possible 

obstacles to correct interpretation suggest themselves, so 
that, to me, the evidence is not at all conclusive even 
though it is extremely suggestive.
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I will have to confess, too, that the wing quill or 
last=two-primaries system used by Stoddard appeals to me as 
more practical for field use, although this does not lessen 

the desirability of developing other methods as checks. The 
primaries method, however, requires no field equipment, it 
is hooked up with a phenomenon which is subject to very little 
variation caused by external factors such as the presence or 
absence of food, origin of the stock, latitude, etc., etc, 
While it clearly is more accurate when used by a man like 
Stoddard, who is an expert on feathers to begin with, it is, 
nevertheless, entirely usable by amateurs and people like 
myself. When the character is definitely in mind it is very 
distinctive: Anyone can be show how to use ite Furthermore, 
the quill system is good for upwards of a year, whereas the 
weights method would be good only until mid-winter and in the 
ease of very early hatches might not be good that long. As 
you have noted, many young birds wéigh more than the adults, 
a fact which I have also noted is true of snowshoe hares and 
domestic animals and birds where conditions are favorable and 
allow the development of whatever hereditary tendency toward 
larger size may exist. 

As to the validity of the wing quill method, Stoddard 
has told me he considers it 80% perfect; not 100%. 80% is 
a high average, and I personally feel that Stoddard's 80% 
would be way above the 90's for most investigators. But he 
does not consider the method infallible, especially as 

applied to individuals. Hence, on an 80% perfect basis, it 
does not seem, to my mind, open to question. 

I had occasion to read Jonathan Dwight's paper on 
the molting process in the Tetraonidae or grouse group this 
last winter: - a very thorough and painstaking paper. He 
found that the last two primaries of the post-juvénile 
plumage are retained even after assumption of the adult 
plumage, and are dropped only at the molt occurring in the 
second season. This applies to the species of the whole 
group, apparently. Dwight could recognize it even in museum 
skins of the various species. It is a regular phenomenon 

just as the molt in mammals follows a regular pattern, especially 
for small groups. Of course, whether or not the characters of 

post~juvenile quills md adult quills are sufficiently distinct 
to allow field identification by amateurs may be open to question,
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but in the case of quail this fact, of distinct difference in 
feather character, is well established. So the validity of 
the wing quill system has been amply demonstrated by qualified 
ornithologists, and has been applied with 80% perfection by 
the Cooperative Quail Investigation. While, as I mentioned, 
I think supplementary systems are thoroughly desirable, I 
would not feel the validity of the established system was open 
to anything but further perfection. I would have to feel that 
as between a layman weighing series of birds and reducing these 
to tables and the same layman separating birds on the basis of 
wing quills, the probable error would be least by the latter 
method. 

One other point, not connected with the classification 
of old and young birds, I feel calls for discussion. So far 

as I know, there is no scientific basis for the European 
claims about the elimination of old breeding stock to prevent 
deterioration. My understanding of scientific thought on the 
matter is that birds and animals in the reproductive period 
of life produce offspring of comparable quality regardless of 
age, granting good health ami freedom from abnormalities, In 
other words it depends upon the original stock and upon its 
condition (aside from age) rather than upon age, either young 
or old. This is not to say that animals and birds do not 

pass through the reproductive period and become unproductive, 
but is to say that during the reproductive period the offspring 
produced shows no sign of deterioration. As I get it, the 

situation is sanewhat similar to the state of knowledge about 
inbreeding -- scientific thoughtlergely holds that it is mainly 
a matter of what kind of stock in the beginning and that close 
breeding is apt to accentuate original characteristics. 

My ideas on your article may not be of much helio you. 
But such as they are you are surely free to disregard them 

entirely or to use what is usable. 

Sincerely, 

: —-Katlece @. Sena 

Cooperative Agent 
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Mr. Harry Johnson node? S 
State Game Farm 9: deeen! 
Fish Creek, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Johnson? ; 

The attached letter from Grange is self-explanatory. 

I have tried to get in touch with Dr. Wagner to get 
the pheasant weights, but I find he is out of town and will = 
be for another couple of weeks, and the University collection zie 

: is in such order that nobody but himself can find the speci- 
mens to which Grange refers. The manuscript of my book mean- = 
while is about ready to go out. If you should be able to find : 
the file record of the pheasant weights in question, I would ae 

; very greatly appreciate your sending them to me. 

Incidentally, if you have any weights on the prairie a 

chicken later than the one for July 21, I would be delighted oa 
to have them. ; i i 

Thanking you for your cooperation, 7 i 

Yours sincerely, " 

Cielo feofrolel 
ALDO LEOPOLD ss 

In Charge, Game Survey 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU.OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. GC. 
ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

FH-Z 
Game Birds 

August 17, 1931 

Mr, Aldo Leopold s 

The Game Survey 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

The copy of Errington's manuscript was received 

and was forwarded to Seth Gordon the same day, without 

change. 

Copy of your letter to Yeatter concerning weights 

of young game birds was also noted. We kept age and 
weight records of young pheasants at the Wisconsin State 

Geme Farm in the summer of 1929, when skins were put up 

by John Loefer, who had been employed for this kind of 

work. Harry Johnson, I believe, has the records on file. 
I presume the specimens are in the University collection 

as all our skins were deposited with Professor Wagner. 

If the collection end data are still intact there should 
be both measurements end weights for pheasants from about 

| 1 day to two months of age. 

If there is further information of this kind you 

perticularly wish it would be well to write or see 

Harry Johnson as the lest I knew he was still taking 
weights from time to time and could easily be induced to € 

continue. He has sf very accurate scales. 

- Very truly, 

Cooperative Agent



Blissfield,Mich,, 
August 17,1931. 

Mr.Aldo Leopold, : : 
In Charge,Game Survey, i 
404 University Ave.Nat'l Bank Bldg., 
Madison, d : 
Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr.Leopold: : 7 

I will be able to furnish you with the weights of 4 
growing Hungarians ad soon as they have completed the = 
series ot pepe Game Farm,but that will take several weeks, ; 
as 1 gotiweignts on a two weeks old lot at the farm 
last Friday. They will continue weighing at intervals of two 

: weeks. I have weights on several newly hatchedbirds, but 
none on eggs,so 1 probably wont be able to furnish anything 
on eggs in time to use in your book. You are welcome to 
use this material in the text. : 

I had an opportunity to see Wights. young pheasants 
raised in the semi-wild stste with hens as foster mothers i 

; last week. He has 216 left from sovetning over 400.’ The ~ ae 
birds are vigorous looking,and are soon to be left on their 
own. They had quite a lot of trouble with hawks under this j 
system,and hed t@ shoot several. I presume you are keeping 

: more or less in touch with him on this project. 

. I am expecting to see Grange here in a few ween as 3 
he wrote he would stop on the way back from his nextafiéla trip. 

F 

| Yours very truly,
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Auge 17,1932 

Mr. Harry Johnson 
State Game Farm 
Fish Creek, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

Franklin Schmidt tells me you are keeping a series 

of weights on the young pinnated grouse which you have success- 

fully raised. Incidentally, I congratulate you on your extra- 

ordinary success in handling these birds. 

Franklin has told me that I might use the weights 

which you have gathered for my book on game management. The ones 

which are lacking are those for the July 4 and any subsequent 

weighings. Would you kindly enter these below and return this 

letter? 

Thanking you for your cooperation, 

at 
A Yours sincerely, 
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FROM MONTH TO MONTH 7. 

MINIMUM NECESSARY PATTERNS. SIZES OF GAME ees x 
POINT which is fi th : ip ths The next point to decide is the actual area to measure. 

A question me aera eee pare The feathers must obviously be disregarded ; and so, 
density of pattern necessary to make reasonably too, those parts of the legs which stretch beyond the 

sure of a clean kill. If we were in a position, for example, body. I think we might include the humerus, but not ? 
to say definitely that a pattern of 120 pellets in the the other wing bones. 5 . Z 7 ra 
30-inch circle was the smallest number essential for an The accompanying sketch gives the outline of a bird, 
expectation to kill a bird at forty yards we would know while the dotted line indicates the area which I have i ou 

that it would be of no avail to use a charge of 14 ounce taken to be the target. There may be better areas to — 
of No. 4 in a true-cylinder gun, as this combination adopt for our purpose, but I do not think that ine one 
only results in a pattern of 76. So we would have which I have chosen can be regarded as unreasonable. 
either to change our gun for a full choke, which would Working on this principle I have made the most 
give a pattern of 134, or else use the same weight of careful outlines of the plucked bodies of various game b 

No. 6 shot with which we could expect a pattern birds. These outlines were transferred to squared 
of 122. paper, when the actual area was obtained by counting — 

And when experimenting with loads a knowledge of the, squates: 5 : 
the minimum necessary density of pattern would be of pes a 
the greatest help as it would enable us to work for a ( z 
definite and tangible end, namely, a combination of gun wa a : 
and cartridge which would place the minimum number os ; 
of pellets in the 30-inch circle at the longest possible ie 7 
range at which the striking velocities of the individual Gels is 
pellets is sufficient to ensure penetration. te — 4 

So the problem with which we are faced is clearly aay i 4 ;. 
one of great practical value. \ ! ae ie 

The first step must obviously be to ascertain the areas — \ ' ss ae fe 
presented by various game birds. And here we come | y a ee 
up against the first difficulty, for the area presented as a ee 3 
target by any bird must vary according to the angle 1 
from which it is viewed. I do not think it possible to : 

. decide whether more birds are killed from one particular = Zs 

coe HN pooner, but I am sure that all shooters Outli ketch of a bird fine overhead. The inner dotted A . . . utline sketch of a ‘ ad. : 
oe me @ he ete ak eed. line indicates the eulnecable area of the body. : 

as they should be, there is little, if any, practical In order to make certain that these values indicated j 
difference in the area offered by a bird when seen from the areas of average birds of each species, I weighed 
underneath to that offered when seen sideways—I have each bird before it was plucked ; so it is thus possible 4 
made a number of outline tracings of bodies of game to check the likelihood of my results being typical, since 5 
birds when placed on their backs and on their sides to the average weights of game birds are known quantities. 5 
verify this point, and there is really nothing in it one The actual results I obtained were the following :— 2 
way or the other. 7 ane 3 $ 

A bird flying head on, or straight away, certainly : ete ; y 
offers a smaller target. But in no case does the area Bird a a pee fame a : 
presented by the actual vital organs cover the whole ae wee ae neo ee a 3 
target, and this area bears a smaller proportion to the perce daar ee See : 2 
whole when a bird is flying across or straight over- [i tone ; 3 
head than when it is flying towards or away from the Rea es ee [een ae | ee eos en eee p 
shooter. Blackcock es 48 | 40 0.85 g 

It must be remembered that in no circumstances is it SS fey Se _ | res 2 Z 
possible to determine absolute minimum patterns with Mallard ra 2 37 0.88 * Z 
any degree of scientific accuracy. The results cannot Grouse (cock) a oA 21 | 0.88 e: 4 

be anything but reasonable estimations, and so it is Cronse (hen) fe 21 185 | 0.88 e % 
useless to enter into minutia. Quite recently a friend Partrides (cock) ee 14 12.5 | 0.89 & 
of mine, whose general shrewdness is on a par with his pees fica) oo ie ae ee z | 
great mathematical ability, said to me, “I always Wood e Sonne. 18 16 | 0.89 = : 
regard the man as a fool who has only a bit of chalk and Teal pis es 12 hee 0.92 i # 
a piece of string with which to take his measurements, Wo SAcodk. a 12 12 | L 00 = “ 
and who gives his results in hundredths of an inch.” Snipe 3 _ 45 55 | 124 a 3 

: So let us assume the bird to be flying overhead. : | a ; Z : 2 : 
ae 4 

‘ s *: é E a a . ee Si si ee -— 

DN ae =e SS. eee
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Before I began operations at all I wondered whether In the case of snipe at forty yards this would mean a 
I might not be able to evolve some empirical relation necessary pattern of 258. Using li ounce of No. 8 
between the weight and the area, but I never hoped the one would expect to be able to kill a snipe at forty yards, 
results would come out as closely as they did. I only and yet the pattern is only 230 with an improved 
took the area to the nearest half of a square inch, and cylinder, although it is 287 with a half choke. So I 

the weights to the nearest ounce except in the case of think that we may now deduce that a snipe at forty 
the snipe. The figures in the final column are so nearly yards is not a certainty with 1 ts ounce of No. 8 unless a 
constant that I do not think we would be unjustified half choke is used. . 

if we were to adopt a value for the area of a game bird . re 
as being 0.88 times its weight, and this would extend the And the theoretical necessary minimum pattern for a 
utility of these measurements to various other game partridge would be 118, which does not tally badly with 
birds not found in Great Britain.* the 116 of a true cylinder and 145 of an improved cylinder 

using li ounce of No. 6. Forty yards is admittedly a 
NUMBER OF HITS REQUIRED. long shot at a partridge, and might be just beyond the 

powers of a true cylinder—a fact which the theoretical 
But let us now return to the question of patterns. figure brings out—although it should be well within 

The whole problem depends on what is regarded as the the limits of an improved cylinder gun. : 

minimum number of pellets required to hit a bird in ; : is 
order to make certain of a kill, assuming that the pellets But with the bigger birds the results do not seem so 
all have sufficient penetration. This is really a most satisfactory. A pavuern. of 77 for a grouse Booms ery, 
difficult point to decide. In the Field of July 30, 1910, open, and one of 35 for a cock pheasant is quite : 
the late Dr. H. Hammond-Smith published a most unreasonable. 
instructive article on this very subject in which he came A possible explanation for these seemingly contra- 
to the conclusion that five pellets were required to make dictary results would appear to be the greater protection 
certain of a kill. : I doubt whether any other man has afforded to the vital organs of the larger birds by their 
had greater experience in post-mortem examinations of stouter breast-bones and bigger crops. For the breast- 

game birds than Dr. Hammond -Smith,,,and £9. his bone covers the heart and larger blood vessels to a great 

Dias deserves the erpateny roses, backed as it was extent, and the crop protects the base of the neck. If - 
by his professional medical training. ‘ But I cannot this is so, it means that the larger the bird the greater 

help ehinking chat ive pellets geno ee number for the number of hits required in order to ensure a kill ; 
practical sporting conditions. Let us take a partridge and working on this principle, I am inclined to suggest 

as an example. that a reasonable value to adopt for the minimum 
Five pellets on an area of 12} square inches at forty necessary number of hits would be two in the case of a 

yards would correspond to 283 pellets in the 30-inch bird under | Ib. in weight ; and three for a bird over 1 lb.; 
circle. That is a gun would have to make a 100 per while possibly four might be necessary for very large 
cent. pattern with 1% ounce of No. 6 shot in order to and strong birds such as geese. : 
make sure of a kill at this range ! ’ ; 

This is obviously out of the question, so it may be as wat eae pone ae ener 
well to start afresh. ; y 

If the dotted outline in the sketch which represents But even then I think that to be quite on the safe side 
the actual body area is examined it will be seen that the we should increase the patterns by at least 10 per cent. 
vital organs (head, neck, heart, lungs and large blood- to allow for any reduction in density caused by stringing. 
vessels) must occupy very nearly, if not quite, half the For although the stringing out of the shot charge in 
area taken. So it would not seem to be unreasonable the air has no practical effect whatever on forward 
if we begin with taking two hits on the area as the allowance—as is sometimes believed—it does tend to 
required minimum. reduce the density of the pattern at long ranges. 

* It would naturally be expected that the graph of the relation 
between the area depicted in the diagram and the weight of the SOME DEFINITE RESULTS. 
i r curve. I feel quite sure that this would be a. z e : : 
Wn eee Sassible"tstobiain similar dstails ofa! far These final results are given in the following table in 
greater number of birds varying in size right down to the wren, round numbers ; but in order to avoid complications 
and even humming birds, at one end of the scale and right up to which would be impractical I have only considered the 
the great bustard at the other end. The constancy of the results smaller hen birds in the case of both grouse and partridge. 

actually obtained can be explained by the comparative simi- Cock pheasants are classed separately to hens because 
larity in the weights of the birds taken as examples. The : i oe ‘ 
smallest birds, however, show a divergence from the constant they are appreciably larger, can be readily distinguished, 
in one direction, while the largest show a similar divergence in and are frequently shot when hens are spared. 1 have 
the other direction. So the accuracy of the relationship also made a slight reduction in the final value for the 
A = 0.88 W will only hold for birds of round about the weights pattern for snipe so as to make it fit in better with 
quoted. For although the graph is really a curve, and I have E tice. This i it bl . hk ll 
assumed it to be a straight line, the truth is that that part of the oven Bred) uc. 18 18 quite reasonable as BuO sma. 

curve which lies within the limits of practical consideration is birds as snipe probably need a comparatively less 
so nearly a straight line that the difference can be ignored. dense pattern than birds the size of a partridge. 

B f
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MINIMUM PATTERNS FOR VARIOUS GAME BIRDS. 

| Bird | Minimum Pattern H J S E S E IN = u . 
: 7a 

Blackcock a } 60 
Cock pheasant . . | By W. G. ADAM 

| Mallard .. as 70 —— 

| Hen pheasant .. 80 ILD elephants are liable to fits of overpowering 
aan \ \ depression, probably caused by stomach trouble 
Grouse .. Bid for, when under the influence of such indisposi- 
Partridge me 130 tion, they neither eat, drink, nor wash themselves. An 
Woodpigeon .. elephant so suffering will stand in one place for two or 

———— three days, seeming to notice nothing. He can be 
Woodcock tel 145 approached easily, and only lumbers off at a snail’s 
Teal a ae s P pace when some man’s scent has been absolutely forced 

alee upon him. A Veddah—one of the indigenous jungle 
| Snipe .. es 290 inhabitants of Ceylon—once volunteered the village 
a belief that suchillness is caused by “elephant mosquitoes,” 

This table confirms practical experience. A wood- a bite from one of which, through the canvas seat, of a 

pigeon would commonly be regarded as only just killable camp chair and a suit of clothes, will make a man jump 
at forty yards with an improved cylinder gun, and the as if he had been seared by a red-hot iron. This solution 

minimum pattern is that given with the standard charge is possible but not probable. Such insects abound in 

: of No. 6 shot by such a gun. With a choke, however, certain parts of the jungle, yet shikarees can mention 
the range is obviously increased. Similarly at forty few cases of elephants affected by the disease. Again, one 
yards both grouse and partridges are well within the out of three beasts seen so indisposed by the writer, 
killing range of an improved cylinder and No. 6. If was in a portion of the country where there are no 

anything the patterns given are on the high side ; but “elephant mosquitoes.” 

in working to a minimum it is ever better to play for Regarding elephants that have died a natural death 
safety rather than to suffer disappointment. in the jungle, the writer has seen the bodies of two—the 

In order to obtain a rough idea as to the minimum first, some three days after death, and the second, the 
patterns required for birds which are not included in day following it—while a third case, in the mountain 
this table it is only necessary to divide the area of the country, was thoroughly explained by the man who 
30-inch circle by the area of the bird in question, which discovered it. All these deaths seemed to have the 
can be obtained by the empirical relation between area same characteristics. The beasts were of great age, so 
and weight, which I have already given. The average uncertain in their footsteps; they all died on flattish 
weights of almost all known varieties of game birds will land, inclined to be, though not exactly, swampy, 
be found in many books of reference. For British birds giving the impression that water was sought. There 
Mr. Hugh Gladstone’s Record Bags and Shooting Records were no old or new wounds on any of them. Jungle- 
contains a mass of interesting information, while for men say that some weeks before an elephant dies he 
Asiatic birds the Indian Field Shikar Book gives prac- remains in one place and abstains from water altogether ; 

tically all the necessary data. then, when his last day comes he is parched with thirst, 
It may be urged that very large birds, such as geese, and seeks something to drink as fast as his aged limbs 

would need to be struck by even more than three pellets. allow. He either meets his end from grief at finding 

This is quite possibly correct, although I should have no water where he can smell it, i.e., in a swampy place— 

thought that three pellets of suitably heavy shot would which sounds correct, for one of those found dead was 
make certain of any goose. But if any shooter wishes heard to scream for part of a day and half a night—or, 
to make still more certain he can base his calculations coming to a river or deep water-hole, he falls into it in 
on a basis of four hits being required to kill these larger his eagerness and is drowned, being too feeble to get 
birds. himself out. Trackers aver that ordinary elephants 

It must, however, be remembered that these minimum forsake their custom of helping their race-mates in the 
patterns are entirely independent of the question of case of old beasts whose end is due. 

penetration. They merely indicate the approximate This seems feasible enough, for crocodiles, rats and 
density of pattern which is necessary for a clean kill pro- water snakes would soon leave nothing but the bones 
vided all the pellets which strike the bird have a sufficient which, in the case of a river, would be washed away at 

capacity for adequate penetration. This capacity will the first flood. It is little wonder that elephants that die 
always depend on the size of shot and the actual striking on land are seldom found, considering the secluded 

velocity, questions which are really outside the matter forests inhabited by very old beasts of any description. 
which I have tried to discuss this month. Pigs devour them, rats and white ants gnaw their bones, 

ARGUS. so little would be visible amongst the decaying leaves 

cope, NIN ROL Wy ces ue a in a very short time. : 

A CORRECTION Occasionally sambhur stags are found suffering from 
for which woanber issue of Game and Gun an error occurred heart disease, though hinds do not seem to be similarly 
DU ThelOR TIGESSEAS (GRIT Be eri Bullets should have affected. Such a stag is usually bad tempered in a petty 
tread “with a 250 grain bullet,” manner, and will often fall dead with rage when brought
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to bay by hounds after a short run ; he may even expire as sometimes stated, surely the whole race would be 
during a chase if the sun is hot. On internal examination wiped out and all the pariah dogs in the East would be 
it will be found that the beast’s heart is flabby and affected ? There is a form of sunstroke or sun madness 
tremendously enlarged ; clots of blood will be evident from which pariah dogs suffer in very hot weather, and 
inside it, and the whole organ will present a yellowish- it is likely that much of what is termed hydrophobia 
brown appearance. Externally, the stag will be thin, in jackals is nothing but this. So far as pariahs are 
and much scarred by the horns and hoofs of his race- concerned, the illness is sometimes fatal, though more 
mates. This proves his petty quarrelsomeness, for he often it is not. There appears to be no infection in the 
is too weak to fight properly ; also the fact that all bite of an affected dog either to man or beast; but as 
wild animals seek to damage diseased specimens of their a rule the creatures are too miserable and uncertain in 
own genus. their gait to make themselves objectionable. 

Signs of stomach trouble may be present in these Rinderpest is the chief disease from which buffaloes 

cases, but not always. This latter is a separate disorder suffer, and nearly wiped out the breed from Ceylon 
to which the beasts are prone. Violent indigestion is twenty years ago. They are also liable to two mange- 
indicated, while parts of the intestines are clogged with like skin diseases, one that does not seem to affect them 
pale yellow and violently smelling excreta. From the otherwise, and a second that does; while they have 
stomach to the vent, every organ will seem contracted been known to be troubled by coughs in continued 
to a third of its normal size, and will have a hard, acid, rain. Healthy beasts show strong antipathy to those 
or seemingly metallic feeling when touched by the hand. that are ill and, according to jungle-men, kill them off, 
The hearts of stags and hinds vary in size and position ; though it is more probable that leopards do that. Like 

that of an average animal, in weight, pluck, and pace, most other wild animals, buffaloes in the last stages of 
is some five inches long by about three inches in diameter, disease are often finally killed by huge flocks of crows, 
and is placed a little below the centre of the body ; seeming to appear from nowhere. 

that of a courageous, powerful beast is small and set Of all Ceylon beasts leopards are the most interesting 
: high ; while the heart of a slow or cowardly animal is in life, death, foraging or disease. Besides suffering 

invariably low in the body and much larger. Sambhur greatly from asthmatical troubles in bad weather, as 

are also lable to: what appears to be a form of eczema. do nearly all cats, the leopard has an indisposition of 
They lose nearly every hair on their bodies, but appear its own called by the Tamils Visanwm or thoughtfulness 

healthy enough otherwise. and by the Sinhalese Kanangartu-ee, or regret. Few 2 

Hares, barking-deer, jackal and mouse-deer, suffer but jungle-men and old-time villagers have ever heard 
terribly in continued wet weather. The two first are of this—indecd, much of the information obtainable é 
most affected, and are frequently found dead on their on the subject is mere tradition—however, the writer 
forms, even after one torrential downpour. Their lungs, has seen one beast so affected and has reliable evidence 
throats and noses will be found to be in a highly congested with regard to two others. The symptoms are mental 
condition, while the appearance of their eyes and aberration to a pitch of utter disregard for surroundings 
mouths points to a violent struggling for breath. a _ persons, ee ov aa 
Possibly this is some form of lightning pneumonia, inness, no hunger or TORU UNITS Y, Will @.tne OY es 
though the writer’s veterinary hiowlodge @ aruee Gi have a weird, far-away expression in them. 
to be certain after death. With jackal and mouse-deer In the case seen by the writer, the leopard had laid 

: death does not come so quickly. They lose all fear of up by the well of a Bhuddist temple, where it was 
men when suffering, and can be handled easily. In the observed at a distance of about fifteen feet. It looked 
last stages of the malady, sundry of both animals have as if it was in a trance, or drugged; local opinion 
been known to find their way into bungalow kitchens agreed that it was “ possessed of the devil,” and was 
and tea factory boiler-houses, naturally for the warmth thinking over its life of ill-doing with shame. It 

of the fires. disappeared three days later, on which the priest declared. 

On one occasion an old dog jackal laid up in the that the beast’s soul ps been oeied qto ake 
furnace shed of a rubber-smoking house, then belonging podyaot alate in view, Of 1s humble repentance, How: 
to the writer. It lived pathetically for two days, ever, a village polls ele ie by 2 eopan thaleame 
growing gradually weaker, and finally died of undoubted night, so recovery is more likely. 

pneumonia. Another time a mouse-deer doe took up A leopard was seen several times near the well of a 
its quarters in a rest-house kitchen, suffering from acute lonely house in September, 1924. It showed no ap- 

pneumonia. It recovered under the care of the Bhud- preciation of the presence of men during the week that 
dist servants, but did not attempt to leave until it was it haunted the place, and those who saw it closely 

perfectly well. declared that it was in a trance. Again, in February 

Spotted-deer are too shy to observe closely in a 1927, a man employ ed by the writer to do.some tem- 
natural state, but they are undoubtedly liable to dis- porary work for the ee Society, met a 
tressing coughs. These are infectious, and will run leopard ee TOTEOY jung f path I The ae wae 
through a herd in wet weather. Individual deer some- sitting on its haunches staring aimless a a bank and took 
times have a cough during a drought, but it sounds no notice of shouts or stones that were flung atit. Theman 

more as if they had tiny seeds or dust stuck in their wes a afraid a escer| but ae pee were eed 
Sie ke 1 ee mee narrow to pass such a beast in co ood, so he retrace gullets, so it is possible they have irritable throats. hinistee e toler scieeecrss eee Diigy egrarlera 

That jackals occasionally die of hydrophobia is precisely the same condition as the others according to the 
known as correct in some cases, but if it was as usual man’s description—possessed of the devil or in a trance,
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' Measuring the Quail Crop by Weighing the Bag : ; 

Aldo Leopold and John N. Ball 

At the end of December, 1930, a party of us returned from a 

; quail shoot in southern Missouri. Having recently acquired an accurate 

scales, we weighed our bag of about ho pirds, and plotted the weights 

. in the form of a frequency curve. The motive was merely curiosity to 

see whether 40 birds were enough to yield a smooth or "normal" curve. 

> It was a surprise to find out that the curve was not smooth at all, : 

se but showed two pronounced "horns" (see A-2 on the chart). i 

e (The non-mathematical reader can visualize what a "frequency 

: curve" is by imagining the soldiers in an army. If the height of each 

’ soldier were measured, the height class of 5!10", for instance, would : 

be “more frequent" than either 5'6" or 6'1". If the percentage of soldiers 

fi falling into each inch class were plotted in the form of a curve, it 

would look like this: 

Z (Prauing fev this wb 

\ ‘ . : te iiabud 4 a ae 

eee ackeptid) 
bro z 

wv 
0 

wo 10 : 8 

la a i iG, 

d Seo Sly Sige Oat 50 Shp EF 6'1" 

Height Classes 
If the soldiers! weights were measured, they would show the 

same mound-shaped curve. 

If either weights or heights failed to show this shape, it 

would indicate either that the number of soldiers in the sample measured 

was too small, to constitute a normal sample, or that there were two kinds .



of soldiers in the sample.) eee 

To esters now with our sample of the weights of queaks 

d It was at first supposed that the horns aieek be due toa 

; difference in weight between the sexes, so the sexes were plotted 

supaiately: To our surprise each sex showed the double horns ane A-1 . “ 

and A-3). The only alternative conclusion was that the two horns rep- 

| resented young (birds of he year) and old birds respectively. Since 

this held out the promise of a new method of determining the proportion 

of young to old birds during the hunting season (which is to say, the 

success of the year's crop) it was determined to make a further inves- 5 

| tigation. 

Accurate weights on large lots of birds proved to be hard to 

obtain. Through the cooperation of H. L. Stoddard, Paul L. Errington, 

and Henry P. Davis, weights were obtained on three lots of birds rep- — iy 

resenting various seasons and localities. Certain other weights were 

exhumed from Leopold's shooting journal. ‘The latter," however, were too 

- coarse to be very valuable. 

The source, time, place, and accuracy of each lot are shown in ya 

: the following table. ; 

° 
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, Time Weight to 
Lot Species ~ No. Weighed by Place Killed nearest 

A Bobwhite 4o Aldo Leopold Ripley Co.,Mo. Dec.1930 1 gram 

B " U5 -P.L.Errington Richland & Dec.1930,  lgram 
: Dane Cos., Jan.1931 

: Wis. 

Cc & 101 H.L. Stoddard Chubb Planta- fFeb.1928 1 gram 
4 tion, So. 

Georgia 

D : 126 4H. P. Davis . Batesville, Nov.-Dec.. I/4oz. 
Miss. 1930 ; 

i ° Jan.1931 

z . 4O Aldo Leopold Clark Co.,Mo. Dec.1929 1/2 oz. 

Fs Scaled Quail 56 Aldo Leopold Central New 1917-1924 1/2 oz. 
Mexico 

G Gambel Quail Wy Aldo Leopold Arizona & 1917-1924 1/2 oz. 
New Mexico 

3 Wee 

All lots were plotted to show the percentage falling into certain 

: weight classes, the class being determined by the coarseness or fineness of the 

weights. Thus Lots A, B, and C, weighed to the nearest gram, were arranged in 

: 5-gram weight classes. lot D had been weighed to the nearest quarter-ounce, and 

Lots E, F, and G to the nearest half-ounce, and were plotted accordingly. The 

following discussions of the resulting curves present what looks like an 

interesting lead, which we hope will be followed up by numerous investigations — 

under various conditions. This, and not any presumption of finality, is the 

reason for publishing it at this time. 

- Lot A. Unfortunately these birds had been dressed before the weights were 

plotted, otherwise an attempt would have been made to apply the wing-quill 

method of determining age devised by stoddara‘?) to the individual birds com- 

prising the two horns. This needs to be done. According to the wing-quill 

criterion, young of the year have pointed primaries, while those of old birds 

¢ 
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have blunt or rounded tips. 

: If the assumption that the horns represent ages is correct, then 

' the position of curves A-1 and A~3 would indicate that in this lot young 

hens were heavier than young cocks, while old cocks were heavier than old 

hense : 

Lot B. This lot of 45 consisted of 30 live birds trapped in December, 1930, 

by the State Conservation Commission in Richland County, Wisconsin, and 

presented to the University of Wisconsin Quail Fellowship for experimental 

purposes, plus 15 birds killed by the Quail Fellow (Paul L. Errington) during 

the past winter for food habit analysis and other scientific purposes. 

While the inclusion of the latter birds somewhat diffuses the season which 

the lot represents, they were added because the 30 live birds might hee have 

been a large enough sample to avoid distortions due to chance. The 30 live 

birds had empty crops, having been shipped and weighed on receipt before 

feeding. All birds of this lot had been classified by Errington for sex 

and age, the young being distinguished from the ol4 birds by the wing-qill 

method. | 

Curve B-2 for the lot as a whole shows the same characteristic 

pair of horns as Curve A. The separate curve for the old birds shows a 

single horn on the right, which squares with the assumption that the right- 

: hand horn represents 014 birds. However, the separate curve for the young 

(B-1) shows two or three horns, including not only a prominent one on the 

left in the expected place, but two other gualler ones, one under the peak : 

of 5-3, and the other still further to the right. This would seen to refute 

the assumption that the right-hand horn consists largely of old birds. It 

would seem that either our assumption is incorrect, or else (less likely) 

that the wing-quill classification is. 

-3-



Lot €. This consists of 101 birds killed in February, 1928, in south 

Georgia, and weighed by Stoddard in conjunction with the Georgia Quail 

Investigation. Each bird had been classified as to age by the wing-quill 

method, but not as to sex. : 

The curves are very puzzling. Neither the curve for the total 

lot (C-2) nor that for the young birds (C03) show horns. The curve for 

; : the old birds (C-1) shows one pronounced horn in the place where the horn ee 

for the young birds ought to be. Strangely enough, the most frequent 

. weight for the young birds is actually greater than that for the old. 

The curve for Lot C, interpreted ‘in the light of the preceding lots, 

presents the suggestion that the birds were killed so late in the winter , 

(February) that the weight distinction between old and young has disap- 

peared. 

The only other alternative would be that the wing-quill dis- 

tinction is not valid, but since this was carefully worked out, the 

. seasonal explanation is mch more likely. : 

: The actual age of young birds in Georgia in February is probably 

about the same as of young birds in Wisconsin in March. It seems not 

improbable that a weight distinction might exist in the fall but that it 

might disappear by the time these birds were killed. § 

Lot D. This includes 66 birds killed in November and Decenber, and 60 

; birds killed in Jamary, on the Swango hunting preserves near Batesville, 

Mississippi, last winter. They were weighed, however, eal to the 

fy nearest quarter-ounce, and the accuracy of the scalegis not known. ‘The 

: curve for the total lot (D-2) does not show any horns, neither does the 

curve for the November and December birds (D-1). ‘That for the Jamary (D-3) 

ee .



shows horns but not very pectenacen The January curve lies well to the 

right of both the total and the November-December curve, showing the 

expected advance in weight with the advancing season. The greater tendency 

to horn in Jamary, however, contradicts the assumption that the weight 3 

distinction may disappear with advancing age. All these characteristics 

of Lot D, however, except the gain in weight with advancing season, must 

: be discounted for the slightly coarser weight classes. This coarseness 

might mask the curve characters here in question. 

Lots BE, F, and G All of these weights are so ‘coarse as to certainly mask 

any “horns” which may have existed. (This was proved by re-arranging Lot A _ 

in half-ounce classes, whereupon the horns disappeared.) ‘They are shown 

merely to portray the comparative weights of scaled, gambel, and bobwhite 

quail. They show clearly that the gambel is distinctly lighter than the 

bobwhite, and the scaled quail distinctly heavier. * 

pik Influence of ean: One possible source of error which mst be appraised 

before drawing conclusions from any investigation based on weights is 

the influence of full or empty crops. It is well known that crops are 

more likely to be full at certain hours of the day than at others. Since 

* shooting usually proceeds all day, however, the distribution of this 

/ error may be assumed to be random, and hence to affect all large lots of 

birds alike. Its magnitude was determined by Errington to be, in quail, 

roughly four per cent of the weight of the bird. In red ivwin’? ) 

(250 grain crop in 2l-ounce bird) it appears to be less than three per 

cent. Both figures are based on ordinary rather than exceptional engorge- 

ment. . 

All the birds covered by this ‘atasbigatlon are plotted in 

: ou : é |



‘Average Weights 

Bobwhite Gambel Scaled 

New Mexico & Arizona 182 6.5 204 7.3 
é Wisconsin 193 6.9 : < 

; Missouri 183 6.5 
Mississippi 172 6.2 
Georgia 170 6.0 

The greater weight of the more northerly birds, even when killed. 

: at an earlier season, is very striking. It corroborates the theory that 
f ‘ 6 

northern bobwhites represent a distinct geographic race, which cannot be ; 

hybridized by the release of southern or Mexican stock without serious 

risk of deterioration. It is reasonable to assume that the original New 

England bobwhites were also heavy, and that their present decline may be 

ascribed at least in part to deterioration through southern plantings. 

Conclusions. It of course stands to reason that old and young birds can 

be distinguished by weight. The question ist Does the distinction last. | 

until the shooting seamn? ‘The data are insufficient to sustain absolutely 

final conclusions, but it seems highly probable that: 

‘ 1. The difference in weight between young and old bobwhite quail 

ee is still sufficiently pronounced in November or December to : 

differentiate the young of the year from the older birds, 
thus making it possible roughly to measure the crop by weigh- 

ing the birds in the bag. 

2. By January the difference in weight is likely to disappear. 

: 3. Unfavorable conditions during the middle of the hatching 

season might produce a double "horn" for the young alone. 

4. There is some doubt of the reliability of the wing-quill 

5 criterion of age. 

: ' The data sufficiently sustain the following incidental conclusions? ; 

5. The most frequent weight of Missouri bobwhites in 1930 was 
at least 15 grams Jor half an ounce) greater than in Georgia 

j 3 b= 
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proportion of older birds by using large lots and noting 

frequency of weight classes. It may be thus possible roughly 

: to measure the crop of young by weighing the birds in the ; 
bag. 

. 2. By Jamary the difference in weight is likely to disappear. 

3. Unfavorable conditions during the middle of the hatching 
season might produce a double “horn" for the young alone. 

In stating that the proportim of young to old can be measured, 

. it should of course not be assumed that every individual in the left 

horn is young and every individual in the right is old. The left horn 

may contain some light old and the left some heavy young. In mass data, 

however, these errors will tend to compensate, and the comparative height 

of the two horns will roughly indicate proportions. 

e : The data sufficiently sustain the following incidental con- 

‘clusions: 

4. The most frequent weight of Missouri bobwhites in 1930 was 
: at least 15 grams (or half an ounce) greater than in Georgia 

in 1928 or Mississippi in 1930, while 1930 Wisconsin bobwhites 

were 5-10 grams heavier than Missouri. 

5. Gambel quail are about as heavy as southern bobwhites, while 

scaled quail are about as heavy as Wisconsin bobwhites. 

Use of Horned Curves in Management. The question of how late the horned 

curve method can be relied on as a means of measuring the quail crop 

‘ could be finally determined by sampling a given locality each month 

from November to February. It is hoped that somebody will do this. 

: If, as seems probable, the weight-distinction can be counted on . 

: to still’ hold good in November and December, then any sportsman can 

determine the success of the year's hatch by weighing the birds in his 

bag during the early season. They will have to be weighed on an accurate 

scale to the nearest gram, and the sample should cover at least 40 or 50 

birds, all killed in the same month. 

; si- : -



It will not be necessary for the sportsman to draw frequency 

curves as has here been done. If he will tally the birds in each 5-gram 

; weight class and place his tally marks an equal distance apart, then the 

f varying lengths of the "strings" of tally marks will in themselves con- 

stitute a true frequency curve, just as good as one drawn on coordinate 

paper. Thus Lot A, tallied in this manner, shows? 

Weight Class 

(grams) Number 

‘ 156-160 / 
! 161-165 

166-170 / 
171-175 ; 

_ 176-180 Liters 
181-185 HA 
186-190 HIT 
191-195 I} 
196-200 TU 
201-205 HI 
206-210 III 

‘211-215 

After several years! results have become available, it should 

be possible to arrive at a standard as to what constitutes a satisfactory 

crop, and to measure by this standard. 
method : 

The wing-quill/is less suitable for use by laymen because it 

; requires expert skill to classify the birds by the wing quills alone. 

Much of the success of Buropean game managers is ascribed by 

Buropean writers to the deliberate elimination of old breeding stock. 

America has yet to see even the beginnings of a technique to eliminate 4 

such stock. A technique for detecting its extent, however, would be 3 

at least a start, and this seems to be offered in the method of . horned 

; ' curvese 
4 
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WEIGHTS OF QUAIL soo eon a onl! 
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AN GLENHAVEN BIRD SANCTUARY | ald 6 “7. 
Al \ RUSSELL S. DAVIS . : ust 

AL, U. S. BANDING STATION uA (wv 
ee BIRD TRAPS 

i , BIRD HOUSES BIRD FEED 

a 

re CLAYTON, ILL. Jan, llth. 1933. 
tipped with wings” 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold :- 

I have your letter of Jan. 
6th. with reprints, and am very glad indeed to get 
them. I am particularly interested to learn the 
small percentage of quails lost through hawke and 

' owls. I have felt for some time that the average 
hunter was giving the birds of prey the credit for 
killing more quails than they deserved. I have been 
writing a series of articles for the local paper 
on this subject, and would like very much to quote 
your findings. I believe that a normal hawk and 
owl population a benefit rather than a hindrance 
to quail in this range. 

I agree with your finding that bobwhites! 
ability to withstand the winter is largely determined 
by the food supply. And that the corn shock is 
perhaps the most practical means of doing this. 
However we have had a varied experieme with corn 
here at the sanctuary for feeding quail. There is 
a small clump of hedge whére quail frequent , and 
we have tfied for many years to keep food there 
during snow or ice periods. We use shiledrcorn 
because it is more convenient to scatter through the 
hedge clump. We thought we were doing the trick up 
brown, because were usirg consi derabl e quantities 
of corn each year. Five years ago we concluded to 
use this spot for trapping quail for banding. We 
fed for a time then set the traps, and to our 
surprise we found our catch to be rabbits instead 
of quail. The bunnies were toothsome and were killed 
as caught. A few alternate periods of feeding and 
trapping reduced the rabbit population and greatly 
decreased the amount of corn used . 

In another location we grow a patch of hemp 
for finch and sparrow trapping. When the crop of 
the season is used up, we keep a self feeder there 
with hemp and millet. The quails fed and were trapped 
repeatedly at this location. Rabbits do not seem
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| to care for hemp seed. At any rate we seldom catch 

‘  thenin the traps there. With this experience 

we started ueing hemp and millet at the hedge clump . 

This winter we are keeping it there in a self feeder. 

These two seeds are liked by most of our seed eating 

winter residents, and are not damaged by getting 

wet as are the cereals. Mice and rats are fond 6f 

the hemp but care very little for the millet. 

We like the Broom Corn millet best for hand feeding, 

but White Wonder is best for leaving on the stalk for 

winter feed. 

we The quail weight you ask about is as follows : 

wv 

vg Dec. 20,1932 - 6:p.m.- 3019 grains avoirdupois - 

1 Vv Wt next % :00 a.m.(13 hrs later) 2882 grains Avoir. - 
4 ype pe * Loss overnight 237 grains, - Sex.Ad. female. 

aw : = ’ 

g awe QvK This is quite the(largest quail that we have 

3 % a bs ever caught here. Most of our quails weigh from 

» 38 2200 to 2500 grains . Among the birds hatched 
\ At during 1932 were quite a few coveys that weigh as 

as lor as 1800 grains. Hunters report finding many 
queils three fourths grown at the opening of the 

season (Novl10.) 

My quail weights have but little significance 

in any of my definite projects. They being 
incidental weights in a project we are condicting 

with our winter residents to determine the amount of 

food they require for manitenance on the winter 

renfe.. Our plan originally was to weigh the birds 

taken from the traps at dusk, weigh again in two 

hours, and agbin next morning before releasing. ‘Ye 

thought the two hour loss would give us the rate 

of assimilation for the daylight hours, and the 

balance the rate for the night hours. Weight of 

(| droppings were deducted. After making some two 

il thouserd weights, we discovered this told but part of 

\\ the story. We found that birds fed a weighed amount 

of Wood would not show that amount of increase in 

weight with dropping deducted. One group for instance 

ate 260 grains of foi and gained but 210 crains in 

weight. Qusils are so explosive in their efforts 5 

to get away that we camvt handle themin the cages 

we have for this purpose without injury to them. I 

hope to find time to make something that we can 

; handle them with, so that we may learn accurately 

' their needs. 

I shall be glad to get a copy of your article, 
and will be glad to give any further detail of our 

work you may wish. : 
Vefy truly yous, 

GLENHAVEN BIRD SANCTUARY. 

Pec ee ee .
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ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, U.S. A. A Vv 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY oe haw 
May 14, 1936 {wt 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

You were quite right that growth types of birds in mammals 

are quite different from those of fishes. Most studies of weight 

in fishes have been undertaken to correlate length with weight, 

and to determine what the fishery biologist calls the coefficient 

of condition. Weights have been little considered in fishes from 

the standpoint of systematics or evolution. I am not well enough 

acquainted with the literature on the variation in birds to know 

whether anyone has tried to interpret the evolution mean of geo- 

graphical variations in weight in this group. As you probably 

know, Dr. Joseph Grinnell has been using bird weights as a sub- 

specific character for some years, but whether he has given an 

evolutionary resume of his findings, I do not know. If I remem- 

ber correctly, Jean Linsdale used weights in his critical end ex- 

tensive research of fox sparrows. 

I would expect great fluctuations in weight, both individually 
and geographically, because the weight varies so much more than 

the length. Furthermore, the differences in weight between regions 

may often be contributable to the direct effect of the environment, 
including the available food supply. To interpret the significance 
of the difference in weight, 1 suppose that rearing of the heavy 
and light types under uniform conditions might be needed to deter- \ 
mine whether or not the difference is due to environment or the 
genes. The eel seems to have rather an indeterminate type of growth, 
and some of our small tropical fishes reach a fairly definite adult 
size. The lampreys, after reaching maturity, do not grow, unless 
one can refer to a decrease in size as negative growth. 

Yours very truly 

Cond [ tte. 

CLH: MW chr L. Hubbs 
Curator of Fishes 

ot
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bcliome suabecin CLAYTON, Int. Aug. 3lst.19c6. 

tipped with wings” 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wis . 

Dear Nr. Leopold :- 

Glad to get your letter of Aug. 
24th., and thanks a lot for Errington's bulletin. 

I have neve: been able to assemble enough 
data on the food requirements of quail to make a 
worthwhile summary for publication . We have plenty of 
ecuipment and usually heve a Little time to devote during 
to it during the winter months, bat we are just 
about out of birds. The drouth of 1934 almost cleaned 
out our quail . And other birds too for that matte®. 
There were several weeks together when no water could 
be found in the open. The few that survived had good 
suceess in brooding in 1956, but werc again reduced 
in the extreme cole and sow of last winter. So most - 
of our efforts with quail during the last two years have 
been in preserving seed stock. Our State Game Dept. 
ané GC.C. cam> are co-operating wit: us in creating a 
closed sanctuary. The shelter huts and food plantings 
and feeders were well patronized last winter. This 
spring considerable plantings of shrubbery for food, 
cover,and shelter were made , but the weather man has 
frowned on us with another extreme drouth to kill most 
of the plantings, and to collect most of the birds 
into a few spots where water is available. Cower was 
abundant last season, but practically nil this season. 

I am interested to know my 3019 Gr. jumbo is 
: only a small bird in Wisconsin company. Looks as if 

the farther nort: the heavier the quail. The Mexican 
quail that being brought in her for restocking are 
cuite littlee smaller than lour natives. Here are a 

few weights for comparison : 

Nov.16 - 7 P.M. ist Wt. Wt. next Morn. Loss overnight. 
2417 gr. 2348 er 69 gr. 
2400 " 2265 " igo. = 
Za0o core = ta7 ! 
2554 " 2346 " 206 0 
3019 _" 2882 -" eer 

as 2682 " 2554s! : 128 i 

—— a
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On April 26th. 1988 at 6: A.M. I found in my 
trap a male weighing 2792 gr. At the noon hour he 
had returned to th e trap and had with him his buxom 
spouse. At the time he weighed 2855 gr., or 62 gr. more 
than at 6:A.M., and the female weighed 3221 gr. She 
is the largest individual we have taken here at any 
season. In November of 1933 a local hunter turned in 
the band from this male, but not until he had been dressed . 
I wish we mic t have had a chance to check his weight 
that fall. 

I have plenty of data assembled on the food 
requirements of Junco, Tree Sparrow, White Crown, Lincoln, 
White Throat, Titmouse, Chickadee, and a few other of 
our winter residents to make a summary worthy of 
publishing, but + have not taken the time to get it 
into shape. 

I sure have enjoyed these little technical 
studies, anc wish that + could spend more time with 
them. I have had a big kick out of trying to find 
a way of determining sex in species of similiar plumage. 
And I feel we have made some progress in the case of 
Tree Sparrow. 

Thanking you for your inquiry, and trusting 
we may be of better service next time, I am 

Very truly yours, 

| J pPursrete x Daro 

| 

=
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; August 24, 1936 

Mr, Russell S. Davis 
Glenhaven Bird Sanctuary 
Clayton, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Davies . 

Under date of January 11, 1933, you wrote me a very interesting letter 
about some work you were then doing on the weights of qmail, I have not been 
able to resume work on my own article until now, so this is a belated reply to 
your 1933 letter, 

I am writing first to ask whether you ever published anything on the 
amount of food required for maintenance on the winter range, If you have anything 
quotable, I wish you would send it to me because one of my students is attacking 
the same problem by measuring consumption in hoppers rather than by weighing 
birds. It would be interesting to compare your figures with his, I will be 
able to send you his figures shortly if you want then, 

You deseribe one extra large bn which weighed 3019 grains avoirdupois 
at the time caught (December 20, 1932, 6 p.m.). Converting this at 7000 grains 

per pound gives only 6.9 ounces, which would rate as a suall bird in Wisconsin. 
I am wondering whether there might have been an error in computing your weight 
figure or whether you are sure the grains were avoirdupois scale, 

In your letter you mention making some 2000 weights for your study 
of food consumption, I don't suppose these were all quai?, but if any con- ; 
siderable part of them were, I am wondering if I might see your figures of 
weight when caught, ‘hey would be most valuable, of course, in conjunction 
with the date, If I might add these weights to my other lote for analysis 

under your name, I would appreciate it very much. . 

I am sending you Errington's recent bulletin on quail, and I hope 
to learn that you are still in this kind of wrk. We ought to keep in closer 
touch with each other, Are you in touch with Dr, RB, EB, Yeatter of the Illincis 
State Natural History Survey, Urbana? 

Yours sincerely, ‘ 

Aldo Leopold : 
Professor of Game Management ‘ f 

vh . 
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: Weights folder os 
- Quail Wt, Paper, > 

Extract from “The Role of Environment in the Life of Birds" by S, Charles Kendeigh, 
(Filed in Ecology Box.) Paze 38% 55 ¢. : 

"In view of the data presented in Tables 6 and 7 it would seem probable 
that only the heaviest, largest, and most resistant individuals of any species 

: would be found along the northern boundary of the bird's range, ‘The work of some Z 
of the earlier ornithologists substantiates this idea, Baird (1866) proposed a 
law as follows: "North American birds of wide distribution in latitude, whether 
migrant, or residents, will be found to be larger the hicher the latitude of their 
place of birth," Allen (1871) accepted and gave additional proof of Baird's law 

: that birds, and also mammals, decrease in size at lower latitudes and altitudes, ; 
. and stated thatthis decrease in size may amount to as much as 12% to 204, European 

scientists have likewise recognized this decrease in size of birds southward 
(Rensch 1931) and dignify the phenomenon as “Bergmann'sche Regel."
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i the Brosion Cycle in the Southwest 

Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Ecologists ascribe the present heavy erosion in the Southwest to 
grazing, but geologists consider grazing as only the “trigger=pull" which 
timed s process about to take place in any event by reason of climatic 
change. This partial difference of opinion affects the intelligent 

selection of control measures, as well as the formation of land policies, 
This paper weighs the evidence, especially that presented by the 

Ganada formation, and suggests that an erosion cycle of random timing would 
conform to both geological and ecological facts, without invoking climatic 
oscillations, 

Erosion, apparently man-made, is depleting the soils of the South- 

west and disrupting its water economy, The habitability of large areas 

seeas to be in jeopardy, 

Toe origin and mechanisn of this destructive process is by no means : 

understood. There is urgent need for a coherent theory explaining it, 

Predictions of its future course, formation of land and water conservation 

policies, and selection of control techniques must all ultimately rest upon 

such a theory, 

; Speaking in human terms, an erosion theory may be said to be 

coherent when it is mutually acceptable to foresters, ecologists, geologists, 

and engineers, These groups do not yet agree on what has happened in the 

Southwest, 

This paper is an attempt to piece together two lines of evidence, 

hitherto in partial conflict, as to erosion in Arizona and New Mexico. 

The ecological evidence indicates that the recent heavy erosion was induced 

by grazing; the geological evidence that it was released by grazing but has 

its real basis in a climatic change, 

~ Eg
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I here venture the opinion that it is unnecessary to postulate 

' @ Climatic change if the evidence be properly interpreted, 

The evidence available to me consists principally of my own field 

observations while employed in the National Forests from 1909 to 1924, and 

while in charge of erosion control work in the CCC camps during the summer 

of 1933. A deficient command of the geological and climatological 

literature is specifically admitted. 

The Archives 

The Southwest offers peculiar advantages for detecting the inter= 

actions of soil, water, plants, and animals, Every township is a mosaic 

of diverse soils and climates, each with its own distinctive commnity 

of specialized plants and animals, lvery creek, pasture, logging operation, 

or other channel of ecological force transects a whole series of biota, 

On such a harp the restless fingers of circumstance play no ordinary 

tune, A single flood, a single fire, or a single hegira of livestock may 

pluck a gamt of ecological strings ordinarily never touched by an identical 

force, because ordinarily to be found only at opposite ends of the continent. 

To the seeing aye, there is here presented not only the interplay 

of the agencies of change, but a transcript of their roles for centuries : 

past, One reason for this lies in the extraordinary longevity of the native 

janipers and pines, and the sensitive record of local history written in 

their fire-scars, growth rings, and concomitant vegetation, 

Another reason is the length of the historical period, and the 

radically different land-industries prevailing during the Pueblo, Spanish, 

and American occupations, Agriculture with and without animals, grazing 

with and without fire, irrigation with and without tools, lambering with 

and without grazing, have successively left their characteristic marks on 

the soil and vegetation.
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Another reason lies in certain peculiarities of soil-position ani 

soile-movement which have high diagnostic value, particularly the channel- 

less watercourse, or canada, 

_ Byolution of Ideas 

Awareness of abnormal erosion in the Southwest dates from the first 

National Forests, several of which were established for the particular purpose 

of protecting the watersheds of irrigation reservoirs, Until 1917, however, 

the watershed concept was that vague and uncritical one imported from Tnrope 

by the early foresters, Since 1917 it has undergone a rapid differentiation, 

reflecting, no doubt, the concurrent expansion of ecological science. The 

direction and extent of this change is roughly traced in the following contrasts: 

4917 1935 

1, Abnormal erosion starts and 1, Brosion, once started, is 
ceases with its “cause,* sel f-propagating. 

2, The protective function is 2, A watershed is an ecological 
concentrated in headwaters. organism, Conserving one 
"Save the headwaters and you part will not restore the 
save all," integrity of a damaged 

organisa, 

3, High forest is the standard 3. Soil hums and cover density 
cover, at ground-level is what 

matters, Grass or brush 
may be as good as forest. 

4, Fire is the standard enemy, 4. Grazing often far outweighs 
fire, and is under poorer 
control, 

5. Artificial works are unneces- 5, Utilization is never even; 
sary under conservation, artificial works are a 

necessary adjunct to 

economic use, ; 

6, Range is either in good or 6, the utilization of grass may 
poor condition, i,e., a homo- rain browse, or vice versa, 
geneous entity, without contr- Utilization of inaccessible 
diction between its parts. usually ruins accessible range.
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Olmstead's classical report on the Gila (1917) seems to be the point 

of departure from traditional grooves of thought, He described the gutting 

of stream=bottoms then in full swing, and attributed it to soil-wounds 

brought about by the concentration of livestock on watercourses, He pre- 

scribed bank-controls and check-demming of headwaters, but nothing was done, 

In those days it was not quite credible to any of us that a sick watershed, 

when crowned ‘at one end with National Forests, could fail to recover promptly, 

Leopold (1921) inventoried 25 mountain valleys and found a third 

already gutted by erosion and another third under way. The ruin of half the 

valleys within two decades was predicted, (The elapse of the first decade 

now shows virtually all creek valleys going or gone except those “paved" 

by mapais, and those bordering Colorado where they are subject to a dif- 

ferent climate.) 

Leopold (1924a) pointed out that the area of farmland lost by erosion 

of suall valleys had nearly offset the area gained by irrigation of large ones; 

that the loss of fields and haymeadows in mountain valleys had lowered the 

economic value of tributary timber and range, ani by destroying natural road 

routes, had created unsocial living conditions for ranchmen, 

Leopold (1924b) showed that pre-settlement fires without grazing had 

produced no abnormal erosion in the Arizona brushfields, whereas post- 

settlement grazing without fire had destroyed the grass, caused an encroach= 

ment of brush and timber, and started erosion on a large scale. 

Calkins (1925) criticized and elaborated Leopold's conclusions in 

their relation to the Coronado Forest region, 

Bryan charted a second important departure from the traditional view. 

He compiled (1925) historical evidence showing that in most but not al) 

eroding watersheds, cutting began subsequent to settlement and grazing.
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During a special study of the Rio Puerco (1927), he made a discovery of 

critical importance, On the newly exposed wall of the present channel he 

found at least two cross sections of prehistoric and therefore pre«grazing 

arroyos, He finally concludes (1928, p. 281): 

ce. Sin Ses ete a ateitn ofiere 
and the formation of the existing arroyos. It appears 
inherently most probable that these changes have a common, 
and doubtless a climatic, cause. The introduction of livestock 
and the ensuing overgrazing should be regarded as a mere trigger- 
pull which timed a change about to take place." : 

The existence of occasional pre-grazing arroyos in the Navajo 

country is further affirmed by Dellenbaugh (see Bryan, 1925, p. 16), and 

by Will C, Barnes (letter, 1934), who remenbers several in the little 

Colorado basin at points not yet grazed by livestock when he settled there 

. in 1681. These pre-gPazing arroyos are not accounted for by present 

_ @cological theories, 

Lowdermilk (1930) has charted the last and most important channel 

for the ultimate confluence of engineering and biological ideas, in the 

Southwest and elsevhere, by describing the mechanism through which vegetation 

influences run-off, He asserts in brief that rainfall which spatters upon 

vegetated soil seals its interstices with colloidal md, ani hence must run 

away as floods. This is a radical modification of the old “vegetative sponge" 

concept, and perhaps deserves the appellation of “lowdermilk's law," He 

reviews (1934) the literature on which present watershed concepts are founded. 

Cooperrider and Hendricks (1933) have traced in detail the application 

of the modern ecological concept of erosion to the Rio Grande Valley. 

he Upshot 

The present status of erosion theory for the Southwest may be 

stated thuss
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1. There is unanimous agreement that the present erosion 
is associated with and induced by the grazing of livestock, 

2, Geologists, as représented by Bryan, think that grazing 

was a "trigger~pull which timed a change about to take 
place"; ecologists that graging was a self-sufficient 
cause, They admit no “change about to take place." 

I have always held to the ecologist's view, but now admit that it 

fails to explain the pre-grazing sarroyos observed by Bryan, Dellenbamgh, and 

Barnes, More important still, it contravenes, by implication, what I assume 

the geologists regard as an axiom, namely that the uninterrupted alluviation 

of chennel-less strean-bottoms, or ganadag, is impossible, 1 get the full 

force of this point, we mst understand the canada formation, : 

The Canada, 

Chennel-less alluvial stream=-bottoms of grassland were originally 

found in most parts of the Southwest, ani in some parts prevailed almost 

to the exclusion of channelied bottoms, While most characteristic of the 

maller drainages, certain “rivers® over a hundred miles long were apparently 

channel-less, or nearly so, to their mouths, ‘The San Simon in Arizona and 

the Puerco in New Mexico are examples, 

In the Southwest watercourses of various kinds and sizes were given, 

and still bear, distinctive Spanish names, such as canada, valle, cienega, 

Samon, arroyo, rio. and rillito, The first three are channel~less types, 

Unchannelled sectors often occurred in alternation with channelled sectors 

in the same watercourse, Bryan calls such a watercourse a diseontimous 

Aarroyoe . 

The word canada is here used collectively for all channeleless types 

of drainage, wet or dry, large or small, long or short. Ganades were originally 

without channel, were covered with grass rather than trees, and conducted
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run-off in the form of sheet-flows waich moved slowly over a wide expanse 

of bottom, and were presumably promptly desilted and absorbed by the dense 

sod, 

These grassland bottoms, tucked into sheltered valleys, irrigated by 

every considerable rain and often also by springs, were once the heart of 

the ecological organism. ‘They were oases, producing not only more animal 

forage per acre than the surrounding hills, tut of a wider variety of species 

green during more months of the year. ‘They served as highways, ‘They served 

as underground reservoirs to sbsorb floods and stabilize mbjoining springs 

and streams, 

Sauer (1934) probably includes the ganade formation within the 

geological term “dale,” He says? 

 ‘Yany small valleys and some of intermediate size Jack channels 
and flood-plains, ani are characterized by a concave cross 

section of their floor, merging insensibly into the valley 

sides, These ‘dales* are the normal mall valley of the far 
West, and of large sections of the Southwest, ‘They are 
probably much more widespread than has been recognized." 

While not qualified to make geologiasl classifications, it is my 

impression that in the driftless area of Wisconsin, most of the upper 

fingers of the drainages are or were dales, Myst of them, as in the 

Southwest, are now cut by gullies, - 

Bryan points out (1929) that the original Pueblo Indian agricul ture 

depended on the spread of freshet~flows over ganada floors or over cutwash 

fans, a practice no longer possible since their dissection by gmallies. 

is There A Gyelet 

This brings us to the crux of an erosion theory, Only the ecologically 

blind could fail to see that grazing was the “trigger=pull", but what would 

have eventually happened without grazing! What will happen if and when 

graging pressure is withdrawn?
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The geolocist, although he has not, to my kmowledge, flatly said so, 

sees that the gradual piling up of soil in channel-less bottoms inevitably 

leads to instability; if this were not true, normal erosion would in time 

fill the valleys,-~a condition preswuably incredible and unimown to exist, 

especially in a young topography, ‘The ecologist has not realized this 

tontradiction, umch less explained it, 

There is one theory which would remove the coutradiction,~«the theory 

that accumlated soil in channel-less watercourses is removed by a glacier+ 

like movement or "“soil-ereep,” Samor (1934, p. 29) says of “dales"s 

‘These valleys are not formed by erosion of running water, bat 
are formed and maintained by mass evacuation, and through 
then moves, by solifluction, the weathered produce of the 
flanking slopes," 

He is speaking, I take it, of dales with a considerable grade. It 

seems inconceivable to me, as a layman, that the drier dales of gentle 

gradient, such as the Puerco, the San Simon, or the many smaller low-gradient 

Valles and gienezas, could evacuate by soil-creep alone, 

Seven also, at least by inference, seems to reject the soil-creep 

theory as alone sufficient to explain the ganada, He evidently feels, as I 

do, the need for reconciling the obvious effects of grazing with the inescap~ 

able principle that cutting mst have come sometime without it. Hence he 

postulates a cycle in each watercourse “from sedimentation to erosion and 

back to sedimentation," 

Is the Cycle Synchronous? 
When Bryan says "these changes (i,¢,, cycles) have a common, and 

doubtless a climatic cause," he implies that all the drainages affected by 

that cause alternately cut, and then filled, in unisogs that is to say, the 

whole Southwest alternately cut and filled its valleys, each alternation
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extending over a period of geological time, He also implies that the 

trigger-pull which timed the cutting before the cattle came was a change in 

Climate, presumably in rainfall. ‘This implication is of great import to 

conservation, If the present universal erosion was “about to take place" 

in any event, 1.@,, to take place in unison, smi has merely been sot in 

motion prematurely by an economic accident,--nemely livestoek=«then the 

present contvol program is fighting to halt a process which is unnatural 

only in point of time, Such a tient presumably carries a maller probability 

of success than one directed against a wholly unnatural process, 

It’ seems to me, however, unnecessary to assume, as Bryan does, that 

under pre-settlement conditions the whole region, or even Large parte of it, 

gut and filled in wmison, A random timing seems equally or more probable, 

By random timing I mean that any given drainage alluviated, in ganada form 

or otherwise, until the accumulated sediments became unstable, after which 

it cut until a new equilibrium was established, after which it again filled, 

Under rendom timing all stages of alluviation and cutting would, at any one 

moment, be represented in the region, the proportion of each phase depending 

on its average duration. Tims if it took ten times as long for the average = 

drainage to fill as to smbsequently cut, the region in its normal state 

would at any one time show 90 per cent alluviating drainages and 10 per 

cent cutting drainages, This would account for the pre-grazing arroyos, 

Contrast now with this theory of random timing, Bryan's theory of 

regional unison, Bryan would seem to imply that during the dry chase of 

the assumed climatic cycle gl] drainages would cut, ani during its wet 

phase cause al] drainages would fill (or perhaps vice versa), This impli- 

cation seems qousthat too simple to be satisfactory, especially in such a 

heterogeneous country, An upward trend in rainfall might, for example,
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increase erosion on an slreadyewet and completely vezetated mountain meadow, 

while decreasing it on a dry ani nearly bare desert offering plenty of room 

for new vegetation, In short, the same polyphony of forces which has 

produced the amazing diversity of southwestern soils, plants, and animals, 

would probably produce a diversity in the effect of oscillations in one of 

these foreest roinfall. 

Sequence of Brosion 

The behavior of cutting during the present period of artificial 

synchronization probably gives us at least a rough picture of how the out~ 

ting phase of the eyele behaved within a given drainage, ‘the diagram por- 

trays my impressions of the present behavior in a small watershed or the 

discontimous arroyo type, The stippled flat at the mouth of the drainage 

is a dry ganada; the hatched flat at the headwaters is a spring-fed cieneza; 

the remainder of the watershed is sloping land, more or less rocky, and 

covered with open forest of either wodland or pine, 

Stage 1: This is the alluviating condition, ‘There are a few actively eroding 

sectors of stream channel (solid black lines), but they are short and tend 

to occur where fans from tributary channels have built up steep grades in 

the main channel, or where some local cloudburst has temporarily disrupted 

cover, A vigorous vegetation stands ready to heal or retard the extension of 

such temporary soars. As Bryan has pointed out, discontinuity of eroding 

sectors is the principal earmark of the normal channel, This implies that 

the gradient of all channels is normally wavy, and that erosion is constantly 

engaged in taking out the crests which short flows from tributaries are 

building up. 

(I may here remark parenthetically that an exaggereated form of wavy 

channel-gradient occurs in the Sacramento Mountains of New Mexico, where
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mineral springs often encrust the grade~crests with "caliche" or natural 

cement until they henene steep steps » hundred feet high. ‘The slightest 

stay breaking through the cement in such a step may form a cham into 

which a whole orchard may topple almost overnight, despite the rankest 

kind of vegetative cover in the stream course, ) 

In Stage 1 the dry gonads is covered with bluestem, and the wet 

headwater glenegs with beg grasses sometimes known to form thin layers of 

peat. Flew occurs as a shallow sheet of moving water which piles up an 

insreasingly unateble accumulation of rootbound soil, little of which is 

evacuated into the subjoining channel by either eutting or soil-creep. 

A drouth might wesken the root-mantle of the dry canadg, wailst 

strengthening that of the toomwet cleness, Soil gradients alone would con- 

stitute a cradualiy accumiating erosion risk in this watershed, Some day 

some Grest in the gradient will break, an@ presumably preelpitate general 

outting, 

Sach was the terrain as the white man found it, 

Stage 2: This shows the beginnings of cutting (heavy black lines) prematurely 

induced by grazing. ‘The active sectors of channel have lengthened upstream, 

snd are cutting into the vulnerable mouths of the flats, Each eut acts as 

a drainage ditch, drying owt the soil and hence causing a recession of plant 

types, Thus the marshy cienega when thus drained becomes a dry bluestem-srama 

flat, the bluestem-grama flat when gullied becomes a plain grama flat which, 

at a later stage when gullied still more, will revert to worthless makeweed, 

The cuts in Stage 2 are not yet either fingered or oxbowed, hence the 

total mileage needing check-dams is still low. 

It is probable that Stage 2 is preceeded by a period of sheet erosion 

which has lowered soil fertility, decreased absorption, and increased run-off
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ever the whole watershed, Grazing has induced this through soil compaction 

and reduction of palatable plants, Perhaps all these changes by interaction 

Change the chemistry of the soil, 

Stage 3: This shows advanced erosion, ‘The cutting sectors of channel have 

become nearly contimous, On the former flat (bottom of chart) the channel 

has oxbowed, On cll flats the fingering of arroyos is well under way, each 

constituting the equivalent of a driinage ditch with laterals. Hence the 

recession of plant types is accelerated, ‘the remantes of original sod tend 

to be confined to the eiges of the flict where the desiccation of the soil is 

; least severe, and where sharp~banked lateral arroyos “fence off" access by 

stock, ‘the mileage of channel needing check-dams is now at maximm, ‘he 

silt discharge of the watershed has presumably passed maxinmm, 

The lower stream channel has now grown 80 wide that it can 

atcomnodate all ordinary floods without lateral erosion of the chammel walls, 

and so deep that it has uncovered coarse stones which “pave” its bottom, 

and thas tend to prevent further deepening, 

Stage 4: This shows “completed” erosion of stream chamels, Current activity 

consists mainly of a further bifurcation and extension of gully-heads up the 

slopes, That is to say, the activity which was central in Stages 1 ond 2, 

has become peripheral in Stage 4, Activity hag woved outward and upward 

; throughout the cutting phase of the cycle. ; 

The “washed out" channel (double lines on chart) has now developed 

sufficient cross-section and paving for restabilization, That is to say, 

it is ready 40 recapture a stand of protective vegetation if grazing does 

not prevent its establishment, ‘the present status of much of the Southwest 

may be epitomized in two wordst grazing foes. lven the light grazing which
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now prevails on the National Forests is heavy enough to preclude the re«growth . 

of willows, cottonwoods, Apache plume, and coarse grasses which is trying to 

reclothe the washed-out channels, and indeed does reclothe them wherever 

livestock happens to be excluded, 

Over the bulk of the region, however, such vegetation must survive 

not only grazing, but also the constant shifting of channel-bottom deposits, 

i.e., it mst get anchored between floods, It cannot usually do both. Hence 

reproduction on grazed channel-bottoms is limited to unpalatable shrubs and 

anmals, Three things are lacking for the resilting and upbuilding of 

channel bottoms which should initiate Stage 5 of the cycle, ‘the first is 

the surface carpet of roots and stems which could be supplied by grass. the 

second is the debris-catching action of stiff stens, such as willows, in 

rebuilding banks, ‘he third is the deep anchorage for rebuilt banks which 

could be supplied by cottonwoods and other large trees, 

Hence I conclude that, by and large, grazing has not only precipitated 

the erosion cycle, but it has arrested its progress at Stage 4, and tims 

prevented the resumption of alluviation and healing which would otherwise 

occur, 

Erosion Theory and Erosion Control 

If the random cycle here postulated is correct, then the check= 

damming phases of the present program, in process of execution by the Forest 

and Soil Conservation Services, is largely sound. It opposes natural processes 

only in that fraction of the total mmber of drainages which were ready to 

cat without grazing. If, as seems probable, filling normally requires much 

more time than cutting, this fraction is a small] one, possibly well within 

the tolerable percentage of failures in check-dam systems. 

i,
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That the most of the present synchronous cutting is in fact artificial 

and unnatural is indicated by the many known instances in which small eroding 

drainages have “healed"* upon the cessation of grazing, even without check 

dams, That dams will accelerate such healing seems self-evident, 

One new device, known as the "erosion fence," is of special signifi- 

cance at Stage 4 of the aycle, As already stated, many eroded southwestern 

watercourses are ready to resume alluviation, but camot because the needed 

plants cannot reproduce, If, however, the channel and adjacent bottomland 

: be fenced and grazing be excluded, alluviation can begin, Weeded water-gaps 

and passage-ways for stock can, of course, be left open, Filling, once 

started, can then proceed centrifugally, just as cutting did, perhaps without 

further fencing, 

Such “erosion fences" are now being built in large numbers, ‘they are 

needed on all the larger channels of grazed watersheds; especially those 

grazed yearlong by cattle, Alluviation within such fences is being hastened 

by the artificial planting of grasses, shmbs, ani trees saiteble for anchor- 

ing bars, and for retarding and desilting floods. Nurseries for the production 

of such plants have been established, ‘he selection of species for mrsery 

propagation revealed the fact that some of the hardiest and most palatable 

species had been virtually exterminated from grazed ranges, ‘Seed was to be 

found only in impassable canyons, railroad rights-of-way, or other inaccessible 

places, Botanists list these species as "rare," but their vigorous behavior 

when re-established within fences indicates that grazing made them so before 

the botanists arrived on the scene. — 

Whether or no this paper is a convincing argument for the random 

cycle theory, every line of it is an argument for more basic research of the 

kind which invokes not one, but all the sciences, Clapp (1933) has projected
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such a program, I anticipate that many sciences, especially physical 

chemistry, will be found to be heavily involved, Weaver and Flory (1934) 

believe that agriculture employing exotic plants degramlates prairie soils, 

Perhaps it will be found that the grazing of exotic animals has a similar 

effect. 

It is not the intent of this paper to refute the postulate of a 

Climatic cycle, ‘The whole trend of contemporary science makes it easier 

and easier to believe that one exists, It is rather the intent to show that 

a simpler explanation is possible, 

He
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PROPOSED CONSERVATION BCONOMICS STUDY 

Aldo Leopold 

The most striking characteristic of the "conservation movement" is 

its failure to bring into existence any "private enterprise" in conservative 

land use. 

This study is an attempt to determine the reasons for this failure and 

to determine the things which need to be done te induce private landowners 

to practice conservation. 

Summary by Fields 

I will first review briefly the prevalence of the alleged failure of 

private enterprise. 

The oldest conservation activity is forestry. With the exception of a 

few pulp and paper companies, a few owners of southern pine, redwood, and 

white pine timber lands, and a few farm woodlots, there is no private forestry 

in North America. The whole job has been wished on government. 

The next oldest field is game and other wildlife. There is an appreciable 

amount of private game conservation in actual practice on southern quail pre- 

serves. In the cornbelt, a very few farmers have begun to do something. With 

these exceptions the wildlife movement likewise has failed to induce any private 

practice, and has wished its job on government. 

Soil conservation has possibly had the greatest success in inducing land- 

owner activity. A considerable number of farmers and owners of range lands 

are practicing conservation. It is almost certain, however, that the annual 

gain from all soil restoration practices, private and governmental, is much 

less than the anmal loss from the accumlated soil abuses from the past.
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The conservation fields less directly concerned with economics are not 

here reviewed, but the showing of private practice is even poorer than in the 

foregoing fields. » 

Nature of the Difficulty 
No comprehensive analysis of the reasons behind the prevalent failure 

of private conservation has ever been made. 

Government bureaus have analyzed single reasons (for example, the Fairchild 

inquiry in forest taxation), but these isolated and admittedly partial factors 

have never been related to net total trend. Most governmental studies have been 

diverted into propaganda for substituting governmental initiative for private 

initiative (for example, the present drive toward government regulation of 

private timber lands). 

It has usually been assumed that economic forces would in the long run 

tend of their own accord to remedy the situation, through the ordinary 

mechanism of resource-scarcity and rising prices. There are two reasons, 

however, which make this assumption a false one. First, to wait for resource- 

scarcity means locking the door after the horse is stolen, a dangerous device 

te such non-replaceable resources as soil and animals. Secondly, rising 

prices, at least in some cases, have brought substitution rather than replace- 

ment or cropping. Thus the substitution of metals and minerals for wood is 

throwing a huge area of land into unwholesome idleness. 

In effect, then, the economic forces bearing on land-use seem to be 

malignant and pathogenic in respect of resource-conservation. 

The present trend toward substituting governmental for private initiative 

is unsound for two reasons: the tax-base will not carry the load; the government 

is inherently an absentee operator of land, and the things which need doing can 

only be done through the foresight and ingemity of a resident operator.
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The government cannot be a resident operator without buying the lend. The 

government cannot buy all the land. In many fields of conservation, notably 

soil and wildlife, conservation mst be practiced on all the land if it is to 

be successful. 

It seems likely that the present middle arises from the fact that the con- 

servation problem involves a new category of economic phenomena; one with which 

economists are unaccustomed to deal. 

Economists have sought a profit motivation for conservation practice. 

There are profits, but they usually acerue to the community rather than to the 

individual. Hence men like Paul Sears, Stuart Chase, and Jay Darling are able 

to compile impressive lists of malpractices, i.e., practices obviously damaging 

_ to the commnity, but no private landowner lifts a finger to remedy them. ‘The 

only action resulting from these analyses is more governmental intervention. 

This may be good as far as it goes, but for the reasons already cited it cannot 

go far enough. 

One of the prime needs of the present situation is to eure for remedial 

f forces which are not subject to the limitations of governmental intervention; 

which work from the inside instead of the outside of the economic structure. 

It seems likely that really sound remedial forces will have to deal in some 

way with the problem of motivating individual landowners to act for their joint 

rather than individual benefit. That this is not impossible is indicated by the 

wide prevalence of conservation practices in Buropean countries, including some 

with democratic rather than authoritarian governments. It is the unanimous 

opinion of discriminating American observers that in many of these countries 

conservative land-use would contime, even if all forms of governmental coercion 

and subsidy were withdrawn,
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Defects in Educational Work 

While it seems unlikely that our present difficulties are soluble by any 

superficial change in methods of education, nevertheless these methods contain 

defects so obvious that some good might come from correcting them. 

The organized movement for conservation is at present directed almost 

entirely at people and by people who have no land. This may account for a part 

of the over-emphasis on governmental intervention. Those who think of conser= 

vation at all have no tools except the ballot. 

With the partial exception of agriculture, there is almost complete 

divorcement of research from education. That is to say, propaganda and teaching 

are in the hands of people who have no authentic first-hand knowledge. This 

is flagrantly true of wildlife, where propaganda is conducted largely by editors, 

commissioners, and pressure groups who have never had contact with wildlife 

biology. Conversely, wildlife biologists are usually shielded fron teaching 

duties. 

Propaganda, with few or no exceptions, reaches the publi¢ in unit packages 

corresponding to fields of specialization of the professors who originally 

"educated" the technical persomnel. Landowners camot readily use such packsges, 

or if they do, the result is hardly conservation. The job of recombining the 

materials is almost as great as the job of originating them. Geographers and 

planners recognize this difficulty in their new doctrine of "regionalism," but the 

idea of synthesizing and coordinating packages into locally practicable units 

is so far applied mainly to governmental activities. It needs to be applied to 

education. Governmental bureaus are largely disqualified for the job, for their 

organization follows the "package" categories. 

The most striking defect in conservation education is the nearly universal 

failure to seek counsel from the social sciences, particularly economics and
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philosophy. On the average campus the most eminent economists and philosophers 

are commonly so devoid of understanding of conservation that their attitude 

Gan only be described as “unconscious.” In a few places economists have 

wrestled with "packages," but in very few have they any comprehension of con- 

servative land-use. 

The unconsciousness of philosophers is complete and universal. Conservation 

has particular need of guidance from philosophers. It can be foreseen that the 

system of land practice which deserves the name "conservative* will be motivated 

by a mixture of economic, ethical, and esthetic considerations. Any one of these 

motives separated from the others produces actions which appear (to me) "unsound." 

-——-Broposa, 
The problems here discussed are so large and so difficult thet no one 

individual can formate a plan for solving them. It cannot even be assumed 

that they are soluble within the framework of our existing limitations as a 

social unit. 

I propose that a small board, as competent as possible, be set up to search 

for promising cracks in the blank wall which faces us. Such a board would work 

harder if it had the use of a small fund for exploratory work. 

A few superficial “eracks" are clearly worth exploring. For example, 

universities which show a disposition to integrate their conservation departments 

with their social sciences might be encouraged. (For example, the Science 

Inquiry of the University of Wisconsin showed promise, a few years ago, of 

integrating conservation and economics. The effort has now apparently “petered out." 

If it had been encouraged at the right moment, it might have accomplished something. ) 

Any promising attempt to resort conservation materials in terms of their 

application to land, rather than their bureau of origin, is worth encouraging,
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It seems likely that any really competent attack on the problem of con- 

servation economics might ultimately open up avenues of financial cooperation 

from scientific foundations and rural life foundations. At the present moment, 

however, it is easier to get help for the problems of the moon than the problems 

of the earth.



Conservation eonomes Study 

Object: To devise more effective legal or economic means for the encour- 

agement of conservation practice on private lanis, 

Status: Public acquisition or public repair of damaged lands is in rapid 

process of development, ‘there is no corresponding effort to prevent private 

lands from entering the damaged class. ‘The financial solvency and physical 

prosperity of the country demande that land damage be checked in ite early 

stages, or in advance of ite occurrence, This is a basic exploration of 

the possible ways and mans of doing so. 

iegation: Wisconsin Agrimltural Experiment Station, 

Personnel: 
1 Erosion Heonomi st 
1 Forest Economist 
1 Agricultural Economist 

At least one man should have legal training. ‘The men should preferably 

be young, bat if possible have that degree of experience indicated by the 

$4,000 class of salary. 

Oreanization and Division of York: See agreanent attached, 

Method of Procedure: ‘The course of the future cannot be foreseen, ‘The work 

might begin by examining the basic economies of the present policy of public 

acquisition and repair, Yor example, in tems of erosion: 

(1) Find the carrying charge per acre on the cost of public repair 

of a typical erosion control project, 

(2) Compare this with the public revenue in the form of taxes. 

(3) Compare this with the alternative of letting the land wash, and 

then pulling it out of the subjoining navigation channels, reservoirs, 

flood districts, or other public utilities.
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(4%) Im the light of these comparisons, consider what the public 

could afford to do to avoid similar problems on land as yet 

undamaged. 

The same sequence of comparisons could be made in forestry or any 

other conservation field. 

Dates: This work should begin by July 1, 1935, if possible. 

Sogt: 3 men ® $4,000 BALAXY. oo 004004 0812,000 

3 men @ $600 travel....cssseess 1,800 

Mise. eepenammiuiiihdie: 

Bublicationg: ‘here would be none witil after several years’ work. 

Zuture Work: This project will, if successful, have far-flung ramifications, 

It will ultimately probably involve zoning, taxation, ani all the biological 

and engineering techniques concerned with soil and sof] crops,



Case 1 

Bwplottation wheat 

On the prairies of the Canadian wheat belt one can see, on any evening 

in late August, scores of strawstacks being burned to make room for next year's 

whesbcrop. "It does not pay" to either ship, feed, or plow under the straw. 

Yields of wheat have, I am told, steadily decreased. It seems a straight 

ease of mining the fertility of the soil, by one-crop farming, to pile up & 

surplus which may be said to be neither wanted nor needed. “It does not pay" 

to diversify. The land could de fallowed only by enlarging farm units, which implies 

government intervention on a large seale. The government is promoting the still 

further extension of the wheat belt into the sub-arctic regions to the north. 

From the conservation viewpoint this aystem is bad, and becoming worse. 

That 4s to sey, it is not evolving toward any better system, but rather toward an 

exaggeration of the present abuses. The only conceivable outcome is (a) exhaustion, 

or (b) governmental intervention by coercion or subsidy on a large scale, and 

possibly unsuccessful at that. 

Such a situation cannot be reconciled with the usual assumption that 

“economic lew*® operates toward a beneficial adjustment of land problems, ive.» 

that conservation will come when the time is ripe for it. The whole process 

is heated away from, rather than toward, conservative land practice. 

There is only one conceivable solution: the refusal of the enlightened 

public to buy the products of land-exploitation. This implies an ethical plane 

as yet non-existent, and a physical system for identifying such products which 

might de hard to devise. 

What can the philosopher and the economist foresee in such a case?



Case 2 

Predators 

Predacious animals destroy livestock, poultry, and game. 

From the earliest times the hunter of “ravening beasts" has acquired merit 

in the public eye. In recent decades "predator control” has been fostered not 

only by subsidies (bounties) but by the direct action of government hunters. 

Beginning about 1880, scientists began to study food habits of predators, 

and to classify them into good and bad species. These categories represented 

a balance of harm and benefit. A "good" predator was one doing more good by 

eating rodents or other pests than harm by eating domestic animals or "desirable" 

wild ones. 

Modern ecology now regards these categories as false. All predators are 

good in the sense of being cogs in the organic machine. Perhaps, in the long 

run, they are indispensable to the "health" of the diota. 

Most predators are mobile, i.e., their activities extend over many ownerships. 

There can be no effective individual action to either conserve or extinguish 

them. Bounties recognize this characteristic. 

Many predators, as long as they exist at all, will continue to levy some toll 

on private property. This loss is inseparable from their community function as 

beneficial cogs in the biotic machine. 

Query: "Does it pay" for the enlightened individual to tolerate predators in 

some degree when they invade his poultry yard or coverts? (It is conceded that / 

excessive damage justifies remedial action.) 

I think not. The benefite of maintaining a well-rounded biota are a communi ty. 

benefit. The individual may, by reason of the mobile character of predators, 

protect himself by their destruction, and at the same time reap the benefit of 

their toleration by his neighbors. Not until the whole community loses the species
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does he suffer any penalty for a ruthless attitude of self-protection. 

Yet toleration of predators (in reasonable degrees) is one of the clearest 

needs of conservation. 

We have here a sharp contradiction between conservation and individual 

economic self-interest. Conservation demands the willing acceptance, within 

reason, of individual losses in order to insure the continuation of a community 

bdonefit.



Case 3 ; 

Exploitation Timber 

New England landowners began, about 1910, to practice forestry in white pine. 

The Panama Canali, plus cheap rail freights, subjected them to such competition 

from Pacific Northwest lumber as to force the abandonment of the forestry enterprise. 

The Pacific Northwest is forced "to cut out and get out" because of excessive 

prices paid for stumpage during former booms. 

No remedial tendency is in sight upon the exhaustion of the atumpage reserves 

vDecause substitutes for wood are undermining the lumber markets. Timberland 

owners fear to embark on long-time forestry enterprises, lest their market 

disappear in the interin. 

There are many complicating factors: unsuitable tax systems, unsuitable 

forms of organization for long-time enterprises, unsuitable eredit systems, ste. 

These, for hrevity, may be classed as secondary, 

The trend is to throw into unproductive idleness the private timberland 

of the continent. The only remedy so far devised is public ownership or subsidy. 

The basic reason is the abolition of local demani-and-supply mechanisms 

by modern transport, and the competition of substitutes. These substitutes are 

mainly cheap and abundant minorels and agricultural fibres. 

Query: Is it conceivable that consumers might ultimately exert a preference 

for forestry products (non-exploitation lumber) as a means to "keeping forests 

green"? 

This implies a physical means of identifying such products. 

Would the added costs (if any) be greater than the tax burden in supporting 

public operation of forests?



Case 4 

Eollution Pulp 

All paper and pulp products involve more or less pollution of pudlic 

waters. 

Tn o few instances pollution has been reduced by salvage process*ér treat- 

ments, and there is room for much larger mitigation of pollution by technical 

skill. In many cases pollution-control raisas costs. 

Legislation against pollution has been largely ineffective. 

Pollution-control is e large item in the popular conservation program. 

The only really effective remedy for pulp pollution is a public preference 

for non~pollution products. 

4 physical means of identifying such products is implied. 

Query: Is it an ethical possibility that the consumer might exert pressure 

against pollution products: Would he pay more?
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RESEARCH PROJECT ON THE "BCONOMICS OF CONSERVATION" . ; one 
oer 

Purpose: 

The purpose of this project is to study the problem of securing the 

conservation of the soil on privately owned land by individual initiative, 

with special reference to the control of erosion. It is easy enough to get 

farmers to use preventive or controlling measures as long as the government 

performs the services for the farmer with only slight cooperative effort on 

his part. The question remains, will the farmer continue with these practices 

when government aid, stimulation, and cooperation have to be withdrawn? If it 

is necessary for the government to cooperate with the landowner, at what stage 

of soil depletion, to what extent, and for how long shall this cooperation be 

extended? It is also important to consider whether it shall be the function 

of local, state or federal governments to do this, and whether it is legal for 

all or anyone of them to cooperate with landowners for this purpose. 

Subjects to be Studied: 

1. What are the social and economic conditions under which the private 

landowner has conducted his business which have prevented him from conserving 

the soil? Note especially our public land policies, tax laws, indebtedness, 

systems of land tenure, and farm management practices. 

2. Get in quantitative terms the public aspects of erosion. What are 

the public costs of having roads covered, streams silted and destroyed for 

navigation or for recreation, reservoirs filled, and all the other phenomena 

ascribed to erosion. If these cannot be stated in terms of costs, perhaps we 

can get a better picture of the extent of these consequences than we now have. 

3. It has been stated that the lack of technical lmowledge required to 

maintain soil fertility and the fact that the landowner is not aware of the 

depletion of the soil are important reasons for the abuse and misuse of land.
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The research should inquire into the validity of this statement and try to 

appraise methods of education, extension, and demonstration which will correct 

the deficiency. 

4. Supplementing the above the study might include an inquiry into how 

far education, patriotism or a change in our attitude toward land (i.e. family 

farms passed on through inheritance as suggested by 0. E. Baker) can be made 

to function as forces for the conserving of our soils. 

5. Study the public institutions which have acted as inducements to 

deplete and rob the soil and suggest changes which will act as inducements to 

conserve the land. For instance what type of landlord-tenant relationships 

can be worked out to secure erosion control? Is the general property tax 

conducive to soil conservation, or otherwise? Have the lending methods of 

public and private farm loan agencies insisted on soil conservation, or have 

they tended to induce the farmer to exploit his land? 

6. Study the extent of the obligations of the private landowner to the 

public, (both present and future generations). How far can social control, 

especially the police power, be used to coerce the owners of land to conserve 

this natural resource? "Coerce" is probably too strong a word, but the right 

of society to impose restrictions on land use has been established in zoning, 

weed laws, and plant and animal quarantines. 

7. Given the limits to which public control can be carried, study the 

particular methods which can be applied to secure efficient land use within 

the limits of legality. 

(a) Zoning. 

(>) Direct regulation similar to weed control. 

(c) Brosion districts patterned after irrigation and drainage 

districts. 

(a) Determine the unit of government to use the police power in 

this way and enforce it.
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8. Study the extent to which the private landowner by conserving the 

soil benefits the general public, especially future generations. To what 

extent is it reasonable to ask the public to share the expense of conserving 

and maintaining the soil? 

(a) The interests of the public in preventing soil erosion and 

therefore preventing costs of clearing the roads, keeping rivers 

navigable, etc., have been pointed out; the problem is to ascertain 

the share to be borne by the public, and to what extent money should 

be spent for prevention rather than costly works which cure the damage 

done by erosion. By way of explanation, it has been pointed out that 

the taxpayer will pay at any event (1) to repair the damage done to 

streams, roads, reservoirs, etc.; (2) to repair farm land itself, 

because it is unthinkable that a civilized nation will permit the 

destruction of its most necessary asset, i.e., the soil; (3) a better 

public policy would be to have the public and the private interests 

cooperate to preserve the soil as a continuing process rather than 

for costly restoration after the injury has been done. (See Aldo 

Leopold's articles.) 

(b) To what extent has the public an interest in the land as 

part of the environment or the lendscape and the scenery? If so, 

how should both the owner and the public share in the task of 

preserving and enhancing the amenities of the environment? What is 

_ the reasonable share of each? 

9. Examine positive methods of inducing or helping the resource owner 

to conserve the soil. 

(a) Tax exemptions or special tax systems, such as the Wisconsin 

wood lot law or the forest crop law. 

(b) Credit systems granting loans at low rates of interest to
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these landowners practicing erosion control for the specific 

purpose of soil conservation. 

(ce) Mncouraging integration of land uses, such as game and 

wood lots with farming, and then making changes in farm manage~ 

ment practices so that the secondary "land uses" can really 

function. Inducement by the government might come through 

"subsidizing" the secondary land uses. This idea can be expanded 

to secure the preservation of Indian mounds, extraordinary trees, 

historical and scenic spots, picnic grounds, and other tracts of 

land in which the public has an interest. In so far as the public 

aids encourage private landowners in this manner, the right of the 

public to regulate, safeguard, and enjoy should be concomitant with 

public aid and support. 

(a) Direct subsidy to the landowner, providing he follows an 

approved method of farm management which will conserve and not 

deplete the soil. Special study of methods of administration. 

Points to be studied: (1) the wit of government which should offer 

the subsidy, considered both from the standpoint of financial ability 

to do so, and the desirability as a problem of administration; 

(2) shall the subsidy be temporary, merely to help the farmer to 

adopt a permanent system of agriculture? If so, the payments will 

represent the costs of making the change and losses of income during 

the transition; (3) if a continuing “subsidy” is to be used, determine 

the manner of granting the same, at what stages of land utilization, 

and what is to be expected of the farmer in cooperation with the 

government; (4) explore the possibilities of “erosion districts" 

with objectives, powers and functions similar to irrigation and 

drainage districts to be aided as districts rather than having the
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aid given to individuals, if such assistance is desirable. 

10. Public ownership. 

(a) Study the situations under which public ownership is the 

only feasible alternative to private utilization of land in order 

to conserve the soil. This will include (a) certain farms with 

critical areas, which, if handled to protect the land of the 

commnity, will practically be "wrecked" as a farm; (>) larger 

aress to protect steep slopes by reforestation, etc.; (c) stream 

banks to protect them from riparian erosion. 

Project Leader: 

= G. S. Wehrwein in consultation with Aldo Leopold, other members of 

staff of the Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, the Department of 

Political Science of the College of Letters and the College of Law, of the 

University of Wisconsin; and a representative of the Soil Conservation 

Service to be selected by that agency. 

Headquarters: 
The Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Madison. 

Duration: 

Not less than two years, and probably more time will be required for 

completion. It is expected, however, that certain significant results can 

be made available within a year after the study is begun. 

Estimated Annual Expenditures: 

Wend QGCNEMLSE x0 0c ccccccccrencceses $5,200. 

Two part-time graduate assistants 
@ $900 .... 1,800. 

Travel for above three men ....--+-+ 1,000. 

Clerical help cvcecccscccccsccevccce 900. 

$6,900.
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MEMORANDUM OF AGRERMUNT BETWEH co 

THE SOIL BROSION SERVICE, 

THE PORZST SERVICH, AND 

THE AGRICULTURAL RXPERIMENT STATION, 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

Premise: There is urgent need to 

i. Prevent the deterioration of natural resources which are situated 
on private land, but in which the public has an interest. 

2, Prevent the further accumilation of run-down lands which can be 
restored only by public acquisition and repair, 

3. Develop a rounded system of private land conservation. 

4, Divert a part of the expenditures for public acquisition and repair 
to the prevention of situations requiring public aqquisition and repair, 

5, Establish an economic differential which will operate on all privately 
owned lands, whether or no included in public conservation projects, 
and which will favor sach private lend use as conserves the public 
interest. 

6. Devise mitable legal or other vehicles to carry such a differential, 

, 7. Sapport such a positive differential by zoning or other negative 
regulatory measures, 

Research: The existing legal ani economic structure contains no much universal 

economic incentive, as proven by the mounting percentage of damaged land and land 

resources, fo build such an incentive requires research, 

Agreement: This agreement 1s made for the purpose of initiating such a cooperative | 

i research project at the University of Wisconsin. 

The preliminary personnel is to consist of three men, one to be furnished 

by each of the parties, One of the three is to be chosen as Director by mtual 

consent, The program of research cannot be foreseen far in advance, but at the 

outset it will be along the lines of the attached project entitled "Conservation 

Economies Study."
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The University will furnish quarters, Each party will furnish the 

consultation facilities of ite staff, and the travel expense of its member, . 

Any supplementary researches entering upon the physical cclense of com 

servation (as distinguished from the economic and legal field) will be con- 

ducted either by the appropriate experiment station, or if elaewhere, by their 

adviee and consent.
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10 DETERMINE MSTHCDS OF INDUCING LANDOMIERS TO FOLLOW Lamp — ¢{\\"” 
USE PRACTICES THAT WILL CONSERVE Tie PUBLIC INTmEST 7 q 

| [rely 
1. FOE FRGBLIN: Present conservation law and policy are promised on the assumption 

: AE REE SRE Oe Tae Sh renee ae 

a) The profit motive 
: b) Public land purchase 

@) Public subsidy 

Coumarative Values: 
These three vehicles have been built up consecutively in the order named. 
In some fields the hope of profit motive had largely disappeared before 
public subsidies were thought of. The vehicle of public yurchase had like 
Snieeh gueaiedh at te aon naa a 
thorough appraisal, be Comparative econouy and offectivencss of the 
three vehicles, as applied te particular lecal problems, has ever been 

Rss ot tant 0 ee evolved Separate laws and policies for apply~ 
‘ing the three vehicles. The task of coordination is left to the landowner. 
A fusion of these separate vehicles would doubtless avoid waste and com 
fusion, simplify laws, and encourage cooperation by private landowners. 
Measurenents of overlaps and conflicts would promote such fusion. 

Prevention: 
Most law and policy is curative rather than preventative. The superior 
economy of preventing abuse of land, and tlms avoiding the accumilation 
of areas needing repairs, has never been weighed. This arises partly 
from the fact that it is only very recently that government has accepted 
the liability for repairing abyeed Lands. 

Wu drrere’ 

Having assumed this liability, it Se ee ee 
ative subsidies could be made still be Ong 
run than public purchase. Pe ee ot ee, ne 
ever, that critical comparisons, are not likely to be made except by dis. 
interested research institutions. 

2. PURPOSE: ‘The purpose of this research is to determine: 
Juri, ousel wit 

(a) The comparative lanes various vehicles as applied to 
typical Wisconsin land problems. 

(>) The economic and legal possibilities of rewarding the 
private landowner who uses his lands in such a way as to 
conserve the public interest. . TE fp 

(2 Ghuewuat WZ OA gaat deeb pvt thes nucleated. on 

3. BAC Duties: oe eee ee ee ee SS werle-miter-wag a0 hes v 
Wisconsin, includes: Vrerertd Rundle, ° 

(a) Federal and State Forests 
(») Federal and State game areas 
7 Goon Valley Soil Erosion Project 
a) 6.0.6, Conservation projects 

(e) Cont) 2 orvrcl Crneereo , 

(fF) Fadeiat wlocation vf atlas by AAA eiret
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4, MEMHODS: Some suggestive approaches are as follows: 

Compare the carrying charges on repair investments with the tax income from 
the land they serve. Thus a check dam, costing $1000 may serve 40 acres. Do 
the carrying charges exceod the taxes? fo what extent could the taxes be re~ 
witted to prevent growth of further spots needing check dams? Also compare 
the check dan cost with the cost of later puiing this soil out of the Mise 
issippi River, arsed tor th The fermnntut Cou of tha ad by pneatom 

State the carrying cost of a public forest in temas of possible anti-devasta- 
tion subsidies to prevent the need of more public forests. 

What legal and aiministrative obstacles confront the extension of the forest 
crop law principle to combinations of forestry, wild-life, management, soil : 
conservation, recreational services, ete. 

5. COGPERARING G0 LES s 
Land Utilization Section 
Legal Seotion Counallo’ )Department of Agricaltural Keonomies 
Chair of Game Management 

law Schooh 
é PolLenl Soruce Ref 

Remainder of Per Year 
1934-35 Thereafter 

Cae research man $1500.00 $3000.00 
Travel & office expense one 800.00 
Clerk 00 1000.00 

i fo of fiers free Tne $2300.00 $4800.00 

Undit oouiluty YeiiieathenSeettor 1200.00 - 
i“ Pram a neem cman 

Balance needed $1100.00 $4800 00 

a



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN—MEMORANDUM 

Conservation Economics 

From Jour. Forestry, April, 1935, p. 378: : 

"The Diamond Match Co., with lumber operations near Stirling City, 
California, has been rewarded by the lumber Code Authority with an additional 

production allotment of 10 per cent for placing these operations in four 

California counties on a sust,ined yield basis in accordance with the 
conservation provisions of Schedule C of the Lumber Code,"
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New Soils = 
March 23, 193 

Memo for Prof, Wehrweint 

The attached paper "Conservation Economics," gives 

the background for my answer to your letter of March 7. 

I also attach a diagram of my partioular field, 

My picture of our Wisconsin needs in order of present 
importance is as follows: 

(1) The development of some vehicle whereby the 
public can prevent the abuse of private 
land, and encourage uses which are in the 
public interest, 

(2) The reorganization of public lands adminis- 
tration so as to get a better integration 
of uses. 

(3) Some solution of the marginal farm problem 
which will not shift the population to 
industry, 

A more conjectural need, in the event the public 
area gets s0 large that the private tax-base cannot support it, 
is to develop a system of allotting public lands, in trust, to 
private users, 

Aldo Leopold 

AL/vh 
Enel.



March 7, 1934 

Aldo Leopold . 
Science Hall 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Dr. Fred is pushing me for the material on land 
utilization to be gathered by our committee. After working on the 
general field of land utilization and on the specific project of 
land problems in connection with tax delinquency and reversion of 
land to public ownership, probably the next step would be to out- 
line a comprehensive survey of the entire land utilization field 
as it affects Wisconsin. 

I have been thinking about this but find that it 
is probably too meh for one man to do this properly, therefore, 

will you please supply me with a statement of the field as you see 
it? I shall be glad to act as compiler and add my own thoughts to 

_ it, call a meeting of the committee and bring this matter to a 
conclusion within a short time. 

Sincerely yours, 

Liou. Z. Td ciitinn d 

GSWs ee



What is Food and Cover Management? 

The landseape is a chessboard on which one may play a game: 

wildlife conservation. 

The board is marked off into woods, pastures, marshes, ponds, 

streams and fields of grain and hay. This landscape pattern is the field 

on which the game is played. 

Bach landscape contains certain kinds of food and cover, i.e., 

places where certain birds or animals may hide, rest, play, feed, or breed. 

On a closely farmed landscape the combinations are seldom complete, hence 

wildlife is scarce. 

In his hand the player holds a number of "men" which he can set down 

on the landscape. Hach consists of some kind of food or cover which can 

be added to that already on the ground. 

The game is to so play the "men" that food and cover for each month 

of the year are complete. When such a combination is brought about, 

wildlife promptly thrives and multiplies. 

ese ee ee 

The player is limited by two kinds of rules, those imposed by good 

farming and those imposed by nature. 

He must place his wildlife food or cover on land not needed for 

farming purposes, else his moves are blocked. He mst select kinds of 

food and cover actually needed by wildlife, and kinds which will grow, 

else he scores no result. 

The player, in short, must be a skillful farmer and also a skillful 

naturalist. 

se ee em
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Here, for example, is a landgeape which has no quail. Why? 

mia \a¥. ~ 

ARE We) J Cor 
WNANA VAX WA WN ay 

Riek Wt iaichaneenanccaesa capt 

fr GA fy Af tee | uv thta 

Probably because the woods are pastured, the fencerows bare, 

hence there is no cover during snow. There is food in the corn, mt 

no cover to go with the food. It is like a house with a dining room 

but no bedroom. 

The player has heard that evergreen trees make a good cover during 

snow, so he plants some white pines at X. aa’ oan 

. NAO vile? 

WAAAY NBR me ston Me 

ed dd, oR 0, oak 
yt 

o 

The quail use the pines in summer, but in fall they move away. Why? 

Because (C) lies north of the ridge on a cold windy slope which quail 

cannot use in winter. "The new bedroom has no wall." It is a misplay. 

Here is the correct play: . ag’ a 
Wield pealin i Cs dats 

SETA bale 

v\ X\ aK A ok a e 

f 

“ 7 TR BUR tne | v als 

aah $ 

The quail eagerly accept this new winter quarters. Why? 

Because the new cover (X) lies on the sunny protected south slope. Because
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a fencerow (Y) has been allowed to grow up, giving the birds a safe 

route to reach their feeding ground in the corn, 

But one cannot use white pines on a south slope; it is too hot and 

dry in summer. Red cedar and wild grape are used instead, but these will 

not grow in shade, hence a few trees are cleared away. The brush is 

piled nearby (") to afford temporary cover while the cedar and grape are 

getting started. 

Even this combination is not a habitable "house" unless corn shocks 

i are left in the field over winter. Should good farming require their 

removal, a feeding station must be substituted. 

+e he 

Would this same combination constitute a habitable winter range for 

pheasants? Probably not, because pheasants prefer to winter in a marsh. 

For prairie chickens or Hungarian partridge? Probably not, because 

these birds dislike to enter woods. 

For cotttontails? Yes, if there be suitable woodeluck holes for 

use during winter storms. 

For ruffed grouse? No, because they do not feed in fields and require 

larger areas of dense brush. 

-_* eee & 

We can see, then, that the manipulation of food and cover for wildlife 

is a game of skill, requiring exact knowledge of what each species wants, 

what is already there, what can be added with reasonable certainty that 

it will grow, and will not cost too much in terms of land, labor, or 

naterials. 

This game can be played to produce any kind of animal from squirrel 

to deer, any bird from wren to sandhill crane, any plant from ladyslipper
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to tall oak. The principle is always the same: select a place which is 

nearly right to begin with, and add what is needed. 

Sometimes the original "seed stock" mst be planted artificially, 

but usually seed is already there, and needs only a favorable place to 

thrive and multiply. 

fo grow the larger and wilder species is often difficult and 

requires special kinds of land. Every farm, however, offers some oppor- 

tunity to grow some interesting bird, animal, or plant "in the wild." 

All you need is a farm, or permission to use one. 

se ek 

This handbook describes some of the foods and covers which have 

been successfully used to increase small game on Wisconsin farms.
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What Wildlife Needs Mast of AlL— 

S it b ] e H omes 

Lo [Ama ma Ont pa, ROWING more game is the specialized job 
An pee SR SND gee | of the game manager, yet with a little en- 
LAY PN Nf APTS couragement the farm game that has been ee 4 bs NP Epa aD 3 5 : 
peas aa Serer aa | ux crowded out by spick and span farming practices 

uv Waa Wi will respond quickly when its home and food are 
i a Bee ata jo ie fe ae restored. 

| le cf Hs eats O\ hy Alea 
Arie { iy ‘St lay ‘ii, Qh 7 The simple devices pictured on these pages, located 

Wh | SWZ S. WRF We Re Way in likely spots in pastures, abandoned fields, wood- 
OE ET Ie one lots and elsewhere, can be built at trifling expense, 

1 a i v apeline ul and there isn’t a man who goes afield or a club or 
4 Y u | chapter of the Izaak Walton League but that can 
1 t 4 take part in this kind of “one gallus’ game restora- 

FIGURE 1 tion. While landowners must utilize all their till- 
Grape arbors made in openings in the woods around which are able acres for domestic crops, there is scarcely a 

planted grape vines, grape vine cuttings, bittersweet, greenbriar, or f,+m that doesn’t have some spots that will harbor 
Virginia creeper, furnish food and cover for wildlife after the arbor A) fat birds tG mene nesta laces’ pediGuabi neers 

becomes covered. Locust posts should be used when available. . Ey ig P. Ces i y Ss 

Rough poles can be used on the sides and top. Posts should be from trampling livestock, destructive machinery and 
about six feet long and placed in the ground two feet. highwaters, wildlife will reproduce itself for it is 

, one of the natural crops of the land until disturbed 

LK by man’s invasion. 
+ Way _ 

Jae G, gn a WE CAN’T go far in the subject of wildlife 
; wpetez Wh Wa Wee production without considering the viewpoint 

/ VPS ; mun Wi ; BE nae of the landowner which after all is the pivotal point 
= Weegee yu RTI Vy on which game production on the farm must hinge. 
=u BEY IPE Ng The farmer wants, first of all, protection from van- 

Sate SCS AEM Wy Cee dalism and in some cases this protection is all the 
a Wy NN (; ate K RY Wj . return he desires from lending his lands and assist- 

Mw ve LES ‘s LATER, a ing in raising a wildlife crop. On the other hand, 
SEAGER WG ee planned improvement appeals to the sportsman and 

Affi LEI Bet the privilege to hunt that follows is one for which 2 SSSA é ty MY PWNS Woy; « he will gladly pay. It may be in the form of a fee 
wT" ar =e we to hunt upon productive lands or it may be the fur- 

nishing of food plants and trees and aiding in 
FIGURE 2 making more places attractive to wildlife. 

Two rows of stones set on side with flat ones laid crosswise as above, z *: 
then other stones or brush piled up over the whole tunnel, make a One of the pleasantest cooperative shooting areas, 
desirable escape cover for rabbits. The bend in the tunnel prevents as well as one of the most productive of which 
hunters from driving the game out by poking a stick in the opening. we know, is a section of northwestern Ohio that 
The opening should be about 4 or 5 inches square and each section t 4 d refi PaeaCTent St H eae mors testlonG: operates under a refuge management system. Here 

natural propagation prevails and such species as 
é ; ringneck pheasants, Hungarian partridges and rab- 

= eee tei 4 =a re a oy {| bits are found in abundance in an area noted for 
oof LE a Ea i, = ro pag = a its high land values and agricultural productivity. 

=| Rai = sit a, — eB \ Wa UPRMIIe) —Nes be ge oN a e \ C/A yy ae ie ee ormed 
\ i, RSG AL Where unused, rough or rocky corners of fields can 
4 S44, AN NRA a g SA be located or where there is a ditch bank or gullied 

\ OG Shale RR ah fox if 4; wy NY SONA area arrangements may be worked out with the 
a Ca si BX ZX; eS Mh aa farmer to permit the changing of a fence or adding 

SAR BNL SES . HA Yess? 7 a little additional fence, to exclude these from domestic 
so Ng : Lica wes Wg Sane stock. Such areas should then be planted with one 
Oy jess ZX pind by Y or two clumps of evergreens, briars and berrybearing 

«a A \ ZS q M7 shrubs, which can be transferred from other spots. 
ON TSG ZR FES Wy : 
Wo < Bess cA WAL! The fencing of small plots in the farmer's woodlot or 

SA ig Ney Ald worthless patches out in the fields will soon grow up 
N op ge to briars and brush which will furnish food and nesting 

aN Ace a cover for wildlife. 
S JAE 

x AAV) In cases where a swale or marshy stretch of ground is 
<H] found, especially in ringnecked pheasant territory, 
DY permission should be obtained to fence it against 

pasturing stock. The planting of willow cuttings and 
certain shrubs which grow in moist locations will help 

FIGURE 3 to improve food and cover conditions.
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In one township alone in 1936, a total of 850 AWWA) Z Zl ¢ 
hunters, many of them resident farmers, killed 2,366 ¢ EERE Zz. ws 4 p f soe SENSO ooh y s 
cock pheasants, 216 Hungarians and 840 rabbits LE Se’ G7 A Brigee Lag hera oh 
during a nine-day season. In addition to purchas- fe = gee tog ha REA Wee 
ing his regular hunting license from the state, the fy eer er Be Se ec 
sportsman pays the landowner $2.50 which permits ~ ag Bee . ZIAES aN Y i ee \ 

shooting on any or all of the lands involved in the Ae iVmsieeateeon es “RL Me UNG “tai 
township cooperative. The unique part of this a fe me Mee A ee 
particular scheme is that one-sixth of the hunter's 
special fee goes to the township school, one-sixth to FIGURE 4 
the church, and two-thirds to the farmer. Not to Abandoned Wagon Bed Abandoned Car Body 
join in the community projects, such as the hunting Z , : 

cooperative, fairly means social ostracizm for the Discarded wagon beds, auto bodies, old sheet iron and other worn 
tO es out material can be made into good temporary retreats and suitable 

majority of the local residents attend the same places under which to place feed for game if this material is placed 
church, school, grange and lodge. in good locations. They should be well covered with brush. 

Following the hunting season, the state live traps 
from 1,500 to 2,000 surplus birds for planting 
elsewhere. ic ABS ay 

We we aren’t so naive as to believe that any Jo ZLS Sa FS, x A \ (r! 
‘ one plan : oe cooperation a Phed ig) lit SRN, eo 

"1 S f= da) {ee fe can be applied to every locality or to every state, some Gaps —{ Ss ] med GES YE 2 Pie ie Fat 
agreeable approach to the problem can be devised if 77". Oe =e a a, Ve a Ny 
the three agencies involved, the sportsman, the farmer y A WE: Re X 
and the state game department, get together. IP -4; =a gio ek 2 Noraoe 

In its recent publication, Upland Game Restora- IZ“ Pipes i) ff = Sha, NN NEY, I Vines 
tion, the Western—Winchester Company quotes the = Fb “KE lt pera. = 
following from a farm journal of June 6, 1936: A= ZK = ir ae 2 38 

* bh) EN =| A NES: iN SS ae 

4-H Clubs Guard Wild Birds — agate Oe Ii 9, ees ABS ey ae 
“A county-wide conservation project in. King- Whi, © Yay Ca WS ae 

man county is sponsored by the Penalosa 4-H club. 5 ; re 
It is located in a ravine on the J. E. Brady farm. FIGURE 5 
A double-row of hedge, with smaller bushes, will 

be planted all around the rim of the draw to pto- Brush piles with supporting logs or stones underneath can be used 
vide protection and cover for. quail. A small ' provide space for escape cover for rabbits, eked suena 

faland siscdevared nearby. fo laf high ringnecks. Cuttings of grape vines, or some other vine such as 
amount 0: Ss t y to kalir whic bittersweet or Virginia creeper, set near the pile will assist in fur- 
will supply feed for the birds during fall, winter nishing food. Logs should be 8 or 10 feet long and spaced about 
and spring. The boys and girls of the Penalosa 4 feet apart with plenty of cross poles to prevent brush from sagging 
club are building a brush dam to hold back a ' the ground. Logs should not be raised more than about 6 inches 

8 a above the ground in order that dogs cannot get underneath, 
small supply of water and make the ravine more 
suitable for a wild game refuge. © 

“Other projects of this kind are being started 
all over Kansas. Conservation of wild game and Figures 1 to 5 inclusive, with descriptive matter, reproduced by 
trees is the usual purpose. The state fish and game courtesy of the Pennsylvania Game News. 
department is providing free settings of pheasant 
and quail eggs through county agents for club boys and 
girls carrying conservation projects. The young pheasants Cacx GS wre 
and quail will be released when they can take care of 
themselves.” aipieiy —enb One Wabenen, PTS 1 

fi t : (GE De Jork TPR Secgce Oh], | 
W ITH thousands of farm boys and girls taking up con- RASS Ba Ye ag ene a 

servation projects this offers a wonderful chance for iy SN i NS | 
cooperation to encourage them by assistance with planting ee oe N J cs 
stock or seed and by help in their conservation activities. Soe par Es. ' gi 
Besides material for actual work there is a demand for refer- A Ree ge BS i ee 
ence books that will enlighten them on conservation practices. 7 Reed owen iA BXtanvers panes 

In several states, chapters of the Izaak Walton League are a Se Be eres || 21S 
cooperating in this movement that offers such unlimited pos- aN bee 615 
sibilities. These youths are the land managers of tomorrow Lol [pr 43 ; 
and their interest is of greatest importance to the future. Seal ray BoM pal % 

e eli Byacwours oo Teiev 
Sexved, “Rasgeae (Bexsce i] Fi} 

The plan outlined in Figure 6 for improving kettle holes has = {Rae SOBRE oe ees 3 Oe 
been demonstrated on the Williamston game management £ Bonnsrves sano’ WounXern ASS ANTES Se ae = 
project in Michigan which harbors an abundance of game et er uate "i ea ! 
and song birds. Its planting arrangement provides cover, food is [2 See Solonsttiendigs Sie es | 
and roosting shelter in a typical waste area or kettle hole. : i 
Other trees and shrubs which will enhance the farm land- : Weng Sed FV Ax { 
scape as well as furnish food for the birds are hawthorns, a eae 
holly, Siberian pea tree, Russian olive, hazelnut, sumac, t WNL “Breckened and Soden Grass, : 
choke cherry, honeysuckle, elderberry, and other common ides SUL. 4 fo ROS ane naee © UREN EN uateeg J Lea 
varieties of shrubs. Some annual plants such as buckwheat, |} Se QO ue 
millet, sorghum, sudan grass, cowpeas, etc. planted now, Wie Se, ©) oe eee Nn gue ony @ Ware mon 
will mature in time to add to next winter's food supply of 

birds and small mammals. FIGURE 6
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A Wildlife P For E 
Simple Ways in Which You Can Help to Improve Wildlife Conditions 

JAMES N. MORTON 

N THE present stage of our coun- The planting of nuts will also often of game food producing shrubs be- 
try’s social, economic and industrial prove beneficial. Wherever possible tween the strips of conifers. In cases 
development, game cannot be al- those persons who contemplate the where it is not possible to have the 

lowed to shift for itself. It must not planting of coniferous plantations game food producing shrubs planted, 
be forgotten from one hunting season should be encouraged to incorporate wide strips or patches should be left 
to another. State and National game in their plans the planting of strips to grow up to the miscellaneous as- 
game organizations can- sortment of plants which 

not possibly do all that a OOO oxi <a furnish game food. 
should be done to restore “SBP Reape tno ef If permission from 
and manage the supply. iC Ja BEL, PAR |. landowners can be ob- 
It is therefore necessary Se Cie Ty Nf tained, game food plots 

for all who are interested LA AnH : 1K ae a yA WH) can be created naturally 
in our valuable wildlife bre oa: SAA li ha ie re rang coded Mertea. 

to do everything within pital { dil i at REED Waser with comparatively little 
their power to provide Wi ey ee Wiel 4 a, Ha a ‘ work by carrying on re- 
suitable habitats. PTET PSTN a SES ee lease cuttings in the 

What wildlife needs Ht eee! 1 GrapeVine (| vicinity of grape vines, 
most of all is a good iH u iu y hawthornes, elderberries, 
home, ee ee sae ui y } aoe eee 
sortment oO ood. ne Juneberries, ittersweet 

management of wildlife is Fig. | vines, sumac, and other 
therefore largely a prob- food producing plants. 
lem of food supply and Such cutting will require 
adequate cover. ‘Quite <M see Hh ey Wij the removal of all com- 
often sportsmen and other < WELIEIN SY Yi Ve petitive growth surround- 
interested individuals lose RITE Vel A Bs aaid | ing clumps of the game 
sight of the fact that with Via ® ORY | N) < food producers, permit- 
a relatively small amount Wiss CRAY CASA ee " ting sunlight to enter and 2 = CRO ROD LY LL coal AD eet ’ : ‘ 
of work and expense con- —— i Ws ea @ ORD de en lenAR ee wi! Gi; — thereby stimulating the 
siderable improvement 4 BU Ve SE i MIN THETA TR Sete production of game food 
can be made in the exist- a Se plants and the fruit’on 

ing natural environment. jp; 9 such plants. Sprouts from 
One of the most impor- ue hardwood stumps will 

tant things which can be also provide browse for 
done is the arrangement QUAL g Z y, deer and rabbits. 
for the planting of food | SRR oe LOA & 
patches to grains, grasses BE SSE h ua 7 We a al fof ahyy AC Crees Teme 

and legumes in all game JE Fan REZAYA eh source of much food 
territory where there is f= SS a ie Ne to all kinds of game. 
an insufficient food sup- Ae Zao i ee, “ Many of these trees 

ply. These should be ll, Gira # ll AS ly ~ grow wild or semi-wild 
made in relatively small ~ Ss “774 : ee =" = in a great many sections. 
plots of one-fourth to |. 3 The pruning of these 
one-half acre and always Fig. 3 apple trees and the re- 
near cover, or at least moval of competitive 
provision made for a ae growth from around 
travel lane of cover be- bia them is a worthwhile 
tween the food patch and ais etl ~ ie This will let in 

good cover. A_ great wah Sees Lg Sax the light which the trees 
number of small patches ws HM m\ Vi need to produce good 

- ‘ acon . oP 1 Ny Lo We a e ae are preferable to a large % iy sh 1 (9d, GORE = crops ae ee ine 

ODEm iB — wt WEVA eae ve woul i very cesenuay) or wild- 

‘There are many ways a AONE VMs A AN ife requirements. Pruned 
by which plantings can be Se BOY ie, x AN Wy 4 ee branches should be piled 
made to improve food and Wy oy ENGL F, ORO Ke WE- and permitted to be on 
cover conditions. Various ett LES ed F=\\/p ey ce the ground in small piles 
kinds of food producing we: GTS ape Wa (Nore in order to provide food 
trees, shrubs and vines ae = Ae Nee and cover for game. The 
can be planted in groups Ep Wy branches will be utilized 
here and there through- — >t“ Ze UN. ee to better advantage by 
out abandoned fields, in game if pruning is done 
the forest or woodlot. lig. + during the winter months. 
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The planting of grapevine cuttings stones or brush piled up over the whole thicket and covered with, stones and 
requires relatively little work and tunnel, make a desirable escape cover brush is a good escape cover for rab- 

much good to the game food supply for rabbits. If a bend is made in the bits. If sufficient brush is covered over 

results. The layering of grape vines tunnel it prevents hunters from driving these, they may be placed in old fields, 
and later removing the resulting small the game out by poking a stick in the pastures, and other desirable places. 
rooted plants to other locations is easy opening. The opening should be (Figure 6). 
te carry on. Transferring hawthornes, about 4 or 5 inches square and each Two logs 8 or 10 feet long laid 
small apple trees, blackberries, and section + or more feet long. (Fig- side-by-side about 6 inches apart, and 
other food producers from a place ure 4). well covered with brush or stones, 
where they are especially plentiful to Brush piles with supporting logs or provide escape cover for rabbits or 

other locations will spread out the stones underneath can be used to pro- _ ringnecks. 
game food supply and the possibilities vide space for escape cover for rab- Stiff crooked brush, particularly oak 
for cover will be increased. The plant- bits, grouse, quail and ringnecks. Cut- branches, placed in small piles on grass 
ing of willow cuttings along stream tings of grapevines, or some other vine sod makes very good bedding grounds 
banks where permission can be obtained such as bittersweet or Virginia creeper, for rabbits. It should be placed in a 
will benefit both fish and field or pasture with 
game. Grape a rbo rs —=_> a ix southern exposure, near a 

made in the openings : in io oS gt A MEY apie or briar Ps 
the woods around whic’ ga BA. a n addition to the sug- 

- 5 -apevinegs { t23sFGd fe gh. TT ta? a a tis : 
are planted grapevines, AML eh ae Ne } gestions mentioned there 

grapevine cuttings, bitter-  Grype SAE M Es ti VR - are many others of like 
sweet, greenbriar or Vir- Vines Ot eof So SEEN (NY value which can be de- 
ginia creeper, furnish ¢ ay. WT ge Pe i ia vised. Naturally the loca- 
food and cover for wild- peg to, Pops xh es) J°--re tions of them are impor- 
life after the arbor be- \E i, LES pe y EN) so" tant. “They can be placed 
comes covered. Posts and = i. 4 ES fh = Yiai/— in pastures, abandoned 

poles for these can be as KE Wii ere! NZ — fields, overgrazed wood- 
ee ; La O EE” LENE POE oes secured from the woods. Grape Vines (ROT FN i) 4 ON MNF QBs ots and other places 

(See Figure 1). Wai Cn, Ces5 A =H) = where shelter is deficient. 
‘There are many areas ee oe ot SC ANIYH, AU MM — Graze Hines Before building them con- 

in most states which are .. sent should be obtained 
: e ei Fig. 5 . 3 wre 

so lacking in suitable from _ the landowner, 

game habitat that a long which will often lead to 

time will be required to closer cooperation be- 

produce this naturally. f i \ WV y tween the sportsmen and 

On such areas much good ‘ yy sti 7 LH (6,4 Lo the landowner. It is im- 
fell f we Sh ) {NO SY -VY, P er s 

can be done quickly by 7 \ ¥%5 Ws \ 2 4 7 he portant, wherever pos- 

little groups of sportsmen Sa iy (2 MV ¥ \ [ f Oy te sible, to cover over re- 
‘ : (ZZ : NS a ALY) Aa ats with plenty of getting together and ‘ WZ (hl xine oss cele pe pie treats with plenty o 

building dozens of tem- LZ EV A Oe ATE aL a7 stone or brush as a pro- 

porary retreats and shel- 9% reel irae Ls (aa Lae tection from dogs. The 

ters and by dedicating xy PUY A i VA Mire War pero more cover the better! 

areas solely to wildlife. “ : SIO ee ea ape = There are also many 

Several suggestions for Fio. 6 other things which can 

this work are given be- of be done in cooperation 

low. with farmers and land- 

Discarded fence rails, owners. If the farmer is 

poles, posts, and similar A, A vs id properly approached he 

things, piled in various de- AY seas — MEK alle will, in many instances, 

sirable places are good hid- fi i I, TIER lend his assistance, which 

ing places for rabbits, if a AF Gest NAS X is conducive to more 

placed on logs laid cross- i TSN 7) Ag friendly feelings. A few 

wise so that the pile is Avital is i er FFT, WP . va suggestions for use where 

raised about 6 inches ony Cd RO LN OAR UAB Novn yey the help of the farmer 

above the ground. Brush SE AT UIA: Age VC) A can be secured are given 

piled over the rails will Ee Hs TES NA ACA ERR ING below. j 
afford protection from j RS Tees Wherever possible 

dogs. Grapevines planted farmers should be encour- 

around the pile will in- Fig. 7 aged to leave at least 

crease the food supply. some brushy growth along 

(Figure 2). set near the pile, will assist in furnish- fences. Untold harm is done to the 

Discarded wagon beds, auto bodies, ing food. Logs should be 8 or 10 feet cause of wildlife through the clearing 

old sheet iron and other worn out long and spaced about 4 feet apart each year of all fence lines. While 

material can be made into good tem- with plenty of cross poles to prevent such practices tend toward neatness, 

porary retreats and suitable places brush from sagging to the ground. yet they destroy the very nesting cover 

under which to place food for game Logs should not be raised more than which wild creatures must have, in- 

if this material is placed in good loca- about 6 inches above the ground in cluding the food plants and the vege- 

tions. They should be well covered order that dogs cannot get under- tation on which insects are found. 

with brush, (Figure 3). neath. (Figure 5). They also destroy much valuable 

Two rows of stones set on their side Discarded culvert pipe, hollow logs cover along which game birds and 

with flat ones laid crosswise, then other or old tile laid in a brush or briar (Please turn to page 200) 
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—_—_—_—_—_—_-e_eoOo— A Wildlife Program for “Rew ou - 
tt E ee a a veryone | wie: , 

<= mS FARE = (Continued from page 187) i \ i” Ee | +4 

ss ow Wf Se animals travel to other food. The | 9 ¢ . -¢ te 
i . sO SS leaving of brushy fence rows is some- | B¥ 4 i ‘ yah i 
Zl <O LA times frowned upon as poor agricul-| [gf }y ae 
Se tural practice, but there are many ad- x 3” Rte Ri we 

= = vantages to it. OO) Ne i aaa aie 
Ornithologists have for years 7 ieee Ct a ae . 

offers: pointed out that game birds are bene- i t Oca Sch ala f Baie 
ficial to agriculture in consuming vas e 

3 pairs CHEER weed seeds and insects. They have Eta oruah Siete 
es sf also shown where game cover has 
5 pairs EDWARDS benefited agriculture by harboring WINYAH WILD 

10 pairs song and Pee birds which TURKEY RESERVE 
ce x serve as a check on insect pests. “The 

BLUE pec es dollar and cents value of wildlife to SANTEE WILD TURKEYS 
3 pairs pe in fe ee is difficult 

. . to evaluate, but it is without question A limited number of young birds 
WHITE CRESTED KALEEGES enormous. An estimate of the value for late Fall delivery. 

in unrelated pairs o ae ae rae pea : 

seen made by W. L. McAtee of the : 3 5 : 
1936 hatched U. S. Biological Survey. This esti- Gorton, Bex $17; South) Carolina 

——— ef mate is 22.6 cent per acre for the East- | mmm eT 
ern region of the United States and 

’ 13.3 cents per acre for the Western 
PACIFIC COAST s region. Such valuable allies certainly P H E A SA N T PO U LTS 
LARGEST PRIVATE merit consideration, Choice Birds Ready for Delivery at 

Where unused, rough or rocky Most Reasonable Prices—7 weeks old 
GAME BREEDER corners of fields can be located or and up. 

Raising Exclusively wer there is a ditch ne on eles 4000 Old English Blacknecks 

CHUKOR PARTRIDGE SGN eo gee CICS ay ve eoucct ou 4000 Pure bred Mongolians 
(The Red Legged Hill Partridge) | | With the farmer to permit the chang- 4000 Ringneck Mongolian cross 

ing of a fence or adding a little addi- 1000' Mélanistie Matavits i 
CALIFORNIA VALLEY QUAIL tional fence, to exclude these from 500 eee eee 
(Plumed Knight of the Chapparel) domestic stock. Such areas should 100 ee 

Large or aiallsorders: edlicited: then be planted with one or two 
clumps of evergreens, briars and berry- All pure bred, well developed poults 

ALPINE RANCH bearing shrubs, which can be trans-| | from choice stock that has thrived at 
R.F.D. 1 ferred from other spots. 30° below zero. 

Redwood he Gaba California The fencing of small plots in the 

pene Sia farmer’s woodlot or worthless patches 
out in the fields will soon grow up to WISCONSIN PHEASANTRY 

briars and brush which will furnish | | 4, \casvi Jone, Bes Mare ; 
ss sane ansasville Wisconsin 

food and nesting cover for wildlife. | | 
Inieases where aswel ——EE—————E——————————— 

GOLDENS stretch of ground is found, especially 

in ringnecked pheasant territory, per- D U M M y 
mission should be obtained to fence it 

and against pasturing stock. The planting 
of willow cuttings and certain shrubs E GGS 

S | |. V E R S which grow in moist locations will 
help to improve food and cover con- Pheasant and Quail 
ditions. Glass Clabber Dishes 

If farmers can be persuaded to set Metal Grain Feeders 

At Attractive Prices the knives of their reapers high, say | Egg Shipping Boxes 
a 8” or 9”. the larger stubbles and rag- Clay Water Dishes 

For Immediate Sale weed will furnish better feeding cover (Vitrified) 
for birds seeking waste grains in the Feed Cookers 

All mature full plumage field. Wherever possible induce Oil Burners 
birds of both sexes from farmers to defer plowing or mowing Nest Boxes 
splendid basic stock. weedy stubble strips near fence lines | Brails 

until spring. Doing so will help rab- Coops 
bits as well as game birds. | Traps 

Leaving one or more narrow un- —————SE 
Glendalough (iame Farm plowed strips across cultivated fields Game Breed Ss te 
Battie Laue Est. 1927 Minnesota will provide cover which is essential SECETS SUPPLY (CO: 

Mewbee Of Noth Ametian Gane to game birds and animals for nesting 512 - Sth Ave. Rm. 603, N. Y. City 
Breeders’ Ass'n. purposes and in traveling from one Tel. CHick 4-3340 

et piece of cover to another. Se el 
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A few rows of grain or corn on the 
stalk left uncut along the edge of a eas ene ea CHAPIN 30% 

field of wheat, rye, corn, buckwheat, | | |S KERNELS 
or other grain near cover, furnishes Se a eee : fae at 

aie a Se ee. = —___| are fed to cur secon 
food for wildlife. If farmers can be a see es = generation of phcasant 
induced to husk a considerable portion ae ae xem —- & | ee colony. Br06aet, 
of their corn crop (especially near = Rees: >< aie fost are j - rae ~ , is divided in two 
game cover) from the stalk instead of ye Los co comsartments. bach ciae 

ere ; : ; 4 Bg a hi tris cutting all of it, the standing fodder ei a a Pas pea erenaclect ie neve 

and the few missed ears will furnish So ae ‘ fioor, and root are insu- 
ag A oe fs is Ss 

excellent game cover and food. he . built by Avian RO Mace 
3 ea ern . ille, Wis- 

Hundreds of thousands of birds are ee. Fat ata reir a ammeter 
destroyed annually during the harvest pn a eee pee tte ay idee ore 

=. . we sgt alte pM Me ie ee i 
season. Farmers, wherever possible, Gane ae re Pe | operation, and, when the 

should be encouraged to use flushing : ee la Sie ee 30% ‘Protein: ‘Kerncla: 
bars on mowing and harvesting ma- ee ie ree low rate of 

chines, especially while mowing the Write for samples of Kernels and prices. 
outside 20 to 50 yards, to prevent losses CHAPIN & COMPANY Dept. G. B. HAMMOND, IND. 
of game birds and eggs during the 

hatching season. Patches of grass F. J. Burghard PHEASANTS fiery, Pry 
: intent 

around the nest of the flushed bird Mongolian Ri en Sek 
should be saved by raising the knives For Stocking or Breeding 

: 5 alee _ All our birds field reared on our own preserve. Have never been tied or brailed. of the mower and the birds will imme: Live: healthy attival guavactesd: x e - 
diately return and hatch their broods. BIG BRO@K PHEASANT FARM 
Arrangements should also be made to Freehold R.F.D. No. 1 New Jersey 
take care of the eggs when a nest is Member of North American Game Breeders’ Assn. 

mowed over or the mother bird crip- 

pled before being located. W.C. Duyzend = Foreign Bird Farm — Zeist (Netherlands) 
The English flushing bar consists . . g ‘ 

Sha jek oveleht pele out ee ae Mute Swans—In lots of not less than 10 pairs for direct 

twelve feet long, attached to the front delivery. 
end of the tongue of the mowing ma- Black Swans—Young and adults breeding pairs always for sale. All 
chine, and projecting over the path kinds of Waterfowl, Aviary birds, ete. 
of the cutter bar. aT AA Os I fe ee ed 

From this pole, in the approximate ; FOR SALE 
positions sie and 8 to a ape Golden, Pheasants, adult $7.50 pr. LA PALOMA AVIARIES 
are suspenae short wires, to the ends Silvers, ad It $9.00 pr. ‘. 

ce ehehetty b attached. sh Voting $7.00 Bee, Rt. 2, Menlo Park, Calif. 
ot whic ave een attached short Chukay Partridge $15.00 pr. 

lengths of old chain (old cross links Bobwhite Quail $5.00 pr. offers for sale 
of auto chains are excellent). The DR. F. E. STEERE _Blue Eared-Manchurians, Elliot's Siamese 

ate oe? t). Claremont Wirginia Firebacks, Edward's, Black-throated Goldens, 
ends of the chains should just drag Amherst,’ Reeves, | White-crested Kaleege, 

i. - z Versicolor, Germain’s and Grey’s Peacock 
the ground so that in mowing they Pheasants, Swinhoe, Mongolians, Impeyan, 
will sweep lightly over and through Hardy Northern, Range Reared AUS e sand et tses: 
the erase i RINGNECKS Chukar Partridges and Valley Quail. the grass. 

. ‘ 8 to 12 weeks old. Bier : Riera d ete 
In order to prevent the inner chain é sneered to Selle is Foreign ae ane Pigeons in 50 

from tangling in the horse’s See oS DE, BOW ou Cee ae aa et arlettes: from tangling in the horse's feet when EVERETT’S GAME FARM Pletee fimen lon Peale eartocas we Ravenna 
turning, a diagonal wire should be run Whitehall Wiseonsin printed price list. 
from the middle of the pole to that “The Home of Quality Pheasants” Member of N.A.G.B.A. 

chain, attaching it about half way 

down the inner wire. 

The best means of attaching the PHEASANTS— PEAFOWL— DEER 
Pte Pheasants: Elliot’s, Swinhoe, Nepal Kaleege, Brown Eared, Golden, Silver. 

pole to the tongue of the mower is to Peafowl: Blackshoulder, Green, White, Blue and Spalding. 
make up two brackets of old strap Parrakeets: Ringneck, Redrump and Derbyan. 
iron, in the form of a right angle, with eats “Deer 
ac ari 4 inc o rite for prices 

each arm about eighteen inches long. RANCHO SESPE GAME FARM FILLMORE, CALIFORNIA 
These should be drilled for 3%” bolts 
by which they are attached to the ——— 
tongue. The pole may then be Ask For “G. & B.” Netting 
fastened by means of bolts or wired to ee eat Ba ij ‘ - ‘ = 
these brackets. If it is felt that this <> er ee tehape cen tre eect ae 
is too complicated, the pole may be < > The “G. & B.” special cold drawn process gives it a greater 
wired to the neck-yoke, but the es 2 a ae ee Nese wae in en : ee 

Shays Las Te zy alvanized by Gilbert’s process (the result of over fifty 
brackets are easily made, and are far eae RG, years’ experience) the wires receive a heavy deposit of zinc 
more preferable. ey i  \. covering them in every part and solders the long twists of the 

7 3 Spt & a8 @ 5 meshes firmly together. . When a nesting bird is flushed, Cy Symmetrical ig mesik_—perieetly Gat 
ump the knives of the mower over Cy “ If your dealer cannot supply you, write to 

J $ ya 
a patch of grass around the nest. “The a ry > 2 aE 
bird will return to the nest. It is oa YS Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Co. 
‘ es ahi aa F GEORGETOWN. CONN. important that flushing devices be used eee NEW YORK CHICAGO KANSAS CITY 
‘while: mowing first 30 to 50 «yds. |[|~o-S=¢ SoC StS Sat 
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—————— around edge of fields where majority tributaries. Fine fishing for these fel- 
of game birds nest. (Figure 7). lows is to be found in the Nipigon in 

Leland Smith Game Farm There is an ever increasing interest Western Ontario. There specimens 
FAIR OAKS CALIFORNIA in the sport of hunting. The good ver fourteen pounds in weight have 

roads and automobiles have made it been taken. 
CHUKARS easier for the hunters to reach the Perhaps I should say a word or two 

i fields and forests. This naturally about another trout occasionally 

Offers the finest range and means a big problem to insure the encountered, for I'll confess to having 
pen reared Chukars on the maintenance of a sufficient game crop been completely _ fooled last season. 

market for Fall delivery. No for the great army of outdoor enthu- The fish in question, a beautiful speci- 

pinioned birds. Sex guaran- siasts. Along with the demands upon men, mas taken from Esopus Creek 
teed after Nov.-1 5th: game for sport there has been a_ by my good friend Harold Kaufman. 

: gradual deterioration and destruction Neither of us recognized it nor did 
Order now in any quantity of food and cover and other factors several other fishermen in the town of 

for there will be a shortage have adversely affected wildlife Phoenicia, an angling center in the 
later, habitats. If the supply of wildlife is to Catskills, until we encountered the 

be continued the most effective man- veteran John Wood. “4 It’s a Loch 
CHUKARS agement of all lands usable by it must Leven!” said Woody. “Well, I'll be 

peer ae ee be carried on. damned !”” we unisoned, ie 
ember of North merican Game + “a ‘ re ~ ri Sc 9 i: 

Breeders’ Assn. It is up to everyone interested in i age from ee a 1885, 
J ________| wildlife to assist in restoring and main- sis) ve een ae ( eee eed 

. taining a more favorable environment. He i se Bae cae Bai ms aa 
BOBWHITES Every interested organization and in- [2¢ “ake /acjacent to the castle in wae 

HARDY NORTHERN STOCK dividual should make this a part of Queen Elizabeth confined ~— Mary 
Restock your shooting coverts this summer é aes = Rants ia eaee ic 

and early fall when cover and all foods are their activities and carry on at least oe Pane aH 18 See 
lentiful. a “i ee *. rom e Drown trout by the absence 

Popook) your orders slow for 1936 hatched part of the program every month in * ete Sad ° Seep 
Bobwhites, August, September and October the year, and every year. ot red spots. Seldom going over three 
deliveries. Write for prices. ; peayears i a eae 
deliverg a, WEE ‘The Plains, Va. pounds, the dour Scot is equal in fight 

Member N.A.G.B.A. Ba a ae =) ing ability to any of our trout. Mr. 
lt's-A Trout Kaufman’s fish was racy in appear- 

Ringneck Pheasants ance, dark of color, and one of the 
Coenen Fara iaee (Continued from page 189) most beautifully conditioned fish I 
‘0 ite Quail . ‘ : 4 F a itehin: tale ‘ I eats Pure Mougoliaus is purplish with vermiculations mott- have seen in some time. No one seems 

Faney Pheasants ling it. The belly fins of white, red to know whether or not it is a separate 
PRINCESS FARM PHEASANTRY and black distinguish him absolutely  SPeci¢ from the brown trout, or a land- 

nEpeuton a ee cpa || from other fish. His belly is.a pinkish locked sea trout. 
St ite: Se ee 

A prime factor in determining this 
COLEMAN’S Nae aero er tae aes The Hospital Corner QUAIL MASH AND specie’s distribution is water tempera- 

GRAIN-SEED MIXTURES ture. Tests have shown that “brookies” (Continued from page 193) 

Most simple feeding method. No egg, clabber do not thrive in water warmer than Pa ie . Lae 

or moist feed, W. B. Coleman raised 33,4741! | 68 degrees Fahrenheit. ‘This fact ac- %°U%® birds the lesions are usually con 
quail in three seasons using this feet exclu- pee : fined to the ceca or lower intestinal 
sively, Equally as satisfactory for Chukars. counts for the scarcity of these trout Bere i avelder birde lesan 
Experienced pheasant breeders report excel- ie oe em ees tract; in older birds lesions are found 
lent results with it. Pamphlet covering latest nowadays and points to the devasta- particularly in the duodenal region 
Coleman feeding method free Write tion of forests in the United States. yy : ; Sail 

F. H. BOEHLING COMPANY Happily. Wide sthe Ad roudneke and The ceca appear swollen, and the walls 
Feed Manufacturers ADDL Yea a ilcy le AGILOn gages a0 thickened, containing a yellowish mass 

Richmond Virginia the Canadian provinces really can of matter. The gall bladder is often 
SSS | boast of brook trout, but this fine fish distentede. . 5 

has had a pretty raw deal to my way : i . 200 GOLDENS dak Pp I = de al to ey NAY As already mentioned the best way 
of thinking. It is possible that their tecontrole ther disease ecto Greate th 

4 months old. future lies solely in the hands of the life cycle at Geek Fi Jendid basic stock. Birds now ae ere tee Ao ea ) a stage. 
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Farmers! Handbook 

3/35 Awinter feeder for cottontail rabbits (suggested by a student 

in Farmers' Short Courset A good sized brush pile covered with alfalfa 

_ and that in turn covered with marsh hay to absorb any moisture and thus 

eliminate a loss in the alfalfa.
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WHAT ABOUT HAWKS? 

G pring o’ the Year! From high overhead there comes a clear and thrilling whistle, “kee-you, 
kee-you.” You search and search, following the distant sound, and at last you see almost lost 
against the soft blue of the sky, two tiny broad-winged atoms that scarcely seem like birds, so 
far are they above the vernal landscape. You watch them dizzily as they circle and dip, the 
wide pinions seemingly motionless except when one of the wheeling birds banks too steeply 

against the wind, or the two birds come together for a moment and tumble over and over in 

mock combat. 

“A pair of Hen Hawks,” you say. Yes, but are they? Do they eat hens, and are you sure 

they do, or are you merely taking hearsay evidence and condemning them without fair trial? 

Do you realize that most Hawks, in spite of the widespread prejudice against the members 

of this group of birds, should be classed among the best friends of the farmer because of their 

destruction of injurious rodents and other pests, and that very few Hawks ever molest poultry? 

This volume has been prepared in the hope that by presenting the facts it may arouse a more 

friendly interest in these generally unappreciated and maligned birds, through a better knowl- 

edge of their real habits and their place in the economy of Nature. 

What is a Hawk? 

Just what do we mean when we call a bird a “Hawk’’? To the average uninformed 

farmer, a Hawk is a robber of poultry yards; to the gunner, sportsman and game breeder, 

“vermin” to be ruthlessly destroyed; to the ammunition manufacturer and sporting goods 

dealer, an unprotected bird and therefore another “target”; to the biologist, a wonderful 

example of adaptation for life in a certain definite niche, a check upon harmful rodents, a 

control against the over-production of normally useful creatures, and an invaluable instrument 

in preserving what is known as ‘‘the balance of nature”; to the vast and rapidly increasing 

army of nature lovers and amateur bird students, one of the finest and most interesting forms 

of bird life, worthy of protection at all times. 

For the purposes of this volume, a “Hawk” is any member of the order of birds called by 

the ornithologists ‘“Falconiformes’” or the Diurnal Birds of Prey. In this order are included 

such widely differing groups as the swift-flying Falcons, the sluggishly soaring Buteos or 

Buzzard Hawks, the graceful Kites, the lordly Eagles, the carrion-eating Vultures, and the 

true bird Hawks or Accipiters. James Lee Peters, in his ‘“Check-List of the Birds of the World” 
(1931), recognizes about two hundred and ninety species among the Falconiformes, widely 

distributed throughout the entire globe with the exception of the extremes of the polar axis. 

In the fourth edition of the “Check-List of North American Birds” (1931), the American 

Ornithologists’ Union committee includes thirty-seven living and one extinct species in the 
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region covered by that volume, North America north of Mexico but including Lower Cali- 

fornia, and these are the species considered in this present book. Several of these species have 

been divided into various geographical races or subspecies, the American Sparrow Hawk, 

Falco sparverius, for example, being assigned twenty-three races ranging from the upper 

Yukon region in North America to Tierra del Fuego at the extreme tip of South America, 

though limited to the Western Hemisphere, while others, like the Rough-legged Hawk and 

Gyrfalcon, are circumpolar in distribution, and our Osprey or Fish Hawk is found in repre- 

sentative races on all the continents and many of the islands of the globe. 

It is evident that Hawks must play an important role in Nature or they would not be 

found in such large numbers of species and so widely distributed, but until a comparatively 

few years ago Man had very little conception of what that part might be. Many myths had 

sprung up about them in different countries, and they had long been recognized as symbolic 

of courage and rapacity. Eagles were carried on the standards of the Roman legionaries, 
Hawks’ wings decorated the helmets of the Norse sea-rovers, and Eagle feathers formed the 
war-bonnets of North American Indians. Today conventionalized Eagles are found on the 

coat-of-arms of many nations including the United States of America. 

While much of Europe was still inhabited by uncivilized savages, Hawks of various species 

were being trained by Asiatics to assist in the hunt, and later falconry became the sport of 

the ruling classes in the Age of Chivalry. The art of rearing young birds and of capturing and 

training old ones was thoroughly understood, but little was accurately recorded regarding 

their actual habits in the wild state. Today this is greatly changed and we have accumulated 

a very considerable amount of data on the habits of these birds, upon which we may now 

make a fair estimate of their economic importance in the great scheme of Nature. 

Decrease in Numbers 

Hawks are pre-eminently meat-eaters, devourers of mammals, birds, insects and other 

forms of animal life, that they themselves may live. Because some of them undeniably kill and 

eat songbirds, game or poultry, from time immemorial undiscriminating Man has sentenced 

them a// to death on sight, and despite the studies of conscientious and impartial scientists, 

the unreasoning prejudice still persists almost undimmed. Any keen observer of wild life, 

who has spent many seasons in the field, is well aware of the indisputable fact that our Hawks, 

taken as a group, are progressively diminishing in numbers, as the result of their long-con- 

tinued persecution, and this observation holds true of every species with very few exceptions. 

Among our North American species, the Turkey Vulture and Black Vulture, which are not 

generally considered as “Hawks” by the layman, and which are valued in many places as 

scavengers, are holding their own in numbers or perhaps increasing in some localities. The 

widely distributed Sharp-shinned and Cooper's Hawks are decreasing but slowly, in spite of 

the fact that they are among the few species of HAWKS which feed almost entirely upon 

feathered prey, and therefore are largely to blame for the bad reputation which is fastened 

upon their tribe. Practically all other species, especially the two Eagles, Swainson’s Hawk and 

the Ferruginous Rough-leg, have diminished with increasing rapidity within recent years. 

Several of them, in the opinion of many competent ornithologists, are in actual danger of 
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extermination, at least as far as the United States and Canada are concerned, unless prompt 

and effective action is taken to protect them from their undeserved persecution. Among the 

latter species are the dainty and graceful little White-tailed Kite, an absolutely harmless bird ; 
of great beauty and interest, now found only in a few restricted localities; the equally beautiful 

and unique Swallow-tailed Kite; the very local and highly specialized Everglade Kite; the 

Red-bellied Hawk of the Pacific States; the Short-tailed Hawk of southern Florida; the great 

California Condor, the largest bird known to breed in North America. 

Even the Bald Eagle, commonly considered the National Bird of the United States, and 

therefore deserving of protection for sentimental reasons, if for no others, has already disap- 

peared from a great portion of its former haunts and is threatened with extermination as a 

nesting bird over a large part of the United States, as shown by the map contained in this 
book. In many areas where it still nests, it is greatly reduced in numbers, even in Canada, along 

the Great Lakes and on the Atlantic seaboard; it can be said to be common only in Florida 
and parts of Alaska and British Columbia. Although protected by law in 31 states, Eagles are 

often killed illegally, and rarely are prosecutions made even though full reports of the killing 

appear in the public press. In other states, Eagles have no legal protection and in some places 

there has even been an effort by the game commissioners and some “conservation’’ organiza- 

tions to destroy these birds; or, as in Alaska, a bounty has been paid for their slaughter. 

If any think that the danger to these species is overdrawn and exaggerated, they should 

remember the Guadalupe Caracara, a carrion-eating member of the Hawk tribe which has 

become extinct within very recent years, a victim of Man’s greed and thoughtlessness, and they 
should also consider the experience of Great Britain, where of late the Gray Sea Eagle, Osprey, 

Marsh Harrier, Hen Harrier, Honey Buzzard and Red Kite have all either disappeared entirely 

as breeding species or are in very grave danger of extirpation. In North America we have 

already completely exterminated the Passenger Pigeon, Great Auk, Labrador Duck, Heath 

Hen, and probably Eskimo Curlew, birds which were largely killed for food; we decimated 

the Snowy Egret, Roseate Spoonbill, Least Tern and others merely for our personal adornment 

and the enrichment of the millinery trade; the Ivory-billed Woodpecker, Whooping Crane and 

Trumpeter Swan have almost disappeared before the spread of “civilization”; we may have 

waited too long before attempting to save the Condor, the White-tailed Kite and the Short- 

tailed Hawk, but the effort should be made, and made at once, before it is definitely too late. 

Many of our Hawks have already so diminished in numbers that they cannot be economically 

important throughout most of their natural habitat, and they now have, alas, the interest of 

rarity to add to their other attractions for the bird lover, the scientist and the conservationist. 

Of course there are many different agencies which have contributed to this alarming reduc- 

tion in our Hawk population, some of which are very wide-reaching and have affected many 

other forms of wild life and over which Man has little or no power of control. Most Hawks 

probably have few natural enemies, some of the smaller species being preyed upon by the 

larger Hawks and Owls, and occasionally a feathered predator is the victim of a furred one 

like a fox or a member of the weasel tribe. Parasites and disease may take their toll but of this 

we know little. Tempestuous weather may sometimes force even these powerful fliers far from 

land and cause their destruction (our only record of the Gray Sea Eagle south of Greenland 
is that of a bird which alighted in an exhausted condition on a steamer off Nantucket Lightship, 
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Massachusetts, November 14, 1914, many hundreds of miles from its normal habitat, and our 

Swallow-tailed Kite has been recorded in Europe). This loss from natural enemies and from 

the elements would probably be fully taken care of by the normal reproduction rate, but Man 
has thrown his weight against the balance of nature, and serious results are likely to occur 
whenever this equilibrium is disturbed. Our predatory birds have undoubtedly a definite place 

to fill in our natural economy, and until we know much more than we do about the interrela- 

tions of our wild creatures, as a practical consideration we should be very solicitous not to 
allow any species to disappear entirely from our native fauna. 

The recent acceleration in the rate of decrease of these birds is due solely to Man’s influ- 

ence. The spread of cultivation, with our steadily increasing population, has eliminated as 

breeding places many locations where Hawks formerly were found. This is perhaps unavoid- 
able. But modern methods of hunting have improved much more rapidly than a knowledge 

of the habits and value of our birds has been disseminated. The automobile carries us far afield 

and high powered ammunition spreads destruction. Misdirected “protective” measures about 

poultry yards and game farms, such as the use of the nefarious “pole-trap” with its cruel and 

indiscriminate slaughter of (mostly) innocent victims, account for many deaths among our 

more beneficial Hawks while almost useless in the control of the few harmful varieties. Private 

and even governmental campaigns for the eradication of rodent pests through the use of 

poisons have often partly defeated their own purposes by their incidental slaughter of the very 

Hawks and Owls which are most useful as destroyers of injurious mammals. And private greed 

has gone even farther in the offering of bounties and the sponsoring of so-called ‘vermin 

shoots,” which usually result in the killing of beneficial species. Control of certain species of 
Hawks, like the Goshawk, Cooper’s Hawk and Sharp-shin, may sometimes seem necessary, but 

promiscuous slaughter should no longer be permitted in civilized countries, and such unselec- 

tive methods as the use of poisons or of the atrocious pole-trap and the offering of bounties 
should be absolutely outlawed. Control, if considered necessary under special conditions, 

should only be undertaken by properly qualified and authorized persons, such as state or 

federal game wardens, and should never be allowed in the hands of the general public. 

Study of Feeding Habits 

Popular opinion and scientific research often differ markedly, and the feeding habits of 

our Hawks are among the things which recent investigations have revealed as at odds with 

common beliefs. Up to about forty years ago, most people divided the diurnal birds of prey 

(omitting the scavenging Vultures) into only two classes, namely ‘“‘Hen Hawks” and “Chicken 

Hawks.” All such Hawks were believed to feed largely upon poultry or small domestic ani- 

mals, and every man’s hand was turned against them, with bounties placed upon their heads 
in many cases. A few scientists of inquiring mind had begun to study the actual feeding habits 

of these birds, however, and to report their findings, but the information was not widely dis- 

seminated nor generally recognized as of value. Then Dr. B. H. Warren (1890) published the 

results of a considerable number of examinations of the stomachs and crops of Pennsylvania 

Hawks, and this was followed in 1893 by Dr. A. K. Fisher's classic governmental report on 

“The Hawks and Owls of the United States in their Relation to Agriculture,” based upon the 
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study of nearly twenty-seven hundred stomachs of Hawks and Owls collected during a number 

of years and over a wide expanse of territory. This bulletin received widespread distribution 
and the more progressive and intelligent farmers began for the first time to distinguish between 

“Bird Hawks” such as the Goshawk, Sharp-shin, and Cooper's Hawk, and the decidedly bene- 

ficial “Mouse Hawks” and “Grasshopper Hawks.” 

About this time, also, amateur bird study, stimulated by the outdoor writings of such 
men as John Burroughs and Bradford Torrey, began to forge ahead by leaps and bounds, and 
the “bird lover” found in the sight of a soaring Red-tail or Red-shoulder, a dashing Falcon, 
or a majestic Eagle, an inspiration and a joy not found in the study of many of the smaller 
members of the feathered folk. Today, this interest is almost universal and what we may, for 

lack of a better term, call the “esthetic value’ of these birds, is not lightly to be overlooked or 

forgotten. This “esthetic value” is an intangible thing, impossible to evaluate in cold dollars 

and cents, but very real to an ever increasing army of outdoor people. With our steadily aug- 
menting population and our greater leisure, more and more discriminating men and women 

are learning to enjoy the out-of-doors, and are becoming acquainted with our bird neighbors. 

To the eager nature lover afield, there are few thrills which equal those caused by occasional 

contacts with the birds of prey, whether it be a glimpse of a Duck Hawk stooping with 

whistling wings in pursuit of a fast flying Pigeon or Shorebird, a pair of Marsh Harriers 

tumbling like acrobats in their aerial courtship display, an Osprey plunging headlong into the 

waters of lake or bay, or perhaps best of all, the graceful evolutions of a Swallow-tailed Kite 

wheeling and plunging above some moss-draped southern cypress swamp. All such people view 

with a feeling of personal loss the rapid diminution in the numbers of these interesting 

creatures. 

Dr. George Miksch Sutton, in an article in the Auk for April, 1929, states well the nature 

lovers’ claims for the protection and preservation of these birds. Referring to the Duck Hawk 
or American Peregrine Falcon, he calls it “one of the swiftest, most nicely balanced and beau- 

tifully colored birds in existence—The most perfect flying organism which Nature has yet 

evolved,” and adds “a plea for the Duck Hawk’s preservation may well center in a study of 

the deepest desires of the human race,—the desire for happiness, for beauty, for interesting 
experience.—The public must be brought to a realization of the fact that great beauty is to be 

found where mere prettiness does not exist; that the soaring of the wide-winged hawks, their 

discordant cries, their mottled plumage and gleaming eyes, are just as truly beautiful as the 

fluttering flight, cheerful songs and sweet faces of our smaller bird neighbors. Surely, an appre- 
ciation of the beauty and majesty of these birds of prey does not demand a special spiritual 

endowment of some sort!—Our deepest, most sincere reasons for protecting wild life are not, 

after all, based on economic values. If we can make the public sense the need for these mag- 

nificent creatures in every one’s experience, the preservation of the birds of prey which are 

now too rare will become an important and fascinating feature of the wild-life conservation 
movement.” 

By many self-styled “practical” people, unfortunately, arguments such as Dr. Sutton offers 

are summarily dismissed as merely sentimental and unworthy their consideration. These people 

demand to be shown whether Hawks add or subtract from Man’s income, and they are all too 

prone to condemn upon slight or hearsay evidence, and to refuse to accept the testimony of 
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sincere bird students as to the beneficial actions of these birds. It is axiomatic with the liberty- 

loving American people that a person on trial is innocent until he is proved guilty, but we do 

not apparently carry this principle into our consideration of the birds of prey, which as a class 

are blackened by the reputation which only a few species deserve. To all such “‘practical” 

people and sceptics, we offer the paragraphs entitled ‘‘Feeding Habits” on the following pages, 

as giving impartially the voluminous data we have accumulated on the actual habits of these 
much discussed creatures. 

The careful examination, by trained experts, of stomach and crop contents and of ‘‘pel- 

lets” (the undigested portions of their food ejected from the mouth by Raptors and some other 

species of birds), gives us a scientific basis for a report on the food of these birds which cannot 
be contraverted, in spite of certain recent attempts to belittle this method of obtaining infor- 
mation. Even a small fragment of bone in a pellet or among the partly digested remains in a 
bird’s stomach may tell a most convincing story to the skilled biologist, especially when his 

investigations are accompanied by field studies of the bird’s habits. Reports based solely on 

either field work or stomach examinations may in some cases be misleading but in the great 
majority of instances will be reliable. An observation related to me by Mr. John D. Smith of 

the Boston Society of Natural History illustrates the possibility of error in unchecked observa- 

tions, for he once saw a Marsh Hawk feeding upon the carcass of a Buffle-head Duck. An 

examination of the stomach contents of this Harrier would have furnished excellent circum- 

stantial evidence that the bird had committed the nefarious “crime” of killing and eating a 
game species of duck, but the actual facts as learned in the field proved that the duck had been 

caught accidentally in a trap set on the marsh, and that the Harrier was actually feeding upon 

what was already carrion. In another and published instance, a large Hawk was seen to enter 

a chicken yard and the irate farmer rushed for his gun and, as the Hawk rose with its prey, 

shot it, but to his surprise and chagrin, found that the supposed “Hen Hawk’ had captured 
and was carrying away a large rat, a destructive creature which had probably accounted for the 

loss of numerous young chickens for which the innocent Hawk was unjustly blamed. 

Most Hawks are opportunists and in the stress of hunger will eat almost anything edible, 

but as we accumulate a mass of data on the feeding habits of each species, we become better 
able to estimate its actual economic status. Of the thirty-eight species of diurnal birds of prey 

treated in this volume, the great majority are proved by our studies to be more beneficial than 

harmful in their relations to Man. Only six species, the Goshawk, Cooper's Hawk, Sharp- 

shinned Hawk, Golden Eagle, Duck Hawk and Pigeon Hawk, are ever seriously injurious to 

small birds, game or poultry, and the last three are nowhere abundant, while the Goshawk is 

a northern breeding bird which only occasionally invades well settled regions in any numbers. 

Some other species, like the Gyrfalcon. might do harm if they were.common, but are actually 

too rare to be even considered from a purely economic point of view. A few others may be 

injurious under certain local conditions, such as the Marsh Hawk, which is generally consid- 

ered beneficial or at least neutral in its feeding habits, but which at times may be rather destruc- 

tive, and birds like the Red-tailed Hawk which as a species is decidedly beneficial but whose 

record is marred by the occasional depredations of individual birds. The damage to poultry and 

game done by these few species, however, is far outweighed by the benefit to agriculture and 
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forestry performed by the great majority of the Hawks, through their destruction of tremen- 

dous quantities of injurious rodents and harmful insects. 

The Ohio Journal of Science for September, 1932, contains an instructive contribution by 

Messrs. Baldwin, Kendeigh and Franks on “The Protection of Hawks and Owls in Ohio.” It 
includes among other pertinent matters a compilation of all sight records of Hawks made in 

the state during a period of fifteen years by some seventeen experienced field observers, in a 

table showing the relative abundance of each of fourteen species ot Hawks. “Almost exactly 

half of all hawks observed were Sparrow Hawks.—The Marsh Hawk ranks next, followed by 

the Red-shouldered and Red-tailed Hawks. These species are all decidedly beneficial to the 

farmer and sportsman. From the economic standpoint, more complaints have been lodged 

against the Cooper's, Sharp-shinned, Pigeon, Duck, and Goshawk than against any of the 

others. Yet these five species together make up only 8.7% of the entire hawk population in 

the state. The other 91.3% of the hawk population is made up of species generally recognized 

by scientists to be beneficial. In other words, there are in the state of Ohio, over ten recognized 

beneficial Hawks to every one that may ke considered less desirable. The good done by the ten 

over-balances by far the harm done by the one, and gives a clear indication of the great eco- 

nomic importance of Hawks to the farmer and sportsman in Ohio.” Similar studies in other 

states have shown a like preponderance of beneficial species. 

In another table the above authors give an analysis of the total food consumption by all 

Hawks in Ohio. ‘The relative abundance of each species had to be considered so that the types 

of food consumed by the more abundant species may carry proportionately more weight than 

the type of food consumed by the less common species.” This table shows that mice and other 

small mammals constitute about 35.7% of the total food of all Hawks in the:state; poultry 

and game birds, only 4.8% ; other birds, 16.9% ; other vertebrates, 7.4% ; insects, 30.3% ; 

miscellaneous matter, 4.0%. With less than five per cent of their food poultry and game, why 
condemn all Hawks as ‘vermin’? 

Hawks are apparently able to go for a considerable length of time without eating before 

they show any ill effects, and it seems quite likely that many adult Hawks do not make a real 

“kill” more than once in two or three days, as is indicated by the large number of “empty” 

stomachs found in any large series of examinations. On the other hand, growing birds require 

a very large amount of food and it is during the time when young Hawks are still in the nest 

that the greatest destruction of poultry, game and other birds takes place. Field studies, further- 

more, have shown that many of the depredations on young poultry by individuals of ordinarily 

beneficial species of Hawks are committed by inexperienced immatures which apparently have 

not yet become adept in supporting themselves upon the rodents which more mature birds seem 

to prefer. Most of the “Hen Hawks” killed about poultry yards and game farms are young 

birds, less than a year old, which find young chicks in open fields very easy prey, and which 

have not as yet learned to avoid the habitations of their arch-enemy, Man. 

Field Identification 

Many of our Hawks, it must be admitted, are difficult of exact identification when viewed 

at some distance in the field. Closely related species sometimes show considerable superficial 
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resemblances in coloration, particularly among the immature birds, and until one knows exactly 

what to look for in order to distinguish these similar appearing species, confusion is almost 

inevitable. Melanism, a dark phase, is common in many species, when ordinarily diagnostic 

markings are lost. As an example, “At a meeting of the best sportsmen of Monongahela 

County (West Va.) . . . to check up on a membership campaign, seven mounted specimens 
of birds were placed on a table and numbered. The eleven men present were asked to identify 

them without conversing with each other. The results follow: 

NAME OF BIRD NUMBER ANSWERING 
Correct Wrong Did Not Know 

Cooper Seb awk arnicuee ean. visite ieleek ss if 5 5 

Sparrow Hawi ester paar cite tiie etna teat 5 None 6 

Red tail a We eee eee et 6 2 3 

Batred OW eee 2 3 6 

Sharp shipped: Taw (pee 2 6 2 
Red'shouldeted Hawk... 5.35 None 3 8 

Coopers Hawk 42s e eke a None 6 2 

“Cooper's Hawk appeared twice in the group of birds. The first specimen was recognized 

by one man only and the other specimen not by a single man. Not one of the eleven recog- 

nized the Red-shouldered Hawk. Of the eleven men five did not name a single one of the 

seven birds correctly; one named five birds; two named three; two named two; one named one. 

These were real sportsmen; they had the birds in their hands; they were honest men; the birds 

are all common in the county. Does it seem likely that these men or other sportsmen could 

identify birds more nearly accurately if they were flying or if they were much farther away? 

Would these men be competent to destroy Hawks and Owls; or would the average sportsman 
be trusted to destroy them? (West Virginia Wild Life). 

There is often considerable variation in the size of members of the same species and, 

especially in the Accipitrine or “bird” Hawks, the females are often noticeably larger than the 

males. However, the beneficial and the harmful Hawks generally belong to different groups, 

the members of each of which have certain family resemblances and which permit of their 

classification as economically “good” or “bad” at a considerable distance, so that there should 

be little excuse for the killing of beneficial species, like the Kites and Buteos, “by mistake’ for 

the bird-killing Accipiters. The four plates by Mr. Peterson are especially planned to show the 
distinguishing proportions of the outlines or “silhouettes’’ of the various hawks, as viewed 

from beneath when in flight, the position in which they are most likely to be seen by the 

average observer. 

Identification in the field is rendered much easier if one learns to look for certain definite 

characteristics first, the details of color pattern following the first or “classifying” observations. 

The relative proportions between the length of the wings (the “spread” of the flying bird) 

and the length of the tail, furnish a clue of primary importance and these should be studied 

in relation to Mr. Peterson’s plates. a 

If the bird under examination is in flight, as is so often the case with our wary predators, 

note particularly these relative proportions of the spread wings to the length of the tail (or 
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the total length of the bird) ; whether the wings are broad or narrow, rounded or pointed at 

the tips; whether there is a “wrist-mark” or dark blotch near the bend of the wings, visible 

from below; whether the tail is square-ended or rounded, notched or forked, long or short, 

spread fan-like or held straight and closed; then of course note all conspicuous color masses. 

In this study of the flying Hawks, compare Plate III, the buteonine Hawks with their broad 

round-ended wings and comparatively short tails, with the narrow-winged Kites and Falcons 

of Plate II and the accipitrine Hawks of Plate I with their short round-ended wings and com- 

paratively long tails. After one becomes familiar with these “groups” characteristics, specific 

identification will be much easier. 

Note further: Is the flight characterized by alternations of brief periods of flappings and 

sailings; is it rapid and direct, leisurely, or a zigzag quartering; does the bird soar with widely 

spread and almost motionless pinions, or does it occasionally hover in one spot with rapidly 

vibrating wings? Certain mannerisms of flight, such as the hovering in one spot of the Sparrow 

Hawk as distinguished from the Sharp-shinned Hawk; a similar habit of the Rough-leg as con- 

trasted with the Red-tail; the skimming flight of the Marsh Hawk; the angle of the wings of 

the Turkey Buzzard when in flight; and the slight downward curve of the wings of the Osprey, 

frequently make field identification possible as far as the birds can be seen. 

If the bird under observation is at rest, try to determine whether it is robust or slender of 

body; where the tips of the folded wings come in relation to the end of the tail (the wings of 

Accipiters come to about the upper third of the tail, those of Falcons to the lower third or near 

the end) ; whether the tail is long or short, barred or plain, square, rounded or notched. 

Note the general color effect and any conspicuous masses of color. Are the under parts 

dark or light, streaked vertically or barred horizontally; is there a darker zone across the breast 

or belly; is there a conspicuous dark moustache, a light cheek, eyebrow or head, or a white 

area on the back near the base of the tail? 

Where was the bird seen? Sitting motionless on some tall tree or jutting ledge, circling 

high over woods or mountainsides, beating low across marshes or meadowlands, darting 

through thickets, or winging its way above a lake or river or an arm of the sea? 

When was the bird seen? Was it a summer resident probably breeding nearby, a bird 

passing through in migration in spring or fall, or a winter straggler from colder northern 

regions? Was it sunning itself at high noon or quartering the fields at dusk? All of these and 

similar considerations may help in establishing the bird’s identity and in making its future 

recognition more easy. 

The largest number of closely related Hawks are found in the group of Buteonine or 

“Buzzard” Hawks, and they are all characterized by their wide round-ended wings, rather 

short tails, and rather heavy bodies (see Plate III). The Eagles are very large Buteonines with 

proportionately larger wings (see Plate IV, Figures 1 to 4). The Falcons have long narrow 

pointed wings and fairly long tails (see Plate I, Figures 5 to 10). The accipitrine Hawks have 

short round-ended wings and long tails (see Plate I, Figures 5 to 7). The Kites have long 

narrow wings, except the Everglade Kite which has much the proportions of a Buteo (see Plate 

Il, Figures 1 to 4). The Marsh Hawk, sole American representative of the Harriers, has long 

narrow wings, not as pointed as in the Falcon’s, and it has a long tail, but its white rump, 
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present in all ages and both sexes, is diagnostic (see Plate I, Figure 4). The Caracara and 

Osprey have characteristic outlines and are easily recognized at a considerable distance (see 
Plate II, Figure 11, and Plate V, Figure 5). The Vultures are large, mostly black birds with 

small and inconspicuous naked heads (see Plate I, Figures 1 to 3). 

The Protection of Hawks 

Years ago men like Edward Howe Forbush in Massachusetts, W. DeWitt Miller in New 

York, W. E. Saunders in Ontario, and others, began to realize the dangerous decrease in the 

numbers of our so-called “birds of prey’’ and to agitate for their better protection. The National 

Association of Audubon Societies, under the leadership of its first president, William Dutcher 

and his successor, Dr. T. Gilbert Pearson, also recognized the condition and some of the earliest 

of its great series of educational leaflets were devoted to certain Hawks, while more recently 

it has published a number of special bulletins on this class of birds, and it has been very 

active in urging legislative action, both state and federal, for the preservation of these interest- 

ing and valuable creatures. Various other organizations, including the Brodie Club in Canada, 

The Emergency Conservation Committee of New York, and several local Audubon societies in 

the United States, have also been active in this field, in spite of the opposition of many game 

clubs and even state conservation departments. Within the past few years a special organiza- 

tion has been formed, the Hawk and Owl Society, with its primary objects the better apprecia- 

tion and protection of these maligned and persecuted birds. Thirty-one states have now on their 
statutes laws giving protection to certain Hawks (see Appendix) but enforcement is difficult 

and indeed they are but “‘dead letters’ in many places. The deep-seated prejudices of genera- 
tions are hard to overcome and there is still a great deal to be accomplished in arousing public 
opinion in favor of even a few of the really beneficial Hawks, and to save some of the rarer 

species from their threatened extermination. Legislation without popular support is insuffi- 
cient; education and appreciation are necessary. 

Reprinted from the introduction to 

THE HAWKS OF NORTH AMERICA 

by Dr. JoHN B. May 

Cones 
Additional copies of this circular may be obtained at 5c each.
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Informative and Helpful 
Re a THE HAWKS OF NORTH AMERICA 
— By Dr. John B. May 
: oe. , Prepared after years of laboratory and field research, this volume is a simple, accurate 

ie er 6 and complete study of every species of Hawk known to occur on the North American 
eee = continent. 
Ee ~~ Its descriptive text, giving the individual characteristics of each bird, supplemented 
fe ‘ a with tables of food habits and range maps, will prove an invaluable aid to the 
ha of ah student or layman who seeks factual evidence of the true relation of these birds to 
ae Ne ; _ nature’s balance. 

RE ae~ —s Included are 37 plates from paintings by Major Allan Brooks, showing each of the 
Li rt birds in natural colors and four black and white flight patterns by Roger Tory 

: | Peterson that will assist in ready and accurate identification. 
"For additional reference a complete bibliography is appended. 

Price $1.25 Postpaid | 

COLORED HAWK AND OWL POSTER & A 

An attractive poster of five ply white Bristol board, size 14” x 20”, showing 8 species | pe, — 
of Hawks and Owls in color, with carefully worded text in behalf of these birds. «war o mass noms mo oms 
For display in camps, schools, clubs, etc. a 
A quantity distributed to key places will assist materially in our educational work, as 4 ne a4 
has been proved by their use in CCC camps. ins ae pan 

Price 25¢ each—20c each in quantity i aime ee 

EDUCATIONAL LEAFLETS a 
We offer a series of 13 educational leaflets on the various species of Hawks and Owls, | _ 
each with a colored picture, available at 5c per copy. sermon = at 

OTHER TITLES OBTAINABLE 
“THE AMERICAN EAGLE,” by FRANCIS H. HERRICK (illus. ) 2 ccecnncsntcnnnninemnninnesnimnnnnanennnnees P3450 
“THE HAWKS AND OWLS OF ONTARIO,” by L. L. SNyper (illus. in black and white) .... Ree OD 
“BIRDS OF PREY FOR BOY SCOUIS,” by Guorcr E. Hix ooo AD 
“THE HAWKS OF NEW JERSEY AND THEIR RELATION TO AGRICULTURE,” by Leon A. 

TEATISNEAIN ses cee eee eee ee ee eee 6 een ee ein en ene eee nea aera rnis nace anton e LO 
“HAWKS AND OWLS FROM THE STANDPOINT OF THE FARMER,” U. S. Biological Survey 

Gipaulat: NOs56 leas 3 oa ea rete ak rey ere cco oa in teen a ee SURE Soe ee em cto GO 

Particularly good reference material on predators and their habits is contained in the 

following selected references for Library research: 

“The Bob-White Quail,” H. L. Stoddard, pp. “The Protection of Hawks and Owls in Ohio,” Bald 
183-218. win, Kendeigh & Franks, Ohio Journal Science, 

“Game Management,” Aldo Leopold, pp. 230-252. Vol. XXXII, No. 5, pp. 403-424. 

« . : ; “The Hawks and Owls of the United States in Their The Hungarian Partridge in the Great Lakes ‘ i 5 : 
Region,” pp. 63-70, R. E. Yeatter, Univ. ne Relation to Agriculture,’ Dr. A. K. Fisher. 

Michigan, School of Forestry & Conservation, “Predators and the Northern Bob-White,” Paul L. 
Bulletin No. 5. Errington, American Forests, January, 1935. 

Additional information on Hawks and Owls may be obtained free on request, by writing 

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUDUBON SOCIETIES 
1775 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 
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We Must Conquer Weeds or Weeds Will Conquer Us. It is War to the Finish 

Wi co crs es ia j yp ee a chemical eradication of weeds is 
s Wy) advisable, 

sealed iron casket. Recently they were f FL ht SLE i ‘ F I zs Sige sea W. C. Muenscher, New York, in his recently 

cements lemete me} NL yet ier nd i a toot dicen 
of fight and scrap into diets aes bat oohwte i Doe / Ba hee . oot - oe i anes . Ped a 

ss = oe S weeds. He es up the habits, growth, and con- 

ee Coo grow valua- i : y/ trol of each weed, classifying it as to family, ori- 

R. E. Hodgson eoneunts igek Gonthessiw Te aS , Af gin, and location in this country, He describes the 

periment Station, Minnesota, writes: “A weed is a afc > contre! os tes Sony of fe manne eon ee tegen 

plant growing where it is not wanted. It is also \ Pos ae Thi ml ‘ 

the most effective means yet devised for keeping } tl anid histle: Sue pause pe ee ae 

farmers and gardeners on their toes during the d Seno De Ceo pe Ye eo byldieg ng opt ene 
rowing vaesadn’ Byeryonel wh ctileal to grow roots, covering the. patch with a heavy grade of 

Sianitae(and animal thos-fon-hetematter) ‘fiust ) f mulch paper, applying sodium chlorate either as a 

wage a continual, vigorous, and everlasting fight ey aS oe dry directly ~ the oe late autumn. 

against weeds. Those who even stop to take a long h n pastures persistent cutting with a scythe or hoe 
Tysath are likely to lose the battle. will gradually destroy the thistle. The first cut- 

“Weeds make things interesting, anyway, and j ting should be made just before the plants blos- 

we probably appreciate our crops the more, be- | som, At this stage the reserve foods stored in the 

tause they are hard won, ‘The greatest strategy roots have been much reduced and no seeds have 

is required in planning how to hit weeds when and i aoe been formed. Additional cuttings should be 

where they are vulnerable. Each particular class iO oe s00n aan enoots eon ee Coe 
NA cccdi had worked out a means ob defense end areas clean cultivation is the most practical meth- 

if we are to win the weed war we must spy out od of controlling Canada thistle. A short rota- 

their intrenchments and fortifications. oe # orain crop Cone! year)» clover (one year) 

“Some weeds put most of their trust in seed. If and cultivated crop (two years) will permit of 
jast one of these weeds survives to maturity it sufficient cultivation to control the Canada thistle 

makes enough seed to flood the country and then under most conditions. ; 

puts the seed in a hard capsule so that it can stand —Fyom “Weeds,” by W. ©. Muenscher, Bindweed: The bindweed is one of the most 

all sorts of tough going until the chance comes to CANADA THISTLE LOWER. PART OF STEM AND troublesome and difficult to eradicate on account 

grow. A purslane plant in the garden can produce . of its very extensive root system. Clean cultiva- 

enough seed to grow a crop on an acre of land, 2 : tion or summer fallow, if performed thoroughly, 

sre iin mallew seed will still germinate nicely important! prevention of the spread of weeds to’ will control bindweed in two years, The lend must 
after 50 years of waiting. French weed is said to Tew areas. We would also mention the possibili- be kept black; that is, no green shoots should be 
go ahead and make mature seed even if plowed ties of machinery scattering weed seeds and how allowed to appear above ground. Cultivation 
Sudew while in full blossom, hazardous a small waste area as a breeding ground should be at frequent intervals of about six days. 

“Then there are the weeds that live under for development of weed seeds really becomes if Under certain conditions this time may be extend- 

ground, storing war supplies in fleshy root stalks allowed to grow unhindered. eda few days and under other conditions it may 
Which can send up leaves to get air while the farm- Destroying the tops of weeds weakens the roots have to be shortened to three- or four-day inter- 

—er-sleeps. Quack grass, Canada thistle, and field and_underground stems of perennial -weeds. Hand vals. A cultivator with knife-like blades or @ spe- 

bindweed or creeping jenny are examples. Those pulling and hoeing are effective in small areas. cial knife weeder capable of cutting the bindweed 

plants sap the ground of moisture and then climb Early cultivation destroys seedlings and may in- from 8 to 6 inches below the soil surface gives 

- all over the useful plants we want to grow, smoth- duce germination of seeds for later destruction by _ best results. After the jbindweed has been weak- 

ering them above and below ground. repeated: cultivation. “Duck foot” type blades are ened or practically eradicated, sow an annual cov- 
aehore uve hundreds and hundreds of.diferent effective for setting back established weeds, Wall er crop such as millet, Horghum or sudan grass 

weeds, each lying in wait to choke out our crops if plowing, harrowing, and disking all help in keep- | which produces a dense shade. Or, if the land is 

given the slight- ing the ground dark and the roots from getting adapted for it, sow alfalfa, which on account of 

4 est chance, some nourishment from above. Sheep are especially val- its extensive root-system, its shading effect and 

\ A attacking in one able where an attempt is made to control weeds the frequent cutting of the crop, will tend to pre- 

\ 4 Yy way and some in by grazing. Weeds are more readily controlled vent the bindweed from spreading. Small areas 

4 | another, A few Where pastures are small and rotational grazing of bindweed can be destroyed by covering them 
f of the worst ones is practiced. Mowing just before the weed flow- with paper mulch or by applying sodium chlorate 

i / seem almost im- tS, stops seed formation and catches the plant 28 ® spray or as a solution or dry directly to the 
\ oat A possible to eradi- when the root is at lowest ebb. Burning is advisa- infested soil; also by spraying with arsenical 

5 | cate by any ble after mowing where infestation is heavy or compounds. 
/ known means.” where mowing has been delayed a bit too long. Quack Grass: Small areas of quack grass can be 

f/f } A. L, Stone, For destroying underground parts of weeds destroyed by digging the rootstocks by hand, cov- 
y } Department of the “armstrong” method of hand dig- Lb ering them with mulch paper or by spraying them 
y } Agriculture and _ ging is effective on small patches— es with sodium chlorate. Small patches of quack 

{| / ji Markets, Wiscon- thoroughness cannot be overempha- ~ iP grass should be treated as separate fields, other- 

} \ Vy / sin, has said: “It sized. Growing a good crop of alfal- ““ wise the rootstocks will be dragged to other parts 
an | VV sZ probably isa con- fa is an effective means of smothering =\yi of the field by the harrow and other cultivating 
CNR servative esti- many weeds such as the thistle and GF implements. A four-year rotation consisting of 

: mate that weeds the like, Its deep rooting system helps (7/1) grain, hay, and two years of a cultivated crop will 
ms already are re- it compete for water. Its leafy growth 4 \ usually control quack grass without the loss of the 

A eee duc i a gc 7o p shades the ground in its competition hi f XS) use of the land for crops. 
= sNews . C, Muenscher. yields in this for sunlight. A quack digger which « aS Z The best time to start the control of quack grass 

OOF ead aaah ETO country to the drags the roots to the surface is ef- SN is after the meadow or pasture has been kept 

AN EXTENSIVE SYSTEM OF extent of 20% or _ fective in the battle with quack. Ro- d closely grazed for a year or two. This tends to 
: more, On some tation of crops and other good farm PS bring the rootstocks closer 

eae ‘ farms the produc- practice seems to hinder the contin- \~ an to the surface of the soil. 

t een reduced 50 per cent. Should the ued growth and spread of weeds. RE Sn ae Yo If the land is in cultivation 
oe ane if only at the present rate, the un- Chemicals, too, have played an im- ) Ar ES it should first be seeded to 

Sar ene ds sar roduced Tunoduction sypich portant part in weed control. Sodium q } oN s]. meadow or pasture for a 

“Anyone familiar with the effects of Canada chlorate dissolved in water, 1 Ib. to a 2 S \ / = tela} ae poe e : 
thistle or perennial sow thistle infestations on a  Sllon, and sprayed at the rate of y VB Feet pee ie abe oe ee 

crop must realize the loss. It is impossible to pro- 200-300 gallons per acre is an effec- lowing control ae shawld 

duce a maximum crop of grain or forage and a _ tive weed eradicator. This liquid dry- m “ ey ted in the dry, hot 

crop of thistles on the same field at the same time. ing on the clothing is highly inflam- ; weather about ine ee a 

When the two compete, the weeds being the best | mable and due precaution should be = July or as soon as the ie 
fighters usually win out. They always do unless taken. Dry sodium chlorate may be ~f crop is removed. Plow chat. 
persistent effort is made to prevent it. broadcast over the land at the rate ¢ doin: taine dhacod orer 

“These thistles are no respectors of persons or 0f 200-300 lbs. per acre after mixing ; < : in mae to ze ose the root 
soils. They will grow on lands of the rich and With sand in equal parts in the early atoics fo Ran a : ae 7 

poor alike. The more fertile the soil the better fall and it will kill all vegetation. » of the sun. con - ihe 
they thrive, and the poorer the soil the stiffer com- Proper rainfall may so decompose ¢ green shoots begin o : 
petition they give to the crops.” the chemical that some crop may be \ pear, harrow sit! - ke 

The best control with weeds as with disease is grown the following year. toott. or sprin ee ae 

prevention. Men in Kansas who purchased seed Arsenic, sulphuric acid, iron, zinc, —From “Weeds,” by W. C. Muenscher. turning the a and Ae 

infested with bindweed know as they plow up their ammonium, and copper sulphates BINDWEED—A SMALL PIECE OF ROOT drying the roots. (The 
fields to control this weed that clean seed is an are all products used rather success- Waite NEW SEO gt eae coe (Continued on babel 348)
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dam has been built and the landis [TU We drive to the Sixta farm and see to prevent scattering of seeds or 

being reforested.  -_ += @ ~=sCéErnest’s Guernsey calf. As we pass pieces of vines. Harvest the first cut- 

At Waterloo, Wednesday evening, ff. ae the gravel pit Ernie Wright calls it to ting of alfalfa or clover for hay or si- 

we telephone Burlin Hamer. For the — our attention that he hauled a lot of lage early enough so that no seeds are 

past year we have been telling the . og gravel from this pit in his younger matured. Plow badly infested fields 

story of the year-in and year-out pro- _ days. and follow with a cultivated crop for 

duction records he has been keeping 4 eC ‘A brief visit with Ernest’s brother a year. Small patches of dodder in 

for over six years on his 4-H club I r and wife in Central City. Then tothe lespedeza and red clover have been 

heifer, Lady Belle Creator. Lo Co | park for dinner, Mrs, Post heaps our killed successfully with a 3 per cent 

Burlin gives us the welcome news eC ~CODates high with good things to eat. solution of sulfuric acid. 

that Lady Belle freshened the night Pe) *~ |. After dinner, there is a talk and dem- Field Mustard: Use only mustard- 

before with a heifer calf. Her fresh- . eee Ea onstration on a 4-H dairy club pro- free seed. Clean cultivation followed 

ening was one year, to a day, from duction program as the 40 club boys by hand weeding in cultivated crops. 

the time she dropped a bull calf last ERNEST eae ou) AND are seated on the shady lawn, Spring weeding with a harrow on a 

year. Her last year’s bull calf is now (To be concluded) warm, dry day when the wheat is 

being used in the Hamer herd. Bur- Ernie Wright drives us to the farm White F G Sal about 4 inches high will destroy most 

lin’s mother and dad, who is president of the judging teams’ alternate, ite Farm Guernsey sale of the mustard seedlings. Frequent 

of the Iowa State Holstein Breeders’ Leonard “Stub” Talcott. “Stub” is The dispersion of White Farm  disking or harrowing of stubble fields 

Association, are in Seattle, Washing- not going to Europe. We meet Guernseys May 18 at Cairo, N. Y., Will induce seed germination. Hand 

< attending the national aneatiig “Stub’s” dad. We go into the barn. proved to be the best Guernsey sale pull scattered plants in grain fields 

of the Holstein-Friesian Association “Stub” shows us his cows and tells us  ¢ the year, It attracted an immense and meadows as soon as the plants 

of America, the story of the 4-H club herd that é sake begin to blosom. Use chemical gs; 
f ga % crowd who showed their interest by egin to som. Use c cal sprays 

Brother Don, who was at home last he is building. | We will tell you more nyychasing the 129 head (70 under 3 __ in badly infested grain fields, 

summer when we visited the farm, is about ‘Stub’s' club work in a later years) for $62,620, an average of Wild Onion or Garlic: On large 
now working for a milk company in. issue of Hoard’s Dairyman, over $485 aisteros deat Pest a 

Waterloo, So, Burlin is the farmer. Friday. Cedar Rapids, Iowa. The A 1 : SESS Sica tO  CORbNON  tesyoner ge 
; ? Bournedale Rex, 6-year-old senior plow in late autumn, follow by early 

Thursday. Fayette County is the Farm Bureau office in the new Post cine and his ni © A 
s f eae 7 progeny were as expect- spring plowing and plant a clean cul- 

home of that champion judging team Office building. County Agent Wal- ed, the features of the sale, “Rex,” tivated 5 efor tw th 

that goes to England. We meet Club ter Dillon says to meet the tour at Ne qe atenial an the price cola BEE fed Es a aK Oren 1 Bes 

Agent Harlan Geiger at the farm the County Farm. . rg Vests, DAs Scalvened Cone or pian 
: was purchased by S, W. Hayes, Ok- by hand. Spray with fuel oil 

home of Paul Harrison. The boys are We do. lahoma, for $7,500, and his son, Car- © i 

just completing a practice session on Harold Ingle, County Club Agent, patha’s. ne purchased by Mark W mage Bi TESS 

a class of Guernseys. We are pleased is introduced to us as the 4-H club +h. Calf club members can’t afford to 
& i ;: Stevens, N. Y., was the second high- a & 

to shake hands with Paul’s brother boy who rode a pig through college. 4.4 priced bull at $1,675. A daugh- be without a copy of the new Hoard’s 

and his dad, Simon Harrison. He finished Iowa State College in toy Rex’s Viola, purchased by Ernest Dairyman How Book. Only 25c¢ to 

A rollicking ball game in a beauti- 1983. He took over his present posi- Maus Tidiana, for $3,100, was the subscribers, 

ful park takes place during the noon tion this spring. He ies charge of in highest priced female and five others | ————H—_ 

ee a ee sold for $1,000 or more. The 52 BOTTLES 

‘ os - animals in the sale sired by Bourne- | A MINUTE 

oo . ~ ag ee 0 see dale Rex, including four calves born | Si Ds poe a 

a a << i Re SRet Sen One 

a eS 2 2 be : work. Ten are in crops, ee brouett $87,075, an | || ii OP HAND MILK FILLER 

FE ee £ Np Te . mostly corn. Forty-six buyers at the sale repre- UME Noog"suck equal to. most ex? 

pom ay) | - a a ye fe ares the way the sented the states of Oklahoma, Min- a oe TT een CES 

' "4 4 Cc projects are divided: 78 yesota, Illinois, Indiana, Pennsylva- 7 iu T For Sanitary Bottled Milk. 

4 a ; ee av Ls 69 dairy nia, New York, New Jersey, Mary- me puted aoa eer Mast panitaty 

- a bed . P| ea aes nal < 36 Suerneeys, land, Connecticut, and Massachusetts. F i peemiatlons 54 odes Ht cs 

8 ye 4 - olsteins, 8 Jerseys The sale was managed by Dunn Ded pilicnsen se. Gaye Aurea Cen 
BE a = 27. colts (25. mem=a5a-¥749 : j U ear ae sare 152 

| ie ae’ eat Oa, atic id a meetin yartedtare ard ——— 
|  . Ff. - loing the selling and R. G. Harwood money-saving prices. 

— Fe ee . © members), 30 market  yeading the pedigrees s a NE rc COMPANY oe 

1 Ae es ee ne © ee 
ini i The Battle Against Farm eat Cae 

REFRESHMENTS BEFORE JUDGING ep miinipunonpoichicks 

gies male . han ar 1 aoe ee % oa i ie Bo Bote ithe tour moves from (Co: We ee ) Po? 
e smiles belong to: Pau! larrison, Grover Miehe, Bol ‘ul 2 mntinu ‘rom page 3238 a Ws) 

Tapas, utah Taleo oa meat . dried material can be raked into piles Bu lta M i LKER 

: good old Iowa mud, not- and burned.) Continue the harrow- | [gall A Complete Milking Machine Outfit or 

hour. Then we assemble at the Au- withstanding Ernie Wright’s proud- ing until fall, harrowing whenever Ne new units for your old machine. Many- 
3 MSA exclusive patented features that definite- 

gust Bachle farm. The boys now ful boast of 5,000 miles of pave- the quack grass shoots appear above Nes ly improve mechanical milking. Rubber 

have a chance to study Milking Short- ment. We stop at the Clyde Scott the soil surface. Never let them get | pz es Sine Paseo pen eend | te 

horns. They judge this breed at the farm. Mr. Scott is a farmer week higher than one inch, Leave the land : Seen CULO EA SHINE CO 

English International Contest. days and a preacher on Sunday. rough over the winter. In the early p Box 25 Oneida. N. ¥. 

August Bachle has built up a herd His 12-year-old daughter, Betty spring as soon as the land can be | ————————______ 

with some excellent C. T. A. records. Lou, is the calf club member. Betty worked, harrow as before or plow if 

Mr. Bachle is a merry little man is attending Bible school today. necessary. NES 

whose German accent and quaint hu- Mr. Scott used to keep 32 milk Dodder: Do not sow seeds infested HA Gi 

mor make him a favorite. The sons’ cows. Their average production was with dodder; use only clean seed. Belted and 

part of the firm “know their Short- 340 Ibs. butterfat. He is not satis. Prevent seed formation by dodders in Direct Geared Pumpers 

horns” too, and assist Mr, Wright in fied with this production. He says fence rows, along ditches and on Gieapest reliaglepewar for pumplnas 

placing the cow class and the heifer that he had too many cows so that waste places by early cutting. Mow die to work and watch it pay tor iiselt. 

class. he was unable to give them proper patches of dodder in clover and alfal- pe Stet lade eer a 

In judging Shorthorns the boys fol. attention. “I just fed them enough , fa fields; pile and burn on the spot ; : 

low the English system of lettering alfalfa to tease them,” he says. es 

the cows. Instead of identifying them When his father died this spring 

A-B-C-D, the cows are lettered the herd was sold, but Mr. Scott 
A-B-X-Y. bought back 16 heifers, Some of 

At Grover Miche’s, we step into them are freshening this fall. He is uy @ 

the barn and note a milk record going to keep a smaller herd and give f a 

sheet tacked up on the wall behind them better care and handling, He (05 e ik 

Grover’s club heifer. Grover is keep- says, “I will not be satisfied with less w- wi I 

ing track of her daily milk weights. than 500 Ibs. fat average for my Lo' nt 

Grover, 15 years old and the young- herd.” = | | T eo Cou : 

est member of the team, is building We are in Linn County. It is Ernie | Z Oe Low. Your high-count 

a dairy herd of his own with his orig- Wright’s home. As we approach Cen- | © AK il To Probleme sto wee wine 

inal.club heifer for the foundation. tral City, his home town, he points 15 > At vis. You ee en ee oc ere 
5 chlorine carrier kills bacteria quickly and is 

We expect you'll read more about out the home farm. He shows us the UJ safe to use on milk equipment. It comes in powder 

Grover’s club work in the Junior De- country school he attended, the fair- Y (( ''4 — form—just add to water as needed —a little goes a long way. 

partment before long. ground where he spent his first days Y NY Ve With HTH-15, there is no chance 

Of course, the main topic of the away from home at a scout camp as a j x [ay eh he one Be ee S90! Le. in 506 

day’s conversation is the coming trip young lad, the Wapsipinicon River ay) ae 

to’ Europe. Mr. Geiger says that where he used to fish. 5 A Zz __ STERILE AT pee ees sr See el 

the town of Maynard has just raised The second stop of the day is at | = |] : because a little goes so far and be: eme 

$200 toward the trip. Ernie Wright Milton Smith’s on the Lloyd Smith | . SangeAt saves tbe ene labor. te bes ae I mes 

says that all the county farm bureaus farm. Milton shows us his Guernsey dairy sanitation. Dairymen every- i ae iy 

in the state are being contacted. calf. He says the landlord was so | where eres aiopting it foe sbeew cose Gouri Danae merge Be 

Bob Putman, third team member, pleased with the fine showing he made Ifyou haven't tried HTH.-15 it's time to get acquainted with it 

ves us the news that he an ie ast year with grades that he gave | now. Let us outline a program for you that will more than satisfy 
gi sh hat hi id th I ith di that he g: 

folks moved off the farm during the Milton this pure-bred heifer calf for Eee ee mature aad fies iboaamples Sore uowes 

winter and are now running a store paying her transportation from Tex- | the maTHIESON ALKALI WORKS (Inc.) e 60 E. 42nd St., NewYork | 

in Oelwein, lowa. as. The express charges were $19.40.
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Wi i G Bi inter Feeding of N. D. Game Birds 
Must Be Systematic Feeding of Game Birds This Winter 

a Dakota Farmer: Game birds of at the same time provide ample pro- _ vy 3 
North Dakota are about to encoun- tection for birds feeding during inclem- 33 + vag SoA Sy. 

ter one of the worst famine years ever ent weather. If the shelter frame is ¥ siaiee s eM, eee 

experienced in the history of this state. built of heavy durable poles and the we e a Oe nae ay, ne eS The last season of drouth, hot winds, roof-thatch made inaccessible to stock, 4 ee oe aie nda Bb Gaahsom nang 
shifting sand and soil, has, in many there is no reason why a shelter cannot eee aa a 

parts of the state, resulted in a com- be used for several season. In some ay Bey ee 7 5B Aa 
plete and total crop failure. In many Cases, it is advisable to have a “back ("ss = Saar | FE 8 
places only a wide expanse of Russian door” retreat in the shelter so that the ate eee eR aaah 
thistles grew, the seeds of which alone feeding birds can escape an “air Se Soe 
might be considered a “starvation” attack” from some watchful hawk. eee eae 
food. Should we have an open winter, Kinds of Feeders. <a eee fogs ae 
the Russian thistle will at least afford Feed hoppers “mayo be ennstriotad Se Sone < : 
an excellent cover, but should the con- Fg SS arin ee SR ef swe i ; from almost any scrap material found .. feo Se EE AS Ore trary occur, game birds will be robbed The Wi = ‘ SoS 2 eA ee ees 
of their last resort—shelter. This © the average farm. . eds Soe Fase eee : ag applies especially to northwestern conservation department recommends SES — ee 
North Dakota where the fields and 224 uses a wood, self-feeding poultry Woven Wire Gorn Crib for Feeding 
plains are barren of both food and POPPer having a capacity of at least Birds. 
shelter other than Russian thistle. 100 pounds of grain. By raising the vem set-Oe. 1018 sain Pinan Satie ae eee aot hopper 6 to 12 inches from the ground Winter Feeding Birds’ by Aldo Jeopold. 

Scarcity of Feed. on bundles of hay or corn or on a woven pirds can no longer find their own. 
After a summer spent in almost a Wire-covered frame, contamination by Oyster shell should not be used as wild 

continuous round of visits in nearly droppings and snow drifting into the pirds do not take to it readily. In the 
every county in the state, the writer feeding space may be prevented. absence of grit, a bird may starve to 
feels capable of predicting a food short- The Cass County Conservation Asso- death with its crop and gizzard full of 
age in all parts of the state with the ciation has used almost exclusively, in corn, 
possible exception of the Red River their winter feeding of pheasants in Care of Feeding Station. 
Valley and the sand-hill region of Rich- the vicinity of Fargo, a_ self-feeding Self-teedi tati hould b i 
land, Ransom and adjoining counties. hopper constructed from discarded nail elrteeding stations should oe 
These favored areas, in the event of kegs. A metal cone in the bottom ited at least once weekly eo see if the 
deep snow and extreme cold, will also poard of such a hopper will help pre- ee Sine ee 
be subject to a game famine because : : e 
of the poorer yield and scarcity of corn ee S a =e Hot eee me whan nett share; ae 
customarily left standing in the fields | =—s_ Le a oF a 8 on gtateens a aa 
for hogging off. Cattle fattening yards, ZA eS, ne Tce a caving ie 2 fe = where pheasants usually find ample | _ 4 ee - Hares a ait vou ees 8 = ane feed and shelter, will also be few and fe i aM 8 and owls, be sure that you know 
far between, due to feed shortage and feo — | 2 | | the foperuclye Species or: catch them the government buying of surplus cat- | (= f= 5 Hacgamags | in the act of destroying game binds. tle the past summer. The sandhill | 9 6 = eae Ao B08 hg ae as 
area is almost devoid of small grains, | [== ge | Chhawi _ an Nae oer ae ‘ oe at 
although there is an abundance of | ~ = 4. — ane Si Are ee y birds pred- 
green and yellow pigeon grass, wild | @ = — BSL. ga. 8. 
sunflower and wolfberry, all of which | @) sy Additional Information. 
are excellent foods for grouse, pheas- | = SS : . oe Additional information on the winter 3 ants and Hungarian partridges. The |... == || feeding of game birds may be had from eastern part of the state also affords = ~—SS=S*|séBulletin No. B-31 distributed free by thesiacan, better shelter for game birds because | a Aig > Izaak Walton League of America, Chi- of natural tree growth along the rivers, Ee Ais & Je ‘ _ _ cago, Ill. “Winter Feeding of Wild 
in the sand-hill region and in the many L le. ie hae _ | Life on Northern Farms,” Miscellane- 
farm shelter belts which grow more RAS | | © + {= | ous Publication No. 159, of the United favorably in this part of the state. 2 ae <<< (| States Department of Agriculture, has 

Results of Feeding. Vee ~, =| a store of valuable hints on feeding : 
With the very best of weather condi: | “ga Le |__| birds and mammals and may be pro- tions for the coming winter, thereisno | | Cured for 5 cents per copy from the area in the state that cannot profit Superintendent of Documents, Wash- immensely from the maintenance of Feeder Constructed from Nail Kegs. — a an a = 

i i i SS eds an 0 0! feeding stations. Conservation depart- vent “bridging over” of such chaffy sportsmen eta TS RAGeRGEAE WOVIRE 
ments of Wisconsin, Michigan and fésds'as elevator ? “ Dp other more eastern states have found : screenings, granary feed, shelter and protection from pred- 
winter feeding to be an important part SWeePings, ete. Such a feeder equipped atory birds and animals, as well as of game mana with “wings” and a water-proof cover poachers, the successful effort of the gement. Aldo Leopold, 2 if 3 
game manager at the University of Wis- ™2¥ be used without a roof shelter if past 10 years in stocking North Dakota 
consin, believes the following major Placed in a thick grove or at the wind- with exotic game birds—the Hungarian 
objectives can and should be realized SWePt base of a tree. Similar feeders partridge and ring-neck pheasant—will by winter feeding: so constructed and placed by the writer he lost because of the threatening game 
fede trae aan at Fargo and Leeds, last winter, gave famine for the coming winter of 1934- 

cially in the fall) WON GeTINE, esPe- Very good results. A woven-wire corn- 35,—Adrian C. Fox, Cass County. 
2—“Prevents starvation during winter Crib constructed of ordinary hog wire yi. conaitions in South Dakota are similar to snows. in the form of a cylinder set on the those prevailing in North Dakota. 
38—“Puts birds in breeding condition for ground and filled with ear corn has rer spring;” and, I might add, lowers the = chances of birds being captured by preda- been devised by W. Gard Conklin for Ewes should be fed some grain tory birds and animals, feeding Pennsylvania turkeys. The before breeding time to keep them in 
In the case of a planned game man- Missouri conservation department has good thirfty condition and insure a 

agement system, Leopold advocates the Successfully used such a feeder on their good lamb crop. A liberal supply of 
use of a “food-patch” consisting of a same refuges. ... feed should be furnished them, espe- 
mixed variety of small grains, legumes _ Any sportsman or farm boy looking iajly about six weeks before lambing. 
and sorghums inter-mixed with food- forward to next year’s hunting season 
bearing weeds such as wild sunflower, or reminiscening on this season’s game ee 
Pigeon grass, ragweed and kinghead. bag can, with a few tools and some | i 
‘During the past season of drouth, the ability, construct similar feeding hop- ff» 8 =” sk 
“food-patch” would have “gone up in pers and probably devise better ones. _ - 2 , 
smoke” with the rest of the farm crops Cruder methods of feeding may be si; 
so we must resort to the use of con- adopted if they efficiently serve the pur- [/.) _ eo Me 4. eS s structed feed hoppers and shelters. pose. However, the broadcast scatter- igh >, de oF ale = es ‘ro 

How torresd: ing of grain to game birds in North | rt ae CAE coenlldeate ‘ = Dakota is wasteful and inadvisable | i: hh 2 
Feed hoppers should be in operation }ecause of the great loss of grain due |. Eas, ieee ie as early as possible, and should by all to drifting snow. PU pe E OO PE pate peeaeee nf | . Sree Ae a: Be BN i ae Sse 8S ee oe | means be protected from domestic Se tN ec hi | stock and should be adjacent to protect- What to Feed. tb 33 ks A Be 

ive cover such as woods, brush or Whole or cracked corn, barley, mil- eo ie 2 AA 
heavily-weeded ground, Unless they let, wheat and oats should be used. 26h ES ee po NY 
are situated in an unusually favorable With the present shortage of feed | Nise = = BANS 
location and subject to constant atten- grains, it might be well to mix with the ou BL = StF 0 i 
tion, they should be protected by a above grains elevator screenings or _ oe ge ee | 
southeast or south-facing shelter con- other waste grains that might be had | f, ese 
structed in the form of a lean-to, tepee cheaply or for a little labor, such as | == ———( ssh sk or a straw, hay or cornstalk-covered weed seeds at strawstack threshing- ee ee 
roof supported by posts set in the machine sites. Sand or quartz grit oo rrrr—“—_C 
ground. This will prevent rain and should be mixed with the grain after SEES 
snow from freezing up the hopper and the ground is covered with snow and A “Lean-To” Feeding Shelter. a
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New Soils Building 
December 3, 1934 

Mr. Walter A, Weber 

1025 Wade Street 
Highland Park, Illinois 

Dear Weber: 

There is a possibility that I will be able to scare up some 
funds to start work this winter on a project which I have been planning 
for some years, namely the publication of a farmers’ handbook of game 

management for Wisconsin, 

the key to effectiveness in a popular publication of this icind 
will, of course, be the illustrations, I will be able to use photographs 
in part, but there will be a considerable mmber of points of technique 
relating to food and cover relations for which I will need drawings, ‘the 
pheasant drawing which you heve already made may be considered as an 
example of these drawings, ‘the total mmber will come to possibly a dozen 
or a dozen and a half. i 

I would like to retain you for this purpose provided the funds 
materialize, In order that I may present cost estimates, I would like a 
preliminary idea of your rates, Will you give mo a tentative non-binding 
quotation on, let us say, 15 drawings, the average of which will be about 
as difficult as the attached? Should you prefer to work by time, you 
might give me your per day or per month rate for such time as you think 
would be involved in such an order, You might also state whether you 
would plan to do the work here or at home with frequent trips here for 

consultation. 

All this is for cost estimate purposes only and subject to re- 

vision after we get down to more definite specifications, 

I forgot to say thet all the drawings will, of course, be line 
drawings. Many of them will be much simpler than the attached sample, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh 
Enel.
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New Soils Building 
February 1, 1935 

Memorandum for Dean Christensen? 

I would like to publish, under the auspices of the 
College, a Farmer's Handbook or Mammal of Game Management, during 
the fiscal year beginning next July 1. 

This will be about twice the bulk of the Iowa Handbook, 
enclosed, and will have more and better drawings. ‘the Iowa Hand- 
book, printed commercially, cost $250 for an edition of 10,000, 
I estimate the Wisconsin publication should have an edition of 
15,000 and will cost $500 for publication. 

I would like to get posted on whether and how the 
College can carry this cost, One reason for advance arrangements 
is that I mst employ an artist to make the drawings. I can 
probably carry these drawings out of my present funds, but before 
investing in them I would like assurance that their publication 
is provided for. 

Material for this publication has been accumlating 
since 1928, Many extension workers other than myself need such a 
handbook, It will, incidentally, serve as a textbook for the 
Farmer's Short Course in game management. 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Geme Research 

vh 
Enel. 
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State of Dofva 

DR. W. C. BOONE, Caiman SF ish and @ame Commission DENNIS H. GORDERS 

W. M. ROSENE 

ae COUNCIL BLUFFS. Bes Moines caret 

1. T. BODE, STATE FISH AND GAME WARDEN Sieoeeiee ey! 

December 26, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Game Research Department 
New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of December 10th asking for the ap- 
proximate cost of the printing of the last edition 

of the Iowa Handbook has been referred to this 

department. 

The figures that we have available on this are 

that the printing of 10,000 copies cost $134.10 
and the paper stock cost $109.92 making a total 
of $244.02 for the 10,000 or $2.44 per hundred. 
These are the figures on which the cost of the 

100 copies sent you in reply to your letter of 
September 11, 1933 were based. 

We hope that this gives you the desired informa- 

tion. 

Yours very truly, 

State Fish & Game Warden 

CES: ch



STATE OF WISCONSIN 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT ay 
i 

G MADISON CMe 

Co-operation May 28, 1955 

Mr. Aldo Leopold : 
New Soils Building i 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

The conservation director has referred bo me that 
portion of your letter of May 21 dealing with the pro- 
posed handbook. 

As per my telephone conversation with you yesterday 
morning, we can discuss this fully on Thursday on our 
trip to Lake Mills. 

; FOR THE DIRECTOR 

WW. F 
W. F. Grimmer 
Sup't, Gai Division 

WFG: GMC



‘ f New Soils Building 
Jane 25, 1935 

Mr, W. G, Low 34 
Charles Scribner's Sons 
597 Fifth Avenue 
New York, ¥. TY, 

Dear Mr. Low: 

I am starting the preparation of a manual 

of game management for Wisconsin farmers, to be published 

by the College of Agriculture sometime during the coming 

year, For use as e cover design I am wondering if I could 

borrow the ent of the budding grouse which appears on page 

303 of my "Game Management," If you were willing to loan 

me this cut, I would, of course, see that you received due 

credit, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh 
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DESCRIPTION OF FEEDING STATION 

The station described here is one of the smaller ones. We 
experienced greater success with these because less corn stalks 
were needed (ot which we had very few), they held snow out better 
and were much easier to construct. 

We tried to construct most of these in places where they 
would not be "torn down" during the summer, and in places afford— 

' ing them best shelter from the wind, etc. 

This particular type of station was built just high enough 
to afford protection for the hopper and built on the order of @ 
"lean-to"; were from 4 to 5 ft. high, and were deen enough so 
that the hoover sat well back with the station; and were about 
10 ft. wide. They faced the south or southeast so they. received 
all the sunlight possible. A pole was placed on the outer side 
of the stalks and fastened to each end of the station and thereby 
held the stalks in place. In the surrounding territory we placed 
brush piles to afford added protection and roosting places for 
the quail. 

Quite a little trouble was experienced with rabbits tearing 
down the corn\stalks. 
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Summary: Findings and Conelusions 

This survey covered 348 farms in southern La@rosse County, 

aggregating 53,965 acres. 

Of these, 44 farms or 12% now have less than 30 acres of 

safe cropland and hence cannot control soil erosion under existing 

procedures. 

The owners of these problem farms are cultivating unsafe 

Slopes to make a living. 

As erosion progresses, the percentage of problem units will 

increase. 

The average problem farm values its land at $1600, its build- 

ings at $1400, total #3000. 

* # & 

Of the 44 problem farms: 

30% exist as isolated units 

25% exist as pairs 

45% are grouped in blocks up to 740 acres in size. 

It would cost about $10,000,000 to buy out the problem farms 

of southwestern Wisconsin. 

Administration of these farme as public properties would en- 

tail either: 

(a) High costs due to their scattered location, or ; 

(b). The purchase of additional connective areas. 

\ Public administration would yield valuable wood and some 

public recreation as well as soil conservation for the areas 

acquired.
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Some wildlife species would decrease if the problem areas 

Were converted to solid timber. 

‘ eee 

We recommend public purchase of some of the larger blocks as 

county forests, but for the bulk of the problem units we recommend: 

(a) Public purchase by a land readjustment board; 

(b) Partitioning and merging into new agricultural units 

of safe size and composition; 

(c) Resale under land-use contract, limiting the land-use 

to safe prectices. Each contract should contain 

suitable recapture clauses. If the purchaser is an 

adjoining farmer, extend the contract, if possible, 

to his old land as well as to the land purchased. 

The revolving funds used for each partition and merger would, 

of course, have to take a loss on buildings rendered obsolete. 

The land readjustment board should be attached to the County 

Soil Conservation District, and should use its technical personnel. 

Such a procedure, gradually applied to problem units, would 

lay foundations for eventual land-use regulations applying to all 

units.
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Part I 

The Problem Farms of Southwestern Wisconsin 

Introduction 

Soil erosion is an old story in Wisconsin, but soil con- 

servation is fairly new. The problem in our state first received 

widespread attention with the publication of the historic report 

of Bates and Zeasman in 1930.1 Three years later, the federal 

government began its program of subsidy and demonstration, 

The system of federal subsidy has now shrunk, although it 

still influences Wisconsin agriculture. Free CCC labor is gone, 

and with it free lime and free wire for fencing woodlands and 

gullies. AAA is left, paying money for the kinds of crops grown 

and blessing alike those who plow on the contour or up and down 

their hills. Except for AAA, the era of free government help has 

been superceded by the era of self help through conservation con- 

tracts. 

Farm planning ~- no matter how well conceived and executed -—- 

cannot, however, solve the erosion problem on all Wisconsin farms, 

since many units can no longer yield a living to their owners with- 

out abusive and unsafe practices. It was to determine the most 

practical land use on these steep farms that the present study was 

undertaken in southwestern Wisconsin in November 1941. 

Definition 

A problem farm in this study is a farming unit which soil con- 

servationists consider as having less than 30 acres of safe Gropland. 

I 6. G. Bates and 0. R. Zeasman, 1930. Soil Brosion - a local and 
national problem. Univ. Wis. Agr. Exp. Stn. Researoh Bull. 99.
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The emphasis here is placed on the length and steepness of slopes 

as critical factors hempering the application of erosion-control 

practices. An example is shown in Fig. I (see next page). 

Badly eroded, flat sandy farms are sometimes called problem 

farms in southwestern Wisconsin. None of these was present in the 

Sample area studied. The sandy farms are generally localized along 

the larger rivers of the region, and, for the most part, they form 

&@ Beparate problem in land-use planning. 

A second class of problem farms not given special consideration 

in this study consists of farming unite of less than 70 acres. 

Slightly less than five per cent of the farms in this region are 

about 40 acres in size. ‘The total acreage of farms under 70 acres 

in size is estimated to be about 250,000 acres in southwestern 

Wisconsin. 

It should be pointed out that some farms which give every out- 

ward evidence of prosperity are here included as problem farms 

because the capabilities of the land are now being exceeded, and 

that problem farms obviously include units which are not by any 

means in the final stages of erosion. 

Sample area 

Since soil-erosion surveys were more extensive there than 

elsewhere in the state, LaCrosse County logically became the focal 

point of these studies. Here the three towns of Shelby, Greenfield 

and Washington, lying along the southern boundary of the county, 

2 See Tikivtlesl scoplenext in appendix.
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: Figure 1 
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became the sample area forming the basis of this study. Subsequent 

attempts to enlarge the survey to include all of LaCrosse County 

proke down when wartime regulations restricted the use of aerial 

photographs on which details of slope and soil erosion had been 

mapped by the Soil Conservation Service. 

How many problem farms are there? (See Table I) 

Of 348 farms of over 75 acres in the sample area, 44 are prob- 

lem farms; over 12% of the farmers are located on problem land and 

nearly eleven per cent of the area is problem land, These problem 

sdicsclelil ins 4 seine nce nntseecieie tetaieereieieieeedsenioilbaloredapiuiealadiatulbamaaiatnite niet 

| Table I 

Shelby? Greenfield washington Total 
Xo. yams over 75 acres 93 125 130 348 ! 

ot, acreage 13,300 18,455 22,210 53,965 
Average area per farm 143.0 147.6 170.8 149.3 

No. of pieblen farms 19 13 12 ae 
tots acreage 2,390 1,570 1,900 5,890 (10.8%) 
Average area per farm 125.7 120.7 150.8 133 

Unclassified units? 22 18 32 60 
Total acreage 1,020 745 910 2,675 

1. The level land on LaCrosse Prairie was omitted from con- 
sideration. 

2. All units under 75 acres. These undoubtedly include some 
forties which, through a family werasiewenty not evident 
on the tax rolis, are actually part of the farms considered 
above. Acreages were also included here for farms that 
were situated on the town line. 

units are an erosion hazard even when present-day scoil-conservation 

planning is followed. They will continue so until they are with- 

drawn from agriculture, or reorganized to permit more conservative 

practices.
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In reviewing these figures during a personal interview, 
wert, A. Landwehr, Soil Conservator of the local county 
Soil Conservation District, informed the writer that 
they wee closely with his overall impressions of 
farm p ng in LaCrosse County. 
("About one out of every ten farms is a problem.") 

There is one further aspect of the situation which should 

not be overlooked. These are only the problem farms of 1943. 

Other farms, not so steep and still in fair condition, are sure 

to pass into this category if they are not placed under so11~ 
eonservation practice in the near future. Mo county in Wiseonsin 

has even 25% of its farms under Soil Gonservation Service plans at 

this writing. Many farms are sure to erode seriously before mea- 

sures for the safe-guarding of their soils are undertaken. 

(
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Part II 

| Possible Solutions 

Legislatures cannot repeal the inexorable laws that govern the 

destructive force of water on long steep slopes; nor can courts 

declare them unconstitutional. When the speed of running water 

doubles, its erosive force is multiplied four times; as the vihiin 

triples in velocity, its abrasive force is multiplied nine times. 

The power to carry sand, silt and rock multiplies even faster. 

These are the natural laws that load Wisconsin's hills with erosion 

dynamite, They underlie the pressing need to protect the steeper 

slopes with thick grassland and heavy forests. 

From various sources, solutions have been suggested for the 

best land use on the problem farms of southwestern Wisconsin. These 

differ widely in their approach, and agree only in their ultimate 

end. 

A. Public Forest Lends 
Public forests are often proposed. One forester, long ex- 

perienced in flood-control studies, regards the establishment of a 

public forest all along the river bluffs of the Mississippi as a 

virtual necessity.2 Foresters are primarily concerned, however, 

with a sustained production of timber for both state and nation. 

They offer the following argument. 

The case sgainst private ownership. 
Measured against technical standards, farm forestry cannot be 

Called a success on Middle west farms. CGutting is done at random 

I” fhe transporting power of water varies as the 6th power of its 

» GEREN s. sone, tates Grates tenes severizees QtatKn ireeienk, 
communication).
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and without plan. Most farmers regard their woodlots only as a 

( personal source of cordwood and fence posts, not as a source of 

Salesble wood crops. In one Minnesota report of 74 farms’, 38% of 

the farmers had never cut any timber for building purposes; a small 

number had occasionally sold cordwood; and only a few had ever sold 

fence posts. In the farming region of Michigan the average woodlot 

is reported to be producing less than half a standard cord of wood 

(250 board feet) per acre per year, although the rate of production 

could be doubled in many cases by proper management.* In south- 

western Wisconsin over 86% of the farm woodlots were grazed in 1934.3 

To foresters this is a sheer waste of good forest land, just 

as a daisy pasture is waste land to a dairyman. 

fo public officials concerned with flood control, the destruc- 

tion of undergrowth and compaction of steep soils by cattle is an 

open encouragement of increased runoff, flooding and siltation. 

Despite every effort of foresters to encourage and advise them, 

farmers still know little about woodland management, and care less. 

The question of public forests 

As a formula for the correction of land abuse, the public- 

forest solution is superficially clean cut. The farmer is simply 

taken off the land; where he goes next is his own problem, or per- 

haps that of the county's relief organizations. 

WE Peades ta ths ected fate tae whee estat eres ae” 
erosion and erosion control problems. Div. of Econ. Research, 

| $.0.8., Univ. Farm, St. Paul, Mimn. (mimeo.). 
2 A. K. Chittendon and P. W. Robbins, 1930. ‘The farm woodlot in 

Michigan. Mich. 8t. College Agr. Exp. Stn., Spec. Bull. 196. 
3 1935 census of the U.S.
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Of no little importance is the size of the fund required to 

\ put such a program into action. The amount necessary to acquire 

all the erosion problem farms in southwestern Wisconsin is estimated 

to be about $10,006,000. ; 

fThie sum likewise represents a reduction in the tar base by an 

equel amount. It would result in a loss of perhaps 5% of the 

property taxes on which local governments now depend. 

In eleven counties’, the 16th census of the United 
States showed 23,766 farms each at least 70 acres : 
in size. If 10% of these are erosion ees 
the government would have to buy up 2,377 units 
(in round numbers 2500). From a study of 51 prob- 
lem farms in southwestern Wisconsin (see Appendix), 
$4000 currently represents the value of each farm 
in the 73 of the community. 2500 farms KX 4000 = 
$10,000,000. This estimate must, of course, be 
regarded as an approximate one. Other variables 
that affect it inolude the heterogenity of the 
eleven counties, the inclusion of sandy farms in 
the een and the presence of additional steep 
farms in some of the neighboring counties like 
Jackson and Monroe. As a region, southwestern 
Wisconsin is further discussed in Part ITI. 

Another complication lies in the distribution of the problem 

farms. In the sample area, 30% of these were found to be isolated 

from other problem units, and 25% more existed as pairs. A supple- 

mentary end less intensive survey indicated that throughout LaOrosse 

County these percentages were 24 and 38 respectively. This 

difference partly reflects the more intensive sampling in the 

southern part of the county, but more especially the narrower 

ridges as one goes north in southwestern Wisconsin. In only three 

places could enough farms be blocked out to encompass an entire 

section. As shown in Table II, the average size block for the 

I The eight river Gounties from Pierce south to Grant, plus 
Richland, Iowa and Lafayette.
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\ fable II. Grouping of Problem Farms 

rar ime th Smolen 1 4 femme In Ladros ee Co. 
i. of :total ea aie wy saa etceetih fae ae 
‘forms iacreage: farm + bheek 1 farms iaorenge: farm : book 

isolated : 14 1,845 132 132 tt 20 2,665 : 133 133 

in twos 12 1,681} 136: «272 t 32 : 6,168 : 161} 332 

in threes: 6 ; 760: 137 380 3 12 : 1,850 } 129 : 388 

in fours : 8 : 851: 106 + 426 + $ +: OB: 106 > 426 

in fives: = : =| - 3 - 1 BE ga: 136 : 680 

in sevens: 7 i 740: 106 : 740 : 71 740: 106 -: 740 

TOTAL : 479 : 5,827: 124 =: 233 ti 84 :21,64¢: 180 : 265 

* 3 more farms than in Table I. 

Sample ares was 233 acres. ‘The distance between blocks, as mapped | 

in Figure 2, varies considerably. | 

The scattered distribution of these does not lend itself readily 

to administration by a public agency. 

In the acquisition of public forest lands the value of consoli- 

dation is widely recognized. The size required for greatest effi- | 

Cleney and economy of working depends on three factors: character 

of ownership (county, state or federal);cost of supervision; and 

intensiveness of management. ; 

At the close of the first world war, most 

taisa ao Smallet Wise the stenty developaent 

ee ee eng returned soldier and forest jobs. Ganad.
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of county forests in subsequent years, this con- 
cept has gradually changed. By 1931 state forests 
as small as 2500 acres were considered practical. 
According to Tillotson*®, the 59 county forests in the 
U. 8. in 1935 averaged 8914 acres, while 801 town 
and municipal forests averaged 5922 acres. 

\ In the eastern states, town and community forests are not un- 

common, One of the most extensive of these, involving some 5000 

acres at Little Falls, N.Y¥., was originally planted for watershed 

protection. There, selective cutting of the native stands has al- 

ready liquidated the entire original investment.* ‘these local 

forests in the east are generally set up, however, on abandoned 

farmland which can be purchased for about $5 per acre. Most 

problem farms in southwestern Wisconsin are currently appraised at 

prices running from $10 to $22 per acre -- exclusive of improvements. 

Another aspect of community forests occasionally advanced is 

the work they can provide for rural people. Where forestry has been 

fully developed, as in Germany, the number of persons fully engaged 

in the timber trade represents the equivalent of about 4.5% of all 

those gainfully employed.# This impressive figure does not, however, 

indicate the low earnings of the laborers, most of whom are 

temporary workers. Moreover, during normal times, 45% of the German 

forest workers were women.® In the United States, their earnings 

would probably be the rough equivalent of paychecks of the WPA. 

I Herman H. Chapman, 1931, Forest management. J. B. Lyon Co., 
Albany, N.Y¥., pp. 151 and 153. 

2 6. R. Tillotson, 1933. pyr gy Aenea in 'A national plan 
for American forestry.' Senate Document 12, 73rd Congress, 
ist session pp. 843-250. 

3 jt ¢. Brown. 1939. Community forests. U.S.D.A. Forest 
Service. 

4 Franz Heske. 1938. German forestry. Yale Univ. Press. p. 172. 
5 Ibid. p. 168.
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The really serious defect in public ownership of critical areas 

as a remedy for erosion is that nothing is done on the less critical 

areas. frosion is inherently a problem of the landscape as a whole. 

Rain falls on every acre, and corrective measures which apply only 

to the steepest acres fall far short of being truly corrective. 

This is particularly true of southwestern Wisconsin, where the 

depletion of organic matter and nutrients on the flat ridges may 

tuin them, and tear out the valley below, despite the most perfect 

protection of intervening slopes. 

It is axiomatic, therefore, that the only ultimate remedy for 

erosion is conservative use of every acre, whether cropland, pasture, 

or forest. 

Any remedial program must be appraised, not only in terms of its 

effect on partioular acres, but in terms of its effect on all acres. 

Public forests promise no effects on land use outside their bound- 

aries. 

The case for private ownership 

The stewardship of private owners is not as hopeless as it 

looks. From an historical viewpoint, the forest was once the great 

enemy to the egricultural pioneer in America. One cannot, overnight, 

accustom the farmer's hand to a tree-planting tool when it is 

calloused from more than a century's use of the axe. It is in this 

perspective that the farmer has been slow to accept the methods of 

silviculture and the modern conception of the protection forest. 

Yet the trend toward a new appreciation of the woodlot is already 

evident.
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In LaCrosse Gounty, B. A. Landwehr reports,+ the change to- 

ward woodlot protection has been marked in the last eight years. 

In the Gilmore Greek watershed, an SCS demonstration area across 

the Mississippi River in Winona County, ungrazed woodland rose in 

four years from 5.9 to 21.4% on all the farms studied, (Between 

1910 and 1930 it had dropped from 8.3% to 5.96)" 
Acceptance of a new concept in conservation has always been a 

slow process. Even in a decade, the progress may be imperceptible 

and discouraging. In American politicos, the ideas of a small 

minority often wait for half a century before they flower iu the 

platform of a major party. Just as the public attitude toward 

songbird protection erystallized and became widespread in the memory 

of the present generation, so will farmers inevitably come to have a 

high regard for the proper management of their woodlots. 

Arguments which stress the greater yields of forest products 

achieved by public forest management do not come to the heart of the 

present problem. We are primarily concerned here with the need for 

protection forests and not with an increase in timber products. 

fo remove these problem farms from the tax rolls places an 

ever-increasing burden of taxation on the other farmers. This is 

hardly in harmony with the expressed purpose of the Wisconsin soil 

conservation act which specifically places the safeguarding of the 

tax base as a primary end of our present program. 

If the 2500 problem farms here in question lay in a solid 

block, the loss in tax base might be offset by economies in road, 

I” Personal communication. 
2 C. fH. Wekch, Jr., and fH. 0. Anderson. 1939. A Study of Farming 

in the Gilmore Creek Soil Conservation Demonstration Area, Win- 

ona County, Minnesota. Mimeo.
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school and other public service expenses. The fact that they are 

widely dispersed substantially cancels any prospective public forest 

ownership. 

B. Wildlife sress 
In line with the modern coneept of multiple land use, it has 

been suggested that the submarginal farmlands of southwestern 

Wisconsin be developed as wildlife areas. Thus as game refuges, 

or as wildlife sanctuaries, or ae public shooting grounds, the prob- 

lem units could serve the dual purpose of protection forests and 

wildlife lands. 

Value a8 game aress 
From the earliest times, southwestern Wisconsin has been a 

rich range for big geme. The region about the mouth of the Wisconsin 

was the state's best turkey range,+ while the lower reaches of the 

Chippewa, Buffalo, Trempeleau, and Black Rivers supported more 

buffalo and elk than any other part of the state.” Big game, of 
course, is now out of the picture except in the poor soils east and 

north of the erosion belt. 

AS a small game range, southwestern Wisconsin was rich in only 

those species not requiring marshland: passenger pigeon, prairie 

chicken, ruffed grouse, squirrels, rabbits. Marsh-loving game 

(pheasant, waterfowl, and most fur-bearers) are permanently ex- 

eluded by the absence of marshes. They can persist only along streama, 

' Ti. W. Sehorger. 1942. he wild turkey in early Wisconsin. 

2 :? fertiest ions History, tradition and adventure in the 
Chippewa Valley. Chippewa Falls Printing Co. 344 pp.
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Bobwhite quail, theoretically, should thrive where cover and 

food exist, but in actuality they too are scarce, except in very 

restricted localities, and even in these, abundance is sporadic. 

The elaborate food and cover improvements installed by the 80S 

during the 1930's brought no perceptible increase in queil. 

The region was once rich in trout streams, but most of these 

have been spoiled by floods, and the remainder are deteriorating 

with the advance of erosion. 

Values for other wildlife 

The flora of the region is very rich, and is » legitimate part 

of ite wildlife. Many plants of both the prairie and woodland 

floras have been nearly grazed out of existence. Public reservations 

have a clear and unquestionable utility as floral sanctuaries. 

Protection forests, if kept in hardwoods, will increase the numbers 

of certain songbirds, notably those of cerulean warblers and 

pileated woodpeckers. 

Place in a state progran 
An acre of hillside in southwestern Wisconsin, when compared 

with an acre of marshland further east, cannot produce much game 

or fur, no matter how well managed. A wildlife area can help fish 

by arresting erosion, and it can perpetuate floral species now being 

grazed out. 

Present sample densities of game species appear in the appendix. 

The potential effects of public forests on density appear in Table III.
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Table III 

Estimated stand and potential kill in public forests 

of southwestern Wisconsin 

solid timber, managed timber, 
Li. saat sdiuidees Me etd 

Ruffed grouse 1/2 present Baie as present 

Bobwhite none same as present, if fed 

Pheasant none same as present, if fed 

Gray squirrel twice present twice present 

Fox squirrel none Same as present 

Cottontail rabbit 1/2 present twice present, if fed 

Raccoon twice present twice present 

Gray fox Same as present same as present 

Red fox none same as present 

The public value of a wildlife area is of course not merely a 

question of how much it ean produce, but where it lies. South~ 

Western Wisconsin hunters must, on the average, hunt near home. In 

this sense local areas are valuable, even though their production 

be small. 

Southwestern Wisconsin hunters now have one unique asset: the 

Mississippi. A steady deterioration of the Mississippi hunting 

grounds under the recently constructed flowages is in prospect. 

This arguee for such uplend developments es may be possible. 

There is no question but that one or more protected hardwood 

tracts of at least a section in size could profitably be set aside 

in each county of southwestern Wisconsin as state-owned areas. :
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These would have value for scientific studies in wildlife and tim- 

ber management. But the development of all our problem farms into 

wildlife areas is another matter. The scattered nature of the units 

makes for enormous difficulties in patrol. In southwestern 

Wiseonsin land and buildings averaged about $30 per sere in 19414— 

about ten or fifteen times what the Conservation Department ordinarily 

pays for land in the northern part of the state, and about three 

times what it need pay for marshland of higher game productive 

Capacity. 

In Pennsylvania there are now 171 blocks of State 
Game Lands totaling 689,261 acres. These were 
purchased at an average price of 3.62 per acre. 
In developing this progres since 1920, the state 
has found that even acres is too emit for a 
rey worthwhile game-management area.Y The 
ac cost of game management on these lands 
sversae* more than 30 cents per acre per year. 
In 1941 it represented 21.5% of the Penna. sports- 
man's dollar. 

C. bend Use Regulations 
' fhe Wisconsin statute governing soil conservation specifically 

empowers the various districts to enact land-use regulations. Thus, 

the district has the power to prevent all farmers from cropping 

Slopes over 15 per cent, or from pasturing slopes over 25 or 30 per 

eent. Theoretically at least, this would eliminate land abuse on 

the problem farms as well as on other agricultural units, The 

y Teen ee Oe bee aed oes Pa. Gam We. @ ‘ e purchase program. a. e 
Home, April, 1942 B 11 

$ ¥. Gard Conklin. 1942. State game lands gradually increasing. 
qe eee dan. 1942 p. 14 

4 ¥. 8. Slaybaugh, 1941. Pacts and figures for the sportsmen, 
Pa, Game News, Dec. 1941 pp. 9-11.
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enactment of such local regulation must, however, inevitably await 

the building up of a unified and aggressive public sentiment which 

is certainly not in evidence at this time. 

"The right farmer* 

Some Wisconsinites believe that "the right farmer" can handle 

any problem farm. To a certain extent this is true; but the degree 

of erosion control practiced by the right farmer leaves something 

to be desired. The right farmer in LaOrosse Gounty is one who pays 

his taxes and the interest due on his mortgage and who keeps his 

puildings in a good state of repair; how he follows land capabili~ 

ties is seldom considered by the community. The Berg farm, figured 

in the Appendix, was pointed out as being one operated by the right 

farmer. Its rough broken land is pastured, and slopes of 26 to 

"45" per cent! are cropped. 

In the sample area, however, one farmer was encountered who very 

closely followed the land capabilities on the problem farm which he 

occupied. This operator ploughs 22 acres on a 230 acre farm which 

has 21 acres capable of being cropped, i.e., he does not plough steep 

slopes despite his desperate need for more cropland. Additional 

feed for his dairy herd is purchased, and timber is cut according to 

a definite system of rotation. 

It would appear that this system could be extended to other 

problem farms in southwestern Wisconsin. This, however, would call 

for a standard of farm management to which only a few farmers can 

T Gil slopes above 35 per cent are now arbitrarily reported as 
45 per cent in 80S surveys.
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rise, Human nature cannot be changed by legislation, and it can 

be modified but slightly by education. 

The right farmer is a much~sought person in southwestern 

Wisconsin today. He is sought after by banks and landlords of 

every type. He is the anewer to a mortgage-holder's prayer. Yet 

he is seldom found. fhe worn-out farms sold at sacrificial prices 

by banks and loan associations ere mite but eloquent testimonislis 

to this fact: there is no ready supply of able farm managers 

willing to operate the problem farms of this region. 

The future of lené-use regulation 
The extension of the police power through land-use regulations 

Canmnot become a reality until a majority of the farmers in a soil— 

sonservation district realize that: 

(1) land abuse on a given farm exposes the fields of neighbors 
to soil washing and siltation; 

(2) accelerated soil erosion is undermining the welfare not 
only of their community but of the nation as well. 

Relatively few farmers realize these things today. A great 

many in southwestern Wisconsin have, in fact, no concept of sheet 

erosion on their farms. ("Hidden erosion" would seem like a more 

acceptable term.) Even when sheet qnodion is demonstrated on their 

fields, some farmers still believe that mining the soil is sound 

agriculture. This opinion is by no means confined to ignorant 

people. It reste on the faith that subsoils can be ploughed; it 

places its hope in the right farmer. It views with satisfaction 

the experiments et Richland Center; it ignores those at LaGrosse. 

Another obstacle is the widespread confusion between agronom- 

ical improvements and soil improvement. Because many farms are
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yielding bigger and bigger crops, it is assumed that their fer- 

tility is growing. As a matter of fact, big yielde often reflect 

merely a superior "pump* in the form of better seed and better 

culture; the “well" of fertility may nevertheless be running dry by 

reason of erosion losses. One encounters this confusion between 

pump and well even on the campus of the College of Agriculture. 

Wo wonder then, that farmers do not yet distinguish clearly be~ 

tween them, 

Public acceptance of land-use regulations obviously awaits a 

more widespread recognition of the many dangers of oil erosion. 

When this recognition is nttained, by education or perhaps by sad 

experience, cach district will be obliged to consider carefully its 

problem farms. Most of these will be unable to comply with land=- 

use regulations without becoming bankrupt. Faced with the actual 

abandonment of many problem farms, or long-drawn litigation before 

arbitration boards and the courts, the soil conservation districts 

ef southwestern Wisconsin will be in no enviable position. It is 

obvious, therefore, that until the control of erosion is worked 

out for problem farms, there is no chance for public sentiment to 

support land-use regulation. 

D. Ghanges in Farm poundaries ie 

The difficulties of some farms in southwestern Wisconsin are 

rooted in the rectangular survey of nearly a century ago. Although 

the survey did not succeed in aligning the region's roads with 

section lines, it fixed the "fourties" that, to this day, form the 

boundaries of practically all farms in this part of the state. 

Superimposed upon a two-story landscape, the rectangular survey
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made for inevitable difficulties. The “two-story farms" are one 

result; the problem farms are another, 

Relation of farm boundaries to soil erosion 

When a miner exhausts the supply of ore in his shaft, he can 

usually tunnel in another direction, The farmer can "mine" his 

farm, but as the topsoil disappears, he cannot plough past his 

line fence, Erosion need not respect farm boundaries but the 

farmer must. 

When farm machinery can no longer cross the gullies in a 

field, the cropland lost cannot be replaced by the farmer. The 

hagard of ploughing must simply be transferred to other parts of 

the farm, or purchased feeds substituted for crops grown on the 

unit. Faced with this problem, most farmers do not choose to change 

radically their system of farm management. ‘fThey stay on, if they 

are owners, move off if they ere tenante. 

Few farms in southwestern Wisconsin are sold to satisfy claims 

for tax delinquency. The mortgage hoiders, for a time at least, 

will suffer the lowest of rentals just to keep the buildings in 

repair. Neighbors will often rent the fields for their hay or 

pasture privileges. It is not until the buildings are largely 

worthless that the units are finally bought up by some adjacent 

‘ farmer. Thus, the retirement of submargineal land by natural 

economic processes is a long @rawn-out affair. If the operator 

happens to be tenacious and industrious, the land capsbilities are 

almost invariably exceeded and soil erosion simply accelersted 

until the farmer is finally dispossessed.
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In some parts of the United States, where large 
cities are within motoring distance of the country, 

( farm houses on worn~out farms are often taken over 
We Stay people as summer residences, and the land 
itself gradually reverts to forest. This has fre- 
quently happened in New England. In the southern 
Appalachians, where large cities are absent as in 
southwestern Wisconsin, there has been no supply of 
ready buyers for worn-out farms. As a result, farmers 
have stayed on, finally reduced by erosion to the 
level of Tobacco Road. 

Problem farms exist in some parts of Wisconsin solely because 

of the neglect of their operators. Fine terrace lands that are 

badly gullied belong in this class. The steep farms studied in 

this survey are for the most part of a different type. Their 

trouble is inherent in their original boundaries. Measured by S039 

standards, they never were “safe" farms, and the amount of gullying 

present on some is but an indication of the future of the others, 

This ¢an be ey seen by reference to some 
of the seen gant ity maps Fipares in the 
Appendix of 6 report. If the amount of top~ 
soil lost already were somehow replaced, and ail 
gullies were absent, most of these farms would 
contain fine pastureland, but few would have 
30 acres of eropland. 

Difficulties of f 

It would appear, therefore, that the solution of the problem | 

farm should go back to the root of the trouble. Wherever possible, 

problem farms s@ould be merged into larger units with sufficient 

safe cropland, This is a good deal easier said than done. 

In order to merge two or more farms, it should at once be 

recognized that an immediate write-off must be made on the farm 

buildings. In some cases the salvage value on these will run to 

about 33 per cent of the farm purchase price.? 

IT Wiward Marking (Advisory Committee, F.S.A., Ladrosse 0o.) verbal 
communication.
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A second and not inconsiderable difficulty involves the readi-~ 

ness of neighboring farmers to take up the land. Acquired under a 

contract limiting its use, much of the land would be good only for 

pastures and woodland. With a much smaller expenditure many of 

these farmers could renovate their present pastures and so satisfy 

the grazing requirements of their present herds. At the present 

time they certainly do not look on woodlots as a very profitable 

investment, and many of them are already loaded with debt. 

A third difficulty is that no existing agency may have the 

man-power to search out the problem farms in each county, study the 

boundary changes possible, SahenvAiy 8e the parties concerned and 

act as an agent in the sale of the problem land. 

_ A fourth difficulty has been brought out by McNall and Salter! 

in Hutchinson valley. Farms are often overvalued and, when merged, 

may involve considerable mortgage readjustments. 

B. Proposed Solution For Pro tiem Farms 
The problem farms of southwestern Wisconsin vary too much in 

their size and distribution to fit easily into any one pattern of 

land use. Doomed, for the most part, to soil abuse from the very 

start, their importance in erosion control is bound to increase in 

southwestern Wisconsin. The following recommendations are therefore 

offered: 

Recommendations 
In general, government should promote the merging of problem 

farms into sound economic units capable of practicing a high degree 

TP. f. Wolell and L. A. Salter. 1942. ‘The Hutchinson valley 
oo a MS Report prepared for the Wis. State Soil
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of soil conservation. Acquisition of entire farms for public lands 

should be limited in each county and then only to areas where 

problem farms can be blocked into sizeable units which lend them- 

selves readily to public administration. Specifically government 

should: 

1. Set up in each county a Land Readjustment Board provided with 

(a) a revolving fund, and 

(b) technical personnel. 

(This board could coneist of the chairman of the super- 
visors of the soil conservation district, the 80S Soil 
Gonservator, and the County Agent. fhe revolving fund 
could be used to facilitate farm oye som and to ab~ 
sorb the write-off entailed by such farm buildings as are 
torn down, fhe technical planning of farms tae could 
be worked out by SCS personnel attached to the district 
office. ) 

This envisions the probability that a program 
of this kind would be inaugurated only on a 
small seale and that it would utilize existing 
personnel wherever possible. I+ is brought out 
elsewhere in this report that land acquisition 
and readjustment should be closely — with 
economic cycles. It is conceivable, therefore, 
that an expanded program of this kind would over= 
burden existing agencies and would therefore 
require the services of land oe peewee agents 
employed either by the spate committee or by 
one (or more) districts.* These would be tech- 
nically trained men charged with the mapping of 
problem farms in each county, planning mergers 
and negotiating with farmers. They could also 
make periodic check-ups of farms which were ai- 
ready placed under land-use contracts. 

2. Buy out the problem farms. Those that are tenanted and also 

for sale could receive first consideration, 

3. Reorganize the farm boundaries either by 

i The supervisors of a soil conservation district can rey mgt such 
“assistants as they may require". (1939 ¢. 92.07, subsection 3).
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(bd) partitioning among neighbors. 

4, Resell the problem farms subject to land-use contracts. 

Buyers would be required to follow land-use capabilities 
as set forth in the bill of sale. Title to the land would 

thus be held in fee tail rather than fee simple. 

Advantages of boundary changes 
Splitting up problem farms, or blocking up two or more such 

units into a single farm, has the primary merit of retaining the 

land as part of the tax base, 

Land-use restrictions, which are not dissimilar in their 

principle, have long been used by realtors in the development of 

residential communities. In the present instance, penalties in the 

form of land-abuse fines might be added to taxes levied on the farm 

buildings of the unit or, as is more often done, violation of con- 

tract would involve loss of the property by the buyer. In this 

manner, the state could be fairly certain of the permanent correc- 

tion of land abuse. 

In some cases, the additional pastureland would ease the grasing 

pressure on neighboring units. In other cases, the boundary changes 

would endeavor to keep the maximum of farmers on the land in com- 

pliance with the capabilities of the soil. Though such a program 

would inevitably result in the gradual reduction of, say, from 5 to 

7 per cent of the farmers now tilling these rough and broken soils, 

this certainly is far better than the complete elimination of 16 or 

12 per cent of such farmers in the course of a huge program involving 

the public acquisition of all problem farms.
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If boundary changes can be effected by this new instrument 

of government, there seems to be every likelihood that the same 

organization could also work to alleviate many of the present 

difficulties now inherent in the two-story farms scattered through- 

out this region.
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Part III E 

Southwestern Wisconsin as a Region 

Few regions east of the Mississippi possess, at the same time, 

both great size and perfect homogeneity. Southwestern Wisconsin is 

no exception. Its problem farms are scattered among many counties, 

and no two counties are exactly alike. Yet land-use planning must 

consider not only the conditions on the farms themselves but also 

those of the region in which they lie. In this section, an attempt 

has been made to look at the region as a whole, and to point out at 

the same time how the economic and social structure of agriculture 

varies from county to county. 

4s a region, southwestern Wisconsin is dis~ 
tinguished both by its topography and by its soils. 

The high, unglaciated ridgeland extends eastward 
from the eraeree™ River as much as 65 miles in 
some places. Soi for the most part are Fayette 
and Dubuque silt loams, with prairie soils on the 
broader ridges and sandy alluvial soils atone the 
larger rivers. For purposes of discussion a: 
comparison, the region is here considered to in- 
clude the 8 river counties from Pierce to Grant, 
plus Richland, Iowa & Lafayette Counties. This 
is by no means a eres: area, but it does 
reflect a mutual consideration of predominant 
soil ‘eee ea _ and average slopes (figure 4). ’ 
The following discussion is based for the most part 
on analyses of U.S. census reports. Tables on 
which the statements are based may be found in the 
Statistical Supplement. 

i 

Agricultural structure 

Dairying is now so firmly established in southwestern 

Wisconsin that deliberate changes to other bases of farm income 

will not be readily accepted by operators of problem farms. Over 

I The averages quoted for the region are usually arithmetio rather 
than mean averages for the 11 counties. This introduces a small 
statistical error which should be recognized, since some counties 
are much larger than others.
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50% of the farmers now rely on dairy products as their major source 

( of revenue. About 25% depend on livestock for their principal 

income and nearly 10% on field crops. 

In 1940, 18.6% of the farmers reported that they had worked an 

average of 87 days off the farm during the preceding year. Con~ 

siderably less than the state averages for the same kind of work, 

these activities are the product of many factors: prosperous 

farms (Iowa & Lafayette Counties are low in off-the-farm work), 

availability of jobs (LaCrosse County with the largest city in the 

region had a relatively high percentage of farmers in this cate- 

gory), ete, 

Trends 

Throughout southwestern Wisconsin, farm tenancy has been 

rapidly increasing, and in Lafayette County more than half of the 

farmers now rent their farms. Between 1890 and 1920, tenancy 

rosé 2 - 3 per cent per decade; between 1920 and 1940, the increase 

was over 7 per cent per decade. Particularly prevalent in the 

southern counties, this trend offsets some of our present gains in 

soil conservation. Tenants now average six years on a farm in con- 

trast to 19 years for full owners. Looking at a gullied field on 

an Iowa Gounty farm last March, a new tenant said to the writer, 

"I'll get all I can out of it this year, and then get the *“- out 

of here." Only a uniform system of rental contracts enforced by 

the state seems likely to protect owners and neighboring farmers 

from soil abuses of this sort; but the application of such a law 

would inevitably be complicated by the continued existence of prob- 

lem farms.
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Since 1900, the population trend of southwestern Wisconsin 

has, on the whole, been upward; but most of the increase has taken 

place in the city of LaCrosse. Elsewhere in the region the popu~ 

lation has been largely stationary but in Pierce and Iowa Counties 

it has actually decreased 10%. with the collapse of the land~boom 

of the last century, the total number of farms has also been de~- 

creasing. In each of the last three decades one out of every 100 

farms was either abandoned or merged with adjacent farms. Between 

1920 and 1940 these totaled 949. Muny were undoubtedly located on 

sandy soils, but some steep farms were probably included. Over : 

800,000 acres of farmland have been abandoned in southwestern 

Wisconsin since 1900. 

That farmers are willing to enlarge the size of their farms 

(at the right time and at the right price) is borne out by U.S. 

census reports covering the region. In the last 50 years the aver- 

age farm in southwestern Wisconsin has increased 13% in size, in 

contrast to an overall increase of about 7% reported for the state. 

This change in farm boundaries took place, of course, largely 

around the turn of the century, but the trend is still perceptible 

in the last two decades. 

fhe ultimate retizement of submarginal farms in southwestern 

Wisconsin is occasionally blocked when such farms are purchased 

by unwary buyers. One such problem farm was sold some years ago 

to a Chicagoan who had heard that “the more you plow, the more 

money you make". The result was one of the most severely eroded 

farms in La@rosse Gounty.! Incidents of this kind can be at 

TI Donald Zank. $.0.8., (personal communication)
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least partly prevented by the publication of soil erosion surveys 

\ for each county in the region. Publicized as ‘risk maps’, they 

would tend to discourage private buyers from purchasing problem 

farms as integrated agriculturel units. Risk maps have already 

been prepared by the Conservation Board of the U.S. Geological 

Survey for dry wheat-land areas.} Unpublished soil erosion sur- 

veys in LaCrosse have already been used in the same connection. 

; Land values 

The problem of steep farms in southwestern Wisconsin is in- 

evitably increased by the lack of large cities in the region. 

Farmers here must not only contend with a highly erodible soil, 

but they also lack easy trucking to ready markets. In LaCrosse 

County some farmers “get by” with such enterprises as retailing 

their products in the city. As many as 4 or 5 farmers may de- 

liver milk to separate consumers on the same street. Occasionally 

a problem farm is kept going by similar operations but relatively 

few farmers can adopt such practices. 

The possibilities of selling problem farms to city people, 

largely for their residential value, are similarly reduced. During 

the course of this study, two such farms in La@rosse County were 

taken up by city buyers, for residential purposes, but this can 

scarcely be regarded as a normal practice in the region. The fact 

that southwestern Wisconsin is not within easy motoring distance of 

crowded Chicago similarly restricts the use of its farm houses (on 

problem units) as summer homes for city people.? The development 

I Ysaih Gowman. 1934. Applied Geography. Sci. Monthly 38:173-177. 
2 At the time of the sixteenth census, there were 200 unoccupied farms 

in southwestern Wisconsin, 880 vacant farm houses for sale or rent, 
and 223 vacant farm houses not for sale or rent. 96.6% of the farm 
dwellings in the region were therefore occupied.
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of private aviation may, however, shrink this distance, but the 

post-war future of modern transportation cannot be clearly foreseen 

at this time. (For all we know today, Chicagoans might then week- 

end on Lake Superior. ) 

Few resort owners of northern Wisconsin ever thank a glacier 

for the basis of their business, but the southwestern part of the 

state offers an excellent contrast in geology and recreation. 

Unglaciated, its valleys are unable to form lakes, and its hills 

are unwanted by vacation-seekers. Yet the coulee country offers 

some of the most picturesque scenery in America. Yithout water, 

parks are considerably limited from the visitor's point of view, 

and the degree to which they attract local people depénds on the 

character of the local population. 

In LaCrosse County, where assessed valuations are said to con 

form closely to actual values, a study of the 1941 tax rolls for 

Greenfield township showed cropland of all classes averaging $42 

per acre and woodland $13 per acre. Census figures for 1940 aver- 

age $48 per acre for all types of farm land, buildings included. 

Such farm values differ widely throughout the region. Those of 

Lafayette County exceed those of Buffalo by over 70%. 

The recent drought has demonstrated tremendous fluctuations 

in farm values. Between 1930 and 1940 the average value of the 

farms in southwestern Wisconsin declined over 34%. It is obviously 

necessary that any long-term program in land adjustment be care~ 

fully attuned to economic cycles. In times of prosperity when land 

prices are high, it would be poor policy for farmers to buy expen- 

sive land on a long-term credit basis. At the same time, the state,
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engaged in a farm merger program, would be obliged to write off 

comparatively heavy losses on surplus farm buildings. Unfortunately, 

during periods of depression, when write-off costs would be consid- 

erably less, government would have to face reluctant buyers in any 

operations involving farm mergers. 

Integrated regional program 
It is obvious that no land policy for southwestern Wisconsin 

can be executed overnight, that it can be planned, and that it can 

grow step by step. The merging of isolated problem farms should be 

inaugurated only on a small seale. The creation of small public 

forests where problem farms exist in a block can be regarded as a 

parallel but separate activity working toward the same goal. A 

definite purchase plan, backed by funds available st all times would 

enable the state to play a waiting game in respect to land acquisi-~ 

tion and to purchase land only at minimum prices, 

Wew York has built up a large state forest pre- 
serve oueeery, & this manner. Begun in 1885, 
the program resulted in the acquisition of 2,397,506 
acres (up to Sept. 30, 1940).+ The average cost ove 
one ten-year period (1917-1927) was $25 per acre, 1s 
of which represented acquisition expenses, such as 
issuing the bonds, examining title and appraising the 
land.* Under a constitutional amendment adopted in 
1931, Wew York has further provided for the acquisi- 
tion of a million acres of abagdoned and submarginal 
land at a cost of $20,000,000. 

Such a program would increase the timber resources of the 

region, now badly depleted. It would also help reduce the danger 

1 &. &. irvine (ed.). 1942. ‘fhe World Almanac and book of facts 
for 1942. The New York World-Telegram, New York. p. 3932. 

2 A. &. Hoskins. 1929. Bond issues for state forests. Jour. 
Forestry, 37:132-137. 

3 R. f. Bly and G. 8. Wehrwein. 1940. Land economics. The 
Macmillan 6o., New York. pp. 189 and 190.
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of regional pauperization which is the ultimate end of soil 

erosion. It would further peve the way in southwestern Wisconsin 

for a practical program of soil conservation on all farms, re- 

enforced -~ if necessary -- by land-use regulations when the far- 

mers of each district are ready for them. Boundary readjustment 

ean furtuer reduce the difficulties of two-story farming and where 

necessary can be extended to other farms, which by reasoa of their 

small size, are obvious uneconomic units.
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Appendix 

A. Technical supplement
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Survey Methods ; 

Steep farms for the most part were located by study of the 

La Crosse County topographic map issued by the Wisconsin Geological 

and Natural History Survey. At 0. R. Zeasman's suggestion, farm 

boundaries from a plat map were superimposed on the contour lines 

to bring out those units which were largely in slope. Field in- 

spections, begun with the assistance of Prof. Zeasman, were then 

used to confirm the preliminary judgments and these were further 

supplemented by available information in the Soil Conservation 

Service district office at West Salem. 

Table IV 

: Discovery : S08  Inspeo- SOS Total: :suffi- another : 
; i_maps tion report i jon ent farm i 

ae 745 6 7 25 11 al 3 ; 

:s08 files =: 3 3 - Sr + t- ok, 
iother sourced’ 5t1 __- 1 Ee ol 
: 11546 9 . me uw 4 3 : 

Most of the farms on which Soil Conservation Service maps were 

available were also inspected. It was found that in the sample 

area, the topographic map could not bring, Limi tations of cropland 

brought on by accelerated erosion (gullying, sheet erosion and 

siltation), nor could the investigator readily discern on it bottom- 

lands which, by reason of their wetness, were not capable of being 

1 One contained 31.6 acres; the other 37.5 acres. 
2 Found for the most part on field trips.
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cropped, Analysis of topographic maps tends to be conservative 

in spotting problem farms. In the sample area only 71% of the 

problem farms were found by this method. fhe errors involved in 

listing units which were parts of other farms or which have more 

than 30 acres of cropland can therefore be regarded as negligible. 

. Examples of problem farms 

In the following pages, a number of examples of problem farms 

are figured. For some farms, two maps are given. These are 

(1) $08 land capability maps and (2) SCS farm plans. 

Capebility maps incorporate three sets of facts: : 
soil type, revere of slope and degree of ero- 
gion. In La@rosse County, various numbers from 
1 te 382 are used to indicate the soil type} 
these are listed in Table V. The amount of 
erosion is shown by the following: 

3 Symdo on Me : Oop 6O OsG : Gulli of : 

: 2 i Dep : Distance Apar' : 

: 1 : 0 ~ 28% : - : - : 
: By J > 0 = 25% : shallow : more than 100 ft. : 

: 27 : 25-7 : i : + : 
3 27 + BB + 7 : shallow : more than 100 ft. : 
: 28 : 25 + 75% : deep : Less than 100 ft. : 

: 3 a ee ee ” : 
: 37 : 75 -100% : ghallow : more than 100 ft. : 
; 37 i WS =i : nm : less than 100 ft. : 
3 38 > 7s +80 : shallow : more than 100 ft. : 
i Sat 7B 1008 i desp i less than 100 ft. :
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TABLE ¥ 

A key to the soil types of la Crosse County 
figured in the soil surveys that follow 

, Ettriek silt loam 
Genesee soils undef. 

6 Wabash silt loam 
9 Ray~Genesee complex 

lL Ray #i1t 1.-col. ph. 
12 Stony colluviun 
15 Meridian v. f. silt loam 
22 Judson silt loam 
S Chaseburg silt loam 

Dark silt 1. over mott. clay 
3 Rertrand silt loan 

Payette silt loam 
27 Payette loam-val. ph. 
28 Fayette silt l.-val. ph. ’ 
30 Dubuque silt l.-sh. ph. 
31 Dubuque silt l.-deep ph. 
33 Boone fine sandy loam 
% Fayette over sand=-val. ph. (possibly Gale leam) 

Gale loam 
a Tama Gilt loam-val. ph. 

Bates fine sandy loam 
a Rough broken land 

2 Fayette 811t 1.-low lying ridge over f. windblown s. 
351 Fayette (Gale) silt l.-sh. ph. 

\ 

\ 
\ 

\\ 

i) 

.. 

\ Ny 
\ 

\ 

‘Ore 
i \
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LAND USE LAND ASSESSED AT 
CAPABILITY MAP fe AVERAGE OF $12.50 
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WOODLAND 

i 7% ACRE 

13 ACRE PASTURE | CROPLAND. 

CROPLAND 

RY 7 ACRE 
25 Y2 ACRE. PASTURE — 

/0 ACRE 
CROPLAND ; 

17 Y2 ACRE PASTURE 

Tp ACRE 
WOODLAND, 

PLAN ON JOHN A. HASS FARM - 
BEFORE - AFTER PLAN 
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| oe PASTURE 56.0 COWS 15 GRAIN 12. 8 

a WOODS 30.2 YOUNG 4-5 HAY & 
ae MISC. 4.0 CALVES 4-5 ROT.PAST. 23.8 31.3 

\ POULTRY 500 47 8 49.8 

NEW OWNER PLANS TO RAISE POULTRY AND BUY 
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43 ACRE PASTURE 
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Table VI 

SCS Land Use Recommendations 

For Land Capability Maps 

These cropland and pasture recommendations are made on the basis 
thet manure will be applied and the soils will be limed and fer- 

: 3 : SUGGE iD 3 SUGGES TED 

CLASS : COLOR : Land USE __: ROTATION : PRACTICE 

3, + Green ‘ Gropland ‘0-G-H tNo practices. If land 
$ i (Short : tis subject to overflow 
: : Rotation) : trotation will change 
t 2 t tor may be retired to 
: : t ipasture. 

II. +: Yellow : :0-G-H-H-H-H:No practices. 

: : Gropland :0-G-H-H-H ‘Field Strips or Buffer 
t > (Medium : i Strips 
g : Rotation) : : 
? t 30-@-H-H :Gontour Strips 

2 i :0-G-H :Terraced 

III. : Red : 10-G-6 Yr. No Practices 
: t : hay or : 
; : i pasture : 

3 ? Cropland :0-G-H-H-H-H:Field Strips or Buffer 
t : (Long : : Strips 
: : Rotation) : : 
t t :C0-G-E-H-H :Contour Strips 

: : :0-G-H-H :Terraced 

iY. : Blue : Hay land : :Plowed only for Re- 
: : : :seeding and Soil 
: 2 : :Treatments. 
' t or : t 

: : Pasture : :Control Grazing - 
: : t :Renovate - Contour 

re 
Va. : Orange : Pasture : :Strict Grazing Manage- 

: ; f tment (Renovate when 
: t : ipractical) 

Vb. :Uncolored : Woodland & : :Protect from fire and 
3 : Wildlife : igrazing Selective Cutting 

GC - Corn @ - Grain H - Hay
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Appendix 

B. Statistical supplement
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Table VII 

Population Trends in Southwestern Wisconsin 

Iowa and Pierce Counties have decreased 10% in 
population in the last 40 years. LaOrosse 
County imereased 38.5% in the same period, 
largely due to the growth of the city of 
LaCrosse. The other counties have been largely 
stationary. Considered as a single region, the 
eleven counties increased 5.8% in the period 
1900-1940, 

33 33 Net Ghange 

321900 1910 1920 1930 1940 :: 40 Yrs. 
33 33 

Buffalo 3: 16,765 16,006 15,615 15,330 16,090 :: - 675 
33 sé 

Crawford :: 17,286 16,288 16,772 16,781 18,328 :: # 432 
4 tr 

Grant :: 38,881 39,007 39,044 38,469 40,639 :: * 1,758 
23 i 

Iowa : 23,114 82,497 21,504 20,034 20,595 :: —- 28,519 

LaQrosse :: 48,997 43,996 44,355 54,455" 59,653":: + 1e,656 
Lafayette :: 20,959 20,075 20,002 18,649 18,605 :: - 2,264 

a $f 
Pepin ts: 7,905 7,887 7,481 7,450 7,897 :: = 8 

33 3% 

Pierce t: 83,943 228,079 381,663 21,043 21,471 :: - 28,472 

Richland :: 19,483 18,809 19,823 19,525 20,381 :: + 998 

Trempeleau :: 23,114 22,988 24,506 30,910 24,381 :: # 267 

Vernon i: 88,352 28,116 29,252 28,537 29,940 :: + 1,589 
re tT 

TOTAL 33262,798 257,358 260,017 271,183 278,070 :: + 15,272 

Percentage Change “8.1 +1 +4,3 +2.5 #5.8 

* In 1930 the population of the city of LaCrosse was 39,614; in 
1940 it was 42,707. 

Source: U.S. Census publications
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Acreage of farmland in Wisconsin 

by size of farm 

in thousands of acres 

Bize of 33 i Wet Oh e 

Farm 3: 1910 1220 1930 1940 i; mo Taare 

80-49 :: 869 919 760 752 1: = 107 

50-99 :: 4,151 4,672 4,435 4,294 ti # 143 

100-174 1: 7,817 8,490 8,528 8,762 i? + 945 
re t 

175-259 :: 7,258 ( 4,308 4,489 4,790 22: + 644 
it +? 

260-499 :: 2,815 2,899 3,312 17 
8 $3 

500-999 :: 599 565 527 620 1? + 
i. tt 

1000 t3 i 3 
plus 3: 383 3292 205 253 737 => BW 

vi tT? 
TOTAL ::20,967 22,060 21,793 _ 22,783 t: + 1,718 

YY a 

Source: U.S. Census publications
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Ghanges in the number of farms 

in southwestern Wisconsin 

Between 1890 and 1900 the number of farms increased nine per- 

cent as a result of the land boom of the period. ‘This was followed 

by successive decreases in the next 40 years so that the number of 

farms in this region now closely approximates that of 1890. 

: 1890 ; 1900 1910 _: 1980 ; 1930 : 1940 50 Years. 

Buffalo : 2187 | 9248 : B1GL : 2080 : 2042 : 2045 : - 82 

Grawford : 1991 2104 : 1983 : 1911 1915 : 1924 - 

Grant ; 4130 j 4819 4056 : 4022 : 4087 | 4028 : - 102 

Iowa ; 2336 : 2547 2495 2527 2436 ; 2447 oe wr 

LaGrosse : 1642 : 1912 i 1gli: 1720 : 1733: 1676: + Be 

hafayette : 2202 : 2601 : 2441 : 2360 : 2854 : Ba64 : - 28 

Seta te 1054 : 1038 1034: 939: 945:- 19 
Pierce ; B58 : 3523; S213 : 5105 : SO1S : ge10 : - 48 
Richland ; 2720 : 2726 ; 2546 : 25553 : 2442 : 2442: - 278 

Trempeleau: 2676 i 8138 : 3008 + 3138: 3OB1 : B40: + 364 
Vernon _: 2763 i 4835 : 4003 : 4101 : 40n6 : 3979 : + a6 

10 Years oO. 43 -8 BA 2 47 

( Source: U.S. Census publications
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Changes _in the 

average size of farms 
in southwestern Wisconsin 

The average form has increased 13% in size during 
the past 50 years, in contrast to a 6.9% overall 
inerease for the state. Farms in this region are 
now 30% larger than the average for Wisconsin. 

:_ 1890 i 1900 ; 1910 ; 1920 : 1930 : 1940 _: Change 

Buffalo: 173 i 182 : 189 : 200 : 200 : 805 : + 33 

Crawford 144: 188: 173: 7B: IM : 175 3 + 31 

Grant : 189 : 163 : 170 : 166 : 166 : 170 :+n 

Iowa : 185 : 184 : 185 : 182 18 : 19 :4 5 

LeGrosse =: 154 : 147 : 153 : 159 : 158 : 157 t+ 3 

Lafayette 155 : 156 : 156 : 188 : 167 : 169 : +14 

Pepin : 18 : 189 : 181 1 136: 143: 148 : + 30 

Pierce =: 98 +: 100 ios: 1 : 114 : iad i426 
Richland : 120 : 132 : 142 : 143 : 147 : 148 : + 28 
Tremelem : 149 : 146 : 150 : 147 : Mm MP + 8 

Vernon _: 139 : 116 i: 122 : 419 i 388 i 123 i+ 4 

Average } 180 : 148 : 183 : 154 + 187 : 160 : 

STATE: 115 : 117 : 129 : 127 : 180 : 283 : 

Source: U.S. Census publications
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Farms in southwestern Wisconsin | 

( classified by size 

| 1940 

| er ee eee Ss a 
: 10; BS: 49 : 69: 99 :139 : 179: 219: 259: 379:499:699:999; res : 

i ta@-:ae-! ac-tac—: ag-! a@-! acwt ae! ao~: ac-iae-taciac-: and : 
‘Tes :res: es :res: xres: res: res: res: res; res i: Tes : res: res: over: 

Buffalo 55: es: m1: 36: 168: 241: 376: 293: 217: 340:126: 44: 7: 3 

Orawford: 63: 38: 71: 4s: 225: 372: 348: 262: 163: 335: 67: 84: 6: 2 

Grant ‘101 118: 146: 108: 456! 7541 784: 570: S87: 445:111; 38: 18: - 

- Towa 81: 59: 6a: 40: 228: 388: 492: sez: B88: 350: 83: 36: 1a: - : 

Ladrosse: 78: 65: 76: 48: 187: 524 B43: 207: 137: 153: 45: 14: 1: “04 

Lafayetts 55: 78: 58: 45: 249: 410: B18: S15: 830: 240: 50: 11: 7 2 ; 

Pepin : 88: 88: 66: 47: 154: 173: 162: 110: 60! 88: 17: 8: ae ae 

Pierce : mina 2371129: 701: B82: 441: 227! 150: :127: 34: 8: tr 3 

Richland : 5°: 54: 90: 83: 447: 887: 495: 269: 145: 190: 33: ney 

as» 80: 76: 73: 79: 501! 605: 697: 3a: 232: za2: 42: 9: 3: “ 2 

Vernon :145 1251: 248:251:; 870: 930: eas: 5531 178: 168: 33: 7; =: 2: 

Total i765 1869 :1298 1912; 4181 15356:5300 :8809 2167 :2558:639:207 53: 9 ? 

% 8,813.1: 4,7:3,3:15,1:19,3:19.8:18.0: 7.9: 9.3:2.3: .8: .8:,0003' 

Total number of farms in this region: 27,599
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Farms in southwestern Wisconsin 

Classified according to their major source of income in 1939 

i pad r 7 pro> :poul-: i ; : ; : Ree 
sdai- =; : iducts :try &:for- :live-: t ifarms: 3 
: ry : t : used :poul-:est :stook: 3 : not :un- 2 

; i tlive-:field: by : try :pro- : pro~:vege~ : : in :@lassi-; tot- 
{ duets :stock:crops:house~: pro-:ducts:ducts:tables:mise.: use ; fied :; al 

3 i I i ae ducts: i t ¢ : 1; 4 t 
| Buffalo: : 3 3 ; : 3 3 t ’ i } 

: t 3 t t : 2 t ? : i t 
| Grawford: 833: 470 : 364 : 198 : 11: S48 :t S480?) 17 «31897 
| : : ‘ $ 2 : 2 ’ : : t t 
Grant + 1a99:216L : 86 : 300: SL: 13: 6 : 14: 8 t 2B: 64 33938 

‘Towa : 1888: 721: 44: 88: 17: 3:2: Bi 4! 14: 80 :2413 
i : i : : : : : 3 3 : : : 

|La@rome: 10935: 204: 38: 199: 58: 9: 9 : 27 :1%7 +: 18: 13 :1e48 

‘befiyetes 1161: 990: 38: LL: 17: 2: 2: - : 1 3:88: BB 12820 
\Pepin : 419: 253: 34: ISL: 48: -: 8 : 3 : = : a7: ido : 908 

Pe | : : : : : : : : : yg 
‘Pierce : 1529: 567: 145 : 368: 159: 6: 3 : 6 :10 : 9: “8 :3798 
i ict : : i : : : : : : i 3 | 
| Reet: 1953: 2482 : 33: 1428: 13: 2: 4 : 8B it 4 + B84: B23 :2395 

e-: : : : : : : : : : : Br tal 
" + LBQ8: 464 : 307 : 352: 214: 14: 8 : 1:11 : 380: 40 33970 

; : ; 3 : : : : : : : : ‘ : 

Vernon 2138: 246 11375 i 312 ' 15 8 : 17 1 # 23 37 3049 

Totel:14,555:6804 :2476 : 2362 : 636 : 76: 68 : 67 : 74 : 200: 288 <Byeo0 
| : : : 3 : : : i 3 : 3 : 

g ; OOF? 94.9: $.0.: 8.6: 2.35 1 Bt Bt Rt tk EO 7 
| 

be 
| | 

| Source: Sixteenth Census of the U.S. 

|
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Land use in LaCrosse County 
percent percent of 

total of agricultural 
Agricultural land acres county land 

Cleared plowland* 134,496 43.64 729.0 
permanent pasture 25,327 8.22 14.9 
pasture 4,509 1.46 2.6 
stump pasture 2,884 94 7 
orchards and vineyards 107 .03 2: 
eroded land 150 -05 am 
abandoned 111 -04 eh 
‘ota ‘ > ‘ 

paroontnge 
° 

Woodland woodland _ 
oak~hickory 75,646 34,54 (85.5 
swamp hardwoods 8,145 2.8 9.2 
serub oak 1,631 .53 1.8 
jack pine 1,367 44 1.5 
white pine 634 81 Me 
aspen 879 29 1.0 
tamarack 136 04 2 
ery pine : 51 -02 cn 

a. ? ° . 

Mi 11 

marshland 25,425 8.25 
urban and special uses 11,564 3.75 
Bey fe +88 4,07 

a é . 

* Includes rotation pasture. 

Source: Wisconsin Land Inventory (unpublished)
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Changes in the percentage of tenancy 

in southwestern Wisconsin 

In general the percentage of tenancy increases as 

freee 1890 and 1920, this, percentage rose from Br terurvma trios: = 
eee ‘Sane: Senn: Dime; 2ome, seep | mente 

Buffalo 1: 1 18 20: 27 31.6 19.6 
Grenford =: 10: 1d:: 18 : BL: 28: B83 : 29.3 

Grant : BO: Gli ai a: 3: 5A5 : 19.5, 
Iowa i i 19: 2: BB: 37: 43.6 29.6 

LaGrosse =: 123; 20: 23: 19: 23: 28.7 3 14.7 

Lafayette : 21 ag: 30: 36: 48 51.3 30.3 

Pepin 9: Wt: Ot Wt Mt we: 13.8 

Pierce: 91 MBit M42 Wt Met AR: 18.2 

Richland M4: 16: BL: a4: 34 t M2? 25.1 

fremelesu: 11: 10: 18: 17: 20: 26.6 25.6 

Vernon: 10: 38: 14: 16: 25: 33.5 : 23.5 

Average ? 13: 16 : 4 : ML: M8: 348 7 21.8 
State _; 12: 15,5: 13.9: 14.4: 18: 23.0 3 12.0 

Source: U.S. census publications
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Characteristics of the rural population 

in southwestern Wisconsin 

1940 

In general, farmers remain the same number of 

ese et mo 
siderably less than elsewhere in the state. 

county : popu- : off  : wre ar eet eee 
: lation 7 Bail ioff pice Aas aed tin ne | 

Buffalo 10,119 :27.€:20.6! 140 15 19 : 17 7 
Grawford ©: 9,354 :20,9:14.9:. 89 : 18: 19 : 158 : 6B 

Grant : 19,704 t21.7:14.6: 68 : 14: 19 : 17 i 6 
_ Towa £12,523 :18.3:14.7: 64 : 14: 20 ‘ wn ft 

LaCrosse = «8,238 :26.1:21.8: 109 : 15: 19 : 18 : &B 
Lafayette : 10,781 81, 5:15.58: 7 : 18 : 20 : wit 
Pepin ; 4,592 :32.5:26.5: 83 wim: ot 8 

Pierce : 18,887 :27.5:19.6: 88 : 16: 20 : 18: 7? 
Richland =: -11,792 :26.3:17.9: 75 : 13: 18 : i: 8 
Trompelean : 14,629 :27.7:17.1: 81 we me 1 wT 

Vernon : 18,759 123.5:16.2:: 83 14: 19 15: 5 
ae. 138,808 :24.6:18,6: 87 : 14: 19 : i : 6 
State : 131,524.28: 18 : 14: 19 : 16 : 6 

Source: Sixteenth census of the U.S.
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Harm values in southwestern Wisconsin 

The pattern of land values is not consistent, but the two 

Titan gp a GM yee re eas po 
reported to have lost 36% in value. 

State $9,526 6,238 | 6,365 79.16 53.15 51.96 

a Buffalo 10, 088 TAR... /Gs27% 50.50 36.87 30.17 

A Crawford |13,028 | 9,472 19,956 52.25 | 33.59 | 32.39 
4 Grant 12,477 | 7,703 |8,622 15419 "6.82 | 50.7% 

] Towa, 13,233 $490 =| 8, 267 70.38 46.78 43.54 

TaCrosse [10,383 7,661 | 7,515 65.84 49.42 4g 04 

Lafayette | 13,639 8,118 | 8,701 81.92 49.29 51.44 

Pepin 8,423 4,9¥5 | 4,478 58.74 35.57 | 30.32 

Pierce 8,461 5,417 | 5,289 74.32 46.95 42.81 

Richland {10,306 6,027 |6,156 70.32 41.19 41.66 

trempelean | 9,004 5,888 | 5,0%%4 61.84 42.06 34.21 

Vernor g (J SV 400 [© [V Http te 

“A aad wal er, el» Net 
change 735.2% |-.1% =35,.64 5.68 

Source: U. S. census publications 

J
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Assessed valuations per acre 

on 49 problem farms in LaCrosse County* 

(improvements excluded) 

lassessed valuations follow actual valuations 
fairly closely in LaCrosse County. In 
Greenfield, 2760 acres of all classes of crop- 
land were found to have an average assessed 
value of $42 per acre, while 1160 acres of all 
oS of woodland averaged $13 per acre. In 

s table no distinction was made with refer- 
ence to land use. 

valuation frequency percentage of frequency 

$8 3 4 
9 3 4 

10 3 6 
11 4 8 
8 2 4 

4 
14 3 6 
15 5 10 
16 4 8 
Meme ih i ty 
18 = - 

119 1 2 
20 3 6 ‘ 
a1 5 10 
22 3 6 
35 t 2 
B4 - me 

325 1 2 
236 1 2 

$12 mean average 

Source: 1941 Tax rolls of LaCrosse County
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Average Farm Taxes levied in 1939 

in southwestern Wisconsin : 

faxes vary widely from county to county accord- 
ing to the size of the county, the value of the 
land and the expenses of local government. 
Vernon pag on d has the highest real estate taxes, 
Iowa the highest personal property taxes. 

es en on er 
ire est. ‘real est. ‘perso ttreal est. :real est. ‘pers. 
ttax per tax per ‘property::tax per ‘:tax per ‘prop. 
: acre yao vebue Hee per :: acre athe 7 per 
$ $ 8 arm 33 3 : arm 

Meffelo : .@8 3 8,02 | BB tf 06 : BBO 1: 8S 

Getent + oe + mad ma eet ee: 

Grant ae wee ee he ce ee 

Towa ee ee ee a ae ee oe 

tees ). 2 1 Bt MR tk Ree 8 ee 
: : : st : : 

befeyette | .96 ¢< 4.76 3 SL «3 Loe ? Lee: 86 

Pepin ce 8 Ne A en ee RE 
Pierce Pee 4 pale a Bae gk ee a eee ae 

Weblent « 188 + 2.90 : WW v6 2.67 8: 2.80 8. oF 

Crempeles | 673) + RGR tO tt ht et 

Vernon sae ae A a 

grersge + .@2) 1: (108: Mo ott eet Reet Re 

oe te ke ee ttt eet te 

Source: Sixteenth census of the U.S.
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Harm Mortgage Debt in Southwestern Wisconsin 

April 1, 1940 

Studies in Iowa have shown that mortgage ridden farmers 
have to double or triple the amount of cash crops to meet 

: their financial obligations. This expresses itself in 
more land for corn, and ultimately mikes for accelerated 

soil erosion in rugged country. 

In Wisconsin, the number of farms mortgaged has risen from 
42,9% in 1890 to 59.1% in 1920, It has been fairly stabil- 
ized since then, and in 1940 was 58,3%. Farms in the south- 
western part of the state are mortgaged in about the same 
proportion, but the ratio of debt to value is higher 

: ' Percent- |Average value of Average debts on mortgaged 
age of farms owner~oper- #_ farms onerated by owners 

mortgaged | fully mort- flequity Hebt debt hebt to 

Buffalo 544 $5382 $6535 9 $1976 | $4564 j22.10 69.8 

Crawford 59.5 5347 | 5331 | isos | 3328 |20.53 | 62.5 7 
Grant 5742 7289 8558 f 3147 520 [33.67 | 63.3 

Towa 60.3 6951 $294 2917 5383 | 29.22 | 64.9 

LaCrosse 56.4 6408 7182 3255 4527 | 23.22 | 58.2 

; Lafayette 57.1 7368 904s | ask | 6205 | 37.81 | 68.6 

Pepin 49,2 Wig3 4591 1667 2940 119.70 | 63.8 

Pierce 56.2 ugi2 5315 2159 3158 | 27.71 | 59.4 

Richland 52.8 5g2h 6072 2430 3649 | 26.02 | 60.0 

Trempeleau 58.6 yous 5123 1721 3406 | 23.09 | 66.4 

Vernon g 5559 | 0 ash £59 29.38 00,9 

a oe \ stat nS ut 0348 2644 10 0,40 

; Source: Sixteenth census of the U. 5. 

\
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Some Densities of Game Animals 

Density 

aE Gpoves 
1:15 Coon Valley Feb. 193 Allan and Hall ‘Typical woodlots of 
1:18.5 Goon Valley Fall 1934 A,S,Leopold southwestern Wis- 
1332.9 Coon Valley Feb. 1935 A.S,Leopold consin; densities 
1:63.6 Coon Valley Apr. 1935 A.S,leopold expressed in acres 

of woodland only 
1:2.2 Rusk County Spring 1922 Wallace Grange Almost ideal grouse 
1:40 Rusk County Spring 1927 Wallace Grange range 
1:6,4-11.6 Chippewa Nt. For.Fall 193 Rf. Trippensee 
1:12,9-25.6 Chippewa Wt.For.Spring 1935 R.E.Trippensee 
1:35 Prairie du Sac P.L. Errington Poor year for grouse 
1:15 Prairie du Sac PLL. Errington Poor year for grouse 

i 1246,3 Coon Valley Feb. as Allen and Hall ‘typical farmland of 
1323.5 Coon Valley Fall 1934 A.S.Leopold southwestern Wis- 

" hers Coon Valley Feb, 1935 A.S. Leopold consin; densities 
; 1:56,5 Goon Valley Apr. 1935 A,S8.Leopold given for entire 

watershed 
sh Prairie du Sac 1951-35 Errington and fall densities 

: 1:8 Prairie du Sac 1936-41 Gestrow Pall densities 

121095 Coon Valley Feb. 1934 Allan and Hall Typical farmland of $ 
12he Coon Valley Fall 1934 A.S,Leopold the region; densities 
12345 Coon Valley Feb. 1935 A.S.leopold given for entire wat- 
ies Coon Valley Apr. 1935 A.8.Leopold ershed 

; 133.2 Univ. of Wis, 1935-42 Aldo Leopold Refuge; good cover; 
. Arboretum birds fed 

GRAY ; 
12150 Prairie du Sac se Errington and Almost optimm fox 

* Gastrow range 

1:2 southern Mich, eae Paul Hickie Fall pomlation 
: 1:2 southern Mich, 1935-37 Durwoed Allen Maximum density in the 
| period 

221 Michigan Bi 1935- Durwood Allen Scrub oaks on poor 
36 sandy soils 

} °
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Hunting in Southwestern Wisconsin 

(1941-42) 

Some of the best squirrel hunting in the state is found 
in this region. The cottontail kill, while large, does 
not measure up to that of other parts of Wisconsin. 
Quail and fox mnting is good compared to nearby regions, 
but the total mumber shot is small, Ruffed grouse shoot- 
ing is negligible, and from a hunting standpoint deer and 
prairie chicken are absent, More pheasants are shot in | 
Fond du Lae County than in a11 the 11 counties of south- i 
western Wiseonsin combined, ‘ 

Bob | Ruffed Fox 

Buffalo - 396 a7s1 7 | 3 Bal | 5,505 7.549 4,201 

Crawford 41g - 1,579 75 | 313 451 10, 758 94795 8, 74 

Grant - - 4,767 | 118 | 166 852 25.929 | 12,943 | 13,555 
A Towa yos - 5,192 | 95 | 75 347 20,096 | 10,881 | s,o%n 
; LaCrosse 16. | 4O7 | 2,256 | MO} 92 198 | 8,313 | 11,209 | 6,775 . 

lafayette ~ ~ 9,660 63] 34 327 = 20,145 4, 653 4, 652 

Pepin 9 - 54s 9 6 83 | 2.743 2,026 1, 74s 

Pierce ~ - 1,584 63 | 37 106 | 4,420 7,222 5, 401 

Richland 938 4g2 3.697 80 | 109 Wig 113,679 | 10,265 | 14,594 

Trempeleau | - 798 9,531 121 69 135 21,998 8,683 4,281 

Vernon 59 9] g 69 i S LO,.0 4, 198 13,856 

Total P.285 (2,484 | W4967 | 810 1,081. | 3,450 134,109 99,334 | 35,8he 

Percent- 
age of 
State {45.2 oT 6.9 | 29.4 j29.4 31.2 10.9 2h.2 33.2 

State 

Loti 058 _§ 61 646,959 2. 76 3 66 1,039 (1 89 09,026 [258,756 

; Source: Wisconsin Conservation Department. 1941-42 Game Census Report
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Trapping in southwestern Wisconsin? 

1940-1941 

Opossums and foxes trapped in this region form a large 
part of Wisconsin's total take for these snecies. 
Muskrats are by far the most numerous animals trapped 
in this part of the state. 

i : : : : : : $ : ‘Coyotes : 

t‘Musk- ; : : Rac-: Gray: Wea-:Oposs: Red :Bad: and 
t__rat :Skunk: Mink: coon: fox: sel : ums; fox iger: wolf 
: $ : $ 3 2 : 3 : 3 

Buffalo $26,341: 1133: BS: 260: 2390: 149: © : Si: ti: = 
: : : : : : : : 1.8 

Crawford $10,373: 390: 832: 632: 19: at Xs Sa: 8: 2 
: : 3 3 : 3 : 3 : : 

Grant : 6,175: 837: 362: 92: 153: 55: 266 : 34: 19: = 

Iowa : 2,418: 605: 100: 26: S51: 68: 94: 21:23: - 

LaCrosse :10,233: 313: 300: 85: 178: 26: -: 708%: -: - 

Me j = ¢: By ey Mt om a Ree es: ee; 

Pepin 12,185: S37: 98: 68: 6: 26: -: =: -: . 

Pierce 12,758: 1372: 107: 70: 81: 28: -: glk: - 

Richland : 2,683: 273: 186: 36: Jl: 23: 2: B0:11: - 

Trempeleau :10,388: 1033: 134: 68: 13: Wl: -: 38: 26: - 

Vernon : 4,279: 492: 115: 75: 149: 40: -: 53: 6: - 
? ; i : i 3 : R : 3 

Total 176,686: 6987: 2103: 836: 679: 623: 505 : %$63:109: 2 

Percent : $ : 3 ‘ 3 t 3 t : 

of State: 15.5: 17.7: 10.1: 22.2: 48.5: 8.9 : 55.3: 30.3:185: .2 

State : ; : : : : 3 3 : : 
Total _$495,258:39523 :20818:3,757:1,400:20987: 915 :1,199:590: 913 

I Source: Wisconsin Conservation Department 1941-42 Game Census Report. 
2 A much larger total was presented for bounty claims; see next page.
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LaCrosse County Bounties 

| for the year ending 10/31/41 

: ie | pene. ae 
a ee oe Pay 

Banger : 38 1,417: 491 8 : $ 21250 
Barre to o2 ft) 196t 488 i 16 7: gqa0 
Burns a z 22925 
Campbell f a8 5 796: 1,165 : 209 te 42655 

Farmington : 83 ft 1,836: 1,904 ‘ 14 i 41530 
Greenfield foo : 176i 538 : 5B 3 12750 
Hamilton i 56 : 914i 1,588: 26 i: 51480 
Holland : 59 : g09: 423: 118 i: Bg770 
Onalaska él: Bol: 1,213: 144 :: 60060 
Shelby : SB: aoe OTM i 139 i 31440 
Washington ee: 661: 1,932 i ML is 45685 

Cities and villages : i | 

Bangor 1 = 1 eer 9% : = Graeff 
Rockland : 4 Mme = i 975 

: West Salem poms a ee | 

ieee 330 8,490:21,557 747 i -- 

es 
| Bounties were first at $3 per fox, later $2; 5¢ per gopher, 15¢ per | 

mole (for most of the yours and 50¢ for each rattler. | 

Source: COlaims Committee | 
LaGrosse @o. Bd. of Supervisors
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Acreage of Farm Woodlands in Southwestern Wisconsin 

. 1909-1939 

Buffalo ; 143,742: 181,660: 160,031: 167,098: 151,412 

Crawford 142 ,038 132,895: 140,435: 176 ,357 110,880 

Grant i 161,270: 186,562: 155,517: 173,525: 161,724 

lowe 89,263: 85,004: 99,954: 105,704: 94,038 

LaCrosse : 91,727: 88,880: 98,039: 98,325: 85,092 

Lafeyette : 35,178: 35,308: 33,918: 31,351: 48,356 

Pepin i 49,665! 48,316: 49,736: 52,118: 42,875 

Pierce i 85,836: 86,430: 81,200: 89,971: 76,128 

Richland : 125,169: 132,623: 126,701: 131,996: 104,005 

Trempelem : 138,862: 135,567: 116,861: 150,463: 111,598 

Vernon __:_187,451: 175,872: 182,655: 169,831: 159,200 

Total £1,828 ,001:1,197 ,107 :1 245 ,047 :1,326,789: 1,140,302 

Sttotal :5 ,377 ,580 5,401,910 :5,705,598:6,511,767 4,120,877 

aa ‘- 30,894 + 47,9404 120,633: - 186,437 

Semrente: 1 = 2.56: #406 3410.46: - 14.1% 

Source: U.S. Census Publications
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Average size of the farm woodlot 

in southwestern Wisconsin! 

1939 

Buffalo has the ponaee’ farms, the largest wood- 
lots and the mee peyegrnee of farm in wood- 
land, The woodlots of Lafayette County stand at 
the other extreme. Woodlots in Pierce are 
apparently small because of the comparatively 

A small-sized farms in that county. 

average size average size percent of 
of farm in of woodlot farm in 
acres in acres woodland 

Buffalo 205 74 36 4 

Crawford 173 58 34 % 

Grant 170 40 24% 

Iowa 190 38 20 % 

LaCrosse 157 51 32 % 

Lafayette 169 19 11% 

Pepin 148 45 30 % 

Pierce 134 27 22 % 

Richland 148 43 29 % 

Trempeleeu 147 37 ; 25 % 

Vernon 123 40 33 4% 

: Average 159 43 27 4 

I Based on the Sixteenth Census of the U.S. Size of woodlot 
determin’ea by dividing no. of farme reporting into total v 
acres of farm woodland reported.
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Regional grazing of woodlots 

1930 and 1935 

Data distinguishing between grazed and ungrazed woodlots 

were only collected on the 1930 and 1935 censuses. In this five- 

year period, the total area of protected farm woodland in south- 

western Wisconsin decreased 17.9%. 

~. we. “Ht , éuentien rt entire 

grazed 11,029,698: 82.7: :3,410 ,265: 76.5: 14,439,957 77.8 
ungrazed i 815,355: 17,3::1,050,080: 23.4::1,265,435: 22.2 
total {11,245,047 1100.0: :4,460 ,345:100.0: 15, 705,392:100.0 

935 : ; a : : 
grazed :1,149,841: 88.7: 14,098,545: 79.0:15,248,386: 80.6 

ungraszed 176,898: 13.3: 11,086, 483: 21.0::1,265, 581! 19.4 
total 11,526,789 £100.0!:5,185,088:100.0: :6,511,767 100.0 

5-year difference : i : : 

grazed ; 120,249 422.72: +688,280:+20.2:1 4808 ,429:418.2 
ungrazed t= 38,457 :-17.911 + 36, 403:+ B.5:: - 2,054: - .2 
total _ 81,608i+ 6.6:! 4724,683:416,3:: *806,375:414,1 

Source: U.S. Census Publications.
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The lumber industry in southwestern Wisconsin 

Sawmills decrease as one goes south in this region, and a 

somewhat similar ratio exists for sawlog buyers and cross-tie 

operators. 

t at : itbuyers & : 

sch sou jnnenssns est aoe ae 
ace 

Pieroe ©: 370,448 3: 4? (98,61B tT: 8 : 185,224 
Pepin : 180,015 i 2 i 700s: = 1 + 
Buffalo : 449,004: 3 149,668 :: = 2 284,608 

Tremeleau : 475,370 i ne i 5 95,074 

ms gal ae 
LaGrosse : 308,407 1: 2 : 151,249 : 2 : 151,249 

Vernon : 81,688: 3 : 173,898 :: 4 | 130,428 
Richland : 376,756 i: 3 125,585 :: 3 | 126,585 
Orewford §: 371,305::  - ee ee 

ee ee Gand 
Iowa : 485,468 :: «5: (97,098 1: = 485,482 

Grant : 738,289 i - § om t ® 1 380,106 
Lafayette : 401,339 ti a aaa rT = te 

woe 
Worth : 1,444,837 i 9 ¢ 160,537 i 9 } 160,587 

Central : 1,572,246: 8 + 196,531 :: 12 ¢ 181,021 

South 1,625,090 ft 5 : 305,018 i 3 : 541,697 
TOTAL : 4,642,173 :: 28 : 211,008 :: 34 : 193,484 

Source: Coll. of Agr. Extension Service.
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Present value of timber in LeGrosse County 

The present stand averages about $17.50 per acre 
in value, although eer assessed valuations 
on woodland average ebout $13 per acre. 

percentage 
of stump 

-Moodland  gores cords MB value 
oak 85.5 75,646 1,015,935 4,946 § 1,040,665 
gserub oak 1.8 1,631 3,675 3,675 
swamp hardwoods 9.2 8,145 61,810 24,870 186,160 
jack pine 1.8 1,367 25,038 ae 
ae 1.0 879 12,552 12,5! 

te pine oF 634 16,505 1,946 48,580 
tamarack 3 136 272 544 
Norway pine a, 51 2,001 4,002 

100.0 88,469 1,137,789 31,762 $ 1,346,254 

Source: Wis. Land Inventory (unpublished data) 

Very few farmers in LaCrosse County attempt to 
have their taxes on woodlots waived in accord- 
ance with provisions of the Cashman Woodlot Law. 
In the town of Washington, 12 farms were checked 
to see how this ordinance would affect the tax base 
if farmers claimed tax exemption on their woodland: 

erp assessed percent of 
geores valuation area valuation 

' Cropland and pasture 1350 $ 46,075 70.5 59.8 
woodland. 565 5,915 29.5 7.7 
puildings ee 25,030" 32.5 

1915 $ 77,020 100.0 100.0 

At least in these farms, woodlot tax exemption 
would reduce the tex base 7.7% in assessed value- 
tions, while exempting 29.5% of the area from 
taxes. 

Source: 1941 tax rolis ha@rosse County
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ieee 
eae Predicted growth of timber in LaCrosse County 

wt Based on growth studies made by William Morris, a 
ot forester of the Wisconsin Land Inventory, the present 

ri stand is yielding only #5 worth of timber products 
ie (on the stump) in a ast Ree This is based on 

an average growth of only 1/5 of a cord per acre per 
year. 

. 
: oaie=? ry ; ; 23 : : 

meter: s : : present :: dia- : ie 
: ie z t : gross ‘::meter : $ 

ree $ in- :den-: i present yield: stump :: den- : 38 tumpage 
of tehes :sity: acres: cords MBF ;: value :: sity : ield 3 webu | 

Wamp: 6-12:Good: 158: 4,740 :$ 4,740:: 11": 6,380 : 69880 
d-: 6-12:Med.: 3,356: 50,340 ; 50,340:: 11M: 67,120 : 67,120 

yoods :16-12:Poor: 1,346: 6,730 z 6,730:: Il P: 10 , 768 : 10,768 
312-18:Good: 1,689; 16,890MBF : 84,450: :12-18G: 16,890MBF : oo 

" 118-18 :Med.: 1,596: 7,980OMBF : 39,900 ::12-18m: 7,980MBF : 39,90 

Ihite: O-6 :Med.: 61: 366 : 732:: 9M: 1,830 : 3,660 
Pine: B-12:Good: 156: 7,800 : 15,600:: 128.4: 4,680MBF : 37 ,440 
‘ i 6-12:Med.: 2378: 8,340 : 16,680:: 123 BM: 4,726MBF : 37 ,808 

' :12-18:Med.: 139: 1,946MBr : 15,568: :12-18m: 1,946MBF : 15,568 

ak : 0-6 iGood: 527: none : none Ht 5 G: 4,743 # 4,743 
1 0-6 :Med.: 1,131: " 3 a ef oN eet 5,655 t 5,655 
: 0-6 ‘Poor: 878: " : ” 13. SP 878 : 878 

| } €-1B:G00d:13,385: 401,550 : 401,550!: 11G: 535,400 i 538,400 
} : 6-12:Med.: : 479,730 : 479,730:: 1M: 639,640 : 639,640 

xy : 6-12:Poor: + 134,655 > 134,655:: 11 P: 315,448 + 6. B15, 448 

:18-18:@00d: 197: 1,970MBF : 9,850: :12-18¢: 1,970MBF : 9,850 
 -:12-18:Med.: 582: 2,910MBF : 14,550:: " MM: 2,910MBF : 14,550 
112-18 :Poor: 33: 66MBF : 9003: * PB; 66MBP : 330 

meri lt :1,137,789 comle:$1,181,606:: - : 1,547,990 cords:$1,581,913 
ital: - : - 388,489: 31,762MBF : 88. 648:: - t 42,338MBF : SoC TE 

es ; ‘ 

{ 
i 5 

} Dee: Wisconsin Land Inventory (unpublished data)
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La unth keeles 

Age 

Madison, Wisconsin 
dugust 18, 1943 

Messrs: B. F. Rusy H. O, Anderson 
0. R. Zeasman 0. E, Hays 
L. A, Salter R, J. Muckenhirn 
P, E. MeNall - EH. Le Ahigren 

Aldo Leopold M. F. Sechweers 

Gentlemen: 

You are all familiar with the research conducted by Aldo Leopold 

and J, J. Hickey, in which they made a special study of the problems j 

related to the control, in the publie interest, of destructive erosion 

on steep farms in western Wisconsin where the erosion problem is partic~ 

ularly acute, You will recall that in their report to our State Soil 

Conservation Committee they recommended that consideration be given to 

a progrem of public purchase of these problem farms and their resale to 

adjacent landowners, with restrictions which would insure that the land 

would be handled in such manner as to keep erosion at a minimum, 

It occurred to some of us that before we asked for public funds 

with which to buy the problem farms now in private ownership, it would 

be desirable for us to explore the possibility of securing the passage 

‘by county boards of supervisors of resolutions setting up certain res- 

trictions covering the use to which private owners might put lands in the 

county, which these private omers would in the future purchase from the 

county. Put in other words, we thought it would be desirable to have 

each county “set its own house in order" by taking steps now which would 

insure that any lands acquired by the county, through the process of 

foreclosure or otherwise, if resold would carry restrictions which would 

insure thet these lands were used in such manner as to prevent erosion 

of such character as to be a public menace. 

I asked Russell Wedlake, Assistant Attorney General, who is the legal 

counselor of the State Soil Conservation Committee, to draft a suggested 

resolution that might be passed by the several county boards of supervisors 

in western Wisconsin after he had examined the statutes to find out what 

would be legally desirable and possible in this connection. A copy of 

Mr. Wedlake's recent letter to me in this connection is enclosed. 

You will note thet Mr. Wedlake asks me to supply him with suggested 

land use restrictions that might be incorporated in such a resolution. 

Mey I have suggestions from each of you so that I may combine them in e 

reply that I can give to Mr. Wedlake, 

Sincerely yours, 

Noble Clark, Chaixman\ 
NC:RD State Soil Conservation Committee



c THE STATE OF WISCONSIN 

° Office of Attorney General 
P Madison 

¥ 
August 13, 1943 

Noble Clark, Chairman, 
State Soil Conservation Committee, 
Agricultural College, University 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: In re; Restrictive Covenants in tex deed 

+ nonds_gonveyed by sounty 

The writer has now had an opportunity to read the report 

made by Professor Aldo Leopold and Joseph J. Hickey on "The Erosion 

Problem of Steep Farms in Southwestern Wiseonsin”. I believe this is 
a very fine report and I was much interested in it. 

It has been suggested thet a practical step be taken in 

the control of erosion on lands acquired by 2 county through tax deed 

by having the county, when it sold such lend, place restrictive coven- 
ants in the deed which would require all future owners of thet land 

to observe sound erosion control practices in their farm operations. 

When this subject was discussed the question which first arose 

in my mind was whether a town in which this tax deed land was situated 

might not have some reason to object to the restrictions for the reason 

that they might, theoretically at least, diminish the sale value of the 

property because the purchaser would be acquiring something less than 

an absolute title. My thought was thet the town might have the ground 

to object if the town hed excess delinquent taxes which it expected to 

have returned to it if and when the county disposed of the real estate 

and thet there would be a possibility that the town might not realize 

all of this excess delinquent tax due to the fact that the restrictive 

covenants prevented the sale of the property for a price which would 

allow recovery of all of the tax. Spourery, oe ae ones SF Se 

Remington 14 100d Counts ot ae ete eee elleeti that a 
tow acts as an agency of +. te in the levy, collection and return 

of taxes on real property, and the town has no vested interest in the 

tex collection process which would require the county taking a tax deed 

on land located in the town and returned for delinquent taxes and purchased 

by the county as exclusive bidder or otherwise on the tex sale, to make 

sale of the land within any specified time, The court further held thet 

the county in tafking a tax deed acquires an absolute title in fee simple 
and it does not hold the property as a trustee charged with a duty to sell
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the land but ite duty under Section 75.36 is only to account to the 

town for the town's share of the delinquent taxes when a sale of the 
land is made and the matter of when a sale shall be made is left to 
the diseretion of the county. Although this case of course did not 

specifically pass upon the question of the right of a county to place 

restrictive covenants in a deed, the fact that the county acquires an 

absolute fee title which would seem to give it the right to sell under 
such conditions as it chose and from the further fact that it does not 
aet in any way as a trustee for the tow, it would appear thet in the 
absence of any restrictive statute that a county would have authority 

to include restrictive covenants in a deed conveying tax deed property. 

In the case of Spooner v. Washbura County, 124 Wis, 24, 
the court stated: 

“Theme is nothing in the statute showing that 
the county, under such deeds, takes a more restricted 
or qualified title than individuals would take, nor are 
there any limitations on its power to deal with the lands 
as it may seem fit". 

This latter case was decided in 1905. 

Tm the case of Gobban v4 Horthem Hecgnsin State Fair 
B Wis. 205 (1933), it appeared that 

the county hed given a quit ¢ deed to the Northern Wisconsin State 
Fair Association which contained the following provisions: 

“Provided always, and these presents are upon the 
following conditions, which conditions shall be construed 
as conditions subsequent and not as covenants: 

"First, if said party of the second part shall be 
dissolved or cease to exist, or shall convey, mortgage, 
or incumber, or lease said land, or any part thereof 
(except as hereinafter authorized), without the consent 
of the county beard of supervisors of said county, ar 

“Second, if said party of the second part shall 
fail or omit for any two or more consecutive years in the 
future, to hold an annual fair in good faith on said lends, 
or is permitted by said county board of supervisors, or 

"Thin, if said association shall fail to keep 
the buildings, fences and improvements on said lands
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in reasonably good condition and repair, the keep 
the buildings thereon insured against fire for a 
reasonable amount, ; 

“Then and either of said contingencies, this 
deed shall become void, and title and right of 
immediate possession to said land and appurtenances 
shall revert to and become vested in the said party 
of the first part, ite successors and assigns". 

It does not appearthat in that case either of the 
counsel involved or the court for a mement questioned the right 
of the county to place these conditions subsequent in the deed ; 
which it gave. I believe that the restrictions for. the enforce- ; 
ment of land use practices, which you desire to have included in 
deeds, should be in the form of covenants running with the land 
rather than as conditions subsequent, but I do not think there 
would be any legal distinction between s condition eubsequent and 
a restrictive comenant in considering the county's right to 
include either in a deed. 

On July 16, 1938 in an opinion now cited as XXVII 
O.de%, 467, this office held that a provision in a deed by a 
county restricting the cutting of green timber for a specified 
time was valid. In that opinion reference was made to the case 
gi ceo Sowa we cries 61 Wis, 301 (1884) in which the court, 
ins tions subsequent, said? 

"e*** The ownership of an absolute title in 
fee, with the right of disposition, includes the 
right to impose any condition not amounting to a 
restriction upon slienation, and which is not 
impossible, nor contrary to public policy, nor 
otherviee illegal. ***" 

On August 20, 1938 by an opinion now cited as XXVIT 
O.AoGe 572, this office held that under Section 75.35 the county 

board has full power to preseribe the terns of sale of county 
owned tax delinquent lands and, under Section 59.08, subsection 
(19), this power may be delegated to a committee consisting of 
the officials named therein, That opinion further held that, in 
the ebsence of restrictions by the county board, thie committees 
might sell privately or publicly, with or without sealed bids and 
by parcels or otherwise. Incidentally, under Section 59.08, 
subsection (42), a county now has the authority to sell lands under 
@ land contract by which the purchaser shall pay for such lands 

; within five years or less. 

(over)
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After the opinion referred to above, holding that 
& dounty could, by a provision in » deed, restrict the cutting 
of timber, the Legislature, by Chapter 274, Lawa of 1939, amended 
Section 75.35 of the statutes to include the following! 

*a°** Te county board may in such order pre- 
seribe that in the terms of sale or conveyance by quit- 
@leim deed of any euch lande with standing timber 
situated thereon, the grantee, his heirs or assigns, 
shall be restricted and limited for cutting or remov- 
ing any hard or soft wood tree less than six inches 
in diameter at the stump two feet abcve the ground 
and such provisions shall be covenants running with | h 
the land". 

By Chapter 5, Laws of 1941, the Legielature again 
amended Section 75.35 to remove the foregoing quotation and make 
other changes in that section, By this same chapter 5, laws of 
1941, the Legislature amended Section 59.67, subsection (2) of 
the statutes to read as follows: 

"The property of the county shall be held by 
the county clerk in the name of the county. ‘the county 
board may, by resolution or ordinance, direct the 
county clerk to sell end convey or contract for the 
gale ond conveyance of any real estate of the county, 
whether acquired by tax deed or otherwise, not donated 

: quired to 4 for a special purpose, and 

Sevinaias' eotel te eee te ae we oe pursuance on county by the county 
‘ @lerk under his hand and the county seal and achnow- 
: ledged by him shall be valid and shall convey or gontract 

far the future convazaise of elt the Pheht title, 
interest and estatewhich county may then have in 
and to the land * * * involved, he cou) board mas 
23, SUCH OFPGLNANnGE Z re: iuti JD Br OS Crs o ThE £0 rh 

POMOV 35 ay Baw OF soft wood tree less than 6 nCHes 

(he underscored vortions indicate the changes which 
were made by the amendment.) 

Since under the supreme court cases and the opinion of 
thie office a county apparently had the right to place restrictive
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¢ovenants in deeds, including a restrictive covenant with reference 
to the cutting of timber, and hence it was not necessary for the 
legislature to pass such act giving this authority to the county, it 

may be that because the Legislature did pase such an sect it would be 
construed as a limitation upon the right of the county to place 
restrictive covenants in deeds = 4.e., inasmuch as the Legislature 
has specifically authorized a legislative covenant with reference to 
the cutting of timber that restrictive covenant is the only one which 
@ county could place in a deed. 

It is of course entirely speculative as to what the court 
would hold in a matter of this kind. However, it seems that even 
though this doubt does exist and that consequently the safe thing to 
do would be to get a legislative enactment authorizing the county to 
use other restrictive covenants, I do not see why we should not at this 
time proceed in the preparation of a proposed ordinance or resolution. 
fhese ordinances could be recommended to the county boards at the 
November sessions with the expectation that, if passed, they would be 
sustained by the court, or with the expectation of having the legisla- 
ture specifically authorize them, at the next session of the Legislature 
which as you know has adjourned until some time after the first of the 
year. If and when any legislation is passed, it could contain a pro- 
vision validating ordinances that were passed prior thereto and in 
anticipation of such enactment. I believe that such legislation should 
probably also include « provision euthorizing 2 county to take legal 
action to enforce the terms of the restrictive covenants in the deeds, 

You very kindly offered to send me your suggestions 
concerning what should be included in the dpeds by way of restrictive 
covenants which would operate to guarantee the use of erosion control 
practices, etc. I wish to take advantage of that offer and trust that 
you will, at your leisure (if you have any), send me any suggestions 
which you care to make. 

Yours very truly, 

/s/ 3. Re Wedleke, 
Assistent Attorney General 

JRWs Fw



MEMO GWEN To JR WEDLAKE “€alys 

PROGRAM AGENCY AUTHORIZATION 

1, Creation of a State Legislature Special appropriation 
Tand Readjustment Fund to be 92,08 (7) 
used by the Districts with 92,04 (3e) 
approval of State Committee 

@-conm, 

2. Creation o eon ~ a, 
Iand Readjustment Boards in { State Committee 92,04 (2) 
each District, Hach board or 
to consist of : each district 92.07 (2) 
1, Chairman of the District or 

Supervisors State legislature In connection with 
2. County Agent appropriation 
3. SCS Soil Conservator 

3. listing of problem farms; At first by existing technical 
analysis of soil capabilities; staff in each District office 92.07 (2) 
study of merger possibilities; Also by Erosion Control Assist- 
ascertainment of price ants now employed by the State 

Conmi. ttee 92,04 (2) 
Later by newly appointed Hrosion 

Control Assistants, or by spe~ 
cial Land Readjustment Agents, 
if needed 92,04 (2) 

4, Preliminary approval of pur- land Readjustment Board Acting as agent of 
chase State Committee 

92.0% (2) 
DART. OF Gre 

5. Investigation of title _\qualified state or county per- 92.04 (2) 
sonnel my ® i 

6, Approval of purchase ard of Supervisors for the Soil 92,08 (3) 
Conservation District 

7. Final approval of purchase State Soil Conservation Committee 92,04 (le) 
or by its Executive Secretary 92.0% (2) 

8. Purchase of problem farms Soil Conservation District 92,08 (3) 

9. Reorganization of farm boundaries Iand Readjustment Board 

10, Demolition or sale of farm Board of Supervisors (District) 77 
buildings 

11. Sele of land under land-use Board of Supervisors (District) 92.08 (2,8,10) 
contracts (subject to app- Tend Readjustment Board 
roval) State Soil Conservation Committee 92,04 (4e) 

or by its Executive Secretary 92,04 (2) 

12. Follow-up for conformance At first by SCS technicians; later 
by Erosion Control Assistants 
(perhaps by beth) rr? 

13. Annual certification of same to District Supervisors & State Comm, 

14, Enforcement of land-use contracts Supervisors Soil Cons. District Pr? ‘
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A UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE \ 
MADISON, WISCONSIN ‘ 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

April 28, 1943 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
Old Entomology Building 

My dear Aldo: 

I am returning the manuscript on "The Erosion Problem 

of Steep Farms in Southwestern Wisconsin" by yourself and Joseph 
J. Hickey. I read this report with mch pleasure, and have 
enclosed certain comments thereon. I might add that I have a 

few questions on the manuscript. 

On page 37 reference is made to the effect of the land 

boom. I doubt whether the collapse of the land boom reduced the f 

number of farms. On the same page the increase in the size of Cer reeRael 

farms is mentioned. Perhaps the increase in size was in itself _ Ph 

sufficient to reduce the number. | “hota, 

| to 

On page 41 the first sentence of the second paragraph \ 4lys 

seems contradictory. 

I am also enclosing my assorted comments on several 
reprints that you were kind enough to send me recently. 

: Sincerely yours, 

GSW:m 

Enc. 

ci ~ We ere te hoo the 

Marah {rere wer



Comments on "The Erosion Problem of Steep Farms 

in Southwestern Wisconsin" 

I want to compliment you on an excellent report. The data in the 

appendix are excellently presented and certainly represent much careful work. 

It was very illuminating to note the game, the amount of hunting, trapping and 

"bounty paying" in Southwestern Wisconsin. 

I think your proposal to set up local readjustment boards to facili- 

tate the merging of farms is sound. It may take time to get farmers to accept 

the idea without fearing that coercion will be used. I think you are right in 

concluding that public forests are not the solution, although there is room for 

forests, parks and other public lands in the region as elsewhere in Wisconsin. 

The difficulty, of course, is the loss which mst be borne by some 

one in the "writing off" of farm buildings. However, since farms have con- 

sistently been growing larger in this area,some of this "writing off" has 

already been going on. It would be interesting to trace the history of these 

mergers in the past and see what has happened. If it is true that in some cases 

| the "salvage value" is 33% of the purchase price, this presents a real problem. 

As you suggest the chance to sell or rent the buildings separate from the farm 

is pretty small. There would be less difficulty in eastern Wisconsin or the 

Fox River Valley. 

I found an interesting parallel to the problem in Ocean Bluff, 

Massachusetts. This recreational village had grow up without a plan, with 

small lots, poor street layout and many private streets. A fire wiped out most 

of it in 1941, and plans were immediately made for the purchase of practically 

the entire burned area by the Town. The plans called for a rearrangement of
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the lots and streets, and then resale of the enlarged lots to the original 

owners if they wished to buy. However, the Town also passed a zoning ordinance 

which will prevent the cutting up of the lots in this area and keep subdividers 

from meking new lots below the minimum. Building by-laws regulate construction 

and, since the Town was granted the power to sell the lots with deed restric- 

tions, the Town insists that buildings shall cost at least $1000 to $2000 

depending upon the location of the lots. The Town used its power of eminent 

domain to acquire the land promptly. A copy of the Rehabilitation Plan is 

enclosed for your files. I have extra copies. 

‘he problem in Southwestern Wisconsin would be solved if the same 

legal instruments were available in rural areas and if people were bold enough 

to use them. Erosion may be worse than a fire in the long run, but fire has a 

very effective way of getting people to act "right now"! 

The Urban Land Institute has been studying the blighted areas of 

cities and is suggesting that the federal government buy such areas and with 

planning agencies remove the buildings, clear the ground and resell the land at 

such a figure that dwellings can economically be placed thereon in place of the 

} present abandoned factories, apartments, etc. This will mean "squeezing the 

water" out of present values with the federal government absorbing the loss. 

This loss will be small compared to the benefits that will accrue to the city 

and state in again having the lend on the tax rolls and providing homes within 

the city. It will be important to prevent a resurgence of high land values and 

public controls will be necessary to keep the area in the use it is intended 

for. 

The point I want to make is that the same principle could be applied 

to "rural blighted areas." A price could be offered to the present occupant 

to cover the value of lend and buildings. ‘The land could be sold minus the
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value of buildings and even a little below current values for the land itself 

to make it worth while for the neighboring farmers to add all or part of it to 

their existing units. Again the "loss" to the government would be small, ; 

especially if all the usual "benefit payments," "free" line fencing, etc. — 

could be eliminated. Many a northern Wisconsin county had to write off values 

when they took land by delinquency and tried to sell it again and finally had 

to keep it as county owned land. 

Deed restrictions might scare the average farmer but they would not 

be complicated or drastic in this case. However, with a reduction in price as 

"Dait" he might easily be induced to accept restrictions as part of the bargain. 

Tae enforcement will offer a real problem and I doubt whether it could be left 

entirely to local officers. legally, violation of private deed restrictions 

can involve the loss of the proverty itself or injunctions to enforce the 

restrictions with fines. Should the money for the purchase and resale of farms 

come from the state or federal government these governments should insist on 

having a definite part in the administration of the funds. This would strengthen 

the arms of the local officials in their work of enforcing the restrictions. 

Sincerely, 

George S, Wehrwein 

April 29, 1943 d



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF SOILS March 22, 1943 

NB pages mon Sonsd bax ORT roflorg te Hore un the voir 

Rel wRich Urae pedi Deas wm Oa dua aati Satan iehth, 

Mr. Joe Hickey 
Wildlife 
Old Entomology Bldg. 

Dear Mr. Hickey: 

Thank you for sending me a copy of your report on erosion problems of 
steep farms in southwestern Wisconsin, I think this is an excellent 
report and you have brought out some very apt expressions in describ- 
ing many of the problems, 

You seem to indicate that this is a preliminary report. If you are 
interested in specific comments, I have the following to make: 

1. The figure on page 15 would give a little more complete §) Vatan odided 
picture if you indicated the location of the streams, the | Readg Ure rod 

location of watershed divides, and the location of roads. RereR (yr 
cepubs of, the 

2. I like the picture you have drawn in the two short para- Cavum Skt 
graphs on page 17. lIverybody has looked upon this prob- 

lem from the viewpoint of his own specialty or hobby. I have 
. the following comment on a hobby of my own: I have been a 

decided opponent of the policy of using public funds to pur- 
; chase destroyed land because that is a defeatist policy. We 

should use those funds for purposes of genuine conservation 
or rehabilitation. If we use enough public funds just to buy 
out land as it becomes destroyed for agricultural purposes, we 
will never have enough money to do that alone, to say nothing 
about having any public funds for use in saving land of a char- 
acter good enough to remain in permanent agriculture. 

3. On page 27 you mention problem farms exist because of the 
neglect of operators. I wish to indicate that I do not 

believe there is deliberate neglect. Our ancestors who set- 
tled this country were immigrants from central and northern 
Burope and the British Isles. The climate of these localities 
is not conducive to erosion. They had no background of the 
necessity of erosion control when they settled on this contin- 
ent, where there appeared to be unlimited virgin soil. With 
the traditions of farming that persisted from father to son, 

a all of our land was handled without regard to the problem of 
erosion that has been discovered only as our farming became 
mature.



Mr. Hickey 
March 22, 1943 
Page 2 

4. On page 33 you list the counties which were studied. You 
have Lafayette County included in this list but have left 

Sauk County out of it. I believe that Sauk County is definitely 
rougher than Lafayette. 

These are only very minor ideas and do not particularly detract from your 
report, which I consider very excellent. 

Did you want me to return this copy of the report? I should like very 
much to keep in unless you request its return. 

3 Yours very truly, 

Wy 

ORZ:rs 0. FE. sman. 
Prof. o6f Soils & Agr'l Engineering
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uw Tpeacon'Ltreel, Boston 

—also, Authorised by Chapter 278 of the Acts of 1936 to act jointly with commissions 

a ae erat by other New England States and New York in formu- 
¢ development and improvement of natural waterways 

common to any two or more of said states. 

& lis Excellency, Leverett Saltonstall 

Governor of the Commonwealth 

State House, Boston 

Dear Sir: 

I submit herewith on behalf of the State rlenning Board, the following report, 

prepered by Mr. B. Allen Benjamin, Planning Assistant, on the rehabilitation plen 

of that section of the Town of Marshfield kncwm eas Ocean Bluff. The details of 

the plan are cogently set forth by Mr. Benjamin end necd no further emphasis here. 

The Board, through its members and staff, heve boen glad to co-operate in the 

work, not only because it came within the morcatory provisions of the legislative 

act creating the Eoard, tut because through the epplication of the fundamental 

principle involved, that of excess condemnation as it exists in this Commonwealth, 

they recognized inherent possibilities in the carrying oul of plening projects, 

particularly at the present time when every commnity, large anc snall, is faced 

with problems of readjustment growing out of accentralizetion, rehabilitetion, 

disintegration, recentrelization and reconstruction. 

If, out of this confusion, the principle of excess condommation can be invoked 

to bring about a more orderly arrengement in the readjustments which mst teke 

piace in many of our Massachusetts commnities, thus pointing the wey to similar 

procedure in other states, then the exnerinent recorded here will be of the 

greatest value. 

The Board has kept closely in touch with the work as it progressed and cone 

gratulates Mr, Benjemin on the efficiency with which the technical deteils heve 

been worked out and hero presented. It elso is greteful to the School of City 

Planning of tho Massachusetts Institute of Teciwlogy, which promptly and voluntar= 

ily made available the services of two of its sradrste students to assist in the 

early and pressing stages of the work. The Board also joins with Mr, Benjamin in 

paying tribute to the vision and leadership ¢cisple;yed by the Town officials and by 

the individuel members of the Rehabilitation Committee. 

‘ In the belief, therefore, that the report contains a lesson for svery conmunity 

in the Commonwealth, not only in the possibilities available through excess 

condemnation as an effective instrument in plenning work, tut also in the equally 

valuable results to be obtained through unitcd effort and co-cocrative action, & 

copy of this publication is being sent to the entire "Planning Forum" meiling list, 

including as it does local plarnine board mombors and interested orgenizations and 

individuels throughout this Commonwealth end in meny other sections of the country. 

Sincerely yours, 
. 

teak. atracrdy: AW Cr ox 2 Sos Cc
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

Miss Elisabeth M, Herlihy, Chairman 
State Planning Board 
11 Beacon Street 1 

BES Boston, Massachusetts 

i Dear Miss Herlihy: 

I herewith submit a report on the "Rehabilitation Plan of Ocean Bluff, in 
Marshfield, Massachusetts." This report is a discussion of the collaborative 
plan prepared, end carried out, for rebuilding the community which was completely 

‘ destroyed by fire on April 21, 1941. 

: The presentation of this report should not be construed as an attempt by the 
staff of the State Planning Board to essume undue eredit for its part in the 
preparation of the plan. Several other agencies and many individuals participated 
in the technical work involved. Rather, the report is presented as an effort to 
document an outstanding and useful example of practical planning. 

The desire for rebuilding Ocean Bluff in a sounder, more attractive and more 
efficient manner arose within the commnity itself. Many of the detailed problems 

) were worked out by a lay committee, made up of residents of the Town, while the 
final acceptance of the entire plan was made unanimously by the voters of Marshfield 

| at a special Town Meeting. Sufficient credit cannot be given to Selectmen Robert 
Boles, Tracy Hatch and Ralph Ewell, and to County Commissioner Frederick Bailey, 

for their untiring leadership. 

From a planning point of view, certain features of the project were unusual. 

f The community was replanned on the same location it formerly occupicd. The plan 
provided not only for the physical rebuilding of the arcea but for complete legal 
control over redevclopment through subdivision, building and zoning regulations, 

and deed restrictions. Finally, the plan and program were accepted in their entire- 
ty and put into execution. 

The employment of the principle of excess condemnation to assemble a large 
tract of land for the primary purpose of redesigning and rehabilitating a commnity 

‘ is noteworthy. The fact thet buildings were no longer standing on the land thus 
taken was incidental to the fundamental nurpose involved. It may well be, there- 

fore, that legal machinery is already provided in this Commonwealth suitable for 
use in assembling land for the rehabilitation of our substandard or otherwise 
outmoded areas. 

Sincerely yours, 

ha 5 ; 

\ B, Allen Benjamin 
Planning Assistant 

v 

|
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SUMMARY 

Ca e 

On April 21, 1941 a disastrous fire leveled to the ground the entire 
seaside community of Ocean Bluff in the Town of Marshfield, Massachusetts, 
destroying approximately five hundred buildings. The Selectmen immediately 

appointed a rehabilitation committee of local citizens and summer residents 

to prepare a program for rebuilding the area according to a sound and com- 
prehensive plan. 

During the following three months this committee worked arduously, 
holding meetings with townspeople, property owners and representatives of 

Fedcral and State agencies who offered technical assistance. The final 

program embraced a new street plan, amcndments to the zoning bylaw, sub- 

: division control, new building bylaws, and a plan for rearrangement of lots. 

. To facilitate the rearrangement of lots in what had been the most con- 
gested section of the burned area, the State Legislature in conformity with 
.the procedure established by Constitutional amendment passed a special en- 

abling act. This act authorized the Town of Marshfield to buy or take pri- 

vate property by excess condemnation adjacent to proposed new streets, to 

readjust the lot lines, and to sell the new lots back to private owners with 
or without suitable restrictions. It also authorized the Town to borrow up 

to $160,000 for taking and improving the area. ; 

At a special Town meeting held on August 15, the voters of Marshfield 
accepted this act unanimously, as well as other proposals and legal con- 

trols advanced by the rehabilitation committee. 

Today, the first of February, the Town has taken over an area of about 
26 acres, which it has cleaned, filled, and graded. New streets and drains 
have been installed, and new ond larger lots laid out. These are being sold 

| . back to private parties with preference given to original owners and with 

price restrictions on the dwellings to be constructed. In that part of the 
j burned area which was not taken by the Town, private rebuilding is taking 

place in conformity with the new zoning and building regulations. 

viii 

|
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INTRODUCTION 

: General Background ! 

§ Marshfield's history dates back to early colonial days. Due to its proximity 
to Plymouth, it was settled by colonists who came over on the Mayflower. Governor 

; Edward Winslow of Plymouth Colony lived in the Town as early as 1640. Daniel 
Webster resided there in his later years end found his final resting place there. 

Until 1900, the Town remained a typical New England rural community, agricul- 
ture being the principal occupation of its people. About that time, the beauty of 
its coastline together with its fine beaches began to be appreciated by people 
outside of the Town. Many residents of Metropolitan Boston and other nearby 

; urban areas purchased waterfront property and erected summer cottages. Several 
large areas along the coast were bought by real estate speculators and were sub- 
divided’ into lots for sale, i i 

: At the time of the fire on April 21, 1941, Ocean Bluff was one of the largest 
and most intensively develoned of the cottage commnities in the Town. It lay 
between Brant Rock and Fieldston, being ore link in ae practically continuous 
chain of waterfront developments. 

Ocean Bluff contained two sections which were extremely congested, known 
locally as Everson end Abington villages. In these sections, the majority of lots 
were under two thousand square feet in area and were served by a maze of narrow 
private weys. Here cottages were small and, by necessity, built close to the 
property lines, Meany of them were of flimsy construction with no substantial 

f foundations and without fire resisting roofs. Naturally, assessments were very low. 

Other parts of Ocean Bluff were developed in a less congested manner; lots 
were six thousand square feet in area or over, and cottages were substentially 
built and attractively landscaped. 

: ‘ 
The Fire of April 21, 1941 

At a time when many of the cottage owners in Ocean Bluff were thinking 
seriously about opening up their places for the summer, the unprecedented fire 
of April 21, 1941 wiped out practically the entire commnity in threo short 
hours. The fire berun in the marsh land behind the beech. Before a high wind, 
it swept rapidly through the tinder-dry brush to the built-up area in front. 

Despite the best efforts of the local fire department and those of ascore of 

surrounding towns and cities which came to help, buildings by the hundred were 
destroyed. In an area of approximately 56 acres, 8/10 of a mile long, and of 
varying width, « hotel, casino, postofficc, church, twelve stores, 439 houses and 

‘ cottages, and 96 garages were destroyed. The extont and location of the fire are 
indicated on the plate following =:is Introduction which shows the land arcas 
occupied before and after the conflagration. Nearly fifty of the dwellings burned 

: were year round residences of local people. The total fire damage wes estimated 
to oxeced one million dollars, thus placing the fire emong the most disastrous in 

‘ New England for the pest sixty years. 
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Organization for Rebuilding \ 

Immediately after the fire, the Town swung into action. The Red Cross set 
up headquarters to aid those families who were turned out; the New England Fire 
Insurance Rating Association began the task of settling claims for property 
destroyed, approximately all of which was covered by insurance; the telephone 
company erected emergency facilities; Towm surveyors went out to locate property 
lines and establish new street markers so thet owners could identify the remains 
of their homes amd cottages. Clearing operations were also begun. f 

‘ On April 25, Mr. Robert S. Boles, Chairman of the Board of Selectmen, having 
established a Rehabilitation Committeo, called e mecting to discuss tho replanning 
of the area. At this mocting, cight sub+committecs were appointed to consider 
different phases of the problem. These sub-committees included: planning, 

' : building law, fire protection, zoning, rebuilding, health, logal, and publicity. 

¥ 
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PART I | 

PREPARATION OF THE PLAN | 

Work of the Rehabilitation Committee ! 

The committee appointed by the Selectmen wes charged with the task of 
developing a complete rehabilitation program for the burned area; an area 

entirely unplanned before, in a town with no planning board, no building | 
bylaw and 8 zoning bylaw of sorts. During the three months thet followed | 

the fire, this committee met jointly and through its sub-committees, with 

property owners and technicians from State and Federal agencies. | 

The planning committee, working with the State Planning Board, assisted 
by representatives from the School of City Planning of the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, Donald Monell and Samel Jaroff, prepared a report © | 
and preliminary plans. The report clarified certain problems in connection 
with the physical rebuilding of the area and made recommendetions for fur- 
ther studies. The preliminary plans indicated several alternative. possibilities 
for making a new layout..of strects, lots, and uses of land. These served as q 
@ basis for further discussion and as a stimilant to the committee as a whole, 
Later, more detailed plans were prepared for the committee by Frederick L. 
Bailey, Chairman of the Plymouth County Commissioners. These included plans 
for a new street system and for the rearrangement of lots, Two articles 

' were drafted for later adoption at a special Town meeting which would give | 
the selectmen control of real ‘estate subdivisions, A lerislative bill 
was prepared with the help of the legal committee, authorizing the Town to 
take property in the most congested parts of the burned area, to rearrange 
the lots in accordance with the aforementioned plan, and to sell the new 
lots back to private owners with or without suitable restrictions. 

The building law committee, in cosoperation with the fire protection 

committee, prepared a simple, straightforward set of building bylaws to be 
adopted by the Town. The latter committee made certain recommendations for - . 
articles to be adopted at Town meeting which would improve the fire protection 
facilities of the Town, . 

The zoning law committee undertook to carry. out a complete revision of 
the existing partial zoning bylaw in order that the protection of zoning 
regulations could be oxtended over tho burned area. It was felt desirable 
by all concerned that a comprchensive zoning bylaw for the entire Town should 
be adopted as soon as possible, but after some discussion it was decided that 
at the prescnt time this could not be entirely accomplished. . 

Consoquently, the zoning map was changed only by extending the business 
and residence districts over tho burned aren and cortain adjacent regions, 

; leaving othor parts of the Town in the unrestrictod district as before. The 
written rvgulctions thomsclves, however, wore made as completo as possible 

and were written in a manner so that later merely by amending tho map, they Rie 
} could be extended over the whole Town. Minimum lot sizes and front and rear 

yard requirements were imposed, cven in the unrestricted use districts. A 
public hearing on these amendments was held which was well attended by the 
townspeople. 
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The rebuilding committee sent out questionnaires to all property ovmers to 

ascertain the possibility of a voluntary exchange and purchase of property, and 

to find out how many people would be interested in rebuilding. This committee 

also supervised the cleaning up and improvement of the area. ae 

The health committee secured the co-operation of the State Department of 

Public Health in making a survey of drainage conditions in the burned area. 

This survey resulted in a report recommending that certain sections should not 

be built upon unless drainage conditions were iaproved. 

The legal committee acted as an advisory groyp to all the other committees, 

particularly zoning, building laws, and planning. This committee assisted in 

the preparation of the warrant for the special town meeting, and thus co-ordi+ 

nated the proposals and. recommendations of the other comnitices. y 

The publicity committee found little difficulty in arousing public interest 

in the project. Newspapers were only too anxious to cevote considerable space 

to both the story of the fire and to the local efforts om behalf of proper plan-..° 

f ning. Tho plate 6n following, pageillusteatos c, smell pers of this publicttrr, 

Special Enabling Act : ai bby 

During the last of July, the State Legislature passed a special enabling 
Act permitting the rearrangement. of lots. This was done after a legislative 
hearing at« which some opposition was expressed by property owners who feared 

that the Town was going into the real estate business and was trying to make a 
profit at their expense. Furthermore, many of them belioved that if tho Town pen 
should take their land, they would not de sure of getting it back at any pric. 
Consequently, several amendments were introduced by the legislative coimittee 
and the Legislature itself, designed to allay these fears and afford full pro- 
tection to the property: owner's. The provisions of the Act are discussed at 
length in part two of this report. , } 

Accoptance of the Plan ats We " an 

Following the passage of the onabling Act, a:spccial town meeting was 
planned for August 15.. Before this moeting, the rehabilitation committee held 

their final sessions at whieh all the elements of the plan to be adopted, or ac- j 
cepted by the Town wero carcfully discusscd. Tho warrant forthe meoting, was 
dravn up and copies printed and distributed to all the voters. ; 

Am oxtract. from the warrant for.this meeting appears in Appondix HE, giving 
those articles specifically pertaining to tho replanning program. On August 15, 
the voters of Marshfield accepted by a practically unanimous vote every clement 
of the plan as proposode i ‘ , 
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ae -» ELEMENTS OF THE PLAN 

’ The fimal program prepered by the rehabilitation committee and adopted by 
the Towm for the reconstruction of the burned area and the improvement of the 
adjacent territory embraced many different matters, Certain of the elements of 
the program which deal with the physical rebuilding of the area will be discussed 

here. 

Among the major considerations involved in the final program were; lot 
rearrangement, street system, zoning, building bylaw, and subdivision control. 

Lot Rearrangement fj i 

The left panel of the plate following page eight indicatcs the size of lots, 
both vacant and occupied, in the Occan Bluff area before the fire. It is apparent 
that in some parts of this ares the lots were of adequate size, considcring the 

f character of the. development. In the central part of Ocean Bluff, in the sections 
known es Abington and Everson villages, the lots were very small, many of them 
under 2,000 square fect in arce. On these lots it would be impossible to rebuild 
in conformance with the yard requirements of the amended zoning bylaw. Further- 
more, as indicated by the street plan, many of the streets were narrow and illogi- 
cally located. If the street system were to be changed, as was felt necessary, 
still smaller remnants of. lots would be left, complicating even more the problem 
of rebuilding. It was felt. vital, therefore, that a rearrangement of the lots 
should be made in this central section, } ‘ 

Most of the property in the area was held by absentee owmmers. Because of 
this fact and because some of these owners were, satisfied with conditions as they 
had been, it was felt imnossible to. facilitate the rearrangement of lots by 
voluntary exchange or purchase of land. The only remaining solution to the problem 
then, was for some agency, preferably the Town, to act as middle-man by taking 
title to the land, rearranging the lots,, and selling thom back to private owners. 

Authority. for such a procedure existed in an amendment to the State Constitu- 
* tion, passed in 1911, now Article XXXIX of the Constitution of Massachusetts as 

} follows: og : ; 

The Legislature may by special acts for the purpose 
of. laying out, widening or. relocating highways or streets, 
authorize the talking in fee by the Commonwealth, or by a 

.. county,. city or town, of more land and property than are 
“needed for the actual construction of such highwey or 
street; provided, however, that the land and property 
authorized to be taken are specified in the ect and 

are no. more in extent than would be sufficient for 
f suitable building lots on both sides of such highway 

or street, and after so mech of tho land or property 
has been appropriated for such highway. or street) as 

j is needed therefor, may euthorize the sale of the 
remainder for value with or without suitable restrictions. i 
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A plan was accordingly prepared for changing the streets in the Abington 
and Everson village area in such a manner that every pareel of land in the 
area would be adjacent either to a street which would be widened or one which 
would be newly laid out. Consequently, the entire area could be taken by ex- 

cess condemnation under the provisions of this Constitutional amendment. 

A bill was then prepared for submission to the current sessien of the 

Legislature, authorizing the Town to take by purchase or eminent domain, in 

connection with street improvements, more land than was needed for the vroject. 
The limits of the taking are as indicated on the plate following this pare 
and contain an area of approximately 26 acres, equal to about 45% of the oc- 

. cupied area burned. This plate also shows for the area the existing and pro- 

. posed street system and lot arrangement. The legislative bill, of which the 

...new lot and street plan Was a part, waa enacted by both branches of the Gen- 
eral Court, signed by the Governor, and became Chapter 628 of the Acts of 1941. 
The text of the Act, with slight omissions, is given in Appendix B of this 

report. vival } 

The principal authorizations and ‘provisions of the Act are ag follows: 

Outline of Marshfield Enabling Act 

Bil, A. Street improvements’ ; 
‘ i q 1. Mandatory authorization for the Selectmen to ‘ 

‘ to lay out, relocate, and alter cértain streets. 
phe 2. Authorization to construct and improve these 

f i i streets. ‘ ; 

ty B, Purchase of condemnation ‘of excess property - 
; i. Authorization for the selectmen to purchase 

; ’ ‘ ‘specific properties adjacent to said streets, 

J being more land than is noeded”for their lay- 
ing out, at a price equal to: the average. as+ 
sessed valuation of the land for the past 

‘ My three years plus twenty-five per cent. 

i far tenet 2. Authorization to take these’ properties by 
Dieta ig _ eminent domain if such: price’ proves’ unsatis- ' ! 

‘ ‘ factory. nein nacre . ae 3 : 

5 Ne, Replotting and sale of éxcess property al t 
} 1. Authorization for the selectmén to sell for 

value, in accordance with a new lot plan filed 
1 a with the Act, all land not needed for the laying 

i out of streets. Sa a 
2. Provision that the person from whom was acquired 

not less than sixty per cent of a new lot, if his 
land .had formerly been built upon, shall have the 

i right to purchase the new:lot within three months 
at the total price paid for the new lot by the 
Town, } Ae ! : 

D. Financing i : ‘ 
1, Authorization for the Town to borrow from time 

to time within three years up to $160,000, for 
which notes or bonds may be issued, ench insno 
to be paid back in ten years or asa. 

: : ie
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HE. Acceptance of the Act te { 
1. Provision that the Act. shell take,effect — 

i only if accepted during the current: year 
. by the Town. ‘ dl . ri 

4 As provided, the Act was accepted unanimously by the Town, at the special 

Town meeting August 15. The Act and its acceptance constitute what is un- 

doubtedly the most important feature in the entire replanning program. Al~ 

though the Constitutional Amendment authorizing such a procedure has been in 

effect for thirty years, excess condemnation has been exercised but sparingly 

in this State. It is certain that. it has never been exercised on such a 
large scale, and never for the purpose of facilitating the rehabilitation of 
en entire area.. Its’ successful use in the present instance, therefore, may 
serve as a precedent to be followed by other commnities in situations where 

it would be applicable. ; aa 

As far as its particular application here is concerned, the effects are 
striking indeed. The accompanying graph indicates the former lot sizes in 
the area of taking and the new lot sizes after the. acceptance of the Act. 

The Act lists 344 parcels of land to, be taken, but only 240. of these were 
occupied lots. Thus the 185. new lots to be laid out will provide an opportu- ~ 

i nity for 80% of the former. lot owners to rebuild inthis area, which is un- 
_. doubtedly more than will desire to do so. The right panel. of the plate 

following page four indicates the sizes of the new lot by location, and their 
. relation to the entire burned area. Certain other increases in lot sizes will 
- be effected by a provision of the zoning amendments. Consequently, between 
.the rearrangement plan, zoning, and any voluntery purchase or exchange that 
may take place, the character of the entire area will be changed from a con- 
gested development to one which will offer. ample light and air, and protection 
against a repetition of a similar disaster. ( 

Street System 

i As already mentioned the street pattern in Ocean Bluff before the fire ! 
could hardly be called a system. The left pancl of the plate following page 
six. illustrates. the strects existing at the time of the fire. It will be 
noted that many of them were private ways, having never been accepted by the 
Towne These were poorly constructed, narrow and illogically located, the 
results of a piece-meal growth without any attempt at co-ordination. Some of 
these private ways were merely.dirt roads laid out on the surface of the low- 
lying ground. The Town ways in the area were considerably better; they were 
surfaced with macadam. Ocean Street, the principal thoroughfare, was lined 
curbs and sidewalks, None of the other Town ways were thus developed. - 

In the most thickly congested section, the majority of the streets were 
fortunately private, and their former locations could be ignored in developing 
the new plan. Consequently, it was in this section that most of the changes 

; in the strect system were made. The legislative Act clready discussed pro- 
vided for new streets here, Table No. 1 gives the length and width of strects 

i within the area of taking before and after rchabilitation. 

In addition to the new local streets provided by the Act, the County 
Commissioners laid out, and the Town accepted, a new through road partéllel to, 
and 450 feet from, the former main thoroughfare, Occan Strect, The location 
of this road and of the new local strevts is indicatcd on the right pancl of 
the plate following page six. 
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This new through road, which is an extension of an existing street known 
as Plymouth Avene will relieve traffic congestion on Ocean Street. It will 
also serve as a fire lane between the area to be re-developed and the marshe 

land behind, by providing access for fire fighting equipment and by furnishing 
an opportunity for the installation of an additional line of fire hydrants. 

Under the provisions of the subdivision regulations, discussed later, ~ 
, any new streets which are laid out by vrivate developers in this area mist be 

approved as to location and design by the Board of Selectmen. Consequently, 
the Town will be assured that futuro streets in this area will be laid out in 
a co-ordinated system. i ; 

TABLE 1... 41 oA 
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Zoning \ ‘ 

Before the fire, there was in effect in Marshfield what may be called 
a partial soning bylew. It contained no lot size requirements, and only 

certain very limited portions of the Town were covered by its use regulations, 

Almost all of the area burned was outside of the provisions of this bylaw. 
Consequently, Ocean Bluff had continued to develop with small lots, houses and 
cottages close to property lines, and businéss establishments located indiscprimi- 
nately along the entire length ofthe main street. The uses of the land before 

the fire are given on the left panel of the plate following page eight. 

The Committee felt it was necessary not only to extend the protection of 
zoning to the area burned by changing the zoning districts, but to rewrite 
completely the provisions of the bylaw. A revision wes therefore prepared of 
both the text and zoning map. 

The extensive amendments to the text are given in Appendix C. These were 

adopted at the special Town meeting, following a public hearing, That section 
of the new zoning map which covers the lurned area is shown on the right panel 
of the plate following page eight. Although the regulations now extend: through- 
out the Town, certain provisions were incorporated to bear narticularly on the 

burned areca. iy 

It was hoped that a more logical segregation of comnercial uses could be 
: realized in this area. Article V, Section III of the amended bylaw provides 

that "No building which has been damaged or destroyed by fire or othor cause 
to the extent of more than three-cuarters of its value shall be repaired or 

rebuilt, except in conformity with the front and side year requirervunts of 
these bylaws, but its former uso may be continued, provided reccoustruction is 
substantially completed at the end of two years," AIthaich it might be desir- 
able to meke all stroctures which Vere destroyed conform to the use regulations 
of the new zoning map, the reasonableness of such o requirement Was somewhet 
questionable.’ Thus a two year neriod was given in which a person could remild 
his shop on its apnroximate former site. Undoubtedly, some will not do sos 
It was felt perfectly reasonable, however, to make 611 new structures conform 
to the yard requirements of the zoning amendments, 4 

A great many of the small lots in Ocean Bluff are to be inercascd im- 
mediately in actual size under the rearrangement -plan. Certain other lots will 
be inereascd whon built upon in either their effective or actual sigzu under 

two provisions of the zoning bylaw. — ! 

Article IV, Section I of the zoning bylaw, defines a lot as ".....the 
parcel of land on which @ principal building and its accessories are placed, , 
together with the required open spaces.” Under the terms of this definition, 
any piace of property occupied by two or more dwellings would be regarded as 
containing two or more lots, even thovrh no property lines senurated. them. 

: Section 2 provided that "....sno dwelling shall be erected on a lot containing 
less than 5,000 square fect, or less than 50 feet wides...." This regulation 
will permit the construction of only one dwelling on many of the pieces of 
property which before the fire conteined several cwellings, and in any caso, 
not more than one dwelling for each 5,C00 scuare fect of area provided, Thus 
it may be said that this provision of the bylaw will increase the effective 
size of cortain lots in that it increases the amount of open space per ee 
dwelling, 
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Outside of the area of teking ere several subdivisions containing un-+ 
oceupied lots, (as comoonly defined), smaller than the 5,000 square feet 
minimim imposed by zoning end which are in single ownership, Article IV, 
Section Il of the zoning bylaw nrovides thet when sudh subdivisions are 

»ouilt upon, the owner rust combine the necessary mimber of small lots, or 
é perts thereof, to. give new lots of ‘the required area and width. This pro= 

vision is as follows; "In all districts one dwelling may be, erected on a 
‘ loti. of lesser sizé or width than required, if such lot wes recorded at the 

time of, adoption ofthis amendment and did not at the tine of such. adoption 
iclse> adjoin otner lend of khe same owner available for use in connection with ea 

seid lot. Vs ee mK 

The right panel of the plate a the ‘ollowing page shows. the increased 
, effective lot sizes anticipated because of these provisions, combincd with 

the actual increased’ lot sizes caused by the rearrengenent.’ : 

Building Bylaw ; i 

The Town of Marshficld hed never had a tiilding code of any sort. Al- 
though the rapid spread of tho fire could not be wholly attributed to the 

~ flimsy construction’ of many of the cottasos, it was felt that if they were 
' rebuilt with propor’ foundetions’ and firo-resisting roofs, the’chance for a 
reoccurrence of the disaster would be considerably lessened, Consequently, 
a simple building bylaw wes prepared, assuring a better class of, construc- 
tion in the future, The text of this bylew'is piven in Apsendix D., It will 
be noted thet it provides that the Boerd:of Appeal bé the scme.as under the 
zoning bylaw, Naturally, ‘this bylaw applies to the entire Town end not just 

‘to the burned area, f 2 ! f on 

es iSupdiviston'Conbrok O16. “Sy ee vip cir, aed 

-. Before the fire, the selectmen of Marshfield acted es a Boar of Survey. 
_ Under the provisions of General Lews, Chapter 41, Section 73-81, they could 

require thet @11 private ways onened for public use have proper grades, widths 
“and locations. That wes the extent’ of their control over the new real estate 
developments. ma i 

At the special Towh meéting’ on fugust 15, the Town voted to give to the 
'- Board of Survey the additional powers and duties as set forth in Chap. 211 

‘of the Acts: of 1936, also known as "An Improved Mothod of Tunicipal Plonning." 
Under the terms of this Act as accepted by the Towm, the Board shall adopt 
rules and regulations regerding the approval of 211 subdivision plets. 

‘ In these regulations’ the Board shall require that all ways have proper 
. grades, width and location; also, that the land to be subdivided be sefe for 

building purposes, They may require thet the subdivider construct strocts 
ond install utilitics ct his own expense, and where necessary and desirable, 

"set aside certain areas in the dévelopment for'teéreation purposes, The 
statute furnishes-two metns of control which. insure compliance with the reru- 
lations of the Board. These are that no’mnicipal utility or improvement 
.shall be construeted in any way, and that no yermit for the erection of any 
dwelling shall be issued, unless the plot has been approved, 
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In Marshfield, the control over subdivisions was co-ordinated with the 

zoning and building bylaws by providing, as the statute permits, that the 
Board of Apneal under Chapter 211 be the same board as under the zoning and 

building bylaws. ; 

As far as the Ocean Bluff section is concerned, this control will assure 
the Town that any subdivisions made adjacent to the new Plymouth Aveme will 
be laid out according to the principles of good design. The control will ‘ 

also apply to any subdivisions in other parts of the Town, 

a Pine 
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PART IGI 

Lend Takings 

With the acceptance of the special enabling Act by the Town, the next step 
was to carry out the actual taking, replatting, and sale of lots permitted in 
the Act. This work is now being conducted under the direction of Mr. Tracy . 
Hatch, Chairman of the Board of Assessors 2nd member of the Board of Selectmen, 
Although the Act provided that the selectmen, acting for the Towm, could acquire 
land in the specified area cither by purchase or eminent domain, it was decided 
thet the entire ‘area be taken by eminent domain. This wes felt advisable so 
that the Town could immodiately have authority to start building roeds and 
grading the lots, 

A letter was sent out to cach property ovmer explaining the purpose and 

provisions of the Act and the procedure to be followed by the Town. Sce Ap-~ 

pendix G, Form A, With this letter was sent a plan of the area snowinr exist- 
ing end proposed lots. Anothcr statemont was enclosed giving the number of 
the owner's present lot as shown on the plan, its assessed valuation, and tho 
amount the Town would award for it as damares. Sco Apnendix G, Forms B,C,and 
D. If a porson owned what constituted 60% of a now lot, he was so informed, 
and was offcred that new lot and told its oxpceted pricc. If ho did not ow 
what was formerly 60% of a now lot, he was askcd to select the lot that he 
would lile to by. 

During the time thet these questionnaires were sent ot, tho actual 
taking of the areca wes made, according to the procedure set forth in Chapter 
79 of the Goncral Laws. The own borrowed ‘;100,000 to finance the cost of 

taking and improving the orca. 

As roplics were reccived from the questionnaires, tho results were carce 
fully recorded. Those persons who signified their willingness to accept the 
award offered were asked to fill out a form requesting actual payment, See 
Appendix C, Form E. The Town Counsel then proceeded to investigate the titles | 
of these lots and if the titles were clear, a quit claim deed was secured for 
each. | 

At the present writing, the first of February, a considerable number of 
awards have been inade. Many new lots have been sold by the Town, particularly 
the most desirable ones near the waterfront. ‘When lots are sold, certain price 
restrictions on the buildings to be erected, ranging from $1000 to $2000, de- 
pending on the locetion, are incoporated in the deeds. This is permitted by 
the Act which states that "the Town may convey... (the new lots)... for value 
with or without suitable restrictions." 

The Town has retained title to the beach itself along the full length of 
the area of taking. This was formerly almost entirely in private ownership. 
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Improvements in the Area M 

At the present writing, the construction of Plymouth Aveme and the other 
new streets provided for by the legislative Act in the area of taking, has been 
completed. In laying out the new Foster Aveme to connect with Ocean Street 
at grade it was found that a bank about four feet high would be left for sev- 
eral hundred feet, where a large Inoll was traversed, It was decided, there- 
fore, to remove the knoll and use the material to fill in the low area which 
formerly could not be properly drained. ( 

In accordance with recommendations of the State Department of Public 
Health drainage facilities have been constructed along the new streets in the 
low area. This drainage system consists of various sized perforated pipes 
laid on and covered by beach stones. The outlet pipe leads into a nearby 
stream which was already protected from high tide by a dike with tide rates. 
It is planned to have every two lot owners provide blind drains starting 30 
feet from the street. Cesspools will be required as before by the local 
Board of Heaith. 

Considerable mick and sand was removed from the ditches duz for the drain 
pipes, and replaced by the beach stones» This matcrial was transported and ° 
bulldozed into the low places, Chimneys, conercte blocks, stone, and othor 
debris from the fire was carted to deep spots and covered with good clean fill. 

Due to the availability of material, the use of modern machinery, and the 
fact that beach stone was used around the drainage pipes instead of expensive 
crushed stone, the whole job, including grading of the taken area, was done 
for approximately the estimated cost of drainage and street construction alone. 

Reconstruction of Dwellings 

Rebuilding of cottages has already started on the periphery of the area 
which the Town took by eminent domain, and it is readily apparent that there 
will eventually be developed a community of comfortable sumer homes, attrac- 
tively designed, widely spaced, adequately served by roads, and protected by 
reguletory measures. 

a



APPENDIX A 

PERSONNEL OF REHABILITATION COMMITTEE 

‘ » Mershfield Board of Selectmen 

; . Robert S. Boles, Chairman i 
; ite Tracy W. Hatch F : ‘ 

; j if Ralph C. Ewell é 4 i 

Building Law Division : 

Joseph Barger Wilbur E, Kinsley 
Norman Costello f Williem V. Murphy 
Lloyd Frisbie Fred W. Roberts 

"Charles F, Hilly John Watson 

Planning Division Rebuilding Division 

C. Gordon Starratt r Tracy W. Hatch 
Frederick T.. Bailey 4 i Robert 8. Boles 

: Raymond C. Baldes i Ralph C. Ewell 
f Harry Eddels J. W. Keane 

} E. A. Parker i William A. Murphy 
Frank L. Sinnott 5 William Peek 
Joseph Spang F. L. Sinnott 

Fire Protection Division Zoning Law Division 

We G. Ford Abraham 8, Feinberg 
P. C. Charnock Charles J. Hilly 
George Cornwell é 
Je W. Emery 

; _.) Silas S. Wright ‘ ‘ 

Legal Division Health Division Publicity Division 
i Abraham S, Feinberg Dre de J. Fortenow Warwick Donaldson 

Charles F. Hilly Dr. N. C. Trindall Shirley R. Crosse 
: H. A. Ryder 

CO-OPERATING AGENCIES 

Federal Housing Administration, Boston Office 
Massachusetts Department of Public Health 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, School of City Planning 
Massachusetts Stete Planning Board 
New England Council, Commnity Development Comittee 
New England Fire Insurance Rating Association 
Plymouth County Commissioners 
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STEPS IN THE REHABILITATION OF OCEAN BLUFF 
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é APPENDIX :B 

EXTRACT FROM CHAPTER 628 OF THE ACTS CF 1941 

OF THE MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL court 

An Act relative to the laying out, widening and 
relocation of certain streets and ways in the 
Town of Marshfield and the teking of land suf} 
ficient for suitable building lots on both sides 

c , of such strects and ways. 

SECTION 1. The officers of the Town of Marshfield having “urisdic- 
tion of the alteration and relocation of highways and the making of spccific 
repairs thereon and of the laying out, relocation and alteration of Town 
ways @re hereby authorized and directed, subject to all provisions of law 

' relative thereto, to lay out, widen or relocete the following highways and 
; strocts, to be of such width as thoy may detormino.....: 

(descrintion of strects omitted) 

: Said Town may construct and improve the public ways and intcorsections 
: hereby authorized to be laid out, widened and relocatod, and in connection 

; t therewith may remove and rolocete structures affixed to the land reforred 
ARO to in scetion two. ’ 

‘ SECTION 2. For the purposes authorized by section onc,’ said officers, 
may, in the name of and in bohelf of tho town, tako in feo by omincnt 

| domain urdor chapter seventy-nine of tho Generel Laws by one or more takings, 
‘or acquire by purchesc: ot a prico of twenty-five ror cont in oxeoss of tho 

6 average usscsscd veluetion, exclusive of tuildings, for the yoars ninctecon 
hundred and thirty-cight, ninoteon hundred and thirty-nine and nincotcon 
hundred and forty, the lend and property hcreinefter spcecifiod, being more 

H land and property than are required for the laying out, widening and re- 
location of the highways end streets specified in section one, and such 
additional land and pronerty herein avthorized to be taken being no more 
in extent then would be sufficient for suitable building lots abutting on 
said highways and streets; provided that, if such price is unsatisfactory 
to either party, the town shall not acquire such property by rurchase but 
shall take it by eminent domain under chapter seventy~nine of the General 
Laws :~- q 

Lot 1, A parcel of land...... (description) ...... being lot number 
one on a "Plan of Abington Village and Adjacent Property in the Town of 
Marshfield, Massachusetts, May, 1941," drawn to a scale of one inch equals j 

) { forty feet, by Lewis Y. Perkins, county engincer, prepared for the purpose 
of deseribing Lots to be taken under this act, which plan is filed with 

this act, and a copy of which is to be filcd in the Plymouth county rogistry 
of decds, if and whon this act is ceccptcd by the town. Reference is heroby 
made to said plan for a more complcto description of this lot and of cach 
end cvory other lot and parcel the teking of which is herein outhorized, 

13



(Description of Lots 2 through 344 ommitted) 

In taking lots numbers one hun¢red and ninety-nine, two hundred, 
eeeee, any and all lands belonging or supposed to belong to the owners 
of said lots or their predecessors in title to-seid lots, lying be- 
tween any of said- lots end’ Massachusetts Bay; “to-the limit of private 
ownership, and all littoral rights, including the right of access to 
the weters of ‘said: bay; ap:urtenent*to-such’ lots or to such lends, may 

t also be taken, such lots and lands together being no more in extent 
than is sufficient for suitable building lots .on the shore side of 
Foster avenue, as proposed to. be laid out, widened, and relocated. 

After so mech of the ebove described lend and property as is 
needed for the construction, widening end improvement of said streets 
and ways and their junctions with each other end connecting ways has 
been appropriated therefor, the selectmen of the Town of Marshfield, 

f in the name and on behalf of the town, may, convey the remainder there- 
of for. value, with or without suitable restrictions. 

When land acquired under euthority of this section is subdivided 
into. lots. for purposes of sale, said lots shall be es superimposed in 
red on the plan hereinbefore referred to; except thet there may be 
sold as part of each lot on the shore side of Foster avenue so much 

of the land lying between such lot and Massachusetts Bay as may lawe 
' fully be included, with the littoral rights apruwrtenant thereto, The 

person from whom was acquired not less than sixty per cent of. such a 
‘ lot, if the land therein so acquired was the whole or part of a parcel 

belonging to him upon. which a building was. situated on Jamary first, 
nineteen hundred end forty, shall heave the right to purchase said lot 
within three months from the date on which said town acquired title 
thereto, for the price paid therefor by said town, end upon receipt of 

, said amount the selectmen shall convey said lot to said former owner. | 

Section 3, For the mrposes of, this act, the.town of Mershfield 
may borrow from time to time, within @ period. of three years from the a 
passage of this act, such sums as may, be necossary, not exceeding, .in 
the aggregate, one hundred and sixty thousand dollars, and may issue 

i pi bonds’ or notes therefor, which shell bear on their face the words 
Marshfield Highway and Street Locn, Act of 1941, Each authorized issue 
shall tonstitute a separate loan and such loans shall be paid in not 
more than ten years from their detes.: Not more than eighty thousand 
dollars of the indevtedness ineurred: under, this. act. shall be in exzess 
of the limit of thet indebtedness imposed by section ten of chapter 
forty-four of the General Laws, as most recently amended by section 
one of chapter twenty-four of the acts of nineteen hundred and. thirty- 
nine, and not more than eighty thousand dollars thereof shall be within 
said limit, No such indebtedness, shall be incurred in oxcess of said 
limit until the entire amount hereby authorized within said limit hes 
first been incurred, All other provisions, of said. chaptor forty-four, 
as heretofore amended, including section sixty-throe theroof,) shall 
apply-to seid loan and to the payment thercof and to the proceeds of 
any sales of real estate made under this act. ‘ em fs 

Section 4, This act shall teke effect upon its acceptance during 
the current yeér by the qualified voters of the town of. Marshfield 

' voting thereon in town meeting, 
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APPENDIX C€ 

ZONING AMEND.ENT ‘ 

ARTICLE I, DISTRICTS 

Section 1. 

The Town of Marshfield is hereby divided into Districts, each of 
which shall be subject to special regulations as to use and.con- 
struction of buildings, structures, and the use of the. premises 
therein located. } A eeeiLaany 

Section 2. Map 

A zoning map deted May 26,1941, and filed with the Tow Clerk, 
shall be part of the By Law, The Town.is hereby divided into 
five classes of districts: " 

f Unrestricted Districts . 

: Residence A Districts 

‘Residence B Districts . 

Residence C Districts 

Business Districts : 

d ARTICLE II, USE REGULATIONS 

Section 1, Unrestricted District Uses ‘ : 

In a district marked Unrestricted, no limitations are imposed other l 
than those of existing State and Town By Laws, and Article IV. 

.Seetion 2, Residence A, Residence B and’Residence C District Uses 

In a district marked Residence 4, Residence B, or Residence C, no 
building, structure, or premises shall be used, and no building 
shall be erected or altered which is intended or designed to be 

§ used for any purpose except one or more of the following; 

a. A detached one~family. dwelling : ; 

be Church and parish house ‘ 

Ce :Imnic¢ipél usc ‘ 
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d. Farm, truck garden, mrsery, or greenhouse 

e. Telephone exchange, not including service station or outside 
storage of supplies 

£. ecessory use’on the same lot with end customarily 
incident.to any of tho above permitted uses, The 
torm "accessory usc" shall not inelude: | 

1, Garage, except garage space for not more than 
three automobiles, of which not more than one 
may be a commercial vehicle, unless authorized 

by the Board of Appeals ies 

‘ i 2. Lodging or boarding house for,more than two 
. persons, unless authorized by the Board of 

Appeals, and then for not more than six persons. 

3. Advertising signs, except those pertaining to the 
lease, sale or use of a lot or building on which 

ee . they are placed and not exceeding a total area 
" : of four square feet; provided. that. in a singlo sub- 

civision there may be not more than two,signs with 

a total area of not more than twelve square feet. 

ge Any of the following uses, provided it is not injurious, 

noxious, or offensive to the neighborhood, and only if ' 
euthorized by the Board of Mppcalss 

1, Aviation field 

2. Cometery : 

mt 3 } 
3. Clubs, social or recrcetional buildings, excopt ! 

* ¢@lubs the chief activity of which is e service 
customarily carricd on as a busincss 

’ 4, Gravel, loom, send, or stone removal — 
h 

( 5. Hospital or institution for. philanthropic usc. . 

6, Ico harvesting and storage on samo. promises 

7, Riding steble 

Section 3. Busincss District Uses : m . 

mee In a district marked Business, no building, structure or proniscs 
shall be used, and no building shall, be, orcetcd or altercd which / 
is intended or designed to bo used for any purpose cxeept one or 
more of the following: 

; a, Any use pcrmittod in a Residence A, Residence BP and Resi- 
denec C District : 

be. WNowspaper or job printing . ,j 
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ce, Offico or bank i 

ae Pleeo of amusement or assombly 

e. Restaurant or hotel i 

f, .Retcil business, service or public utility not involving 
} manufacture on the premises excent of products the major 

portion of which are to be:sold-at reteil by the manu- 
, facturer to the consumer, end except that the manufacture 

‘ of products which are not sold by the mamfacturer directly 
a to the consumer may be authorized by the Board of Appecls. 

ge Filling stction or commercial: garege, only if euthorized 
by the Board of Appecls... 

i h. ‘Sign advertising goods or services offered by an occupant 
of ‘the premisos for stle, hiro, or use 

ARTICLE III, HiLGHT REGULATIONS 

f Section 1. B . 

In a district marked Residence Ae Residence ‘RB, or Residence C, 
no building shall “be erected to a height in excess of forty-five 
feet, and no tmilding occupied as a dwelling or lodging house 
shall be in excess of two and one=helf stories, except when the 

i wells of the buildings are dt no point nearer to any lot bound- 
ary then two-thirds the height of the building, 

j Section 2, Height Exceptions ; 

I ; Chimneys, elevators, polés, spires, tanks, towers, and other 
projections not used for human occupancy may extend above the 

‘ hoizht limits therein fixed. tet 

eae ARTICLE IV, AREA REGULATIONS 

Section 1. Definition 

In ‘this By Law, the term "lot" shall moen the parcel of land on 
which a principal luilding and its accessories are placed, together 
with the required open spaces, ‘ i 

Section 2, Lot Sizes and Widths mt : 

d In a district marked Residence A, no dwelling shall be erected on 
’ a lot containing less than 20,000. square feet, or less than 120 

_ feet wide, the lot width in cach case to be’masured through that 
; part of the building to bo erécted where the lot is narrowest, 

i, In a district markod Residence B, no dwelling shell be crceted on 
a lot containing less than 10,000 square fect, or less than 80 
feet wide, the lot width to be measured as hereinbefore provided. 
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In all other districts, no dwelling shell be erected on a 
lot containing less then 5,000 square feet, or less than 
50 feet wice, the lot width to be measured as hereinbefore 
provided. 

In ell districts, one dwelling may be erected or a lot of i 
lesser size, or width than reouired, if such, lot was re- _ 
corded at the tine of adoption of this amcndment and did i 
not at the time of such adoption acjoin other land of the . 
seme owner available for use in connection with.said lot. 

Section 3. Front and side yards. 

In a district marked Residence A, no building shall be erected 
or placed within 20 feet of the side line of any street, and 
no building shall be erected or placed within 15 feet. of a 
side lot line except a one-story, building of accessory use 
built of fireproof construction. 
In a district marked’ Residence B, no Wiilding shall be erected 
ox placed within 15 feot of the side line of any strect, and - 
no tiilding shall. be erected or placed within 10 fect of a 
side lot line except a onoestory building of ‘accessory use , 
built of fircproof construction. : % ' 
In all other districts no tmilding shall be creeted-or placed 
within 10 fect of the side-line..of eny stroct, and no building 
shall be creeted or placed within 77, fcet of a sido lot line s 
except e one-story building of accessory use tuilt of fire- : 
proof construction. 

Section 4, Projections ae ate , Vet Ne 

Nothing herein shall prevent the projection of steps, eaves, ‘ 
cornices, window sills, or belt courses into any required, 
yerd, but it shall not include piezzas or roofed porches, i 

Section 5, Reduction of lot sizes and yards j ‘ 

No lot, or the tuilding or structure thereon, shall be changed | 
in size or shape so as to violate the provisions of these By 3 
Laws. ; Mey ergy { 

we i * ek . 

ARTICLE V. NON-CONFORMING USES 

Section 1. Continuation of Non-Conforming Uses 

Any lawful building or structyre or use of a building, structure, 
or premises which, at the time of the adoption of these By Laws, 
is being put to a use not conforming with the regulations of the 
district in which it is situated, may be continued, and such 
building or use may, on approval of the Board of Apneals, be ex- 
tended throurhout such premises, provided such use has not been 
discontinued for 4 period of five years. ni , 

Section 2+ Change of Non-Conforming Uses 

The Board of Appeals may permit any non-conforming use to be 
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changed to any specified use not substantially different in 
character or more detrimental or, objectionable to a neighbor~ 
hood. 

Section $, Limitation on Restoration Sate 

No building which has been damaged or destroyed: by fire or 
other cause to the extent of more than three quarters of its 
value shall be repaired or rebuilt except in conformity: with 
the frontand side yard requirements of these By Laws, but 
its former use may ‘be contimed, provided reconstruction is 

aa substantially completed at the end of two years, 

ARTICLE VI, ‘ADMINISTRATION 

Section 1. Permits 5 

No buildings shall be érected, placed, remodeled, rebuilt, moved 
i or changed es to use thereof without a permit therefor issued 

by the Selectmen ard the Selectmen may require plans and speci- 

fications to be filed. Keats) 

Section 2. Board of Appeals f 

‘ There shall be a Board of Apneals of three members and one asso-= 
ciate member appointed by the Selectmen as provided in Section 
Thirty of Chanter Forty of the General Laws, as amended, which 
shall act on all matters within its jurisdiction under these 
By Laws in the manner prescribed in said section. 
Any person aggrieved by the refusal of the Scleetmen to issuc a 
pormit under tho provisions of those By Laws may appoal to the 
Board of Ap»cals by filing with the Sclectmen and the Board 
of Appeals a notice of appeal, in accordance with the rules of 
the Board on file with the Town Clerk and in accordence with 

ij Section Thirty of Chapter Forty of the Generali! Laws. Appli- 
cations for permits from tho Board of Anpcals required by these 

( By Laws shall be filed in the same manner. 
The Board of Appeals may authorize upon appeal a variance from 
the terms of these By Laws with respect to a particular parcel 
of land, where, owing to conditions peculiar to such parcel, 
a literal enforcement of the provisions of these By Laws would 

involve substantial practical difficulty and hardship. In 
grenting such ¢ voriance,due consideration shall be given to 
promoting the public good, and no variance shall be granted 
which will heve oa detrimental effect upon the neighborhood. 

In any case where the interpretction of these By Laws is not 
clearly obvious the Chairman of Selectmen is authorized and 
directed to submit to the Board of Appeals for expression of 
opinion before issuing his ruling on such case. 

Section 3, Enforconent 

Yhoever violates any of the »rovisions of these By Laws shall 
be punished by a fine of not more than fifty dollars for cach 
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violation, to be paid into the treasury of the Town of Marshfield. 
Upon eny woll-founded information from any citizcn that these 
By Laws are béing violeted or upon their own. initiative,» the Na 
Selectmon shell take immediate steps to enforec the By Laws by ..- 
making complaint to the District Court, or by applying for an 
injunction to the Superior Court. ‘ fi pee oat See! La ‘ 

Section 4, Validity A 1 eed aed OW 8G 

The invalidity of any section.or provision of these By Laws.ahall..-. _ 
not invalidate any other section or provision hereof, Pans ; 

Section 5. Amendments) « * t ad tan uy i : 

It shall be the duty of the selectmen upon petition signed by 
the owners of fity per cent in valuétion:of the property con- 
tained in any given district, or upon their ovm initietive from 
time to time, to hold public hearing, fourteen deys' piblished , si 
notice of which shall be given, for the consideretion of amend-"" "07°" 
ments altering the boundaries of any district established by 
these By Laws, or the regulations appliéd to the same:-by these’ 
By Laws, and thereupon to submit to the Town for: action at a : 
regular or special towm meeting its recomendations in regard i 
to the same, * } \ 

Section 6. ; basen Ww) 

So mech of these Zoning By Laws as is approved by tho Attorney : 
General shall tako cffect upon their publication or notice, as 
roquired by law. te r : 
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: APPENDIX D 

MARSHFIELD BUILDING BY LAWS 

By Laws regulating the erection, alteration, and repair of 
buildings and the inspection of same in the Town of Marshfield. 

ARTICLE I ‘ 

‘ General Provisions 

Section 1, Except as hereinafter provided, no building shall 
be erected, altered or repaired except in conformity:with the pro- 
visions of these By Laws. 

Section 2. No dwelling-house or other structure more than 
eight (6) feet in length or breadth and seven (7) feet in height 
shall be erected, altered or repaired, except in conformity with 
the provisions of these By Laws. : 

ARTICLE II : ey 

Exemptions and Definitions i 

Section 1, The provisions of this By Law-shall not apply to: 

a. Buildings or structures ovmed or occupied by the : 
: United Ststes or the Commonwealth of Iassachusotts. 

b. Bridges, quays, wharfs. : 
c. Ordinary repairs as defined in Article 35, 

ste La Meron abe.) 

Repairs : Me 

Section i. Ordinary repairs to buildings may be made, pro- 
vided such repairs do not include the cutting away of any well, 
in whole or in part, the removal of which would tend to weaken 
the structure. or 

; ARTICLE IV 

] Preliminary Requirements and Permits 

Section 1, No person shall construct, alter or substantially 
repair any building or structure without having first obtained a 
permit for the same from the Selectmen. 

Section 2. For the construction, alteration or repair of any 
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building, plans and specifications shall be submitted to the 
Selectmen together with such structural detail as the Select- : 
men may recuire before issuance of a permit for the same, 

ARTICLE V 

General Requirements 

; Section 1, Foundations i 

All buildings hereafter erected shall be set on solid founda- 
tions, or upon piers of cement or cement-block, or metal pipe filled 
with conerete, or red cecar posts; said piers, blocks or posts to 
be set not more than eight (8) feet apart, and with prover footings. 
brea between sills to the ground to be vroperly enclosed. 

4 Section 2, Chimneys 

All masonry chimneys except those with solid brick walls 
eight (8) inches or more thick, shell be lined throughout with 
fire clay or flue lining the entire length, and shall be topped 
at least three (3) fect above the highest point of contact with 
the roof. No smoke-pipe, so-called, shall project thru any ex~ 
ternal wall, window, or roof, 

Section 3, Roofs 

All roofs on buildings in Residence District @ and Business 
District at Brant Rock, Ocean Bluff, Fieldston, and Rexhame shall 
be covered with tile, asbestos shingles, asphalt or other fire- ; 
resisting shingles or paner, and any old roof to be repaired to 
one~quarter the area shall be of fire-resisting material. 

Section 4, Sills 

All house sills shall be of lumber of dimension of not less 
than 4x6 inches; joists 2x6 inches up to ten-foot span, then 2x8 
inches or more, or material of equal strength. : 

Section 5, Floors : \ aces ieee”). peanuts. 

All house ground floors shall be double boarded, and heve 
fire-stops. : ; 

Section 6. Uprights. 

All uprights shall be of lumber of a dimension of at least 
2x4 inches to be pleced not more than 20 inches on center, or 
2x3 inches not more than 16 inches on center, doubled, at window 

or door openings. i ‘ 

Section 7. Rafters é 

All house rafters shall-be of lumber of a dimension of not 

less than 2x6 inches placed no more than 24 inches on center. 
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i Section 8. Plumbing 

All structures occupied as dwellings mst have plumbing installation 
suitable to meet the requirements of the usual number of persons occupy= 
ing said premises. very fixture shall have a trap and be properly vented. 

Section 9, “ 

Every frame building shall have the sills, posts, girts and plates 
framed and braced in a manner satisfactory to the Selectmen. 

ARTICLE VI 

Inspector of Buildings © 

Section 1. The Board of Selectmen annually in March and subsequent 
to the Annual Town Meeting shall appoint an Inspector of Buildings to hold 
office for the term of one year from the first of April following and until 
his successor is appointed and qualified. His foe shall be fixed by the 
Board of Selectmen. 

Section 2. ° : 

He shall make inspection of all building operations within this Town, 
and shall report to the Board of Selectmen all violations of this’ ordinance. 

ARTICLE VII 

t Section 1. Board of Appeals 

The Board of Appeals established under the zonins by-laws shall be 
' the Board of Anpeals for the Building hy-Laws. Wo member of the Board of 

Appeals shall act in any case in which he is financially interested. Every 
; decision of the Board of Appeals shall be in writing and shall require the 

assent of at least two members. 

Any applicant for a permit whose earplication has been refused by the 
Selectmen or any person dissatisfied with the decision of the Selectmen on 

‘ any matter left by this by-law to their approval or discretion may appeal 
therefrom to the Doard of Appeals within ten (10) days from the date of 
said refusal or decision. If the refusal or decision of the Selectmen is 
affirmed, the ruling shall be finel. If the action of the Selectmen is 
modified or annulled, the Selectmen shall issue a permit or decision in 
accordance with the decision of the Board of Appeals. 

The Board of Appeals shall grant a hearing on each appeal of which 
all persons interested shall have notice. 

ARTICLE VIII 

; Variances 

Section 1. Upon petition filed by any person the Board of Appcals 

may by unanimous decision suspend or vary the application of provisions 
of these by laws in specific cases which appear to them not to have 

; been contemrlated by the by laws, or in cases where manifest injustice 

is done provided the decision shell not conflict with the spirit of the 
by laws. 
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; The decision shall specify the variations allowed and the reason 
; therefor. 

The Board of Appeals shall grant a hearing on every application 

for variance or suspension of which all persons interested shall 

have notice. 

: Fees for Permits 

Section 1, For.each milding permit issued by the Selectmen for 
; the erection or alteration of buildings, there shall be paid to the 

Selectmen for the use of the Town a fee according to the following 

schedule; 

1. For dwelling-houses of six (6) rooms 
or less &3.00 

2. For dwolling-houses of more than 

six (6) rooms 5.00 
3. Alterctions to any building 1.00 

( 4. Private gereges or like buildings 1.00 

ARTICLE Ix 

Penalty 

Whoever violates any of the rrovisions of this ordinance 

shall be yonished by e fine not excecding Fifty (50) dollars. 
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AFPENDIX E 

EXTRACT FROM WARRANT FOR. . 

SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, MARSHFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 
FRIDAY, AUGUST 15, 1941 . 

(Artic#es Relating to Ocean Bluff Rebuilding-~All Accepted) 

t Arcicle 14. Will the Town accept the layout of Plymouth Avenue from Dyke 
Road-North to Ocean Street in the vicinity of Kenelm Road, as,made by the County 
Commissioners under Decree No. 998 and raise and appropriate-a sum of money to 
pay for land-taking and other damages caused thereby, or act thereon. .... .: 

_., Artiele 15, To see if the Town will vote to accept Chapter 628 of the Acts 
of 1941, relative to the laying out, widening and relocation of certain streets 
and ways in the Town of Marshfield in the Qcean Bluff section and the taking . 
of land sufficient for suitable building lots on both sides of such streets and 
ways, or act thereon. i * , é 

Article 16. -To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a.sum of 
money for carrying out the provisions of Chapter 628 of the Acts of 1941 and au. 

ihorize the treasurer with the approval of the Selectmen to borrow in accordance 
with the said act, or take any action relative thereto. 

Article 17. Will the Town accept the layout of a portion of Ocean. Street at 
its intersection with Third Road, Beach Avenue, Satucket Avenue, Sekonnet Avenue, 

\ and the layout of Sekonnet and. Seminole Avenues as made by the County Commissioners 
under Decree No.1000, and raise and appropriate a sum of money to pay for land- 
taking and other damages caused thereby, or act thereon. 

Article 18. To see if the Town will vote to accept.the provisions of Goneral 
Laws, Chaptor 41, (Chapt.21ll,acts of 1936), Sections 81.F-J inclusive, relating 
to the approval of subdivision plats. i 

Article 19. To hear and act on the report of the Board of Selectmen recommend= 
ing the adoption of certain amendments to the Zoning Bylaws, and see’ if the Town 

ie will adopt the amendments recommended, or otherwise act thereon. 

“Article 20. To see if the Town will adopt a bylaw providing that the Board 
of Appeals under the Zoning Bylaws shall be the Board of Appeals under General 
Laws, Chapter 41. (Chapt.211, Acts of 1936), Section I. 

Article 21. To see if the Town will vote to accept Section 5, Chapter 143, 
General Laws, providing for the adoption of Building Bylaws. 

“Article 22. To see if the Town will accept the Building Bylaws recommended’ 
by the Selectmen, dated August, 1941, or take any action relative thereto. : 
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APPENDIX F 

LENGTH AND WIDTH OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE WAYS 
WITHIN AREA OF TAKING 

AT OCEAN BLUFF IN MARSHFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 
BEFORE AND AFTER STREET AND LOT REARRANGEMENT 

BEFORE °. AFTER 

Public Ways Width Length Public Ways Width Length 

Foster Ave. Ce rbe te Lao tis Foster Ave. oo. fts - 1.546 ft. 
Abington Ave. ao 200 " First Rd. 30" ABO 
First Rd. ° oO Pe ey Seminole Ave. 40." 454 " 
Seminole Ave. a0 454°" Third Rd. OO). 203, " 
Third Rd. $0)" 203 " Beach Ave. 40" gos " 

_ Beach Ave. 40 " oo) it Ocean St. be," Z,000 ™ 
Ocean St. Ser Leo p Shepherd Ave. 15 360)" 

ag. Second Road BO! 290 " 
; Second Road Ext. 40" 452 " 

Everson Rd. ‘40 " 985 " 
rivate.Ways Plymouth Ave. 40 " tecee 

Seavate Teys spade lies 
"Dunham Lane. Butte 242 ft. Private Ways 

Way 1 Sun Boh eee apie i : 
Way 2 8." Bea. ide OR 
Way 3 a Se 
Way 4 La aout 52." ; 
Shepherd Ave. a5 275 , q : ’ 
Greenland St. 20" 576 " 
Newbury St. 20:9 560 " 
Winter St. 20.4 750 " : 
Wyoma Ave. pot 240 " 
Wyoma Place } a,” 600 " ‘ 
West Beach St. 26." Lee" 
Westerly Ave, 26 pn 352 } 
Foster Ave. BO ur 184 " ; 
Second Road 30) 290 44 . ; ’ 
So.Abington Ave. 30" 106." 

4,604 aq" , . 

1. All lengths and widths are scaled from "Plan of Abington Village and Adjacent 
Territory in Town of Marshfield, Massachusetts of! Mey: 0416, vox 

és Shepherd Ave. and Second Rd., formerly private ways, now accepted as public WAYS « 
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6 APPENDIX G 

LETTERS AND FORMS SENT TO PROPERTY OWNERS IN TAKEN AREA 

Ae AC Ric RR Form A ‘ 

ee ie “ “(sent to all owners ) 

Pel TOWN OF MARSHFIELD 

OFFICE OF SELECTMEN : 

Chapter 628 of the Acts of 1941, which has beena ccepted by the Town of Marshfield, 
authorizes the Selectmen to take in fee by eminent domain, or acquire by purchase 
at a price of twenty-five per cent in excess ofthe average assessed valuation of 
the past three years, a specified area at Ocean Bluff, including land which, ac- 

i cording to our records belongs to you. 

The object of this taking is to lay out new and wider streets, and larger lots, to 
make a more healthful and attractive district. The new lots are to be sold back 
to the original owners in every case possible, and the Act states that "tho person 
from whom was acquired not less than 60% of a new lote-shall have the right to pur- 
chase said lot within three months from the date'on which said town acquired title 
thereto, for the price paid therefor by said town. To those who owned less than 

aE , 60%.we.wish to extend the same privilege, or the opportunity to buy a lot as near 
; as possible to their old one ; 

The Selectmen feel that it is advisable to take the land by eminent domain, rather 
than by purchase, so that the town may immediately have authority to start building 
roads and clearing lots, and also inorder to give the purchaser of a new lot a bet= 
ter title, as quickly as possible. In case of lots which are assessed at a low 
figure, the damages awarded are based on the suggestion in the Act of 25% above 
the assessed valuation. In the case of most of the lots on the east side of 
Ocean Street, where the assessed values represent a fair purchase prico, the 

i _assessed value is used for the taking price. If a higher figure were used, the 
new lots which must be sold "for the price paid therefor," would be too high in 
price. Most of the ovmers we have talked to, both before and after the passage 

4 of the bill, have felt that the assessed valuos: in this area represented a fair 
: purchase price. . i 

' In order to effect the transfer of this property as quickly as possible wo enclose 
a statement of your particular situation. If this is not clear, we shall be most 
pleased to go into further details of the plan, as we wish to be completely fair 
with every original owner. 
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Form B 

(Sent only to owners. whose lot constituted 60% or more of a new lot) 

hihi ' TOWN. OF ‘MARSHFIELD © 

OFFICE OF SELECTMEN 

Your lot # » shown in black on the’ enclosed plan was assessed for $ ’ 
and we plan to take it by eminent domain, awarding you ¢ damages for ite 

You are entitled to purchase new lot # » shown in red on the enclosed plan, 
at the price the town has to pay for it, which we would expect to be about ¢ . 

-., © Willyou please let us know: : fh ae 

ae 1. Will you accept the award of damages for your ‘present lot? 
: i t i ‘ 

i 2. Do you want to purchase the now lot suggested?” : ' 

; , «8. Do you prefer to come here and talk over your particular situation with us? 

: It will be of great assistance if you will answer this letter immediately. Many 
| . people are anxious to start building this Fall, and our action on any lot may be 

: delayed because we have not heard from the former owner. We sincoroly hope that 
. you will want a new lot, as we feel sure that this will be.a.very desirable beach 

; . section. ie _ : f 

Pa | j i Form ¢ 

: (Sent only to owners of very small lots) 

: ‘ TOWN OF MARSHFIELD’ 

’ I i f OFFICE OF SELECTMEN : 

Your lot # » shown:in black on the’ enclosed plan was assessed for $ . 
and we plan to take it by eminent domain, awarding you $ damages for it. 

You are entitled to purchase a new lot as near as possible to your present location, 
or elsewhere in this general area, at approximately the same price per square foot 

; as you were allowed for yours, or about $200 for a 5000 foot lot. 

Will you please let us know: 

1. Will you accept the award of damages for vour present lot? 

2. Do you want to purchase a new lot? If so, you may suggest three or four choices ; 
(new lots and their numbers are shown in red). 

5. Do you prefer to come here and talk over your particular situation with us? 

It’ will be of great assistance if you will answer this letter immediately. We sin- 
cerely hope that you will want a new lot, as we feel:that this will be a very de- 
sirable section with its large lots located on new, wide town roads. 
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FORM D. i 

* (Sent to all owners not receiving Forms B or C) 

TOWN OF MARSHFIELD 

' OFFICE OF SELECTMEN- - 

OME dk tee » shown in black on the .enclosed plan was assessed for ¢ ‘ 
and we plan to take it by..eminent. domain, awarding. you $ damages for it. 

As your lot is no longer: available, we would like to have you take some other lot 
in your vicinity, when we find out what lots are available. i 

++ Will you please let us know: ~ is seni a hieieale ae "One phous: 

1. Will you accept the award. of damages for your present lot? iis 

2. Do you want to purchase a new lot? - If so, you may- suggest three’ or four choices 
(new lots and their numbers aro ‘shown in red). 

3. Do you prefer to come here and talk over your particular situation with us? 

It will be of great assistance if you will answer this letter immediately. It 
willbe some time before we know just which lots are not purchased by the original 
owners, but we weuld like to give you the first choice of any lots which become 
available.” We sincerély hope that you will want :a now lot,:as we feel that this 
will be.a.very desirable beach s ection. i 
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FORM BE 

(Sent to owners who signified willingness to accept award offered) 

TOWN OF MARSHFIELD , 

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 

Request for Payment of Award 

Having assented to the award made you, please fill in, and sign, and return to us, 
the form given below. This is necessary in order to complete our details. 

To the Selectmen of the Town of Marshfield, Massachusetts: . 

qe i ver : r » being thé owner of lot 
number » shown in black on "Plan of Abington Village and Adjacent Proper- 
ty in the Town of Marshfield, Massachusetts, May, 1941, corrected September 2, 
1941" hereby apply for the payment of the above mentioned award as stated in 
your letter, namely ¢ » which payment will be received in full settlement 
for said lot. I further certify that said premises are free from all mortgages 
or lien, except as follows: : } 

I agree that the holder of any mortgage or lien will assent to said award before 
payment is made. 

Signature of owner 

i ' Address ; q 

Signature of mortgagee 

‘ Address 

Dated at this Lideay or 1941. 

(When completed this form should be mailed to the Selectmen, Town Hall, Marshfield, 
Massachusetts. ) 
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LAND USE LAND ASSESSED AT 
CAPABILITY MAP esis AVERAGE OF $12.50 

PER ACRE (TOTAL 
CH $ 1750) 

- BLDGS. $2025 
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a Me ‘ f 

45G err 
10 28 

| | 
I | 
I | 

7 ACRE 
S.C.S. FARM PLAN 

/4. ACRE THIS OPERATOR 
CROPLAND Me RETAILS HIS OWN 

= MILK 

48 ACRE g 
WOODED PASTURE » 

9 S| 1/3 

ACRE |&| ACRE 
: CROPLAND & CROPLAND! 

a 

41 ACRE 

WOODLAND 

HENRY MILLER FARM 
140 ACRES



eo x, AVERAGE SLOPES IN SOUTH 
SSS y SSSA WESTERN WISCONSIN 
g CS DATA BY 5’RECTANGLES 

‘Neg WY 

RNY Y 

0 - 5% as ce Nj} 

5 -10% Cw o\ my VY 

KV 10 - 15% WW, POV 

15 - 20% WAN BGI, 
MM 20 -25% FROM TREWARTHA & SMITH 

ST CROR CHIPPE) 

my - SOUTHWESTERN WISCONSIN 

\ i Asa region, tt ts distinguishedb 
RE the jepencs af Fayette and Dubuque silt 

\Cse- ses amalgam pete 
AC somewhat similar section of the state 

YS (marked off by the double broken line) 

: i a 
Ys = ees the SCS in June, 1937. 

WY IWS gaa 

oe 
4 V5 ONG IN |ROCK 
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LAND & BUILDINGS 6000 
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4000 
|_| 

3000 a 
= 

2000 ea 
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1000 } 

W950 ann 1870.5, 1800 1910 95, 1980 24, 

AVERAGE VALUE FOR FARMS IN WISCONSIN 

1850 1940 
243 DOMESTIC ANIMALS 1389 

81 IMPLEMENTS & 1007 
MACHINERY 

1414 LAND & BUILDINGS 6365 
1738 TOTAL 8761 
147.5 AVERAGE ACREAGE 122.5 

SOURCE: 
U.S. CENSUS PUBLICATIONS
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$ 3230 | $15.50, | $1950% 
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$1890 $14.25/y $18.25, | $2430 
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$1625, | $Il4 $11.50 /. | BIL75y~ 
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GARBER COULEE 
ASSESSED VALUATIONS 

1941
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B- RATIO OF DEBT TO VALUE 

SOURCE: 
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26-24% -27 
“ Ace : 

/@ 

‘ 50-50% -37 
28 DF 

a7 
Vey 

Chon 
“3 

18%, 
27 

30 
197 ' 

-/ em 

28 -28%oI7- aN 

30-25% -2 
30-193 

50-50%-/ O 

30-25 

\: od 50-60%-27 

F. JABLOWICK 

220 ACRES 

CROPLAND CAPABILITY ABOUT I8 ACRES



SELMER STRAND 
204 ACRES 

a 

LAND-USE ae 

CAPABILITY 
MAP 

28-28% -2 ee 

28-18% -27 / 
} ‘36 18%) 

26 i 
7 Lk] 

on “a 

BE 

SCS PLAN fais oii 19 ACRES OF CROPS 
6.5 ACRES CORN | ‘pycrvar 

33. ACRES HAY pas TURE 

39.5 ACRES <ntt 

6 ACRES > 
ROTATED & 

FOR CROPS, 
ates 7 ACRES 

HAYLAND 
14. ACRE PASTURE, 

775 ACRE WOODLAND a eee 

LAND ASSESSED AT $13.80 PER ACRE (TOTAL $2815) 

BLDGS. $2050
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: 95/-24.% -27 
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6 J 
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GEORGE STREECK 

200 A. 

TIEN, RS5W, S19, 20,21 

BANGOR



EXAMPLE OF A PROBLEM FARM 

I ACRE PASTUR, 

3-3) | 351 4 ACRE /8 ACRE 
ACKES 26-7, 50-A5%1@ HAYLAND WOODLAND 

2 
26 
-/4% 
2 

21 ACRE 
26-0, CROPLAND 

-27 

ORCHARD 

I5-F4Zo-1/@ 
22 ACRE PASTURE 

50-45 %-/@ 
el 

CAPABILITY MAP S.C.S. PLAN 

EDWARD CORNELL 
80 ACRES 

SCS PLAN #/43 

CROPS 25 A. CROPS HORSES Z 

PASTURE 36 CORN 6A. MILK Cows 8 

MISC. 3 SOYBEANS 2A. PIGS 6 

TOTAL 80 ACRES HAY 7A. CHICKENS 200 

TOTAL 25 ACRES TOTAL AU. 15 

CROPLAND CAPABILITY 

CLASS I (YELLOW) 2.2 A. 

CLASS IT (RED) 3.3 A. 

TOTAL 5.5 ACRES



~ - —- "7G ACRE 38 EES GD Se ae ee eS CRED Cae anne Ee Cae . o— 

GUST BEIER [ze | so\\ 3e\00 — 
|25%|\45%\ 6%! 6% 50-45%-1@ | 

120 ACRES yo VO \v / 
3I-12%-27 A 

(5.8 ACRES) 
z ' 

lae-2am27 wh 6-9-0 Sony 28-26% 20 oa sy 
“ ¢ 

Soe \ ot 
| af law EX of ees 

CHRIST BENSON! 23 [28 IN | 
40 ACRES “0 271 S 17 ACRES b-26%-9) (28-26 \ 9-0-0 % 

7 igi «cigs oe a oe BN eae, nin ae * 

24-26% | - 70 ‘seal 28-18% 20 “ie 

| Ar Coa | 7 ACRES (a6 22# , ; | 
18% eA | 2 i 

| ' oui | ee mate |! 
| 50-45% -1@ 28-19% 

-16 % 
50-45% | ae-t, . 

| SO | | 
(33| ; | 

didnniialll cccmaanaiios 14%) | 28-19 %-30 28 
| 35-27% -2@ <B22O 

| 35-32 %-2@ a1 | | 
| 23% | 

7 | 
| BY | | 

DQE-L4RBS 28-24% -27 | | 
3@ | S50-45%o-/@ 

kg a | 5 i Seq | 
as ) 35-35 %-2@ | 

i 50-45%-I@ | 35-22% 20 ‘oneal 50-4AS%IO ae 
neh scious vcleaecpatet Ti ied eecinssitaseiipuiiaisiencinssss Mai 

12 ACRES 

ARTHUR JOHNSON GEORGE STRITTMATTER 
120 ACRES (60 ACRES 

Adjoining problem Farms 

which might be merged into a single farm unit~ 

Garber Coulee, La Crosse Co. 

Acres of- 
Fartn Total Acres Safe Cropland 

Gust Beier 120 29.1 
* Christ Benson Ao 2 
*Arthur Johnson 120 6.5 ee 
George Strittmatter /60 /5.6 

Total 440 51.4 et 

*These lwo farms recently comprised a single untt. 
**An (nspection of the above mapwill show that some of 

these acres are relatively inaccessible



WOODLAND 

7% ACRE 
13 ACRE PASTURE ] CROPLAND. 

CROPLAND 

es 7 ACRE 

25 Yo ACRE PASTURE ae 

10 ACRE 
CROPLAND 

17 Y2 ACRE PASTURE 

Yo ACRE 
WOODLAND, 

PLAN ON JOHN A. HASS FARM 
BEFORE - AFTER PLAN 

CROPS 49.8 HORSES 3 CORN le 3 

PASTURE 56.0 COWS 15 GRAIN l2 8. 

WOODS 30.2 YOUNG 4-5 HAY & 

MISC. 4.0 CALVES 4-5 ROT.PAST. 23.8 31.3 

POULTRY 500 47. 8 49.8 

NEW OWNER PLANS TO RAISE POULTRY AND BUY 

FEED; 1S NOW WORKING IN LA CROSS,



| 3®@ 
JOHN ULRICH ge 

(SEENEXT PAGE) | ( ese — 

3/-/4%-27 | 

MIKE SPAGL | 50-45%-/@ 28-22% -2@ 

PART A ———+ | 

33-3/%-2@ 28-17% -2@ | 

iia | 
| 35-27 To -2@ 

MINNIE, HEGGENBARTH— ns 

| Tne ag | 

NBA. 
fi 

35-27% -/ ot | 

«cue ee A se ncaaienias AO 
MIKE SPAGL i )A Zot 

PART B——>- J | 
- I5-I4-G -27 

Cael 

ae | 
| 35 -28%-2@ A Ay 

KA | hat 7 CA — WILLIAM BIER 
| -2@ 50-45% -/@ — <9 L_ __| 

s== 
——" 

== [PI 

SOME GARBER COULEE FARMS 

MOSTLY IN GREENFIELD



" ~26% 45% 

Q 20\VA'@ 0-5% SLOPES 

16.8 ACRES 

6.6 
ACRES 

ee 

28 - 28% ~-27 35-34% IO 
23 VOB 26-28% -27 

Ky / 28- 

Poe | 
Jee 50-45% -1@ 

me 4-0-0] 35-28%-27 

3.8 ACRES, 

BERNARD THIELE 

I77A 

T.ISN., R5W, S.2,22,28. 

CROPPED 487 ACRES IN 1941; DRAINAGE OF SOUTHWEST 

CORNER OF FARM UNDERTAKEN IN SPRING OF 1942.



| 
| 
| $ 14.33/, ! $ 50) 

| 

Pere peetntirmnemyenene seni ene eaenitorneninsien rin tTD 

| | | 
| | | 

| | 
| | | 

$ 84 $ L868), | $ 6.25/ | $ 9.134 

! : | | 
tenes anon ener aii tinned 

| | | 
| | | | | | 
| | gel, | $ 150/ | $ 5.504, | $5.39, 

| | 
| | | 
| ! | ONLY 34 ACRES HERE 
| APPEAR ON TAX ROLL 

| 
WILLIAM BERG FARM 

$750) | $9.50; ASSESSED VALUATIONS PER ACRE 

| 
| 
|



43 ACRE PASTURE 

4/ ACRE WOODLAND, 50-45 %-/ 

28 
19%-2 

fp 28 -28%,-27 28-28%-2@ 

y jp rr 

8 Y F 

ow AS 

CASPER SCHMITZ FARM 
headed. a OPERATOR GEO. H. SCHMITZ CORN (GRAIN) ~ 7 8 
CORN (SILAGE) =I 5 

5.0.5. PLAN GRAIN /2 12 
CROPLAND 66ACRES HAY 30 26 
PASTURE 47 CROPLAND CAPABILITY ROT. PASTURE 6 Is 
WOODLAND “ 17 ACRES HORSES 3 2 
MISC. 2. E. " ASSESSED AT $24 cone 19 24 

PER ACRE (= $3775) Vy. STOCK 
BLOGS. $5200 ae . . POULTRY /60 1/00



JOHN ULRICH 53-40% 

120 ACRES 2@ 

SHOWING ASSESSED VALUATIONS 

ON EACH 40 ACRES. 

BLDGS. ASSESSED AT $2000 
261-25 %-38 

$ $6 

$ 28-20% -38 

340 
+ <$22-5%-/ 

, 

28-20%2@ 28 -26% -/@ 

35-32 %-/@ 

28-/7%-3@ 28 
25% 

35-28%-2@ 3@ 

35/-25 % -I® 

50 

20 
; ‘ 

$ 5/5



: . 

S.C.S. FARM PLAN FOR THE 
ULRICH FARM @ ve 

GARBER COULEE, LACROSSE tity @) 

: CO. a ae 2.0 N 

In 1942 field *3 had three Ran ee aren een OS 
strips in sod; corn was planted Sonepat co OE 7 
on the two lower strips of Field = |~~~————pgr bt 
#3 and on all of field *7 aaa a aaa eget ae 
ing. ao meland wags ac- | \-— een st oe 
cessible to stock grazing in oe oe 

Field *9, ty @ l©) (@ F==-=% 
2.5 ee woe 

cj cee cr ee 

@) <<3z 30 

ZEN) L w“ERG ae x 6 =~ 

Secey II) FE ‘ . oe 
Fh if I) t be 
5/5 7] ©) 2 * PAST. 
mF fii ff 18.0 10-0 Wor 

ay arp x——$L— «5 © 

MY ge | PASTURE * “0 
+ Uv pe aot ee t 4, 

c 2 - PASTURE 

aoe k aro @ 
WOODLAND x 

LEGEND y 

Field Boundary ——————— 3 
Strip Boundary — ————— N 

Fence ———$ —_—— —x ——___——__ 

Buffer Strip ============= \
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50-A5%-/@ 
0 ACRE 

<8 -26% 
CROPLAND 

a @ 

® 
16NO.,5W. 

50-45% -1@ 

22 

Ki fo sien %-3® \ 
507 40 

IF) 

-2@ 

50 -45 % -1/@ 

98-26% -2@) 

LY 

\f> 35-26 %-3D rr riot dad 
pf 25-32% -3@ 

if; 

y PROBLEM FARMS ARE NOT ALWAYS 

50-45% -1 @ 1@® SMALL IN SIZE 
50: 

(WILLIAM BERG FARM) 
461 ACRES 

ee



L Joanie Sp 
ay aN 

; s e 

Se 7 
3-26 %-L ie eee 

GY; 3-26 % -/ 

30-34-%-1@O 

50-45 Tol r 

54% 

(31 /@ 

18% 
7 

50-45% -1 

JOHN A. HASS FARM 

NOW OWNED BY BERNARD HEGGENBARTH 

CROP CAPABILITIES 23.8 ACRES 
CROPLAND IN S.C.S. 
PLAN NO. 218 49.8 ACRES 

LAND ASSESSED AT $27.50 PER ACRE (TOTAL 
$3850), BLDGS. AT $2500.



EXAMPLE OF A PROBLEM FARM 

Koa Oa. ie YUL 

i WE 4 ACRE Tata 
] MCN ES 25 % Exch ea C) HAYLAND\ —\ WOODLAND 

roa \ i 

Eo | 
Oe aA | 

a : 
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uN i \ f\ Raa sd i 

OEE Vas Be NEN 
RN aA PON ‘ 

ah 
aK \ 

SD - DN (aaa 

a By Jaa 

ORCHARD 

IS-34% -/@ 
22 ACRE PASTURE 7 

D-24ED A. 

CAPABILITY MAP S.C.S. PLAN ; 

EDWARD CORNELL 
80 ACRES 

SCS PLAN #/43 

(alse eky FL CROPS HORSES 4 

PASTURE 36 CIN yh MILK Cows 8 
Whons ué IAMS YOUNG stock 4 
ee re RN) aa ace a 
TOTAL 80 ACRES HAY ial ee CHICKENS 200 

TOTAL 25 ACRES WAC yay pe ed } 

CROPLAND CAPABILITY 

PE API ASIA ON SD) are eh Yl 

CLASS I (RED) es 
leche a 5.5 ACRES



ss “4:3 ACRE PASTURE. : ; 
28-25 %-2 oe A 

4/ ACRE WOODLAND, 50-45% -/ 

4 i 

| 

: i ss 
7 \ 5 ( ia 

| OY UT ee PEM as i Sted Cae : \ 
\ Ce \ 28-35% 

28 al 2g 
‘f LNA Ont aa yA 

Cras Bs 5 

MS 25-55% 
nN ey { 

yk PWT Ta eau ERLE NE a 
ke ie a £73 oe 

ACRES, Saad 

yeas 
a 

Ey eae Ua 

ue 
10 ACRES \ A era 

cy a FE) 
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<< od 

CASPER SCHMITZ FARM 
CHANGES IN pa sal ud 

BEFORE ean OPERATOR GEO. H. SCHMITZ OTe fi 

Ord AYE ee A cy 
Raye Vala GRAIN /2 iF 

CROPLAND 66 ACRES ry 30 PX 
as AIA Sr CROPLAND CAPABILITY ROT. PASTURE 6 15 

Vater aya VK (Oi | Ve N47 

Mise fe! REY 0) 2 Pa a a (LD 3 3S 
aut PER ACRE (= $3775) Sy Ey aelar4 i ie 

a ead Jaa a4 ie)
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FARM MORTGAGES IN WISCONSIN 

A- PERCENTAGE OF FARMS MORTGAGED 

B- RATIO OF DEBT TO VALUE 

SOURCE: 
U.S. CENSUS PUBLICATIONS
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H AVERAGE SLOPES IN SOUTH- 

. WESTERN WISCONSIN 
CRAIN DATA BY 5! RECTANGLES 
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fotgi ee paee Sivd vp! (Wes VON er) : Fle ovhy Leoanesie)— 
Tw, Aaylare dl December 1, 1942 

ee pilin gos) RORPED GROUSE FLUSHING RATESAND POPULATION IRVELS 

Oopy 2 Send te p r- LW ime, Aldo Leopold 
aap tl 5, kind % Lh vy 

an wT This paper is not the product of a laborious research, but rather the ‘ 

by-product of a delightful pastime: grouse hunting, The deta derive their 

value, not from planning and foresicht, but from fortuitous circumstance, ‘ 

It so haprens that the southern edge of the central Wisconsin sandplain is 

the only crouse country within week-end range of Madison; that I dislike to 

shoot the same place twice in the same year; that I had three consecutive : 

dogs about equally effective in finding grouse, Hence, for a decade, I 

i have “sampled” the grouse pomlation of a dozen streamside swamps, most of 

them once yearly, during the same month(October), with similar does, and ; 

by the same method of Imnting, 

My counts: of crouse flushed are summarized in table 1, I have included i 

some rates pentane by Starker Leopold for 1935, when I was absent, and for i 

1932 and 1934, when my data lacked volume, d 

Uses of Fiushing Rates 

Flushing r-tes are a rough index to pomlation density, and may be used : 

for three purposes? to compare one rezion with another, to trace fluctuations 

through a series of years, and to compare one species with another, 

: Plushing rates have merits and defects, some of which are common to all 

three purposes, some peculiar to particular ones. ; 

One defect common to all mirposes is thet flushing rates gathered in 

bunting cannot .e converted into ‘jensity per unit area, This is because the 

‘hunter selects his route to cover only the choicest habitats, leaving "blanks" 

unsealed, Thus the bulk of my hunting skirted the boundary between swamp : 

alders or tamaracks,and uvland serub oak and jackvine, The uplanda,. while : 

preponierating in area, are likely to be devoid of erouse save in acorn years, 

The hunter, if he has the skill, may even select the perticular swamps most 

‘ ;



‘ f (wy : 

Table 1 Flushing Rates of Ruffed Grouse 
; Adams, Juneau, Waushara, and Wood Counties, Wisconsin, 1932-1942 

ead yous flushed Othey game Framed 
: Year County Days Hours No, Per day Per hour Woodeock Cottontail Quail 

1932 Wood 2 11 43 21 3.9 30. 

1933 Wood,Junean 3 18 5 25 4.2 3 120 15, 

1934 Adams 6 4o 225 37 5.6 5 20 198 

1935 Waushara 3 1955 1s 2.9 many 

"1936 Closed season 

1937 ee Closed season 

1938 : 

1939 Adams,Meushara 3 8 37 12 4.6 6 7 15 

1940 Adams ie ey 85 12 Bek 32 12 ho 

1941 Adams 7 22 58 g 2.6 28 10 

1942 Adams i. 29—=«d18 16 41 19 21 50 

Averaze 18 4.0 

(Note: of the 696 grouse flushed, $1, or 12 ver cent, were bagged.) s



z ‘ ; 20 

; likely to yield biris, Thus in November sprincy alders undersrown with simunk 

eabbare often yield @rouse when mere alters yiel4 nothing, for at that season 

" the birds are e tine the sunk cubbace fruits, 

i Another defect is thet flushing rates lapse during years when the se son 

is closed, : U 

‘ One merit of flushing rates is that they sample far larger areas than 

' any census can cover, and are thus less liable to distortion by local 

movenents of birds, Wo ruffed grouse census has ever covered more than a 

. few thousand acres, whereas a hunter may effectively sample a county in a season. ; 

Comparing Rectons_ 
The general levels prevailing in different recions can be compared only 

in terms of lone-tixe averages, Short records weatd-be subject to distortion 

by fluctuations in level, The four longest averares known to me ares 

Grouse ‘sieaae 

1B John ©, Phillips (1) 

eT New Hampshire, 1926-1935 155 2295 15 Pe 

(ove ‘Sootta, 1931-1932) (13) (266) (20) 

le | Arnold Seagrave (2) d j 

Woonsocket, Rhode Island, 1916-1977 wh \23 3. «1315 5 

b3 Wallace Grange (3) % i n 

. Rusk County, Wisconsin, 1920-1928 = 507 3138 6 ' 

5. Leopold etaad 

‘ Central Wisconsin, 1932-192 36 637 18 

5 ' (Northern Wisconsin, 1932 and 1941) (8) (124) (14) : 

This t cle in-ludea two short iaidieeite recor(s, (in parenthesis) by 

Phillips and myself, These sre disrerarde’ in the following discussion, 

All famr recor?s exclude “reflusnes", i.e, birds followed for a second or third rise,



} 3. 

t The Seagrave record is here vublished for the first time, and I am ; 

indebted to him for permission to present it. ; 

These four records are compared in terms of grouse per day, instead of 

per hour, because Phillins and Grange did not record hours hunted, and Seagrave 

did i‘: only since 1931, Seagrave and Phill ips hunted short days, and their 

a bes day grew shorter as they advanced in age, Hence Phillip's 15 grouse 

per dey may represent as high a level as my 18, while Seagrave's 5 grouse may 

represent a level more than a quarter as ereat as my 18, j 

The Phillips and Seacrave records, like my own, represent huntinz with 

a ae, in a series of selecte’ localities within the recion specified, As- 

already pointed out, such records sample the best of the available crouse 

habitats, The Grance record, on the other hand, represents mostly ornithological 

field trips and observations made in the course of farming, Such work takes 

the country as it comes, and therefore ylelda « lower flushing rate than 

counting, Hence Gr nee's averace of 6 grouse per day may represent as high a 

level as my 18 per day. The two are not compsrable as averages, but each 

(as will apnesr later) is a valid means for comparing one year with another 

within the recion covered. 

Phillips sometimes hunted with more than two men and more than one dog. - 

This would distort his average uprard, and offset his short day. 

These disparities, collectively, destroy the seeming precision of the 

averages, I can only conclude that southeast New Hampshire and central 

Wisconsin had similar levels during the recent past, and that Rhode Island 

had a lower level than either, Granze's Rusk county level is incommensurable 

with the others, 

Temporary Concentrations 

Of perennial interest to cinieshiaters is the occasional day, all too 

seldom dnnveaered, when the dog is contimously on scent, and when birds



4 ; 

rise, not by ones or twos, but by half-dozens. On such days both dog and 

hunter are likely to be unnerved by sheer plenitude of opportunity, while 

the flushing rate mounts skyward like a grouse scaling the alders. 

Such concentrations appear to be temporary; one seldom finds 

exceptionfial flushing rates persisting for many successive days: 

Phillips, Oct. 26, 1929: 50 grouse (30 and 12 on days 
before and after, 

: j game locality) i 

Seagrave, Nov. 15, 1923: 20 grouse (11 day after. 
Locality unspecified) 

Grange, Wov. __, 1921: 27 grouse (27 day after. Y 
Locality unspecified) 

Leopold, Sept. 29, 1934: 50 grouse (50 on day after, 
same locality) 

Phillips, on the day cited above, started 9 grouse from one spot. 

On Oct. 1, 1933, I flushed 15 grouse without moving out of my tracks 

(and without killing a bird). The total flushed that day was 40. I was 

not able to revisit this locality to ascertain nt long the concentration 

persisted. 

It is my impression that concentrations occur mainly during high years 

of the cycle, and mainly in regions of high averagé density. Concentrations 

imply more mobility, at least sporadically, than is usuelly imputed to this 

species. 

A concentration of almost fabulous proportions is recorded by 

Mershon (4+ p- 45) at Merrill, Michigan, on Sept. 1, 1891. He quotes a letter 

| from C. E. Pettit who asserts: "That day I should think we (5 men) put up 

about 2,000 birds." Discount this as you like; it is still fabulous.
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Tracing Cycles 
In Figure 1 the four pervs rate records, by years, are compared with ~ ‘ 

each other and also with three censuses and two kill records from the northeastern 

and north-central states: 

: Area. ; Plotted as Per Cent of 

Curve (A) Seagrave, flushed per day Rhode Island 1930 

(B) Phillips, flushed per day S.E. New Hampshire 1932 
230 U mere, 

(c) Garéiner Bump‘), census Connecticut Hill, N. Y. 1932 

f (D) Leopold, flushed per hour Caktrel Wisconsin 1932 

(E) Wallace Grange , flushed per 
; day Rask County, Wisconsin 1922 ‘ 

(3) 1800 ¥. Fisher(9), census 5 inal in Mich,, total 
11,000 acres 1932 

(@) &. T. King!” , census 2500 acres, Cloquet, Minn. 1932 

(H) Raffed grouse reported killed All Wisconsin 1932 

(I) Ruffed grouse reported killed 4 counties, central Wis. 1940 

All these curves are plotted as per cent departures from some high 

year, hence all slopes are comparable. 

Flushing rates are valid as an index to long-time trends in population level 

only if the sensory equipment of the hunter remains uniform. Mr. Seagrave 

became deaf during the last seven wana of his record; he believes that after i 

1930 he failed to detect many flushes. For this reason I show this period 

in dotted lines. (Curve H). 

Flushing rates, and also kill records kept by conservation departments, 

have one advantage over censuses: they are likely to span longer periods. 

Mr. Seagrave's 21 year span is double that of the longest census (King, 

Curve G). ‘ 4
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On the other hand a flushing record may be considerably distorted 

if the hunter chances to find a concentration area, or when he discovers 

new ground. The 1941 depression in my record (Gurve Dj is, I think, due ; 

in part to hunting the wrong places. Of course a temporary concentration 

may also distort a census. For these reasons any bump or depression in any 

curve, if it persists for only one year, should be viewed with skepticism. x 

With these cautions in mind, I now consider Figure 1. : 

As is usual with compilations of cycle data, the eight curves display 

both harmony and discord. In the following discussions peaks or troughs 

diverging by not more than one year are considered in harmony, for all 

cycle research shows lags of a year or more as between localities. 

ied 10 year cycle. A peak in 1923 (A,R) is followed by a peak in 1933 

(C,B,D,A?,¥,G,H) and another about 1942 (D?,H). This 1942 peak is obscure; — 4» “7 

curve D rises only one year; H anparently conforms, ak ik goes two years 

: earlier (1940) and is low by 1941. 

: Troughs of the 10-year cycle fell in 1916-1918 (A), in 1927 (B,A,E,G), 

and around 1937. The exact position of this 1937 trough is obscured by 

closed seasons in curves D, H, and I. The seasons were, of course, closed ° 

because of the lack of grouse. 

Other Fluctuations. Curve D shows an extra peak in 1939 or 1938. 

Curve B, while conforming to the 1933 high of the 10-year cycle, shows 

an extra peak in 1929 and one at its terminus in 1935. : 

Curve A shows a slight one-year bump in 1917, a sharp extra peak in . 

1930. The data beyond 1930 may, however, have been warped downward by d 

Mr. Seagrave's deafness, thus creating a false peak. 

Curve I, representing the same region as D, is out of step with it, | Jor 8% 

and may be construed as either two years ahead of the 1942 high, or as | 

showing an extra one-year peak in 1940. :
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: Curve 0 shows a slight one-year bump in 1936 during the 10-year : 

troigh centering on 1937. 

' Curve F is smooth in Figure 1, but two of its five constituent 

areas show bumps when plotted singly/+P-14) ; 

These extra protuberances are numerous enough to establish the fact 

that fluctuations over and above the 10-year cycle, and seuatines contradictory 

to it, exist in some records, but by no means in all, for curves EB, G, and 

H are conspicuously free of any irregularity. The fact that the extra 

fluctuations seldom synchronize, and the fect that they are absent from 

some curves, convinces me that their cause or origin differs in some way 

from the cause or origin of the cycle. It-is—eonfusinc;-at—icast;to-necoréd 

thes-eyelic states before the cause-or origin of the cycle is known 

These findings do not agree with those of Wing (Ssp- 353) who in 1935 

deduced tufted grouse cyche varying in length from three to eight years, 

averaging 5.7 years. He drew his ccnclusions from Wisconsin data, but how 

far he intended them to apply elsewhere is not clear. {f originally 

endorsed Wing's paper, but cannot do so now. 

The weakness in Wing's method, as I now see it, is that on did not 

distinguish gufficiently between Fluctuations common to many localities 

j and fluctuations not shown to be common, and therefore probably local. 

His foundation consists of instore’ recollections, partly gathered by me. 

i Such data, which were then the best available, are in onnenes only a succession 

of dates (years) during which grouse were remembered to be noticeably high 

or low somewhere in the state. Wing combines these into a state curve. 

The result is exactly the same as if every high and low date in Figure 1, 

including the “extra bumps" in local curves, was credited as a high or low 

of the whole area covered. If the total time span were then divided by ; 

the number of bumps, a falsely short period would be deduced. j
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Wing's superstructure, imputing solar correlations to this defective 

; base, is no longer acceptable to me. It must first be proven that the 

“extra bumps" are cyclic. ; The bumpless character of such curves as 3, ¥, and 

G makes me doubt it. ? 

It might with some reason be assumed that a variable short cycle is 

: present in all local records, but thet it averages out in date covering 

large areas. All the curves displaying extra bumps in Figure 1 are local, 

but not all the local curves have extra bumps: E and G are both local, and 

both are conspicuously devoid of irregulari teee. 

In short, I am unable to draw any net conclusions other than the one 

already drawn by most authors: the long (10-year) cycle exists, and 

most records conform roughly to it, ‘wat some records show additional fluctu=- 

ations which do not conform to it or to each other. 

It is worthy of note that Figure 1 offers no ewidence of longi tudinal 

: progressions in the cyclic time-schedule. During the 1933 high, the north- 

eastern states (B, C) and probably Michigan (F) peaked a year or wire ahead 

: of Wisconsin and Minnesota (D,G,H), but during the 1923 high the opposite cow 

‘te true, (2) peaking ahead of (a). \ 

Figure 1 offers no pon to appraise latitufdinal proeression, for the 

curves are not spread over any great range of latitude... 

Species Ratios, Age Ratios “ 

The Journals have used yield the following ratios between grouse and 

woodcock flushed: i 
: Grouse Woodcock Grouse: Woodcock Ratio 

Phillips 8. #. Now Hampshire 2295 589 4:1 ‘al 

Nova Scotia 266 157 so aed 

Leopold Central Wisconsin 647 93 Tal
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Fall woodscck habitat is nearly identioal with fall grouse habitat; 

nevertheless, I doubt whether these ratios are an accurate means of comparing 

regions. Phillips shot woodeock, and his dogs were tr.ined to hunt them; 

I seldom shoot aa my dogs are not so trained. All shorebirds are a Y 

Yeultivated taste" in dogs; a dog by nature has more interest in grouse. 

Hence, I susfpect that for any given level of abundance, Phillips! dogs 

‘wouke find more woodcock than mine. 

On the other hand, woodcock have largely gone south by November, but 

Phillips! grouse hunting contimed through November, whereas mine seldom 

did. This wovld tend to counterbaiance the difference in dogs, but to 

' what extent I do not know. . 

My conclusion is thet southeast New Hampshire probably has more woodcock 

than centml Wisconsin, tut the aifference is probably not so great as the 

ratios suggest. 

: In October, in central Wisconsin, one often encounters "woodcock holes", ‘ 

i.e. small spots of 2-5 acres each in which several dozen woodcocks are 

congregated, almost to the exclusion of many other spots of similar 

appearance. I have always wished to check one of these “holes” through a 

period of years, to see if it persists from year to year. All I can say 

is that two such "holes" held many cocks for two years running. 

Table 1 shows that more quail were seen in central Wisconsin in 1934 

than in all other years combined. This represents an “irruptive" perioa(9»P-408) 

lasting from 1932 to the kd Ling winter of 1935-36. During this period 

quail became wemy abundent in the "sand counties", well north of their 

usual northernf boundary.
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The grouse: eottontail ratio of 3:1 (See table 1) means little because 

the hunter tries to train his does to ignore cottontail (mt does not always 

succeed), My Journal shows 60 cottontails seen shide-grcusdeienting on October 1, 

1933, and 50 on September 30, No such abundance has been intovakeyed before 

> or since, — 

4 The value of flushing rates as cycle data would be ots enhanced 

if hunters would record the sex and age of ei. The techniques for . 

sexing and aging which have been developed during the last few years, not too 2 

aiffienlt for field use, The key to cycles, once searched for in the field 

of epizootic disease, now appears more likely to be found in shifts of 

sex or age classesyot tens nnely cumarel @, obrererar. 

; During the last three years I have aged 47 ruffed grouse by bursal probing; 19, or 40 per cent, were old birds. This fragment is, of course, too small to be conclusive. Edminster found an average of 41 per cent and 53 per cent of old birds in two New York grouse populations over a six year period (10, p.829, 831). a oe at pheasants in a southern Wisconsin population over 

" SGumary 
cs oe aunties dub or avaene flushed per aay by three hunters in v , a 

_ 434 man-days varied from 5 in Rhode Island to 15 in New Hampshire and 18 in 

; central Wisconsin. A Wisconsin ornithologist who did not select erouse 

habitat flashed only 6 grouse ee dew; 

Grouse form temporary local concentrations in which up to 50 ver day 

may be flushed, and up to 15 may rise from a single spot. 

_ The grouse? woodeock flush ratio varied from 221 in Nova Scotia to 

781 ia central Wisconsin, : 

Annual flushing rates may be used to trace cycles. Four flushing 

; rate curves, when compared with four censuses and two state kill reports, 

show a ten-year cycle which peaked in 1923, 1933, and about 1942, About 

half of these curves also show additional fluctuations of unknown nature, 

No time-lag is shown as between the northeastern and north-central states,
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RUFFED GROUSE FLUSHING PATESAND POPULATION LMVELS . 

. “Mad Leopold 

ea i. paper is not the product of a lsborious research, but r.ther the 

by-product of a deliehtful pastimes grouse bunt ine; The data derive their ‘ 

; value, not from ipharnine an’ foresicht, but from fortuitous ciramsatance, 

It so haprens that the southern ede of the central Wisconsin sandplain ia 

the only erouse country within week-end range of Madison; that I dislike to 

shoot the same place twice in the some year; thet I had three consecutive ee 

does about equally effective tn finding crouse, Hence, for a decade, I 

have "sampled" the srouse pormlation of a dozen streamside swamps, most of ; 

F them once yearly, during the same month(October), with simtler toms, and | 

by the same metho’ of mnting. j 

My counts of crouse flushed are summarized in table 1, I have included 4 

some rates contributed by Starker Leopold for 1975, when I was absent, and for 

1932 wk 1934, when mv deta lacked volume, 

Uses of Miushing Rates ; 

Flushing r tes are 2 rouch Sonate momiation density, and may be used j 

for three vurposes’ ‘to compare one rerion with another, to cae fluctuations A 

throueh a series of years, and to compare one species with another, % ‘ 

Flushing rates have morits and defects, some of which are comnon to all » | 

three purmoses, some peculiar to particulor ones, ; 7 i 

One defect common ral all wmrposes 49 that’ flushing rates gathered tn y | 

hunting cannot e converted into tensity per unit area, This -ts ecanse the \¥ ae 
Wc : 

hunter selects his route to cover only the choicest habitets, leaving "blanks" j 

unsampled, Thus the bulle of my hnntine skirted the bountarvy between svamp 

‘i _ Aalders or tamaracks,and choad germb oak on jackpine, The uplanis, waite $ 

tg? > ae + ’ by 0 ‘ 4 2 ’ yw! @ 7 preponierating in area, are litely to be fevoit of erouze save in acorn yezrs, 

f The hunter, if he has the skill, may even select the particular svamps most
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likely to yield birds. Thus in November springy alders undersrown with skunk 

é cabbace often yield grouse when mere alders yield nothing, for at that season 

the birds are esting the siwnic cabbage fruits, 

Another defect is that flushing rates lapse during years when the se son 
a 

is closed, mS : 

One merit of flushing rates is that they sample far larger areas than 

a any census can cover, and are thus less liable to distortion by local 

ue ee movements of birds, No ruffed grouse census has ever covered more than a 
9 o re \ 

r ‘ ) 
~ Cnt few thousand acres, whereas a hunter may jeffectively sample! a county in a season. 

wel Wi uA Xi Comparing Resions : 

epg a é 1 
i v The general levels prevailing in different recions can be compared only 

| xi Mf 

\ in terms of long-time averages, Short records wantd—ve subject to distortion 

by fluctuations in level, The four longest averaces known to me are? 

o j Grouse Grouse 
e Days Flushed Per Day 

a 
; i 

g _ John C, Phillips (2) 
Me ae 

ant ae Southeast New Hampshire, 1926-1935 155 2295 15 
a J Nictan, 

Pe (Nove Scotia, 1931-1932) (13) (266) (20) 
v * ( ) 

” hy \ Arnold Seagrave 2 
v ‘ 

pA We Woonsocket, Rhode Island, 1916-1977 23.1315 5 
/ vy 

\»/ »  * Wallace Grance (3) ‘ 
eM 
(nt f Rusk County, Wisconsin, 1920-1928 507 3138 6 

i » 
\ ; Yh eopetd e&=62 

pt ; 
we Central Wisconsin, 1932-19h2 36 647 18 

(Northern Wisconsin, 1932 and 1941) (8) (114) (14) 

This t ble includes two short ivmmbemmte recoris, (in parenthesis) by 

Phillips and myself, These are disreearted in the followine discussion, 
=_" 

_ All femr records exclude "reflushes"y Je, birds followed for a second or third rise, 
A 2 

/
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The Seagrave record is here published for the first time, and I am 

indebted to him for permission to present tte 

These four recor’s are compared in terms of grouse per day, instead of : 

per hour, because Phillins and Grence 44a not record houra hunted, and Sexgrave 

aga go only since 1931, Seagrave and Phillips hented short days, and their s 

average day grey shorter as they .dvanced in age, Hence Phillip's 15 crouse» 

per doy may represent ae hizh a level as my en Seagrave's 5 erouse may 

represent a level more than a quarter ok gece as my 18, 

The Phillips and Sesrrave recoris, like my own, represent bunting with 

a aony ina dikes of selecte4 localities within the recion specified, As 

olready pointed out, such records sample the best of the available srouse 

habitats, The Grange record’, on the other hand, represents mostly ornithological 

field trips and observations made in the course of farming, Sueh work takes oN 

the country ag it comes, and therefore yields = lower flushing rate than F 

; ranting, Hence Gr nve's averave of 6 vrouse per day may represent as high a = 

level as my 18 ver day, The two are not comparable as averages, but each ¥. 

(ag will aprear later) 1s « valid means for comparing one year with another ¢ 

witnin the recion covered. # 

Phillips sometimes hunted with more than twe men and more than one dog. ° 

This would Atstort ite averaze unwardy and offset his short day. © ee wn 

; These disparities, collectively, destroy the seeming preaiagan of the 

averaces, I can only conclude| that southeast New Hampshire and central 

Wisconsin had similar levels during the recent past, and that Rhode Island 

had @ lower level than either, Granze's Rusk county level is incommensurable 

with the others, i 

or perennial interest to grouse-hunters 4a the occasional dey, alt too : 

seltom encountered, when the dor te contimonsiy on scenty and when birds
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rise, not by ones or twos, but by half-dozens. On such days both dog and 

hunter are likely to be unnerved by sheer plenitude of opportunity, while 

the flushing rate mounts skyward like a grouse scaling the alders. 

Such concentrations appear to be temporary; one seldom finds 

exceptionakl flushing rates persisting for many successive days: : 

. Phillips, Oct. 26, 1929: 50 grouse (30 and 12 on days 
; before and after, 

same locality) 

Seagrave, Nov. 15, 1923: 20 grouse (11 der after, 
Locality unspecified) 

Grange, Nov. __, 19213 27 grouse (27 day sftor. 
i Locality unspecified) 

Leopold, Sept. 29, 1934: 50 grouse (50 on day after, 
‘ _ game locality) 

Phillips, on the day cited above, started 9 grouse from one spot. 

On Oct. 1, 1933y/ I flushed 15 grovse without moving out of my tracks ae 

(and without killing » bird). The total flushed that day was 40. I was 

not able to revisit this locality to ascertain how long the concentration 

persisted, 

It is my impression that concentrations occur mainly during high years 

of the cyeloy and mainly in regions of high averagé density. Con¢entrations 

imply more mobility, at least sporadically, than is usually Amputed to this - 

species, A 

A concentration of almost fabulous proportions is reesorded by ; 

Mershon “t+ pe 45) at Merrill, Michigan, on Sept. 1, 1891. He quotes a letter 

from C. B. Pettit who asserts: "That day I showld think we (5 men) put up 

about 2,000 birds.” Discount this as you likey it 19 still fabulous.



Tracing Cycles : 
In Figure 1 the four flushing rate records, by years, are compared with 

each other and alse with three censuses and two kill records from the northeastern 

and north-centrel states: . ; 

Area, Plotted as Per Cent of 
Curve (A) Seagrave, flushed per day Rhode Island 1930. 

(B) Phillips, flushed per day 8.8. Hew Hampshire 1932 

(C) Gardiner Bump’), census aes Hill, N. Y. 1932 

(D) Leopold, flushed per hour Central Wisconsin 1932 

(8) Wallace Grange , flushed por § ; 
day fusk County, Wisconsin 1g22 

' (F) Lee W. Pisher(9), consus 5 areas in Mich,, total 
11,000 acres 1932 

(¢) BR T. King!” , census 2500 acres, Cloquet, Minn. 1932 

(H) Ruffed grouse reported icilled All Wisconsin 1932 RN 

(1) Ruffed grouse reported killed 4 counties, central Wis. 1940 

All these curves are plotted as per cont departures from some high 

year, hence all slopes are Sea j ; 

Es Flushing rates are valid as an index to long-time trends in population level 

only if the sensory equipment of the hunter remains uniform. Mr. Seagrave 

became deaf during the last seven years of his record; he believes that after 

1930 he failed to detect many flushes. Yor this reason I show this period 

in dotted lineay (Curve k, 

Flushing rates, and also kill records kept by conservation departments, 

have one advantage over censuses: they are likely to span longer periods, 

Mr. Seagrave's 21 year span is double that‘of the longest census (King, 

Curve G). : E
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ass Gn the other hand La flushing record may be considerably distorted 

Af the hunter chances to find a concentration areay or when he discovers 

new ground. ‘The 1941 depression in my record (Gurve Dj is, I think, du: 

in part to bunting the wrong places. Of course a temporary concentration 

may also distort a census. Yor these reasons, any bump or depression in any 

curve, if it persists for only one year, should be viewed with skepticism. 

With these cautions in mind, I now consider Figure 1. 

As is usual with compilations of cycle data, the eight curves display 

both harmony and'discord. In the following discussions peake or troughs 

4 diverging by not neve than one year are considered in harmony, for all 

cycle research shows lags of a ‘year or more as between localities. j 

10 year cycle. A peak in 1923 (A,B) 49 followed by a peak in 1933 

(C,B,D,A?,F,G,H) and another about 1942 (DY,H). This 1942 peak is obscure; 

curve I rises only one year; H apparently conforms, wad T peaks two years 

earlier (1940) and 4s low by 1941. 

Troughe of the 10-year cycle fell in 1916-1918 (A), in 1927 (B,A,#,), 

and around 1937. The exact position of this 1937 trough is obscured by 

closed seasons in curves D, H, and I. The seasons were, of course, closed 

because of the lack of grouse, 

Othor Fluctuations. Curve D shows an extra peak in 1939 or 1938. 

Curve B, while conforming to the 1933 high of the 10-year eycle, shows 

an extra pesk in 1929 and one at its terminus in 1935. 

win Gurve A shows a slight one-year bump in 1917, a sharp extra peak in 

yo? ne 1930. The data beyond 1930 my, however, have been warped downward by 

ot Mr. Seagrave's deafness, thus creating a false peak. 

ve 4 Gurve I, representing the same region as D, is out of step with it, 

j and may be construed as either two years ahead of the 1942 high, or as 

t showing an extra one-yoar peak in 1940. :
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Curve C shows a slight One-year bump in 1936 during the 10-year 

tro ga centering on 1937. 

Curve F is smooth in Figure 1, mut two of its five constituent 

areas show bumps when plotted singly! P14) ‘ i 

These extra protuberances are numerous enough to establish the fact 

that fluctuations over and above the l0-year cycle, and sometimes contradictory 

| to it, oxist in gome records, but by no means in all, for curves #, G, and 

H are conspiouously free of any irregularity. The fact that the extra 

fluctuations seldom synchronize, and the fact that they are absent from : 

some curves, convinces me that their cause or origin differs in some way 

from the cause or origin of the cycle, 4+-4+confasiac,—et-tenst;-to-aceort 

These findings do ut agros with those of Wing (P+ 353) 4. an 1935 

deduced tufted grouse eyole varying in length from three to eicht years, 

averaging 5.7 years. Ho drew his conclusions tin Wisconsin data, but how 

far he intended them to apply eleewhere is not clear, I originally 

endorsed Wing's paper, but cannot do so now. . 

Tho weakness in Wing's method, as I now see it, is that he did not 

distinguish gufficiently between Bluctuations common to many localities 

and fluctuations not shown to be common, and therefore probably local. 

His foundation consiots of rikare recollections, partly gathered by MO 

Such date, which were then the best available, are in essence only a succession 

of dates (years) during which grouse were remembered to be noticeably high 

ar low somewhere in the state. Wing combines these into a state curve. 

The result is exactly the same as if wewiee high and low date in Figure 1, 

including the “extra bumps" in local curves, was credited as a high or low d 

of the whole area covered. If the total tima span were then divided by ; 

the mmber of bumps, a falsely short period would be deduced.
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_ Wing's superstructure, imputing solar correlations to this defective 

base, is no longer agveptable to me. It met first be proven that the 

“extra bumps" are cyclic. The bumpless character of such curves as B, F, and (¥ 

G makes me doubt it. ¥ 

It might with some reason be assumed that a variable short cycle is » } 

present in all local records, but that it averages out in data covering Se J 

_ large areas. All the curves displaying extra bumps in Figure 1 are local, s ( 

tat not all the leont qurves have extra Yume: Band @ are both leeal, ant’ 2 Sat 

both are conspieuously devoid of Lrregulari tyes. i : 

In short, I an unable to draw any net conclusions other than the one 

already drawn by mont authors: the long (10-year) cycle exists, and 

nost records conform roughly to 1t, but some records show additional flucte- 

ations which do not ¢onforn to it or to each other. 

It 1s worthy of note that Figure 1 offers no evidence of longitudinal 

progressions in the cyclic time-schedule. During the 1933 high, the north- 

eastern states (B, C) and probably Michigan (F) peaked a year or more ahead 

of Wisconsin and Minnesota (D,G,H), but during the 1923 high the opposite wa f 

is true, (2) peaking ahead of (A). ; 

Figure 1 offers no chance to appraise latitufdinal progression, for the 

curves are not spread over any great range of latitude. . i 4 

Species Ratios, Age Ratios 

The Journals here used yield the following ratios between grouse and ‘ 

woodcock flushed: 
Grouse Woodcock Grouse: Woodcock Ratio 

Phillips 8. 2%. New Hampshire 2295 589 M2 

Nova Scotia 266 157 Se 

Leopold Central Wisconsin O47 93 : 7



Fall woodcock habitat is nearly identical with fall grouse habitat; 

livaninataas: I doudt whether these retios are an accurate means of comparing b 

‘Pegions. Phillips shot woodcock)and his dogs were tr,ined to hunt then; f 

I seldom shoot them,and my dogs are not so trained, All shorebirds are a 

"cultivated taste” in dogs; a dog by nature has more interest in grouse. : 

Hence, I suspect that for any given level of ‘abundance, Phillips! dogs h 

would find more woodcock than mine. 

On the other hand, woodeock have largely gone south by November, but i 

Phillips' grouse hunting contimed through iit whereas mine seldom 

did. his would tend to counterbahance the difference in dogs, but to ; 

, what extent I do not know. 

_ +, 1% My gonelusion is thet southeast New Haypshire probably has more woodcock 

| hs 1 than centml Wisconsin, but the difference 1e probably not so great as the 

Fe ratios sucgest. 

In October, in central Wisconsin, one often encounters “woodeock holes", 

' 4.6. small spots of 2=5 acres each in which several dozen woodcocks are 

congregated, almost to the exclusion of many other spote of similar 

: appearance. I have always wished to check one of these "holes" throuch a 

period of years, to see if it persists from year to year. All I can say, k... 
li pren?) anh Nir Garg 

is that two such "holes" held many ou for two rs ruhning, 

Table 1 shows that more quail were seen in central Wisconsin in 1934 

than in all other years combined. This represents an "L-ruptiver pertoa(9P+408) 

lasting from 1932 to the killing winter of 1935-36. During this period 

quail became very abundant in the "sand er north of their 

usual northern boundary. :
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The proaset cottontall ratio of 321 (See table 1) means little because 

the hunter tries to train his dos to ignore cottontail (imt foes not always on 

succeed), My sovrnal shows 60 cottontalls seen satle-eronwenimerbine on October 1, 

1933, and 50 on September 30, No such abundance has been encounterod before 

or since, : ; ; 

The value of ian rates as cycle data would be antends enhanced 

4f mnters would record the sex an‘ age ofihbeckti1. The techniques for 

sexing an? aging which have been developed turing the last few years, not too 

adiffienlt for field use,. The vey to cycles, once searched for in the field 

of epizootic disease, now appears more likely to be found in shifts of 

sex or age classeaynet meccacaibe, einer hg Disa g ied 

i During the last three years I have aged 47 ruffed grouse by bursal probing; - 
19, or 40 per cent, were old birds. This fragment is, of course, too small to 

‘be Conclusive. ‘dminster found an average of 41 per cent and 53 per 8 hes, g31) 

old birds in two New York grouse populations over a six year period . ’ 

ae 29 per cong, of old praneensy in a southern Wisconsin population over 

yaar period . 

: The averare number of crouse flushed per day by three hunters in 

43h man-days varied from 5 4n Rhode Island to 15 in New Hampahire and 18 in 

central Wisconsin, A Wisconsin ornithologist who 414 not select grouse 

habitat flushed only 6 grouse per day, 

Grouse form temporary local concentrations in which up to 50 per aay | 

may be flushed, and up to 15 may rise from a single srt, 

The rousei, wooteock flush ratio varfed from 2#1 in Nova Scotia to " 

721 in central Wisconsin, ‘ 

penny flushing rates may be used to trace cycles, Your flushing } 

rate curves, when compared with four censuses and two state kill reports, 

show a ten-year cycle which peaked in 1923, 19%%, ant about 19U2, About 

half of these curves also show adjitional fluctuations of unknown nature, 

No time-lag is shown as between the northeastern and north-central states,
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February 9, 1943 
Kumlien Club 
Aldo Leopold ~ 

; poh 

RUFFED GROUSE FLUSHING RATES AND POPULATION LEVELS Yar ae ; 

1. What is a flushing rate? 2tmwvotde - 

Map of Adams County with spots wld error |78% i 

Diagram of a swamp with route, no. flushed, hours. 

Not a census. Census would gridiron same swamp (diagram) ( 

2. Dependability of flushing rates as an index to population level. (how abeels ) 

Theory: 1. Enough idee a er grouse can't be heard in ey 

ed wind. In rain may sit in trees. In heat may stay | 

soa in middle of swamp. Season; In acorn time may go 

to uplands. KR Fre onvphes: Tene D Wene pone be mew Obeleros 

2. Same samples year to year. Discovery of new ground 

and discarding of poorer ground may raise rate. 

Happened to me in 1942. 

é 3. Same method, men, and dog. Method is main point. 

As to no. men & dog, see-later. 2oq - rewe ww Aldew. 

Tests (A) Phillips - NH - 1926-1935. (Diagram) Variables: men 2-4. Dogs 1-2. 

i : Hours 2-6. Dropped every other day and recomputed the rates: 

1926 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 Aver. 

Days 17 10 6 2 9 2018 9 2 ah 15” 

Grouse, 
all days 207 LOU) 20) 10 TAT Ae 10) 164 15 

Corckusom: W U9 -ckaay- aan Grouse, : 
Dieah att eeetae,|: S Oeen ALO LS UR. SEM IG aC As 
whew r pdt. S07 away OK 

(B) Fisher - Michigan - 1932-35. Data in Tech. Bull. 166 (1939) 
Mich. State College. : 

Z No avoidable variables = no work on windy or rainy days. 

coe (Slide eek) e No important departures from census. Too few 

ae to split.
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Conclusions: 

4 15-days-per-year hunting record retained its character when 

split in two. 

A 5-days-per-year record (extra good) agrees substantially with 

census. 

Standard; A 10 days-per-year hunting sample is valid if free 

from obvious defects, and if small l-year bumps are 

disregarded. 

Cycle Slide (My curve disqualified) 

High 1922-23. (Grange and Sesereul 

Low 1927 * (Phillips, Seagrave, Grange, King) 

High 1932 (Bump, Phillips, Fisher, King, Wis. kill) 

Low 1937+ (Bump? Fisher, King, Wis. kill) 

But extra bump 1929t (Phillips, Seagrave). Meaning unlnown. 

ee eee ee ee ee 

3. Flushing rates to compare regions Days Grouse Average 
per day 

Phillips New Hampshire 155 2295 15 

yw Nova Scotia 13? 2667 207 

ye Seagrave Rhode Island 243 1315 5 

: Grange Rusk Co., Wis. 507 3138 6 (Explain) 

Leopold Adams Co., Wis. 36 647 18 

PS re CR ne Enum : 

4. Concentrations Phillips Oct. 50 per day (30 & 12 before & after) i 

Grange Nov. 27 (27 after) 

Leopold Sept. 50 (50 after) 

Mershon Sept.1891 (2000 by 5 men, Merrill Mich.) 

“5, Species Ratios == =«=~=~=«=~=~SCS*«*«<“C«CRro@«t«cdcoc «= Rato 

Phillips, N. H. 2295 589 Msi 

oY ‘ , Nova Scotia — 266 157 2:1 

Leopold, Wis. 647 93 7:1 
(A record disqualified for cycles may be 0.k. for species ratio.)
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Table 1 Flushing Rates of Ruffed Grouse a 

Adams, Juneau, Waushara, and Wood Counties, Wisconsin, 1932-1942 

ee TT 

p - Hunted Grouse flushed , Other game flushed 

Fv oalfre Year County Days Hours No, Per day Per hour Woodcock Cottontail Quail 

1932 Wood Sas os 21 329 30 

1933 Wood,Juneau 3 18 75 25 4.2 3 120 15 

“1934 Adams 6 YO 225 37 5.6 5 - 20 198 

1935 Waushara 3 19 55 18 2.9 many 

1936 Closed season 

1937 Closed season i 

Oe We Be a Te 2 Wi Mette 16 x x 6 Ho 

- 1939 Adams,Waushara 3 8 37 12 4.6 6 7 15 

1940 Adams th 27 85 12 Sea 32 12 4o 

|: 1941 Adams 7 2), (58 8 2.6 28 | 10 

1942 Adams 7 29 «118 16 yd 19 21 50 

/ Average 18 4,0 } 

. Mote: Of the 696 grouse flushed, 81, or 12 per cent, were bagged. ) ee x 

3 TOO Gd way lenarne ie ihe 200i] 10 413 is 

2 IIe Odi eg 13 32 S 2 

5 WES Ghann Be He: he ies oe 2 @ 
a ? 

S VAY Aetenres, tom 197, ae, oa k 
ye 19U7 Cotanso, ume S 13 7 He gle ua 4 b 

ak ae FS. te ft PED). ESO O47 
6 We pee 

BY £o No



filed with data for "flushing rates" paper 

Ryder, W. C. A review of the ruffed grouse. Pa. Game 

News, vol. XV, no. 3, dune, 194%, pp. 10-11, 24-25, 

Extract from p. 10: 

Pennsylvania Grouse Kill 

Year No. Killed 

1915 186,344 
1916 126,274 
1917 112,287 

; 1918 closed 
1919 287,001 
1920 425,000 
1921 325,000 
1922 600,000 
1925 580,440 
192 330,000 

; 1925 3555980 
1926 298,196 
1927 325529 
1928 150,000 
1929 closed 

1930 83,787 
1931 176, 369 
1932 134,135 
fe 164,285 
19 135,480 
1935 190,955 
1936 96,909 
1937 177,683 
1938 224,479 
1339 lier 
1940 221,47 
1941 187,990 
1942 237,408
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A CHICKADEE BANDING STUDY IN SAUK COUNTY, WISCONSIN 4 ue % wr 

’ Aldo Leopold : a ae 
\ gy” 

During the decade 1937-1947, the chickadee population at my "shack" in . 5 

Sauk County, Wisconsin, was banded each winter. This paper sets forth some 2 

deductions on the movements and mortality of these chickadees, and of the wood- ‘4 i 
es 

peckers and nuthatches caught-ineidentakly during the trapping operations. ; ig 

"The shack" is an abandoned farm on the south bani of the Wisconsin Biver 7 

in Fairfield Township. The terrain consists of bottomland woods, an oak sand- \ E 

"RAL, old fields, and marsh. During the decade, parts of the sandhill and old A 3 + 

fielas have been planted to pines, which now offer dense thickets of winter : 48, i 

covery not present during the early years of the study. Xie bei 

Banding was confined to a single station at the shack. Traps were operated A 5 

on weekends from aint, Cateber 20 to" Apri 20 of each year. ay at 

Viaet was left in a woven wire basket, After each visit) where it lasted up $ Al i 

to a week. At the beginning of the decade, this suet served as a continuous a & ? 

feeding station, but during and since the war our winter visits became less \ 8 J : 

: frequent, and the feeding accordingly became discontinuous. ais(aihedntimbiy> iq 

in feeding epperently iAduted sdne\wintér evietions ito (be gesertved tater,” : J Y 
jase -4o Ade, "8 tas tony Lyle, NWS te 

0 0 Beginning in, 19li@, all oenees, were color-banded(in addition to the ¥ Re 

i standard aluminum band.’ By changing colors and alternating legs from year “3 2 f Soe es . ' 

to year, it became possible to identify year-classes by sight in the field. of, oe = : 

There are no other local banding stations. This removes any possible con- i 

fusion as to the origin of sight-records, but it also makes it difficult to 

trace any movements beyond the local area. 

Chickadee Bandings, Returns, and Recoveries t 

t A summary of the chickadee bandings by years, and of the subsequent i 

returns and recoveries, appears in Table Ls te a madintchoe cael sans i wae 

Y Each horizontal column gives the winter's eater. Gas is the third winter | 
\



dere, aud be ese 

| duh trergl tick muenngey tuck, ytan- naar | 
a feginn SEs casas orbtrwrey vuceght Loe e ee \ 74 : 

Mier \ see selangrtet oboe te TY rary” 
we banded 15 new chickadees, secured % returns — the second winter, and '% 2 cabef 0, 

from the first winter; total catch 21. TMs cundge coleh vf 13 tends pan vender ae bbicen Ft 
Ooruhet peilin Unicn Uo Aterdiat wantin prfrlichin at aug, vat Cowes 

The vertical columns classify the catch according to lapse of time since the 

first banding. ‘he left column gives all new bandings, the second all second- 
Thx evtivane esl von 

winter returns, etc. =e sixth winter, by which time the longest-lived ‘ 

individual failed to return. j ‘ : 

i The diagonal columns give the history of the year-classes. ‘Thus the 
Grove 

history of the first year-class GY birds banded in 1937-38) is represented by the 
AR ; 

“Yaagonal series 7-2-3-2-1-0. However the % birds returning during the third 
aud ie Prrmmis Obrrrng Te werner eumelin, 5) 

winter, hence Xo these 5 Svar dc a year, hence the table gives 2 (26), for the {2 

second winter, and the shrinkage in this year-class is more~neeurately repre- : 

sented by the series_7-4-3-2-1-0, \ 
owtyTwo  / hed ; There were no recoveries, exeept from newly banded birds, (seolréftivertiodt/ 

dodtinrtd., hdnee_nb_ a (needbe. mide-far-récoveries acura WhAarmeltdyre terres’ 
/ es i Y 

At the bottom of he table, am average shrinkage series is expressed in 

Two oth, : three alternative ways, In computing these averages, each year-class series is 
: "ots lw terminated by zeros up to a total of six winters 1,Which is-the-duration-of the 

prnvbed Gtr0. é 
longest-lived year-class, The second year-class, for example, is represented 

by the diagonal series 10-3-1-0-0-0. The recent puralinsee tee. receive ; 

only as many zeros as they have years of history to date, the last pextelasy/ 

receiving none, since it is still only a newxbanding. ‘ 

The interpretation of these shrinkage series poses the question: what 

part of the shriniege is mortality, and what part movement? | 

Chickadee Winter Movements a 
ack: 

The winter range of the chickmdees using the station is shown by the blaeis 
ol ota On, werk 

dots in Figure 1. BaGh Golid-eirele gs “the sight-recordsof Wf banded birds between — 
op dete arse 

Novenber-1-and—April-t,—and-ereh circle tsa summer High tn recer] hobwoen tee ee
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(i ih 4 age le . in ; Mga oaAe eres - Eee 
pe ve 1) ch chin we A aie. ’ ape Prsaatdenmnta csccataad Hh ay sted tre» ei lQrer Ll, Ua ae oo 

Ds 4 - ‘ i Bite: on bpF j } ret loerin 
p an NG D ted GY, aie is ac) Cher vba J Biv ateitasnalesl oof.lin toud Visthinny ataten, \ 

OT gd bea hy ih Co hs i h o Were ashlee (li Bytes Ae Bolg Cede tA t cuol iv : an 

Be Bid bade teas tbh i a Py eee ethene anal, ad ee afte. balfane RE 6 aS | 

s sone ieee a a aki i TE eA IN REN ate rE Birt ee r SURE 
& ; : 

April, nor could they be found in the woods by repeated search. On April 15 ‘$ 

one red band was found in an owl pellet near the aback. "-On March 13 a dozen be i 

Aub Mw precept tote re 9 
unbanded chickadees arrived at the shack. ‘Theywere-evidently unfamiliar with 

3 $5 
the famhtimg station, for they did not find the suet until next day, when one ‘ 

was caught All of this evidence suggests that the six red-banded November , 4 f 

birds were evicted en masse by hunger, probably in January jp phat Gne hadi g, pea Bas 

taf th sxerluns 7 : 7 
fallen victim to a screech owl, two ioved a mile south to the Van Hoosen le 

farmyard; (see-Figure—1). je other three never reappeared. 4 La ah diay end in | 

Another instance of winter eviction is indicated by the recovery of a nt 

banded chickadee from a cat, about Christmas, 1947, by my neighbor George |
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4 | 

Arghd rt cérde. Arinarn sncer. tae cle atadelacd lores wee ditt 2ihire bn oie ieee oh, aia 

aaa af act cobb of Us ctuchadecre Reva sical ns tha Lrbf- ae pivcdhtiee tae | 

\ | 
\ Mehl. QA. pret offlaen clave a Mt wplry f fla Lis et A nat pee, i Pe a4 

\ i Moth 

x prke. BR dAae cnet brag wird A odd Ganda tae A-nuded: 4 
ee pra ae ae fbn 22k enkohen of Ce whale Arnel Brerwwe Apel; a { 

oe + all are unbanded. In 1939, these deductions from sight-records were checked ‘ 
ee : 

i by a series of temporary trapping stations, esteblished-at—various_distances from i , ae a ¢ Pigs? i ft . ° 

the<shaels. We caught unbanded birds 1/3 mile west in the woods and 1/3 mile aK 

northwest on the islend, but at the lake 1/3 mile south all birds were unbanded, } 

& 
indicating no movement across the intervening windy marsh. 4 

80 far I deal with the normal winter picture. In the severe winter of ‘ 

; 1942-43, deep snow prevented our visiting the shack and renewing the suet in 7 
; we Bese lel i ee ay 

G, December and January. My neighbor Leo Ven Hoosen,told me on April 10 that two ; 7} { 
OM 4 2 

~ nul- banded chickadees (the-re@-cotor-representime the current year-class, six of which Ss ; 

i ; had been banded in November) had appeared at his farmyard| about February 1, a Bie 

$ _mile-south of the station, where they were fed the remainder of the winter. ; 

; Noge odfmbite- red-banded Hevember birds were present at the shack in March or a 

. April, nor could they be found in the woods by repeated search. On April 15 £ 

one red band was found in an owl pellet near the shack. “On March 13 a dozen ce 

‘ fie Whe eae beta FS 

unbanded chickadees arrived at the shack. ‘They-were-evidently unfamiliar with Ba 
4 

the femfimg station, for they did not find the suet until next day, when one a 

was caught A All of this evidence suggests that the six red-banded November , 4 

birds were evicted en masse by hunger, probably in January» that Gne, headed S 

fallen victim to a screech owl, Eo, two moved a mile south to the Van Hoosen oe 

farmyard; (see-Figure—1). jie other three never reappeared. 14 Lea ah dbtey Lanka 

Another instance of winter eviction is indicated by the recovery of a 

panded chickadee froma cat, about Christmas, 1947, by my neighbor George
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Fable 1: Chickadee Bandings, Returns, and Recoveries_ 

Pi a alien eo later Returns __ Tela OP 
\Y Winter’ |ien [2nd 3rd th 5th 6th | Bett 

Oe Bands | Winter Winter Winter Winter Winter |Catch 

1937-38 | 7 7 
1938-39 | 10 2(28) 12 ob 

1939-40 ]15 | 3} 3 al : 
1940-1 | 10 5 vo 2 ; 16h; 

ighi-42 | 12 x dae 0 2 15 

| yoda ks - 8(1R)| 1 l i S.' 6 11 

a 1943-44 | 13 a 0 0 0 0 wy 

1944-5 | 11 3 oo. 0 0 0 15 

1945-46 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 ‘ 

1946-47 be Te fe 0. eo 8 0 -0 | 
a ae Ai ae lee NO nie | Reiss. 

ia ee oe te minal 

ped Po ae ee ee y Be 
NaN Lserghlel 

dhe iy (Cale) WO Wg Oe Ge 9 Oe Ry ——= 

(Bagel: IR ivedeny, —$* Lande atif hid lan yran Lit rabramasel mst)



Table 2: Shrinkage Rates by Species 

Species Bandings Returns Shrinkage Series 
z (and skips) 

Gu de 0 ' 
Chickadee 102 29 (28) 953 oan ogee ok hen oe 

29 0.7 0.6 . 
Downy Woodpecker 30 21 (68) Be ~ 0.9 - Ob - Be5 - 85-0 

Hairy Woodpecker 17 17 (4s) 2.4-1.2- 0.8 -0.7-0.3-0.5-0 

White Breasted Notheteh 35 1g (28) Bubs = 16.61 615/00 
Nuthatch 

Total 184 86 (14s) 

: 

on)



Table L: Chickadee Bandings, Returns, and Recoveries : 
ee @ ta we We Ras 

Winter -@f New 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Totel 
ne Bands Winter Winter Winter Winter Winter Catch 

; i
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Barrow, one mile east of the shack,(see-Figure-t). This bird was one of five 

banded November 22, 1947. Severe cold and snow prevailed through December, and 

Gin 

the suet was renewed only once that month, when a sixth bird was caught. Hr Acts 

ORV a6 Wary eck aw Lote Dirobens fois ewe’ 
this—-case;—however,—the eviction was-nes en mane, for—ef—the--five-Nevember i 

pst by 
bandings repeated in March, wlu.w Gobi wer Maud, A grep “4 fre yore hecidid 

Durnin vb Me patoreus wrnliay setae ae eect a denen h cay wT ova dey plianen narol rae wuebanded 

ia Me nrenny Wa Oli tndie Atal other bad Ai clamffuor parce of CO nadadgtewhe 

Ve cee lace batineal 7 ans as ielascamis of anrdtnate Ue nse cpptpa ned. clase key 

x a Mp Las fang vA Arh inrrnahs an il raiebaacl: Grea roars. 
¢ 

UnicKagee spring, Summer, and ¥,ll Movements Teng, 

Of the 108 chickadees banded during the decade, none have appeared at be 

ee a rat bee any of Wisconsin's 50 other banding stations. This abhat 

my birds do not migrate. Robert A. McCabe (unpublished) has likewise banded + 
pelt ppreagat Obert. 

chickadees at Madison without a return from.other banders. b 

’ That a local spring shuffle dees take’ place is shown clearly by the : 

composition of nesting pairs. Of five nests found during the decade (See 

Figure 2) all had one banded and one ‘unbendea parent except one, which—was 

Later cle 
south-of the-lake-and-outsidethe-winter-home—rangey at this-nest both parents 

were unbanded. 

Of nine pairs seen during the nesting season, five had only one banded 

parent, one had two banded parents, and three had at Leastone banded. parent 

but the other parent was doubtful. Most of these nine sight records were : 

pairs attending fledged broods, probably still on or near their nesting terri- 

tony. 
One case of influx of a dozen unbanded birds on March 14,1943 has already 

been mentioned. Ayother appearance of six unbanded birds occurred on February 25, 

: Bpfrnronay am Copan, 19¥t 

1944, and another of 2 on April 12, 1941. ‘hese two unbanded birds were recorded 

at the shack five subsequent times in April and May, indicating that they were , 

a pair and had stayed to nest, but the nest was never found.



Bie 

; I deduce from the mixed composition of pairs, and from the spring influx of 

larger groups, that a spring shuffle occurs at my station. Its magnitude is ind 

dicated by the fact that matings with unbanded individuals from outside are more 

\ 

common than matings with banded birds. The shuffle mst precede the matings, 

which would indicate that it occurs in March. 

I have no direct positive evidence of a fall shuffle. The best test would 

have been to band unfledged broods, but I always feared to tear open the nesting 

’  eavities toe soon, and as a eas the brood already gone, (vhen I ¢ 
ee gaa —— 
arrived to do the banding.) i 

Most species that shuffle in spring of course do the same in fall. 

Mortality vs. Movement; Turnover 4 : 

With this background on movements, I now return the reader back to the shrink- 

10-257 -45-04 -0..-0- 
age series Q«O~tex-7=0, Does—this—present-atrue-picture-of-—anything?——lf-soy 

: What part of the shrinkage is mortality, and what part movement? 

While movement in and out is known to occur, it is likely that the over- ; < 

all duration of the series represents mortality. ‘That is to say, the oldest j 
eunght dunug le lroader rtfuritat Ue rclert Lirolo 

birds, mira. unless all the oldest survivors moved out, which is unlikely. é SS 
+ 

* Hence the 5-year duration of the survival series tpt means that the re 

maximum Longevity is 5S years, and=that the averege year-class of 9 or 10 > 

‘ bt as can ‘ 3 
- falls below one ‘bird by its fourth Fear, f Beyond the third year theréfis only 

‘i : onary Atramrdeatil Tiare Is 2 
; a fractionallchanse of surviving, Larrvee Urns Venachd Ar [wrnevin pereel xX 

eX > 

The deductions abeve deal with duration of the shrinkage series. Whether S 

the rates of shrinkage in=the.9-2-1-x-y-O<series have any significance can only : j 

be guessed at. The initial new bandings for some years include some spring 3 

‘ influx, and for some years they include winter evictions that survive else- {bower 
: pon oh habia tu ue 

where, but are no longer trappable. Table 1 suggests that, sueh evictions may 

have occurred in 1944-5, when an initial banding of 11 birds was never later 

heard from.Both spring influx and winter eviction tend to swell the initial 

figure 9 beyond the actual population of the home range. Ont the other hand 
a y
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eases as oe 

there were some years (notably 1945-46) when we banded only two new birds, which 

was certainly less than the actual population. Whether these two errors . 

balance is an insoluble problem. That the &0 percent shrinkage between the first 

and second wint ers 1s probably not all mortality is indicated by the fact that aw 

e | 20. percent mortality in a series beginning with 9 passes below one by the third 

wv Ag winter (9-1.8-0.4) while the shrinkage series does not pass below one until the 

fourth winter. In short, the mortality is probably less than 80 percent. 

i Other Species 

The wood Deckers and withitches caught incidental to the chickadee trapping 

yielded parallel but less voluminous data which are compared with chickadee in 

Table 2. For easier comparison, all shrinkege series are reduced to a scale df 

\ 100. This comparison is in terms of simple averages because conversion to a , 

\ scale of 100 would imply more statistical validity than the data are believed 

to possess. The only deduction that can be draw from Table 2 is that the hairy 

woodpecker erawa indications of both a longer turnover period and a lesser turn- 

over rate than the other three species. It should be noted that the woodpeckers 

skip more winters than the other species; skips are a fourth as numerous as 

returns, whereas in chickadees they are only a eigtasuih ai numerous. Perhaps 

this reflects a lesser vhespeni Line; or perhaps a tendency to shift to another 

winter range one year) and to return the next. 

The winter cruising radius of these species, studied by the same —— 

as used for chickadees in Figure 1, showed a larger home range for Hayry than 

for the others, and a difference in winter wind-tolerance proportional to size. 

The Harry crosses open marsh and meadow freely ih winter, the Downy and nuthatch 

less freely, and the chickadee seldom, and perhaps only under pressure of hunger. 

Suumary 

1. A decade of banding at a single station showed an average winter popula- 

tion of nine chickadees which shrunk a. the fourth winter. The respective
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rates of mortality, influx, and efflux were not determined. Of the 102 individuals 

banded, only one returned for a fifth winter, and none for a sixth. 

Chrchndlwo 
, 2. The winter cruising radius of the banded birds was half a mile, but 

winter storms in two cases evicted birds to points a mile away. We ro 

Croke dare Danclue 
3. An influx of wnbanded birds occurred in spring. Of nine pairs, ‘onty— 

one had both birds banded, and-only- one had neither bird banded, tut wheel 

mrotenge of Condtcl wat wnt olrol boavele, ‘ 

4G, None wv coetfircture Aaoste agent, cman ftlan i Lee loberale 

Res f EG is lok noleer. eaute eh 5al eaeosm rut we otal 

bat eke ene frrbrotide ater nell a4 Masse arafach, 3 

x i
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i css, A SUPT. OF FISH CULTURE/// ib 7 

; eau naa ae bccn guar BIOLOGIST G 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT SA ER BUN > gupr. ov came 
HENRY A. TEAL 

Ama seen ED 
May 17,1943. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison,Wisconsin, 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

This will acknowledge your letter of May 12th,concerning tree 
phenology. I have had a reply also from Professor Humphrey ,who 
regrets that his schedule will not permit him to join in our 
proposed study. While three stations might be considerably more 
desireable than two,I see no good reason why you and I cannot go 
ahead. 

Since writing you in April,the weather here has been so 
unusual that I want to make some changes in my own schedule of 
operations. Our spring has been extremely backward and cold;we had 
a killing frost here in the valley (elevation 300 feet) on Friday 
last. It seems advisable,therefor,for me to continue this year with 
as much of my old tree list as I can,so that I can match the 1943 
data against my old series of 1933-1937,1940 and 1941. 

I would suggest ,therefor,that we proceed as follows. Hach of us 
will select three thrifty red pines 4-6 feet tall. pick off a few 
needles on the 1942 internode and make ea mark on the stem with india 
ink which is 10 inches below the tip of the bud. If the buds have 
begun to expand,you can readily estimate where the tip of the dormant 

5 bud was. At weekly intervals (I do mine on Sunday),or at any convenient 
time so long as the gaps are not more than 7 days apart,measure the 
cumulative growth. Keep the data for the several trees separete. 
Averages are confuging,particularly if an eccident happens to one of 
the trees. At the culmination of growth,the stem elongation will 
slow down sharply,then there will be an additional growth as the 
dormant bud is formed. Those on red pine are big enough to be readily 
measured. I do my measuring with a wooden yardstick,read to the 
nearest # inch. I believe that,if we can get a series,even tho it be 
small,from Wisconsin and from New York,we mey get a clue as to whether 
there is a real difference between the two sites. Growth should 
culminate about mid-July,perhaps earlier. You will have to watch out 
for extra,seasonal growth-at least,it happens frequently on sandy,dry 
sites here in New York. et a 

If you are in position to expand your study beyond a single set 
of trees,I am sure that you will find it interesting. One does not 
need more than a few trees of any one species on any one site. In fact, 
I customarily use only one,tho I often lone a species if my .one tree 
has an accident of some sort. There is no limit to the possibilities, 
and we have not yet scratched the surface. 

I suggest,also,that you make & note of the blooming date of the 
common lilac,which is,I think,an indicator species of considerable



merit. It is hardy,wide-spread and persistent. As it has been spread 
chiefly thru cuttings,the most of the old door-yard specimens 

i represent one,or at most a relatively few clones and should be 
relatively homogenious in their inherited characteristics. Blooming 
dates are,of course,a relative matter. I have tried to judge the day 
when the bushes first came into prime flower,with only the tips of 
the clusters unopened. 

You have opportunity for a most intriquing study-phenology of 
the several pines in relation to soil type. I dont think I can answer 
your question on the age at which to start measuring trees. There is, 
as you well know,a periodicity of current annual increment that is 
related to age and which is wholly distinct from the’ response to 
weather. I think that I should wait until the trees are well- 
established and about 34-4 feet high. Your 5-year-planted stock 
should be about right to start on. If you carry the series along for 
very many years,you will ultimately have to carry a ladder around. 
Some of the larches I started on in 1933 are 30 feet tall and 
completely unworkable,even with «4 ladder. 

If I can be of any help,do not hesitate to write. As the season 
progresses ,J will keep you informed of the progress of the specimens 
in Hermon stony loam in Rensselaer County,New York. On May 9 the buds 
were just swelling. Yesterday the group averaged 14 inches. Next week 
they should be 4 inches. 

Sincerely, 

| | Vase Cook. 
i David B. Cook. 

Se 
a 

|
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Uhre ae CHIEF AQUATIC BIOLOGIST 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT SAROINER BUMP gurr. oF cant 
‘ HENRY A. TEAL 

ALBANY ( 7) JAMES H. ne head 

August 16,1943. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
42h University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. : 

Dear Professor: 

I am decidedly tardy in replying to your letter of July 18th. 

Will have to blame it on field work and time spent trying to pry 

nominating petitions out of the members of the S.A.F. 

The data on red paine are most interesting. The fidelity with 

which the curves for Madison and Stephentown follow each other tends 

to confirm the idea that the pattern of growth curves (at least for 

softwoods) is a specific constant. Too bad we couldn't have had data 

from Pennsylvania, too. 

I would attach relatively little significance to differences in 

amount of growth. My specimens were small trees alnog the windward 

edge of a plantation where the dominant trees average 20 feet. They were 

the only ones small enough for convenient measurement. However, the 

site 1s too well-watered for typical red pine site,was originally 

Hemlock-Hard Maple. Red pine has a c.a.i. of 20 inches,usually. 

Without more data,I would not hazard a guess as to why your 

trees were 10 days earlier than mine. The season here has been very 

backward,as has yours. The climates are about the same,modified 

continental here being only slightly different from your unmodified 

continental. Latitude of Stephentown is 42° 30' plus,while yours 

approximates 43° -- not much difference there. Current rainfall seems 

to make little difference,for the pines grow with food stored from the 

provious year. That reduces the possible factors pretty sharply,leaves 

only current temperatures. Weather station records have their 

limitations. I have tried summing excess temperatures over 42° and 

many another dizzy trick,but never could get a correlation; 

a@ifferences sometimes as wide as 1000%. I have a thordly unscientific 

hunch thet the governing factor determining the onset of terminal 

growth is light,as controlled by the length of day. The minor 

fluctuations may be due to local combinations of temper&ture, both 

: soil and air. There is a wide-open field here for some bright young 

forester.
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Would you,when opportunity offers,abstract from the Madison 
weather station records the daily temperature and daily precipitation 
records from April 1 to July 10,1943 ? I will get the same data 
from Pittsfield and we can then compare the current weathers and 
perhaps find out why there is a 10-day difference. It might be worth 
while to transcribe the data on amount of sunlightduring this of, gear tts 
period, provided the station takes such data. Also,what is the ~~ Leemeh 
elevation at Madison?? %60'- accd: to W catten, (Butte 

CF4& - Surdoee of Kate Mind ote _ G74 North Hane laren Bor) 

I am well pleased with the success of this cooperativeventure. 
Perhaps,next year,it can be expanded to cover some additional 

territory,answer more questions. 

Any time you get into York State,I would be more than pleased 
to show you my baliwick on the Rensselaer Grit Plateau. It is an 
interesting little area,almost a biological island and it is an a 
ideal setting for production forestry. 

It would appear from the correspondence that,despite the many 
interesting problems presented by the field of wildlife managment, 
a man whi is once a forester tends always to be a forester. 

Sincerely, 

\ ane 7 
David B. Cook. 

DBC/do
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April 17, 1944 

Mr. David B. Cook 
Conservation Department 
Albany 7, New York 

Dear Dave: 

I have taken 4t for granted that we would repeat 
the red pine phenology for this year, and for a 
number of years to come, and I am glad that 
you will be able to do the same , at least this 
year. 

So far, after an excessively mild winter, our 
spring is behind last spring, which in turn was 
late. 

Yours sincerely, : 

Aldo Leopold



JOHN A, WHITE Division OF FISH AND GAME 
COMMISSIONER STATE OF NEW YORK WILLIAM C. ADO i 

JOHN L. HALPIN JUSTIN T, MAHONEY 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER f é)| ‘ Jove SRE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

JAMES J. MAHONEY anew 1h a SUPT. OF INLAND FISHERIES 
Secretary Le eee A SUMNER M, COWDEN 

bo qs SUPT. OF FISH CULTURE 

atmo SHE MET abe mexccte 
CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT MATTE SAPNA Caer. OF eaten 

HENRY A. TEAL 4. 
ALBANY 7 peice a? use ENFORCEMENT 

SUPT. OF MARINE FISHERIES 

April 7,194). 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

It seems incredible that a year has slipped by since our 
little study on the phenology of Red Pine. During the interim 
I have taken over the supervision of our Pittman-Robertson 
Project,which has considerably reduced the time that I have 
available for research,either personal or official. 

As you will remember,last year's data indicated that our 
stations were quite comparable as to elevation,latitude and 
temperature. There was,however,a strong indication of a difference 
of ten days between Madison and Stephentown. I have,on several 
occasions,mulled over these data,but can find no factor or 
combination that might account for the difference. 

Would it be possible for you to duplicate the study this year? 
If you feel that you can,especially as to the starting date, 
I can handle the measurements here. If we again find a difference 

: in the same direction,we will have a much stronger case than we now 
have. If you cannot undertake the measurements this year,I will 
vestir myself and write up the data now on hand. 

Sincerely 

Kes 

DBC/do
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HENRUA: ioe AW ENFORCEMENT 

ALBANY 7 JAMES H. HILDRETH at 

April 24,1944. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Managment, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison,Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Thanks for your letter of April 17th. We will consider 
the pine phenology as a permanent fixture until such time as 
circumstances terminate it. I plan to measure the same three trees 
that I used last year. As I no longer plant red pine,I cannot 
readily shift to younger and handier trees. 

I am also planning to measure Japanese Larch this year. 
4 have two in my yard here at home,on aeolian sand at 300 feet. 
These can be paired with trees at the forest,on stony loam at 
1400 feet. If you have a couple of Jap Larch handy,we might add 
a third ststion. 

We have had a very long winter;it began on November 20,with 
18 inches of snow,and is still here. There have been some cold 
weather, too. 

Do you plan to attend the AAAS meeting at Cleveland in 
September? I would like to go,but Gov. Dewey put a stop to all 
such travel a year ago,making us attend on our own time and at 
our own expense. We are agitating for some relaxation in the order, 
but have but little hope of success. 

Sincerely, 

\rwe 
vid B. Cook. 

DBCf{"
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April 28, 1944 

Mr. David B, Cook 
Conservation Department 
Albany 7, New York 

Dear Dave: 

IT have no Japanese larch that I could measure, 
but will go ahead with my three pines as usual. 
Jackpine buds started to elongate about April 20 
as last year, but there is no noticeable elongation 
es yet in the other species. 

: Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold
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May 15,1944. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Madison,Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor: 

Just a line to let you know that my red pine measurements have 
started. The terminal buds were slightly swollen on April 30, 
measured 4 - 3/h inches on the 7th of May, 23-24-3 inches yesterday. 

I have three Jack Pine on the forest, but they are so far out of 
their range here in New York,and the site is so definitely NOT a 
normal one,that I feel they should not be used. I am measuring two 
Jap larch here at Albany,some more at Stephentown. Distance between 
stations 18 miles. Difference in elevation 900 feet. 

As a check against our red pine,would you observe the date on 
which the common old lilacs (no improved variety) comes into full 
bloom. Seems like a hard thing to determine what is"full bloom" but 
it really is quite conspicuous. 

“\Ag ever, 

Que 
David B. Cook 

DBC/"
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May 25, 1944 

Mr. David B. Gook 
Gonservation Department 

Albany T. New York 

Dear Daves 

The red pines in our project started to elongate their buds 

April 27, which is nearly identical with your as 30, and 

the candles on May 20 were oe “long. On 
May 7 they were, like yours, exactly 23" long. 

Common lilac opened ite first petals only 200 yards from these 

pines on May 19 this year. I did not get there for the opening 

last year, mt they opened at Madison last year on May 22, which 

is not more than three days earlier than the shack. This, 

however, is not full bloom in the sense of every flower being 
open. This comes about five days later. Lilacs were in full 

bloom in the later sense on May 23 this year. 

I have an almost complete phenology which I take anyhow, and which 

we Gan use for comparison when the time comes. 

I am also measuring two jackpines, one Norway pine, and 5 whites, 

in addition to the 3 Norways in our project. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold
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July 6, 1944 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor: 

take The from you concerning the published léterature 
on Pine Grosbeak damage was most helpful. We shall incorporate 
a paragraph covering these published accounts. 

As predicted, my red pines stopped growing before the 
fourth of July; in fact they appear to have ceased sometime 
between June 22 and 25 at which time they began forming 
terminal buds. However, the slight extension at the time 
of formation of such a big terminal bud as red pine actually 
has is a part of the net increment. 

As soon as I can clean up some of my administrative 
chores (chiefly quarterly reports) I, will send you a graph 
of this years growth. I am fortunate in having aU. S. 
Weather Station only three miles away now. Always,in 
previous years,l have had to depend on other stations over 
the hills in Massachusetts. 

As_ever, 

Vane. 
avid B. Cook, Coordinator 

Pittman-Robertson Program 

DBC/mb 
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July 11, 1944 

Mr. David B. Cook 
N. ¥. Conservation Department 
Albany 7, New York 

Dear Dave: 

My pines quit growlng between July 1 and July 5, . 

but the terminal bud elongation is still to come, _ 
I will be glad to add my data to your graph in the 
usual manner at your convenience, 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence to avoid delay)
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duly 22, 1944 

Mr. David B. Cook 
Conservation Department 
Albany.7, New York 

Dear Dave: 

I am glad to hear your results and transmit my 1944 data as follows: 

New Growth, 1g 

(Figures in parentheses are needle lengths) 

Date free 1 Tree 2 Tree 3 Remarks 

May 7 a} as 2b Growth started about 
April 25 

May 13038 3 3/4 % 

May 20 6: 6k 6 

May 29 13 3/8 we 12 1/8 

- June2 =: (14) 1g" (1") 16 (1 3/8) 

June 14 = 233 (2%) aun (12) 21 (2 3/8) Prolepsis on No. 3. 
All trees show buds. 

June 17 25" 27" 23" 

duly 1 26" (3t) 6 buds 31" (3.5/8) 7 muds 23" (4e) 5 buds 

July 5 26 (38) 31d (3 3/4) 23% (42) 

July 16 = 26k (4d) 313 (4) a) 

My growing period was, as you will see from the figures, between 4O and 45 days. 

Last winter was exceptionally warm and dry, and many exposed pines were killed or 
injured by windburn. In looking over thousands of trees, it was clear that the 
total growth this year was rather poor compared with other years, after making 
due allowance for the acceleration one expects in new trees. I think the dry 

winter accounts for this. 

I have no objection to an interim report, but I would prefer at least three years! 
data. If our main point is the comparative phenology of two localities, the 
difference during two years might well be the result of chance. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

P.S. I am assuming that I may keep your 
curves. If I am mistaken, plosse let 
me know, and I will return then.
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July 13, 1944 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor: 

Thanks for your letter of July 11. 

Attached is a rough draft (not to my usual scale) of the 
growth of red pines at Stephentown. Perhaps the acceleration 

indicated between May 28 and June 4 was caused by increased 

temperature, the spring up to that time having been definitely 
cold. : 

A period of 46 days is short. Of the 6 years records 
on which I havé published, only 1933 is shorter (45 days), 
the average of the 6 years being 55 days. The thought occurs 
to me that perhaps this short period may be associated with the 

affects of an exceptionally cold winter. The winter 1933-34 
produced a growth period of 48 days; that of 1943-44 of 46 days. 
IT don't remember what factor in the winter of 1932-33 may have 

been responsible for the 45-day period. 

However, in this particular case we are interested in the 
difference between Madison, Wisconsin and Stephentown, New York 
in the same winter. It looks as though your growth curve would 

be a little longer than mine for 1944. 

If you will send me your current data, I will be glad to 
work it up. The similarities between the growth curves for 
Madison and Stephentown are more conspicuous and important than 
the relatively minor differences. Perhaps an interim report 
based on two sets of curves might be worth preparing, for either 

Science or the Journal of Forestry. If you agree, I'll be glad 

to work it up and send you a rough draft of the manuscript as 

soon as I can get a breathing spell. 

Sincerely, 

; avid B. Cook, Qoordinator 
Pittman-Robertson Program 

DBC/mb
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July 2h, 1944 

Professor Aldo Leppold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor: 

This will acknowledge your letter of July 22. I agree that 
two years is a pretty short period on which to base comparisons. 
Suppose we hold off even a very informal report until we have a 
third years' records. 

You are entirely welcome to that very crude set of graphs. 
However, when I have a few moments of spare time I'll get out a 
set ( including both your curves and mine) on the regular chart 
size which I have found to be most suitable--that is, on 10-to- 
the-inch graph paper. 

In contrast to your warm dry winter, we had an exceptionally 
cold one with lows approximating -20 degrees. That was cold 
enough to kill any tender species. Besides this, we had a three- 
day cold spell in mid*spring which did a great deal of damage to 
some of the early-leafing hardwoods. Of course, such frosts do not 
injure the pines, but may cause a dip in the curves. 

Sincerely, 
Le 

Vque: 
David B. Cook, Coordinator 

ttman-Robertson Program 

DBC/mb
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Mr. David B. Cook 
State Conservation Department 
Albany 7, New York 

Dear Daves 

I have watched lots of jackpines and am inclined to think 
that Keufman's growth period may not be too long for certain 
particular.years. Jackpine buds certainly begin to elongate 
vefore any other species, my own records showing April 25 
for both 1944 and 1943. If "42 was an early year, Kaufman's 
April 18 would be not impossible. 

In certain years, jackpine in this region grows twice and 
this my account for the 101 days. 

I don't know the present group at Cloquet, but I would : 
welcome their participation in the red pine phenology. I 
happen to have a rush season, and wonder if you could take 
it up with them. If not convenient for you to do so, 
let me know, and I will do my dest. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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ALFRED TUCKER 

Mareh 6,1945. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, : 

424 University Farm Place, 

Madison ,Wisconsin. re 

Dear Professor: 

In the current issue (January,1945) of ECOLOGY appears an article 
"Root growth of Jack pine on several sites in the Cloquet forest,Minnesota", 

by Clemens M. Kaufman. I was much interested in his data on root and on 

leader growth,so took the trouble to re-figure the data on Stand 4 for 1942. 
Kaufman's chart appears on page 21. In figuring this chart,Kaufman's data 
show a growth curve for leaders beginning about April 18 and running thru 

to July 28,for a total period of 101 days... 

Even considering that there may be some individual differences between 

one tree and another,I cannot understand how he found such a long period. 

This is not a critisizm of Kaufman,but merely a wonder on my part as to 

"how come’. My record for 1940 (Journal of Forestry) on Jack pine shows a 
short period-59 days -- and most workers agree that the hard pines make a 

quick spurt in spring,on the basis of stored food. Except for climate and 
soil,our plantations under study compare well,five years from 2-0 stock. 

I wonder if the shorter growing season (about 90 days as compared with 

140) and the scanty rainfall (26 inches as against 42) make the difference 
in the shape of the growth curve. Also,I wonder if you could get someone on ; 

the Cloquet to join us in the Red Pine experiment. I dont believe you and I 
are going to find any great difference between our records. We shouldn't, 

inasmuch as our stations are almost identical,except for longitude. If we can 

getb the boys on the Cloquet in on this,even if we have to start a new one, 

we may find something. 

oS 
Que. 

David B. Cook. 
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Dear Professor: 

Thanks for yours of the 8th,concerning phenology. It just 
hadn't occurred to me that the multi-nodal pines might have a 
tricky growth curve. Kaufman's data do not show this plainly, 
probably because there are too few spots on the curve. I havent 
had much experience with that sort of growth. On some of our light 
sands (Merrimac,for example) Pinus rigida will produce two nodes, 
apparently induced by a mid-summer drought period. At Stephentown 
we dont have this phenomenon--atmospheric and soil moisture seem 
to be adequate thruout the growing season. Result,my P.rigida and 
P.banksiana are uni-nodal as far as their growth period is concerned. 

I wonder what the actual growing time is--100 days less how 
much of a rest? Guess I'll never know. Had some scheme worked out 
on Pitch Pine some time ago,but never got around to do the work. 

I am a bit hesitent about getting mixed up,officially,with 
the USFS. The men who do their research usually have to submit 
all their ideas and plans to the Director. That means that the 
Forest Service would have a proprietary interest in any such data. 
Maybe the Lake States men are more liberal-minded than those in 
the old Northeastern station used to be. With me its "onee burned, 

i twice shy". Guess we better continue the red pine study on the 
present basis. It could and should be expanded after the war. In 
fact,the whole phenology business needs to be put on a sound,regional 
pasis,if we are ever to get anywhere with it. That would require 
sponsorship from some regional or national organization. We'll have 
to get along as best we can for the duration. 

As ever, 

es 
David B. Cook. 

Dbc/do —
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ALBANY, NEW YORK 

May 2,1945. 

Dear Professor: 

Believe me,I appreciate your congratulations on "Deer trouble", 
which is my maiden venture into the field of popular education. 
I need not tell you that such kind words are one of the great 
inspirations which keeps us at work. Thanks a lot. 

Also,thanks again for the tip you gave me as to where to aim 
at the Treasurer. I followed instructions,scored a bulls—eye. I 
think that Miss King realizes,more fully than some others, that 
suitable material is not to be had for the asking. 

Unfortunately for me, the Editor didnt get me any reprints-- 
apparently a matter of paper supply. I received 25 full magazines, 
which is one quarter of what I asked for. I'll see what can be 
done, After all,you are listed as a Contributing Editor, should rate 
a few spare copies. 

I'm going to see if I can get reprints of the next thing I 
publish if I have to supply the paper myself. I think I have some 
paper mill connections where I could get a few spare sheets, 

I want to report that Red Pine has begun to grow,despite our 
‘| dizzying weather. Spring came on March 29, just about a month early. 

We had a week of very warm weather,which started many plants. Then 
came a whole series of below-freezing nights,some down to 25°, 
Caught many of thetress with their leaves half out, but did surpris- 
ingly little damage, It was all capped off last Friday night ,the 
27th,when all of New York above the 1000 foot line got a blamket of 
snow -- 6 inches of soft,wet snow. It bent,broke and uprooted many 
trees, My larches,being in full leaf,suffered considerably, I have 
never seen such a snowstorm, It seems queer,seeing the surface of 
the snow dotted with new,bright green aspen leaves. 

Red pine showed its first measurement on the 15th (Sunday) , 
apparently slowed down materially during the cold spell, The 3-tree 
average runs O -- 1,5 -- 2.4 -- 3.0. It will be interesting to 
see the species response to this unusual spring. At the moment, 
aspen is in almost full leaf,the ash looks to be in winter condition 
still,with little or no sign of leaves, Oak,too,is backward. 

Sincerely, 

we
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May 28,1945. 

Dear Professor :- 

The break in Red Pine Phenology is definite now. My records on the species 

(and I think yours will agree) indicate that it has a steep up-grade from the 

very start,tapers off at the end as the big terminal bud is formed. ; 

At Stephentown this year we had weather that was very much "off-pattern". 

Had some very nice days in the last of March,which caused the plant growth to 

start out carly--many species had started by April 1-4. Then came two weeks of 
cold,wet weather,then a snowstorm,more cold,another snowstorm. We havent had any 

really decent weather since,but apparently it got above the critical temperature, 

as you will see by the accompanying graph. I suspect that this change in pattern 

is due to air temperatures. last winters first snow came on November 17th,and it 
never went off. Consequently,we had no frost in the ground all winter. That would 

seem to rule out the frozen soil as a factor. 

Perhaps it will one day be possible to determine mathematically the place 

of the several factors in the start of plant growth. At least,we will soon be in 

a position to "rule out" a lot of hypothetical factors. 

It will be interesting to see whether the early start will mean an early 

end. If I am permitted a guess,I'll say that the growth curve will end in the 

normal way,and without too much displacement,giving us an abnormally long season- 

anywhere from 15-25 days too long. Growth curve should have started on April 30 

instead of about April 1. 

I'm also keeping count on one white spruce,one larch and one ash, 

As ever} 

Wwe. 
David B. Cook. 
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, September 4, 1946 

Mr. David B. Cook 
State Conservation Department 
Albany 7, New York 

Dear Dave: ' 

Here 1s the 1946 record on the three pines: 

2ete No.2 No. 2 Hoe 5 

Initial height 10# i2ta" ' 
Growth began 4/10 4/10 B20 

v2 13/4" 2m 1 3/4" 
5] 3: j é 
5/12 5 6 6 
5/19 io in nl 

ee 3 (1 1/8 ho 1,1/16) 2 1.3/8) Buds visible ei 
6/16 2 e 1/8) 29 26 {235 

29 27 3 1/8 32 30 (3 1/8) ht.growth complet 
8/26 a7 (4 3/4) 32 Ch 3/4) 30 (5") Needles complete 

Height now tet Lyega 1itg" 

: The trees are getting awkward to measure. I am agreeable to your going - 
ahead with the papers this completes our fourth year, ; 

How are you anyhow? Best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence to avoid delay). 

P.5. As you will note, there is a discrepancy of an inch or two between the 
initial hts., ht. now, and total growth. I did not try to correct this, 
thinking it best to give you my notes as recorded. ‘he error of course arises 
from the necessity of measuring by rods held against the top.
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September 25, 1946 

Mr. David B. Cook 
Supervising Forester 
Conservation Department 
Albany 7, New York 

Dear Daves 5 

1, too, have found my trees getting too tall 
to measure. I will await your action on the 
write-up. 

T hadn't heard about the transfer of Michigan 
game lands and cannot give you any inside 
atory. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold
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September 20,1946, 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison 6, 
Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor: 

0,0,is my face red. One of my many sins of omission comes back to 
haunt me. It's a long,sad story,but my measurements were not taken this 

year. After breaking the top out of one tree and almost breaking my neck 

falling out of a second,I decided to stop before it was too late. 

However,that sounds worse than it really is. As I remeber our data, 
I considered my figures adequate on the basis of three years. You wanted 

an additional year (1946) because of the abnormal weather of 1945. I think 

the present data will prove whatever can be proved. Just as soon as time 

permits, I'll work over the data and see what can be demonstrated thereby. 

I do remember that the curve produced by that crazy spring weather was 
abnormal. Fact is,I made up an outline for a note on just that one year, 
but never did get to writing the piece. That comes from having too many 

irons in the fire. 

As you will judge from the letterhead,I shifted jobs,effective August 1, 
so that I am no longer directly connected with Fish and Wildlife work. The 

new job will have to do with forest economics,an old love of mine and a field 
. that has been sadly neglected hereabouts. But I hope to keep up at least the 
majority of my old endeavors. Phenology will be one of them,and it needs a 

lot of working, too. 

In the latest issue of Forestry News there appears a note from Michigan 

to the effect that their game lands have been transferred to the foresters for 

administration and have been re-dedicated as State Forests. So far,we have been 
unable to find out any of the details -- and there must have been some choice 

ones -- behind this action. I would not bee too surprised to see it happen in 
New York within the next five years,maybe sooner. If there be any sub rosa 

information on the Michigan situation that isn't a state secret,we would like 
to know the reasoning behind the transfer. 

My congratulations on the new letterhead. Does the little cut depict the 
Steps to Parnassus? 

A 

avid B. Cook 

DBC/do Supervising Forester.



Jamary 5, 1948 

My. David B. Cook 
Conservation Department ; 
Albany 7, Now Yori 

Dear Daves 

I was wondering why I had not heard from you on , 
the pine phenology venture, but I guessed what 
your trouble was, and your letter now confirms 
the guess. 

T have no student at present who would be suitable 
to work up this material, bet I appreciate the 
generosity of this offer, I might some day work 
it up myself, in which case I will Let you Imow, 
Meanwhile, I will still hope that you will find 
time to go ahead with 1t, All of my data is in 
your hands. 

With personal rogaris, 

Alatpm Aldo Leopold 

Signed in ir. Leopold's 
absence to avoid delay.



Division OF LANDS ANDO Forests 

PERRY B.DURYEA 
Y RK Wittiam G.HOWARD, DirecTOR 
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ROBERT A. WELLS CONSERVATION} gfe DEPARTMENT 

auasens SEAGEARS 

ALBANY 7 

December 24, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor: 

Thanks very much for the reprints which you sent 
me recently. I have read them with interest and pass ed some 
of them along to those men who are specialists in the several 
fields. 

I particularly appreciated "A Phenological Record 
for Sauk and Dane Counties, Wisconsin, 1935-1945." This is a 
monumental piece of work and I want to offer my sincere con- 
gratulations. I have read it once but will want to go over it 
several times more,for there are many things there that inter- 

est me exceedingly. I do believe that there is a great deal to 
be learned in the field of Phenology and that the learning will 
be of great benefit to wildlife managers. I have always been 
particularly interested in the Phenology of wildlife foods and but 
never could get any help out of our outfit, to do the necessary 

field work. 

You will recall that we started out some years ago 
on a study of red pine. I came across some of the data the 
other day in my files. Due to the press of other work, it is 
very doubtful that I shall ever get a chance to work up my end 
of this data. If you have any ambitious student who would like 
to do it, I shall be glad to waive any claims which I have to 
the data and contribute whatever I can otherwise. Some day I 
am going to write up a brief note on the Phenology of that cur- 
ious spring we had in 1945, but that would not interfere with 
other uses of the same data. 

With the Season's best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

7 Cook, 
upervising Forester. 

DBC: te



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN , 

G COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON, WISCONSIN u 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT yo University Farm Place 

July 7, 1942 

‘ f f ae # 
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Mr. David B. Cook : Pie “ee 
New York State Conservation Department ce : } 

Albany, New York ; Ok ’ iy ay 

Dear Mr. Cook: ee = J 
7 Poh teS 

I thought this spring that I had invented a pretty ee a “ie 
good stunt in measuring the seasonal height growth of He tt ee 
some conifers. Soon after pluming myself on this new M a the 
idea, I received your reprint of the paper from Ecology, ee 
in which you do the same thing. Congratulations! oa 

In your graphs you present a comparison of the various 
species by separate years. Did you also assemble the 
record for an individual tree through a series of 
years? That is the way I have been assembling my data. 
If your data are amenable to such assembly, I thought 
after a year or two, I would send you mine, and we 

could get some comparisons. 

i Yours sincerely, ‘ 

Code lark 
—_—_ i 

Aldo Leopold gia 

Professor of Wildlife Management i
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July 13, 1942 

Professor Aldo Leopold, . ; 5 
University of Wisconsin, ; 
Madison, Wisconsin. : 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Thanks for your letter of July.7 about phenology. I lay 
no claims to originality, for Hank Baldwin, Joe Illick, and 
Barry Moore have previously labored in the vinyard and Rey 
Kienholz is still“at it. The Germans and the French know a 

a lot about their own species and climates and I doubt not that 
essential phenological facts are graven upon the inner walls 
of the pyremids.and perhaps on clay bricks in the ruins of Ur. 
Here in the United States we have not as yet eccumulated the: 
great mass of data needed to correctly analyze the problem. 
Until we do, all our findings must be tentative. 

Was 

The deta on woich my paper in ECOLOGY was based on a five- 
year series on a single tree of each species. The curves 
could easily be hooked together in a series. Whether the-age 
of a tree effects its periodicity of growth is something I do. ; 
not know, tho it might be well worth finding ov. a 

I have been working on phenology for a decade and more, 
; and have found out a few of the jokers to be expected. From 

the foresters viewpoint, the valuable timber trees are the 
ones to study. Red pine, white spruce, and hemlock have wide 
ranges, will grow on a variety of soils, appear to be relatively 
homogenious species and so are best to work on. It would be : 
very interesting to select two or perhaps three sites at com- 
parable elevations and on comparable soils, but in different 
climatic provinces, and run a series of measurements on the 

: periodicity of height growth in one species-perhaps red pine-- 
to see how they differ across the range. If you would be 
interested in trying such e study in 1943, I would be glad to 
be a party to it. Perhaps we could get Korstian to try the same 
series at his station in the higher Appalachiens. 

OVER



\ 
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I do not mean to neglect the hardwoods, but I have found " 

: them to be difficult to work with and subject to a great 

variety of hazards - frost, insects, deer and rabbits. 

I would appreciate an opportunity to look over any data 

that you gather. If I can be of any help, do not hesitate to 
call on me. 

Very truly yours, 

‘David B. Cook 
DBC: dre ' tae Game Research Investigator 

: * os Ee ee gy ne 2 mi
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July 27,1942. 

Prof.Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 
Madison,Visconsin. 

Dear Professor Leoplod: 

This will acknowledge your letter of July 17th. Your 
suggestion of a cooperative study is most welcome. I have long 
had hopes of some day getting some of the forestry profession 
stirred up about phenology. You may remember that the Northeastern 
Station started out with ea bang,way back in 1932 or earlier. The 
annual pops became increasingly feeble and finally lapsed into 
silence. They never did publich anything of importance on the 

; subject and now the Station itself has gone down the drainpipe. 
Phenologically,Re@,Pine eppears the be a homogenious species; 

should be a good one to work on. Its distribution covers the lake 
steates,thence to Pennsy and to Maine. I would suggest that we try 
to secure e couple or three more cooperators,perhaps one in Pennsy, 
one in western Maine (away from the coastal climate) and one in 
Minnesota,neer the western range of the species. When spring comes, 
each cooperator would measure a prevbously-located set of perhaps 
10 trees. By pooling the data,we might be able to present a picture 

of the difference in response to climatic variations--from cold 
and dry in Minnesota to warm and wet in Pennsy. If the idea appeals 
to you,and you think you can find a cooperator in Minnesota,I 
will try to interest some of the men in Pennsy and perheps in Maine. 

Commenting on your pencil sketch: I think that you will find 
thet the year-to-year fluctuations are wider than you have indiceted. 
For example,if we pool the date in Ecology22: 2685 with Journel of 
Forestry 39:956,we find that the period for red pine (rendom exanple) ! 
varied from 45 to 63,average 55.4. The spread between starting dates 
exceeds two weeks. While I agree thet the curves will have much the 
seme SHAPE from year to year,and much the same relation to other 
species,the ABSOLUTE differences are quite considerable. I have never 
investigated the question of needle length or of number of buds per 
terminal cluster--on any species. Might be a nice problem. 

One problem that your letter brings to mind is the relation of 
height growth to age. Sammy Spring taught me that trees grow slowly 
as seedlings,accellerate in youth,slow down and stagnate in old 
age. Maybe so,but just when,and why and how much. So far as I know, 
no American has ever followed the course of growth in any tree over



\ 
o's. 

any considerable period. (Of course,the Germans learned all such 
simple things about their species two centuries ago). In fact,here in New 
York,I dont know of very many young stands or plantations that have ' 
been properly thinned. In un thinned plantations,the over-dense 
stands promptly stagnate,which is not e normal situation. I believe 
that reliable measurement of current annual increment over a long 
period on even e few trees would be most interesting,especially if 
the trees were well-placed dominants of intolerant species. I have 
a 30-year series on a small red spruce,but that tree grew in vartial 
shade--still does. 

“This letter begins to look like whet my good friend Bill Hemilton 
calls ea “mesters thesis",his idea of the ultimate low. So I'il 
desist. ‘ 

If you would care to try & vetihwee in the phenology of Red Pine, 
I'll circulerize some of my friends and see what can be done here. 

Sincerely, ‘ 

DBC/do © 
David B. Cook.



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

4 COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT GF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT ; yale University Farm Place 
faly 17, 1942», test 

, She dae 

Mr. David B. Cook 
State Conservation Department 

‘ Albany, New York ; 

Dear Cook: 4 

Thanks for your interesting comment. You have 

evidently penetrated the literature much further 
than I, so I suggest you give me my assignment 

in future measurements of individual trees rather 
than vice versa. 

Yes, I agree about the difficulty in the i 
hardwoods. 

My individual’ tree data have just started, but 
I enclose a sketch showing what I think they will 
eventually look like. 

With best regards, i 

—_—_————a 

Aldo Leopold
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

May 20, 1943 

Mr. David Cook 
State Conservation Department 
Albany, New York 

Dear Dave: 

Thanks for your very explicit and convincing 
letter. I have already gone ahead and can 
continue at my operations exactly in accordance 

with your specifications. 

I am already keeping and have kept for four or 
five years a large comparative phenology on 
other species, and these records can be used 
when the time comes. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



July 28, 1943 

1943 Growth Phenology of 3 Norway Pines, Sauk County, Wisconsin 

(In cooperation with David B. Cook) 

. (A) Previous History 

Tree I Tree II Tree III Remarks 

Ht. growth in 1942 16" 19" ye 

1941 12 133 98 

1gyo 8 8 2S 

a a gue" 50" 60" yom 

ond of 1942" 1 6 6 
(B) Growth History, 1943 

May 31 11¢ 13" 13" needles barely 

June 5 13% 16 3/4 15 needles }" long 

June 14 17 21 3/4 183 buds visible, 

June 17 18 au 194 

June 26 193 (needles 3") 27% (needles 23") 21% (needles 2 3/4") 

July 5 194 (needles 34 27s = (needles 33) 22 (needles 33) 

July 9 19% (needles 33) 27s (needles 3 3/4) 22 (needles 33) 

July 25 19 3/4 (needles 3) 27 3/4 (needles 3 3/4) 22% (needles 43) buds elongated 

" (C) Growth in Per Cent, 1943 

May 31 57 47 52 

June 5 67 61 67 

June 14 86 18 83 

June 17 91 87 88 

June 26 99 99 97 

July 5 99 9 99 

July 9 99 99 99 

July 25 100 100 f 100
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: August 16,1943. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, ina ent 
42h University Farm Place, 

Madison,;Wisconsin.. 46 pfooy 1, ! 

Dear Professor: geftet fs ' 7 Ef ag at 

I am decidedly tardy in replying to your letter of July 18th. 
Will. have, “este e it. on, fieldwork and, time.spent, trying to pry 
nominating pet itioas out ofthe members ofthe SeAsPeon 9.) 

reatecetot « ot evawl hyet testeetoTt Bg sono 2 i 3 
The data on red paine are most interesting. The fidelity with 

which the curves for Madison and Stephentown follow each other tends 
to confirm the idea that the pattern of growth curves (at least for 
softwoods) is a specific constant..Too bad we couldn't have had data 
from Pennsylvania,too. ’ 

I would attach relatively little significance to differences in 
anount of growth. My specimens were small trees alnog the windward 
edge of a plantation where the dominant trees average 20 feet. They were 
the only ones small enough for;convenient measurement. However, the 
site is too wellewatered for typical red pine site,was originally 
Hemlock-Hard Maple. Red pine has a c.a.i. of 20 inches,usually. 

Without more data,I would not hazard a guess as to why your 
i trees were 10 days earlier than mine. The season here has been very 

backward,as has yours. The climates are about the same,modified 
continental here being only slightly different from your unmodified 
continental. Latitude of Stephentown is 42° 30' plus,while yours 
approximates 43° -- not much difference there. Current rainfall seems 
to make little difference,for the pines grow with food stored from the 
provious year. That reduces the possible factors pretty sharply,leaves 
only current temperatures. Weather station records have their 
limitations. I have tried summing excess temperatures over 42° and 
many another dizzy trick,but never could get a correlation; 
differences sometimes as wide as 1000%. I have a thorbly unscientific 
hunch thet the governing factor determining the onset of terminal 
growth is light,as controlled by the length of day. The minor 
fluctuations may be due to local combinations of temperature, both 
soil and air. There is a wide-open field here for some bright young 
forester. : 

=



Would you,when opportunity offers,abstract from the Madison 
weather station records the daily temperature and daily precipitation 
records from April 1 to July 10,1943 ? I will set the same data 
from Pittsfield and we can then compare the current weathers and 
perhaps find out why there is a 10-day difference. It might be worth 
while to transcribe the data‘on amount of sunlight during this 
period, provided the station takes such data. Also,what is the 
elevation at Madison?? 

I am well pleased with the success of this cooperativeventure. 
Perhaps,next year,it can be expanded to cover some additional —__ 
territory,answer more qu«stions. ee ee. eee 

208i Ts LB ISVI 

Any time you get into York State,I would be more’ than pleased 
to show you my baliwick on the Rensselaer Grit Plateau. It is an 
interesting little area,almost a biological island and“it is°an 
ideal setting for production forestry. Spe tle spt 

It would we pete te the correspondence’ that sont 20" Ab Set T- 
interesting problems presented by the field of wilald managment, 
& man whi is once a forester tends always to be a forester, 

- ae ; a sa 7 * - : — ““ ws 

teh Bsd svad t'abivoo 5 Stncerély; o£ ! roe a 8 [ (eboows* 
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UNIVERSITY oe WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

5 
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

April 17, 1944 

Mr. David B. Cook eB Y 
Conservation Department 
Albany 7, New York } 

Dear Dave: ee) 

; I have taken it for granted that we would repeat ‘er 
the red pine phenology for this year, and for a 
number of years to come, and I am glad that 
you will be able to do the same , at least this 
year. 

So far, after an excessively mild winter, our 

spring is behind last spring, which in turn was 
late. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ricky hecpolef 
Se 

Aldo Leopold



3 : UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
) MADISON, WISCONSIN 

5 
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

April 21, 194 

Mr. David B. Cook 
Conservation Department 
Albany, New York 

Dear Mr. Cook: 

I think we are on your mailing list to recéive your reprints, but 
Professor Leopold wants to make sure that he gets a reprint of 
your paper, "The ecological relationships of red fox food in 
eastern New York", (Ecology 25:1:91-104, Jan. 1944) 4f they are a 
available. ! BY 7 pm pe 

. Ns Yours sincerely, / 9 

aw Alice Harper i 
x Av Secy. to Mr. Leopold 

Cor



\ 

April 2h,19bh. | A 

Professor Aldo Leopold, Ce oe 
Department of Wildlife Managment, hee 
University of Wisconsin, \ 
Madison,Wisconsin. \ 

\ 
Dear Professor Leopold: f 

Thanks for your lettez of April 17th. We will consider 
the pine hhenology as a permanent fixture until such time as 
circumstances terminate it. I plan to measure the same three trees 
that I used last year. As I no longer plant red pine,I cannot 
readily shift to younger and handier trees. 

I am also planning to measure Japanese Larch this year. 
I have two in my yard here at home,on aeolian sand et 300 feet. 
These can be paired with trees at the forest,on stony loam at 
1400 feet. If you have a couple of Jap Larch hendy,we might ada 
a third ststion. 

We have had @ very long winterjit began on November 20,with 
18 inehes of snow,and is still here. There heve been some cold 
weather, too. 

Do you plan to attend the AAAS meeting at Cleveland in 
September? I would like to go,but Gov. Dewey put a stop to all 
such travel a year ago,making us attend on our own time and at 
our own expense. We are agitating for some relaxation in the order, 
but have but little hope of success. 

Sincerely, 

David B. Cook. 

pBo{*



P UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
ome 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

April 28, 1944 

oy 

| 
\ 

| 
ae VANE 

Mr. David B. Cook 
Conservation Department 
Albany 7, New York 

} Dear Dave: 

I have no Japanese larch that I could measure, 
but will go ahead with my three pines as usual. 
Jackpine buds started to elongate about April 20 
as last year, but there is no noticeable elongation 
as yet in the other species. 

Yours as ever, 

_————— 

Aldo Leopold 

mi. h



May i g ’ LOA. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Madison,Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor: 

Just a line to let you know that my red pine measurements have 
started. The terminal buds were slightly swollen on April 30, 
measured 4 - 3/h inches on the 7th of May, 24-24-3 inches yesterday. 

I have three Jack Pine on the forest, out they are so far out of 
their range here in New York,and the site is so definitely NOT a 
normal one,that I feel they should not be used, I am measuring two 
Jap larch here at Albany,some more at Stephentown. Distance between 
atations 18 miles. Difference in slevation 900 feet, 

As a check against our red pine,would you observe the date on 
which the common old lilacs (no improved variety) comes into full 
bloom. Seems like a hard thing to determine what is"full bloom" but 
it really is quite conspicuous. 

As ever, ; 

David B. Cook 
pBc/*



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

5 
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY M PLACE 

May "25, Idi 

Yoo. er 
| RECEIVED 
i 

} MAY 27 1944 
i 

Mr. David B. Cook i Ue rt 
Conservation Department BUREAU OF GAME | 
Albany 7, New York a 

Dear Dave: 

The red pines in our project started to elongate their buds 

April 27, which is nearly identical with your April 30, and 

the candles on May 20 were all between 6" and éhe long. On 

May 7 they were, like yours, exactly 24" long. 

Common lilac opened its first petals only 200 yards from these 

pines on May 19 this year. I did not get there for the opening 

last year, tut they opened at Madison last year on May 22, which 

is not more than three days earlier than the shack. This, 

however, is not full bloom in the sense of every flower being 

open. This comes about five days later. Lilacs were in full 
bloom in the later sense on May 23 this year. 

I have an almost complete phenology which I take anyhow, and which 

we can use for comparison when the time comes. 

I am also measuring two jackpines, one Norway pine, and 5 whites, 

in addition to the 3 Norways in our project. 

With best regards, 

ain, 

Aldo Leopold



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
4 MADISON, WISCONSIN 

iN 5 

Oy DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

duly 11, 1944 

Mr. David B. Cook 
N. Y. Conservation Department 
Albany 7, New York 

Dear Dave: 

My pines quit growing between July 1 and July 5, 
but the terminal bud elongation is still to come. 
I will be glad to add my data to your graph in the 
usual manner at your convenience. 

With best regards, 

(tts hecpatd ea 
ic | RECEIVED | 

Aldo Leopold j 

JUL 13 1944 | 

pA RAE | REA DIET Et 
(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence to avoid delay BU U OF GAN cats



July 13, 1944 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor: 

Thanks for your letter of July 1l. 

Attached is a rough draft (not to my usual scale) of the 
growth of red pines at Stephentown. Perhaps the acceleration 
indicated between May 28 and June 4 was caused by increased 

temperature, the spring up to that time having been definitely 
cold. 

A period of 46 days is short. Of the 6 years records 
on which I navé published, only 1933 is shorter (45 days), 
the average of the 6 years being 55 days. The thought occurs 
to me that perhaps this short period may be associated with the 
affects of an exceptionally cold winter. The winter 1933-34 
produced a growth period of 48 days; that of 1943~44 of 46 days. 
I don't remember what factor in the winter of 1932-33 may have 
been responsible for the 45-day period. 

However, in this particular case we are interested in the 
difference between Madison, Wisconsin and Stephentowg, New York 
in the same winter. It looks as though your growth curve would 
pe a little longer than mine for 1944. 

If you will send me your current data, I will be glad to 
work it up. The similarities between the growth curves for 
Weadison and Stephentown are more conspicuous and important than 
the relatively mbnor differences. Perheps an interim report 
based on two sets of curves might be worth preparing, for either 
Science or the Journal of Forestry. if you agree, I'll be glad 
to worse it up and send you a rough draft of the manuscript as 
soon as I ean get a breathing spell. 

Sincerely, 

David B. Cook, Goordinator 
Pittman-Robertson Program 

DBC/mb



July 20,1943, 

Profesaor Aldo Leopold, : 
University of vieconsin, fs : : 
Vadison,’iseonsin, : ‘ S 

bear Professor Leopold: 

The collection of field deta on the 1943 growth of ved Pine at Stephentom, 
New York has been completed,despite some interference from gasoline rat ioning 

: and inclement weather. I am inclosing herewith transeript of the date, together 
with a graph,which is set up according to the system I have been using for the 
past decade, F 4 ; 

You vill note that the growth for 1943 (based on the average of three trees) 
ie quite comparable with the reeords of previous years for this ae 
lends additional, eae to statmonts based upon it. Growth begen on a, 
terminated on 4 @ growth period of 56 days. If we average the date” 

for the years 1993«57,1940,0on which I have elroady published,and 1943, (giving fie 
ue a eyoar basis) we find that the 1043 start is 6 days ar ee within 
the average is minus 8 days,plus 7),the finish 9 daye ( minus 12,plus 9) 
for a period of 2 days longer then averege (minus 11,plus 7). This is the 
next+to-latest start (1036 was a day later),absolutely the latest stop. Yet 

Z the period is very close to average. All of which sums up to the simple atatenent 
that the season was @ wook lmater then the average of the past decade, 

The specimen trees are normal,hoal thy individual s,all growing close together 
and all subject to the same ecological influences. The height growth of 1822 
inehes is what we expect in normal growlng years. You will note that the growth 
curves have a Gecided hook between 95 and 100 percent,which does not appear in 

someof my earlier graphs. This is due to the growth,rather slow,of the big 
terminal bud. Thie bud does not become conspicukously large until the trees 
are bout ten years old. Ite presence does not conspicuously effect the results, 

If your data is completed,perhaps it would be vorth while to compare the 

two sets, I have the feeling that,uwhile such a study is of very limited 
applicebility,i¢t might be wrth wrking up. we have so little basic data on 
the phenology of tree growth that even these little bits may be helpful. 
De you want to aseume the job of compiling the two sets,or do you want me to 

do it? 

Sincerely, 

David B, Cook. 

DBC/ao 
2 inc.



Growth in Pereent, 

Phenology of Three Red Pine Trees,Stephentown,New York. ~ 
Tree No. 

I II tir 
May 16 5.5 5.0 4.5 

23 13.7 15.0 13.6 
SO BT 878K BBA 

June 13 67,1 67.5 70.5 

27 97,35 95.0 96.6 
@aly 4 98,6 98.8 97,7 : : : 

i1=—-:00,0 100,0 100.0 . 

sietehte of trees YB teh 
Se It 9 feet pi uae 

ae III 23 feet :



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
ee ee 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 
424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

~~ daly, 22, 1944 
To we oS Ee | 

Mr. David B. Cook 1 Ree \ 
Conservation Department } A 40 1 
Albany 7, New York JUL 2 4 \ 

Dear Dave: \ arait OF @ANE 
BUR ve er 

I am glad to hear your results and transmit my eure as follows: 

New Growth, 1944 

(Figures in parentheses are needle lengths) 

Date Tree 1 Tree 2 free 3 Remarks 

May 7 a3" a3" an Growth started about 
April 25 

May 1303 3 3/4 5 

May 20 64. os 6 . 

May 29 13 3/8 we 12 1/8 

June 2 18 (1%) 1g" (1") 16% (1 3/8) 

Jane 14% 233 (2%) ake (14) 21 (2 3/8) Prolepsis on No. 3. 
All trees show buds. 

June 1725" aT 23" 

daly 1 26" (3t) 6 buds 31" (3 5/8) 7 mds 23" (42) 5 buds 

Jaly 5 26 (34) 313 (3 3/4) 23% (4d) 

July 16 26 (4) 315 (4) ah (5) 

My growing period was, as you will see from the figures, between 4O and 45 days. 

Last winter was exceptionally warm and dry, and many exposed pines were killed or 
injured by windburn. In looking over thousands of trees, it was clear that the 
total growth this year was rather poor compared with other years, after making 
due allowance for the acceleration one expects in new trees. I think the dry 
winter accounts for this. 

I have no objection to an interim report, but I would prefer at least three years' 
data. If our main point is the comparative phenology of two localities, the 
difference during two years might well be the result of chance. 

Yours sincerely, 

Cede leopdlel 
—____———__, 

Aldo Leopold 
P.S. I am assuming that I may keep your 

curves. If I am mistaken, please let 
me know, and I will return them.



July 24h, 19hh 

Professor Aldo Leppold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
42h University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 5, Wisconsin i 

Dear Professor: 

This will acknowledge your letter of July 22. I egree that 
two years is a pretty short period on which to base comparisons. 
Suppose we hold off even a very informal report until we have a 
third years' records, 

You are entirely welcome to that very crude set of graphs. 
However, when I have a few moments of spare time I'll get out a 

: set ( including both your curves and mine) on the regular chart 
P size which I have found to be most suitable--that is, on 10-to- 

? the-inch graph paper. 

In contrast to your warm dry winter, we had an exceptionally 
cold one with lows approximating -20 degrees. That was cold 
enough to kill any tender species. Besides this, we had a three- 
day cold spell in mi@sspring which did a great deal of damage to 
some of the early-leafing hardwoods. Of course, such frosts do not 
injure the pines, but may cause a dip in the curves. 

Sincerely, 

David B. Cook, Coordinator 
Pittman-Robertson Program 

DBC/mb



7 *» 

July 6, 1944 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Ferm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor: 

2s , The from you concerhing the published literature 
on Pine Grosbeak damage was most helpful. We shall incorporate 
@ paragraph covering these published accounts. 

As predicted, my red pines stopped growing before the 
fourth of July; in fact they appear to have ceased sometime 
between June 22 and 25 at which time they began forming i 
terminal buds. However, the slight extension at the time 
of formation of such a big terminal bud as red pine actually 
has is a part of the net increment. 

i As soon as I can clean up some of my administrative 
chores (chiefly quarterly reports) I will send you a graph 
of this years growth. I am fortunate in having a U. 8S. 
Weather Station only three miles away now. Always in 
previous years I have had to depend on other stations over 
the hills in Massachusetts. 

As ever, 

David B. Cook, Coordinator 
Pittman-Robertson Program 

DBC/mb
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

6 
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

July 28, 1943 

Mr. David B. Cook 
State Conservation Department 
Albany, New York 

Dear Dave: 

I was surprised to find that,despite this being a 
late year, my trees were easily a week ahead of yours. 
They are plotted in red on your graph, which is 
returned herewith. A data sheet is attached. 

I did not make my first measurement until May 31, 
when half the growth had already taken place, but 
I was measuring half a dozen other pines, both Norway 
and white, on some of which an inch of growth had 
taken place by May 1, and on all of which May 8 
showed from one to two inches of growth; hence, 

I have plotted the curves as starting on May 1. 

Your trees are larger than mine, and the average 

total growth is less. This makes me anxious to see 

your site conditions sometime. 

Please let me know if there is any confusion 
about the data or the interpretation. 

With best regards, 

ahcle 

Aldo Leopold



wM sobaarsumona ge CL Wisco oune.rivamae Seeman 
Q gute Dy, ALDO LEOPOLD 

JAS. A. CORCORAN, WEBSTER os a SO “p 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 
O/ i NY) ¥z MADISON 

YorSRICHINSEN, Augusta hy JOHN ©. MORELAND, HaYwarD 
CONSERVATION \ WZ COMMISSION 

Jamary 8, 1945 

Mr. David Cook 
New York State Conservation Department 
Albany 7, New York 

Dear Dave: 

Thanks for your very explicit and illuminating commentary. 
It exactly answers what I was trying to establish: that a 

publicity man can be expected to produce something beside 

newspaper clippings. 

Yes, I am looking forward to spring phenology recordings. 
We are having a good winter for pines with deep snow and 
unfrozen ground beneath. May 1 ought to see a real sprint. 

I hope to see you in New York. 

: Yours as ever, £ 

Ckde 2 
Aldo Leopold 

P.S. You may be assured that I will safeguard the source 
of my information.



March 6,1945. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor: 

In the current issue (January,1945) of ECOLOGY appears an article 
"Root growth of Jack pine on several sites in the Cloquet forest,Minnesota", 
by Clemens M. Kaufman. I was much interested in his data on root and on 
leader growth,so took the trouble to re-figure the data on Stand 4 for 1942. 
Kaufman's chart appears on page 21. In figuring this chart,Kaufman's data 
show a growth curve for leaders beginning about April 18 and running thru 
to July 28,for a total period of 101 days. ' 

Bven considering that there may be some individual differences between 
one tree and another,I cannot understand how he found such s long period. 
This ie not a critisizm of Kaufman,but merely a wonder on my part as to 
"how come". My record for 1940 (Journal of Forestry) on Jack pine shows a 
short period-59 days -- and most workers agree that the hard pines make a 
quick spurt in spring,on the basis of stored food, Except for climate and 
soil,our plentations under study compare well,five years from 2-0 stock. 

: I wonder if the shorter growing season (about 90 days as compared with 
140) and the scanty rainfall (26 inches as against 42) inake the difference 
in the shape of the growth curve. Also,I wonder if you could get someone on 
the Cloquet to join us in the Red Pine experiment. I dont believe you and I 
ere going to find any great difference between our records. We shouldn't, 
inasmch as our stations are almost identical,except for longitude. If we can 
getb the boys on the Clomet in on this,even if we have to start a new one, 
we may find something. 

As ever, 

David Be Cook. 

DBC/ao



’ UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

MADISON 5S, WISCONSIN 

March 8, 1945 

Mr. David B. Cook 
State Conservation Department 
Albany 7, New York \ 

Dear Dave: 

I have watched lots of jackpines and am inclined to think 
that Kaufman's growth period may not be too long for certain 
particular,years. Jackpine buds certainly begin to elongate 
before any other species, my own records showing April 25 
for both 1944 and 1943. If '42 was an early year, Kaufman's 
April 18 would be not impossible. 

In certain years, jackpine in this region grows twice and 
this may account for the 101 days. 

I don't know the present group at Cloquet, but I would 
welcome their participation in the red pine phenology. I 
happen to have a rush season, and wonder if you could take 
it up with them. If not convenient for you to do so, 

let me know, and I will do my best. 

2 Yours sincerely, 

Rede 
———y 

; Aldo Leopold



Mareh 12,1945. 

Dear Professor: 

Thanks for yours of the 8th,concerning phenology. It just 
hadn't occurred to me that the multi-nodal pines might have a 

tricky growth curve. Kaufman's data do not show this plainly, 
probably because there are too few spots on the curve. I havent 
had much experience with that sort of growth. On some of our light 
sands lneyriune. tar example) Pinus rigida will produce two nodes, 

apparently induced by a mid-summer drought period. At Stephentown 
we dont have this phenomenon--atmospheric and soil moisture seem 
to be adequate thruout the growing season. Result,my P.rigida and 
P,banksiana are uni-nodal as far as their growth period is concerned, 

I wonder what the actual growing time is--100 days less how 
much of a rest? Guess I'll never know. Had some scheme worked out 
on Pitch Pine some time ago,but never got around to do the work. 

I am a bit hesitent about cetting mixed up,officially,with 
the USFS. The men who do their research usually have to submit 
all their ideas and plans to the Director. That means that the 
Forest Service would have s proprietary interest in any such data. 
Maybe the Lake States men are more liberal-minded than those in 
the old Northeastern station used to be. With me its "onee burned, 
twice shy". Guess we better continue the red pine study on the } 
present basis. It could and should be expanded after the war. In 

: fact,the whole phenology business needs to be put on a sound,regional 
basis,if we are ever to get anywhere with it. That would require 
sponsorship from some regional or national organization. We'll have 

i to get along as best we can for the duration. 

As ever, 

David B. Cook. 

Doe/do 

)



XXX XXXKKXKAKALAEXKELE 

§ Katherine Road 
Albany 5,New York. 
March 11,1945. 

Dear Professor: 

I. would appreciate a bit of confidential information from 
you on @ very delicate subject -- money. 

After considerable labor,i have finally finished and read 
the galley proof on an article on the White-tailed Deer for the 
Audubon Negazine. In galley,it rune 54 colum-inches,or about 
three and a half printed pages. I hope that,after it is published, 
at least some of my professional associates will continue to 
speak to me. 

This ie my first venture into the "popular" field, I know 
that yeu heve been a frequent contributor to that field and te 
the Audubon Magazine,so you know the ropes, My paper wae written 
at Mies King's request. However,the Audubon Society dees not 
enjoy the best reputation for open-handednecs. 

I would very much appreciate your guess as to what such a 
paper ehovld bring the author. Any such guess would,of course, be 
strictly confidential. I need some background here,for they have 
asked for two more papere,even before the first one appears. I 
would like to know what I may be getting myself in for. 

Sincerely, | 

David B. Cook 

DBC/do



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

MADISON 5, WISCONSIN 

March 16, 1945 

Mr. David B. Cook 
5 Katherine Drive 
Albany, New York 

Dear Dave: 

The only thing I can tell you is that I used to have a standing 
arrangement with Audubon Society for papers at $50 each. 

Beyond that I don't know a thing except that I remember 
@ recent decision by the Board of Directors that it would 
be their policy to compensate authors in order to get good 
ones. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

P.S. The year when my jackpines made two growths, I 
was not yet keeping phenology data; and hence am guessing 
as to the interval between the two growth periods. On 
the basis of pure guess, it would be a week or ten days.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

MADISON 5, WISCONSIN 

May 10, 1945 

David B. Cook 
5 Katherine Road 
Albany 5, New York 

Dear Dave: 

Both Norway pine and White pine started to elongate here on 
April 5 instead of the usual April 25. Both were flattened 
out by the April cold spell, but have now resumed. It will 
make an interesting year. 

Thanks very much for the extra copy of the deer paper. Don't 
give me more than my share of your limited supply. 

With personal regards, 

Gedo _ 
Aldo Leopold



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT May 31, 1945 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

MADISON 5, WISCONSIN 

Mr. David B. Cook 
Conservation Department 
Albany 7, New York 

Dear Dave: 

My Norways acted exactly like yours and our weather 
did too. The growth curve came within an ace of 
crossing last years growth curve. I will send you 
my data when the growth is over. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold



) 4 es 

May 28,1945. 

Deer Professor: 

The break in Red Pine Phenology is definite now. My records on the species 
(and I think yours will agree) indicate that it has a steep up-crade from the 

very start,tapers off at the end as the big terminal bud is formed. 

At Stephentown this year we had weather that was very much "off~pattern”. 
Had some very nice days in the last of March,which ¢aused the plant growth to 
start out carly--many species had started by April 1-4. Then came tvo weeks of 
cold,ret weather,then a snovstorm,more cold,another snowstorm. ve havent had any 
really decent weather since,but apparently it got above the critical tenperature, 
as you will see by the accompanying graph. I suspect that this change in pattern 

is due to air temperatures. last winters first snow eame on November 17th,and it 
never vent off. Consequently,ve had no frost in the ground all winter. That wuld 
seem to rule out the frozen soil as a factor. 

Perhaps it will one day be possible to determine mathematically the place 
of the seversl factors in the start of plant growth. At least,we will soon be in 
a position to "rule out" a lot of hypothetical factors, 

It will be interesting to see whether the early stert will mean an early 

end. If I am permitted a guess,I"ll say that the growth curve will end in the 

normal way,and without too much displacement,civing us an abnormally long season- 

anywhere from 15-25 days too long. Growth curve should have started on April 30 

instead of about April 1. 

I'm also keeping count on one white sprues,one larch and one ash. 

As ever) 

David B, Cook. 

DBC/ao 
ine.



2 UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

MADISON 5, WISCONSIN 

Dec, 28, 1945 

Mr. David Cook 
State Conservation Department 

Albany 7, New York 

Dear Mr, Cook: 

Prof. Aldo Leopold and I are attempting to map the known deer 
irruptions in the United States, and , knowing that you are 
familiar with the history of the deer in your state, I am seeking 

your co-operation, 

I am sending you a map of your state, Would you kindly plot 

the deer irruptions that are known to you and return it tom 
me at your earliest convenience, I suggest that map as"irruptive" 

those areas where either the deer or the browse plants haveb 
been injured by overstocking. 

In order that you may know our concept of a deer irruption I 
am sending you a copy of itr. Leopold's paper entitled "Deer 
Irruptions", 

Sincerely yours, 

Lyle K, Sowls



1? 

December 28,1945, 

Lyle K. Souls, 
424 University Ferm Pleee 
Medison S,¥ieconsin. : 

Dear Mr. Sowle: 

My compliments to you end to Prof. Leopold on your attempt to get an over-all 
picture of deer irruptions. In wildlife vork,we heve en unhappy tandency to think 

that our present troubles are both local and unique. A good report from a birds-sye 

view ia alveys helpful in maintaining a proper perspective. More power to you. 

As you may know, the Adirondacks of New York ere now,always heve been,pretty 

wild. There are many areas that ere,by any meamre, inaccessible. In this inaccessible 
central core,"irruption” is no new story. In 1895 there were extensive reports of 

dead deer thruout the territory, following a couple of herd winters, As we now see it, 

these deaths wore dus to the combination of heavy,vnerusted esnew ani a reduction of 
browse in the ;inter concentration areas. (OFF THE RECORD) a combination of circumstances, — 

perhaps a degire not to see coupled with a dependence for information on those who 

didnt kmow that or how to look for,maintained the idea that the Adirondack herd was 
OK, Occasional factual reports indicating otherwise were soft-pedeled. Tm years ago 

a first-cless deer men got into the field at the right time,found starvation rampant. 

end wide-spread. all the central Adirondack situation chronie. (NO QUOTES ON ABOVE). 

in Allegany Stete Park,no hunting hed been allowed,the park having been established 

before the deer became common. That situation is tied to the Allegheny National Forest, 

which adjoins it on the south,in Penney. The NF hit ite peak aout 1935. The park vent 

up until 1939~40,vhen about 500 deer died on the area. That brought the herd down a 

little,but not enough, They had a very limited open season ém 1/3 the park in 1944, 

took only 170 where they should heve taken 600. Nomeason this year;trouble can ba 

expected to continue. See Journal of Wildlife Masagoment 6(4):27-30. Remember thet 

Shadle is a super=protectionist and you will cet some idea of how bad the situation was. 

Bear Mountain is another State Park,wuch comslicated by surrounding holdings of 

rich New Yorkers (especially the Harrimans) who keep their places posted. Deer becans 

so numerous thet by 1931 it was impossible to establish coniferous plantations --they 

were eaten as fast ag planted. Mortailty in winter has been heavy,but the park 

authorities do their best to hush it up. They want a heavy sumer population as @ 

"visitor attraction” ,apparently dont give a dam ebout how many starve during the winter 

so long ae the paying customers cont know about it end so have their sensibilities 

offended.



v. 

Suffolk couly nee hed trouble sinee’S2-S4,xhen there was considerable mortality 
even in a soe there is relatively little snow. They got to doing damge to 
garden erops,for this is a great truck ané potato section, Previously the herd ws 
centered south of the turupike,but the last 5-6 years they have botled over to the 
north. Seems incredible; a deer irruption IN THEXWILD almost within sight of Manhatten's 
skylins. : 

Ontario-Steuben, This srea is not well~defined,but is simply the center of a very 
heavy deer population. Damage to ¢rops and to browse. Deer get in trouble because of 
their habit of wintering on south slopes (Ji 6(4):287~291), I am not sure whether this 
area actually "irrupted". This,like the George Reserve,is a case where the firemen arrived in time, But you'll get some idea of the gravity of the situation when I teli you that 
we had a a@0¢ season in Steuben county in 1¢4l,another (eovering much of the State) in 
1943 end a buck~or-doe season in 1944, I have heard reports that,in 1944,80 does wore 
taken fron a relatively small area in the vicinity of Honceye Lake. No doe season this 
year,so the situation will worsen again before long. 

Of course,ne do have minor cases of deck mortelity in wirter,even where it 
cannot. properly be called an irruption. Thruout the ehole of eentral New York the 
ace% population is so high thet‘one good breeding year -- that is,exeeptionally good-- 
followed by an excepticnally hard vinter,particularly with heavy snow,may tip the 
applecert. That heppens in the Adirondacks all the time,but nobody is there to see it. 

i have written this to you as I would to Prof.leopold. It is the bast infomation 
I ean give you,and I think you will agree that I have pulled no punches, This Is not 
a nice problem,has many unhappy public-relations engies. Now,eome things thet 1 went 
you to do,or abstain from, Dont quote me, Forget where you got the information, If 

: you w act more,write te Clayton B. Seageara,Supt. of Conservation Education (See. the 
letterhead). Have Prof. Leopold do it,so that it wild be official. It may be against 
Departmental policy te broadcast sone of the materiel I have givan you. Not kmoving 
your paLhan Uae Dimes? Gon Gals oeaee ahah det ua aah’ to éo with the deta, 

: if I cen help you further,dont hesitate to write. 

, Sincerely. 

: David B, Cook. 

DBG/ae



424 University Farm Pl. 
Madison, Wisconsin 
January 5th, 1945 

Mr. David B. Cook 
' State ot New York 
Conservation Department 
Albany 7, Néw York 

Dear Mr. Cook: 

: Thank you very mucn for your letter of December 28 
in regard to tne deer situation in New York, Prof. 
Leopold and I had suspected that reports from many 
areas nad been "soft pedaled" as you so appropriately 

i put it. 

Tne material I nave collected will be in Prof. Leopold's 
files and any publication will probably be by him. 
We discussed your letter and I am sure that ne is 
fully aware of your concern over being quoted and 

your Wishes will be fully adnered to, 

'May see you at the Wildlite Conference in March. 

Sincerely yours, 

te K. Sowls



“ ‘iy f UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN i 

Nhe COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE ‘i 

January 25, 1946 MADISON 5, WISCONSIN 

Mr. David B, Cook 
State Conservation Dept. 
Albany 7, New York 

Dear Dave: 

Here are the growth measurements for 195: 

Tree No. 1 Tree No. 2 Tree No. 3 

Initial height & feet 10 feet 7 feet 
April 5 elongation elongation elongation 

April 8 au au 1 1/e" 
April 12 31/2" 2 3/4" ‘ 3 1/2" 
April 22 3 3/4" 3 3/4u 3 3/4" Pruned off 

double tip #3 
May 5 5M 5 ve" 4 3/ ue 

May 18 6 1/2" Tan 6 i/ku 
June 4 13 1/2" 14H 12 1/2" 
June 16 20" (1 5/8) 19 1/2 (1 1/2) Ly, Tea h2) 
June 28 24 1/2" (2 5/8) 26 1/2"(2 1/2) 22 1/2 (2 1/8) 
July 3 i (2 7/8) ro a fe sy 
July 9 24 3/4" (3") 26 ens ys) 23 ae (38> 3/e) 

The figures in parentheses are needle lengths on the new leaders. 

1946 buds became visible on June 15. I neglected to count them but. 

will do so before 1946: growth begins. 

It was a poor growth year, perhaps because of the very cold May and 
June. The curves dip below the previous ones. 

I think another year to show return to normal accelerations would 
be advisable. re 

Yours as ever, 

——_-———~, 

AL: gb



January 28,1946. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place . 
‘Madison 5,Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor: > 

Yours of the 25th cane in due course. The phenological data are 
most interesting. Have not yet had opportunity to plot it or to compare 
with previous years,but the pattern looks much like Stephentown for 
1945. Growth started a month too early,was penalized for beating the 
gun by a long period of slow development,finally finished at about the 
right time. The period is abnormally long but the gross increment is 
not too far from normal. 

: Pines are supposed to accumulate a reserve of stored food during 
the Ssummer,to use it in producing the next years growth. It looks as 
though they had just so much growing energy,which they expended as a 
rapidly as the weather would permit. Unseasonable cold retards the ; 
curve but does not materially change its "S" character. 

The Wildlife Conference is scheduled for mid-March. I judge from 
Sowle's letter that you are planning to attend. I hope there will be 
opportunity for us to get together. Although we have corresponded at 
some length,that is an inadequate substitute for ‘personal 
acquaintance. I have to be in the Big City the evening of March 10th 
(Sunday) for an organizational meeting of the S.A.F.‘s new Division 
of Forest Wildlife Management. Thereafter,I have no firm commitments. 
Any paper in which I am involved will be by Hamilton and Cook,with 
Bill doing the honors. 

' I em looking forward to meeting you in New York. d 

‘ As ever, 

David B. Cook. 

DBC do
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oe ’ UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLAGE 

MADISON 5, WISCONSIN 

March 9, 1946 

David B Cook 
c/o State Conservation Department 

Albany, New York 

; Dear Dave, 

Since getting your letter of December 28 it has become 
apparent that we would have to classify irruptive areas. 
A proposed basis for classification appears in the 
attached mimeograph. 4 

The purpose of this letter is to get your personal 
confirmation of the following classification: 

Adirondacks We are proposing to call this chronic 
since 1895. 

Ontario-Steuben We are calling this a trouble area 

since TOHL. 

Allegheny State Park Irruption peaking in 1935. 

Bear Mt. State Park We are in doubt whether this 
‘ should be called chronic since 1931 or irruptive. If 

the latter, can you venture a guess as to the peak 
year? 

Suffolk Co. Long Island We are calling this chronic 
since 1932 but you may prefer to call it irruptive. I¢ 
so, can you give us a peak date? 

We thoroughly understand that you are not to be quoted 
and I personally appreciate your willingness to dis- 

cuss this situation. I am not asking anybody else in 
the department. 

Hope to see you in New York next week. 

With personal regards, yours sincerely, 

Qdy epee, op 
Aldo Leopohd :



March 1, 1946 

Deer Irruption Survey 

We are trying to compile a man of deer irruptions in the 

U.S. We are adhering to the following definitions: 

1. Irruptive area. An area in which the deer population 

has burt the range by overbrowsing, or itself by mal- 

nutrition, or both. Any herd which mist be fed to avoid 

starvation is irruptive. 

‘ For each irrvotive area wo would like to ascertain 

the yoar in which the peak population was reached. 

2. froublo area, An area in which the deer have recently. 

e exceeded the pernanent carrying capacity of the range, 

but to a lesser degree than above defined as irruptive. 

3. Clronic area. A trouble area of long standing. 

We would like your help in mapping these three kinds of aroas 

in your state, The particular information we need is described in 

more detail in the attached letter. 

: Please state whether or no you pater to be cited as the i 

source of the information you give us. If you prefer not to be 

"cited, we will assume the responsibility. 

Thanks for your help. 

Aldo Leonold 

Iyle K. Sowls 

Tavid L. ‘Spencer



Albany ,New York, 
Mareh 19,1946. 

Dear Professor: 

This will acknowledge yours of the 9th. Refer to that d 
letter and I will try to answer the items in order: : 

Adirondacks. Chronic is right, Just so that you may have 
a thorough background on this "skeleton" of ours,that we so 
carefully hide away in our "wilderness",I am sending you my 
copy of the Fisheries,Game and Forest Commission report for 
1895, On pages 204 to 240 you will find the answers to a 
questionary about deer, They are most at and will , 
bear careful reading. I would especially recomm $ 

Wellington Kenwill (p 229) 
Wm. Humes (p 231) 
Gale (p 234) 
Warren Humes & 236) 

: Hutehins (p 238) 
Carter (p 239) 

Wellington Kenwill was an "intelligent native" who was the 
first settler on the Indian Clearing,a part of what we now 
call the Moose River Plains, We have been studying this area 
for ten years past because is shows serious deer martality 
every time we have a deepyuncrusted snow, Fifty years ago, 

; Kenwill was finding the same condition, Guess fifty years 
equals chrénic,what? © : 

: Ontario-S teuben OK as a trouble area 
Allegany State Park. Careful of the Speiting here, Over in 

Pennsy it is the AllegHENY National Forest,but with us it is 
spelled ALLEGANY. OK as an irruption, See an article in the 
JWilanagment by Albert Shadle (1942+/-) 

: Bear Hountain Stake Park I understand that this is one 
of the sweetest bits of eye-shutting evers Call it chronic, 

Suffolk County I'11.go along with chronie,: 

When you have finished with the Report for 1895,will you 
please send it back to me, 

I have several other things that I want to write to you 
. about dae “pom gr | deerybut they will have to walt. You are so 

far ahead on .s deer starvation business that I hope you will 
get the material in shape for publication soom,and by ‘some 
unbiased outfit. _| : 

; If I. ¢an help further,say what. ~ 

It was a real pleasure to have had the gooey beni by of 
meeting and talking with you in New York, Did Alice make out : 
all right?) 

David Be Cook, «



* THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE Of ARE "AGRICULTURE * MADISON 
wo eS 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT September 4, 1946 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

Mr. David B. Cook 
State Conservation Department 
Albany 7, New York 

Dear Dave: 

Here is the 1946 record on the three pines: 
| 

Date No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 | 

Initial height 10! l2ta" gt 

Growth began 4/10 4/10 4/10 
4/21 1 3/4" en 1_3/4n 
4/28 2% 3 z | 
5/5 33 | 
5/11 5 6 6 : | 
5/19 10 11 11 
5/28 1 12 13 
6/8 19 (11/8) 23 (1.1/16) 22 (1.3/8) Buds visible 
6/16 25 (21/8) 29 (23) 26 (2%) 
6/29 27 ‘3 1/8) 32 (38) 30 (3 1/8) ht.growth complet 
8/26 27 (4 3/4) 32 (4 3/4) 30 (5") Needles complete 

Height now 12" 1ytgn 1itg" | 

The trees are getting awkward to measure. I am agreeable to your going 
ahead with the paper: this completes our fourth year. 

How are you anyhow? Best regards, 

fanpald | 
Aldo Leopold 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence to avoid delay). 

P.S. As you will note, there is a discrepancy of an inch or two between the 
initial hts., ht. now, and total growth. I did not try to correct this, 
thinking it best to give you my notes as recorded. The error of course arises 

from the necessity of measuring by rods held against the top. 

tal isle Ald ui ull



September 20,1946. 

Prof, Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, 
Wisconsin. 

Det Professor: 

0,0,18 my face red. One of my many sins of omission comes back to 
haunt me, It's a long,sad story,but my messurements were not teken this 
year. After breaking the top out of one tree and almost breaking my neck 

falling out of a second, decided to stop before it was too late. 

However,that sounds worse then it really is. As I remeber our data, 
I considered my figures adequate on the basis of three years. You wanted 
an additional year (1946) because of the sbnormal weather of 1945, I think 
the present data will prove whatever can be proved. Just as soon as tine 

permits;,T'11 work over the data and see what can be demonstrated thereby. 
I do remember that the curve produced by that crazy spring weather was 
abnormal. Feet is,I made up an outline for a note on just that one year, 
but never 414 get to writing the piece. That comes from having too many 
irons in the fire, 

As you will judge from the letterhead,I shifted jobs,effective August 1, 
so thet I am no longer directly connected with Fish and Wildlife work. The 
new job will have to do with forest economies,an old love of mine and a field 
that has been sadly neglected hereabouts. But I hope to keep up at least the 
majority of my 014 endeavors. Phenology will be one of them,and it needs a 
lot of working, too. 

In the latest issue of Forestry News there appears a note from Michigan 
to the effect that their game lands have been transferred to the foresters for 
administration and have been re-dedicated as State Forests. So far,we have been 
unable to find out eny of the details -- and there must have been some choice 
ones -~ behind this action. I would not bee too surprised to see it happen in 
New York within the next five years,maybe sooner. If there be any sub rosa 
information on the Michigan situation that isn't a state secret,we would like 
to know the reasoning behind the transfer. 

My congratulations on the new letterhead. Does the little cut depict the 
Steps to Parnassus? 

As ever, 

David B, Cook - 
 -DBC/ao ; Supervising Forester.
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| Sentence outline for Food and Cover Handbook NGA a Me 

Introduction: Why food and cover? Me—asioWitt—0f-food~and-coxen_in_any-ones : 
a1 otOniy—detoerithes bho iimiber“o- “erie s.-butoth aresenee. The 

eas Eo reece SOs oo tie cia pe te 
lake States experience aie than yearlong shortages in'Yood and 

cover. Winter is usually the critical period. During the critttal period, 

food deficinacies are fffAk reflected in the amount, kinds, accessibility, 
eg ed Er iag ae ye a - - co ALS Re ns TAT 

and palatability of foods. Et is obvious that foods become scarcer as they \ 
are used or become unavailable through faf1 @F snowor ice-coating/ Very often \ 

a plentiful supply of foods as represented by weed seeds become inacessible ) 

through snow covering. | Animals exhibit a preference #eqummee for foods which 

is undoubtedly goversad by; — | aa shines Um Pa een a, ; 

(1) what is present at the|season in question = 
$#)) availability or accessibility 
65) DOLE VION LEY coon a dtseliscnaon one Seat lie Cimeea nae cere acta eee 
(4) current physiological needs 
$5) Habit ioe Ma eu) le 2 oo 

--Certain foods are not present except at ddinite periods. ss 
Availability’ ts explained above:: 

~ Palatability has a taste, feeling of welfare, color, and chemical = 
relationship. \ 

- Current physiological needs, though little understood, probably determine 
what.and how much of’ various! foods: are taken. ie 

- Because of the exotic naturejof many of game species and also of the. 
foods they’ eat,it'is! not’ far from wrong. to'assume that game species 

must "learn! to acquire a taste for and also, how to eat, many foods. 

Like quae hunians,' animals: show: dey inite preferences for foods. hose ‘foods 

théy prefer will be used until ‘exhatiated “or no longer suitable or “available. 

A descending” eee See bkemarg, the game manager labels bhtetmeauence: 

PALATABILITY ee See’ P..S.° table) CC eRe pee AA age cela Me kee Mair LES Le 

i aa ee ee siting stk Cee . ec "i Lh, dtp, es Came We oe, 2, 7 a miciinieageelsenre basis 

Places to fefd, hide, rest, sleep, play, and raise young are constituent 

parts of a habitable game range. Bach| species has its own "bill of specification" 

as to what constitutes such places. Ce tain optimum qualifications are necessary 

for each game species if it is to find a range habitable. The most complete 

work on what constitutes these "bills" has been done for the bob-white quail. 

For other species, there is no thepough informationg. Cover: improvennts are y 

however, founded on an understanding of functions. By Phd se AeAndd Ae discovering 

cover requsitions, much can be done in efficently restoring coverts. |



(Z Following are the essential cover requirements for pheasants, quail, rottontail 

rabbits, and deerf through the four seasons of the year. (Chart. It). 

(ty fed bnoel [pone Aarne fue mr Ch. I 2) 

| Lae of us 
Plant succession, domsozly observed by all/in some degree. of detail, nowtbemnsy 

affords an citadel lai, ct oana sant very slow method of creating game 

food and cover. Those who \cultivate the pf¢vsd/ soil, are well aware of . 

weeds. The sequence from bare ground to weeds is plant succession. If the 

process of plant succession rere to be allowed to progress ungtermupted, gpa arvutd he. 

added TF the sequence of bare ground ‘to weeds mouit-socheadd.grass, then brush, and 
The final arrivals, ra within jp 

finally timber. pfepending of course, on whether. the rosion fs rairie or .. 

a Creverwveclaee 
forests omteitanktys Sree Changes in plant ¢,may take a single month or 

eantatite and depend greatly 4 on a combination of soil, climate, and fore- 

going plant communities. In tha early. days of settlemnt on the prairie regions : 

of the Middle west an bvehiishnd work-field would undoubtedly quickly revert 

to prairie plants. Today, the reversion would be to weeds and a few. prairie 

plants for reason of the former outnumbering the latter.{f Ina forest area 

the succession from bare ground ould run through the above mentioned. sequence 

until the region wil bPebuslabl ith trees indigenous to region and.also with — 

trees exotic to region. The " a of exotic species gamma depending 

greatly upon numbers and adaptibi dey. rte 8 tear Saeed eR uLeesTnm 

Plant succession is not|thoranghty understood for:various types 

of soils. However, enough is known that makes an understanding: of P.--Sue. 4 

very useful in creating or controlling various types of game and wildlife 

cover. Following is a chart presenting the basic changes in various types 

soil., : Suceeoor  Chact) ve. ° 

It is obvious that ead ol set-back plants to the bare- 

field stage. Repeated plowing’ will roe tela barren, If a barren-field.is a 

1 necessary part of an animals range, ted ploy L Harn oy the technique 

x" jena. Ee Be? owh Lev 
Ye . to employ...Clearing, loses sé: grazing,,burni yy flooding’ are, otaermethods 

U employed to lesveaee tte tastes Flooding may be natural or induced by man. 

Climatic forces such as extremes of rain, drouth, dust storms, drifting sand
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present tendency toward a barren steppe-like landscape pattern continues, 

perhaps we shall become endowed with a wildlife fauna consisting only of 

hand-raised and re- qe 
rodents and a few/yearly/intwofduced game spedies.|'Nature doseuhanecevery 

tm agin scree met, preemaniinaiceniasseei 

nah om effcient remedy)+m@t may stall off this coming dan maine i, 
_—_ Sena 4 & 4 

succession. Plant succession is a common phenomenon familiar to all. 

What barefooted boy hasn't cursed the dandburs,Ajd/the nettles, and the 

thistles as he made his way to his old swimming hole; what housewife hasn't 

complained about the many weeds #Adf and dandelions that have invaded her 

garden and lawn; and, how about the farmer who complains about wholesale 

invasions of weeds into his fields or who decides it is time to take the 

ax and the brush-hook to the back pasture where the hazel brush, the honey . 

2 suckles and currents are getting too thick. That is Nature's method of 

» Ff 
a re-planting land. The scientist calls it plant succession.!Plant succession 

vv" has,however, been greatly colored by the introduction of many foreign weeds. 

ay Those who cultivate the soil are well aware of the sequence from 

S bare ground to weeds. Many of us have observed the process go on #ato further 

* 
ae stages; from weeds *ato grass, and perhaps ‘to brush and finally timber. 
Af 

ip ye Too many of us, though, have witnessed the reversal of plant succession. 
v 7 wet 

:_ Ootrtenole. fio 
ye We have seen ie woodlots go seanenene Se overgrazing, cutting, and drouths. 

We have seen brush patches, which we knew once harbored many a cottontail 

and bobwhite quail) turn into bluegrass pastures and we have witness the 

yearly overturn of wooded land into plow lands. ss 

The natural progressive plant succession depends largely upon 

(oma eerie: ) 
four factors: (1) the soil, (2) the climate (water-table included), and, 

man-made (y) 
(3) the foregoing plant community that existed before disturbances, amd the 

surrounding plants, t.<\ (3) ERokrraicel Wiirfiencea . 

In the early days, an abandonned prairie plow field would have undoubtedly 
@ preponderance of 

pAen/ du ddssddd/be/sipté been invaded by prairie plants. Today,/weeds would 

undoubtedly invade with a slim scattering of prairie plants. 

As yet scientists know all too little about plant succession, but 

they have given us enough information to make it a useful feature in 
coyer 

. wildlife food Cl uewti oe work. They have also pointed out that certain 

ad



ae go we ee Sree . 

| tools can be used to control or set-back plant successi@ns. Referring back 

: to our discussion on game range and the essential requirements of various 

typical animals in the state, it is obvious that if we wish to keep a range — 

suitable for, say, quail, we must keep part of the land in brush, some in 

pasture, some in fields, and some in woods. Theoretically it is possible to 

"keep a game range within a certain pattern and condition by using these : 

é f Essentially 

control tools. Just what are these tools?/@hey are the plow, the ax, fire, 

, and the cow. 

It is clear that plowing will set-back #JApftf a plot of gorund to the 

barren stage. If barren fields were a necessary part of a game range, then a 

technique/ to employ. for setting back or progressiag 

plowing would be the/tool to use to accomplish this. Other tools/over which 

plant succession, 

man has some control,are chemicals, fertilizers, flooding, iaaihesemaie; 

: and fencing. Uncontrollable forces such as climate and its components of : 

0 c ms and floods, ‘ and even volcanic eruptions, 

’ —~‘gunspots, rainf drouths, dust storms, drifting sands,/may alter landscapes 

: considerbly. 

With this elementary explanation of plant succession and the tools 

by which we may alter landscapes, we are ready to progress to the definite ways _ 

in which they may be used in aiding wildlife. ; 

ae : (( Something concenning wildlife husbandry and the real enjoyment in 

this work might come in here.) (I would suggest a re-write of your oe 

talk at the Union last year plus some of the article from Bird-Lore!))



& largely : : Ae , o-oo a j 
are/unconfrollable, fApe4p but play /an\ important part in plant Successiows. 

Withfin cath off the clases of suceessign there is alwayg a combifation 

of bare ground, Aveeds, grass, brush, and\timber. Certain combinations may ! 

be optimum for certain game gpecies. When these optimum dondi tions Ne 

exist fbr Feason of an stuheed in succession, then the animalg favoring \. 

them w dwindle in mm ‘ft or move into still SY ranges 

“Theos tide ly, by unerstandihg plaat success {and metho is of De 
équired by” a oe 

yen op~inmum conditions ff varidt.afiinals, 6 fhe 

aS RN OR 
e— The pkanting of food aay Sere isa ee in ad fhe wae font tobe" | 

slow stages of plant succession. It should be possible by pienviag ee ’ 

: produce within a few years time weed, grass, shrub, and timber stages from : 

f a barren ‘piece of land. Where rapid restoration of wildlife habitats is. é 

: ‘ essential to prgerve a vanishing species or where more éaver is desired for : 

Hs some particular species this more expensive method is employed. In some cases ~ 

t _ where the species maintains ample seed stock, but it is desirable to extend the : 

: Fange, then the slower method of natural. succession is satisfactory and requires : 

: ‘only protection from unneeded set-backs; in other words protection from ; ee) 

i ; eewtaz: grazing stock, burning, or cutting. The extension of a range may call ae 

} for setting back, here the ax, the plow, burning, and perhaps cattle are used uy 

yh heres teatvenLe stage is accomplished. : 

ie 7 i 

} 
yi 

| | 
ii 
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Chapter One: Sample farm layouts with diagrams. Results in increased populations. 

=—_ in most of Wisconsin 
_ Farm layouts/ are basically alike in that they are composed of some 

combination of plow land, pasture, brush land, woodlot and waste ground. 

amd Opbhiimg cian etanty 
By examining a number of samples suhented at random, it may be possible to 

: ‘boy attind maw specie 

revise your farm without incurring any economicalj losaand at the 
; th 

same time create better conditions for am@mp wildlife species pilav! - 
aL Tr creeper tneensptttt assent e ONE NEEISEDDOLANETE - = snes 

If you are not familiar with the range of various game species in 

consult 

your vicinity,/the maps showing ranges of some of the more important 

game species and other wildlife species. If you find that your farm lies 

q within Hungarian range, it may be possible by some slight alterations 

to attract Hungarians to your land. Of course, it mady be entirely possible 

that the conditions on a such that Hungarians will never be attracted. 

By carefully studying the various requirements for each species and its present 

range, you will be able to manage for the species most suited to your present 

set-up. 

ry Management/ff JAAA for wildlife species will not only increase the 

Ww 
¢ } prospects of adding some species to your land, but it will better conditions 

a for those already present. For instance, it is ex)jtirely possible to so manage 

¥ % 1dhd/dfd the disposal of food and cover as to increase the number of pheasants or 

Y any other species of game on your farm. — E dye 4 € 
GM ,p.12 

; Management, as will be pointed out from time to time, need not be 

an exfpensive procedure. Very often it is what we do not do, rather than what we 

do that counts ( see Errington and Hamerstrom quote for amplification of this 

statement). ;



Chapter Two Food parc and feeding. 
(will not discuss aquatic foods unless used by upland game) 

Feeding methods fall into one or another of the following categoréés: 

Food patches ; 
Feeding stations 
Emergnecy feeding 

Findings by Hawkins and Gigstead as to amount of feed necessary for 

various animals. Estimate of cost for various species. 
southern Wisconsin, Central Wisconsin, 

The food patch: whkt to use/and methods in installation and maintenance. 

Rating of corn and various other grains. Food patch grain mst satisfy 

needs of animals using grain throughout critical winter period, etc. and conform 

to habits of various species. 

Types of winter feeding stations, their construction, placement, and 

maintenance. Indirect predator control at feeding stations. Hopper construction. 

Protection of crops in spring and fall from depredations by pheasants and 

rodents.



q 

Chapter three. Cover tings. APAIPLELAL/ A py bts /BOAtee/ Pt/ AESLKL 
| Improvemen hatural food and cover. Fencerows, woodlots, etc. 

Re- emphasize the simple, easier procedures such as fencing and reversion of 

types of cover through plant succession. Lack of thought in burning waste lands. 

j Fencing of portions of woodlots, brushlands, odd field corners, waste spots 

} will ada considerably to the cover present on most farms. For farms located in 

rich soil belts and intensively farmed, brushy fence rows will add to the 

value of farm by preventing soil blows and check dry, dessicating winds from 

sweeping unimpeded across land. Will also serve to drift and hold snow to 

| veel of fencerows during winter, thls adding to the supply of water. d 

i rend eel 
A more detailed discussion of what plants may be us follows in chapter 

and 

Plowing,/disking as a means to improving nautral stands of food plants and 

Uv 
certain season cover plants. PIwoing oa disking moist lowlands will sometimes 

result in excellent stands of smartweed! Similarly on dry uplands will result in 

\ stands of ragweed. Both plants are valuable wildlife food plants and rate high 

\ in palatability. 
i pi EATEN a 

Types of cover and am 
cease 

. 

Plants important to pawticular animals; It is impossible even for the 

professional wildlife manager to manage too many plants, however, there 
are some of particular value to various animals. If these plants are 
present naturally, then it becomes a matter of economics and saving to 
preserve or increase these plants if possible by taking the proper 

measures.



Chapter Four. Cover _ Artificial cover. Sources of stock. 

Where it is impossible to improve game or wildlife ranges by 

control of plant successions occur ring in a natural way and by using the 

tools mentioned in Ch. I under plant succesion discussion, then it may be 

| necessary to engage in artificial planting and other methods of restoring 

cover. This kind of cover resboration is composed of two major ways: 

(1) planting live trees, shrubs, and vines. 

(2) construction of mechanical cover (e.g., brush piles, rock piles, 

log piles, structures, cubby holes, etc. 

In cover planting, a number of designs, suggestive of use in various 

situation are herein included. Most of these designs have been tested in the 

4 field and are successful in more or less degree depending upon other factors 

operating at same time. ( Follow with various designs with some discussion as 

to what is used and where and why(J) ){ 

3 Discussion of planting methods. Encourage best plantings methods for 

best results in long run. Sloppy planting will result in more than average 

failure. More detailed treatment of planting methods for particular species 

' will follow in the species treatments. 

Sources of stock. Generally obtainable from local wild stock or from 

Dept. 

nurseries. Mention State Conservation fifsdé¢y and plents obtainable or to be 

obtainable from thebs nurseries. How to obtain these plants. Treatment of 

plants upon arrival. ( Some discussion of spring and fall planting might be 

included or iwaniy) . Glossary of terms( or should be included in af general ; 

appendix)(?){ 

|



Chapter Five ( Or poss included as a stpplement). 

Wisconsin food yer plants treated individually. =: 

Chapter VI. Plant lists. Palatability lists for common species. 
..-,,,,Disease risks ( stress only the outstanding known cases; supplementary 

treatment can be given in individual plant sheets in Ch. V). 

Toberance lists. A compositog of what we have learned, the hort. and land- 

‘ _ seaping dept., forest service, Sos, Prof. Wilde. -~- will treat) in this 

Serco resistance to arine during drouth years, drouth resistance, shade 

_ ...., tolerance, palatability to livestock, and perhaps special uses when such 

_...,..®re outstanding such as in erosion work, hedges, poor soil, etc. 

., Chart of seasonal availability, based as largely as possible on Ppf/Ppyph 

_...,, Wisconsin observations ( see GM. Dept., Oons. Dept., SCS; Wilde, landscape 

_ 8nd Hort. depts.). Also consult Botany dept. -- Miss Fiske, Densmore, 
_..., and Fassett for additional info.on this-aspect.,:, | - 

a _....,, inclusion of source: list-.for additional datailed info on various 

' .-. Species where such is deemed necessary or valuable. 

...,Shapter VII. Protection and use of managed farms. Enumerate and discuss 

_ _ the various uses to which wildlife and managed areas have been put. 

., (See Poef's. discussion in Trans. Wildlife Conf. for 1936 or 37 (?) 

is Posting: types of posting. Verchelenicel sauae ‘entering into types of 

' posting. Effectiveness of ‘atteus ise of posting in various parts of state. 

The trespass problem. Feigivornoca oeuese en, The Ohio plan, the Williamston 

rp plan. (probably can be’ discussed ‘abéVe thder use of uasaxel farms). 

' Chapter VIII. A summary of Bird-Lore articlé with special chaste upon 

Wildlife Husbandry component. The role of the fara th presecyink and 

propagating wildlife species and fhe Agila taee of ibe state.
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f i f en ee Od i AUN ay ee 

For the padt rds fears a publication 7 li 4 ag 
c an : Calin : aa 

(i) with informat# on the planting of trees, She abe | . a 

and vines wit sfecial reference to wildlife has Cae 

been desiredi{.*@he only source of printed informa- Benes 

tion on this au®ject has been a few Federal Gov't. ae 

bulletins, experimgental station reports, And any 

state publications, snd nuserymen's catalogues, 1 am 

yand these for the most part far from satisfactory. - gs 

In some cases the information supplied in these au 

publications is anplicable to southern Wisconsin aay 

j and surrounding regions similar in climate, soil, a 

and general agricultural aspects, but in many earpes . aed 

this was not so, and the reader, unless particularly mes 

: well-versed in the problems of wildlife, is unable oe 

to determine waht applies to local conditions, and 4 

_what was intended for application in other regions. Leen 

All too frequently, hopeful workers in wildlife ee 

in this section of Wisconsin have been discouraged . 

because the information provided has been too aie 

general in scope and fails@supply much more than o 

a list of plants used by wildlife. rand 
pas 

With a view to meeting the demands for a i 

bulletin on the planting and maintenance of food 7 

of cover for wildlife in Southern Wisconsing and es 

in view of the fact that in the near future, the ae 

' State Conservation Department will have an available Sam 

supply of various shrubs and trees that can ve _perghb.t igh 

used for food and cover plantings, this ‘imme has Bg 

been prepared. 
ren 

The needs of the farmer, the sportsman, Oe 

; and the wildlife technician have been considered, ‘ eee 

@nd as much fundamental and practical information ae 

given as space would permit. 
i. 

It 1s beyond the scope of this pulletin to es 

furnish detailed discussions on the botany, de- aa 

‘ velopment of fruit plants, oo ete cy and parasites, 
ee 

habits of various animals, and\ecology or the tata 

* relation of plants and nninals to their environmant, a 

and those desiring more complete information on. (& (or 

these subjects are referred to the selected bibli- “ale 

ography at the end. 
Bi: 

* + 
aN one 

The author has striven for simplicity, Be: 

clarity, conciseness, and above all, accuracy. ae 

The statements made can be regarded as in keeping hae 

with the knom facts at the time the pulletin goes ye 

to press. ; a 

That this bulletin will render 4 service a 

in raising the general knowledge of the science nee 

and practice of food and cover planting for wilalife a. 

a 
ea
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in southern Wisconsin and similar Afgdé regions, and " f 

another service in advaneing the stability of | our 

all too rapidly idwindling wildlife is the sincere 

wish of the writer and those who cooperated in making 

‘ this bulletin a reality. 

"But in how many cases does every hour of labor on 

the farm yield a tangible yeéurn? In very few cases 
is this true. On most farms there are many hours of 

labor expended each year without a return of any 

; description save weariness and a whetted appetite." 

Whatever the attitude of the majorrty of people of #* . 

this region toward this matter at the present, it is : 

certain that the time will come when the memories of ‘or 

those who conceived a region well furnished with 

food and cover for wildlife, and that were responsible 

for the initiation of effort to make such plantations 

possible will be honored for the contributions they have 

made to true conservation. 

* See aT Va 

eta 

Ror T Nursery stock and its general treatment. 

HHMI HEE 

Use of varieties that are successful in region. 

i hal Hardines productivegness, cover proverties, ad 

dol Tocationtte=te used. Many varieties of ‘ep. 

t> pees a are self-sterile and if trees of such ‘ 

on varieties are planted tghtebbied > alone,either no fruit 

or little malformed fruit will be obtained. If the 

: plants of a self-sterile variety are to be fruit- 

fi ful their flowers must receive pollen from the 

; lant of another variety of the same kind of fruit. 

} On Bush fruits and straw erry, self-fertilization appears 

to be the rule. Under certain conditions varieties 

r 
of these fruits appear to become partially self- 

sterile and the use of a second variety may inerease 

fruitfulness in such cases. 

Selection of stock: It is much safer to buy woody 

peepee: that are graded accottq@ing to age than those 

graded according to heigth.., ; fr: 

oe yrs old ae, must make 2 show. 

(2) less costly, (3) easily handled, (4)mortality 

from transplanting usually less (5) free from 

, disease and insect pests. Making sure that stock . 

4g clean and will not orove a menace to other 

plants in the plantation or the distrat} (6) 

mood. root system, numerous small roots and <* 

surface for a normal functioning of undergroun 

parts. 
sd 

ae oh 

i 
4 

y 
‘a
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ae _* shen to obtain ; ae Or ‘ s f f ee ae aigh Pili gs ofayts — beat Cine t plat mactefoccre, evr Weeonad, 

: Uae ie a Oe ey pores 
Lb PAG VOLPYDAC 2 6 a 4 kal at at” 

A tiond pa a GLEE ABA |RSS Py seg .. 
apne EH ae en NA ta sb tat OL TL vealed 1 bts rt a 

| an) Soaked totally immersed for 24 - 4 oo 
des arrival depending how dry they appear or how 
jee well-packed. Then heeled in. A trench nine to 12" 

deep and 2° in width, with one side making a 
vertical line and the other a long slope, is dug 

and the plants placed cross-wise in thsi trench. 
The roots are placed on the deep side of the 
trench and the stems rest on the sloping gide , 

J The plants should be placed singly in thga 
trench and so spread that the soil will come 

: in contact with their roots readily. The trench rf 
is then flilled with moist soil and this 

soil firmed. Water. Banking the soil over the 

plants and covering the upper parts completejzy " 

to a depth of three or four inches is desirableg 

Romss te, (jie 
RE NAY sl en oenMoapr 8 

-77> Orders placed for spring del@#ivery are filled 
baa (ites pre-Llel et 15 ne order received. a i ti d , 

PRR OE Wied 7 Opting eh prwinAs tik terra Lit  tteept thw t Anornduvg 
When to plant and transplant: 

Fall planting is satisfactory in less severe 

* climates but uncertain in this. Must however, 

plant early in the spring so plants may become 

well-established before warm weather arrives 

and induces tov growth to take place. . Plants 

get late in spring are frequently forced into 

¥ growth by high temperatures before proper connection 

. with the earth has been made, 
‘ . 

Setting the plants: . ae 

ps Keep roots covered by innersionorsheeling in. The 

a roots must not be allowed to become dry during the 

ylanting operations. Two or three thicknesses 

of wet burlap wrapped around the roots usually 

: make ample cevering for a short time and where 

i only a few plants are being get this should be 

satisfactory. Very fine soil from the surface of 

the hole should be worked in around the roots 

to fill all cavities. Water used after soil is 

a firmed in will help settle the soil into air 

spages that escaned the action of firming. 

After water has disappeared fill in hole with loose 

f soil,gmhich will serve as a mulch. A slight depression 

should remain around the plant. 

Pruning at Planting times : 

After the plant is set in place and soil has been 

afirmed, the needs of pruning can pe easily determined. 

Pruning serves in two ways: assists nature in the 

restoration of a balance between the roots and the » 

parts above the ground surface, Moving disturbs this ' 

es i 

balnee. ag 
‘ 1 NCS aia
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" Severe peuming is the best assistance ygu can give nature, 
pyeay Sees of plants waled are more favorable for wildlife - 

A. cover and food source ean'developed if care is exercised. 4 

: ot The amount of pruning will be,discyssed under the various 

e plants, respectively. ally 
Do your pruyjing with a sharp tool and make a clean 

cut, The cut should be madewin_s 9 direction that water 

will drain off the surface. (Smooth and)¢ im eratidmemmmiemeen 

herobte.ing a ct Bight a5... Daeaape rnd. Qie@r STILT AOS Sates 9 

: pil ip eS ot free he cahee fa 7 PIS 
- ' te Yer (ise arty phd phofid fe apptiof “ny diately liber 

rhnihe Wétordzanyapheeyepig-dryang Mas taken-piact.” 

AREAS to be planted: 

The choice of suitable 2reas is of fundamanetal importance 

in establishing food and cover for wildlife. Some knowledge 

of the various mammals and birds inhabiting your region must 

‘ pe known. If any birds or mammals are present on your farm 

or estate, study in advance the places you find them, Very 

often a viece of woofdlot, provided it is unpastured, or a 

brushy draw, or an odd corner of a field or pasture furnishes 

the bases for further planting. It is well known that regions 

of rich soil produce the best crops of wildlife. However, 

it is better to phént an abandonned gravel pit or a eroding 

gully or odd corner of the farm than to have nothing. Every 

pruy fencerow or woodlot has its quota of wildlife, If you 

cannot attract game birds and animals to your farm, you can at 

least orovide suitable nesting and feeding places for songbirds 

and insect-eating birds. A woody, brushy fencerow will harbor 

fewer weeds than one that is burned annually or plowed under, 

In southern Wisconsin, a great many swampy and marsh, 
areas exist. Some of these boggy sees are teraee ean 
meadows. You are all familair with this type of a meadow and 

orobably have speculated as to hts formation. A botanist at 

the University of Chicago tell us that these tussocks are 

formed as the results of a Carex sdge growing and dying down 

and then sowing again on top of its old roots and a@beayed stems. 

‘ At the best these Carex tussock ffs are poor meadows, although 

in tine,fAdf if pastured heavily give rise to a povur stand of 

bluesrass. If ourned, as they frequently are, they will give 

rige to many undesirable Afd/Asdiésd plants such as astors, 

thistles, and nettles. Burning also destroys much of the 

valuable huaus material ,hus delaying the invasion of bluegrass. 

\ Such an area in natural state was undoubtedly spotted with 

‘\, atands of water and willows, red-osier dogwood, and in some 

q cases tamarack swamps. Drainace, cutting, burning, and pasturing 

have destroyed most of these vestigess. A movement is now 

afoot to plow up these tussock meadows and plant them to Reed's 

Canary grass. Phe writer does not condone many of the 

agronomist's ideas, but it is evident that the agronomist 

makes mistakes -- witness the drainage of the central Wisconsin 

Marsh Area. Before you plow under the entire tussock meadow, 

first of all stop and consider these factors: (1) What is the 

\ function of a tussock meadow? As I recall, very few of these 

\ meadows are level, but slant upward on the contour of 

| gurrounding hills. Also many such bogs are found at different 

| 1evelg between the top of hills and the drainage amoor—" 

a
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system in the region. Before many of these tussock meadows were 

drained they were moisture conserving spots and many springs 

@otted there surface. The water supplying these bogs patches 

undoubtedly comes from three sources: Ay rainfall 3) surface 

drainage from higher altitudes and (3) under-surface drainage. 

The undoubtedly function as resevoirs in conserving or slowling 

down the departure of water from the vicinity, They undoubtedly ” 

supply a great dela of moisture through capillary action to s 

surrounding lande It is perfectly plausible that many of 

the soring regions of these meadows attracted either snipe 

or woodeoek, depending on the type of cover nearby or at the 

y springs. Now they furnish a source of water to many game and 

songbirds. Many birds nest in the comparative safety of the 

bogs. 

‘ Standing between the higher altitudes and lowlands as 

many of them do, they are nature's no. | guard against 

erosion. I know of vicinity along Sugar Creek in Walworth 

county where man cut drainage ditches through some of these 

hillside tussock bogs. Now Baping gullies lie exposed, soil 

* washes down from the uplands, water is rapid in flowing off 

the land, wildlife values are eradicated, and the farmer 

| scratches his head and wonders what's happening to the land, 

If Il wanted to be mean I could sayf, "You old fool, some 

yee unimowing asronomist didn't put yok on the right track," 

; Yes, what is happening to our tussock bogs is nothing 

" more than a lesson in what is happening in may other F 

" fields of land usage. 14 is all too well a vivid example 

y passed by by 100s every day yithout thought. Drainage, 

i pasturing, burning, cutting, ah@ cropping, all unwisely 

ve | Gonsidered. If the agronomist comes to you and advises 

| you that there goal is a million acres of reeds canary : 

grass, you just ask hin, “What hannened in Central Wisconsin . 

| Then tell him when he has studied the thing out in all its 

| comolexities, then come, back. It may be a million acres 

| of reed's canary, but fveral million dollars to repair the 

| damage. 

| -—~ 
4 / 2 

/ ff Widednsin, thé /agronog Sts are-p anning an _ 

: extensivé pfoerAm of planting rgeA's cafary J/ Theyjar aia 

much! of /t%ie wagte lafhd of soughepyn jigdons| én perouy ny 

orohueviNe us¢. Uptoubtedly ey hayé thet <yex tanar gt ke 

swhmog owlyAng’swampg| of firaynage areag ana Ane béasy/_ 

x moka sitds7imown op\ Massock seadows 
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Sentence outline for Food and Cover Handbook 

Intupduction: Why food and cover? Seasonal shortages. Winter critical period. 

In Wisconsin, seasonal, rather than yearlong shortages in food is the ; 

rule. Winter is usually the critical period. During winter, food deficiencies 

are reflected in the amount, kinds, accessibility, and palatability. 

Animals exhibit a preference for foods which is undoubtedly governed 

by: 

(1) what is available at the season in question. It is obvious that 

: strawberries exist during June and July but not in December or 

January. 

(2) Availability and accessibility. As foods become used up they 

become increasingly unavailable. Many foods become unaccessible 

becuase they fall into forest duff or ‘become covered with snow or 

; although A " 

ice. Weed seeds/plentiful ee - e unavailable and A 

unaccessible due to heavy snowfall. : 

(3) Palatability. This has a taste, feeling of welfare, color, and 

chemical relationship. Like humans, sala preferences 

for foods. These preferences will usually be used first until 

exhausted or unsuitable or unavailable. The apparent descending 

scale of preference is labelled PALATABILITY SHQUENCE by the 

wildlife manager. (See Palatability Chart ___). 

(4) Current physiological needs. Although little understood at the 
partiaaly when, 

present, current physiological needs probably/ determine/ what, and 

the quantities of foods taken. 
many of 

(5) . Because many animals are exotic as well as/the foods, 
many THEE Ldgtid]opectes must "learn" to acquire a taste for and 

how to eat foods. Schmidt found that prairie chickens mst 

learn how to get through the husks of corn to the palatable 

kernels beneath. Likewise quail were found to do the same by 

Errington. Banders in the northern part of the state found 

that it did no good to bait traps with corn until the sharptail 

grouse had fisst acquired a taste for corn.
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Places to hide, feed, rest, sleep; play, and raise young are constituent 

partsee a habitable game range. Hach animal species has its own bill of specifi- 

hills as to what constitutes such places. In order to be habitable, 
wrung obs tafe be pu Vutyds ‘ 

these qualifications mst be met, the year around. tee, -A-range-might—be 

habiteblé-during.the-summer“end-fall nonths;~but-provide-.litthe:protection 

during.the»-winter months. The qualities of cover cannot be judged until seen 
Partiulark, Cruces Che manadion, « 

the year around, The most complete work on what constitutes game range has 

been done on the bobwhite quail. For other species, there is no thorough going 

information. 

Cover improvements must be founded on an understanding of function. 

By discovering cover requisttions, much can be done in effciently restoring 

coverts. 

cet & | Following are samples of food and cover requirements for pheasants, 

Qyer ui | quail, cottontail rabbits, and whitetailed deer through the four seasons of the 

\ | 
» | years. (In general, with a few modifications, these specifications can be N 

\ 

applied throughout the various species ranges in the state). Changes due to 

local conditions can be fitted into the general picture) y 

Where food and cover deficiencies exist, wildlife species are apt to be 

low in numbers as well as kinds.Many animals, however, do not show an inclination 

regardless of the excellence of food and cover. 

to remain on ranges inhabited by nan{ These animals exhibit wilderness- 

loving tendencies. Following is a list pf/#¥4/dfdé¢ £47 of animals found 

in Wisconsin rated in order of tendency to love wilderness conditions. Those 

birds and mammals lower down on the list will gnerally fall into the class of 

animals known as FARM GAME. With such, we shall deal with in this handbook. 

Many animals tend to stay in place, within a degree, in spite of 

tremendous alterations in the landscape pattern. However, where optimum 

conditions once existed for some particular species, they now no longer 

hold true in many parts of the state. Land uses have alterred the landscape 

pattern of our state greatly. Where once roamed wolves, deer, beaver, 

otter, and even bear, now the cottontail rabbit, some pheasants and 

Hungarian partridge» fox and grey squirrels, and maybe scattered remnants 

of prairie chickens and bobwhite quail hold forth. In the fufture, if our



va Sadik hha 
a ‘ VIBURNUM SPECIES Oe Pm 

* (Caprifoliaceas family) Tals oy 
’ . ¢ Rage) 

Bash or small trees, flowers in cyme, simple leaved, usually found in i 
cool, moist sites, tolerates partial shade, herdly, easily transplanted, foe 
insect or fungus pest®, According to MeAtee 35 birds known to eet fruits and 

: about 27 more have been reported as eating fruite, Some of these birds are 
Fj ruffed grouse, pheasants, sharp-tailed grouse, quail, thrushes, cuckoos, cedar 

waxwing, rose-breasted grosbeak, purple finch, cardinal, starling, ete, : 

‘ As a group, have low browse value for stoek. Y. Lentago shows signs of 
having beenbrowsed by cattle at Elkhorn area, 

Species native to Wisconsin: 
; ENTIFIC NAME RANGE SITs PHENOLOGY 

COMMON NAMB GENERAL 

x L. Ve. Opulus var. all of part shade to open moist F1.-May-June 
Americanum Am. state rich, slightly acid. Does Fr.-Aug.-perst. to 
highbush eranberry well on peat-muek, May- June. 

eplnitcedheiatinniioctesaisilpciilaihaniaincnsanniniianiaicinnitiiilisiitinpinnmensniinmmmnasiniiensincesannaneninltaniteltbainemmninaninintinenit 
” { 

2. V. acerifolium 5.2/3 of shade to part shade can ¥1.-May-June 
Mapleleaf V. state stand est. root compet- Fr,-Aug-holds to | 

; ition. Rocky woods, dry. Feb.-March. |. 4 

; 3. V. affine Yar. %. 1/3 of Shade to part shade. Fl.-June | 
hypohalacun. state. Rich woods--noist to Fr,-Aug.-Sept. 
Downy state arrow- ary. Holds to Feb. ay 

; . wood-less commo! a 

4, V. effine var. 8. 1/3 of Shade to part shade. Fl.-dune * I 
affine Arrowood state Rich woods. Damp. Fr.-Aug.-Sept. | | 

Holds to Feb.- 

: wa 
sa | 

5. V. cassinoides 8. 2/3 of Damp woods Pl.-June-July { 
Wild raisin state ¥r.-ripens Augs-PP! 

; fruit falls fe 
te 

ta 

Ge Ve Lentage ‘ all of Shade to open. Damp Fl.-May-June. | 
{ Nennyberry state to dry. Rich woods; Fr.-Aug.-Sept 

along streams. Holds to MareAprit 

— | 
| 

red 
, NOW NATIVE 2 0 STATE BUT MAYBE USED: | ea 

V. Lentana--Wayfaring tree, Rowen tree. 5%. 1/3 of state. j { jal 
; V. Opulus---Suropean Highbush cranberry. All of state. Dry sifes = 

’ VY. Prunifolium Black Haw. Probably hardy only to extr. SE. i / 
V. Pacuiflorum--Squashberry, ee” area. ' 

Y. Alnifolium---Hobblebush. Northern part of state. a { 

ba Wi it bs) ‘ 4 fii) é
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UTILIZATION i 

(All Velueble for Landscaping) 

PLOWER f 
FRUIT 

} 

Size 

. a RR A RR AR REY 

Y 1. Creamy-white Pood-drupe. Preferred by pheasants, Makes exeellent 

Red-fleshy drupe Some cover if pruned severely first jelly, » Subject 
6-8! years. Browsed by deer slightly. to aphid attack. 

. LS 

2, Small, ereamy-thite Food drupe. 5 

Black drupe Some cover value. 

: 3-6! i 
selina eeccill~evcicsssiellannliledbesiatiansiiintiimanesntestepursesititeinanhaieinantnipsniiiciimiitinieindininn entiation 

; j. Waite flowers Food drupe. 
Bluo-blask drupes Some cover, 
6-101 ‘ 

scsi onsite eilildepuiaiealaieneeereiesaeetenenhintstniaivoeisanecenpeiidlen-evsiinasinipineibareciiipeiiiinetiiee 

: 4, White flowers Pood: drupe 
* Blue-blaek drupe Some cover 

6610! 

seishhtiipastietnlelalivlil il phesnannentrterieiteiineiiieunnennsihiiigineposiesiimcanertnleanteiaeniiiataiacentaninsperitnomestasiesiaininiiiion 

, 5. White flowers Fruit eaten vy birds. Sharp tailed grouse 

Green-pink-reddish Browsed by deer in Mass. 
dark purple drupe Some Cover 
6-8! Suekera somewhat. 

6. Creamy-white Pratt eahen by birds. 
Blue-black @rupe referred by cardinals. 
6-15! Little eover value, 

Slightly browsed byeattle 

\ Multiplies by root shoots. 
Fruit taken by sheep, goats. 

} . \ Me ius : ‘ E 

oy ; ie : ye 

| NL hive Bas bist cies iat a ne sai a Aasies
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may : PROGRAM ee 
ey 

Plots planted to cereals near good coyer are essential in providing game food. a 

Wir two fundamental and most necessary require- fiscal year 1936-37, with an absolute minimum cost to the Game 

ments are a food supply and adequate cover. Just as the Commission because of assistance rendered by the CCC, WPA 

plants on the farm or in the forest require definite conditions for and NYA. 
growth, so do birds and animals need the proper conditions to During the planting season of 1936, approximately 350 acres, 
influence their development and to assist them in raising young. comprising innumerable plots on State Game Lands, were planted 

Wildlife management, to a great extent, is a problem of food to various kinds of cereals, particularly in small game territory. 
supply and adequate cover. We may have good game laws, an During the spring and summer of 1937, arrangements were made 
excellent refuge system, an efficient corps of highly trained protec- for a considerable increase in the number of food plots. Some of 
tion officers, a good yearly output from our game farms, etc., but the planting was done by farmers, in the vicinity of Game Lands, 
if there is not satisfactory cover and plenty of food for game our on a share basis. 
efforts are in vain. Game will increase up to the amount of avail- State College authorities are cooperating by working out a mix- 

able food and no further, other conditions, of course, being ture or mixtures of seeds best adapted for game food-plot planting 
favorable. in Pennsylvania. Experimental plots of the mixtures will be planted 

There are two principal ways by which both food and cover con- at State College, and additional plots are being planted on ten 
ditions can be improved, thereby making possible the maintenance different tracts of State Game Lands, as follows: No. 103 in Centre 

of a larger supply of game. The first is the treatment of an area County, No. 56 in Bucks County, No. 65 in Fulton County, No. 83 
to influence the composition and density of vegetation to favor dif- in York County, No. 35 in Susquehanna County, No. 97 in Bedford 

ferent varieties of wildlife. The other, the planting of food plots of County, No. 117 in Washington County, No. 109 in Erie County, 
cereals and trees, shrubs, and vines which provide an assortment No. 95 in Butler County, and No. 105 in Armstrong County. 

of food and cover. The reason for distributing them over the State was to deter- 

It must be kept in mind that we cannot have all of the large mine the results in just as widely scattered areas as possible. With 
timber in one section, all of the hemlock and laurel thickets in the one or two good mixtures which it is hoped will be developed, 
another section, all the brush growth in another, all the open areas it may be possible next winter to make arrangements with com- 

in another, and the food plants somewhere else. They must be mercial seed houses to prepare mixtures for planting on State 
properly scattered or interspersed to meet the requirements of the ‘Game Lands, and for planting on privately-owned land provided 
game species within the limits of the territory over which the spe- interested sportsmen desire to obtain it. 

cies ordinarily travels. Also, the food-bearing plants must be lo- During the spring and summer of 1936, a total of 155,500 seed- 
cated throughout the area. lings, mostly evergreens for cover, were planted on State Game 

Realizing that a bounteous supply of natural food and good Lands and Refuges. These were all secured without cost from the 
cover conditions are the first requirements of game, the Pennsyl- Department of Forests and Waters. At that time the only source 

vania Game Commission, in April 1936, authorized a much more of supply of game food producing seedlings was by purchasing 

intensive game food and cover development program on State them, which is rather expensive. However, about 10,000 food pro- 
Game Lands and Refuges than had been the practice in previous ducers were planted, of which about 5,000 were purchased from a 
years. The aggregate area of game territory owned and under con- nursery maintained by the Department of Welfare at the Western 
trol of the Commission had reached considerably more than a half Penitentiary in Centre County. 

million acres, the many units being widely distributed throughout This spring arrangements were made to procure 266,000 ever- 

the State. The Commission decided, and logically so, that less greens for game cover, all of which have been planted. The plant- 
money should thereafter be expended for the purchase of lands ing was in clumps or strips, and not in solid blocks as is ordinarily 

so that much more could be allotted for improving the environ- done for reforestation. In addition, there were a total of 107,640 

ment for wildlife on existing holdings. game food producing trees, shrubs and vines which were raised 
An outline to be followed in this development program, as well in the State Forest Nursery at Mont Alto and in the Game Com- 

as for other types of work, was immediately prepared and sent to mission’s Nursery at Beavertown, Snyder County, for planting on 
field officers. With their whole-hearted cooperation, splendid re- various tracts of State Game Lands. This material included bitter- 
sults were achieved which will form a foundation for an expanding sweet, Asiatic chestnut, Russian mulberry, Japanese rose, Japanese 
program in the future. Following is briefly outlined a summarization barberry, persimmon, buckthorn, etc. 

of the major accomplishments in this program attained during the In order to provide game food producing seedlings for the
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spring of 1938, arrangements were made last fall with the National ee Le. eee Par 4. ee g 
Youth Administration to collect seeds of various kinds. The suc- oA ed ake ee eee eee 
cess of this venture is apparent, since over 300 pounds of seeds : Rei GRR 2 BP gi ie Be tale ted 
were collected and cleaned by the NYA and field officers of the ieee ir Re ee Nor ot ea ga Rese 
Game Commission. We are also indebted to the NYA for splendid cas. ae ene: ee Sipe i eae. 
work in connection with the care of seedlings in the Beavertown Ae eos bie got ees Phen Sie eye 
Nursery during the past summer and for assistance in seedling Cnet a, See ee 2 ee RS be: Bar ee a 
shipment this spring. beeen yaks a ‘a Pei Sais a < ae Tees 

Seeds collected by the NYA were stored at the Mont Alto Nurs- S aea v A yen maa, Fe Be eee eS 
ery and at the Beavertown Nursery, and most of them were 4 Sieg cc + ae aes ae 5 
planted in those nurseries. Also some of the seed was planted in DG oc os eee Swear me : 
a small nursery started by the Ganderstep Transient Camp, of Ree ae eo ae OR aaa 
the WPA, on State Game Lands No. 103 in Centre County, and Beier BESS ee 
small amounts in beds on several tracts of State Game Lands. g pee: cE AUR Ned See ee 
The seeds collected include frost grape, wild black cherry, bitter- besaercak ie Cae GEN jee . oma 
sweet, flowering dogwood, persimmon and small quantities of a ee 6 ayy A Ries obacs Sho ee ed 
number of other species. eo WOR re a Oe SB d 

In order to improve food conditions on forest areas, a great 3 see SE eS” Shoe ee OA 

many release cuttings were made in the vicinity of blackberry i = 
briars, grapevines, hawthorns and other game food producing PR uAtnee Sere foe read Gee LEE Eee 
plants. This cutting included the removal of all competitive growth fruit relished by game. 
surrounding clumps of game food producers, permitting sunlight Z é 2 i . to enter and thereby stimulating the production of game food pruning increases the capacity of the tree to bear fruit. In addi- 
plants and the valuable fruit of these plants. Sprouts from hard- oon cS the any eps Brest oleny of the oe Were Felcases trom 
wood stumps also provide browse for deer and rabbits. Such EAE Rati ee e een Bae Dae Fe ae 
work produces results similar to the planting of clumps of game food foe eaten atl ea oe eae auign ies ie 
food shrubs, berries and vines. A total of 1045 acres of such re- foeubuleean bak f hed tantra fh rales ‘it ne otlahi 
lease plot cuttings were made on 475 different plots scattered over most destrabl A fi fond ‘i a oe - one . 
the State on different blocks of State Game Lands. Most of this A fairly ae auntie pi avila. wateriewl foods was planted at work was done k C Cam PA labor. : - rl 
‘On State Gane, coe ne ae tecapeergs the State, where the Pymatuning Wild Waterfowl Refuge during 188. athe COG 

there are areas containing considerable large timber, arrange- one ees es Ue ere ee eee ie 

ments have been made to sell some of the timber from certain Pymatuning. Arsangements wets also made thie Sear for plain’ 
areas where improvements can be made in the deer food supply comet wild “wateetewiteanddlat ll d built by the CCC =: 
and grouse cover. Sales have already been arranged for on the Caw Tatids No. 54 in J ff i fae aan a i ‘ 11 dat following blocks of State Game Lands, some of which included Baten a WPA oS © Gon Tenens Beas ae cae a 

areas badly jcamagca Dyaincice ston during the surne of ae In addition to ihe, coe v  ereabmia nated cA ae 
oo ANG one Pounty, a ap Eater County, Noel ie development projects. were-and-are now being conducted. These 
MeKean SoU Ne: dan Me pie County, Ne. 36. = iis include the collecting and transplanting on State Game Lands of 
Noes Bisdford ae No. 78 in Glearfela Cones: nating a great many shrubs, where they are plentiful or where the owner 
ao ADs) a a 5 wishes to dispose of them from privately-owned lands. This work ind picon ing County, No. 93 in Clearfield County and No. 25 in has been carried on lacecly by CCC Camps and WPA labom Mere 

i ounty. . oe o 

Such cutting opens up the crown canopy of the trees and en- pee ah on oe eT oeene ccc ae et 

courages the growth of Sproee ae _ground eee essential made other improvements, such as brush heaps, log shelters, vari- 
as food and ECONEE for wildlife. timber sale arrangement has ous kinds of feeding shelters, rough grape arbors, etc. On various 
been made with each individual, and most of the agreements pro- actocoh Guise Landel bierasect an omelll ae ane tt 
vide for the cutting of chemical and paper wood. Arrangements ra Oh AS cen nivat £ grapevine cuttings, 
are always made to leave standing the desirable game food pro- were planted around roughly constructed arbors. 
ducing trees, such as beech and wild cherry, and all food produc- ae Commission goed toga ging oe ean Lands des ing shrubs. Receipts for wood products from these sales between veloped into the very best possible habitats for wildlife. Desirable 
June 1, 1936 and June 1, 1937 reached approximately $770. How- habitat is insured only where food and cover conditions are satis- 

5 ee 1 an the dollate aud cones factory. Without suitable environmental conditions no tract of 
ever, the value of wildlife is not alone in land will support the maximum wildlife population. received, but principally in environmental improvements to State Naturally, it takes funds to carry on a worthwhile program on 

Game Lands. 8 more than one-half million acres of State Game Lands and on 230 
During the past winter more than 17,000 apple trees were Game Refuges. We were fortunate during the past several months 

pruned, largely through the aid of the NYA and WPA. Such to have had a great deal of the labor handled by the CCC, the 

WPA, and NYA. All of these organizations have done excellent 
pram a9 i FE: PRES =a work, but they will not always be available. Until we are again 
eke ee eG Bios . thrown back on our own resources it will be possible to carry 

Pea ares eae ‘ es on the work with this minimum expenditure. The results of the 
oe a Se He work which are now self evident lead us to believe that in the 
=. * oN BIE ose in oe future this food and cover program will expand and develop in the 
pe Sune Bee es ee ee 3 State with the only limiting factor being lack of funds, or volun- 
“s pe ee teer man-power to do the work. 

<a Si a $e & oe Recs ei STATE GAME LANDS AND GAME REFUGES sean Se ra Sas. ce sks % May 31, 1937 
oa ee BERS ote eee Ra cath State Game Land sever: re a 552,443.22 Acres 

Peas cS 2 he ow cee Cee . 111 Blocks—52 Counties—251 Towns! ips i" 

ec aMiemates SSL i ie og ee 105 Refuges on Game Lands... ee $8,141.0' Acres 
ae Mh atti Ne aL yon a 2 Sele Ie eS Remainder open to hunting enone ee AONB 22! 

ane hear Ee een st Sw aE Ne ee 82 Refuges on other Public Lande......... = 66,880.8 
“ A ear Gee Aa A ee EE ES oa i 37 Auxiliary Refuges, General Classification. senses. 15.207:0\ /*F es ashe ee a eS aes Auxiliary Acreage open to Hunting. see sae seen, 

BS pNP RAEN rede OY mg SOR ory S is Total Leased 37 Auxiliary Refuges. TT ent 5 SD 
; a eae on Naa al a 84 Farm Game Refuge—6 Projects... 8630 

: ac ne oe ett Fou 124 Safety Zones—6 Projects... rina, (OES TID Maite a : esos wg ° Open to Hunting Farm Game—6 Projects... SBT 
~ a La Caen 6 Farm Game Projects... sie icliesainicel 9,162.7 ° 

* * * 
: Grape vines furnish an excellent source of game food. The above Total Number of Game Refuges........ SS sis 230 

picture shows clumps of grape vines on State Game peree where Total in Game Refuges. a Bae ee 143,562.8 Acres 

suntabt. ls Per agin oocae be meats DY Esmee Matal under Direct Gantrol ot Game! Comision Es 1 eae 678,894.72“
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ae, i aes - hae : ee Four of the best foliage trees and shrubs are shown. Betula alba laciniata at left 

ere 3 TR NO ee (page 5). Fagus purpurea in center (page 8). At right: Above, Acer palmatum 
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ly da fy as a nie Be: atropureum (this page); below Berberis Thunbergii atropurpurea (page 5). 
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GENERAL LIST: EVERGREENS, TREES, SHRUBS AND VINES— ALL SIZES 

ABELIA (Arbutus Bush) ACER (Maple) Octandra (Yellow Buckeye) 
Grandiflora (Glossy Abelia) Dasyearpum (Silver Maple) G0 tte Zone Yellow une Hoes: fot 

5 ft. Zone V, evergreen to Zone VI. Almost: AG ft. Z TV. Good. quick shade: Leave *18 to 24 inches (Each) (10) $7 i 

perfect shrub. Small bright leaves, graceful baht Rives below. oRach) (10) a (00) rd ek epee 
growth. Any soil. Sun. Pinky-white bells from et e ‘ acetone me! ss - 

June to October. Leaves bronze in winter. *12 to 1B inches....... ..-.  ...+. $ 3.50 ALBIZZIA (Mimosa) 

(Each) (10) (100) 5to 6 feet............... $4.00 35.00  Julibrissin rosea (Hardy Mimosa) 
* 6 to 12 inches....... .... $ 1.60 $ 11.00 8 to 10 feet.........$1.25 10.00 80.00 6 ft. Zone VI. Very rare. Interesting pink 

Heavy cut-back plants.$1.00 $ 9.00 80.00 Palmatum (Japanese Maple) foner foe two summer agree ee ) 

= * a, . 20 ft. Zone V. Graceful, bushy. to 8inches.......(3 for $1.50 postpai A All Ev > 
AB Al ae co *15 to 18 inches....... .... ..... $ 12.00 ALMOND—Prunus (p. 15) 

Balawinea (Balsam Fir) page < 2'to 3 feet)... 02s veep @ 2-29 16.00 ALTHEA—Hibiscus (p. 9) 

60 ft. Zone II. Dark, shapely pyramid. Needs —atropurpureum (Red-Leaved) Al F She z 

cool moist soil. Best in North. 10 ft. Wine-red leaves. Bushy, compact. Any AMELANCHIER (Shadblow) 

* 6 to 12 inches XX.... ......... $ 6.50 sheltered soil. (Photo above.) Capedearls Devas eae We 
*12 to 18 inches XX.... ....  ...-- 8.00 « aa e < 20 ft. Zone IV. Thin, bushy shrub or tree. 

Fie Bice B&B. .$2.00 $13.00 12000 8 ach b Near eratts...§ 75 $ 6.50 $ 60.00 Pure white show in early May. 
3to 4 feet, B. & B.. 3.00 20.00 170.00 15 inch gen Crt 175 16.00 150.00 *12 to 18 inches... s.08 ce<- se © 6.00 

Concolor (White Fir) Face fussctcam (Gate easea. vole *inchions ey eee 700 
50 ft. Zone IV. Dense pyramid silver green. —Ssectuma purpureum = (Unt ~ HeEVe: A 

Drainage. Tolerant in cities. Purple) AMPELOPSIS (Ampelopsis 
gt ~~ BA 5 

* 2 Year Sewanee) rin BA BO 6 ft. suai eae lacy le : he dwarfest.  Quinquefolia (Woodbine) 
4to 7 inches MG te eee 10.00 m ame. prices As above, Vine. 30 ft. Zone V. Vigorous. Fall color. 

: 7 to 10 inches ee sees see. 15.00 —dissectum (Green) W19 to Loanches. oa). eis ee Sc oen0 

10 to 12 inches XX sees co . 20:00 Also dwarf. 2-year No. 1 $ .35 $3.00 25.00 
i i year No. 1.........$ .35 $ 3. 25. 

ee a inches XX ran (Same prices as above) —Englemannii (Englemann Ivy) 

2 us hy) BSB. $78 $12.50 130.00 Platanoides (Norway Maple) : The same with smaller leaves. 
D io So be Sse a5 es) : 60 ft. Zone IV, Dense, round-headed. Excellent *18 to 24inches....... .... «.... $ 9.00 

cai Fir) OnE Era De te. for city streets. Tricuspidata (Veitchii) (Boston Ivy) 
See eae *12 to 15 Inches Sunset! conde B1000 Vine. 40 ft. Zone V. The most popular. Self- 

90 ft. Zone (V). Grass-green pyramid ¢ eis Py 
#646 @ inches”, ee) PY $ 10.00 *4to 5 ie ae tosses se. $4.00 30.00 — clinging. Dense. Fall color. 

: A oe ee aN : * 6 to: 7 feet Xn. nce ess > Seas 50.00 *1D to 1Siinches.c 0 ena eae eo - 00 

Oe ey Dae cyan, Rich odor 8 to 10 feet.......,.$2,00 17,00 150,00 2-year No. 1.........$ .30 $4.50 40.00 
oes aa : i . 10 to 12 feet......... 2.50 25.00 200.00 

Dremiage ed Rue s 6.50 12 feet (2 in. caliper):. 4.50 40.00 370.00 AMORPHA (Amorpha) 
*12 to 18 inches X..... .... $ 3.50 30.00 —schwedleri (Schwedler) D Fruticosa (Indigo-bush) a 

18 to 24 inches, B. & B .... 9.00 80.00 60 ft. Zone IV. The same with colored leaves— 12 ft. Zone V. Tiny bloom. June. Tolerant. 

Homolepis (Nikko Fir) purplish-red. ie *12'to.15/ inches... 5, 1 e-eeeene 2a OD 
60 ft. Zone IV. Stately and classic. Leaves dark 2 a 3 see X...... seo pneiokOn an Sto 3 feet... cca. co ane lso0s. 211.00 

bove, white beneath. Moist rich loam. 6 to eet... ......92.00 $19. 5D 
ahs Tike xX $1.28 § 900 8 to 10 fest... 4.....3.000 27.50 250,00 AMYGDALUS (Peach) 

* 8 to 10 inches XX.... .... 2.00 16.00 Rubrum (Red or Swamp Maple) (See also page 21) 
*12 to 15 inches XX.... .... 3.00 20.00 80 ft. Zone IV. Majestic drooping pyramid. Red persi bra (Red-floweri 

21 to 3 feet, B. & B..$1.75 15.00 es flowers in April. Wet land, but tolerant of drian- Ghozacas v ae but beautiful in 

ee 8 feet, BS ae oe io -50 250.00 age Eta e500 May. Profuse bloomer. 
manniana (Nordman Fir 2 Po LSLNehes srs, oeieiesctne ren ete ail BOS 4 to 5 feet..........$1.30 $12. ion 

120 ft. Zone IV. Handsome. Dark needles, * 4to Sfeet.............. $3.00 25.00 POD Eee gece are 
white bands below. Any garden soil. 10 to 12 feet.........$3.00 25.00 160.00 ARBORVITAE (See Thuja, page 19) 

* Sito. S nches Xe 3). yeni. i sp ene: & EL00! SaAce Sug: ¢ nn o 

18 to 24 inches, B. & B$3.00 $25.00 ...... ae nae Gee air. Heavy dense, ARCOSTAPHYLOS 
Pectinata (Silver Fir) . regular pyramid. Autumn color. i Uva-ursi (Bearberry) 

120 ft. Zone IV. “Silver” only below, shiny *12 to 18 inches eo 8) 5-00 6-inch creeper. Zone II. White, sparse all 

ri green above: Majestic. ony good au a *4to 5feetX....... .... $3.00 25.00 summer, red fruits follow. Sandy, acid. Makes 

ValichilVetish hin) oa eee 6to Bfeet............., .6.50 55.00 beautiful mat.Hoergreen. = 
GDIfE) ZonesTUL. Narraw: pyramid wbsDet 8 to 10 feet.........$1.75 15.00 100.00 3-inch pots...........$ .50 $ 4.50 $ 40.00 

effect, though needles are long and dark green. TO 1 a ARONIA (Chokeberr 3) AESCULUS (Horse-chestnu : Paes y 
Se en nee x 7200 ( Ut) _ Asutifolia (Red Chekeberry) 

* 6 to 10 inches Se ies = 0 lice cule . 8 00 Hippocastanum (Flowering Horse-chestnut) 8 ft. Zone IV. Pink-white blooms in May, 

15 to 18 inches, B.& B .... $13.00 120.00 50 ft. Zone V. Stately pyramid. White flowers bright red berries in fall. Moist. 
3 to 3 feet, B.& ee "$2.50 22°00 200.00 in tee Ay: Deep damp soil. ae ea *12 to 18 Inchessmpeeses—. > vc, .suruamu ee. 50 

r Seas soe Melanocarpa (Black Chokeberry) 
ACANTHOPANAX 6 to 8 feet. gen -$2.50 $22.50 ...... 4 ft. Zone III. Dwarfer, denser. Showier flow- 

Pentaphyllum (Five-leaved Aralia) —rubicunda (Carnea) (Red-Flowering) ers, but black berries. 

8 ft. Zone V. Good, arching foliage. Rocky Slightly smaller, flowers pink. PID AS INCHES ccs ae, once camo @ 54050 
ig 8! y ) Pp 

banks. Uniateresting flowers. *]2-inch, 2-year grafts.. .... $15.00 $125.00 2to 3 feet.........$ .90 $ 8.00 70.00 

*12 to 18 inches. . 72s. oe 5to 6feet.........$3.50 34.00 ...... ASH (See Fraxinus, p. 9) 

ABELIA—ARONIA *=Lining-out size (X =one transplanting) 3
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; 1 So 4 fi ine 
Nursery Service ‘ Sm = Jas 1° 

Foye nial La gPX ozs» 54 > 38 Th 
1. We furnish high quality stock. 1 ] * Se Oe Ute, od eee Aai50 

Kelsey Nursery stock is grown where it ee oo ah ff E Ce ee g ‘ A Peta) 
: Es SRG ‘ . ff 4 2 (ARS j FF 

erowe best; always with regard to shipping ZERO” Minneapolis aah Mp fo :) ‘ aS Fa CFins' Be 26: 
convenience. Of over twenty thousand i ee iy ff Toronto gears} \ Mansesteraf EC, 
acres of stock we select the nearest nursery I Il “SS J Cf \\ | ) S22 . \ lL A, 

a 5 . Sioux Falls . ) ? A = AMbary® Fe ctort? See 25: 
growing the material of the quality and Cee ana a wi Buffalo 7. r Ay 
grade you want. 5% 7 TU zt Au AX so $ Lf Why 

~Y i 1 Deru 4 CVS \AotesHiven} 
2. We furnish our stock at the lowest 10m a LY a __-& Y oe ae Mea Yorky a 

prices made possible by mass produc- Onaligs Des Moines et, “hicago a A bevelangf\ aae a" 
tion. Prices of nursery stock vary greatly. 52a V A | \ \ "BS Philadelphia gy f/ 

One nursery grows stock on land worth, Snes a ‘ 1 A VIE ef 
say, $4,000 per acre. The stock is no better PTT —No Sets | Vs ; Triana TT fa 3 Dover} 
than at a nearby nursery where land is Tet fe iF : haseznnats - Te 2 ¥ ») 
worth $400.00 per acre. We are, therefore, Tegel irs: City = V 4 Mace cr > £> 

y . ( © T les >A gf! on 
enabled to sell excellent stock at very low 20° | es : ~ 1 © Luisille . g irege is SI y USHe THER, 

prices. , > + ta > og eee A. NRA D s “> ~~ , ‘ peat eo Vil Be fo Segtce 3. We are an entirely responsible 25° I awe ry) banfary 
source of supply. Established Sixty ies hess eae oMehville re Kaleigh © M < Siiiae 

Years ago, in 1878, we still have among oe. ai oe ® (oi 
our customers many who have been Muskogee ' Seok 5. gag ce aed oP eee ee ae re 

patrons for forty years or more. In all our : ° es \ a Ss K 
dealings we are always willing to make 

things right on any errors or Just causes All plants in this catalog are zoned for hardiness. The Zone Number is a Roman Numeral 

for complaint. following the description. It refers to the zones in the above map. Example:—Mountain Laurel 

ee (Kalmia) on page 11 is hardy in Zone IV, or anywhere south of Zone IV. The system of zoning 

4. Our Guarantee—Stock to sida good is the best we know, but is not perfect. Sheltered localities may enable you to grow trees one or 
condition when furnished. We will, how-  tyo z, Onés eoldex than chown: 
ever, replace any and all losses at half 

ee Chart of Plant Requi l 
5. Searce and rare varieties: Why look q 

through a dozen nursery catalogs for them? A KEY TO DESCRIPTIONS IN THIS SHORT GUIDE 
Send us your list and we will quote 

prompt. This short Guide is eee Ager trees, shrubs, and evergreens are tolerant. They will thrive in any normal 
Seen ee eee eae, tL garden. Some are very particular and-a key-word appears in their descriptions. The. our facilities we can furnish almost any y : 5s s teins 
variety or size grown in the United States. following table and map cover all plant requirements. 

én ee ne LIGHT WATER 
2 oan DOREY Ot ee Brae aia If a plant is normal no mention : ft Normal plants are tolerant to 

make and keep goodwill by careful and is made in this catalog. If it is SUN —_ SHADE wet and dry soils. Such as need 

Prompt ee eee ee 
BACTERIA ACID = LIME description. 

Roots depend on bacteria in LOOSE oO HEAVY DRAINAGE 
soil. Bacteria depends on acidity. z, “Loose” (sandy) soil and 
Most plants like a neutral soil. HUMUS BARREN “heavy” (clayey) soil are speci- erms O ate B Where “acid” or “‘lime” are need- fied where needed. Most plants 
ed they are noted. like medium drainage (loam). 

PACKING COSTS—Free if cash accom- HUMUS FERTILIZER 

panies order, except stock dug with a Most plants need some form of humus in the soil. All plants react well to fertilizing. Keep it away 
ball of earth. Otherwise, packing is Any decayed life is humus. All soils contain some. from the root. Do not be afraid to use plenty. 
charged at cost (usually 10% of cost of | Plants needing extra humus are marked “humus.” Manure or commercial both good. 
stock). Balled, heavy evergreens: we 
will estimate costs in advance if you 

wish. y -: 2 List of Books Used in Preparing 
LIMITED RESPONSIBILIT Y—We dis- % 7 

claim responsibility for any reason in Th Us Shor t Guide 
amounts greater than invoiced. (POSTPAID PRICES) 

PRICES—Net at the nursery. Transpor- The Book of Shrubs (Hottes)—Complete The Book of Perennials (Hottes)—Not 
tation to be added at actual cost. Usually and interesting. 448 pages. Covers its sub- complete, but the best non-technical work 
5 séld at rate per 10, 30 ay 100Tan ject better than any other book we know. we know. $2.00. 

ees . (Revised.) $3.00. Hortus—Garden Dictionary (Bailey) —Per- 
The Book of Trees (Hottes)—A companion haps the best dictionary for America. 

CLAIMS—for errors, shortages or other to the above. Just as good, except on Covers everything from Forest trees to 
causes must be made within 10 days. coniferous evergreens. $3.50. vegetables and house plants. 755 pages. 

The Cultivated Conifers (Bailey)—The best $5.00. 
PARCEL POST—Must be prepaid. We for the evergreens—descriptions, culture, Standard Cyclopedia of Horticulture 

refer! esocesaibnt will end by tif diseases, photos. New. $7.50. (Bailey)—Again, in our opinion, the best 
mp ae ae anki bees a The Book of Climbing Plants (Hottes)— non-technical complete reference book. New 
Este ities Fae cae Youn) éeet, Again, the best popular work on the subject. low price. $15.00. 

250 pages. $2.00. Insects and Diseases (Felt and Rankin)— 
FREIGHT AND EXPRESS—Charges Rhododendrons and Azaleas (Bowers)— A complete handbook covering in easy to 

are extra (except in a few prepaid Special First American monograph to include the use and understand style the troubles of 
Offers). They are paid by you to the modern advances. Indispensable. Trust- - Trees and Shrubs, including evergreens. 

Railroad or Expressman. We will esti- worthy. Non-technical. $10.00. Nut Growing (Morris)—Hardy grafted nut 
mate these costs in advance if you wish. Manual of Cultivated Trees and Shrubs trees for the North—how to grow, graft, 

(Rehder)—Unique. In a mere 930 pages is transplant, protect from disease, and gen- 
oo - all most of need out of the Index Kewensis. erally speaking, the whole subject in non- 

TRUCKING—Can often be arranged. Our hardiness chart adapted from this technical terms. Many illustrations. 236 
Write for our estimate if you like, on author. New low price. $5.00. pages. $2.50. 
your order completely delivered. é sol F= ae ae as 

Fr. W. KET SHY RS ER Y ° ° ga my e 

Established 1878 50 Church St; New York, N. Y. L. E. Manning, President 
Members American C. N. Skinner, Vice-Pres. 
Association of Nurserymen Telephones: COrtland 7-2660 and 2661 F.T. Kelsey, Secretary
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What is Food and Cover Management? . i \ 

The landseape is a chessboard on which one may play a gane: r : ‘ 

wildlife endhaariebena ol ou Keer! ; 

The board is marked off into woods, pastures, marshes, ponds, 

streams and fields of grain and hay. This landscape pattern is the field iY : 

on which the game is played. / } 

Each landscape contains certain kinds of food and cover, i.e., . 

places where certain birds or animals may hide, rest, play, feed, or breed. 4 

} } On a closely farmed landscape the combinations are evr complete, hence i” i 

. wildlife is scarce. j | 

In his hand the player holds a number of "men" wnfen he can set down j 

on the landscape. Each consists of some kind of food jor cover which can 

be added to that already on the ground. : { 

The game is to so play the "men" that food and gover for each month t i 

of the year are complete. When such a combination is brought about, : v ' 

wildlife promptly thrives and multiplies. / i io 

eee ee a i 

The player is limited by two kinds of rules, those imposed by good aT 

farming and those imposed by nature. , j j 

He must place his wildlife food or cover on Bind not needed for j ; 

farming purposes, else his moves are blocked. 12 select kinds of i 

food and cover actually needed by wildlife, and kinds which will grow, z 
else he scores no result. j j A 

+ The player, in short, must be a skillful fo also a skillful * " 

naturalist. i \ ; os. yf i | 
eee * F 7 i 
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Here, for example, is a landgcape which has no quail. Why? 
j : d YY ——- Ye 3 
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$s 

Probably because the woods are pastured, the fencerows bare, 

hence there is no cover during snow. There is food in the corn, but ' 

no cover to go with the food. It is like a house with a/dining room * 

but no bedroom. / 
j 

The player has heard that evergreen trees make a good cover during 

snow, so he plants some white pines at X. age -4- 
WA meeNy i WAP a: 
ee ww REX Xx L bd 

MOYO pce nihil 

A CRA, oth nn | tol 

rs . g i | 

The quail use the pines in summer, but in fall they move away. Why? 

Because (¢) lies north of the ridge on a cold windy slope which quail | 

cannot use in winter. "The new bedroom has no yen." It is a misplay. : 
ae s 

Here is the comment iy A\\) tte i 

Wer CVV AAA \\\Y iF 4.) a 

e V¥ XY VR) ee ose napa ncar a 
) iJ Mfetpa. | v adn “ae e 

— 3 ; i 

| The quail eagerly accept this new winter quarters. Why? " 

i Because the new cover (X) lies on the sunny protected slope. Because j } 
is 
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a fencerow (Y) has been allowed to grow up, giving the birds a safe * Poy | | 

route to reach their feeding ground in the corn. i 

But one cannot use white pines on a south slope; it is too hot and 

dry in summer. Red cedar and wild grape are used instead, but these will ‘ | 

not grow in shade, hence a few trees are cleared away. The brush is a 

piled nearby (*) to afford temporary cover while the cedar and grape are | 

getting started. . 

Even this combination is not a habitable "house" unless corn shocks K 

are left in the field over winter. Should good farming require their t 

removal, a feeding station must be substituted. 

* ek em 

Would this same combination constitute a habitable winter range for if 

pheasants? Probably not, because pheasants prefer to winter in a marsh. . 

For prairie chickens or Hungarian partridge? Probably not, because 

these birds dislike to enter woods. 

For cotttontails? Yes, if there be suitable woodchuck holes for } 

use during winter storms. 

For ruffed grouse? No, because they do not feed in fields and require 

larger areas of dense brush. 

i +e * ke Oe 

We can see, then, that the manipulation of food and cover for wildlife 

is a game of skill, requiring exact Knowledge of what each species wants, 

what is already there, what can be added with reasonable certainty that 

’ it will grow, and will not cost too much in terms of land, labor, or 

materials. 

This game can be played to produce any kind of animal from squirrel 

to deer, any bird from wren to sandhill crane, any plant from ladyslipper _ j 

j / ed ae aerate , *s eee st ageet i ed ete itil palit a ti Lata ff
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f to tall oak. The principle is always the same: select a place which is ’ 

nearly right to begin with, and add what is needed. * 

Sometimes the original "seed stock" mst be planted artificially, ‘ | 

| but ie, geed is already RN 0 eve only a favorable place to | 

‘ thrive and multiply. ' 

fo grow the larger and wilder species is often difficult and 

requires special kinds of land. Bvery farm, however, offers some oppor- 

tunity to grow some interesting bird, animal, or plant "in the wild." 

All you need is a farm, or permission to use one. ; 

a 

This handbook describes some of the foods and covers which have , 

been successfully used to increase small game on Wisconsin farms. : 

Don ad btn Urtchiin dh Spdp.en voertel aittes- 
Nu vir | 

! / 
* ha \ 
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\ 
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To be treated in: 4 

{ Technical Farmers! 

4 Shapter Handbook Handbook 

x » Weops ont Gremping. 6c kc eh te ee” ee _ We 

Banding and Feather-marking. Toe-punching. . ... . Yes Partly 

Feeding and Food Patches. . 1.1. +1 +s se ee neae Yes Yes 

‘ Food and Cover Plantings, Layouts, Maintenance... . Yes Yes 

Pood Habits Study--Birds, Mammals, Raptors... . « « Yes Partly 

CORR: a6 ects OW se See eae Oak ws Yes Partly ; 

a a ee ee ee a a ee a re er | No 

Reference Collections. ... +. + esses eevee e Yes No 

Artificial Gover and Nesta... 1660s eevee ss Yoo Yes | 

ee ee ee a ere er a a re er eer ar Ga Partly 

|: Da oa 6 UR ee Ee ee ee Partly 

Phoneiepiekh Reethle. sc Nee eee i tee No 

Reference Literature, . 11 5+ see eee ee eee e Tee No 

Sex and Age Determination. .. 1.1.1. s6eesee6e Yes No 

Artificial Propagation. .....00+ +0002 06 ly 
reference reference 

Game Surveys? .. sees ee eee ee enw wees Yes No 

Weights api Trophies. . 15s + eee baeenuese Yes Yes 

r Supplies and Bquipment? . 4.6.1 + ese eee enne Yes No 

eee ee ee a a ae ae ee ee ee ee | Partly 

Organization Probleme? .. + ee ee ees seve es Yes Yes 

| D. 9a Tone eee $j) Ween handed for the: protection of we hanibedes, ene teebaient 
end the other for farmers. The basic information needed is identical for both 
projects. Hach handbook would be a "translation" from a special point of view. 
the yes and no columns indicate approximately the allocation of the subject matter. % 

Please give me your suggestions the next time we confer. As soon as I have time, 
a binder will be set up in the office under the revised chapter headings to 
receive basic material, 

ALL. ‘ 

| .
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E Rules for Flanting Le for Gane Gover Ol? sta 

y } Planting Stock is obtainable from the Conservation Department at cost, or 3 

| ' from private nurseries at commercial prices. Wild-dug stock is sometimes 4 a 

: _ obtainable from overstocked stands of natural serwomeattn, 4 : 

Never use stock smalier than 2-1 (2 years in seed-bed, 1 year in transplant a 

bed). 2-2 stock is better. (Exceptions: Jack pine may be used as small as 2-0. 5 

famarack mist be higher than the growth in which planted; usually 24" is the 2 

minima usable height.) 4 ‘ 

« If your stock 1s mollor than this, hold it in a transplant bed until it . 

Feaches the required size. : a 

Mhen to Plant. fhe deat tine 18 before gtenth starts in spring. Yair results 7 

. are sometimes obtained by planting in fall after growth has ceased tmt before 4 

frost. After frost the roots fail to “take hold.” Wet heavy soils should 4 

never be planted in fall because of the danger of “frost-heaving.” 4 

‘ Planting Sites. To secure the greatest chance of success with the least { 

labor, it is ne importent to fit the requirements of the tree to the - 

character of the planting site and the method of planting. Zven with the 4 

most careful een an element of chance enters any planting operation. 

A site which is right for a drouth yoar may be too yet or shady for s normal a 
site, sities ahve whi tn vine te é: nae ee a be too hot and ary ; 

for a drouth year. ag 

¢ oF She Aelia ines: te ACen of tts When eaten ens : 4 

2 available in Wisconsin in terms of soil acidity, soil moisture, shade, and a



Soil Acidity. In case of a large planting job it is best to have soil a 

acidity actually measured by a soils expert. “ 

‘ni In the absence of soll tests, the following soils may be assumed to be a 
limey and hence suited only to red cedar, creeping juniper, white cedar, or : 

(a) Glacial drift bearing fragments of limestone. ; j 

(>) Porner prairie. aves f : 

(e) Soils underlain by marl. . 

Other conifers may thrive temporarily, especially Scotch pine : 

or white spruce, but no acid-loving conifer will long retain its thrift on ; 

limey soils, nor will they eventually make tinber. 

Any soil which originally grew acid@-loving conifers may be assumed to : 

be still suitable for then. 

Soil Moisture and Shade. These are partially interdependent, and together 

dateruine Yho tagres of oumpetitian fren ether plants. Vithin the axtatty x 

limits already discussed, these three considerations determine both the pa 

species to plant and the method of planting. ; . 

Any species will endure more shade when small than later on. 

Fhe light-demanding species, onee suppressed by too much shade, will 

not recover on later release, but the shade-tolerant species will recover. 

Method of Planting. This is determined by the size of the stock, the pros- | 

pective competition from other plants, and the shade tolerance. | 

( Conifers may be planted on "scalps" in plow furrows, or by “slits.” | 

| BLits should be used only on dry sands where the competition of other gy 
plants is light, or in the bottom of furrows for small stock. J 

Furrows are good for any site except in very heavy sod where they are 

E too narrow, or in very dry sand where they are too hot and where slits are better. 4



Sealps are required for heavy sod. The radius of the scalp should. equal : : 

the height of the grass so that the grass, when lodged, will not smother the tree. 2 

. The interplay of moisture-tolerance, shade tolerance, competition, oe 4 

Ld Fecovery fron suppression, and method of planting 1s complex, and mey best be 
deseribed species by species. C 

White Pine. Never plant in full sun except on sub-irrigated soils. Never plant 

_ in full shade except under brush which can be progressively opened, beginning % 

: at the time of planting. White pine is best in half-shade, but the right degree 

of shade for starting it is too great later on, so that gradual release of each 8 

tree should be kept in mind from the outset. This means it should not be planted q 

under or close to valuable growths which mst later be sacrificed. 
Chose sonahinenbions solaee temenatees te tes pesivie athens 0) seston | 

- the north side of but not too close to mature trees where there is shade part of : 

the day, or (2) plant undér aspen, hazel, sumac, prickly ash or other abundant j 

brush, and open progressively by release cuttings. s 

Waite pine thus implies maintenance, and should not be used where maintenance 

is not available. . 

Horvay Pine endures little overhead shade at the outset, and none after a few 
years. It is the best all-around conifer for game cover in Wisconsin. A ae 

typical cover-plenting job often calls for white pine or spruce in shady | 

spots, jeck pine, red cedar, or ereeping juniper in the hot dry spots, and : 

Norway pine elsewhere. ‘ 

[ Jack Pine meskes faster initial growth than any other conifer, but is recomended 
only on sites too dry for more valuable timber species. i 

| | a the pines and spruces, and sinee they are not grom wholesale for forestry



purposes, are expensive to buy. On open limey soils, however, they are the a o 

caly native syectes avatlabis, | a 

res and Norway _ 
é White/Spruce. White spruce lives longer on limey soils and has denser foliage 4 

than Norway spruce, and is preferable vhere spruce is to be used. On rich, moist : 

‘bottoms competing growth is so heavy that only spruce survives. : 

White Setar and Zanarack are recommended for limey ahd acid marshes respectively. . 

The big problem in marshes is the rankness of the competing growth. Stock mst : 

be large ehough to stand above the competing weeds and grass. ’ 

Scotch Pine has about the same characteristics as Norway pine, henee where 4 

either is suitable the native Norway pine is preferred. 17 

7 Austrian Ping has the same characteristics as Norway and Scoteh, but tolerates ‘ 

more limey soile., Hence on limey soils it is the best of the three. te 

- Don'ts. Wever plant any conifer- 

(1) Near grape, bittersweet, or other climbing vine, because without | 

constant attention the vine will strangle it. 

ci (2) Near poison ivy, because the ivy may prevent cleaning when it is 

nost needed. : f 

(3) In nettles. They cast too quick and dark a shade. 

(4) In ploughed furrows which are not fresh. the weed growth in old 7 

furrows is too heavy. 

(5) On land subject to flooding or standing water (tamarack will s 

{ ‘ 3 endure the standing water common in bogs in spring). 

ei (6) In quack grass, without carefully removing every particle of ye a 

quack roots for a distance at least the height of the grass. : X yy ‘ 

. i te 6 nk shee an 9 len he teen ot On eieniing ee a 

i _ Wever set the tree near the grassy edge of a furrow or scalp except 

ee is dial ap pears Ati iel tae Gata) ge i
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Doe rabbit in breeding pen 

fines. In the other three experiments, the pens consisted of two not in the large numbers desired for restocking purposes without 

sections, one termed the “breeding pen” and the other the “grow- excessive expenditures for pens, care, etc. 

ing area.” The breeding pens were small enclosures within the Following the completion of the experiments just described, the 

growing area. They varied in size in the different experiments and Commission undertook in 1935 a series of experiments dealing with 

were constructed of one and one-half inch mesh poultry netting. the controlled propagation of the cottontail. The rabbits were 

Mature rabbits, in varying sex ratios and in different numbers singly confined in pens of different sizes and types. Thus, the mat- 

according to the area of the pen, were placed in and, because of ing was consummated either by taking the buck to the doe or vice 

the size of the wire mesh, confined to the breeding pens, where versa. Even though many hours were spent in an observation shed, 

they mated and brought forth their young. Shortly after leaving actual copulation was never observed, but the fact was noted that 

the nest, the immature animals usually “filtered” out through the when the oestral cycle was not in the proper stage, the doe would 
large mesh wire into the growing areas where they were confined invariably kill the buck with which she was confined. 
by finer meshed netting and trapped up during the winter In the course of the experiments, it was found to be a relatively 
months. simple matter to rear cottontails from the age of five or six days 

In the operation of the experiments, it was found that at times to maturity and that the crux of the problem arose during that 

heavy losses occurred from overcrowding, parasitism, and disease. critica! period just preceding, during, and shortly following the 

It was believed, however, that in favorable seasons such experi- birth of the young. 

ments could be expected to produce four rabbits per breeding doe, It was discovered that births occurred at any time between 25 
or computing on another basis, approximately 40 rabbits for each and 32 days after copulation, the normal period of gestation ap- 
acre of land contained in the enclosure. The five seasonal experi- parently being 30 days. The average number of young per litter 

ments, fully reported in the Transactions of the Twenty-First was five, with a minimum record of three and a maximum observ- 
American Game Conference and the 1935 Summer Issue of the ance of eight. 
Maryland Conservationist, produced a total of over 1,200 rabbits, A number of does are known to have produced two litters of 
but the expected production of four rabbits per breeding doe was young during the season and it is possible that some produced a 

never realized, while only in one case did the output per acre come third. It was impossible to record the total number of litters 

up to expectations. It was concluded, therefore, that _cottontail actually produced because the individual pens were not completed 

rabbits can be raised in captivity under semi-wild conditions, but until April, and when trapped from a large field used in the 1934 | 

experiment to be placed in the small pens, certain of the does 
showed evidence of having already produced at least one litter 
of young. 

‘ It was concluded from this experiment that with further 
. development of the technique, cottontails could be successfully 

4 reared under a system of controlled propagation, but that for 
J : : restocking purposes the cost per head probably would always 

a am prove prohibitive. 

yA i " . 4 Co ae a As a final resort, the Commission attempted to raise cot- 
Oem ee i re NEG Blog a ee ele tontails in 1936 by placing paired rabbits in small, specially 

a ‘e F . 2 a Mgr geaomteresnrinyer ig constructed coops where the animals were constantly together 
pee # j if "I — s Ee " bee) => and on wire some distance from the ground. This experiment 

\ Z a sagt 5 ae ren =. fs <a met with complete failure. 

\ ee r Sooo Pea ne i ee Thus, it appears that cottontail rabbits can be successfully 
3 a oe oe Base eS gee raised in confinement by different methods, but probabl t se fo LBs he ieee spleen 

he Cael Bae 5 te a Site ee oe Pe at a cost per head which will allow their production in large 
ee - ae NY eae ae | “3 | numbers for restocking purposes. 

ee EG ie. Pa 

ae ESTs Ay aia See ‘ 3. Live-Trapping 
a Sa on — ote wr a, - See eg ed i SS = At the same time experiments were being conducted in 

=  - r — eS . = eae “i methods of artificial propagation, the Commission also was 

- a ve sos Se o. OU as tin carrying out a program involving the live-trapping and redis- 

“ity iiionenrengentionn FT encanta es Se Seite, tribution of wild cottontails in various sections of the Com- 

‘Su keg Nal OS ee a ee vealtl Se ERS 3 SI See gg = monwealth. sity 
The methods employed in the work varied in detail, but the 

Individual rabbit breeding pens at Loyalsock State Game Farm essential plan was to capture rabbits alive on areas closed to
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M F the C il Rabbit i Ivani anagement of the Cottontail Rabbit in Pennsylvania 

hunting and release them shortly thereafter in open hunting terri- ground than at other times, it is an ideal device for the work in 
tory. The system has met with unqualified success in that it has question. A box trapping program can be carried out by private 
produced relatively large numbers of first quality rabbits at rea- individuals, by sportsmen’s organizations or by officers of the 
sonable cost. Also, the plan possesses a most desirable character- Game Commission. The only equipment necessary is the traps and 
istic in that it may be successfully carried out by private individ- a special permit, issued by the Game Commission free of charge, 
uals working alone, by the officers of the Game Commission, or by granting permission to cooperators to undertake such work under 
cooperating groups consisting of landowners, sportsmen and con- the supervision of some Officer of the Commission. 
servation officials, one or all. Another way of taking cottontails for restocking purposes is by 

Since the live-trapping and redistribution program apparently driving them. This method can be successfully employed only on 
offers the best method of supplying rabbits for restocking pur- relatively large areas where rabbits are fairly abundant. It re- 
poses, it is natural first to look for these areas whereon the work quires a large number of men working in unison and can be 
may be carried out. Eventually, the great percentage of the stock legally undertaken only under the Commission’s direction. The 
will probably be taken from specially developed natural. game procedure is simply for the men to form a single line and then 
propagation areas, the establishment of which will be fully dis- walk abreast through the area chasing the animals before them 
cussed in another section of this report, but pending the develop- into the V-shaped wire wings of a large trap. 
ment of such units other supply points will have to be drawn upon. A third method of capturing wild rabbits for stocking purposes 
These are far more numerous than generally believed, but to date is through the use of a ferret. This procedure can be employed 
they have been utilized only to only by salaried officers of 
a very limited extent. Keep- the Game Commission, as the 
ing in mind the fact that the fi Game Code specifically pro- 
trapping areas must be favor- x \ pe ty = hibits private individuals from 
able rabbit territory closed to n my . ad ‘ rd chasing game with ferrets and 
public shooting, suggested 7 i . 3 os ‘ P" ’ requires a special permit even 
places of operation will be 7 PY di — wl fd ee to hold them in possession. 

briefly outlined in the follow- Saha a? ae ae r ifs Once caught, the rabbits 
ing paragraphs, uF, a », rT] © agin + lle! ee should, with the least possible 

Sections suitable for supply oa & , Nin amount of handling, immedi- 

points fall readily into two s Spe ately be placed in crates suit- 
major groups, publicly-owned ee tae ow ty able for transportation to and 
lands and those under private ya k o release at other points. These 
control. The public lands in- 4 ie ‘= Be Pes should contain single com- 
clude (1) municipal areas, + % ie Ps tae or partments for each rabbit, 
such as city parks, water- ee : z Ene -- ae should be relatively light and 
sheds, golf courses and other = a Bast Py teal of such size as to be carried 
recreational developments (2) = g ao 2 <3 aw easily both by hand and in 
county and state-owned lands, r em < ea ee 4 passenger automobiles. 
. . ie cy, a ed a? of i sy 
including parks and the [eae a ee Oi oe © ig During the past few years, 
grounds of prisons, hospitals "hal Ps TS oc Oe al <a the Commission has kept ac- 
and other institutions, and << . ane 4 ‘, =. me ee curate records of all expendi- 
(3) Federal properties, among — — “a se ts - "ss 2 4 Pas a tures involved in box trap- 
which are parks, penitentiary [Fp ie 7 Re eC Ul Cl - a ping, ferreting, and drive-net- 
grounds and the like. = = +t eee C—O a ting cottontail rabbits for re- 

The Game Commission has stocking purposes. It was 
in the past few years taken Treadle-type box trap Palted aud'sct found that the average cost 
hundreds of rabbits from one ° per head for catching, trans- 
or two public watersheds, State penitentiaries and similar places, porting and releasing rabbits was twenty-four and a fraction cents. 
but the great majority of such lands where many rabbits are This, of course, represents about one-fourth the price of importing 
available have never been trapped and they too are capable of and releasing a rabbit from the Middle West and probably even a 
annually producing a large supply of rabbits. smaller fraction of the cost of rearing a cottontail in confinement. 

The lands under private control comprise a number of different : 
groups, including (1) the small developed or undeveloped lots in 4. Natural Propagation Areas 

the outer limits of most cities and towns, (2) factory and indus- Designed to supply eventually the majority of rabbits annually 
trial sites where shooting is prohibited as a safety measure, and required for restocking purposes, the Commission plans the estab- 
(3) nurseries, orchards, truck farms and other areas where the lishment of a system of natural rabbit propagation areas, in addi- 
rabbits may cause excessive property damage. tion to its proposed farm game refuge program, and it is hoped 

A number of District Game Protectors have for some years been that within the next few years there will be a number of these 
trapping and redistributing rabbits from points such as those just special units in operation in each of the sixty-seven counties of 
mentioned. One officer reports that from the lawn surrounding a the Commonwealth. 
large house in one of eastern Pennsylvania’s manufacturing cities, Attempts will be made to set up several of the areas in the 
he has by means of a single box trap taken and released outside better rabbit hunting sections of each county. They will be placed 

the city limits a total of 82 rabbits within a period of two years. on suitable lands whereon the Game Commission can, by agree- 
On these lands many rabbits are annually being produced only to ment or lease, obtain the hunting and trapping rights. The units 
fall prey to cats and dogs or be run over by an automobile as they wall vary un ize according sto therr purpose. The smaller once 
scamper across the crowded streets, while such surpluses might be designed primarily as demonstration areas and secondarily for 
prudently utilized for restocking purposes. production, will contain from five to fifty or even seventy-five 
Rowinehtieh cures of supply ithericxe point tonbentiecuased acres, while the larger production areas will contain from several 

‘ ? : : hundred to one thousand or more acres. The units will be sur- 
is the proper methods to follow in catching the rabbits. Probably rounded by a single strand of number nine wire of the same type 
the simplest and one of the most practical means of capturing as used to mark the boundary of the Commission’s well-known 
rabbits alive and uninjured is through the use of a box trap. The game refuges. The perimeter of the areas will be posted with ap- 
principle of operation employed in these traps is known to almost propriate signs designed especially for the purpose. There will be 
every person interested in wildlife, though their detailed construc- no hunting on the areas at any time and they will be subject to 
tion varies widely. For the reader’s convenience, a simple plan of such additional rules and regulations as the Game Commission 
box trap construction is presented herewith. may see fit to adopt. All areas will be under strict management 
Though the box trap is far more effective when snow is on the (Continued on page 32)
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MANAGEMENT OF THE COTTONTAIL RABBIT IN PENNSYLVANIA 
(Continued from page 10) 

plans, stressing food and cover development aimed primarily mate area of 60 acres where no hunting was allowed, the Com- 
toward the production of rabbits, but, at the same time, giving mission one year trapped and removed 265 rabbits, leaving an 
pheasants, quail and other small game species due consideration. estimated population of 50 animals. The following year, without 
All surplus rabbits will annually be trapped from the areas in any stocking, the same island produced 122 trapped rabbits, again 
one or all of the manners heretofore described and will be re- leaving 50 animals for breeders, but the third year flood waters 
leased on open hunting territory within the same county in which apparently removed all the animals from the area. On another 
the unit is located. tract closed to hunting and approximating 2000 acres in extent, an 

( The Commission is prepared to finance the establishment and average of more than 720 rabbits per year were trapped off during 
operation of sufficient areas in each county to produce a given a three year period. Still another area of 1400 acres in one year 
number of rabbits for restocking within the county, and in coopera- produced a total of 465 rabbits. None of the lands just mentioned 

tion with landowners and sportsmen will aid in the development of was managed for rabbit production and it appears, therefore, that 
such additional areas as may be demanded. where food and cover development is practiced and hunting pro- 

As just mentioned, the smaller areas under the Commission’s hibited, an annual average production constantly above ons rapa 
control will be primarily demonstration projects. Their purpose is for every three acres of land may be expected. This figure will 
to show interested persons how they may set up and operate simi- vary widely from year to year and certain pens0ns suay epPrOy 

lar units and to illustrate various game food and cover develop- mate one rabbit per acre*, but to assure a minimum annual pro- 
ment techniques, all of which will be fully discussed under a sub- duction of 500 animals for restocking purposes, approximately 
sequent section of this report dealing with the improvement of 1,500 acres of land should be placed under management. 
food and cover conditions. The larger areas will be operated so as Frequently, no doubt, relatively small areas will annually pro- 
to produce a maximum number of animals for restocking purposes. duce more than one rabbit per acre, but such units will be the 

It is important in discussing the establishment of the propagat- exception rather than the rule, and it is the relatively small, highly 
ing areas, to point out the fact that it will undoubtedly prove in procure aed of this type which sportsimenss Or eaniza lore will 
the great majority of cases advisable for various reasons to place do well to alae and manage on their own initiative. 
the units on lands which are already closed to hunting. Thus, the in Se Uae toe dee Bey etary thats ne) Ou Put Orman, ‘ : : : . : : natural propagation area will vary from year to year due to the 
open hunting territory in the various counties will not be ap- infl f A trol fact d alihoueh fi 
preciably reduced by the development of these production units. ce ene nad ae Da ie oA Pe rnien ais (iris eee 
Then too, it must not be forgotten that the areas will supply not aan ny a A productive aie sa aa oa Oper auCR 
only rabbits but also limited numbers of pheasants and quail. i .. parce 5 use aie CE ee expects ree particularly | 
uric bee nami ben vat tebGieatich an eee oe = ‘avorab! le results until the second or third year after establishment. 

: - : Die DCU gArcaR ie yan This is especially true where there is any appreciable need for 
nually produce will depend upon its size, topography, geographic habitat im BS és 2 provement work. 
Position, soil makeup, food and cover conditions, etc. For ex- “This means production on the area, not concentrations resulting from animals being 
emplary production figures, we have only a few trapping records pee men Oe ato ee Ta ‘all a 2 F : 
available. On one island in the Schuylkill River with an approxi- feorore 4 SEe ee eee ee ee ee ee eee eet ane 

HUNTING THE WHISTLE PIG 
(Continued from page 19) 

be a hog in it, not a skunk. It is a little dif- hears something. You all listen. Way out them there is something about the sport that 
ferent from any other kind of hunting. in the distance you hear barking. One gets you; especially if you have your own 
When grouse hunting you generally must thought is dominant in everybody’s mind— dogs. | 
keep in line and walk endless miles. Hunt- to get to the dog and quarry. As you ap- Hog a Ja Carte 
ing deer, when on post, you must be very proach closer the barking is plainer and loud- e 
quiet and not move; often you get so cold er. It is a continuous excited bark. You can The groundhog is very good eating. It { 
you can hardly move. When driving deer, tell from it that the quarry is close—the lives only on the freshest of vegetation. | 
besides crawling under snow-laden spruces scent is hot. To prepare, you skin him, taking off every 
and through almost impregnable swamps You finally get there. It happens to be a__ bit of fat. Under each front arm pit, toward 
you yell yourself hoarse. hog that could not get to a hole in time the back, you will find some yellowish brown | 

To go hog hunting you are not limited so it had to crawl a tree. The hog is, after Substance about the size of a half dollar; cut 
to thirty days. You can go out from spring much shaking, knocked out of the tree. It this out. | 
to late fall and hunt them in any kind of jg 3 large one. (Large ones will attain a Then cut the meat into sections and wash 
weather, rain or shine. On hot or warm weight from ten to fourteen pounds.) The off blood and clinging fat. Place clean meat | 
days the hog will always be out feeding. He dog grabs for it and a terrific fight ensues. in salt water over night. Next day par boil. 
can be run in by dogs during any part of (A hog is a match for many a dog, having The meat should be left boil until tender. 
the twenty-four hours of the day. a set of very sharp, long and strong incisor When a fork is inserted in the meat it should ] 

We'll say the fish aren't biting to your teeth.) However, the dog, knowing his busi- very easily come off the bone. | 
ss, cee ep in touch math few ends, ness, finally emerges the victor. After the meat is tender you can prepare { 
get a fellow who owns a good hog dog an it any way you desire. Two ways I have | 
off you go to your hunting grounds. Ar- fi a eee eles a ice ee en hen a seen it prepared for large gatherings of peo- } 

riving there you gather up the tools, turn al yacec Ces pus ed) cous a eee ple are: } 
day you take your hogs and tools and hike $5 

the dog loose for some real good fun. The Hadi do dheocare evem one aerecine! that it Take tender meat and roll in beaten egg 
dog is sent out to hunt up a hog track, while acliouatmell ane 2 z e that was seasoned. Then roll in cracker 

‘ you and your friends do the waiting act. 2 dust. Then brown in lard or butter like 
You walk several hundred yards further. If you are a lover of the outdoors and you would pork chops. 
The dog comes back and reports no luck. want to have something to do in your spare The other way is to place the tender meat \ 
You sit down while the dog is sent out to time, get yourself a good hog dog. There jn tomato sauce and leave simmer for a half 1 
try again. are plenty of hogs and everytime you go out hour, seasoning and flavored sauce such as 

This time he hits a track. One of the gang you will get action. Once you start to hunt used for spaghetti is preferred. | 

NEW CLUBS ee sociation, of Apollo put on a vermin control port Sportsmen’s Association raised and re- ) 
The Tri-County Fish & Game Association, campaign in which 127 snakes, 54 crows, 44 leased over 75 ringnecks on public hunting 

Pottstown: Alfred H. Bewley, Secretary. English sparrows, 11 destructive hawks, 7 grounds. 
weasels, 2 unprotected owls, 2 foxes and 1 

The Keystone Sportsmen’s Association, starling were killed. nee s ane Se pe eater 
Harrisburg: G. C. Mandenford, Secretary. The Organization succeeded in acquiring trap layout, rifle and pistol range and 500 

coe Re ee iey a membership of 225 during the year. acres of land which are used for training | 

Last year the Community Sportsmen’s As- During the past two years the McKees- dogs.
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BUILDING BETTER FARM GAME ENVIRONMENT 
ve (ee © 4 Fl SEM Te yaa a Ae Ts ERY (Continued from page 7 
Career. see Rite ey Sa: i Nia ole eee ee ype fe a. f F eee a aah ahs ‘ci Bs ean 7 ee In any game food planting program it is 

ay} ak 5 ee es se eho Bh Set | Ge essential to have the plots widely scattered, 
ea ey Ae. Wes eee ae hs ik. - preferably hundreds of one-quarter to one- 

artien Eee bap i a SL oUM I ar eg ae ats y mS oy half acre plots, rather than a few large ones. 
pie OR pote eh Se , Sa ‘fee chi Ae They must always be near good natural 

he oS © oe a yea) epee NY oe a cover. Some of them should be located in 
{ e Kak Ma KY. Peg ve i aa oe poet eile Ua M4 re Neal good ringneck pheasant range, along streams 

Ne tard sr fea See Coen de hs ac Md 1 A ee and lowlands; other in patches or strips 
fi Ny ett § Se eens ee peeer” ae : ya OPE along fence rows and stonepiles where there 

f Ba Ae a MNS ee ET ES Sh Piel a a . is good quail cover; others near the wood- . OR gt ne a pants OMe " i i fA SS ee tiabe ed oe + Re | ee, Da land where they are available for wild 
aM S85 Ntiwtwets ee? ts % turkeys. 

Fe ae ie wate pete A Tht af Nay OU ay aad . 3 
: Me H Renee Etcay | Many organizations have found it much 

pies hl “edo a argos tee ae, Sch a ET AOL) Beez ae more convenient and more effective in gain- 
me BF SWS a ae Oe his bo ee Be oe a vi he Ree a ing the cooperation of farmers by purchas- 

R 4 eo ee 4 areit Bt 1 Ree ‘sae x ? aa - PES. ing a few rows of grain near good cover and 
, News 4 mt a Roa : ec 7 mt oe po ne arranging for these rows to remain standing, 

x rae F; Ce ge Bess eaeret| aaa A j Fi ; or in the case of corn or buckwheat, arrange- 
bale, Lee em Oe ihe a as a 4 . ments could be made for the cutting and 

re, Sag Ne 4 i ‘ Oe) Wig aad ib Pg ri shocking of part of the material on each 
2 Re ees, | ; wees ‘ a % plot. 

Many shrubs which produce game food are very attractive ornamentally. Wherever this is done plans should be 
The above picture shows dogwood in bloom. made now by each sportsmen’s group to visit 

. hc : farmers in their respective sections and ar- 
y sind ii e range for a strip of wheat along a fence line 

v | fa KG) x —_ | or for the purchase of a few rows of corn. 
AF i At the same time, plans can be laid with the 

bs ie Z ‘@ ? | farmer to broadcast some buckwheat, sweet 
» :} A 4 f Ba ii | clover, millet, kale or rape at the last culti- 

ne 5 ag et. f | vation of the few rows of corn which are 

Rey ‘ Ary i ‘ i he A iy a2, | purchased. Le , 
i gt fs rf Ce Mee Kh AB tf «fa ' In talking over the wildlife program with 

i Ke ’ a) hae re Ka 2 ie 3) ae oh O06 ~ | the farmer, don’t forget to encourage him to 
u 4 ) 4 Bala ag he ec Att Pansy Fale ews 3 = use a flushing bar on the mowing machine 

eat Wael a et ah aes i Py a yn. paige By hg Py ecs | this summer. It is particularly important 
hy eae, ; iw if Ly ve center Ht I es a that these devices be used on mowers while 

r Vee iL (| i Af ela genie yee eluNay i a et & cutting the first 25 yards around the edges 
aA pee eS / Mie ieee Meet m1 he Wh | at ! oS of fields. It is here that the majority of birds 

i ee eat, I; i ; ae i * iin Ta nest. 
ae Pe Oa Pit é a ee i | wo 1) Wesel be A am Tae oe bee ae Practically all farms can be made more 

/ Py agi eat ees ie |g e y rf nes ee oe me aah attractive to wildlife by intelligent planning 

es i ot Nd Ph f fp are A Stage Br a isha a and the expediture of the necessary efforts 
| via a’ if mia te : Pa ee ee sit ha goa to put the plans into operation. The Game 

iz / ! rane Mick “oe SOc ate cae a ae aa ge _ so - Commission is carrying on a program of de- 
Phe are Cea Ng Eke eile ea : Ra velopment, through the planting of food 

eat ee. Pe Papeete Bar MELO eee ri oo patches and of trees and shrubs to produce 

Sunflowers provide abundant food for game and song birds. All food patches toad! concn, onthe Stats Came tania ane should be made near good natural cover. Game Refuges insofar as possible. Obviously 
enemies a : i eee ete OSs se funds will not permit the extension of this 
Pe - 4 a se ee program to all sections of the State. It, 
ee ea ea ee eee therefore, becomes necessary to depend upon ; 

| Sas : - _ . the loyal sportsmen of the State to assist in 
pod 4 i i cael a most thorough manner in the rehabilita- 

|. tion and maintenance of food and cover over 
LL the thousands of acres of privately owned 
Pe _ lands. 

os A supply of wildlife cannot be preserved 
2 . rm without a favorable habitat. The opinion is 

i \ d * E often voiced that there should be a closed 
ith, a . — season or other legal restrictions thrown 

eg ee ne ee ie si around certain species in order to insure an 

‘ abundance of it. While such restrictions are 
‘ : y Sei te often necessary, yet they merely serve to 

ae Sg se save a limited amount of seed stock. In order 
ae to produce a surplus of game, it is absolutely 

‘ See ic, essential to expend the efforts on establish- 
js * ng ae 2 Same ing and building up suitable areas, in pro- 

. eee Xm fe viding a better environment. With more at- 
Stay 7 ie gh agra ee Roa ae tention directed toward such activities in the 

ALS La a a> Teer ois maggie << ome field, there will be less need for attempts to 
a a as aa = Raga ae. Sa produce the desired results in legislatures 

Nesting sites, travel lanes, food and cover are provided by rows of brush and briars. and lawyers’ offices. |
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NEW LITERATURE o ey ee 0 a AE i 
Soil Erosion and Its Control—Quincy > £2 4 _ te / 

Claude Ayres—McGraw-Hill, 365 p., illus., 9 Pe a _ Ey 
$3.50. A thorough, scholarly yet highly read- is og be ie ze Be ‘ : 
able book on the most important single phys- Sf. ag Ath ede ” 
ical fact confronting the people of this coun- a a - Rr : 
ty today on the rnes Rue of ech, in ke — y ‘er a c \ : a 

eed, our very national existence depends. Sl RBS ey ‘ \oeeepereeat 
Prof. Ayres begins with the phenomena of a“ ao eh ~ ba Sa 
soil erosion and its casual factors, outlines r yo 8 OCT“ MASS Oe ~\ Ree : 
methods of control and tells their cost, dis- - . ON ij oa hy, Banas Sa heh 
cusses special machinery from a very prac- — ae. — \ " x “ 
tical viewpoint, and concludes with a stimu- i. 3S " — Ny 
lating chapter on soil conservation and land Se A 4 

use. eo »§ >»; 
“Firearms Legislation in 1937” is the title aS ee ee . FS ." 

of an excellent pamphlet issued by the Na- ee: ae. : th i 
tional Rifle Association, Barr Building, 
Washington, D. C. It’s free, potent, and This ringneck pheasant literally tied itself in a knot when it flew 
timely. against a long distance telephone cable between Hershey and Hum- 

melstown, Pa. The photographer, Bill Douglass, noted Harrisburg 
SS Skeet Champion, snapped the picture while sitting cross-legged on 

Picturing Miracles of Plant and Animal the cable opposite. See the shadow of his legs? 

Life—Arthur C. Pillsbury—Lippincott, 236 
p., illus., $3. Anyone who has ever seen one 

Cle of his Penk ts well Wautifeds the daily And from Siberia we learn of an Eskimo WHAT'S IN A NAME? 
events of nature do have a miraculous look Bear Indian Point, about 100 miles west of He. tooleshistfuntwhere Hetfound it But 

as he brings them out with his ingenious >t Lawrence Island, Alaska, who killed a because he found it in the den of a mink, 
time-lapse photographic apparatus. Mr. Pintail duck banded at Los Banos, Califor- Harry Funmaker was apprehended by game 

pale Dury modesty might decry the feel- Beare matter of 3000-odd miles “as the wardens of the Iowa State Conservation 
ing that most beholders have, that there is duck flies.” soe 
enewhet of the miraculous about his own ————— Commission from whence eOmes, the story, 
contribution to the net result. To this book, ‘ says the American’ Wildlife Institute. 
telling how he does it, he contributes lav. , Cal tar is a good deer repellent, accord- = In Wisconsin, John Troutman was 
ishly in illustrations, both sequences and ing to Rufus Boyer, lumberman, of Shamo- “pinched” for not taking seriously the fish 

stills. kin. Dip some old rags in the tar, hang and game laws of the state. Judge Fisker 
en ene eee them on sticks about 300 ft. apart, and for- meted out his measure of justice and it is 

Electric brooders are being used to raise get about your truck patch or orchard. “The hoped that Troutman will be more serious 
young pigs in winter and early spring. ane hate the smell and will not go near minded in the future. 

STITT RTC it,” he says. Sonen ate 
Birds of Flight may reduce their relative Sener i | eee I at see ie ee aaa 

ae Sach binds pam ing ncn eeRue Five states reorganized their fish and game while they have an Outlaw in their midst, 

between the various internal organs and even departments to some extent during 1936, he’s a warden, too, and not a law violator. 

in the bones of the body into which air is Tennessee, Florida, Maryland, New Hamp- eae eee 
drawn when the bird takes to flight. shire, South Carolina, Missouri and Colorado. 

Cy ADS aE Maryland changed from a one to a three- (Os 728 Zuercher of Rawdon, Quebec, Can- 

Young birds in the egg develop a sharp man commission. Rhode Island abolished ada, sends in the following press dispatch 
spine on the top of the beak which they use the commission of inland fisheries and cre- from the Montreal Daily Star: 
to cut the shell and break their way through ated in its place a department of agriculture “Tokio—Clyozumi Ninomiya announced 
the egg at hatching time. and conservation. In Arkansas, Kansas, last night (Feb. 24) that he can guarantee 

re ete ae cine Utah and Montana the fish and game com- to produce a female chicken from any hen’s 

The Otter is the least destructive and the missions were given broader powers in the egg. 
most intelligent member of the weasel fam- promulgation of regulations affecting sea- He has had 100 per cent success in this 
ily. It is very rare in Pennsylvania and sons, limits, etc. West Virginia made a small ine by injecting a female hormone into the 

fhe Ae was closed Se them last year. appropriation for game and fish work from egg, he said. An injection costs about two 
sually about ten to twelve were taken an-  jts general state fund. Four more states sen (slightly more than half a cent) per 

nually. This year one was accidentally adopted part-time or tourist non-resident li- Sa- 
i egg. The announcement created a sensa- 

caught in a trap set for beaver and drowned. censes. Last November Missouri adopted : Spree ‘ 
The pelt was sent into the Harrisburg of- i S a E tion in poultry and scientific circles. The 

fice. the nonpartisan commission plan by referen- professor teaches at the agricultural school 
pee Mie els dum by a vote of four to one. Just recently at Setomachi, in Okayama Prefecture. 

Fish scales examined under a microscope Colorado's legislature adopted the commis- ———— 
may reveal accurately the age of a fish. sion plan, ending a campaign to that end 

waged for ten years. Naturalists are puzzled at finding seeds 

Bands: Edward A. Mcllhenny, noted bi- FNP S of the tropical Papaya in the stomach of a 
ologist and naturalist of Avery Island, La., epee oi tet =-Obib Gs teyiie tout Wisconsin duck, killed in autumn when such 

set a record last year when he banded more ee = ‘5 ; birds are flying south. 
than 18,000 migratory birds. “The oldest hunting pe a paying basis. That state has Sa a eee 
return band,” Mr. MclIlhenny reported, “was S¢t Up six pay-as-you-shoot’ reserves, re- 
taken from a lesser scaup banded at Avery wiring an entrance fee ranging from $2.00 The sportsmen of Alabama recently organ- 

Island, December 22, 1922, and killed during to $4.00 a season ticket, cooperating and ized a Wildlife Federation similar to the one 

the fall of 1932, at Clearwater, Manitoba.” sharing with the farmers whose land is used. now in effect in Pennsylvania.
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A RUFFED GROUSE MANAGEMENT" 
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S The ruffed grouse is the most important upland game bird of the forested areas of 
, the northern and eastern United States. Its numbers can be increased through reduc- 
) tion of mortality on existent ranges and through the creation of additional satis- 
y factory ranges. Management measures for the accomplishment of these purposes are 

indicated by researches carried on for the past seven years. Certain of these mea- 
sures are described in the following paper. They illustrate the necessity of keeping 
both the requirements and the habits of the wildlife species in mind, and the fact 

that good wildlife management is not contrary to good forest management. 

HIS discussion includes a considera- These definitely proven cyclic decima- 

tion of only those research results tions mean that we can have ruffed grouse 
which are immediately and directly shooting only so many years out of every 

applicable to the problem of producing ten. We may as well face the facts—we 
more ruffed grouse. The investigations must make up our minds that we must 
on which these recommendations are forego shooting during certain years. 
based were carried on in North Central Closed terms are necessary if we are to 
Minnesota for the past seven years, and maintain a sufficient breeding reserve, and 
the recommendations are intended to ap- paradoxical as it may sound, they are 
ply to conditions prevailing in that region. absolutely essential if we are to have the 

Greater productivity of ruffed grouse largest number of open years with good 
can be accomplished by two methods; grouse shooting during any ten-year period. 
(1) greater survival on present grouse This, then, leaves three major questions 
ranges, and (2) creation of more grouse in ruffed grouse management. These are: 
range. Both methods should be used. 1. How can we determine in advance 
They are essentially the same inasmuch which years should be open for ruffed 
as both involve reducing environmental grouse shooting? 

resistance. On occupied range this means 2. How can we provide for the great- 
greater survival; on unoccupied range it est number of such open years in every 
means removing the barrier to occupancy. ten-year period? 
On either type of range it must be ac- 3. How can we provide the greatest 
complished through environmental con- amount of grouse shooting during each 
trols, that is, through manipulations of of these open years? 

certain of the environmental constituents. Many of the recommendations included 
The problem of productivity in the case in the answers to these three questions 

of ruffed grouse is complicated by the are based on the accumulated knowledge 
; fact that a cyclic species is dealt with. of cyclic behavior. Much of the knowl- 

Superimposed upon the normal and regu- edge relating to cycles is recent and as 
e lar losses—the usual annual oscillations yet unpublished. 

—there is the additional difficulty of peri- The question of determining in advance 
odic and, at present uncontrollable, large which years should be open for grouse 
losses which, at approximately ten-year shooting can now be answered with cer- 
intervals, wipe out about ninety per cent tainty. An accurate and practicable cen- 
of the entire stock. sus method has been devised which makes 

C : ‘Paper No, 1497 of the Scientific Journal Series of the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment 
Station. 
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it possible for anyone with a knowledge tained in Minnesota during the past seven 
of grouse range and grouse habits to de- years the maximum breeding population 

termine within a reasonable degree of of ruffed grouse is one bird per four ( ) 
accuracy the total population of ruffed acres. We have not found in any year or 
grouse on areas of any size. This method on any area an April population in ex- 

can be used ten months out of the year cess of this figure. On our control area, 

in any type of ruffed grouse country and where no shooting is permitted, this was 
under most weather conditions. An ex- the April figure for three consecutive 
perienced man can census from 1,000 to years in spite of great differences in the 
1,500 acres per day. Population figures October populations of the preceding 
obtained by careful censusing through the years. These differences are shown in 
use of this, or some other reliable, method Table 1. 
provides the only sound basis for deter- The area on which these figures were 
mining which years should be open for obtained consisted of 1,800 acres of good 
shooting. Furthermore, continued use of grouse range. Similar areas have shown 
a reliable census method on representative approximately the same figures for over- 
sample areas will enable one to detect wintering populations, while poorer areas 
the first signs of approaching decimation. have consistently shown April densities 

The evidence of an impending crash is of less than one bird per four acres. 
present and recognizable far enough in If even the best grouse range can not 
advance to allow for their use in deciding overwinter grouse populations in excess of 

the matter of open seasons, bag limits, one bird per four acres we must then ac- 
open territories, and similar game ad- cept this figure as a measure of the maxi- 

ministration problems which should be mum breeding population. The reason 
and must be decided according to prevail- for this upper limit of population is still 
ing conditions if we are to have anything to be determined. Various possible ex- 

deserving of the name of management. planations come to mind; none of them 
On Minnesota areas we were able, has been proven. Two of the likeliest are 

through the use of censuses, to demon- the species’ intolerance of greater crowd- 
strate losses due to current decimation as_ ing or the exercise of individual terri- 

early as May. These losses were not  torial-rights. 
demonstrable by any other method until Whatever the explanation, there is ap- 

much later in the year; in most instances parently a very definite upper limit, and 
not until after the usual dates of the this limit is the first of the factors that 
grouse hunting season. operate to determine the size of the fall 

The provision of the greatest number population. If, however, the April popu- 
of open years in every ten-year period is lation is less than one bird per four acres 
almost wholly a matter of building up it is sufficient proof that the range is 
and maintaining the maximum breeding lacking in some important essential. The ‘ 
population. According to the results ob- first essential, of course, is an October 

Tasie | 

THE OCTOBER AND APRIL GROUSE POPULATION ON 1,800 ACRES OF GROUSE RANGE 
IN NORTHERN MINNESOTA 

~—_————~“@ctober. ~~ Acres”=*=é<“‘é‘séS*‘*CA@pr’éCSCO#*#*~*~*~ Acre 
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population in excess of the desired April allow each unit of the range to produce 
population.. It must be in excess in or- and support its proportion of the total 

( der to allow for winter losses. We have maximum population. 

found these winter losses, on properly Providing the greatest amount of grouse 
stocked and understocked ranges, normal- shooting during each of the open years 
ly to be approximately seventeen per is wholly a matter of productivity (grant- 
cent. It is perhaps safer to figure on a ing the maximum breeding population). 

y twenty per cent loss. This means that There are a number of factors that reduce 
the population present on the range at productivity and all of them together 
the beginning of the winter will be re- are responsible for quite large losses. 
duced by one-fifth before April and prop- The greatest single loss is juvenile 
er allowance for this reduction must be mortality. This is an annual loss—sepa- 
made. rate from and in addition to the periodic 

If winter losses exceed twenty per cent cyclic losses. It is normally at least 75 
of the fall populations the fault lies in per cent, some years even larger. The 
the environment and must be sought for causes are numerous, but so far all of 
and corrected there. This fault is very these causes can be included under eight 
apt to be a deficiency in cover. The general headings. The first of these 
kinds of cover necessary will be referred juvenile losses in point of time is nest 
to later. One other requirement must destruction. For purposes of this dis- 
be provided on any range where the ob- cussion nest abandonment due either to 
ject is to build up and maintain the desertion or death of the hen is included 
maximum breeding population, that is under nest destruction. We know of only 
practically perfect interspersion. The spe- two instances where incubating hens have 
cies’ saturation point can not be exceeded been killed by accidents or predators. 
for the whole range, neither can it be ex- We know of only one instance where a 
ceeded for any part of the range except hen has deserted her nest, and this in 
very temporarily. It is obvious, then, spite of the fact that well over one hun- 
that each unit of the range as determined dred nests have been found before the 
by this species’ saturation point—four clutches were completed and visited every 
acres in this case—must produce its pro- day from the time of finding until they 
portion of the total range population. hatched. All in all the several hundred 
There can be no permanent crowding of nests for which we have records show 
birds into concentrations in excess of this nest destruction from all causes to be 
saturation point; therefore, there can be slightly less than three per cent. Al- 
no blanks in the sense of areas lacking though we could not positively identify 
in any single grouse essential if it is in- the predator responsible for each of these 
tended that the range shall maintain its nest losses we do know that one was the 
maximum population. work of a wild-ranging house cat, another 

| The maximum breeding population is was the result of red squirrel activity, 
i! the species’ saturation point and is the and a third was the work of a woodchuck. 

largest possible overwintering population. A second type of nesting loss is due to 
To obtain it it is necessary to provide: the disappearance of one or a few eggs 

1. A fall population twenty per cent from the nest without destruction of the 
larger than the largest possible over- entire clutch. Such losses have occurred 
wintering population. in approximately 30 per cent of the nests 

, 2. A grouse range containing all of under observation but they did not aver- 
C the winter requirements for ruffed grouse. age two eggs per nest and accounted for 

3. A degree of interspersion that will slightly less than five per cent of all the
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eggs under observation. Both red squir- young birds but there is as yet no proof 
rels and chipmunks have been observed that these parasites are responsible for ‘ 
to take eggs from grouse nests during the any appreciable share of the losses. ( 
absence of the hen. We have no reason Accidents are responsible for a part of 
to believe that either species deliberately this juvenile mortality but such losses are 
searches for nests or possesses any partic- usually not important except on areas that 
ular ability to locate them. It seems in are much traveled. The hen with her 
each instance that they happen onto the young is attracted to openings because a 
nest wholly by accident. Chipmunks number of things that enter largely into 
have never been observed to break or at- their daily life either occur only in con- 
tempt to break the eggs. They simply nection with such openings or are found 
remove one or more of the eggs by roll- more abundantly in such locations, for 
ing them up out of the nest, play with example: dry mineral soil for dusting, 
them for a time, much as a kitten plays gravel, succulent vegetation, and abundant 
with a ball, and then they invariably hide insect populations. Roadsides offer all of 
them under moss, leaves, bits of wood, these attractions, and if roads are numer- 

or any other object under which they are ous and frequently traveled, especially by 
able to push them. On several occasions automobiles, a considerable loss of young 
complete clutches of eggs have been re- birds will result. 
covered from such hiding places, replaced All of these things that attract the 
in the nest, and successfully hatched. birds to roadways can be provided in 

Red squirrels have been observed to re- other locations. Small openings can be 
move an egg, carry it away a few yards, made in heavily wooded areas without 
break into it, and if it does not contain sacrificing valuable timber. These open- 
a chick well advanced in incubation, dis- ings need not be wider than twice the 

card it and go on about their business, height of the bordering trees. The in- 
paying no further attention to the nest. creased herbaceous growth which natural- 

If, however, the egg contains a fully ly occurs in open areas will provide a 
formed chick it is eaten and other eggs greater quantity of succulent vegetation 
are removed and their contents eaten until and an increased insect population. If 
all the eggs are gone or until the squir- occasional small mounds of mineral soil 
rel’s appetite is satisfied. It seems quite are thrown up in the borders of these 
probable that most of the losses involving openings they will provide dusting scrapes 
one or two eggs from a clutch are to be and a source of gravel. If the slashings 
accounted for by this sampling habit of resulting from the clearing operations are 
red squirrels. piled and burned at the edges of the 

The very large losses of chicks in the clearing they will provide most desirable 
first 30 days after hatching are not yet dusting scrapes. Burning out in the open- 
explained satisfactorily. It has been al- ing should be avoided; the remaining ash 4 
most impossible to find the dead young pile is too deficient in cover. In this 

birds. The few that have been found in connection it is well to keep in mind the ! 
condition for examination have been sub- value of woodchucks, the earth thrown 

mitted to bacteriologists and parasitolo- out at the mouths of their burrows fur- 
gists. So far they have not been able to nish one of the best sources of gravel 
determine the presence of any disease that available to ruffed grouse and usually in 
would account for this very high juvenile locations where there is little danger of 
death rate. The presence of several spe- accidents befalling the birds as they make 
cies of parasites, both internal and ex- use of it. Both artificial and natural ( 
ternal, has been demonstrated in very openings can usually be further improved
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by seeding them with either alsike or nesting sites and it has been our experi- 
white clover. Removal of the brush and ence that grouse respond quickly to such 

( sod or duff is necessary. The resulting improvements in their environment. If 
growth provides an abundance of succu- improved nesting range is available on 
lent foliage and is valuable in other re- relatively undisturbed upland areas fewer 
spects. These additional values will be birds will be compelled to locate their 
discussed in connection with summer nests in muskegs and swamps. It is in 
range. these last mentioned locations that depres- 

Losses of young birds due to predation sions are most numerous and during the 
are insignificant in so far as we have been period immediately after hatching these 
able to determine. It has been suggested depressions usually contain ice-cold water. 
by some that the creation of openings at- The old grouse very soon leads her brood 
tractive to young birds would result in into these same locations in order to es- 
increased losses from predators. We have cape the midday heat of summer but by 
not found this to be the case. It is true, that time they are large enough and 
of course, that cover is essential to pro- strong enough either to avoid these pit- 
vide protection, but such cover need not falls or to escape from them in case they 
be ten to twenty feet above the ground. do fall in. This type of loss is limited to 
In practically any opening attractive to a period of a very few days in the early 

grouse there will be a fairly rank growth life of the birds. 
of ground cover plants, in our region it Probably the greatest loss of young 
is bracken fern. By the time the eggs birds is due to a condition existing before 
are hatched this cover is well up and _ they are hatched. We can offer no proof 
open and provides a fairly continuous that this is the case but we have good 
canopy some 15 to 30 inches above the reason to believe that it is. It goes back 
ground. This type of cover seems to be to that period in the life of the hen when 

; even more efficient than that provided by the eggs from which the young are to be 
plants forming higher canopies. hatched are forming in her body. Each 

A number of very young birds die each chick must undergo 24 days of develop- 
year as a result of falling into depressions ment within the egg and emerge strong 
from which they can not escape. During and vigorous if he is to leave the nest 
the first few days of their life any de- within a few minutes after hatching and 
pression with vertical walls and more keep up with his brothers and sisters as 
than two or three inches deep is a veri- they range the woods with the mother; 

table death trap, and if it contains an inch and each chick must do this if he is to 
or more of water, as most of them do at survive. Certainly strong and vigorous 
that time, it need be neither so deep nor chicks can not be hatched from eggs lack- 
so steep to be equally deadly. Devoted to ing in either quantity or quality of food. 
her young as the mother grouse is, she All of this food necessary for a clutch of 
has not yet learned how to rescue them from 10-15 eggs must be provided from 

! from these all too common pitfalls. the tissues of the mother during a period 
Losses from this cause I believe to be the of year when food is reduced to a mini- 
second largest of all the losses befalling mum both as to quantity and variety. 
ruffed grouse. At first glance it seems We do not know which foods are most 
as though nothing could be done about it. desirable or most necessary at this time 
Actually, however, this extremely pessi- of year but we do know that only a few 
mistic view is not wholly justified. The kinds are available. The bird’s weight 

( provision of openings as suggested earlier curve shows a rapid drop during this 
in this paper will provide more desirable period. This loss in weight is no doubt
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due in part to the increased activity inci- tional food. The two species we have 
dent to mating but a large share of it is found most desirable in these respects are r ) 
perhaps equally well accounted for by bear-berry (Arctostaphylos uva-ursi) and } 
the poorer quality and reduced quantity Japanese barberry (Berberis japonica). 
of food. At this time when food condi- Both wild grape and Virginia creeper will 
tions are at their worst for the entire help to meet these needs if it is so ar- : 
twelve-month period, and immediately ranged that they trail over the looped 
following the long rigorous period of win- branches of down trees or over flattened 
ter the birds are called upon to meet the brush heap, where they will be covered 
greatest physical drain of the year, that with snow. 
is, mating and reproduction. Reasoning Artificial winter feeding, in so far as 
by analogy with domestic animals it seems ruffed grouse are concerned, is imprac- 
logical to assume that such extreme condi- tical and uneconomical. On the great 
tions must of necessity result in reduced bulk of our grouse range it is absolutely 
vitality of the subsequent broods. It is impossible because of inaccessibility. 
therefore highly probable that any im- The importance of even a slight re- 
provement in food conditions during late duction in the mortality rate should be 
winter and early spring will result in apparent to anyone who has any knowl- 
lessened juvenile mortality and a conse- edge of wild animal population behavior. 
quent increase in the survival rate. Fortunately for our management efforts 

The kinds of foods most apt to prove the smallest reduction in the case of the 
valuable in this connection are evergreens majority of species results in a dispropor- 
providing acceptable leafy foods such as_ tionately large increase in the survival 
clovers and strawberry, and fruit produc- rate. If this lessening of the mortality 
ing species which retain their fruits over rate can be accomplished during the 
winter and do not grow to a height that juvenile period it automatically results in 
exposes these fruits above the snow. The increased productivity in the form of ad- 
leafy evergreens should occur in connec- ditional allowable hunting take. This 
tion with openings where they will be point is demonstrated in the following il- 
available earliest when the snow begins to lustration: assuming that the sex ratio is 
melt. If planted, they should whenever  fifty-fifty and that each newly hatched 
possible, be located on south-facing brood consists of ten young (neither of 
slopes. The fruiting species will be most these assumptions is absolutely correct 
valuable in this connection if their fruits but they approximate the truth close 
are less palatable than those of the other enough for purpose of illustration), if all 
species present in the region. This will of these young survived each family, 
tend to discourage their use in the fall which originally included only two birds, 
and early winter when there is usually an would at the end of the first year include 
abundance of other foods available. They twelve birds, a 600 per cent increase. Of 
should also be low-growing, preferably course they do not all survive, and no 
with their fruits above the surface of the one believes that it will ever be possible 
ground but not so high as to carry them to bring about 100 per cent survival. 
above the snow line, that is, actually The question is: How many do survive? 
buried in the snow, not under it. This In a grouse population where no increase 
makes it difficult for the nonhibernating, is occurring none of them survives. If 

surface feeding mammals to get at them the numbers of grouse remain the same 
and makes them unavailable to winter year after year, then there can not be 
birds until the snows are melting, the more than two birds of each family sur- A 
period when they most need such addi- viving each year. If more than that num-
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ber survived there would be an increase. grouse selects his own area and territory 
Under these conditions ten grouse equal over which he exercises complete con- 

( 100 per cent of the mortality in each trol; no other male is permitted on that 
family; then one grouse equals ten per territory. If drumming cover is concen- 
cent of the total mortality. If the mor- trated in a few places with large blank 
tality rate could be reduced as much as _ areas intervening the excess of such cover 

t ten per cent, leaving three grouse alive in any drumming territory will not pro- 
at the end of the year, instead of two, vide for additional grouse in that terri- 
there would be a 50 per cent increase in tory and the blank spaces will provide 
survival and a doubled grouse popula- either very poor and very dangerous 
tion in two years. drumming grounds or they will not be 

Any reduction in juvenile mortality will utilized at all. In either case productivity 
pay large returns in the form of increased _ is lessened. 

productivity, particularly in the form of The importance of properly distributed 
increased shootable surpluses. If our nesting cover in the right locations was 
wildlife conservation efforts are to be mentioned in connection with juvenile 
productive of the greatest amount of good mortality. One further point to be re- 

they might well begin to give some con- 
sideration to the next year’s brood of an 
young in the year previous to their hatch- id sapalesebeitarion 7 
ing, instead of devoting all their energies Des | aN 
to the saving of the last year’s brood in nas ini 
the year following their appearance. It is | 
not unlikely that a great part of our ie | 
conservation work has been directed to- I | | 
ward the saving of birds already dead for | 
several months. | | 

Cover is just as essential as food, and | | I | 

several different kinds are necessary on a | | 
successful grouse range. The more im- | | 
portant types are: drumming cover, nest- Wot lh Vege ae Il 
ing cover, brooding cover, molting cover, a | | 
and winter cover. In most cases the =o =H —— 
cover pattern is more important than the s0 Hq al (fe esse | tee 
plant species involved. Cover areas need | a al 
not be extensive, and the more effective wil iw | Ain G 

| the plant growth is as cover the more im- | | | AD AlN a oy 
portant it is to see that these areas are | Te | i / } 220]| | 

| broken up and interspersed with open I, in ly sl i | 4 } i q 

areas: otherwise there will be little or no aliiil (| il | AN AEE Ali 
foodaproduced at the grovind surface, and er ses joie) Gib) ws OH wis ass Soll aie 
food in this location is essential to the _ ; 

young, birds and highly important to the Fi 1d srg, pouliin one on 
old ones. Effective cover existing over for 1927-29 are calculated. The lower double 
too large an area will defeat its own horizontal line represents the maximum over- 

wintering population, which is the maximum 
puyposcs. é Ae spring breeding population obtainable. The 

Drumming cover, containing one or _ upper double horizontal line represents the maxi- 
( more logs, particularly must be widely mum late fall population necessary to allow for 

dispersed over the range. Each male Gyermnteriny losses ang 2 provide Mei EXE spring population.
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membered in connection with nesting ing swamps, dense alder fringes on lake 

cover is the importance of openings. or stream shores, particularly if they are 
Nests are almost invariably located in covered with a matted growth of vining ( } 
the edges of openings, perhaps because plants, or tangles of raspberry, black- 
of the increased number of insects avail- berry, gooseberry, or currants in moister 4 
able to the young in these openings. At locations. If such areas do not provide 
any rate such openings do increase the surface water in some form provision 
quantity and the variety of foods avail- should be made for the growth of berry- 
able and the more abundant they are the producing plants. 
less the danger of nest concentrations. Winter cover for ruffed grouse must 
In regions where openings consist almost provide protection from extreme weather 
wholly of roads, trails, and paths most of conditions and roosting places safe from 
the nests will be located along the sides predators. In the northern part of their 
of these openings and thus exposed to range, snow ordinarily meets both of 
increased danger: first, because of con- these requirements. Where snow occurs 
centration, second, because many nest- to a depth of twelve inches or more and 
destroying species use these same roads_ is not crusted the birds deliberately dive 
and trails, and third, because of accidents into it; they not only roost under the 
to the young. snow at night, but we have found that 

Ideal brooding cover is a low, dense they spend a great part of each day un- 
canopy adjoining openings containing a _ der its protection when temperatures are 
variety of plant and insect life. The near or below zero. On our grouse 
plants must be low-growing (ground ranges there is always a sufficient depth 
cover) if they are to be available to the of snow to provide excellent protection, 
young, and the greater the variety of and it is usually not crusted to the extent 
plants the greater the number and kinds _ that the birds cannot utilize it. There are, 
of insect and plant materials present. however, years in which a sufficient depth 
Although such cover is utilized for only of snow has not fallen by the time the 
a short period it is nevertheless highly deciduous trees have lost their leaves; un- 
important that it be available during that der these conditions the birds are exposed 
period. It is during that same short to the effects of low temperatures and bad 
period that we lose approximately 75 storms, and to the attacks of predators— 
per cent of our annual increase each year. mammalian if they roost on the ground, 

Molting cover should be dense and diffi- avian if they roost in the trees. Further- 
cult of penetration. This is where the more we occasionally have severe ice 
birds retire nightly and during much of storms during the winter which put a 
the day from mid-July to September. It crust on the snow that no bird can break 
must offer protection from summer heat through. This condition also forces them 
as well as from enemies. During this to roost in trees. At such times when 
period the young are still making a rapid snow protection is not available the next 
growth and both they and the adults are best protection is provided by clumps or 
growing their new plumage. There is an fringes of balsam, spruce, or cedar. Pines 

increased physical drain at this time as_ do not furnish good winter cover except 
well as increased danger because of re- as young dense stands. At about 15 years 
duced abilities, especially the ability to of age they outgrow their usefulness in 
fly. Rank growths in moist areas are this respect. 
most attractive and apparently most effec- If snow could be depended upon each 
tive at this time; these may be dense winter all winter long, there would be no ( 
cedar, spruce, or balsam thickets border- need to worry about coniferous cover.
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Unfortunately it can not be depended grow well in openings where some min- 
upon for the reasons just mentioned. It eral soil is exposed. They are frequently 

( is, therefore, essential that coniferous found along wood roads and everyone 
cover be provided, even though this cover familiar with ruffed grouse knows that 
is necessary only once in every several these birds are also found in these roads 

» years. Much of wildlife management is in in large numbers for a period of a few 
the nature of insurance against future weeks during the fall. The usual ex- 

, probable contingencies. A two-day ice planation is that they are out there for 
storm once in five years can do away with gravel, actually they are there for the 
all of the increase built up during that moisture to be obtained from the clover 
period unless the management measures and strawberry leaves. Their gravel require- 
have taken account of and provided for ments are no greater at this season than 
the ice storm. any other. A better distribution of these 

The water requirements of ruffed grouse plant species over the range, that is, in- 
usually offer no problem during most of creased interspersion, will result in more 
the year. For several months out of the productive acres, and will reduce to a 
year snow provides all of their needs in considerable extent these concentrations 
this connection. For a period of several on roads and thereby eliminate some 
weeks after the snows begin melting the losses from poaching, predation, and ac- 
temporary snow pools furnish readily  cidents. 
available water widely distributed. By the The importance of interspersion was 
time the snow pools are gone young and pointed out earlier in this paper. A 
succulent vegetation is available every- number of ruffed grouse requirements 
where; there may also be dew. Before have been mentioned. Each of these re- 
the leafy materials have grown beyond the quirements is an essential on any northern 
stage where they supply sufficient moisture, grouse range. No block of grouse range 
the first juicy fruits and berries, and. in- can support its maximum overwintering 
sects are present in numbers. This condi- population unless these various essentials 
tion prevails until late in the summer. are so interspersed over the entire range 
There is, however, a short period, usually as to enable each unit of the range to sup- 
only three or four weeks long, late in the port its proportion of that total maximum 
summer and early in the fall when the population. This maximum overwinter- 
problem of moisture to meet their needs ing population is the maximum breeding 
becomes acute. There is usually at this population. 
time neither dew nor frost, it is too early The allowable shootable population is 
for snow, most leafy materials have lost the excess over the maximum breeding 
their succulence, and the juicier fruits population plus 20 per cent. The accom- 
and berries have largely disappeared. panying chart illustrates this for an area 
It is during this same period that the of 2,560 acres. If this entire area consists 
birds begin eating buds and there is evi- of good grouse range its maximum breed- 
dence to indicate that this activity greatly ing population is 640 birds. In order to 
increased their need for moisture. Birds have 640 birds present in April it is nec- 
near ponds, lakes, and streams can readily essary to start into the winter with 25 per 
supply this need, but those birds farther cent more than that number, that is, 300 
removed from these surface waters are de- birds. Any birds in excess of 800 in 
pendent upon some other source of sup- October are allowable shootable take. In 
ply. The best natural source of supply is order to have the largest possible shoot- 

( some evergreen ground cover species such able take it is necessary to have, first, 
as clover or strawberry. These species the largest possible breeding population
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and second, the smallest possible loss be- ruffed grouse management. Both are impor- 
tween the hatching season and the shoot- tant and both arise from the cyclic nature 
ing season. of this species. It has been argued by ( } 

The largest possible breeding popula- some that heavy shooting of the birds 
tion is 640 birds. During normal years during the upswing of the cycle would 
this population will provide approximate- tend to reduce the severity of the cyclic { 
ly 300 mated pairs, and these will average decline oF pethaps do away entirely with 4 the decline. This is an absurd and vicious ten young each, an increase of 3,000 ° é 
hirde’ © Novmallys! thee -younes all ape idea. On the basis of our present knowl- 

ae J young 
edge of cycles there is no reason whatever reduced by 75 per cent before October, f Res - ue é ’ for believing that shooting will in any that is to 750, and the adults by ten per 4 i | : way either delay or reduce the cyclic 

conta the sane period, that is io pase losses. This suggestion that shooting might 
This will leave an October population of be beneficial was first made in the belief 
1820, In order tovallow for 800 to start that the declines were the result of an 
into the winter only p26 wae poe, overpopulation; it was held that as soon 
Cred a comb mabon ef methods as the population level had attained a could succeed in reducing the juvenile certain height a “crash” must inevitably 

cn pate by sommueh’ 43/13 spet cent We occur. It is now known that this is not 
could bring through to fall one additional the case. On many areas peak popula- 

bird in each family group and thus in- tions have been maintained for three and crease the allowable shootable take from four years, and when the “crash” comes 

526 fo 826 which is an increase in pro- it includes all areas, those on which there 
ductivity of 57 per cent. are peak populations and those on which 

Tt is well to point out in this connec- there are very sparse populations. Cyclic 
tion that this so-called allowable shoot- declines are not the result of overpopula- 
able take is actually surplus population; tions and can be neither éliminated nor 
it is made up entirely of birds that can yeduced in severity by increased shooting. 
not survive the winter. Shooting limited The second point is the importance of 
to this part of the population can in no saving a maximum number of the older 
wise affect the continued existence of the age classes at the beginning and during 
species, and it is only when shooting is the low point of the decline. There is 
limited to these surpluses that it can  gyidence to indicate that only those birds 
properly be included under the term con- orn four, five, and six years before the 
servation. No species can be rightly in- “crash” have sufficient stamina and re- 
cluded on the game list unless we know serve strength to carry them over the 
enough about that species to enable it to decline. It is this group of older birds 
produce surplus populations and until that makes up the group of survivors and 
we can demonstrate that such surplus fyrnishes the breeding stock responsible 
populations actually exist. It is under- for the next cyclic recovery. Every pro- 
stood that shooting should always be lim- tection should be provided the birds from 
ited to these surpluses. the very beginning of the decline, for any 

There are two additional points that loss in this relatively small age group 
must be kept in mind in any discussion of will seriously retard the recovery rate. 

(
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2 Winter Feeding at Faville Grove, 1935-36 

Arthur S. Hawkins 

The Faville Grove Wildlife Area lies on the west bank of the Crawfish 

River near Lake Mills, Jefferson County, in the heart of southeastern Wiscon- 

sin’s dairy country. About two-thirds of the area is flat river bottom; the 

, remainder is gently rolling upland. It includes 10 farms totalling 2,300 acres. 

These farmers cooperate with the University of Wisconsin in practicing 

wildlife management on their lands. The author is a graduate student who 

lives on the area and conducts research work for the university. 

A statistical description of the area and a census of its game appears in 

Tables 1 and 2. 

WINTER Foops 

After heavy snow there is a marked shrinkage in early winter foods. Each 

of those remaining available has important characteristics and limitations, 

which are summarized as follows: 

Farm yards are probably the most important emergency food source for 

partridges* and quail. Farm yard feeding, however, is dangerous. Dogs and 

cats sometimes cause mortality in quail by scattering them late in the day 

when they cannot reassemble for roosting. There may also be danger of pick- 

ing up poultry diseases. 

Crop residues and manure. Partridges are largely dependent on the prac- 

tice of currently spreading manure in the fields through the winter. During 

severe weather, however, farmers are forced to suspend spreading for days at 

a time, thus suddenly cutting off the supply of manure food at a crucial time 

when crop residues and previous manure-spreadings are snowed under. 

Cornfields. Snow soon covers all corn except that left standing or in 

shocks, which this year was only five per cent of the corn area. Even this 

became mostly exhausted or buried. 

Poison sumac (Rhus Vernix). This shrub grows in tamarack swamps and 
this year bore a heavy crop of berries which were always available. They are 
eaten by quail and pheasants, but their food value is unknown. Gilbert Gig- 

stead, who recently studied pheasant crops for the Wisconsin Conservation 
f oe (unpublished), found these berries to be a preferred pheasant 

ood. 
Mast. The acorns here are all large, hence only those opened and dropped 

by squirrels are available for quail. It is doubtful whether other game birds 
of the area use acorns to any extent. A hard crust makes mast unavailable. 

Silphium. The food value of this seed is unknown. It is believed that the 

* Partridge refers to the Hungarian partridge, Perdix p. perdix, throughout this 
paper. 
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prairie chicken is the only game bird using it to any extent. Before cultivation ( 
of the prairie began, it may have been the staple prairie chicken diet. 

Bidens. The “sticktights” are eaten by pheasants and are available during 
normal winters, but they were completely covered by snow during the winter 
of 1935-36. 

TasLe | 

Rayille Grove! Cover ‘Types, Species: and. Winter: Foods 
_ Type | Acres | Game Species _|Early Winter Foods | After heavy snow 

| | | | 
Prairie hay | 160 | Hungarian partridge | Sitphium, Bidens, | Silphium, some 
Gnaraced)ed| (pheasant, rabbit other sunflowers, rye 

| | |smartweed, rye | 
| | : 

be gi cata mete? | Oak) groyes “|” 20.0) | Ours carindees al Aeotneatickeryes “| Semerereat 
(grazed) | “squirrel, eaEbit nut \ 

| 
| | <i i | 

Cultivated | 1900 |All game species | Crop residues, |Manure, farm- 
aud pasture | | lerecn alter [arises tage 

| | ragweed | patches, some 
| | | greens f 

| | | 
| | | | 

Mixed woods 100 | Quail, squirrel, |Mast, trefoil, dog- |Some mast, 
Ganear eal irabbit weed! and other’ | berries 

| | Voerien tecust 
| | ‘beans 
| | | 
| | | | 

Tamarack \9)| oh 50 i Ouail, “phessantsie | Bidens) coioneen || Palen came 
(ungrazed) | rabbit |sumac, smartweed_ | 

| | 
| | | 

Waste | 5  |Quail, pheasant, | Giant ragweed, |Giant ragweed 
potholes | |partridge, rabbit | smartweed | (not eaten to 

| | |any extent) 

* Several acres of rye, which were surrounded by prairie hay, were left uncut due to 
wet weather in 1935. 

+ A few places are wind-ewept, or protected and nearly bare, throughout the winter, 
thus providing a source of greens. Partridges dig through as much as 14” of snow, 
even though lightly crusted, for greens. 

TaBLe 2 

Game Census on Faville Grove Before and After the Winter of 1935-1936 

| Population 
Species | November 15 | March 15 

Praineechcken | 40 2+) 
Elunearianteart edge 200 100 
Pheasant | 60 | 50 
Quail | 200 | 65 
Squirrel | 50 (>) (?) Rabbit 100 (2) | Q) ENS 05 Ries Se aaa G2) Oeil: ae 2)
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¢ , Miscellaneous fruits and seeds. Most of the palatable species are exhausted 

Ss before the pinch period comes. Honey locust trees are common in places, but 

their pods must be opened by squirrels, rabbits, or mice, before quail have 
access to the bean. 

Ragweed. Giant ragweed is plentiful wherever peat soils have recently 
burned, and the seeds are always available. Pheasants, at least, are known to 

eat the seed, but we have little evidence that it is used extensively by them or by 
any other game species. 

Lesser ragweed, while used by all game birds in fall, is here largely un- 

available in winter because exhausted or covered by snow. 
Bark and buds of various woody plants form the staple rabbit diet. Ro- 

dent foods and rodent damage are treated by Hilbert R. Siegler.** 

FEEDING SHELTERS 

Various artificial food supplies and methods of feeding were tested at 

Faville Grove during the winter of 1935-36. The result are summarized in 
the following captions. 

Locations. It is important to build shelters before rains and snows prevent 
materials from being transported by car. Rodent-proof grain storage containers, 
located near feeding stations, save time and energy after winter arrives. 

Do not use corn stalks to thatch shelters in a pasture or a field which will 
be fall-grazed. In such spots board or burlap sidings and waste roofing can 
be substituted. 

Snowdrifts are as important in locating a station as in locating a highway. 
Stations which may drift over, or which are impossible to reach in deep snow, 
are “death traps.” 

Stations too near over-head wires, main highways, or railroads cause heavy 
mortality from accidents. 

Likes and dislikes. A rack feeder and a lean-to hopper station were located 
one hundred yards apart. Partridges and prairie chickens used the former to 
the exclusion of the latter, whereas the reverse was true in the case of bob- 
whites and pheasants, which seemed averse to mounting the rack when feed 
could be obtained on the ground. 

Quail were fond of feeding on top of a nearly-flat roof so built as to be 
about a foot above the ground at its lower end. Rabbits, however, refused to 
feed on the roof, and pheasants preferred to remain on the ground. Perhaps 
quail could be relieved of pheasant and rabbit competition by feeding on a 
raised platform. 

Pheasants ate more near the open front of a station than toward the back 
or interior. 

Partridges were reluctant to enter feeding shelters or to feed from hoppers, 
but will do so if the weather is bad enough. Once accustomed to feeding at a 
shelter, they may continue to do so even after the weather is good. Discarded 

* Siegler, Hilbert R. 1937—Winler Rodent Damage to Game Cover. Jour. of 
Mammdlogy Vols.18)No. 1, p) 57.
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Christmas trees, set up in open fields, proved fairly successful as partridge ( 
feeding shelters. 

More food was consumed by all species when the grain was spread on the 
ground than when fed in a hopper. 

Partridges, quail, and pheasants preferred stations open at both front and 

back to those with only one opening. 

All the game birds preferred not to use a feeding shelter, if an adequate 
food supply was available in the open. 

Foop PatTcHEs 

At Faville Grove, the special grain food patch usually recommended by 
game managers is impracticable. In the first place, the farmers prefer to leave 
part of a regular crop. (This, however, is precluded in fields where the crop 
stubble is fall-plowed or fall-grazed.) Secondly, there is little land for special 
food patches, due to the intensive farm management here practiced. 

In the few instances where special food patches were tried, two obstacles 

arose. The uncultivated patches were ruined by luxuriant weed growth. The 
cultivated patches were successful, but Black Amber sorghum, which was ex- 
tensively used, proved unpalatable throughout the winter. 

One combination patch, containing about twenty shocks of corn and one 

acre of standing corn from which the ears had been snapped, reinforced with 
a hopper feeding shelter and a corn rack, wintered a large covey of quail, 3 
coveys of partridge, 40 prairie chickens, 6 ringnecks, a dozen or more rabbits, 
and several squirrels. This was nearly one-fifth of the game bird population 
on the area. In 1934-35 the same combination was tried but at a spot offer- 

ing poorer cover. Only half as many birds used this spot. 

Why certain excellent-looking game ranges fail to produce or hold coveys 
is extremely puzzling. One farmer left three acres of inferior corn which was 

filled with pigeon grass and lesser ragweed and stood adjacent to an ungrazed 
woods. To all outward appearances, the set-up was ideal. Yet not once 
during the winter was the place used, although there were birds wintering not 

a half-mile away on what seemed to be inferior ground. 

Foop PREFERENCES 

The palatability of 24 different grains and seeds was compared by measur- 
ing consumption when fed in different ways, combinations, and circumstances. 
The experiments were run from January 1 to March 15, but the bitter cold 
weather and drifting snows forced suspension of the work during February. 
The findings are summarized in Table 3. 

One way in which the various feeds were presented was in feeding troughs, 

each divided into 15 equal compartments. Each compartment had a capacity 
of 11/4 pints. The troughs were open at the top, thus making each feed equally 
visible, and equally available. The seeds were placed in various relationships 
to each other in the compartments. For purposes of record-keeping and field 
observations, large numbers were painted on the front of each compartment.
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C The attempt to measure palatability by using such troughs met with obsta- 
cles; it was impossible to control all the variables. Among these variables are: 

; 1. Rodents and non-game species feed at the troughs and obscure the 
consumption by game. 

2. Several game species feeding at a single trough make it difficult to 
; measure consumption by any one species. 

| 3. Some feeds are scratched out of the troughs by birds, others cake over 

} during thawing and freezing weather, light grains blow out, large ker- 
nels may be taken away by squirrels and other animals to be cached. 

4. Birds may favor one end or the middle of a trough, depending on its 
position in the shelter. 

5. Possibly not all grains of the same kind are of equal palatability. 

6. Winter mortality, exchanges of birds between coveys, and covey move- 
ments induce variation in the number of birds feeding at a given 
trough. 

Hence it was necessary to study some of the variables so that an allowance 
might be made for them. The tendency to favor any particular part of the 
trough was checked by placing 11/2 pints of corn in each of the 15 compart- 
ments. Consumption was found to vary with the position in which the 
trough was placed relative to the openings of the feeding shelter. If placed 
squarely across the open front, there was no tendency to favor any special 
compartment. If, however, the trough slanted into the shelter, pheasants, at 
least, took more grain from the compartments nearest the open front. When 
the trough was placed along an inner side of a shelter, open at both front and 
back, more was consumed near the ends than in the center. 

Corn preferred to other feeds. Despite the obstacles to exact measure- 

ment, it was soon clear in all trials, under all circumstances, that Yellow Dent 
corn was greatly preferred to any other feed. 

Therefore Yellow Dent corn was compared with other important feeds. 
Here are the results: 

1. At two partridge stations over five parts of Yellow Dent corn were 
taken to one part of buckwheat. 

2. At a pheasant station ten parts of corn were taken to five of buckwheat 
to seven parts of corn-and-buckwheat mixed in equal quantities. 

3. At another pheasant station ten parts of corn were taken to three of 
buckwheat. 

4. At a quail-partridge station ten parts of corn were taken to one part of 
Yellow popcorn. 

| 5. At another quail- partridge station thirty parts of corn were taken to 
ten parts of barley to one part of oats. 

Since corn was always the first to be eaten, it was given a rating of one 
hundred per cent. Usually the corn compartment was empty before any ap- 
preciable amount of the other grains had been eaten. If then, at a given 
reading, it was found that half of the buckwheat was gone, and all of the corn
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Taste 3 ( 7 

: Weights and Palatability Ratings of Grains 

(Composite consumption by all species present at each of seven stations during the test 

Herod) January (= Marchi 15, 1936) 

| Wt. (in | Palatability per cent | 1-4 pts. | compared with corn 
Feed gees compared with corn | Feed We. (in Pai per cent 

es -V pts. range | average ___|grams)pe:| “range | _ average’ 

Velo aia [Sudea 
Dencem |e 515°4| 100 | grass* | 450 | 30-50 | 35 d 
(shelled) _| Aleem | tees Ate 
Saag | Rox 
Gobite) | | Orange | 
eae 30-50 40 sorghum | __| 25-30 | 28 
Yellow Me | 

popcorn 646 | 20-69 40 |maize 590 | 25-50 25 
Ge SRI ated | White 
bietcon| 4 | 0) |) Boer | may | as 
Xellew | | | Z | | | | 

ent corn 
(ground) | 20-40 | 35 _|Feterita | | | 25 

| | | [Black | | | 
White | | Amber 
popeon | | 20-30 | 9 lume | 3B. r20 | 5 

Flint | Hog | 
cart | 603 T-40 | DOW millee | eae | h 

| | iManeha | 
Wheat 585 | 10-60 Blue lecybeane |b 580%, [Te 20). |e 15 
Buck- | | | pence | | 

wheat 550 | 20-60 45. |Field peas| 610 | 10-20-| 15 _ 
| | ona 
| | | oe | 

Batley 22 ol 35450 sul VIO) 2 ceeds [eed el 5307 | 20500.5)))_ 0 
| Corn- | | 

| | | buckwheat | ‘ 
Oats 255 T-30 15 | (mixed) | 30-50 40 

| | fSargenc | | | 
Rye 428 T-25 15 _|ingsf 500 T-10 5 

* Most of the flint corn was consumed by rodents, while the sudan grass was largely 
taken by small birds. 

ie Contnined © Ruzel’s bine seed plantains preenutextaily lamb 'scquartersy yellow dock, 
yellow’ foxtail, annual sow uthisiles, clover lfalfae timothy end’ bluesveivains 
Identified by Prof. A. L. Stone, University of Wisconsin. 

T=Trace. 

consumed, it does not necessarily mean that half as much buckwheat is de- 
sired as corn. However, these residues of other grains, compared with empty 
corn compartments, constituted the only usable yardstick of comparative pala- 
tability. The ratings in Table 3 are based on this yardstick and must be 
interpreted as such. The ratings represent a composite value for the 4 species 
of game birds present, plus rodent wastage. 

Table 3 gives low ratings to several feeds which have been recommended
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¢ highly by others. Particularly is this true of Black Amber sorghum. I do 
5 not know how to explain this. Stoddard (unpublished) has also noted 

puzzling variations of palatability within a given species of grain. 

Foop CoNsuMPTION 

The following data indicate the amount of shelled corn consumed: 

Quail. Eight quail, three to five squirrels, and one to three rabbits, used 

f on an average of 7 pounds of corn per week for 3 weeks, from a hopper. Ne 
other feed’ was available to the quail. Thus they did not consume over 0.8 
pounds of corn per birds per week, and probably less if the unknown rodent 
wastage be deducted. 

At another hopper, used by about the same rodent population and 16 

quail, the average was not over 0.6 pounds of corn per quail per week. Rag- 
weed was available. 

Another hopper, at which poison sumac berries were available and few if 

any rodents were competing, had 12 quail using it regularly, and 2 pheasants 

irregularly. The average per birds here was about one pound of corn per week. 
| From anothe hopper station which was the only food source being used 

regularly, not over 0.6 pounds of corn per bird per week was used during a 
month by 20 quail. 

It would seem that under the weather and food conditions prevailing at 
this time on this particular area, quail should be supplied with about 0.6 

pounds of corn per bird per week, plus a variable additional allowance to cover 
rodent wastage. 

Pheasants. Thirty ringnecks consumed (with the aid of perhaps eight 
rabbits) 70 pounds of corn per week. Poison sumac and sticktights Bidens 
spp. were also available. It was estimated that the average consumption was 
two pounds per bird per week, or slightly under, after deducting rodent wast- 
age. The grain was fed under a shelter in a pile. More is consumed when 
the grain is thus scatter-fed, than when fed from a hopper. The wastage to 

| rodents is also higher. 

| The Hungarian partridge. Our data show the consumption by this species 
to be only slightly higher than in quail, doubtless due to the superior foraging 
ability of the partridge. Three-fourths of a pound per week was about the 
average. The better situated coveys visited feeders little or not at all. 

Prairie Chicken. A feeding rack was emptied of its capacity, 55 ears, in 
about a week by an unknown part of the forty-bird flock. The rate of con- 
sumption depended entirely on the severity of the weather. Several fields of 
shocked corn were within the birds’ range. 

One winter Sam Kisow of Lake Mills, one of the pioneers in winter feed- 
ing of Wisconsin game, fed an unknown part of a hundred-bird flock at the 
rate of fifty pounds per week. He figures the feeder-consumption per bird 
at about one and one-half pounds of corn per week. 

Squirrels. If ears of corn are being fed, loss to squirrels is high. Squirrels 
have a decided knack for filching ears. Suspending ears in wire baskets and 
hanging them from a cross-bar with wires or strings was tried with varying 

C
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success. In squirrel country ears can best be fed by impaling them on spikes ( | 

driven into some solid support. This does not prevent squirrels from eating 
all they want, but it does prevent their carrying away whole ears. 

We do not know the amount of shelled corn and small grains cached by 7 

squirrels, but believe that shelled corn is not cached, and that grains smaller 

than corn are not bothered by squirrels to any extent, at least when corn is | 
available. Germs are often the only part of the corn kernel eaten. 

How much corn does a squirrel eat? Three stations near a hardwood 

woodlot were used by an estimated population of ten gray and fox squirrels. 
about ten rabbits, thirty-five quail, and twenty pheasants. Charging the game 
birds at the rates derived in the foregoing captions, they would account for 
200 pounds of corn during the observation period. Actually about 325 pounds 
of corn were eaten. Hence 125 pounds were charged to rodents and small 
birds. It is impossible to say what part was taken by squirrels and what part 

by rabbits. My estimate is that about two-thirds of the 125 pounds was con- 
sumed by squirrels,—an average of two pounds per squirrel per week. 

Wire mesh over the hopper tray is now being tried as a means of reducing 
rodent loss. However, it should be remembered that squirrels and rabbits, 
by digging to snowed-over food supplies and by opening certain seeds, render 
an important service to game. 

One squirrel was tracked from a woods to a corn crib and back, a total 
distance of a mile, on several occasions. Its entire route was through culti- 
vated fields which were barren of any cover. 

Rabbits. Where browse is available, we believe little grain is consumed 
by rabbits. Five pounds of corn was placed under a feeding shelter used by 
rabbits only. About half was taken during a week. Based on population 
estimates even rougher than those for other species, we conclude that about a 
pound of grain was consumed by each rabbit each week. 

Rats, Mice, and Small Birds. A Norway rat is credited by Hamilton* 
with eating “two-thirds as much mash as will a hen.” Rats sometimes use 

feeding shelters as winter quarters. Where present, four pounds should be 
allowed for each rat per month. ‘ 

Mice usually confine their feeding activities to broken kernels and corn 
germs. Deer mice, being noted storers, may cache considerable grain. How- 
ever we blame neither deer mice nor meadow mice for any great drain on 

feeders. 
Bluejays and a few mourning doves fed at the stations, but no consump- 

tion data were obtained. If a quail consumes only a half-pound a week, how- 

ever, a jay—smaller and with a larger cruising range—cannot be charged with 
eating a great deal. However, the jay is a storer and may take more than is | 

suspected. 
English Sparrows. The crops and gizzards of 40 specimens were exam- 

ined. Crop weights ran from .0-1.7 grams; gizzard contents did not weigh 

* Hamilton, W. J. 1936. Rats and their control. Bull. 353, N. Y. College of Agr., 
Cornell University.
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4 over 0.3 grams. Seven kernels of corn were found to be a large meal for a 

sparrow. Since a single ear of corn has from 500-1000 kernels, it is evident 
that a few sparrows or other small birds at a station would have little effect. 

+ Summary. In preparing the 1937 winter feeding program, the following 
figures will be used to estimate the amount of feed needed: 

Queene a 06 bes. per bird (per week: 
Hungarian partridge __------------------------0.75 lbs. per bird per week. 
Pheasant -__.-----------.-_-_---_--__--------2.0 Ibs. per bird per week. 
Prairie chicken (feeding rack) -..1..--.1.-2 eave per bird per week. 
Rabb Se 10 Ibas*per rabbit per week: 
Saul ne 220 Ibs, per equittel per week. 
Other species _-.----------------------------- 5.0-20.0 Ibs. per station per month. 

Tt must be remembered that these figures were derived during a severe 

winter, and that the amount of feed required is directly proportional to the 
number of successive days on which snow covers the natural food supply. 

Cost oF WINTER FEEDING 
Three hundred acres, or 13%, of Faville Grove’s 2,300 acres are planted 

to corn. The average yield is 45 bushels per acre. Thus, 11 acres, or 0.5% 

of the corn area, would furnish the 3,700 pound of corn which were needed 
during the past winter to maintain the 30 feeding stations. (Except in the 
few cases already mentioned, where corn was left in the field, feeding stations 
bore the brunt of the feeding program.) This is an average of 0.15 acres of 
corn for each of the 10 farms. In terms of incomes, each farmer would lose 
less than five dollars by setting aside this corn for birds. 

Thirty stations were operated, but 20 to 24 would adequately feed this 
area. This would entail each farmer caring for an average of 2 stations from 
November to mid-March. 

Loss oN Fep AND UNFED AREAS 

Two neighboring areas were compared with Faville Grove as to winter 
survival of quail. All three areas are similar in size, and all began the winter 
with comparable quail populations. On the first area, no feeding was done; 

on the second area the quail were fed when and where it was most convenient; 
at Faville Grove the birds were fed throughout the winter. Area 1 and Area 2 
were nearly quail-less by spring. Faville Grove wintered 30% of the January 
1 quail population despite the worst winter in recent history. What might 
have happened to local quail stock if no feeding had been done, is a matter 
for speculation. 

Tt would be our guess that local recovery is somewhat accelerated by feed- 

ing programs. However, these fed areas are far too few at present to success- 

| fully combat killing winters. Wisconsin farmers, if they so desired, would 
materially reduce winter losses with relatively little expense and effort. Fur- 
thermore, I know of no winter sport that pays better returns in healthful exer- 

, cise, personal satisfaction and pleasure than winter feeding. A conservation- 

minded father will do well to encourage his boy in those things that put real 
meaning into conservation, and winter feeding is one of them. 

UNIVERSITY OF Wisconsin, 

Mapison, Wisconsin. 
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, Farm Game Management in Silesia* 
Here Farm Practice and Game Management Are Dovetailed 

. By ALDO LEOPOLD 

University of Wisconsin 

, HE American outdoorsman, hear- marily on local effort, there is a general 

ing tall tales of abundant game in trend for effort to reap greater rewards 

Germany, is likely to form a mental as one moves inland. This is because the 

picture of a whole country hopping with soils grow better inland. The same is 

furred and feathered wildlife. Such is true with us. 
by no means the case. In Germany, as Unlike America, abundance does not 

in America, one finds farming regions depend on shiftless farming. There is no 

i which are gameless, and others which shiftless farming. The most abundant 
have abundant game of many species. farm game often occurs on the richest, 

Why? The difference lies mainly, I most intensively cultivated farms. (UIlli- 

think, in the local people. Some locali- nois and Iowa take notice.) 

ties are willing to work for their sport, While there are gameless farm regions, 

Remise system. Remise system on newly-cut hay 
meadow. 

and have plenty, Others are willing 
merely to take what comes easy, and there are ao gameless forests: The 

have little or none. In no éase does sportsmanship pia German | loreatersyis 

government raise game for the shiftless Aelia le it long pe: 

community. Game officials have learned, OTD DEY a ee eg tet i nence game 
through long experience, that the onlv management is universal in both public 

thing they can do to improve shooting and private forests. At the present time, 

’ is to help those who help themselves. however, s!Onegi Gameyis, ina) bad) way, 
Whil had th 1 4 . The carrying capacity of the range has 

ve abundance thus depends Pprl- declined due to planting too many pure- 

— conifer stands, which afford an excess 

“This paper -is based on studies made in Of cover but no food. . 
Germnay jane Crmosloatn, Angust, (0 No” A heavy population of deer is car- 
laender Trust and Carl Schurz Memorial Foun- ried by means of artificial feeding, but 
cepectlly indebted to Sera meister Wreiherr Without natural foods the deer herd has 

: Riebnitz, Kreisj ist hning, and i i i vi £2 
Haney ecenigrt wedisiecnaee ine creda, 19° een dualiby and svigor., ‘The Ger 
Forstmeister. Wilhelm Blume of Heinrichau. Graf man foresters now wish to restore a nat- 

~ We teh von Hotdentee of Reneae, BretgCatl ural mixture of hardwoods, but the deer 
of Puschkowa,- Silesia; also Prince Carl von won’t let them,—hardwoods must be 
Hohenlohe-Langenburg ‘of Domane Rothenhaus, a @ 
Gorkau, Czecho-Slovakia. fenced to survive. the hungry animals.



The deer pressure also tends to destroy partridge, hare, rabbit, and roe deer. 

the berries and mast which are the food Pheasants predominate on the heavier 

supply of grouse. wetter soils; partridges on the lighter ( 

There is much for American conserva- warmer loesses and sands. A heavy crop 

tionists to ponder in this situation, the of both pheasant and partridge is seldom 

details of which have been described in found on a single property. Combina- 

another paper." tions of pheasant, hare, and roe prevail 

The reason for gameless farms is the on rich soils. On light soils the usual 4 

same as with us: intensive agriculture, combination is partridge and hare. 

where conducted without regard for wild- One of the regions most productive of { 

life, has destroyed the cover and food. A both agricultural crops and game is 

few hares and Hungarian partridges may Lower Silesia, which lies on the upper 

persist on such unmanaged areas. They reaches of the River Oder, and com- 

prises that eastward projection of Ger- 

% many abutting on southern Poland and 

: bie * eastern Czecho-Slovakia. The rich plains 

eo ae ‘ around the capital city, Breslau, are “the 

= Pos best soil in Germany,’ and correspond 

a sed to our cornbelt. Sugar beets are the cash 

4 crop. The fields are traversed by a sys- 

af F tem of small portable tramways to haul 

Saat. ra the beets and the heavy machinery used 

i ha for their cultivation. Potatoes, small 

grains, clover, and alfalfa comprise the 

: remainder of the rotation. There is some 

dairying but no pasture, the wetter mea- 

Clipped spruce backed by tall spruce dows being worked for hay, rather than 

on edge of a remise. grazed directly by stock. 

On this rich central plain there is no 

are leased and hunted for what little timber except the remises planted for 

shooting they afford, but as with us, the game cover, but as one climbs into the 

crop is thin and uncertain, being de-  sandier rolling uplands timber progres- 

termined wholly by accidental combina- ively increases until finally, on the 

tions of weather, gunpowder, and agri- mountains, the country becomes solid 

cultural practice. forest. 

As with us, the shiftless sportsman on The Silesian land-holdings are both 

unmanaged range blames the game short- large and small, but even where small 

age on “vermin,” which, we are soberly the owners are congregated in villages. 

informed, hunt year-around. (I wonder ence the landscape in either case is 

when this profound deduction was first one of wide horizons, broken only here 

made, and in what century it will cease and there by densely clustered habita- 

to be regarded as news.) tions. There are no fences and hence no 

The German farm country productive fencerows. The frequent drainage ditch- 

of game is remarkable for three things: eg are lined with a very narrow fringe { 

(1) the detail with which farm practice of alders and willows. All highways are 

and game management are dovetailed, ined with small fruit trees. In neither 

(2) the variety of species co-existing on ase, however, is there any tall grass 

the same area, (3) the low per cent of cover, the ditchbanks and roadsides being 

artificial propagation. \ kept short by frequent hand-mowings for 
Managed farms yield a large and de- hay, 

pendable game erop consisting of vari- The climate of the Silesian plain is 
ous combinations of pheasant, Hungarian gimilar to that of Ohio; the ground is 

Sat usually bare most of the winter, but in . 

“a Bee Deer and Dauerviald is Germany, Jour- exceptional years several feet of snow 

a8 alice 4b, 1950, PP. 867 ay lie for months.



Where, in such a highly cultivated acres, or one per 80 acres. On this es- 
landscape, shall one find shelter for tate the area in remises, park, and food 

( game? The answer is the remise—a patches was 8 per cent of the cotal. The 
small concentrated spot of cover planted. average size of a remise was 2 acres. 

especially for pheasants, but used also » The average distance between remises was 

by hares and roes. On an October eve- a long pheasant-flight, i. e., about one- 

ning I have frequently seen, on the third mile. Fig. 2 shows a typical estate 

] fields adjacent to a single remise, as in relation to its remise system. 

many as 75 pheasants, half a dozen roe When the spruce in a remise gets too 
, deer, and a dozen hares. large for good cover, either a new out- 

A typical remise covers an acre or Side belt is planted, or the big trees are 

two, and consists of an outer belt of chopped down and replaced by young 
hedged Norway spruce, next a belt of ones. Such replacement is commonly 

taller unhedged spruce, then a belt of done by stages, so as not to sacrifice the 

* alder, and finally a central core of hard- utility of the remise during the period 
woods, or—if on wet land—willows and when the new trees are small. Such a 

cane (phragmites). Fig. 1 shows the de- thing as grazing livestock in a remise 
sign and operation of a typical remise. is unheard of. 

Remises are located on haymeadows or Some remises are laid out in un- 
on waste spots if there are any; pot- pleasing geometrical squares and trian- 

holes, gravel and sand pits, old slough gles, but usually enough irregularity is 
bottoms, banks, and the like. Failing maintained in shape, size, and content so 

such spots, they are planted on good beet that the system of remises greatly en- 

land. The Silesian farmer uses his land hances the beauty of the farm landscape. 
more intensively than we do, but he does The photographs include a farm land- 
not begrudge a few acres of good soil S¢@pe with its remise system. 
for wildlife remises, or for a woodland The remise is usually designed to fa- 

“park” around his farmstead. cilitate drives as well as to shelter the 

The best remise system I examined birds, of which more later. 
had 10 cover units on an estate of 780 Most remises have a food patch ad- 
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Ditchbank hand-mowed for hay with Kreisjagermeister and owner discussing 
wooded “park” in background. One a millet food patch for pheasants (at 
hundred pheasants, as well as hares, left). Remise in background. 
rabbits and roes, were feeding in sight 

when this picture was taken. P 
known (a reflection of the lesser labor 

jacent or nearby. These patches consist coste7ini mrope.) ¥ 

of standing corn, and a perennial sun- All game gets winter greens from the 
flower called Topinambur tuberosa (Jeru-  #lfalfa and clover stubbles, and UL TmOBt 
salem artichoke). The stem of this plant Y¢8"S, acorns from the oaks in the parks. 
bears no seed, but the roots bear a whit- The outstanding peculiarity of the 

ish potato-like tuber, about the size of a Silesian pheasant range, and for that 
hen’s egg, which, after the corn is ex- matter all other German game ranges, 

hausted, is eagerly eaten by pheasants, as compared with our Middle West, is 
roes, and hares. ‘lhe tubers are exposed the lack of high-class food-bearing weeds. 

by plowing during the fall. They are Weeds not only tend to be excluded by 

not spoiled by frost. Even after plow- the intensive farming and the frequent 

ing there are enough tubers left in the mowing of all grass, but even where they 

ground to form next year’s crop. A are deliberately encouraged (as was the 
topinambur patch may last as long as ease on one estate), they are of inferior 
ten years, after which the ground must quality—not above the grade of pigweed 
be rotated to legumes and small grains (Chenopodium). Some day we in Amer- 

to replenish soil fertility. Topinambur  jea will learn to appreciate our small na- 
is also used in forest food paiches for tive prairie ragweed, which comes un- 

deer. invited into our stubbles, pastures, and 

In certain regions this plant may be waste spots, and the seeds cf which sus- 
the answer to the question repeatedly tain not only all farm game birds, but 

asked by American game managers: a host of songbirds as well. Europe 
What perennial can one plant for winter has no weed food of comparable quality, 

bird food? It cannot be recommended and must make up for it by a more 
for use in agricultural regions, however, liberal use of grain and other cultivated 
because in this country it escapes and plants. 
becomes a weed. It should be planted The Silesian remises, then, offer an 

only in food patches surrounded by a artificial but not wholly unnatural win- 

wide belt of heavy sod. ter cover. I now already hear the ques- 

The food patch alone does not suffice tion which springs to the lips of the 

for winter feeding. Its function is to American game manager: what about 

hold birds, rather than to prevent starva- nesting cover? It is self-evident that 
tion. As soon as the corn is exhausted, the 50 pheasants which one sees feeding 
hand-feeding begins. In selected remises on the bare alfalfa stubble or newly 
straw is spread under the dense spruces, sprouted small grains around a one-acre ( 
and into this wheat or barley is thrown remise cannot possibly nest in that 
by hand. “Automatic” hoppers are un-  remise, even after their number has



been trimmed down by the November The first consists of systematically dog- 

shooting. ging the alfalfa, clover fields, and hay 

( The answer is that there is no nest- meadows just before the first eggs are 

ing cover, and furthermore there is no laid. The purpose is to drive the nesting 
attempt to provide any. The pheasants birds out of the hay and into the grain. 
nest in the alfalfa, clover, and grain Any early nests found are lifted and the 
fields, often at a great distance from any eggs transferred to the artificial propa- 
remise. In alfalfa and clover they of gation plant. 
course sustain a heavy loss from mowing The second system is to dog the hay- 

/ machines, just as with us. The grain, fields just before the hay is cut for the 

however, offers a safe nesting place, since purpose of locating nests, and to trans- 
most of it is planted in fall, grows early fer the eggs for artificial propagation. 

in spring, and stands uncut till July, by Such eggs are, of course, already partly 
which time all except repeat-nests have incubated, and must be transferred speed- 
safely fledged. Consequently manage- ily, set by set, to avoid heavy loss. 
ment seeks either to force the birds out The third is to dog and mark the hay- 

of the alfalfa and into the grain, or to field nests, and to leave islands of uncut 
salvage the hayfield eggs for artificial hay so that the pheasant can complete 

rearing. There are three systems in use her hatch. This system has, of course, 

for accomplishing one or both of these been tried in America, but with pretty 

solutions of the hayfield problem. heavy crow losses. I am assured that 
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crows are kept low enough in Germany ence is for a cross between the ringneck 

that the system is reasonably safe, and (P. torquatus) and the Mongolian. This P 

that it is wisely used by small farmers change in species is being accomplished ( 

who lack time to operate propagation by the periodic release of outside breed- 

plants. ing stock for “new blood.” 

Flushing bars are unknown. The present prejudice against black- 
Propagation systems in Silesia are necks is grounded on the alleged wan- 

identical with ours, except that mechani- dering tendencies of this species, but I 
cal incubation and brooding are rare, and think the greater meat poundage of the 
turkeys as well as chickens are used as larger birds also comes into play. De- 

foster mothers. Rearing fields are com- spite the introduction of the larger spe- 

monly not placed on clover, but rather cies, the average pheasant one sees in 
on haymeadow. Pens contain live grow- the fields seems to me distinctly smaller 
ing spruces as cover. The turnips grown than ours, i. e., to run heavier to black- 

as a soiling crop in pens come right up neck blood. 
to the stems of the hedged spruce trees. To an American one of the most sur- 

Usually only hayfield eggs are arti- prising and least pleasing aspects of | 

ficially propagated, but a few holdings  jlesian pheasant management is that 

produce and propagate additional eggs, most of the pheasant shooting on each 

and I saw at least one which operates as holding is concentrated into a single big . 

a commercial game farm. Other large one-day drive, during which very large 

holdings depend wholly on natural prop- bags are made. If any small hunts are 

agation. The commercial game farm made, they are made sparingly by the 

which I saw used turkeys for foster- owner, and usually after the big shoot. 

mothers, reared in open fields with “A” This custom of concentrated shooting 

coops, let the young go wild, shot only ests on experience: it has been found | 

cocks, and then trapped the excess hens that to make frequent small hunts pushes | 

for sale. This wild stock is preferred the birds over the boundary to the 

for restocking purposes. neighbors, so that the landowner fails 7 

In the Breslau district the ratio of to realize on his own crop. Our states 

released artificial birds to annual kill which have enacted shooting preserve 

averages 1:10, i. e., the bulk of the kill laws are, of course, experiencing this | 

is wild stock. Holdings operated by identical difficulty. 

small farmers, of which there are 186 This tendency to embark for parts un- | 

units or shoots in the Breslau district jnown at the crack of a gun constitutes, 

alone, never resort to artificial propaga- [| think, the basic weakness of the pheas- 
tion, but many of these nevertheless have ant as a game bird for America: he 

good stands of pheasants (see Unit B, tends to be inherently unsuited to our 

Table 1). preference for small-but-often dog-hunts. 

Up to a few years ago the blackneck In Silesia where there is no standing 

pheasant (P. colchicus) was standard corn, no grass, and no marsh to help hold 

stock in Silesia, but the present prefer- the hirds, the scattering tendency is prob- 

TABLE 1. KILL ON SINGLE ESTATES, SILESIA 

Tk et Ske DLL, Gl Seen che Ue ala eiyArnebeans ry 
Estate Area Kill Pheas. Acres per bird Per cent in 

or Unit Acres Pheas. Part. Hare Roe _ Release Stand Kill Remises 

A 5,500 3,500" ? ? 1 Hayfield 05 1.6 8% 
eges only 

B? 900 200 500 280 ? none z 1.3 % 

c 23,000 3,442 107 1,549 131 many 2 65 large 
(1934-5) 

D 2,800 654 126 206 14 500 ? 3.6 large 

(1933-4) 

— 2.4 “cooperative” owned, managed, and shot ( 
by, small farmers. 

18,000 cocks, 500 hens. The fall stand on 2 Poor, sandy soil. Figures are for season 
this ‘estate is 8,000 pheasants, 800 partridges, 1934-35, a poor pheasant year. Part of kill is 
the kill a little under 50 per cent. trapped birds sold for restocking. 7



TABLE 2. 1934 KILL IN KREISS BRESLAU 250,000 ACRES 

Game Kill Acres per head Predators and fur Kill Ratios 
( Benen carsrancsho see OUO IE Mean 88 ace ates AB: FOX ssseesessnsseee 49 

Hares wens 19114 { Badger ...ssccscseees 3 
Pheasants ws... 22,378 Marten vissssssssseee 11 
Partridges ........ 13,602 oe aes FO) - Weasel) cesicisgns) . 832 

Woodeoek ...... 26 895...Game per mammal 
64:1 

Jacksnipe ....... 15 Accipitrine Hawks 176 
Pigeons we. 207 Buteo Hawks........ 69 

Ducks secs 1,055 — 
—_ 245..00.Game birds per 

p Vat aM acercste) BTpRB 9, fesssoecersesesssesssssaneoss’ Os raptor 142:1 
Crows and Mag- 

gles. Wisc, (2081 

Total ciscissae 3,161 ssGame per predator 
18:1 

ably even worse than in the unmanaged to cut at one time, the outer is always 
ranges of Ohio, Iowa, or Wisconsin. cut first. 

* Sometimes a landowner, in order to To sum up, the birds are pushed in- 
drive his birds inward, does a little ad- ward by peripheral shooting and cutting, 
vance dog-hunting on his outlying boun- by centripetal feeding and cover, and, 

dary-line fields which have no cover, but during the big shoot, by centripetal driv- 
he is always careful to burn no powder ing. 

near the remises until the big day of the Table 2 shows the average kill in the 

annual shoot. On that day the birds are Breslau district, which is as large as a 
so herded from remise to remise by skill- small county. The kill. is one bird 

ful beaters, that to the pheasant one di- (pheasant or partridge) to each seven 

rection probably seems no better than eres. The average kill on the intensive- 

another for get-away purposes. I imagine jy managed estates shown in Table 1 is 
that, to a pheasant, a Silesian drive is on ne bird to each two acres for rich land, 
all fours with Opening Day in an Iowa and one per five acres for sandy land. I 

cornfield. am assured that just about half the fall 
This brings us now to an important population is shot, so one may say the 

point. The “big drive” consists in push- fall density on the best estates is a bird 

ing the birds from one remise to an- per acre, counting both the summer and 
other, over the heads of the intervening winter range. The density in the winter 

line of guns. The remise system, how- range or remise area is of course much 

ever, may cover only a fraction of the greater; I saw 448 pheasants shot in one 
hunting unit, and lies usually at its cen- day out of 11 remises of not over 3 

tre. That is to say, the hatch of birds acres each, a kill of 15 birds per acre, 
from the whole unit is, by virtue of of remise cover. Silesia, in other words, 

the distribution of remises, crowded into achieves a stand of pheasants equal to 

; a small winter range, on which all drives, South Dakota and better than north 

all winter cover, and all winter feeding Jowa, without the standing corn and long 

| are concentrated. This winter range is grass which make a heavy stand in those 

always the lowest, wettest, flattest ground. lucky states nearly automatic. One may 
It follows that the outlying borders of a say further that this heavy stand is 90 
hunting unit are usually bare fields per cent natural, and grows on machine- 
habitable during summer only, and that farmed land in the face of a human 

this bare zone tends to act as a barrier population-pressure heavier than. we 
to discourage scattering during the fall know anything about. This, I submit, 

hunts. Fig. 2 illustrates such a central is a substantial achievement. i 

system of remises. TI cannot help adding that this achieve- 
( Agricultural practice is also modified ment must be credited not to sportsmen 

to push birds inward and to discourage passing laws and resolutions for each 
dispersion. Thus of any two fields ready other’s governance, but to landowners
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Gathering up after a drive. “Hochsitz”? or shooting blind for roes. 

who go out on their land and practice population. Wild trapped stock, rather 
game management as a natural and wide- than game farm stock, is usually used 

spread adjunct to good agriculture. for new blood. It is acquired sometimes. 

The Silesian landowners and officials by purchase, sometimes by exchange of 

seem unanimous in the opinion that a trapped birds between estates. 
breeding ratio of 1 cock:5 hens or 1 On the big estates managed intensively 

cock:6 hens is right for wild pheasants. for pheasants there are few partridges. 
They believe in this so explicitly that On the sandier lands, however, partridges 
when more cocks than this are left over are sometimes more numerous than 

they often—with the permission of the pheasants, especially where there are no 

state warden or jdgermeister—go out in remises and hence no pheasant cover. 

. spring to shoot off cocks which seem to For the Breslau district, the partridge 
be without harem. This belief seems to kill is about half as large as the pheasant 

run counter to the earlier conclusions kill (see Table 2). 

reached by Wight, who found in Michi- The partridge crop fluctuates much 
gan that harems of over 2-3 hens per more violently as between years than the 

cock are rare. His later work, however, pheasant crop. This fluctuation will be 
seems to leave the maximum hens per discussed in a separate paper on the 

cock as an open question, and one prob- game, cycle. A German study of this 

ably without any fixed and uniform an- fluctuation has recently been made by 

swer. Fe Nolte? 
During the big drive, it is the usual It is my impression. that the partridge 

practice to shoot only cocks. In certain crop is more of an accidental crop than 

remises, however, the owner may pass the pheasant crop. The only manage- 

out word to shoot hens; this is because a ment measure generally practiced is win- 

previous census has shown that particu- ter feeding. In remise country, partridge 

lar remise to have more hens than are feeding is combined with pheasant feed- 
needed. Later in the season the owner, ing by placing the straw-beds already 
his game manager, or a few invited offi- described near the edge of the remise, 
cials—all experienced men—may hold where partridges will not hesitate to en- 

one or two small shoots in which old hens ter. In open country without remises, 

are trimmed out. é special straw-beds for partridges are 
The total kill is about half of the fall placed in the open. 

population. The resulting sex-ratio after Partridge shooting is done mostly in 

the hunting season may be 1:6, but the late August and early September, be- 
winter losses falling heavier on hens fore the pheasant broods have separated, 
will make the spring ratio 1:5. As al- hence the partridge shooting does not 
ready stated, new stock is often released scatter the pheasants, which at that sea- ( 
during the winter for “new blood,” but 
this is done in the desired ratio, and does _* Nolte, W. Zur Biologie des Rephukns. Re- 
not change the sex composition of the tee tage, pe 800305 Me ad



son are not much disposed to wander. beets, clover, and alfalfa, are ideal roe 

Some partridge shooting is individual range. On several evenings I counted 
dog-work, the rest of it “walking-in-line.” 10 to 40 feeding in the fields. Roes feed 

( Rarely both pheasants and partridges are n the pheasant food. A special kind of 
shot together in October and November leafy non-freezing cabbage is also plant- 

line-hunts. This, however, is resorted to ¢¢ for their benefit. Roes rut, ee, 
only by landowners who do not hope to and shed much earlier than other deer, 

hold their pheasants, but on the con- hence the bucks ore hunted bree? 

trary want to shoot a few before they pouany by Walking yas evening a tn 78 
have all departed for their neighbor's ‘hochsitz” or elevated blind on the edge 

y remises. ob swroode: % : 
I saw one walking-in-line partridge ia \ ane aiape ae stan pe 

hunt in Czecho-Slovakia in which about ™°* 4 ae paper ace Sate pyre 
1,000 birds (not counting reflushes), 180 70% Pub we are even-up when we con- rewire anions uieey cee eee Oton sider that small woods in Germany have 
beat M00 gaves| ‘The bas was’ 278 no really first-class game bird like the 

, - : : z 
| partridges. I think this stand was about aoe eae ae theyduail ‘i 

a bird per acre, and represents the best alll tages en EE 
of the range on the Bohemian plain. Silesia some twenty years ago, but failed. 

here dsino winters Gover. The biede Table 2 indicates no excessive kill of 

nest in alfalfa and winter wheat. They predators: danas dalled (pen, 122 game 
are fed during snow, but there is no birds killed; 1 yeaalaisae perp S ahead ot 

| other management except predator con- game for Silesia as a whole. I fear, 
trol and regulation of the kill! though, that/jm respect of raptors “at 

Hares may. be called an acsidental’ hy- least, the explanation lies in their near- 

product of pheasant and partridge man- Hee : a eo rain ae 
agement, although they occur even where Be Meena ca) ans t cand only 
there are no birds. They eat the topi- ce oe a poe Ena Gonmiany ): 

nambur and grain set out for pheasants, Tt 1s:also) possible’ that m ae geen 
and benefit by the remise cover, but their pepor ame pane aut uh eee 

| mainstay is the clover and alfalfa. Penn ae ere ity kee eae wo predla: ROE tars ars cmiok MH agarate: Ine tor kill. The game :predator kill ratios 

hunts or enclosing-drives, the latter re- : ee ees pee oe gs , . 
sembling the jackrabbit drives of our hs Ree encase ae nee ee 
western states. Just as with our rabbit, between 1 and 10 head of eralleeaie 

hem ‘ona ae a ian killed per predator killed. In these books 

comedy, which forms an agreeable con- piace bg pane his vee Dae 
trast to the more serious job of hitting question is more fully diseussed in a 
pheasants or partridges. separate paper. 

The American reader must grasp the The bulk of the predator kill con- 
unfamiliar fact that the roe deer in sists of crows, of which there are two 

| Silesia, a he uses remises and woods, eommon species. Every spring the Ger- 
as not pended on them. There are man sporting magazines bristle with ad- 

field roes' _Wwhich never see the inside  yertisements of crow poisons, used most- 
of the remise or any other cover for ly in eggs. Despite such ruthless con- 

months at a time, and which wander trol, crows continue numerous. One re- 
os a a open ines like a cent writer thinks the extermination of 

e@ tawns may be dropped in tree- horned owls has given crows an undue 
ce Nene’ ened and oa = cached advantage. If a hunting unit fails to 

Wee arterit be vimamata e eee Pcl may, 
4 The Silesian pheasant remises, scat- Leopold, Aldo. Naturschutz in Germany. 

tered’ over a fertile fenceless plain of «PitGUere’ Vol. 88 pp. 102-111,, March-April,



TM iF a OP ae sort of renaissance of ingenuity in kill- 

i HA We See ing foxes without steel traps. Every is- 
if qi hg" - aT sue of the German sporting press now ; 
cs ae , Mi Re = r brings forth new legal traps, new calls, ( 

Reo ie re be i new baits, and new methods of driving or 
2 ae i stalking foxes. Fox shooting is coming 

ae . into its own as one of the really difficult 3 
ae ene © high-class field sports. A parallel trend 
f Se i r ef toward sporting fox shooting is clearly 

4 apparent in Ohio, Iowa, and Wisconsin. “ 

; i aa It must be conceded, I think, that the q 
Weed aan cal production of a heavy game stand on 

Winter Feeding Deer in a Pure Pine such a nearly coverless range as Lower 
Forest without natural food. Silesia probably requires a more radi- 

cal predator control than is necessary 
under the new game law, require that oy even desirable on well-covered mod- 
this be done. erately-populated game ranges in Amer- 

The German attitude toward foxes is ica. This is merely one of a dozen basic 
in process of change. On some proper- points where we, by reason of our good 
ties foxes have long been managed on a_ luck in having more room, can improve 
sustained-yield basis. A new law now on European conservation practice, pro- 
prohibits the use of steel traps. The first vided our landowners can muster the 
result was an alarming rise in the fox persistence and enthusiasm which has 
population, and a loud hue-and-cry about made a sportsman’s paradise of Lower 
loss of game. The second result was a Silesia. 

Reprinted from AMeERIcAN WILDLIFE for September-October, 1936 

(



MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

GAVE DIVISION 

Game Management Circular No. 2 

A Permanent Planting Plan for Food and Cover for Wild Life 

( ) 
It has been found that a large number of birds make use of many of our 

© native trees, shrubs and vines for food and cover. llany of our lands are more or 

less devoid of many plants which are attractive to wild life, and in order to aid 

persons wishing to make improvements for wild life, such as songbirds, pheasants, 

grouse, quail and rabbits, a planting plan is herewith provided. 

This plan includes many plants useful as food and cover, It is also 
drawn up in such a way as to make a more or less beautiful mixture of native as 

well as exotic species and, therefore, is of value not only from the standpoint 

of wild life, but also from the aesthetic point of view. 

Needless to say some of the plants included provide both food and cover 

while others provide cover only, for example, the pines and spruces, In order to 

petter understand how valuable some of these plants are, we are providing a table 

showing the common name, scientific name, as well as the desirable kinds of birds 

known to be most fond of the fruits. This information is drawn from personal ob- 

servations and from the United States Biological Survey. 

Table Showing Fleshy Fruits Attractive to Birds. 

NN a ak ca cc aac inne ll sapiens mete 

Common Name Scientific Name Birds fond of the fruit 

Wild grape - - - - - - - Vitis - - - - - - Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, pileated wood- 
pecker, red-bellied woodpecker, red— 
shafted flicker, yellow-shafted flicker, 
kingbird, cardinal, cedar waxwing, 
mocking bird, catbird, brown thrasher, 
wood thrush, veery, robin, western blue- 
bird, eastern bluebird, pheasant. 

Juniper; red cedar - - - Juniperus - - - - Yellow-shafted flicker, evening gros- 
beak, pine grosbeak, purple finch, cedar 
waxwing, myrtle warbler, mocking bird, 
robin, castern bluebird, quail. 

Honeysuckle - - - - - - -Lonicera- - - - -Bobwhite, Pine grosbeak, white-throated 
sparrow, catbird, brown thrasher, hermit 

thrush, robin, pheasant. 

) Elderberry - - - - - - - Sambucus - - - - -Valley quail, red-hoaded woodpecker, 

\ yellow~shafted flicker, castern king- 
bird, Arkansas kingbird, black phoebe, 
California towhee, whito-crowned syarrow, 

rose-breasted grosbeak, black-hoaded 
grosbeak, phainopypla, red-oyod vireo, 

mocking bird, catbird, brown thrashor, 
California thrashor, wrentit, olive- 
packed thrush, robin, wostorn bluebird, 

eastern blucbird, pheasant.
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Table Continued 

Le a a el eA a ae 

Common Namo Scientific Name Birds fond of the fruit 

Hoe ee eee oe ee Eel ate alata eat 

( Wild chorry - - - - - - Prunus - - - - - -Ruffed grouso, bobwhitc, mourning dove, 
rod-headed woodpecker, yollow-shafted 
flickor, kingbird, Bullock oriole, Bal- 
timore oriole, orchard oriole, evening 
grosbeak, purple finch, roso-broasted 
grosbeak, black-headed grosboak, 
Louisiana tanagor, rod-cyod vireo, codar 
waxwing, mocking bird, catbird, brown 

thrashor, olive-backed thrush, wood 
thrush, robin, castern bluebird, pheasant. 

Sumac - -------- Rhs------ Ruffed grousco, bobwhite, valloy quail, 

downy woodpecker, roed-bellied woodpock- 

er, rod-shaftod flickor, yollow-shafted 

flicker, phoebe, goldfinch, golden- 

; crowned sparrow, chowink, whito-oyed 
viroo, Audubon warblor, mocking bird, 
catbird, California thrashcr, brown 
thrasher, Carolina wren, black~cappod 
chickadeo, Carolina chickadee, wrentit, 
hermit thrush, robin, castern bluebird, 

pheasant. 

Snowberry - - - - - - - -Symphoricarpos - ~Sharp-tailod grouse, ovening grosbeak, 

pine grosbeak, varied thrush, quail, 

pheasant. 

Silverborry, Russian- - Blaeagnus- - - - Sharp-tniled grouse, prairie chicken, 

Olive, ote. cedar waxwing, catbird, robin. 

Holly (Michigan) - - - - Ilex- - ~ - - - -Ruffed grouso, bobwhito, valley quail, 
yellow-bellied sapsucker, yellow-shaft- 

ed flicker, cedar waxwing, mocking bird, 
catbird, brown thrasher, hermit thrush, 
robin, eastern bluebird, pheasant. 

Dogwood - - - - - - - - Cornus- - - - - -Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, downy wood- 
pecker, yellow-shafted flicker, red~ 
shofted flicker, kingbird, ovening 
grosbeak, pine grosboak, purple finch, 
white-throated sparrow, song svarvow, 

i cardinal, cedar waxwing, warbiing vireo, 

( red-eyed vireo, catbird, brown thrasher, 

hermit thrush, olivo-backed thrush, 
gray-cheeked thrush, wood thrush, robin, 

eastern bluebird, pheasant. 

Raspberry; black- - - -Rubus- - - - - - Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, red-headed 

berrye woodpecker, yollow shafted flicker, 
kingbird, Baltimore oriole, orchard 
oriole, pine grosbeal, song sparrow, 
fox sparrow, white-throated sparrow,
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Table Continued 

Comnon Name Scientific Name Birds fond of the fruit 
8a RR eerneemmemnene eee ee ae EE OREO ee eT 

Mulberry - - - - - - -iorus - - - - - - - Yollow-billea cuckoo, red-headed wood- 
. pecker, red-bellied woodpecker, downy 

woodpecker, kingbird, Baltimore oriole, 
orchard oriole, cardinal, purple finch, 
scarlet tanager, cedar waxwing, red-eyed 
vireo, yollow warbler, mocking bird, cat- 
bird, wood thrush, robin, quail, »vheasant. 

Rose -------- Rosa------- -Ruffed grouse, sharp-tailed grouse, 
prairie chicken, bobwhite, pheasant, 

Hawthorn ------ Crataegus - - - - - Ruffed grouse, pine grosbeak, purple finch, 
robin, pheasant. 

Chokeberry - ---- Aronia - - - - - — -iWeadow lark, brown thrashor» Pheasant. 

Nightshade - - - - - Solanum - - - - - - Grouse, pheasant, quail. 

Japanese barberry - - Berberis - - - - - -Grouse, quail, pheasant. 

' Bittersweet - - - - - Celastrus - - - ~ — Grouse, quail, crow, robin, hermit thrush, 
bluebird, meadow lark, red-eyed vireo, 

Burning bush - - - - Evonymus americanus-Yellow-bellied sapsucker, robin, hermit 
thrush, bluebird, scarlet tanager. 

Wide cinrant,~-=- =. Ribes-.=-... siourning dove, kingbird, bluejay, catbird, 
brown thrasher, bluebird, cedar waxwing, 
woodpecker, thrush, red-wing blackbird, 
pine grosbeak, pheasnnt, quail. 

Regal privet - - - - Ligustrum - - - - - Grouse, quail. 

Sg 

It is hoped that where vegetation’is lacking interested groups will 
start projects where plantings of this nature may be established as demonstration 
or educational areas, 

Club projects, school projects, or any group interested in our wild life 
can easily develop one or several such areas, and thoy may be labeled as planted 
areas for wild life and will no doubt increase local interest in conservation 

( affaires. 

The scale used on the accompanying planting plan is: 1 inchs 30 feet. 

P, F, English 
October, 1934,
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A TYPICAL TREE AND SHRUB PLANTING 

FOR FOOD AND COVER FOR WILDLIFE 

P. F. English 

Game Division 

Mictigan Department of Conservation 

, 
Wild Life Management - Food and Cover Improvement - 
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2 PLANNING FOR: RECREATION AND WILDLIFE. IN) WYOMING eee Z 

ey ) IX, Land-Use Planying seit 2 

fe say f oe By Dr, John W. Scott, : : he 

; Lend-use planning is basicaly related to recreation 

: Y ae D and wildlife, - All enimals, including man, are dependent 

pL , upon plants directly or indirectly, for their food, Some 

Ps we UY) Ww animals feed upon, plants; some feod upon other animals 

YR [1h ily. which in turn feed upon plant food... For exemple, trout - 

4) ee Pee RR IO feed chiefly upon water insects,,.which in turn, directly — 

/ Se J) or indirectly, feed upon. plant life. And man as well 

ie Hd ine es Some other: animals feed upon trout, : 

ae ¢ ( rid IBY t ¢ 

; There are chemically three kinds of foods that animals obtain from plants, 

These are proteins or flesh-building foods,’ carbohydrates (starches, sugars) and 

fats, “The last two are useful in producing body heat, leeomotion and other forms 

of energy. fhe chemienl elements from which, these goods. are produced exist in 

soil and water, but animals cannot use them. » It is. necessary. for green plants, 

using light energy furnished by the sun, ‘to combine, the: simpler. chemical elements 

found in the soil with water to form plant proteins, carbohydrates, and fats (oils). 

The animal body can ‘then take these plant foods, end after digestion, recombine 

them into eiimal proteins, sugars end fats. From.this chain of events it is 

easy to see that man is intimately dependent upon the fertility of the soil, Man's 

“Tite from earth ‘to dust is nomere fiction. All ‘other animal ‘life is similarly 

dependent upon soil “and plants. Proper land-use sis therefore important in any 

long-time plen for recreation and wildlife. Soil, conservation.and maintaining 

the fertility ‘of ‘the ‘soil is notvonly nasi¢c forsagriculture, but.it is equally 

important for wildlifeyo ‘oLet the fertility.of,the.soil bo,lost, the plant cover 

disavpears, animals “enono longer exist, and-a/barren weatc results, 

bi pertility of ‘the 8041’ depends’ upon-many factors, such as geological history, 

altitude; slope, tempcrature and rainfall. ,;) In Viyoming. ali. of these factors are 

variable in‘differen> portions of! tho, State, The. altitude varies from. about 

3100) feet in’ Crook Cbunty to nearly 14,000 feet. at the. crest of the Wind River 

“range. qhe annual rainfall varies from, less than six inches in, the’ Red Desert 

and inthe’ Big Horn valley! to about, thirty, inches or.more, in, some of the mountain 

ranges. The temporeture varies with the, slope, latitude ond altitude, All of 

these factors have’ an influcnce on, vegetation, For, oxample, tho north slope 

of a hill may be covered with an evergreen forest. while. tie south slope has sage © 

prush or other brush requiring littlo water. The north slope has less sunlight, 

is coolcr, there is moro moisture in tho soil, thoro is, usyally leaf mold covering 

“the surface, more veyetation, and if it,has not been disturbed, there is usually 

a ‘deeper, richer soil, 

( O°. oat 
| ‘While plants depend upon soil end water for their food, the consorvation of 

tho soil depends upon the Kind or typo and the anount. of vegotation present, On 

“en éxposod or barron soil the rainfall iruns off rapidly, or duo to the high tem- 

perature caused by dircet exposure to the sunlight, the meisture is quickly 

evaporc.ted. The first'plonts to get a hold.on.this..barren spot ore ‘usually weeds, 

for example Russian thistle, Theso mayor, may not mature. If they grow, they



provide some shade, lower the temperature of the surface undernoath and retain 

some of the moisture. This may make it possible for dandclions and other 

perennials to got a start; those tend to hold moro’ moisture, prevent wind crosion, 

accumulate organic debris and further modify the environment, Later, in suc- 

cession, may como brush, shrubs’ avid finnlly trees, if sufficient moisture is . 

present, All of this succession of plonts has a potent influence on conserving : 

and building up the soil. 

The story 6f how the people of this country wasted sand exploited the forests, 

geme ard other wildlife resources which were atvone time so extensive and abundant, 

is becoming pretty well Imown, We have been justeas heedloss in.taking care of 

the soil, Hundreds’ 6f millions of’acres of: fertile’soil have been denuded of 

their’ plant cover and 6xposced to the worst onemies of exposed soil; wind and } 

water, In some parts of the country this has*been done) by plowing up sloping 

hillsides which were bést suited for timber or grassland, and not taking any 

steps to prevent erosion by water, In some places in our wostorn country 

grassland has been plowed up where there was not sufficient,moisture, to, produce a 

_profitable cultivated crop. in en ordinary year,’ and much; of, tho exposed. soil was 

“blown away in the dry years. Soil depletion set in and;many; homesteads have 

been abandoned, Wan in his ‘strugelo for. Living has homesteaded thin land. 

where he has boon able to eke out a precarious existence until, the fertility. of 

the soil has been exhausted and wildlife depleted, 

Remembering ‘that ‘green plonts manufacture the foods which are stored up in 

leaves, stems and roots, even a moderate amount of overgrazing, if continued 

. year after year, gradually reduces the effectiveness of the food-making machine 

and the grasses dwindle in size, The ‘soil becomes more .oxposed.and drier, some 

kinds of grasses die out, and weeds ‘or ‘cacti take their place, This _process.is 

speeded up by continucd drouth, when there is usually intensive overgrazing, ond 

more exposuro of the soil resulting in°ineréased erosion by wind.and water. . hen 

such a thing happens, nature has to start near tho bottom again to,build up slowly 

the soil and the succession of plants which must precede grasses. 

Frequent reference to land-use in relation to wildlife has, been;made in pre- 

vious articles of this series, The» management of ponds and) lakes; and.their, , 

shore lines is important for aquatic birds» and some fur-bonring onimals;;cortain 

marginal lends around our National Forests are indispensible as winter) range for 

some. of our. big game; the use of the range by domestic: animals:should be so, timed 

or regulated that it will not seriously interfore with the nesting: or, the, juvenile 

period of upland birds; non-subsistence homostonds: have been mentioned and, some 

causes, for their desertion, Mony other land-uses which have a relation to 

wildlife will occur to the reader. 

One. fact that makes the problem of land-use in relation to wildlifo so 

difficult is the multiplicity of land-owming agencies, The Federal Government 

owns approximately fifty per cent of tho State. These Federal agencies include 

tho Department of the Intcrior, Forest Service, Indian Serviee, Reclamation Service, 

National Parks, and ‘Monuments, Biological ‘survey, Burenw of Fisheries, Army posts 

and hospitals. The State’ also owns’ large ‘arens, including school ands, fish 

hatcheries, state’ fcrms, state parks; ote. The romainder of -the-state is mostly 

deeded land, “this includes privetely owed homosteads»and ranches, large.tracts 

owned by companies and corporations, Yroilroadvlands, mineral lands, and other land 

grants made by the *Federal Government, 

:



Due to the multiplicity. of kinds of ownership and the 
diversity of intorests involved, land-uso planning for 

bet ( wildlife, is an oxtremely, difficult problem. A number of 
oa GN these interests. are neutral or actually detrimental to 

Tiga! Oe S=> reereation and wildlife, Some agencics are making attempts 

bes See 3 yo» % conservation which in the long run ‘will hnve an important 
Abend tits .)/imfluenee.in the preservation of our game, birds, fish, and 

bt — oe “other wildlife. For .oxamplo the Torest Service is under- 

ee taking to rogulate grazing in the areas under their ‘control; 

E i “' the Biological Survey is holping to take care of ‘the Jack- 
oa 2 Er son Hole elk herd, and our own Game Commission and Legis- 

* wylig” lature should receive credit for the things they have done 
in the way of refuges and closed soasons to prevent the 

{, y extermination of diminishing species, 

Land=use planning is one of the most momentous questions before the. country 
today. Upon its solution tke future of America doponds,: The writer doesnot 
claim to be an authority on how this should~be done, ‘However, certain principles 
and facts appear to be basic, (1) ‘There is nood of ‘cooperation and» coordination 
of all agencies having: to do'with land-use planning,’ since land-use necessarily in- 
volves planning for recreation’ and wildlife, (2) A, guiding principle. might 
well be "the greatest good’to the greatest number of peoplo",/ referring particularly 
to the citizons of Wyoming, but not forgetting that. fifty per cent of) our State be- 
longs to all the people. (3) «All possible uses of, any'tract or region of land 
should be considered, based on scientific information, ond then tho area put to 
those uses which will check impairment of fertility, prevent serious crosion, 
retain moisture, and give tho ‘bost long-time oconomic returns, whethor in the form 
of recreation, or wildlife, or usc by domestic animals and plants, or any combin- 
ation of these uses, (4) There is need of a coordinating agency. There is a 
certain amount. of cooperation between ‘some federal agoncoics in tho State and 
between state and foderal agencies, but in many ‘cases ‘there is lack of coordination 
and effectiveness, The State, ropresentod ‘by tho Stato Planning Bobrd; icodperat- 
ing with the National Resources Board and various federal bureaus and departments, 
is no doubt the proper coordinating agency. Particularly is this true “in: con- 
sidoring proper land-use in relation to wildlife, for the State claims all wild- 
life as its property including game animals, birds, ond fish. The .State is 
interested in the conservation sf these-valuable resources, and hence is interested 
in basic Iend-use upon witich wildlife is dependent, 

| 

«, BOY: SCOUT! JAMBOREE 

| The World Jamboree of the Boy Scouts.-of America and other foreign units will 

be held in Holland July 29 to August 13 and promises to break all attendance records, 

| The unprecedented demand for increased representation by,scout councils, throughout 
Lo, the country has ctused the bars to be lowered somewhat. All who are interest in 

| going should communicate at once with the local Boy: Seout office forsblanks and 
detailed information, Preliminary registration must be accompanied by ;a.deposit 

| “fee of $10.00 for each scout or scouter, In -connection|with the Jamboree and 

| the 150th armiversary of ‘the formation of ‘the ‘United States Constitutional, Howard 

| Chandler ‘Christie has drawn’a beautiful poster which willbe used-to advertise the 
| Jamboree, Wyoming has several Boy Scout Councils and all.scouts ‘and scouters are 

| real wildlife enthusiasts,



GAME MANAGEMENT ON THE FARM : f 

, Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1759 issued by the United States Department of 

Agriculture, Washington, D. C. is a very interesting monograph on "Game Manage- 

ment on the Farm," ‘and while such publications may be secured from the Superin- 

tendent of Documents, Washington, D. C., at 5 cents per copy, Wyoming members 

in Congress usually have a small supply for free distribution. . All those. in- 

terested in wild life on the farm should not fall “to securese- copys It-is 

very interesting and also contains a number of illustrations sket¢hed-by Jay 

N, Darling... i } tae ; 

BRANDS AND FOOD t 

An old time cattle brand beéeme bart of ths language anda tasty, dish 

became staplefoot in every town'and city in the country, when a colored cook 

started broiling: beef on the old --BQ (Bar. Be)Cue) ranch-in,Texas, according 

+o a comtemporary. Meat broiling over an open fire was a regular sight all " 

through the cow country, but, when it. cameto serving it,,this.cook was the 

goods. He made a sauce, sort of sour and sort.of. sweet, to pour over the hot 

‘meaty . Riders talked/ about the meat at the. --BQ, end, cooks.all. over the rance 

started to cony this sauce. Today you can see the Barbeque brand outside. 

esting houses’ everywhere, from coast’ to coast. 7 } j fae ; 

ABOUT PLANTS FOR WILDLIFE; UTILIZATION : é 

3 Recently the United,.States, Biological, Survey. issued an interesting pam- 

‘phlet entitled "Groups; of Plants Valuable, for Wildlife Utilization and Erosion 

Control." © The: author ds W. I. McAtee, technical advisor and research special- , 

ist, of that bureau, andthe publication is copiously illustrated with half 

toness This publicationis tabbed Circular No. 412 and can be secured of the 

Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. Ce, or by writing your members in 

Congress. “a . 7 

SEND IN NAMES OF NEW OFFICERS 

This publication will appreciate receiving from all sportsmen's organi-~ 

zations of the state the names and address of such organizations; the respec- 

tive officers and board of directors, and the date of annual elections of such. 

PINS SPIRIT OF COOPERATION 

Ag ‘stated in a previous issue the United States Bureau of Fisheries has 

made it possible for the state game end fish department to, aid in balanced 

planting of fish in Wyoming waters, Fred. J. Foster of Seattle, regional direc- 

tor, has sent letters to heads of all federal.fish hatcheries to submit all 

applications for fish fry to:Frank Cook, chief assistant commissioner, before 

complying with requests of private individuals of Wyoming origin. This fine 

cooperation is greatly appreciated by the department. x



FOOD AND COVER PLANTS, DATA SHEET 

Scientific name (use Gray): OWA UI 

Common names: 

Collection: (Page no, in Gray: ) 

Herbarium: 

Fruit: 

Habit (tree, shrub, vine, forb): 

Range (general and Wisconsin): 

Site (soil, shade, oven, slope, assocics): 

Phenology (bud, leaf, flower, fruit, growth) at Madison: 

Planting data (where obtained, how to plant, maintenance, special treatments, 

etc,:
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MW QQ x 

RX QQ MQQAQG > HE general impression is that the XY A X sparrows of the grasshopper, Savannah, or 
Eastern United States, at the time of \ A \ Henslow’s type. Beavers were numerous and 
the coming of the white man, was SS WW \\\\ widely distributed; their dams make pools 

covered by an unbroken forest in which wild- A 'RDCWree XG which fill in and form meadows, the beavers life abounded. Ecologists know that there is IK (VY thus being driven to other areas where they something wrong with that picture; either SEO form new ponds that make more meadows. 
the forest had openings or wildlife was not Ss iden h . Sues B cE EE © considering all t ese facts, when we oe It . ee cel catoiie y W. L. McAT read of the bison once being rather numerous Sie nents 8s 10 the number of deer, bison, in Pennsylvania, we envision it as an in- and other animals must be thought of in habitant of open woods, and of stream val- K 5 L f , relation to the scanty human population of mature; more than that it was over-mature. leys, marshes, meadows, and other places 
the period. Then there seemed & wealth of Such a torest is not dense like second- not densely clothed with trees. Toward the game for every hunter, but certainly as peo- growth, but contains openings made byithe cad of its existence in Pennsylvania (last ple increased game dwindled. toppling over of senile woodland giants, by herd slaughtered, 1779, Snyder County; last ne , , 3 windfalls, and by the killing of trees by individual killed, 1810, Northumberland 

Open Forests lightning or by fires caused by lightning. County), the bison was forced by persecu- 
Moreover, in such a forest the tree trunks tion into wild retreats, but normally, we may Nevertheless, there were in the beginning are, in general, well spaced, permitting a fair be sure, it inhabited fine open acess We 

large aggregate numbers of the kinds of degree of light to reach the ground. are informed that it fed principally on “cane” wildlife of most interest to man, and this From both direct and indirect evidence, we —no doubt a coarse grass or sedge—a plant must be taken ae ae erat uaeic fact in know that there were openings in the great of the ground cover, and one requiring at hee vie ae te ic certs eastern forest. The meadows of the north- least fair light for its growth. 
a oe Bt Pe ae nee east, the “glades” of the central mountain 

Sct be z region, and the “balds” of the southern Ap- Pennsylvania’s Game \ ae than - Sense terete ae palachians are topographic features known to i 
oF i A an a c ay aacaind ek " Sie have been present in those days, There must Pioneer tales of the abundance of wild- 

co. Sane ays,. they ae ee a es at i © have been marshes or there would have been life, in general, surely indicate that the east- fie, aaa ese or that they embraced..a semeriniskrats or redwinged blackbirds; there ern forest was, in part at least, an open, aif Proportion of open areas. surely were open grasslands or savannas or rather than a continuously dense stand, or 
The primeval forest, of course, was there would have been no meadowlarks, or at least that it had plenty of openings. Only 

yo a Sg a ney eee ; 

ee 4 , MP —. ee SA — 3 oa va a.) ,.. 
Le A ee ee aes nt f ' s ee oe 2]. ee pe Tee BAY ee. A ee ee ‘a fae ae or 

ee, te 4 ieee ; My =, EE — Ca ae MOLE a ee a : Rs 4... Pr ee c. ON ey 4 ; oe ee UC o> Po Sigel ty OE a a eS aaa — Et _ , oe ol. 

Ot ea A pe Cah ka I 8 ae 
en rs Ee Pe PPS ee wy Genre oe ge ee : ie 

ee 8 i Sy CH Oe pare s ae ae eR gs Po a ee |< a ryt emyee Ae Nie ie ee a ain fo bahia 8, lb Oss Ones vag SLE iy lags AI 
Se. * Ps ea Le ee eg ey _ es ~~ o geo? ¢ = “ a 4 Pe nes, 4 pe , en |. 8 Nea 

ee 4 aN or Sig pee 7 ks ee Pe PN - i A ~~ “ 

aie BO er ae OP Sg ae Oe 
VA By Se, ae - ei ite Ye P boo le a ge ee gees Po ed nA ~~ a ~ id fe NT PRE eC, Ea 7a 4 ; a a ; AOU 7 4 ee i eth s ee 1 he se ON a ee erg rs ‘be ae = 1 

iy Se ? bn thee ei By = ey y ~~) Pte 
C= wie ag ei ‘ Ae an Mees af e “ “ Me ~ es, 

ES ae Ts | a — i P) co es es Se OS a + & ° Pf eee TK PEE Le pipes io fy Pee + ae “A 
Pe geo 1 eas as a - .. ts. : A a | CUM © 

a ee i _  ., J be oe Bee Nee ene Wa a pi Ste n be. 
Shadbush or June Berry, a good early producer of relished Elderberry, a prolific bearer of a summer fruit eaten by fruit almost all kinds of wildlife
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‘ Eee EO EE such woodland could provide the ground es Se Pe oe ae ay Ay Cee : oa 

vegetation necessary for the upkeep of bison, OE, ge a a ey ae) Hn ey Co. : aye 
elk, deer, and turkeys in the numbers claimed [FF ey a oh a Ue ye n) He oe ay. 

to exist in the early days. i a us : x) y ee we j ae a ee - 
) Oe 8 ee ‘ Ke ee . 3 Fe 
| All of this is introductory to saying that jaa. Done Bae ge ay ia aw Ge a. fae 
|dense forests are usually overrated as §& ee We Lae L of yee be ae 
\nurseries for wildlife. They are the natural Woes Le Pe L ft hs - _ 
| home of certain species, and they are impor- ; ered eo | F.C —_ oe 

| tant but they do not have the surpassing ; ae goo ee 4 e 
/ importance sometimes claimed for them. As : 2 : 1: a, ae Lo 

| to furs, we are informed by Dr. W. J. Hamil- 2. 
\ ton of Cornell University that 80 per cent ; 4 : : : 

| of the New York catch comes from farms. | : : ; 
| Conditions are so similar in Pennsylvania J | ee o 
| that a like condition no doubt prevails, Over P Ai eee “| A 
| the United States, in general, the various Be , fe) 
| species of quail and rabbits undoubtedly ex- | iM 4 
ceed all other game in the head taken, and, ; ( e ' | 
except the snowshoe hare, none of them are . ‘ 
forest species. : 

The situation as it prevails in Pennsylvania e . : 
today can readily be appraised. Analysis of : : 2 
the reported head of game taken in the State : . . 
in 1935 (see accompanying table) shows that e s ‘ : 
only 37 per cent can fairly be classed as soos : : — 
forest game. The large majority (62 per cent) 

: comes from fields, marshes, beaches, and Aspen: one of the best browse plants 
water surfaces, that is from open places. at my ‘i 

, CE Ra ee OO ER SS Nee 
The Pennsylvania game kill for 1935 in- arte ae So AP i, ee... IN og A fae 

cludes the following forest and non-forest patie Aa ak Ae Pees 8 8 oe Ny eS 
species; Forest—Deer, 70,470; bear, 402; Eas eA oS ee ee ye = Se Me Oe ae 
varying hares, 8,659; squirrels, 1,193,856; BR go oe _- ee te i — ...: eo oe Me | 
turkeys, 4,498; raccoons, 33,579; grouse, 190,- 37 Aa ite ee ae wi ge © : Yao Mg ae —_ 
955; woodcock, 36,856; a total of 1,539,275 fam Le Ge a ee nS a ee 
pieces or 37.31 per cent. oie . ager Pe ee PF i, es te ‘ 

Non-forest species include—Rabbits, 1,971,- et Ee Ce gat es 2 RO ig BY — ee neh ay 
505; pheasants, 281,000; quail, 217,247; ducks, Od aye eo ai en ee ee Rs te aN Se eh 
20,456; shorebirds, 12,390; blackbirds, 83,920; : $ Cn bee wae ace 60S ede baa wes < * oe se 

a total of 2,586,518 pieces, or 62.69 per cent. es oo. Woe re Leos ‘oe eo ~ . 

All the animals here classed as forest game a _ ane Pepe ee ey She i, 6 ae ke sh 
require ground growth for their sustenance 44) Paw Seliuieman tay actives Mk eee eg) 00) alee eS 

:, ee ee coos m Dele hy ee a a ge eet cae eg oe _ s 
and 6 of the 8 groups depend upon it almost ee ee ie ecu uno we @ Se ee a aes Soe 
exclusively; they must get it from open | ||] eg Pe SR uc es a ~ —. 
places. To maintain the proportionate head a So ere — Ry So ee : oes 
of forest game in the Pennsylvania bag re- (g/g) 7A os Soi te ae ie cer Cu a ee 
quires maintenance of the 1935 wildlife feed- 7s ahi araeWeee © Wee ture aC aa : 

. ing capacity of the forested lands, and to | aides sueeiecatouas es) Mi mes a. 
increase it demands improvement. a ee sok y . Rho a oo oe . ue * 

Wildlife does best along forest margins, ok ot oo Bes : ee Se oe 
in openings, or in brushy growths. In the sie - a wee cr — a a 
second growth and other cut-over types we jl gahi gate ame ae uo Peer Se 4. 
have today, the ceaseless surge of all vegeta- OPI aes a ee 
tion tends to modify, and even to eliminate, : eae ON tee ee : 
conditions favorable for wildlife. Hence to Common Juniper provides excellent cover and a year-round supply of fruit 
keep the present stock or to increase it re- ‘ 
quires active effort tending to offset the con- 
stant, omnipresent pressure of vegetative the food supply. Which solution is prefer- stage insofar as it is accompanied by sup- 
growth. able will have to be decided in each case, pression of low vegetation has diminished 

but on the State Game Refuges, it would carrying capacity for wildlife. Forest, espe- 
} seem that alterations should always be in cially in dense stands, shades out low vegeta- 

Scattered Cuttings favor of the deer, in other words, that the tion including essential cover as well as the 
é , i carrying capacity should be kept at the most important browse, fruit, and seed-pro- 

_ scattering cutting areas as widely as pos- syaximum and utilized as far in that direc- ducing species, hence is almost a desert for 
F sible, and selective thinning and stand 3m- tion as compatible with a liberal margin of | many forms of wildlife. 

{ provement work are existing forest practices safety 5 
that may be employed to improve carrying ‘ In chiefly forested lands, therefore, where 
capacity for wildlife. Extensive mechanical Some of the suggestions made by the the production of game and other wildlife is 
brush-cutting and spot-burning are practices, Writer as to wildlife management resulting the primary object, the first duty of the wild- 
used in the southeast but untried here, that from a study of State Game Lands in Centre life manager is to preserve the openness of 
may have to be adopted where wildlife pro- County in 1935 are as follows: ae sansrontony open fi rie to open 

ion is the principal objective it shoul nay E q radically woodland tracts where the canopy 
aes ean tne eae: Bye ae.iiehould This zeae involved question but the es- now is suppressing or has suppressed shrub- 

sential facts with respect to a generally . 
Where one sees the “deer line,” as one forested region are contained in the follow- by aud Ene eee 

may in many Pennsylvania forests, there are ing statement. Recently burned or cut-over , SPecifically systems of fire lanes may be 
either too many deer or not enough feed. tracts, that is areas where ground vegeta- installed, the lanes being made much wider 
The situation can be adjusted either by re- tion has full light, harbor maximum popula- than in ordinary forestry practice, say up to 
ducing the deer population or by increasing tions of wildlife. Every subsequent growth (Continued on page 8)
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By W. L. McATEE 

(Continued from page 7) 

a hundred feet, and then kept fairly clear by keep up normal production of their valuable bly present but should be increased), aralia, 
brushing operations as frequently as may be food crop, but even in this case it must be SUrghum, cranberry-tree, sheepberry, hon- 

» required. remembered that they will thrive better and eysuckle. ( 
| On lands primarily for game, the forest ee es wet esse stands, where Seed-producers—Wild millet, partridge pea, 

canopy should be opened so that areas of Ea sit locust, sunflower. See also under feed patches 
one or two acres in every 10 to 12 will admit As to cover, extensive yet not endless, and field culture. 

¥ enough light to permit restoration of the close growths of laurel and rhododendron Cover—Juniper, arborvitae, holly (ever- 
ground cover. This vegetation will volunteer may well be preserved. These plants are green), bittersweet, Virginia-creeper, honey- 
as soon as light is available but its advent shade resistant so are not necessarily in- guekles(the last ttiree groups probably pres- 
may be hastened by disking the land after jured by occasional overtopping trees, as for ent but worthy of increase). 
partial or complete clearing. instance, white pine and hemlock, themselves 

Fire lanes and slashings may be made valuable above-ground cover. Except wherein Late Winter Fruits 
quickly by the use of a heavy tractor and eXtended pure stands, it will be advisable 
brush-cutter, the litter being burned later ‘© Preserve all evergreen cover. Besides the Late winter and early spring are the sea- 
when sufficiently dry. Advance preparation ¢Vergreens, the scrub oak is no doubt the sons of greatest scarcity of food for wildlife 
of wide fire lanes, the services of an ample best of the cover plants present, Apple and and special attention should be given to in- 
crew of men, and choice of conditions under @wthorn in thickets also are good, and the creasing the food supply available at that 
which only slow-burning is possible are ‘enser such growths as those of blackberry, time. Plants retaining fruit at these seasons 
necessary if burning is to be kept under ade- "2SPberry, and rose, are, the better. that were observed in Centre County or 
quate control, which is all important. Cover may be improved also by the piling pare vers eee eee for cues 

Te contin sas up of parts of fallen trees or by cutting to tion include: Juniper, red cedar, greenbrier, 

men te ds mune to Se provide brush piles. These are best when apple, hawthorn, chokeberry, rose, sumac, 
over and burned-over tracts as well as that SOMewhat open and may well be numerous. holly, bittersweet, Virginia-creeper, winter- 

in fire lanes may be kept at any desired stage Cutting half-way through small oaks and  sreen, pas tride cery)  noneyeuckls saved 
by systematic cutting with brush hooks. In bending them over until the branches touch berry tree, sheepberry, and maple-leave' 

such operations sparing valuable species that the ground is a way of forming good cover. Aten 
do not make fruit until they have reached a Most of the trees live and provide shelter Of these, apple and hawthorn because of 
certain height would be advisable. winter and summer. Such cover is improved their great value as producers of relished 

Z i by Beans in it docaily available aa as browse, buds, and fruits should be given 
q aN greenbrier, grape, Virginia-creeper, bitter- special attention. Lists of kinds known to 

Ki eelegses Hacer tal) sweet, or honeysuckle. hold fruit until March in Massachusetts and 

A perennial process of selective thinning New York, pout they will RO, doubt ee would go far toward making Centre County Field and Forest Foods if established in Pennsylvania, will appear in 

game lands more productive of wildlife, For k an early issue of the Game News. 
instance it would pay to “release” every wild So. far preservation or modification of the 
apple tree, cutting down any competitive existing environment has been considered. Feed Patches 
growths so that the apples will have all the We may now turn our attention to processes 
light they need to produce full crops of the that involve the bringing in of something Of the native game species of Centre 
leaves, buds, and fruit that are so valuable supplementary or additional. Suggestions in County, only the wild turkey would be 
to wildlife. this respect for the various groups of wild- much benefited by maintenance of small feed 

A degree of preferential treatment is tt cates tollom: patehee ant it a circle $0 eee ne suas ; such patches could be made available to wi 
a _ of i Browse—Arborvitae, juniper, mountain turkeys and at the same time protected from 

ash, locust, basswood (possibly present), rabbits and deer. 
removed so that shadbushes and dogwoods eiderbern ‘ 

iy e ‘y (present but should be increased), aeons . will receive the light they require for healthy enowbern, ‘Honeysuckle, (possibly present) If the authorities interested in game pres- 
growth and production of good crops of * Dp M a ¥ “ervation have control of open fields on 
fruit. Among the most valuable of other Herbage—Will be treated under feed abandoned farms or care to prepare similar 
fruits present are blackberry, raspberry, patches and field culture areas and give them annual attention, sup- 
grape, blueberry, and elder. Beech is not too i plementary feed crops could be produced in 
common, and as it fruits best when given Mast-producers—Hazel can well be in- Sufficient quantity to resist extirpation by 
plenty of light many beech trees also can creased in quantity. wildlife. Ten to twenty acre patches would 
well be “released.” be advisable and rye, millet, buckwheat, and 

Fruit-producers—Juniper, mulberry, moun- clovers sown. Both the rye and clover might 
Certain Species Curbed tain ash, chokeberry (present but should be volunteer enough so as not to require new 

increased), apple, hawthorn, holly (both sowing every year. Such crops would be 4 

As applied to browse species, scrub oak evergreen and deciduous), bittersweet, Vir- valuable to deer, rabbits, turkeys, and grouse. y 
should be preferred to the other oaks, and ginia-creeper (this and the preceding prob- If there are abandoned fields it is desired 
under almost any circumstances some of the to devote to brushy growth, thorough burn- 
abundant tree oaks can well be sacrificed to ing will discourage the present weedy rough 
make way for aspen, birch, hawthorn, and and give tree and shrub seedlings a chance. 
apple. If the suggestion to keep certain REPORT YOUR GAME KILL Th 1 A 4 ee pan 
burned and cut-over areas in low vegetation PROMPTLY. OUR RE- Be ee a cae BO Dan conten ent Co, Dancin ieiabeantiedduteriinin ca chouldie) : landholders should not be overlooked, nor 
ancgeh a THonsenhEe ee trcay New Tees STOCKING PROGRAM DE- should the possibilities of increasing the in- 
Getic tecen nana teiare nat deduced ainnar PENDS GREATLY ON SUCH come of submarginal farms and of counties 
(Seige en edie INFORMATION. PLEASE embracing many such farms, through mak- 

i : COOPERATE ing the countryside more inviting to tourists, 
A sufficient number of the mast producing m and the game lands more attractive to 

trees must be allowed to mature so as to hunters.
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EALIZING that a bounteous supply of | near good cover and for the most part have high. It remains green throughout late fall, 
natural food is one of the first require- been very successful in materially increasing winter and spring. Naturally, where there 
ments of game, the Board of Game the game food supply. . are severe temperatures the growth of the 

Commissioners early in the Spring of 1936 During September several experimental grass is checked, but apparently it suffers 
authorized development of their game lands areas were planted to Poa bulbosa or winter no permanent injury from zero or sub-zero 
for the purpose of providing additional food. blue grass which has been successfully de- weather. 

Through the splendid cooperation of field eloped in the Northwest. Poa bulbosa appears to have splendid pos- 
officers and interested sportsmen, many plots The outstanding characteristics are its sibilities for Pennsylvania wildlife if it will 
were planted to grains and legumes to in- ability to produce an abundance of bulblets withstand our climate. In Oregon, where the 
crease the supply of fall and winter food. A on the heads, as well as a dense mat of bulbs grass grows, experiments have determined 
total of approximately 340 acres in 270 plots just beneath the surface of the soil. It, there- the fact that game birds relish the grass and 
were planted during the spring, summer and __ fore, forms a perpetual sod which never has eat it readily, Deer are also fond of it. 
fall of 1936, The materials planted consisted to be reseeded or renewed once established. Another program which has been started 
of buckwheat, corn, millet, kaffir corn, soy This grass also reverses the normal order on several additional tracts of land is the 
beans, broom corn as well as other materials, of growth as it is entirely dormant during development of food plots by making release 
including a number of plots sowed to the the summer, and no amount of moisture will cuttings m the vicinity of grapevines, thorn 
Michigan Wildlife Food Patch Mixture cause it to grow until fall. Soon after the apples, elderberries, blackberries, dogwood, 
which has proven valuable in Michigan. All fall rains come the plants revive and send bittersweet vines, sumac and other food pro- 
plantings were made in relatively small plots up dark green shoots from three to six inches ducing plants. These cuttings require the re- 

(Continued on page 23) 
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By HARRY VAN CLEVE “ Ee ee _ 

HE fox trapping season is here again and 8 aS 
no doubt. many trappers have a number of : | _— 

fine skins already hung up in the drying Leo = a _. el 
shed. While there are many expert fox trappers  #| a 
in Pennsylvania, my experience leads me to be- a | —- 
lieve that a great majority of them are entirely - . rr 8 
too careless about boiling their traps and in han- ; — > S > —i<iO 

dling them with their bare hands. a= i : — | 

I returned recently from a trip through the (ay — | 
Adirondack Mountains in Northern New York i r—~—~—~™—™—.—C ‘CO“#OUOCtCUC;:C ‘C(;(;‘(‘®SSCRNWN ae . gf FF 
State, where I contacted and spent considerable @27=2©=;7]7+S—=—t—i—“‘=_O_NB er lUllctCtC 7” 
time with some really expert fox trappers. These - rrrr—“‘CiCS iF FF 
men make a business of catching red foxes alive crc et 2 6©Fhmememe 
and unharmed, and selling them to Fox Hunting ss — . , 
Clubs in New England and on Long Island, ”r—t—~—“—O—~—~—OCOCCCWCWC® : _. i 
New York. They use a No. 1% Trap, the jaws =. :  —”.—lUr™ 

The traps are boiled two or three hours in a  .rt—“‘_—s—S<Si—<“—sCrr : 0 
solution made of common willow twigs and 
balsam boughs. They do not have the walnut Over 40,000 Pennsylvania trappers contribute to the fur 

; 2 markets annually. Placing a water set for foxes. 
trees there but get good results with the willow 
and the balsam. These men actually do not touch the traps with * ; 

their hands from the time they are boiled until they are set, and 

each time it is necessary to touch the traps, they are taken in The soil in this country is of a fine, sandy nature and all traps 
and boiled, ; are concealed in the sand. They use the hook and dig a hole at 

They use a tool they call a fox hook which is so designed that the bottom of a sandy bank along one of the many old railroad 
it is possible to manipulate the setting of the trap entirely with grades, old abandoned wood roads or at the base of an ant hill 

the hook after the springs have been depressed with the feet. and make it appear as though done by a skunk or other animal. 
This live fox trapping is done between September 15 and October The trap is then carefully concealed in the material excavated, 
15. They use only ten or fifteen traps at a time, and tend them a few drops of the scent are placed at the top of the hole, the trap 
each morning at daylight. They always have freshly boiled traps is securely staked, and all signs of their presence are removed by 
with them. If one of these men would set ten traps and not catch brushing out all tracks; even the stake used to fasten the trap is 

two or three foxes the first night he would think something was not touched with the hands, 

seriously wrong. The average fox trapper will think that most of these precau- 
On several occasions I asked the question, “Are not some of tions are silly, but believe me I have missed catching many a fine 

these precautions you take wholly unnecessary?” The answer red fox by neglecting to observe some of these rules. i 
always was, “We are successful with this method and until we There is Howson) the market ordinary canvas gloves which have 
find something better we will use it.” These men use a scent to been dipped in hot rubber. They are inexpensive and wear quite 

attract the fox, and I only wish I could give you the formula, well. Two or three pairs will last through an entire season if used 
but it is a carefully guarded secret. only for handling fox traps, and their use is not necessary for 

other Pennsylvania mammals. 

we ek ae ee a ee I have made a careful check on the fur market during the past 
| ee 2a) & Os ie oe six months, and all indications point to the best fur season we 
a 4 ie 4) eZ 1] _ . pm 4) have experienced in several years. While it is early to predict 

3 | F r as @ Fe g ie prices, even the red fox will be worth money this winter. 

4 i f i o 4 a: | To all fox trappers who have not been as successful as they 
Ay y i 3 Pt think they should have been, I would suggest that they resolve to 

a secure proper traps, rubber gloves, rubber soled shoes, and to 

2 a | boil their traps thoroughly in butternut and soft maple bark or 
3 Pi i t y qj willow twigs and hemlock boughs, and not to touch the trap, 

FE te 4 he r chain, drag or anything else they are leaving at the set with their 

EA f ay i ‘ . bare hands. 
eG y : ie } Py | 

= & : oo ba ie | \ ys If you use an automobile, when you leave the car, wipe your 
5 > FF $ fe Fant a ay. . = * . 
¥ Fi . ¢ | oe : feet thoroughly in the grass or other vegetation before going to 

a vs aa a Ca the place where you make a set. When leaving the set remove all 
Pee eee | OE = oe ; signs of your presence, even to the straightening up of the grass 
i ee ; eal where you have stood, and see if you don’t have better luck.
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Former President Board of Game Commissioners of Pennsylvania 

W HEN Columbus discovered America, the white race fell for furniture and veneer, but most of it was used for gun stocks 
heir to the finest country in the world, a rich land cov- and airplane propeller blades. 
ered with many magnificent forests, a land teeming with When we entered the war, we used the best of the remaining 

wild life, the Paradise of the Indian, al for the same purpose, so that now these valuable trees are 
In the work of policing, protecting, and preserving these for- almost extinct in many sections. 

ests which stood here for countless ages, birds and beasts served Our hickory trees have been used for axe and pick handles, 
each in his sphere, performing a useful work for which the Great wheel spokes and other purposes, where a strong tough wood is 
Spirit created him. required, so that few of them are left. The blight which destroyed 

In search for grubs, ants and other insects, bears, the white- our chestnut trees was a calamity, not only in the loss of valuable 

wings of the forests, tore to pieces rotten logs and uprooted the wood but because oad bear, deer, turkeys, grouse and squirrels 
tree stumps to make room for new trees, scattering the frag- Se on the ue during the fall, ee and eons soae ne 
ments on the forest floor, where they disintegrated quickly and them to endure severe winters. The beechnut now takes the place 
became fertilizer. The buffalo, elk, deer, rabbits and other graz- of the chestnut, but it is a poor substitute. i : 
ing and browsing animals destroyed weeds and pruned the trees, A Our forestry eee are Den ane, ia er mee 
throwing the growth to the tops, making timber. Turkeys, grouse emlocks, spruces and other soft woods for future lumber an 
and other birds destroyed ground insects. The woodpecker family have neglected our more valuable hardwood nut and other mast 
policed the trunks and large branches of the trees while the warb- bearing trees, 
lers and other species of small birds cleansed and protected the It was in 1905 that the Pennsylvania Game Commission first 
small limbs and foliage. The squirrels planted nuts and the birds realized the scarcity of natural food for wildlife and initiated a 
distributed seeds. The industrious beavers built dams which con- program of mast and fruit tree planting. 
served the water and created fertile meadows, The predators pre- Because I had tried vainly for years to interest the sportsmen 
vented undue increase of the State in this far 
in wild life by destroy- sighted project, this pro- 

ing the weak and sick De ee a aN ee gram was put under my 
while the scavengers Pe <M td ae VJ) Na ag Pf fe direction. Failing to 
removed the dead and Nie Ay Sy TAS | VERA arouse in the older gen- 
prevented infection and NN wah es VS Jo aN yay) Ci eration sufficient real 
disease. Ya PLZ ye 1 Tx PrP — interest in replanting 

To the birds and NaN OO vs LIN Ee] VEN the State’s forests for 
mammals we owe our A : i ov 7 Vf if f Nv the benefit of wildlife, I 

forests oman wy EW OY 7 ONY ON tree tte achoot 
ca ee .lUC( RO Uhm Cad aK Ole SN an ater, 

the use of the axel fire, é Po. ‘os a iy, et (PY Lh a when they were of- 
plow, sawmill, and gun, Tee DY ;f F7'.\~ ganized, to the Boy 
together with the drain- M 2 f {-..0= | s Wie OU cw BS 1 os Hh Scouts. As an incentive, 
age and pollution of our At OY !hLU SE I OA ila I distributed to them 
waters, the importation Be a | pe Bek UN ue eer Bt ed pi many thousands of Rus- 
of nenius Deb birds, : | be — Ss i i ; 1M ER og ee ae mulberry and sweet 
insects, an ights an re ee a ee ee eee tah Sor cherry trees, with the 
the commercialization of ca Goa a + understanding that one 
forests and wild life has ee half of the fruit pro- 
almost destroyed the ; ae ¥ : oe oe : , : : duced was to be dedi- 
Indian Paradise, ‘ » : ea Nats cated to the birds. 
Today, our conserva- aes ; es ee i : Later I also -enlisted 

tionists are bewailing fe. : ‘ i an our more than 100 game 
the destruction of our : , + * protectors. These men 
flora and fauna and are i Be planted hundreds of 
making strenuous ef- Cautigia Diva Rare ria Gaal Waters thousands of fruit, nut 
forts to replace both Black Wainat Plantation, Mont Alte, Pa. and other mast bearing 
our forests and wild- trees, and shrubs and 

life. vines. 
The first trees to be cut to clear farms and later to be commer- To the man who planted the most I awarded a 28 gauge double 

cialized were the walnut, butternut, hickory, oak and chestnut, barrelled shot gun. 
all bearing mast. The wild mulberry, wild cherry, gum, and many This planting has been of great value, consequently we have had 
other valuable fruit and mast bearing trees followed and as a no trouble with our wildlife traveling out of the state in search 
result, today there is very little food for wildlife in our remaining of food, as was the case in 1933 in the New England States where 

forests. hordes of squirrels migrated westward into New York and Penn- 

Our first settlers used walnut, our finest and most valuable North sylvania. 
American hard wood because it is easily split and worked, for During the World War our Boy Scouts were asked by the Fed- 
fence rails, houses and furniture, and other common uses. Ever eral Government to find and report all walnut trees suitable for 
since guns have been made in America they have been stocked gun stocks and airplane blades. To replace trees destroyed for 
with choice Walnut, and during our many wars millions of our this purpose Scouts in Allegheny County under my direction im- 

* finest trees have been sacrificed for this purpose. Prior to the mediately started planting walnuts. 
World War, Germany purchased our finest Walnut, presumably (Continued on page 23) 

¥ ¥
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‘NEW LITERATURE of a total of 1,000 dogs treated by the strength that again will provide good shoot- 
The State of Tennessee has just issued a method, more than 90 per cent were restored ing for sportsmen. 

conservation text book for the public schools. to usefulness. Blood tests of dogs that had 
It is entitled “Conservation of Wildlife and received treatment showed that the micro- 
Forests in Tennessee.” The authors are Har- scopic parasite had disappeared from the Over 13,000,000 muskrats are trapped an- 
mon C. Headden, Superintendent of Schools, blood stream. The remedy is therefore con- nually in the United States. The future of 
Milan, Tenn., and Damon Headden, until re- sidered the most practical means of treating the species is still problematical, according 
cently State Director of Game and Fish Con- heart-worm disease in dogs. to Dr. Frank C. Ashbrook of the Biological 
servation, The book, which is beautifully Survey, Research has so far failed to reveal 
bound in red leather, contains 241 pages of whether or not the annual number propa- 
splendid text, is profusely illustrated, and The Pennsylvania Forestry Association gated exceeds the annual number trapped. 
costs only fifty-nine cents. It is published by celebrated its 50th anniversary this year by 
Southern Publishers, Inc., Kingsport, Tenn. holding a joint meeting with the American 

Forestry Association at Eagles Mere. Game officials and sportsmen of New 
The joint gathering expressed their belief Jersey are seriously considering the advisa- 

“The Mammals and Life Zones of Ore- that all roads on primitive forest areas bility of establishing some form of game 
gon,” a 416-page illustrated report by Vernon should be closed except for administrative conservation study in the junior high schools. 
Bailey, formerly senior biologist in the Purposes, that conservation be taught more ‘The Pennsylvania Game Commission, some 
Bureau’s Division of Wildlife Research.. The widely in the public schools, that county years ago, furnished similar material for use 
new book is No. 55 in the Bureau’s technical Conservation units be organized, and that in our own public schools, and the ground 
series entitled “North American Fauna,” and C.C.C. camps be continued so long as the work is now being laid for a more compre- 
is now on sale at 75 cents a copy by the tnemployment problem exists. hensive program. A similar plan is also be- 
Superintendent of Documents, Washington, ing worked out for 4-H clubs. 
DiC. 

fee 7 ae pe Tea HI us Sad 
“Hand List of the Amphibians and Rep- oe ag ee Po wer L. S. Gross, U. S. Forest Supervisor, Al- 

tiles of Pennsylvania,” by M. Graham Net- : Bie eh et Mere, 26% legheny National Forest, claims that the 
ting, Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh, Pa. This Sa mee Pa small game populations are very much 
four-page leaflet lists all the above species ee ee lower than they were last season. Appar- 
which occur in Pennsylvania, namely, 19 dif- ee ee € SS ently there are only about one-fourth the 
ferent kinds of salamanders, 14 frogs and Fi] gs a ‘ . i= rabbits, one-sixth the squirrels, and one- 
toads, 13 turtles, 4 lizards, and 23 snakes. pies a ‘| \\ She ec eighth the grouse that there were last year. 
Copies of the leaflet can be secured by writ- eee a & on A poor nut crop caused the squirrels to 
ing direct to Mr. Netting. ieee ee | a eta migrate last season and a similar shortage 

a ie | ‘ ae this year leaves little hope that they will re- 
: ’ f a turn. Grouse and rabbits seem to be follow- 

Jack Miner, pioneer Canadian naturalist, a .. e ing cyclic tendencies and if predictions are 
gives in his new book, “Jack Miner and the A ee fe ] s correct, we might have even fewer rabbits 
Birds,” an inspiring account of his experi- = ne Le and grouse next year. 
ences with song birds and waterfowl. Peed Poot 

Mr. Miner has caught and banded hun- @ oy P | Ln Sat 

dreds of wild ducks and geese. The bands ee | Lat’ SO i Dr. Frank Oastler, surgeon and nationally 
Baye teen feuuincd trom Pslimog anda a ee known. naturalist, has bequeathed a fund of 
sionaries Jiving in the Far North, and from : ea a Se - more than $20,000 to the Department of 

hunters daring on the southeastern seaboard = him : oa | Forestry of Yale University, to be used for 
of the United States. This record of the ee a el ihe conservation of widile. 
wanderings of his feathered friends is as ‘Win. Kichlbauch of Avon, South, Dakota, 

interesting as any piece of fiction. has been unusually successful in raising a 
The book is profusely illustrated with wild geese. An account of his experiences i ae, 

beautiful photographs, and is published by will Supeen in a statare, teane of the The exciting sport of killing bald eagles 

the Reilly and Lee Company, Chicago, IIL D from airplanes recently brought a critical re- 
port from Frederick H. Dale, zoology gradu- 

For the first time in the history of the ate of the University of California. 
The comparatively new treatment for United States it is illegal to shoot canvas- In a survey for the university, Dale re- 

heart-worm infestation in dogs has given back and redhead ducks at any time, The POrted more than 200 bald or American 
good results in most cases when used by new migratory waterfowl hunting regula- eagles had been slaughtered recently by 
practicing veterinarians, according toa check tions for the 1936 season place these birds hunters ORerAuDS from airplanes over north- 
made recently by zoologists of the United on the list of fully protected species. ern California. F 
States Bureau of Animal Industry. These two diving ducks are the most Both: the American and golden, eagles are 

The treatment, which was perfected by palatable of all game birds, During the days PtOtected by California State law. 
zoologists of the Bureau and has been used of heavy market hunting, canvasbacks some- Sates 
for more than a year, consists of injections times sold as high as $10.00 to $12.00 a brace. 
into the blood stream of the drug known as This condition resulted in a noticeable de- The value of birds to the farmer in the 
Fuadin. Dogs affected with heart worms may crease in their numbers in the Northern eastern part of the country averages 22c an 

become greatly exhausted when hunting and Central States as early as the ’50’s and ’60’s. acre and in the western, 13c an acre. The 
many of them die. It is believed that with proper manage- State or nation which underestimates the 

In checking the effectiveness of the ment and protection both of these game value of these feathered hosts courts disaster. * 
remedy, the Bureau’s study showed that out birds may be returned to a numerical (Continued on page 24)
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(Continued from page 19) 

There are now about 7,000 Boy Scouts in the hole the animal had prepared. for the hen. But it is reliably stated that one 
Allegheny County. For a number of years Nut planting is a simple matter for the pound of walnut meats has the value of five 
the Pittsburgh Chamber of Commerce has hunter, when the nuts are dropping from pounds of eggs, nine and a half pounds of 
been offering a silver cup to the troop plant- the trees, The only tool he needs in planting milk or four pounds of beef loin. 
ing the most nuts in the country. The troop walnuts, butternuts, hickory and other nuts Nuts are rich in proteins, oils and starches, 
awarded the cup for the Fall of 1934 planted is a small garden trowel or a sharpened one kind having more of one and less of 

\ about 24,000 nuts of different species. stick to make a hole four inches deep. If he another food element. Walnuts are rich in 
The National Council of the Boy Scouts lacks these, he can use his boot heel to drive oils and protein with less starch. Chestnuts 

of America has set aside one week every the nuts into soft ground. have less oil and more starch. But a mixed 
Fall known as “Boy Scout Nut Planting Nut trees have tap roots and should be nut, vegetable and cereal diet can be readily 
Week” in which over 800,000 Scouts gather planted 40 feet apart in good deep ground, made complete with practically no meat. 
and plant all varieties of nuts. where they will not interfere with farming, Nuts contain important vitamines also.” 

Scouts enjoy nut and fruit tree planting preferably on the edge of woods or along A farmer in Iowa recently paid off a large 
hikes. They enthusiastically plant trees from country roads as both nut and fruit trees mortgage on his farm by selling the black 
which in five to eight years they will share require sunshine to mature. walnut trees on his woodlot, realizing from 
fruit and nuts with wildlife, but they are less Walnuts and butternuts have a hull which $25.00 to $235.00 a tree, 
interested in planting trees which when ma- contains fertilizing elements so it should be Many of us insure our lives for the ben- 
tured in 50 to 100 years will be cut for left on the nut, but crushed with the heel efit of our children, Why not plant a grove 
lumber. when planted. Hulled nuts will grow but of nut trees for the benefit of posterity? For 

Although our sportsmen, who will bene- they should be planted in the Fall before the value of these trees, both aesthetic and 
fit most from the Scouts’ activities, have they dry. If squirrels, the original nut plant- commercial, is unchallengable and in aug- 

been doing commendable work in the pres- ers, are likely to dig them up, place a stone menting your possessions by planting them 
ervation of our wildlife, assisting in the puri- or a piece of chicken wire over them; these you will also have the joy of knowing that 
fication of streams, artificial feeding of game should be removed in the Spring before the you are providing food for the wildlife of 
in the Winter, and other conservation meas- nuts sprout. the nation. 

ures, many of them have overlooked the During the present depression many of There is no more timely project or worth 
natural feeding of the upland game which our unemployed have gathered and sold nuts. while program in which our people can en- 
winters with us. Nut kernels have many uses, and are a deli- gage than in helping the Boy Scouts of 

In fact I have often seen a hunter kill a cious, valuable and wholesome food. America and cooperating agencies in realiz- 
squirrel in the act of burying a nut, pick up *Tt takes 33 pounds of food to grow one ing the slogan “Help America Bring Back 
the carcass and start off in search of another pound of meat in a steer, Every pound of Her Native Nut and Fruit Trees For The 
tree, leaving the squirrel’s nut, which would milk takes 5 pounds of food to produce. A Benefit of Humanity and Wild Life.” 
have meant another tree, unplanted beside pound of eggs takes twenty pounds of food *“Nut Growing,” by Morris—page 25. 

(Continued from page 17) 

moval of all competitive growth surrounding plots in order to provide more of a variety On nearly all tracts of game lands there 
clumps of game food producers or on areas of food. are many apple trees which are a source of 
where they can be encouraged, permitting Different methods of carrying on the work much food for practically all kinds of game. 
sunlight to enter and thereby stimulating the are being tried out to determine the most Many of them do not bear the crop of fruit 
production of game food plants and the fruit practical and economical way. For the most which they should and could bear. In order 
on such plants. Sprouts from hardwood part the plots are cut in long narrow strips, to provide better fruiting conditions many 
stumps will also provide browse for deer and 40 to 60 feet wide, Part of the brush is piled thousands of these trees were pruned and 
rabbits. near the plot for escape cover. Wherea large where necessary released from suppression. 

The plots vary in size from a fraction of amount results it is piled and will be burned During the coming winter additional ones 
an acre to several acres. Some are made during the winter when no danger of forest will be pruned, The winter months are best 
primarily to promote the growth of black- fire exists. The burning of some of the brush as the cut branches are utilized as food by 
berries, others to stimulate the production of piles will result in ashes for dusting by birds deer and rabbits. 

( grapevines, while additional ones are made and animals. The C. C. C. Camps on game lands have 
. around other clumps of game food plants. The results obtained thus far on the re- been of great benefit in assisting to carry out 

An attempt will be made to distribute the lease cuttings to provide permanent natural the development program. The supervisory 
plots fairly evenly over each tract of land feeding plots are most encouraging. The full personnel are all greatly interested in game 
where needed. In each case the location is benefits of the cuttings made this year will and they are cooperating splendidly with 
selected with care as the plans call for main- not, however, be noticeable for a year or two. field officers of the Game Commission in 
taining them permanently for the production It is encouraging to note also that the pro- providing better food conditions. 
of game food. Insofar as possible, their loca- gram is meeting with general approval of all The Game Commission will welcome the 
tions are confined to waste land, or near sportsmen who have come in contact with it. cooperation of sportsmen’s organizations and 
waste land, areas where as small an amount During the winter months, in addition to interested individuals in an effort to improve 
of tree growth as practicable will be sacrified. the release cuttings, thinnings will be made food and cover conditions for game on all 

As additional game food producing shrubs where necessary to provide additional deer areas where treatment is warranted. Natural- 
become available for planting, some of them food and to promote sprout growth upon ly the Commission’s main efforts must be 
will be placed in these permanent game food which the deer can feed later. concentrated on lands under their control.
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(Continued from page 20) 

An injured pigeon was found recently on get the animal out, Mr. Dickey came to the The Fur Animal Station of the United 
the crest of Tussey Mountain east of Mart- conclusion that it would be best to leave the States Biological Survey at Saratoga Springs, 
insburg, Blair County. The leg band bore door of the furnace open as well as the cellar New York, announces that the results of 
the inscription “McK—2264—Aug. 1936.” If door, so Mr. Skunk could make his exit of their research and experimental work in 
any of our readers know persons who raise his own accord, which he did very shortly feeding, breeding, and managing foxes, 
carrier pigeons we would appreciate their afterwards, much to the relief of the Dickey minks, and martens are available to fur 
passing this information on to them. The family. . farmers, the fur trade, and others inter-. 
bird is now in the possession of Dr. H. E. psi ested in fur farming. rs 
Henry, Martinsburg, Penna. A Wisconsin sportsmen’s group recently a i 

. a insisted that all members eat crows or drink The General Federation of Women’s Clubs 
A banded osprey, according to the Biologi- an ounce of castor oil. The black “par- of America is conducting an extensive pro- 

cal Survey, lived to the ripe old age of 21 tridges” were eaten and pronounced good. gram of conservation education throughout 
the whole country. years. ——- 

ar car. A stomach analysis made by W. J. Ham- i . 
A skunk recently entered the home of  ilton, Jr., Cornell University, of 206 fall Doctor P. F, English, Associate Profes- 

Harry Dickey, Ligonier, Pa. through the and winter red foxes from New York and _ sor of Forestry and Wildlife Management 
cold air pipe of the furnace and made his New England revealed the following: mice, at Connecticut State College, Storrs, Con- aa fi . * “ . 
way through the pipe into the furnace. Mr. 29.3; rabbits, 22.1; grasses, 13.9; sticks, dirt, necticut, writes, “Your Pennsylvania Game 
Dickey, upon hearing scratchings in the trash, 6.2; carrion, 8.1; fruit, 5.3; insects, News is getting better and better. I would 
humidifier box, opened it and found the 3.4; poultry, 3.1; squirrels, 2.9; porcupine, appreciate your sending me reprints of the 
skunk, 1.8; game birds, 1.4; small birds, .5; shrews, various papers appearing in this wildlife 

Confronted with the problem of how to .8; worms, .8; grain and nuts, .4. magazine.” 

(Continued from page 22) 

Vogel, Sonestown, R. F. D., Sullivan, July Oct. 8, 1938; Harry Earl Billings, Driftwood, 8, 1937; Clair E. Loring, Black Lick, Indiana, 
2, 1937; David Vogus, Dempseytown Rd., Oil Cameron, Oct. 8, 1937; Lawrence E. Billings, Oct. 8, 1941. 
City, Venango, July 2, 1938. R. D._ No. 1, Driftwood, Cameron, Oct. 8, W. E. McGearry, R. D. No. 6, Indiana, In- 

Harl Walburn, Grampian, Clearfield, July 1937; Leonard G. Bonanno, Weedville, Elk, diana, Oct. 8, 1937; Ase McKimm, Driftwood, 
2, 1937; Michael Walskelefski, R. F. D. No. Oct. 8, 1937; Joe Albert Bononno, Weedville, Cameron, Oct. 8, 1937; George N. Miller, R. 
2, Clarks Summit, Lackawanna, July 2, 1938; Elk, Oct. 8, 1937; Gilbert Bruni, Byrnedale, p. No. 2, Latrobe, Westmoreland, Oct. 8, 
Sam Walton, Kellettville, Forest, July 2, Elk, Oct. 8, 1938, Joseph Claude Byerly, 1941; John W. Montgomery, R. D. No. 1, 
1938; Aaron Wandall, R. F. D. No, 2, Me- Brookville, Jefferson, Oct. 8, 1937. Beaver, Oct. 8, 1938; John W. Muttersbough, hoopany, Wyoming, July 2, 1938; John Ward, Robert Cady, R. D., Montrose, Susquehan- Driftwood, Cameron, Oct. 8, 1937. 
R. F. D., Morrisdale, Clearfield, July 2, 1937; na, Oct. 8, 1938; Geo. W. Carlson, 1125 E. Guieseppi N, Necora, Edmon, Armstrong, ae ware ur a are Cumberland: e eae Cleveland, Ortop rane esiuonts feces Oct. 8, 1941; Otto Nies, Spring St., Loraine ., Bedford, July 2, ; John Wasko, 85 8, ; John Casper, ‘2n .. Emporium, 18) B. 26th St, Bayonne, NJ. Non-Resident, Cameron, Oct. 8, 1987; Howard Chambers, See eee ee nearer aC rans 
uly 11, A neen aslick, aring: larence, Centre, Oct. 8, ; nn J. Cole, A ic 

Center, Luzerne, July 2, 1938; H. W. Wat- Clarence, Centre, Oct. 8, 1938; Harry F. Col- ean eerie Gen ores pate 
kins, Tylersburg, Clarion, Sept. 19, 1937; lins, Driftwood, Cameron, Oct. 8, 1937; Alex 771, Byrnesdale, Eik, Oct.’ 8, 1938; Roger 
Bruce Weaver, R. F. D., Centre Hall, Cen- Conforte, 274 38rd St., Coaldale,’ Schuylkill, Poon. N. Allegheny St., Bellefonte, Cen- 
tre, July 2, 1937; Harry Weaver, R. F. D., Oct. 8, 1937; Gerald Lee Cox, R. D. No. 1, tre, Oct. 8, 1941: Sherman B. Putman, 209 
Howard, Centre, July 2, 1938; Walter Weaver, Driftwood, Cameron, Oct. 8, 1937; Max Chas. ‘Transfer Bldg, Ft. Wayne, Indiana, Non-Res- 
R. F. D., Howard, Centre, July 2, 1938; James Cunningham, R. D. No. 1, Driftwood, Camer- ident, Oct. 3.1937, TBS , Welder,’ Grampian, Clearfield, July 3, 1937; on, Oct. 8, i937, weLoy U Ouilek:, No.14,) Apollos eA! Oliver ‘Welder, Grampian, Clearfield, July 2, Arthur Dailey, G, Del. Johnsonburg, Elk, ,, UeTOY HB, Quick, R. D. No. 4, Apollo, Arm- 
1937; Myers Westover, Alum Bank, Bedford, Oct. 8, 1938; Wm. Henry Dowell, R. D. No. Strong, Oct. 8, 1941. 
July 11, 1937; Junior ‘White, Linesville, 1, Driftwood, Cameron, Oct, 8, 1987; Charles , Hugene Ramser, Lock Haven, Clinton, Oct. Crawford, July 2, 1937; Joe Wietish, Philips- Dingman, Cross Fork, Potter, Oct.’ 8, 1937. 8, 1938; Giovanni Renaldetti, 505 Grace St. burg, Centre, July 2, 1937; Wilhide, 604 W. | Frank ‘Lamont Ford, R. D. No. 1, Drift. Old-Forge, Lackawanna, Oct. 8, 1938; Basil Locust St. York, York, July 2, 1938; Jack wood, Cameron, Oct. 8, 1937; Glen ‘Charles Richardson, Cedar Run, Lycoming Oct. 8, Wilkins, R. D. No. 2, Mehoopany, Wyoming, Ford, Driftwood, Cameron,’ Oct. 8, 1937; 1941; Galen B. Roger, R. 266 Cypress Ave., July 2, 1937; John Wilkison, 435 3rd St, Glenn Dana Ford, R. D. No, 1, Driftwooa, Johnstown, Cambria, Oct. 8, 1939; Adam Mil- 
Northumberland, Northumberland, July 2, Cameron, Oct. 8, 1937; Thomas Glenn Ford, R. ford Ross, c/o Sherman B. Putman, Ft. 
1937; J. P. Willenbucke, R, D. No. 2, Erie, D. No. 1, Driftwood, Cameron, Oct. 8, 1937; Wayne, Indiana, Non-Resident, Oct, 8, 1937. 
Erie, July 11, 1937; Frank Williams, Lines- Charles Joseph Fox, Byrnedale, Cameron, Oct. Henry A. Schaller, 717 Linden St. Allen- 
ville, Crawford, July 2, 1937; Leo Williams, 8, 1937; Edmund Morcus Fox, 1312 BE. 108 St., town, Montgomery, Oct. 8, 1938; Carl Lewis 
Markleysburg, RD. 2, Fayette, July 2, 1938; Cleveland, Ohio, Non-Resident, Oct. 8, 1937; Schmidt, R. D. No. 1, Weedville, Elk, Oct. 
A. Wilson, R. D. 2, Linesville, Crawford, July Richard Robert’ Fox, 1312 B. 108 St., Cleve- 8 1937; Mathew Shadeck, Jr., Sterling Run, 2, 1937: Clyde A. Wilt, 1410 5th Ave. Juniata and, Ohio, Non-Resident, Oct. 8, 1937. Cameron, Oct. 8, 1937; Nick Shedeck, Sterling 
Blair, July 11, 1937; F. D. Winner, Jr., Lock Leonard O. Gardner, Weedville, Elk, Oct, Run, Cameron, Oct. 8, 1937; Ralph BE. Stover, 
Hayen, Clinton, July 11, 1937; John Wolf, 8, 1937; Wm. Francis Gunsallus, Blanchard, Bellefonte, Centre, Oct. 8, 1937. 
East Branch, Sheffield, Warren, July 11, 1937; Centre,’ Oct. 8, 1938. ‘ James VanLuvender, Box 93, Johnsonburg, 
Robert Wood, 529 Susquehanna Ave., York, Edgar H. Hewitt, 129 S. Front St., Phil- Elk, Oct. 8, 1938; Russell VanLuvender, Box 
York, July 2, 1937. F lipsburg, Centre, Oct. 8, 1937; Harry W. Hil- 98, Johnsonburg, Elk, Oct. 8, 1938. Nevin Yarnell, Mingoville, Centre, July 2, debrand, Byrnedale, Elk, Oct. 8, 1937; Stan- Harry Washington, 456 Easton Rd., Wil- 
1938; Lloyd Yeager, Orviston, Centre, July ley N. Hobbs, LaPlume, Lackawanna, Oct. low_Grove, Montgomery, Oct. 8, 1941; Gerald 
11, 1937; Mike Yesko, 949 Sherman Ave., 8, 1937; Frank John Hugar, R. D. No. 1, F. Watson, Newport, Perry, Oct. 8, 1939; 
Sharon, Mercer, July 11, 1937; Floyd Young, Driftwood, Cameron, Oct. 8, 1937. Paul Weaver, Jersey Shore, Lycoming, Oct. Vandergrift, Westmoreland, July 2, 1937; Russell Insalaco, 13 High St., Pittston, 8, 1941; Antoni Wicorek, 4549 Salmon St., Steve Young, Waterford, Erie, July 2, 1987. Wyoming, Oct. 8, 1937. Philadelphia, Montgomery, Oct. 8, 1938; 

Leslie J. Zane, 1450 E. Lycoming St., Phil- Chas. LeRoy James, Blanchard, Centre, Harry Winchester, McElhattan, Clinton, Oct. 
adelphia, Philadelphia, July 2, 1938; Charles et, 8, 1938. 2 8, 1938, 
Zerr, R. D. No, 1, Gilbertsville, Montgomery, Willis Keck, R. D. No. 4, Wellsboro, Tioga, Clyde EB. Young, R. D. No, 1, Pleasantville, 
July 2, 1938. Oct. 8, 1938. Venango, Oct. 8, 1938. 

SUPPLEMENTAL LIST Odie Everard Lantz, 1744 Grant St. Ali- Any of these persons securing a license 
The following licenses were revoked by quippa, Beaver, Oct. 8, 1987; Roy A. Laugh- either in his own or an assumed name, or 

the Board on October 8, 1936: man, R. D. No. 3, Hanover, York, Oct. 8, hunting for wild birds or wild animals of 
Chas. Lloyd Adams, Driftwood, Cameron, 1937; Thomas W. Lauver, Milroy, Mifflin, any kind prior to the expiration of the 

Oct, 8, 1937. Oct. 8, 1941; Leon E, Lester, R. D. No. 1, period given, will be liable to a penalty of 
Marci Batista, Byrnedale, Elk, Oct. 8, 1938; Wellsville, York, Oct. 8, 1938; Joseph Howard $40.00 for each separate day upon which he 

Columbus Belcher, Westland, Washington, Liddle, R. D. No.1, Oil City, Venango, Oct. may hunt.
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SAYRE DS ESRC TIRRUA NNR I Se Cento ee sce erm 

ey ARDS RE ae WA Aa 

ch i a SR Lae ieee WR, | Nene Gea Ses SON, ae, We i eae POL A oo SN 
estes ah | \ ee 7 fo 

Ve e By JOHN B. SEDAM . 
fe oy ae 

/ Bae pA 3 an \ planted in mountain ranges ma- complished by removing surrounding trees 
{ yee (ae i terially aided in reducing the deer in an ‘effort to stimulate growth and fruit Sai 5S ees yi an ~ damage claims by the farmers. production through increased light and 

ee area! By providing a variety of foods available plant nutrition. Salen a ee a) as e wh a litt eee the vitality of the stock will be 2. Heavy thinhings in a forest stand, by re- 
ee «os ea Gah b improved. Just as a person needs moving inferior timber trees and such soft 4 
Dense growths of Mlackberey(adg’ Greenbrier plants 1. rueced diet, so also does wood species as aspen and red maple, are SERIE fedan Kecicaee Cuttings ans tokeut ‘akbanee wildlife. made to stimulate sprout and shrub growth 

providing excellent food and cover for wildlife. Though these plantings pro- along with fruit production. 
duce temporary cover, the State 3. Pruning and releasing from suppression 

HE first known public control of en- Game Commission has gone farther by plant- scattered apple trees to encourage larger 
vironment by the control of food supply ing small clumps and strips of evergreen fruit yields. These trees are often found 

was undertaken by the Pennsylvania Game trees adjacent to these food patches. This scattered along streams, near old mill sites, 
Commission in 1917 in certain of its refuge permanent cover will reduce loss of game by or in abandoned orchards and fields. 
areas. predators, and provide excellent nesting 4. Restricting the planting of evergreen trees 

Today more serious thought is being given places for game, song and insectivorous to small blocks of from five to ten acres. 
to production through food and cover con- . trol. Without a doubt, the loss of our native ny 2% Hi 
chestnut, the use of clean farming practices, ie ee eg fo 
the reduction in lumbering operations, and ae - - Hi. a 
the loss of ground cover and food producing i * 3 e ie 
shrubs due to shading out by timber growth ie " F ‘ A i 
has forced a recognition of this phase of we ee ‘ 
management. a . eh eg , 

There has been a gradual increase in the tgs ae SP uae ae 
planting of nut producing trees, game food &. “ ite ; oe AR ek eae ae 
producing shrubs, evergreen trees for cover, Bey ae ue Ve : ee ees 
and patches of separate and mixed grains i De 4 a bc Be : ie Wo oe he ‘ f eg ee ae Pear vataitisian. | Spee kc SS I ION of various kinds to improve and produce Bac tetera avo e Piss Tae SCORE eee <p favorable wildlife environment. Research ex- : pitt Paimamesers 2 ey eae te ee periments have also been undertaken in an ? Te age tic i EE Selene At ea 
effort to determine special factors and c nos oo eee oes ot a ale ee a Biss hs 
diseases responsible for cyclic decreases in FA pe ae Maa a SO ro EN A SU Ne 3 . pe ¢ aa ‘ Bilal a at inn as the various garne populations. fii a NES cance itso? cg" 

Last year strips of various grains and 4% r PA ae uae ee eis oes 
legumes were planted near natural cover on a ie ph ae Se. fs a cite aan ee State Game Lands. These plantings total 350 iad De kk Le, ee “a See OE LS ge ae i: * ey ay As i Pil cate "ee. ad , ge Ry acres and are distributed on 275 plots ’ * oo a i a ONT A i eee = Ro ies ieee 
throughout the various counties. Sweet . a ao 5% > eR AE adage jae oe See 
clover, red clover, canadian field peas, rye, : Fg Peete. hag Ct Ce Phe gh ace 2, aera, 
and oats planted in plots where rabbits were a> : OOD sagen BP at ie hy nen eee 
native proved quite beneficial. The various ' ae 
millets, sorghums, kaffir corn, field corn, Plot prepared for planting Game food. Photo—J. B. Sedam 
buckwheat, flax, hemp, soybeans, broom 
corn, and other crops produced well, and birds. Berry and nut producing shrubs also Large unbroken plantations of evergreens provided much additional food for pheasants, will be planted near these managed areas. would of course produce cover, but would , quail, squirrels, wild turkeys, and song and State Game Lands owned by the Sports- crowd out food producing species, making a insectivorous birds during the winter. Grain men and managed by the Game Commission an unbalanced habitat which is not desir- ah eee include more than 530,000 acres. Much of able for maximum game production. 
Grapes and Bittersweet vining over old stone the second growth timber on this land has 5. Construction of numerous wide fire lanes fences on farm land provides ideal environ- crowded out the ground cover and food to provide open areas where game birds gnent ton Wate: producing trees and shrubs that can sun themselves and feed on the various seiner —— are so essential if wildlife is to insects. The brush removed from these it haa WOE Liable ix a wie sures ae ate ee a trails is usually Purned and this provides 
Cog EE ABO Pie. ee Pei aa small percentage of abandone dusting material for birds. 

) ie BE gs res Sa Se on Pe ee uv aol co farm land and is now being man- 6, Opening up scattered plots in dense sec- hs ye ee oc pes, aged in an effort to produce a ond growth stands by removing all large "i oo ee fi Be fs fe maximum of wildlife on a sus- trees with the exception of a few large 
a hag) ee fe tained yield basis. wild black cherry and be@eh. This gives Le ce. » ee In addition to planting food the shrubs, such as huckleberry, black- 

Es Me ae e patches and food and cover pro- berry, viburnum and dogwood, plenty of 
BPs ek eae ibe ducing trees and shrubs, the fol- sunlight and enables them to provide more 
Cis ane alee lowing practices are carried out food and cover for wildlife. It is the policy, = GABE ramp geese in controlling the environment on an arbitrary one, to open one of these plots 

ney Re Qty et ee these State Game Lands: for each 40 acres of woodland. Continued ‘eee et 7 eS ee baie 1, Release of game food-produc- management will be carried out on these 
Be NC aN Te ig ing trees, shrubs and vines areas. 
Pas # Phe He Bi Saas | ‘A a (grape, dogwood, wild black 7. Protection of all hollow trees to provide 

wl fi cherry, sumac, etc.) This is (Continued on page 27)
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SESE 2 222 A: OR AMR ccc ccc mac creer tttcereere cet " 

See SEH HE RH SEHR EES EREE SSAA SSSA  SE AER EERE Huu nn dc ccna uaa nis HHH nue nun nna ana annne ease | 

oe “A large woods cat that had been living 

ae NOTICE: The Game News is anx- NOG THER and aie on came pends Nos 

a 8 ious to give its readers what they OS; Nad OUramarted Téa Umer O° times. 

a : inally, ina a s 
3 a es Finally, in my determination to capture this 

bein OD To this yeitare I rier fellow, three steel traps were set in a hol- 

\@ cot Me 2 this end eee on. the ee low stump and baited with fresh meat. On 

<2 dl os aa ee e = Ee a 2 Oe the following morning I caught the mali- 

~ # elp make the Game News bigger and cious creature which weighed almost 14 
. better! : 

i pounds, and was capable of taking any of 

our small game. 

: —W. W. Pattison 
one. Hunters want more rabbits, more pheas- 

p ants, more grouse. Fishermen want more 

trout, more bass. “The migration of geese has been much 

“It is quite obvious that conditions in heavier this spring than in other seasons 

, Pennsylvania make it too much to expect at the Pymatuning, flocks have used the 

nature to supply the amount of animal, bird baited areas, and as many as 600 geese have 

‘ ee q and fish life necessary to make good sport been in this area at one time. Oats and corn 

¢ ‘ \ y for all sportsmen. Nature must be assisted. have been used for bait and some days eight 

4 ¢ Both game and fish must be reared for and ten hundred pounds have been used at 

stocking. The amount which can be reared this one location. Pinioned geese serve as 

depends upon the amount of money avail- callers in this area.”—Burt Oudette, Refuge 

able, and this amount, in turn, depends upon Keeper. 

what the sportsmen are willing to pay. ee 

“There is widespread protest against any 

increase in the fees. This is understandable. The state of Michigan is launching a new 

Any increase in fees, for whatever purpose, program for farm-game. Oklahoma likewise x gs 

meets objection. This is because we look is sponsoring a movement of this sort. 

upon a license fee as a tax. Actually, the 

hunting and fishing license fees are not a gL ae 

. tax. They are a contribution from the sports- 

HUNTING AND FISHING FEES _ men to provide sport for himself. They rep- Here is one sportsman’s views on tree 

Editor’s Note: The following excellent edi- yesent in their present amount, but a small sitting deer hunters and Group hunting. 

torial, which recently appeared in the Wil- fraction of the average sportsman’s annual “T have one comment to make about the 

liamsport Sun, is reproduced here for the expenditure. He spends vastly more for the ‘sit-up’ or ‘Rocking Chair’ deer hunters. It 

Cree, of the readers of the Game equipment with which he hunts or fishes would seem to the writer that eventually 
News. than he is called upon to spend to provide this type of hunting will have to be stopped, 

“ ENNSYLVANIA long since decided something Hp kill or We catch wi such except possibly in private preserves. In the 

that those who wish to hunt or fish cdvipment he is unwilling to pay to pro- first place it is not a real sporting way to 

within its confines must pay for their own vide better ‘Sport for himself, he is illogical kill a deer, and in the second place it is ex- 

‘ I ik tanona he fish i” complaining when the sport is notso good tremely dangerous with the large number 
sport. It makes no appropriations to the fis! ye it?—_Willi ean apes . . 

or game commissions. Their expenses are “* he) wantsut, | Wa kamspor a of gunners with high powered rifles roam- 

met by the fees which hunters and fishermen ing the woods Sons der aes iy 

ay for their annual licenses. 
years ago | nearly took a crack at one o 

e ie keep these funds inviolable and guar- feat NOTES FROM THE FIELD these fellows thinking it was a big bear and 

3 cree Be ceeaieiesear tie benehvor the While carrying salt back into a remote feeling that someone else would pot him if I 

aes pa enieniccieistite thas’ vesittedwel. oti of the mountain on April 7 I was didn’t I all but fired at him. At that time I 
spore Ge c ‘ attracted by a whirling motion of a doe. never heard of people climbing trees to kill 
forts to ave portions a the license ee I thought it peculiar that she should act in deer 

nues to other purposes. The sportsmen have : : <. : : . 

ania ith Us justice, that the hunt- such ene aa this time of the year. “Another thing that may have to be 
insisted, with complete justice, that the hun’ Upon investigation I discovered a fawn pos- ; 3 
: Gli licens 5 beikept in= 5 ri . checked later, and I know you have given it 

ing and fishing license revenues be kep sibly two days old. I did not touch it but : . : : 
Holat 5 . serious consideration, and that is the gang 

violate. I could tell by remote observation that there I rie aes . 
Rite ase es ; . oe 7 5 : : hunting. This, again, is not sportsmanlike, 1 

Their insistence, at the same time, rather was but little hardening or shaping up of 3 y c 

: re : and the results are usually a satisfaction in { 

commits them to endorsement of the state’s the hoofs. It was a bright little fellow but : : 3 ; " 
as . : f ei the desire to kill. This not only is true with 

principle that the maintenance of hunting not old enough to understand to lie quiet. . , 
Beg oo aR : 4 5 small game but also with deer. Group hunt- 

and fishing is the responsibility of those who It tried to observe me but had definite dif- ine may be aldieht providing the proupleteys 

enjoy these sports and that they cannot ex-  ficulty in seeing. Its hearing was much bet- Sie ‘opens i Bede ee hey ae ey \ 

1 f the i i i 
pect help from the general revenues of t ter for as I moved around it would listen the pleasure of fring satleame over a dog's 

commonwealth. and then try to locate my figure with its . ed f iabil 

Th oints should be considered in dis- eyes Poa er EEO CMa NG OFS tote Soca 
pCee : : , ee 7 : ity’s sake, but gang or group hunting organ- 

cussion of the suggestion that higher license In checking over several feed lines I odd aalaly FOC EL BEE DosehOL aie we 

fees might be in order. The two commis- find the grouse I had on these lines last fa a Hee a P h rer f 

sions, in endorsing higher fees to the extent winter are still staying in the same local ras a 1 aoe Paces ee be ee ce 2 

of encouraging an expression of opinion rela- areas. Oy Ow: a not practiced by the Indians, 

tive to them among hunters and fishermen, “The squirrel situation is much improved and with the density of oe population and 

obviously feel that they could do with more over last year, although there is a normal the scarcity of jour ganic it can hardly be 

money. The problem of providing and pro- supply of breeders on the range yet. A good considered feasible even — with the large 

tecting a supply of fish and game for the nut year, and a normal crop of young this amount of game that is raised and liberated 

growing number of sportsmen in Pennsyl- season should leave South Mountain in good by the State through its Board of Game 

yania is becoming an increasingly serious shape for next fall—R. C. Anderson. Commissioners.”
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f (Continued from page 7) 

hound, his forepaws on the trunk of an enor- of putting my hands into a set of fine sharp said Zeke as he made ready to do so. After 
mous old beech, his nose pointed straight up teeth. some maneuvering he struck—there was a 
while he poured out his soul in that sweetest Up and up I went, flashing my light over thud and Bill jumped back with a howl of 
of all hound music—“Barkin’ treed.” every inch of the tree as I progressed. I was Pain. The club had caught him on the foot. 
When we came up, the hound raced nearly to the top when I found the furry It had been swung with most of Zeke’s gi- 

around, jumping up the tree as far as he lump crouched against the trunk, flat on top gantic strength and Bill was not to be blamed 
could, never ceasing his excited baying. No of a big limb. Two bright eyes sent back the for hopping around on one foot, telling Zeke 

( one could question it—the coon was in that light to me. in no mean language just what sort of a guy 
tree. It would seem that the hunt was over. “Here he is,” I called. he was! onli : 

However, the real fun was yet to come. Now what should I do? If he had been h Zeke, power paid ma ne Ceo He 
‘The tree was large and the coon would have out on the branch, I could have shaken him ad grabbed the coon, Dy. the back of the . : : neck and held it pinned to the grotind. That to be brought down. That was a real trick loose. But against the trunk, that was im- . . : was a stunt I would not care to try. Anyone in such a tree. A spot light was turned on possible. I had left my gun below for fear ih | h than Zek ld h head 
and the top of the tree searched. Each one it might drop during the climb. If I were with less strengt than Zeke wou id have ha: . . . 4 8) Dp & time of it. Personally, I have too was anxious to see those two bright, glowing going to dislodge Mr. Coon, I must get a 2 aes f a h 4 Hi 
spots that would locate the coon. stick—so I thought. pouee Fespect-tor those s arp Claws on the : coon’s forepaws to try anything like that, to 

Nearly five minutes passed and no eyes During this time, I had been calling to the say nothing about his teeth and their pun- 
were to be seen. If Mr. Coon was up that others, answering questions about the coon ishing power. 
tree, he was well hidden and wise enough not and disregarding their advice. The nearness Zeke held the coon with his right hand. 
eo look our aye And then, too, he might be of my voice seemed to bother the racoon, I He picked up the club in his left. Then he in a hole. Bill assured us the tree was sound could see him shift his feet uneasily. tried to use it on the prisoner. Being right- 
—there was no hole. he crafty coon tee “Tl cut a stick and poke him off!” I handed, he swung the stick clumsily over- 
ioaeine g lmbiand ould looks nomore than called to the others, Just then the furry'lump ~ head; brought if down with all thelforeo he 
a bump on it to us. Someone must climb the Jef the limb in a headlong dive downward. could put into his left arm and let out a 
tree. “Look out—he’s coming!” I called, ex- yowl. It had landed square on his wrist. 

So far as this hunt had gone, I had been citedly. By this time the rest of us were weak from 
no more than a spectator. I desired to take Down went the coon, catching himself for laughing. We were enjoying the show to the 
some active part and so offered to go up the a moment on a limb, then jumping again, utmost. No one offered to help and so Zeke 
tree. The job was no easier than it looked. trying to clear the outer branches as he de- was left holding the struggling bunch of 
The distance to the first limb was at least scended. There was a “plump” as he hit the furry madness. I marveled that a man could 
ten feet and the trunk too large for me to ground, a yowl from the dog and Bill’s voice hold it so long in one hand. 
reach around, floated up to me. Again the club swung upward—then down. 

Zeke was an old hand at this game. By the “T got ’im!” The coon quivered and lay still. Zeke let go, 
time I had made ready, he was standing with The hound was raging excitedly as I hur- wiped his brow and turned a grinning face to 
his back to the tree, waiting. He cupped his ried down—I could hear Bill trying to hold us while he rubbed his wrist. 
hands together. I placed my left foot into the coon and fight off the dog—he wanted to “When it comes to music, Bill thar kin 
them and my hands on his shoulders and up _ save the fur for market. yowl it all o’er that houn’ o’ his’n!” he said. 
I went. Although I weighed a good 170 Everything was at its highest pitch when “You oughter talk, the howl you sot up!” 
pounds with my hunting clothes on, Zeke I finally landed on the ground and walked Bill answered, still limping around. 
seemed to lift me up as though I were a_ over. Bill had clamped one heavy shoe on He picked up the coon, slung it over his 
bag of feathers until I was standing on his the coon’s neck and held him. Jones was shoulder, and, with the hound at his heels, 
shoulders. I could reach the limb from there holding the hound. Zeke had just come up headed for home. We all followed, stil! 
and soon I was making my way upward, ex- with a stout club to put an end to the strug- laughing at each reminder of the finish. 
amining every crotch and limb before I[  gling little cousin of the bear. That laughter wasn’t such bad night mu- 
reached up to take hold. I was not in favor “Hold still, thar, an’ I’ll crack his head,” sic, either. 

(Continued from page 21) 

8. During the winter months, brouse or food chemical wood, and saw timber. In all in- spending some of your spare moments help- 
for deer is provided by felling soft wood stances selected trees are reserved to ing a farmer friend in return for a strip of 
trees such as aspen, maple, and basswood, maintain the game food supply. This has grain or a fence row to be left standing, 
in plots where deer normally herd during been done as a start towards managing planting a few small plots of grain on your 
stormy weather. These felled trees have each tract on a cutting rotation basis in land, and where permission can be obtained, 
succulent twigs and the sprout growth an effort to develop a continuous food and opening up certain wooded areas to stimulate 
provided during the following years adds cover supply on any given area. food and cover development, you will be 

( : materially to the winter food supply. Ex- Aller ecedcrat tices Umer aimontnente| one providing environment so necessary to wild- 
) periments are also being conducted on trot will be beneficial on the State Game life. If you are a forester, remember that 

selected plots to determine the height of Pande Howeveritiia: i@nobicionch. Wi wildlife is an asset to timber production. May = zs y i. ‘ gh. at ° ¢, stump cutting best suited to maximum P leant fei lati ffarm- | suggest that you read the article, “Corre- 
duction of sprout growth. pire ee ec ee ee scome auanO! tan lating Forest Practices,” by James N. Mor- Pre E § ing, forestry and wildlife management prac- g ay ae 

9. Cover for rabbit, grouse and other forest tices on private as well as other State owned '°%, an she June, peels of the Pennsyl- 
wildlife is provided by piling brush near lands. Whether you realize it or not, the V@Mla Game Nee eprints are available 
these various improvement cuttings. This Game Commission has less than 2% of the UP? sans Sune y these vast acres of Bee 
cover, spotted over an area, will aid in potential game habitat in Pennsylvania under ong growth timber, farm land and marginal 2 aes and, can be made attractive to game and reducing loss of game due to predator its control. : : ‘ . 5 | aes: : 4 song and insectivorous birds. One thing is 

Sportsmen! Farmers! Foresters! Conserva- certain—for the development of more wildlife 10.A few blocks of timber have been sold  tionists! You hold the solution to this state- we must improve and control environment 
ta for paper wood, mine props and ties, wide wildlife conservation movement. By throughout Penna. 

“SY 
ee
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By DR. GEO. M. SUTTON colored, the margins of the feathers of his back forming lines 

. i which resemble the dead grasses. As he flies, his wings beat in a 

LY I HE high, clear whistle muscular fashion and the white outer feathers of his short, wide- 

; hii of the Meadowlark, as spread tail show plainly. If his nest is nearby, he may perch on a 
Species = he perches in a tree or post and call with a rough chattering as he flashes his tail ener- 

AQT sa. aizade cree oa os ea getically. 

_ Aa a ey) the carly sting: His Bright The Meadowlark’s food habits are chiefly beneficial. It eats many 

eo Mae=-7 YY ee ppeset glows inthe sunshine ee ioe cutworms, confining most of its foraging to the ground. ; 

ZZ OO gf ge Been dettorkaniiietant! _In the early fall, they sometimes congregate in great flocks, dur- / 

ae than disappears altogether ing the latter part of the period of moult. They do not usually 

eS as he lowers his head and sing at such times, but when the new plumage is complete, and 

walks through the grass. Let him slip out of sight for a second, the day warm, the whole flock may begin to sing, with remarkable 

and it may be difficult to see him again, for he is protectively effect. 

"Be time has come to seriously consider the matter of asking 1931-32, 191; 1932-33, 211; 1933-34, 181; 1934-35, 155; 1935-36, 97. 

the Legislature to give the Board of Game Commissioners The wildcat, when abundant, admittedly does much damage to 

discretionary powers in regulating vermin control. game, but that does not mean that it should be threatened with 

: No eae ee of this need eu be Preece Ln ne extermination. Many sportsmen believe it should be made legal 

een eee oe eed aaron ry mee eae prey only during certain seasons of the year. This is a noble senti- 

three and fut hundred were presented Perea annually, From ment |indeet,/ and! worthy ol serous) (considerabon ast least 

1929 on, however, there was a noticeable drop in the number taken oniiade) ae eae i een ie eee tee Or ese ieee te 
a i i : aes heir continued existence. We do not want them to go the 

and this decrease has continued so rapidly that today only a pitiful eee : pou 
rcnnant igtathede sagaciolis! creatures jzemain. way of the panther, the Passenger pigeon, or other valuable species 

Only ninety-seven wildcats were presented for bounty during of Pennsylvania’s bird and mammal life. 

the past fiscal year as against one hundred fifty-five during the To that end, therefore, it behooves everyone of us to give seri- 

previous period: Records from 1926 to 1936 are as follows: ous thought to the matter of perpetuating this denizen of our 

1926-27, 353; 1927-28, 416; 1928-29, 278; 1929-30, 190; 1930-31, 183; wilderness areas. 

REVISED GAME CODE PRELIMINARY REPORT OF ore essldetcioschshlbenset oe bs 
effefson Wein eel) 7; 

MAKES PROGRESS HUNTING LICENSES ISSUED yas cage, Aa fiaetehe W062 10 

SEPTEMBER 1, 1936 TO Lackawanna... 11,435 34 

(Continued from page 3) FEBRUARY 28, 1937 Lancaster «eee 15,860 13 

fitness of all applicants for such permits. oe nie Bree on 

Operators of commercial game propagat- County Resident Non-Resident Lehigh LAM MGHE che 9,136 34 

ing plants may take small game by BHOOLNE Adams anand 3770 53 Luzerne! ial. 16,589 25 

on such premises only during the open s€a- Ajfegheny scsesnnn 35,552 63 Lycoming srs 15,958 97 
son and under the general regulations apply- Armstrong cece 7,696 41 McKean cscscccsrsccccoreee, 8;5009 536 

ing to wild reared game. Beaver cece. 7,950 60 Mercer, ciccccsratssecemret Oj50 317 

Persons setting any contrivance or fire- Bedford verses 5,286 105 Mifflin seocesesesrnnene 4,960 31 
arm capable of discharging or projecting a Berks sees 16,667 14 MONTE vrseseesseeenseeeee 4,531 180 

deadly missile will be punishable by a pen- Blair wee 10,506 51 Montgomery .......... 17,220 19 
alty of $100.00. Bradford vcs 6,426 175 MOMLOUT Aeitecsseirne, 1,427 4 

Big game hunters will be required to tag BUCKS wens 8,251 131 Northampton... 11,884 151 

their game within four hours instead of six Butler ssn 8,172 58 Se ees a 
Helits "as ab present! Cambria cece 14,180 39 OEY cs aa ee 10 

The amendments to the bill, as reported, Cameron veneer 1,355 324 en eee an tat 4 uss EBES nee e Galton ae Pe O0E 9 Pike) sicsrascrsteginnne 10/0 607 
seem to have eliminated the principal objec- Gontre 7'841 84 Potter ccc 3,938 475 

, tions. While the wisdom of some of the Chester a 7'370 50 Schuylkill: 2.0 4ceuae L1j113 4 

amendments is very doubtful, generally Gjarion ......... 5,424 136 Snyder ~ssaceeneetacs » 2,002) 1 
speaking, the proposed revision of the Game — CJearfield ceecssssesssssseee 10,141 161 Somerset cn $079 37 

Code as it now stands will be a big improve- Clinton cecccsssececsssseeoene 4,357 90 Sullivan. eesessiesscyas L190. 13 , 

ment over the present law. Watch future Columbia oo... 5,206 20 Susquehanna .......... 3,284 76 £ 
issues of the GAME NEWS concerning the Crawford acs 8,885 92 Tioga cnerpenrnrnne 4,087 27 
progress of this bill. Cumberland wren 6302 8 Se ea ame eines i 

Dauphin seccseseeenee 10,735 39 Venango cnrnrrernrere | 6,670 200 
eo Sa aad WMelaware) tce.ncucs Q;OLL zy eee cerseeneeneneenee 4,467 413 

Some interesting observations were noted a dene, ae Merona (oe te be else nalts phe 2 

in a letter from J. B. Asper of Haneyville ape eae 11,183 40 Westmoreland ........ 22816 108 
who took up trapping about nine years ago. Forest ........ 1.250 121 Wyoming one 2,166 i 

We would like to place our O. K. upon his Frantlig occ, 5340 Jo 11), Met acai S 40 
trapping methods. He is not a den setter Fulton wccnnnnnn 1,623 rb Revenue Dept. ....... 3,391 zis : 

? and sees no excuse for ever catching game Greene wee 3,135 13 — — 

in traps when they are set properly. Huntingdon ...... 4,940 57 534,549 7,121
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2 a.. Correlating Forest Practices PS ns er bk ne 

oe Sy ae RS By James N. Morton, Chairman 
VS i ‘a 

Seed ae. (Same : Pi yh A The following report was prepared and read before the Allegheny Section, Society 

an ae ee Maly rl of American Foresters on February 28, 1936. 

git go. | aly v9 
ee ye SS a. wow use of spare time is as vital to good citizen- Wildlife management in its broadest 

Pa Sah eae oa ' / ship as is the right use of toil. Whether sense includes: 

Tey ty “a ‘ a pogo this spare time will be given chiefly to in- 1. Protection of game (enforcement of 

“gt EE pa iT” door sports and amusements or spent in game laws, maintenance of game re- 

se ily aon 5 a healthful open air activities will depend fuges wherein game may not be killed, 

se, pe fe , upon the attractiveness of the public facili- has jee ulationecon bunting): 
a ieee zs ie; > ties for outdoor recren on Ing 2. Protection of songbirds. 

ty oe One of the best possibilities for utilizing 2 % N } 

ae Pan Al* this leisure time by our people lies in the 8. Protection of fish and provision for 
oe ‘ 7 habitable conditions for fishlife. 

e management of the publicly owned forests : a 

Dead trees and logs provide good in such a way as to provide the greatest 4. Artificial propagation or the raising of 

hiding and nesting places for wild- amount of recreational inducements com- game in captivity for release to sup- 

ce patible with other forest uses. There are plement the wild crop. 

opportunities for valuable educational work 5. Wise control of predatory animals and 

in a general recreational use of the forest birds. 

yee this committee has been assigned the py the public. It is much easier for people 6. Improvements of the environment for 

task of making constructive recom- {9 be convinced of the values of forestry game with respect to food and cover 
mendations that will correlate forest prac- i¢ they can see what is being done rather requirements. 

tices as they apply to timber production, {han if the only way they learn of it is 7. Protection of valuable fur-bearing ani- 

recreation and wildlife management on hrough reading bulletins and other liter- mals by establishing open and closed 
publicly owned lands. It does not seem to ature. For the purpose of moulding public seasons and by enrivonmental im- 

be within the scope of the Committee’s pinion the policy of foresters should be provements. 
report to take up these various practices, jot one of permitting the public to use their 8. Provisions, where necessary, for the 

except insofar as they have a bearing on forest land, but of encouraging such use. regulation of the number of animals 

wildlife management or recreational use§. [ysofar as the undeveloped park areas, or birds on any area to the carrying 
These latter two really should be mentioned camp sites and picnic areas are concerned, - capacity of the area. 

teats eee ae oe ereee pee there appears to be no reason why conflicts It is realized that the proper correlating 

2 geet es tats Se ooalend charm eet ee should arise over the proper silvicultural of wildlife and forest land management is 
fativreacandofeathered ilalif procedure to make the forest attractive for made more difficult in many cases by reason 

ie ee Sea end of dish a eanath recreationists who use those areas. — Gener- of the fact that in many states the control 

streams undoubtedly attracts thousands of oe epeabing pe development of thls phase. of, game cow Puryear ere ie iupone Spa 
ee fgcabel svelleve. fn th je of recreation will not interfere to any great ment or Division of the State Government, 
t eae fe ae ers to the forest, there extent with the production of the maximum while the ownership or control of the land 

iia A pene ey We ane peor oc amount of the most valuable timber trees. js in another Department or Division, or in 

ich enables them to return at the Tp the well developed recreational areas the private ownership or Federal ownership. 

oe ciresele PRE a An te oon better able cutting of timber will probably be limited fowever, foresters in most States of the 

eaeiaen eir business or professional  t the removal of a few defective trees or Allegheny Section will principally be re- 
those endangering life. These areas, how- quired to lend their assistance in the im- 

One of the forms of recreation, which has ever, will cover such a relatively small area provement of the environment for wildlife or 

. in it a peculiar hold on that which is ele- that they can well be left uncut at all times. to so manage the areas under their jurisdic- 

mental in human nature, is hunting and In wildlife management in the forest tion that vegetation may be controlled so 

fishing. However, the recreational value of there is a possibility of certain divergent as to secure a continuous maximum produc- 

game is not alone confined to the man who  yiews, but these can be adjusted if each tion of food, shelter and breeding places, and 

uses it for sport, but serves as well the interest is willing to give and take. It is hence a maximum of the desired wildlife 

people who do not take part in the chase, now admitted by most foresters that it is species. The problems of protection, propa- 

but get their enjoyment of the game and possible to integrate the various kinds of gation and predator control can be left to 

fish in the wild state. There is likewise an conservation. It is agreed that the same those charged with the administration of 

economic value of considerable importance area can at the same time serve forestry, the State’s Game resources, where a sepa- 
represented in hunting and fishing. This watershed protection, wildlife and recre- rate organization for this exists. 

includes the direct values of meat and fur ation. Foresters quite often have the feeling, 
as well as the contribution to business acti- 
vity in the expenditure by hunters and fish- ... els J 

ermen for guns, ammunition and other © | :  . . : : Oe 
equipment. Figures for all states of the A- w — - . _,,; 
legheny section are not available, but for ==. ., », . . C—O Be SO ent gh tig 

. Pennsylvania this economic yalue is esti- ime! 9 45 1% aig pieced ae OS ge eS tod 
mated at about twenty million dollars an- [ges 3 Ee ees Oc nae a eke ee ae 

nually. ey es a Sead ara hee ete Wa 

Ah eee 2 ge Re Oe ge. ae 

Our people are gradually shortening the peg ne nhs Aa oe ca eer ae 

hours of work, and lengthening those avail Ges $f gM Ree SA. MCR Me FN 
able for recreation. It has become, there- ggaeemmewe = M7 ee ee ek ee eat 

i ; FG i 
be made for spare time thus made possible. fe fh Ng Se sa cae i nore ak ee Ca Su 
This leisure is full of menace; it is like- ea aor se a Be eos 
wise full of blessing. Leisure within itself $@ Bo al a ae aS cat: 
ig in no way related to crime, but the un- CAM@MauEGE Cah 0S) GEER Gila 2m ae a ee J. 

wise use of leisure of any community may Plantations of evergreens afford protection for wildlife, but they should be broken 
be the occasion of such crime. The right up into relatively small units.
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Keene ssectucne s gore “ot the sun to penetrate to the ground and from 
— oe . . it young growth and low herbaceous plant 
— - Be _ — : Tife to exist. In cases where thinnings are 
ee a — he conducted it is believed that the number 

ee seee ee Rese A of trees removed should be such that the 
ee crowns will not close in less than five to 
fe eee ee ee ten years. Such thinnings should increase 

ad fe ke 3 : ete S4 the rate of growth of the remaining trees, 
A ee as - 3 and also provide undergrowth for game. 

oe . es 6 Where it does not seem advisable to carry 

( ee ce Se ae on this thinning operation over large areas, 
\ Oe bs ce temporary openings of a few acres here and 

~ : a there should be made by clear cutting in 
ee : a, ke ae order to provide suitable conditiong for 

Coa — ae eho, eee ane how oe ee Berane 
POE eae ON eee: ae interspersed, or what percentage o: e 
bop ae es Ss fhe . < he area should be cut, the committee at this 
e a ee : Pha os oe time is not ready to recommend. As a start 
PCP TE Caren. ate it would seem that five acres out of each 

Old fields, brushy pastures and other open areas near wood- hundred could be used. These should be 
land are highly desirable to game as feeding, resting and made in about one acre plots scattered over : 
play places. the area. 

It might be argued that it would be best 

because the management of wildlife is dele- elk, the berries and seeds for small game first to conduct research to determine the 

gated to another Department or Division, birds and animals, and the low plants which exact practice to follow. It must be re- 

that they should have nothing to do with harbor insects necessary as food for the membered that the field to be covered for 

E but consider that they ena Te young game birds. each of he game species in ae secon - 
so great that many years would be requir 

ek rer nian ene In order to have suitable habitats for 1, cakes together ee data by easel 
mary purpose of forestry is the production wildlife, it therefore becomes necessary to to make it possible to decide upon a system 
of merchantable timber and that foresters make some provision for it on those prone of practice. It would seem that there should 

naturally are principally interested in that where the timber is mature, or is becoming a ‘some practice first before it is possible 
direction, yet it is the opinion of the Com- large. It is realized that we know prac- intelligently to decide just what particular 

mittee that it is as much a forester’s duty tically nothing’ about the effect Au game of points research should attempt to answer. 

under present conditions to provide adequate rhe” various psiivicnitural (practices, bat it Much of the Huropean and American silvi- 

recreational facilities and to so manage his is known that generally speaking a forest culture was not based upon research, but 

lands that the interests of wildlife will be of many age classes and of mixed species rather the research was built upon a great 

served by improving the habitat to make is much better for game than large areas snout of practical experience. What is 
it more suitable for wildlife, as it is to of trees more or less even-aged. __ Where known should be taken, and as good a job 

manage the timber crop efficiently. ‘There therevis mature’ timber ‘of jay considerable as possible made to cooperate with other 

must be a well-planned program which has area; part of it ‘should’ be :cutvas rapidly fe agencies for the forest-game research needed 

in view not only the economic usefulness of a market can'‘be found. The selection By immediately and in the future. As prog- 
the forest, but also social welfare. He tem of cutting, or a modification of this ress is made it is a certainty that more will 

must iianage his forest in such a way as System, ecemns 60 uO fer sisi ue wnle ytlie sles need to be known about food habits of the 
to yield the largest net total of public conditions for game. The sheltered-wood ane adlite ‘spactes ei tint 

bencHts system would be valuable where the cutting Va@Tlous wild-ille species, as well as infor- 
oe rotation period is 10-20 years apart. Where M™ation on a multitude of varying condi- 

It is, of course, a well known fact that the timber is not mature thinning opera- tions, among which will be the effect of 
many species of game are dependent wholly tions, designed to keep the crown canopy various kinds of forest thinning operations, 
ne Dee ae ee ye state that open, should be conducted. This will alloy the effect of plantings on game, the carry- 

e forests in their natural state improves 
game conditions is somewhat misleading. 

in other words forests allowed to develop ore “I a 
naturally do not always improve game con- eo oi. vy er & Bee eh ane a 1] i 
ditions. Practically all kinds of game re- ea a Eee Oe g A a age eee NS 
quire more than one forest condition or Coe hag came legis fob at ee at eo i : 
forest type. For instance, a mature stand ee ee Hee Ce epee sa / 
of trees or a stand of growing trees, where ee Suey es a fo kage 
the crown canopy has closed, is not the OPS ee * ee a pie, aa Bea eae a ee 
ideal type for abundant wildlife. Large ees Oe ee LeMay por a + foe sd. 
timber stands thickly upon a given area, SCS apn: moet es Ae Ze TON eee 
sheds its limbs to a considerable height, leay- Soon 5 eg he a os gee eee aN vie ea de 
ing no low branches upon which browsing Oe REX es 3 A SRV CES eit Memes Ea Mees 
animals, such as deer, may feed. The same ayia, oe vine BE oi Rh Pa Be Be Bee Re A : 
shading process which eliminates low limbs OG ete he ee Ps eet Reta We ite a ee 
also precludes the growth of any appreci- coe za” = a eT pay, gis he Ne = ee a Sigg akg ty Pg 

( able amount of understory. Consequently, Ree” Bak ee ee co San fo ge ee 
a forest of larger even-aged, or partially Sere. Pg aio IG RMR Se rae Se, Res et : 
eyen-aged trees, quite often is open as to ee a Samia Wenig a 
its floor, carpeted only with pine needles Bee og EAN pe Ate NG eo carat Seater oe oe ai age aR ah N 
or fallen leaves, and offering scarcely any Be HP mae Se a an DCN ete & athe 
food and yery little cover in which game i oe Wes “ Pa te "5 TNR eee nae 
may hide, save in the leafy canopy and at . Kee te Tie as ea oe 
a great height from the ground-attainable 5 a pea gas se eae 2 4 
by only a few animals and by birds. On the 3 Dee tee Hak Leh a hae oP oc tae a i ad 
other hand, forested areas, with their over- Se ee Ne ee stig ae, 
stories of trees of diversified species, their io (ae en , {an a : : 
understories of nut, fruit and berry-bearing 4 an ns oa , 

rr'pacaly ail tng ot le. “the yarns of ee andra growth fhe fortron he rn r e he 

understory provides the brouse for deer and made for these in ee ruin ageientes So aac Soa eee
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cee ai eee eae eee have attractive flowers which are enjoyed at peas YN (a eau one by recreationists. At least a good number 

Sea UNS FAVES) totow tree ana wot trees shou be 
Na) — owed fo romain. They provide homes 

a : A Gli a iy  . - ss ie vis . ee for squirrels, raccoons, and for many song 

ba Pat oN aS i - ay Lee re MO) Lag ye and insectivorous birds. Very little, if any, 

POW Pos ae a Lae | clearing along fishing streams closer than 
vee. te Uy I ea pS 100 feet should be carried on. Remoyal of 
Pa ON a is ae BN ae wae ed tae all undergrowth along streams render them 

Ad nei o.tti‘iz‘ ne ny Ve ea Q less habitable for fish and it destroys grouse 
ON ee oF a: Me rey Bn a Aes and woodcock cover. Brush resulting from 
AG ie JOG) cae) ue ee cuttings where it does not constitute a fire 
Hh tan Wo Wat Ry aN OU er a ma Se hazard should be permitted to lie on the 

ne a ASSN) ground. re wit be browsed on by deer in 
we he j hy | v4 mate ne a Vi | Ul he TS, 7: Lg A { iF ph aie a the winter, and will provide cover for game. 

va ali ie} : i og i Wet mie ie f y u) W), a ee bd Grape vines should not be cut except where 
i aa SPY RaNi ie ott atta! ee “ . CAMO ‘ Wes ae they run up high on valuable trees. In 

PR Eig pikes Semi Te ae fel ee f i many cases these vines, as well as such 
Ee A Alig ld ae eeceey shrubs as hawthorne, bittersweet, sumac 

wm = | SS Cal eee || and others, can be released from suppres- 

3 3 re Oe > a ' mit mole isunlient Much good to game 
oo = C—O, S| Ci ES esult. 

a ee cra | 9/2 . Bet aE He 2 ae sued be 
avoided. will not be practical to main- 

Forest roads are valuable in connection with administration and pro- tain such conditions in the woods. It must 
tection but secondary ones should be closed to vehicular traffic. be recognized that the fallen tree, the rot- 

ting log and the dead parts of trees in the 

. forest are valuable to wildlife as hiding 
ing capacity of the forest for different ani- parks. Flowering dogwood, June-berry, and and nesting cover, and as a place to secure 

mals and birds, and the best method of Judas trees are some of those which might insects and grubs. This material likewise 

silviculture. ; be used. furnishes organic substances essential in 
promoting the growth of other forest trees 

plantalions Lmprovemertt plies an Borest and shrubs. Intensive forest cleanup should 
In the planning of coniferous plantations, _ be limited to those areas where there is a 

game should be taken into account. While In recent months improvement cuttings qegnite forest fire hazard and where there 
it is true that such plantations afford pro- by CCC Camps are being conducted more inj. igo g risk that a fire will start. 
tection to wildlife from storms and as a_ the interest of wildlife, as well as for the _ 
means of escaping their enemies, yet game production of valuable timber. The Com- _ Protection from forest fire should be car- 

does not penetrate to any great depth into mittee believes it is worthwhile, however, ried on vigorously. Insofar as this section 

those planted areas. They should be broken to make mention of certain things. which of the Society is concerned there seems to 
up into relatively small units of not more should be kept in mind by foresters in im- be no doubt that fires affect adversely 
than five to ten acres. The areas between provement cutting practice. We do not be- timber production, wildlife and recreation. 

the plantings of conifers should be planted lieve that anything should be cut unless No one is interested in spending their va- 

with hardwood trees and shrubs, or per- some good will result from that cutting. cation on a fire blackened forest area. 

mitted to grow up to the miscellaneous The cutting of shrubs should not be con- ‘There is in fact no inducement to frequent 
plants which provide browse for deer and doned. Little, if any, good results to tree these parts of the woods which have been 

food for other game species. Insect and growth in the removal of all dogwood, witch burned. Fire destroys or drives out living 

disease control on the trees of the area hazel, hawthorne, laurel and other shrubs. creatures from an-area; destroys nests and 

should be made much easier. It has been Nearly all of them produce seeds, berries locations for nests ; destroys much of the 

the general policy in the past to plant every OF nuts relished by game, and many of them desirable native vegetation, thereby de- 

old field and opening which occurs in the 
forest area. This is distinctly detrimental RES Poe eee Se ee oe ee 

to game. The old fields, brushy pastures Pe [i Sp EC See “a rf 
and other open areas near woodland are y Feng Se Ae ee ed we 
highly desirable to game as feeding grounds, ; bf OM a Ne ae as Cope caedoay 
as resting and play places, and where the — Fit EN ioe 8 ead 3 fy Se a 
young can secure insects. Part of them We fo wre fie ae tk he Se 
should remain unplanted insofar as conifers Cc Beg! ee ee ee e & Oy Se 
are concerned. fh recy ea kee ae ah eee 

It would be advisable where CCC camp i ae % ON cae a td Rs 4 ona ¥ 

labor is available to break up with a tractor Pee ln ee 2 oe A vat. 
and plant food patches of grains, grasses or ey my p i oh eee Ne es kaye 

clover on some of these open areas. Ar- bs A ia o i ae: ea AS Se eaeet 
rangements in most cases can be made to eg Ee es oy Ah SSG gk) gem oo 
do this work in cooperation with sports- Lav Eat et 060 ASA | Li ee eae 
men’s groups or game officials. nd pee ts a _ a 7 ay H ie £ ay wh Hd 

‘Where forest tree nurseries for the distri- hehe Bi 968 ie Ae hal aa A Seat 
bution of tree seedlings to the public are a 7 ee, 

maintained, more attention should be given be a ee 
to the raising of some of these trees which Sil id ce et ee aa pet eee 

v Re Er ee ea 4 
produce valuable game and bird food, and Ve gh ig cae a OA rw | ae 
at the same time valuable wood-products. ee eee FIRS SS ty 
Wild black cherry and the various oaks are ER it per eas i hae, | RR aaa 
among those which should be considered in ao era ot ee oa yn OE Boge g aaa a 
sections where they are not now abundant. £ Bee FS tS a ee : 
It would also seem advisable to include a ERS ie SU oe eA 

ae ae ee ot ae Fire trails are useful in forest protection and they provide 
just the kinds of openings in the woods which game like to 

the beauty of State parks or State forest use as feeding and play places.
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creasing the food supply and shelter possi- certain of those trees should remain stand- affects the temperature of the water, render- 
bilities, and it makes an area worthless for ing. They are also valuable habitats for ing the streams more habitable, especially 
a considerable time for game birds and _ birds and some small mammals. for trout. They likewise provide a certain 
most other forms of wildlife. The proper maintenance of park areas is amount of food in the form of insects which 

Construction of fire lanes for the pro- extremely important. If the area is not drop from overhanging branches. They 
tection of the forest from fire is distinctly properly maintained it cannot be kept re- regulate the runoff from rains, thus produc- 
beneficial to forestry, wildlife and recrea- spectable, regardless of how luxurious the ing a greater regularity in streams. It is 
tion. They provide excellent trails over improvements are. It would seem advis- Well known that streams with a gentle cur- 
which hikers and others interested in rec- able to charge a small fee for the use of rent without extensive fluctuations are more 
reation can travel. They provide just the park areas that have been developed. Those habitable than those subject to violent floods 
kind of openings in the woods which game that get the benefits from the facilities and freshets. 

é like. They are used os feeding grounds, which are provided should pay the main- It will be comparatively easy to work in 
play places for young and adult animals tenance costs rather than have funds for with any plan of forest management, im- 
and birds, and they are used extensively this purpose taken from the general rey- provements in the streams for fish life, 
by birds for dusting. enues. since they will not greatly conflict with 

The forest should be rendered reasonably Overnight shelters with a few picnic Silviculture. In the vicinity of streams, all 
accessible for forest fire control by the con- tables and fireplaces for cooking should be tree, and shrub growth should not be cut 
struction of roads. However, hasty and ill- when logging operations are being con- 
advised “development” may destroy the very pe msgyy eeu ee ducted. However, where the trees and 
values which it is desired to preserve. Too = s- \_ lle “i shrubs along the banks are crowded too 
many roads making all parts of the forest = 9) WMS closely together the removal of some is bene- accessible to anyone who might seek them =, Ss hrrrr— ficial. Fish are dependent for food to a 
will have a detrimental effect on wildlife §=§ ™ Ce es sreat extent on plants, particularly algae. and will ruin the forest for the type of _ - a . eo 4 If trees and shrubs along streams are too 
camper or hiker who wishes to get to =~} | se 7 ek ce eevee the shade may seriously in- 
isolated areas, and will no doubt increase = || ee oo) - erfere with the growth of these plants. 
the forest fire hazard. Certain areas could =~ = | a 4 - ie The matter of shelter for fish is likewise 
well be set aside as wilderness areas, ace = 3B Sf a: extremely important. Before the lumbering 
cessible only by trails. Likewise the cost - § | _ i operations closed, most of the mountain of maintenance of too great a road mileage | | fa = aly streams afforded favorable habitats. They 
may not be justified even though the initial oe _« Y <> (4 had in them great quantities of old tree 
cost is borne by the relief agencies. The = of ih | cl | tops and huge piles of what was then called 
Committee believes that secondary roads oa ay ie | Lee a driftwood. This debris was usually lodged 
should not be constructed in a way as to “ae -% in some of the bends in the streams which 
invite their use by the public. It would 2 ee Sa Z ~~ deflected the current, scouring out a great 
be better to make them purely protection .. 3 be Fg mat pa hole to the side. The logs and brush fur- 
roads by merely clearing out the stones, ~~ 4% ee a po es nished support for insects and other aqua- draining the roads, and making them fit || | od i ee tic organisms. This material as well as 
only for emergency travel. If better ones =~ pod r the pools furnished excellent shelter. After 
are constructed they should be barricated =~ | |" * ~~. the mountains were deforested the streams 
to all use except by Forest, Fish and Game -—s_ 4 - 5 = were gradually cleaned out and they like- 
officials. Where the secondary roads have = oe wise became subject to greater freshets than 
already been graded they should be closed ~~ = | y= 29+ in the earlier days. Many of the streams 
to public use especially during the hunting Lad a jee -~ = ~~ that were once particularly habitable for aadaonl oo 4 Be | ~~ trout are now practically denuded of all 

pee oe |. vegetable matter. These streams can be Forest Park and Recreational Areas 2 + | eee ode pion. 5 ae ae helped by building artificial deflectors, re- 
Forest Park areas for recreational pur- 9) =) aha > Pee is a L tards and small dams, in order that satis- 

poses should be set aside as rapidly ae = — se a _ factory living conditions for fish may again 
as desirable areas are available. Some ————— be provided. The Committee believes that 
of these could be left undeveloped while Forest Ranger Clyde Raitt of Edgemere CCC Camp labor should be continued on 
others should be improved. These latter with 320 Ib. bear killed with a .22 rifle. Such worthwhile projects, because of the 
areas should be carefully laid out with pro- part which fish life and fishing plays in 
vision for a supply of good water, safe san- provided frequently along forest roads on ‘¢¢reational pursuits. 
itation, and, if possible bathing facilities. publicly owned land. Water supply with Game Consus 
Areas of natural beauty should be selected. conveniences is extremely important. In x 
Streams and brooks add much to the at- addition to those areas provided along In some areas, notably in Pennsylvania, 
tractiveness. Planting of native flowering roads, open camps should be established on 8%2me, especially deer, have become so 
shrubs would be desirable on most areas. fire trails at remote points for the purpose 2Umerous as to be a menace to the produc- 
Adequate roads are necessary, but most of of inviting the nature lover to those places, ‘ion of timber and to agricultural crops. 
the park area should be available by foot and in order to provide accommodations to Wherever such conditions exist _ those 
paths only. In this way the natural beauty the recreationist who wishes to get away Charged with game administration should 
will be preserved. Special areas should be from the beaten path. These areas should ¢ urged to provide seasons to reduce the 
designated for picnic or playground pur- be reached only by foot paths, and be desig- herd to the carrying capacity of the forest. 
poses. At such locations fireplaces and nated by the use of signs. Hach area is capable of supporting only a 
tables should be provided. The part of Many people haye a desire for a summer corre number ‘of animals, “A failure, to 
developed Forest Park areas on which  ottage or hunting cabin in the mountains. 'eCosnize this fact eventually leads to de- 
shooting is prohibited should not exceed 500 Leases for such buildings should be granted ‘StTuction of the forage resources, may in- 
acres in size. : duce erosion of the soil, and do damage to on publicly owned lands only whenever not ailbother resolress Glilch analiy’ leads 45) 

The forester should strive for genuine incompatible with the needs of larger num- the! déstractt a Ane i al Peat a De 
natural conditions in the forest park areas. bers of people. Areas where camp sites i ce mate i e a ae it ee x 
Cutting of trees and shrubs should be lim- are leased should be carefully selected and Hes De eae e G e oe re Mie 2 ' sate! 
ited to removal of deformed and dead trees limited in extent and number. Once an area e ae ee ee ie tee tat oo ac 
where they constitute a forest fire hazard is set aside for cabins it is difficult to re- ae oe ae wh ane, roan ae 
or along roads, trails and intensively used store it to a condition of more general use- res Sana i sie nae on nae an 
areas where they may endanger life or prop- _ fulness. 3 AB on 67 enney ana Game Com: 
erty. All dead trees should not be con- on 
sidered objectionable just because they have Stream Improvement A game census is quite essential prop- 

ceased to produce good lumber. If the park Forests have a considerable influence on tly to regulate the annual kill of game. 
is to be retained in its natural condition fish and other aquatic life. Forest growth (Continued on page 20)
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By W. Gard. Conklin 

Gree ee have been informed in pre- c=) F Z SE 7 trative Code under which all governmental 

vious issues of the Game News and bastinso Py! Gf PAZ A EIZ departments are administered provides, 

through the medium of the public press that =~" ag A A) MES “ .....under no circumstances shall live 

the general plan of activities in connection RSet gine WD Ss ey), trees be cut for sale unless and until .the ( 

with the State’s system of refuges and pub- ES g Department of Forests and Waters has ap- 

lie hunting grounds is undergoing some as a # 2 proved the cutting of such trees..... -” The 

rather drastic changes. One important —& N fi MS ss Game Code provides that, “The Board, after 

phase of the general program, the purchase ' A 24 consultation with the Department of For- 

of State Game Lands, is being curtailed, [Lf Ay Ly) ests and Waters, may cut and remove and 

while other phases are being considerably Wh Je ) We sell, or permit the cutting and removing and 

expanded. The Board at its meeting held Bein, EL RET 4 fl VOY selling of, timber on lands to which title 

April 8th and 9th, adopted a number of Gis reap ORE i Veh) f has been acquired by the Board......” In 

new policies which are expected to have Wee oy Wy LE other words, the Game Commission is not 

far reaching effects in improving game con- Wis ie pig FS yy Vp Fei permitted even on State Game Lands to 

ditions throughout the State. They deal i) Hp Wifpds phi py Gals Sg) Wig cut timber for sale without the approval 

with a plan by which it is hoped to extend Y Neg AEA 7p AD by of the Department of Forests and Waters. 

the refuge system, with accompanying pub- Mi Zl LZALG FT pee Likewise, any development activities of a 

lie hunting grounds, into agricultural terri- = CP 2h it (=!4 GL eae drastic nature on refuges located on State 

tory, reducing the size of some of the older iE sf=atgiag Vp EY) Forests or on the Allegheny National Forest 

and larger refuges in forest territory, the Se OE 5 F Missa AEA AEA = ust be subject respectively to approval of 

creation of numerous small refuges, the : the Department of Forests and Waters or 

land purchase program, and generally re- Weal SACRE ec ncune ia ie the U. 8. Forest Service. 

vamping the functions and organization of Board's new wildlife program Not all blocks of State Game Lands re- 

the Bureau of Refuges and Lands. 2 quire special food and cover development 

Mr. Gordon in his article entitled New on lands wherever this is decided necessary; at this time, but to determine definitely just 

Small Game Program Lawnched, which ap- and the maintenance of fire roads and trails where and to what extent such work is es- 

peared in the May issue of the Game NEws, 0n practically all blocks of land. Of course, sential will require a thorough examination 

explained at some length the plan for the yefuge lines and boundary lines of State of practically all lands owned or under con- 

extension of the refuge system in agricul- Game Lands must also continue to be main- trol of the Commission. 

tural territory and certain other phases of tained in good condition. Food and cover 

the new program. This article is more or deyelopment will consist largely of release Refuge and State Game Land Units 

less of a “follow up,” with the idea of more cuttings to stimulate sprout growth to pro- Grouped for Management 

fully explaining certain phases briefly vide browse for deer, as well as the natural : 

touched on by him, and especially the re- reproduction of shrubs and weeds to pro- A plan for grouping together all State 

yamping of functions and organization. The yide food for small game; planting trees Game Lands, including primary refuges es- 

new plan has many ramifications, technical and shrubs produced in nurseries, or by tablished thereon, refuges on State Forests, 

and otherwise, and much time and effort transplanting from naturally productive nd leased auxiliaries on privately-owned 

will be required in working out details and areas to spots where they can be expected lands, within a specified territory and plac- 

making it operative. to grow successfully in order to increase 198 4 refuge keeper in charge of each group 

During the past nine years more than food for small game; spot planting of ever- oo protection and EE Ns has been 

half of the funds accruing from 75¢ from green seedlings for cover; and the sowing, advocated for a number of years. The plan 

each resident hunting license have been usually in spots, of grains, legumes, etc., on has now been approved by the Board with 

used for the purchase of State Game Lands. _ tillable areas. the understanding that the number of ref- 

For the five-year period beginning June 1, A recent survey indicates a total of about big ann ae ve Bee poe a to 

1930 and ending May 31, 1935, the expendi- 1,700 acres of tillable areas scattered over 2 ai at We pan We a put into effect 

tures for the purchase of lands, including the half million acres of State Game Lands. Ah Tear ie Seno wen oon ie mae 

title and survey costs, amounted to 65% Plans are now under way to sow grains, ), ie eee a ads ea au a 

of the total expended for all purposes in legumes, etc., this year on about 450 acres 1 iat aad a he Game Commission 

connection with the refuges and lands pro- of this, mostly on small spots but in some Ce een 

gram. Now that more than a half million instances up to 5 acres. The basic reasons for the adoption of the 

acres of State Game Lands have been ac- Plans are also under way, especially on Plan are: 

quired, the Board has definitely eae on the older and larger primary refuges and 4° tro indus itt moeeibie. hore Ahoroeenis 

an expansion of development activities 00 on certain tracts of State Game Lands and systematically to develop and im- 
those lands. Such activities have been con- where the crown canopy has closed, to do Brave” alliind aud cetnee” unlesl By 

ducted for many years, but will now be car- some cutting of large timber. In all prob- havin etPnsnaced be refuse bee 

ried on much more intensively. aed a es woe will be eee ers who are especially trained for the 

will be to cut heavily on an acre or two articular types of work required. 
Development of Lands and pee here and there in order to stimulate sprout 2. Be alee ee hateatton Oe ae 

Development of better game environment growth. Brush patches resulting will pro- Harrisburg Office, as well as by Divi- ( 
- 2 : i Q 

is, of course, based on the desire to a ety ie ein oon for eee ne sion Supervisors. 

Ss ame to the carrying capacity 0 erry and nut producing shrubs will nat- z s Bahan 

neces and to maintain it e a sustained uraily make their appearance with the ad- 8. To relieve District ar Protectors, 

yield basis. Both are directly dependent vent of sunlight. a least in part, of the eel 

on the quantity and suitability of food and Wherever cutting operations are decided Centes eae ae é Bree ChE Hens 
cover, especially for winter months. Deep upon, careful consideration must, of course, a z “ithor ie a vy ree adi 

snows and low temperatures this winter pe given to economical disposal of usable ii ie a me ney. 3 EDR eae 

demonstrated more forcibly than ever the wood products. Timber suitable for lumber, Zonal; Durden tmpoved upon. tne, 

necessity for this. mine props, ties, chemical or pulp wood, fire The management of refuge and land units 

Improvements, in general, will include wood or anything else which can be sold to had become antiquated. In many instances 

food and cover development, especially produce revenue, should by all means be a refuge keeper was responsible for the 

within primary refuges, ut also wherever marketed. care of one large refuge, or one tract of 

desirable on State Game Lands outside of In this connection, certain provisions of State Game Lands with one or more refuges 

refuges; construction of fire protection roads law must be borne in mind. The Adminis- thereon, whereas a great many similar units
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were left for such attention as could be Sou Boe 14, “ Comp rines Eeimarles Mose Ae B DIVISION “E,’’ M. E, Sherman, Division Supervisor: 
A 7 and D, and Auxiliaries Nos. 25, 75, an Group No. 26. i i 

frye them, by, Distiet: Gains Protectors: Ja Union, Snyder and Lycoming Counties. Large and Ot, and Ausillaries Nos. 10 and 22 tn Mekean 
The Commission is not financially able to State Forest acreage. and Potter Counties. ‘Territory comparatively 
employ a keeper for each unit, and in fact Refuge Keeper Charles H. Shannon, small. 

an i A Il si A Refuge Keeper Cecil Hancock. 
any are of small size, requiring compara-  pIvISION “D.” William J, Davis, Division Supervisor: 5 divalent i ; Group No, 2%. Comprises State Game Lands No. 25 

ively little attention, for which the em- Group No. 15. Comprises Primaries Nos. 9 A, B, in Blk County, and No. 62 in McKean County. 
loyment of a keeper is by no means justi- ©, D, B, F and G, in Huntingdon and Centre Territory small. 

B M pe Le ed Counties, and Auxiliaries Nos. 79, 80 and 81 in Refuge Keeper Lynn B. Rosenkrans, recently ap- 
ied. When the new approved plan, which Mifflin County. pointed. 

is ordinarily called “Group Management,” Refuge Keeper Elmer L, Alexander. Group No. 28, Comprises State Game Lands No. 30 

becomes fully operative, practically all ref- Group No. 16. Comprises State Game Lands No. 112, Te SMe oa Oounts ee ine Eya Nes Lt 1a ete 
i ithi i two blocks under contract for purchase, and Pri- Ce ee oy Me. Be ioe iste: Romet K uge and land units within an easily acces- tmeriee Nok foc BG Dana 9 in Huntineton Cameron County, 

( sible territory will be cared for by one County. Large State Forest territory. Since there is a well constructed Game Commis- refuse nmeencn sion-owned headquarters at Primary No. 17, it is 
“per. Refuge Keeper Ross G. Metz. but logical that the caretaker for this group reside 

Refuge and land units i i Group No. 17, Comprises State Game Lands Nos. in it. Morris D. Stewart, recently appointed, will 
Be fs d units included in the 44 107 and 113, and one block under contract for no doubt manage this group, This is an unfor- 

managerial groups in the seven divisions of purchase, Primary No. 18, and Auxiliaries Nos. 41, tunate situation since Milo Oviatt, now assigned to 
the State approved by the Boar y 42 and 72 in Mifflin and Juniata Counties. Large State Game Lands No. 30, is the senior Refuge 
satan ae % eutd are here State Forest territory, but State Game Lands Keeper. It may be possible to arrange a transfer 

marized ; acreage small. of Mr. Oviatt to a managerial group in some other 
oan fe Refuge Keeper R. B. Kauffman, eens DIVISION “‘A.”” Frank A, Myers, Division Supervisor: Grout ee ai OptincdeEIS iS <Gacse. Lauae No. 88 Group No, 29. Comprises State Game Lands No. 64, 

Group No. 1. Comprises State Game Lands Nos. 43, in Perry and Juniata Counties, and Primaries Nos. Sn NG ere Sa ee Noe. 25 end. 12 on 46 and 52 in Chester, Li a D ‘tate Forest, in Potter County. , Lancaster and Berks Counties, 4 A, B, ©, D, B, F, and G in Perry and Cumber- ResuverWdecpar Wi ewy Figiblngee 
and includes part of the territory in which leasing land Counties. ae : farm game refuges will be attempted. Refuge Keeper John W. Fenton. Group ‘Nov (30: Soe See eee e ° Ke . iliary No. ate Forest, ameron Eon tte peseent employed (wits Group No. 19. Comprises State Game Lands No. 41 aud aueisrs No: 38 om bine 2 
will fe an B y rotector in Bedford County, and No. 73 on Tussey Mountain ill in all probability be temporarily assigned to ta Weare oiaie vaudonen einen a a Refuge Keeper Paul §. Narby. i 
manage the group until th iti r De rgeetea Bite « pnd euncinguon Counties, “200 "Group Wo, 81), Comprl i fianage the group until the position can be filled ‘Auxiliaries ‘Nos. 9, 78 and 92 in Blair and Bedford ‘oup No, 31, Comprises State Game Lands Nos. 28, 

3 he Game Commission Training School. Gaautey, Blac. Gains Vued acseage inves bur tec: a Oe & Reteren end Bik con ea an 

EE oe ip auses, State Game Lands Nos, 80, FitOnyresaannabiy necen eile. State Game Land acreage but part of it will in 
eae ‘erks, Lebanon and Schuylkill No Keeper now employed, A Deputy will no doubt alls probability she worked on by men from (the 
ounties, and Auxiliary No. 49 in Berks County. be assigned temporarily. Game Commission Training School. No Refuge Keeper is at present employed within * - ' 

this group territory. A Deputy Game Protector UP No 20. Comprises State Game Lands Nos. 67, Betiee Reever Merl Hy Sout 
will probably be temporarily assigned, the position 71, 81 and 99 in Huntingdon County, one block Group No, 82, Comprises State Game Lands Nos. 77, 
later to be filled from the Training ‘Schook Hindle contract or punciasey Brimary Noy 28) on 78, 87, 90 and 93, Primary No. 2 on State Forest, 
State Game Lands Nos. 56 in Bucks County and ‘tate Forest in Huntingdon County and Auxiliaries and Auxiliary No. 86 and No. 94, all in Clearfield 
83 in York County, Primary Refuge No. 21 in Dau- Nos. conn 30 in Huntingdon County. ‘Territory County. Territory large. 
phin County, and’ Auxiliaries No. 38 in Dauphin Compara ycly, smell Refuge Keeper Winfield R. McClure. 
County and No. 76 in Lebanon County will not be Refuge Keeper William Lane having been reclassi- Group No, 88, Comprises State Game Lands Nos. 34 Within management groups but can be cared for by fied to a Traveling Protector, the group will no and 94 in Clearfield and Blk Counties, and Auxil- 
District Game Protectors or Deputies. souks be temporarily placed under the care of a iaries Nos. 32 and 57 in Cameron and Clearfield 

eputy. Counties. Additional refuges should be created on 
DIVISION “‘B,”” J, C. Gilford, Division Supervisor: Group No, 21. Comprises State Game Lands Nos. 48, State Forest Lands in this vicinity. 

Group No. 3. Comprises State Game Lands No. 40 97 and 104 in Bedford and Somerset Counties, and Refuge Keeper B. W. Turley. 
in Carbon County and No. 91 in Lackawanna and Primary No. 20 on State Forest in Bedford County. Group No. 34. Comprises State Game Lands Nos. 89 
Luzerne Counties, as well as six blocks of lands Territory of reasonable size. and 100, and Primary No. 1 on State Forest in 
under contract for purchase, Also Primary No. 11 No Refuge Keeper now employed, but a Deputy Clinton County. Large State Forest acreage where 
a Lackawanna, and Auxiliaries Nos. 74 and 65 in may be assigned temporarily. additional refuges should be created. 
ene ; Group No, 22, Comprises State Game Lands Nos. 49, Refuge Keeper W. F. Mason. 

Refuge Keeper W. J. Bailer will manage this 53 and 65 in Bedford and Fulton Counties, one Group No. 35, Comprises State Game Lands Nos. 33, 
group. block under contract for purchase, and Auxiliaries G0, 98 and 103, in Centre and Clearfield Counties, 

Group No. 4, Comprises State Game Lands Nos. 38 Nos. 63 and 87 in Fulton and Bedford Counties. and Auxiliaries Nos. 21 and 95 in Clearfield County. 
cue Bete or oo ee chance ea ae Refuge Keeper Orrie Smith. ‘Territory fairly large but accessible. 

Pike County, and 53 in Mouroe and Northampton G7UP No. 28. Comprises State Game Lands No. 76 Be eS ne ret crate Counties, in Franklin County, one block under contract for Group No. 36. Comprises State Game Lands No. 92 
” purchase, and Auxiliaries Nos. 11, 88 and 90 in in Centre County, Primaries Nos. 6 A and B on 

No Refuge Keeper at present. A Deputy may be Franklin and Fulton Counties. Territory compara- State Forest in Centre County, and Auxiliaries 
Peneatca sunt the position can be filled tively small. Nos, 48 and 85 on State Forest in Clinton County. 

m ining School. v1 i 
‘ No Refuge Keeper now employed, but a Deputy Betige Se ener: Heeey a ine ae 

Group No. 5, Comprises State Game Lands No. 57 may be temporarily assigned. May 31st and a Deputy temporarily assigned. 

and Auxiliary No. 2 in Wyoming County. Group No. 24, Comprises Primaries Nos. 27 A, B, DIVISION “‘F.” Hayes T. Englert, Division Supervisor: 
Refuge Keeper M. B. Wells will manage this ©, D, B, F, and G, on State Forest in Cumberland Group No. 97. Comprises State Game Lands Nos. 69 
Broup. County. ‘Territory small but large State Forest ‘and 85 in Crawford County, Nos. 101, 102 and 109 

Group No. 6. Comprises State Game Lands No. 35 acreage. in Brie County, Pymatuning Migratory Bird Refuge 
a Ree county, and Ae; 70 ia Wayne Refuge Keeper J. R. Spahr. in Crawford County. ‘Territory large but State 

: Auxiliary No. 59 in Susquehanna County. Group No. 25. Comprises Primaries Nos. 8 A, B, C, ee ee ee en 
Refuge Keeper Gerald M. Tiffany will manage this D, H, F, and G, on State Forest in Franklin ee ee 29 eee County, ‘Territory small but large State Forest Group No, 38, Comprises State Game Lands Nos. 

i acreage. and 86 in Warren County, and Primary No. 19 

DIVISION “‘C,"” John B, Ross, Division Supervisor: Refuge Keeper D. H. Franklin. (Continued on page 20) 
Group No, 7. Comprises State Game Lands No. 37, 

Primary No. 16 and Auxiliaries Nos, 34 and 43 ae : oon 
in Tioga County. be : : | 
Refuge Keeper Hugh Baker will manage this group. i : : : — 

Group No. 8 Comprises State Game Lands Nos. 12 ce - : — 
and 36, and Auxiliary No. 44 in Bradford County. - gow | 
‘Acreage large but territory comparatively small. : Cf oe 
Refuge Keeper Walter G. Zellers will manage this be Py _. 

group. Pox | - 
Group No. 9. Comprises State Game Lands No. 68 - a HOw | _— 

in Lycoming County, and Primary No. 7 in Ly- >. ._ a ,. 
coming, Potter and Clinton Counties. a a ee 

( Refuge Keeper Jesse ©. Newcomer. ap ee oes ‘ — 

Group No. 10. Comprises State Game Lands Nos, 75 i Cae pret iat fe oe. 
and 114 in Lycoming County. Large but compact ee hl,llU 8 SI Tae Lea) ae 
acreage. A aa _ — | | tes ay aes a 
Refuge Keeper Isaac Baumgardner having been yee: Be! . “eee 
reclassified as a Traveling Game Protector, a Dep- . «Bs Dr ae a 4 faa ed 
uty will temporarily be placed in charge. il oo. = ko ll 

Group No. 11, Two blocks of lands under contract eer ok ~~ ier Oo a 
for purchase, Primary No. 8 and Auxiliary No. 51, Pike tee cocci —— -  _ SR .. #,, a 

Satee cones Gewree Re aN eee 8 UC t 
Refuge Keeper George Koehler. lg a AN oR oo os : be a 

Py mee (MMe Rg — rr r——“‘“RRO 7 
Group No. 12. Comprises State Game Lands Nos, 13 Sa mi bt Ca 2s. ee, — . 

and 66, and Auxiliary No. 45 in Sullivan County. Hy ar CUM Siig ire 
Acreage large but fairly compact. net Ne tae Ow ee ee i 

Refuge Keeper Edwin W. Carpenter. - . # ,- oO 6h lg — ———“—™s™OOC——CC 
Group No. 13, Comprises State Game Lands Nos. 55, Sa eas Fee SoSH Ras ies SA REO CS IS ab ha sR Rs On OS a Ss aM 

58, 84 and 115 in Columbia, Montour and North- 
umberland Counties, and Auxiliary No. 77 in Mon- Refuge Keeper Bert Oudette placing food for ducks along margins of 
tour County. ‘Territory large but accessible. 
Refuge Keeper L. H. Estep. Pymatuning waterfowl refuge.
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Se ees TRAP 2,000 BEAVERS 
— = #2... iF = - 
Ss rr”™—‘“Cei‘“(‘i‘“‘(<i<a<(<(<“‘(<(i‘(‘(‘(a‘<a‘< oi — Records show that 2,231 beavers were 

s—~—“——.—-:«CiaC@C e=—s—s——s“C‘i‘ “ taken during the past season. This number 
= = . hn — —rti‘“O__CS—S—‘—sY is more than the Commission anticipated 

ee oo — a . — oY; - - _ due to the severe weather and high floods. 

 —  ..]©=©=—h6hmhfseE kL od ft Too few were removed, however, to con- 
i rrrr— ee le eeltt—‘ HS trol these animals properly in certain sec- 
fC rr—“—O™OOO—C—CCCTCCCP83# i. Ne tions and in all probability another open 
EE re An = Ad - if season will have to be established next year. 

So. ae SO Oe RR oN ee, } 
PX el ge NP Be NNN) mn? | 
NTS ae si _—g- MAY PICK BERRIES 
LA : oe ‘actos in By regulation of the Board adopted last 

_ + . aoe ee Co year the picking of berries, fruits, nuts or 
A <7 aC ~ oe he | mushrooms on State Game Lands, either 

fo ee y eu ee Lube _ ‘ within or outside of refuges, was prohibited. 
it a ef Pe : eS" mf : This resulted in considerable adverse criti- 
3 £ ‘ | 4 ay Mn ak & cism from many sources, so the Board at a 

| oe ee eee "0S recent meeting changed the regulation to al- 
hs wv) iy wee ae. ll! low such picking on State Game Lands 

i Leer ee —— outside of refuges under special permit from 
oe | ee the Harrisburg Office. The intent is that 

| eS r—“<—<—Ct = (‘ests‘“Csi‘“(‘(‘C RRS where a surplus of fruits, nuts, etc. exist ae ee on any, particular: blocker game imitans 

Oliver Litzalman, of Cogan House, Lycoming Co., with four beavers any section thereof, such surplus should be 
taken in that vicinity. One weighed 60 Ibs. made available especially for the needy. 

RESEARCH IN THE NEW EXPERI- LAUD GAME OFFICIALS GORDON SPEAKS AT MANY 

MENTAL PROGRAM Members of the Wilkes-Barre Camp of GATHERINGS 

The Game Commission’s new experi. United Sportsmen recently held a farewell Having gotten the “feel” of things again 
mental program, which includes the estab- dinner for Maurice Sherman who was trans- after being away from Pennsylvania for 
lishment of a system of small farm game ferred to Division G with headquarters at ten years, Seth Gordon, Uxecutive Secretary 
refuges and the development of a limited Greensburg, Westmoreland County. At the of the Board, has been renewing old ac- 
number of cooperatively controlled shooting same time | they gave a hearty welcome to  quaintances during the past few months 

areas both bea fe sey, eek ae Jay ©. Gilford, the incoming Supervisor, getting a first-hand look at some of the 

nebeonien autits of Puasa ia who formerly was in charge Or Division F.  Commission’s important holdings, and at 
Ww ea uarters a 1 y: ;. : : 

Pittsburgh, offers unexcelled opportunities 2 ane same time doing a little liason work 
for detailed game research designed to throw in outlining to the sportsmen some of the 

some light upon numerous problems with i ata new policies recently adopted by the Com- 

which our own and many other wildlife ad- mission. 
ministrative bodies are now faced. CARELESS HUNTER’S LICENSE During March, April and May he ad- 

First of all, and from a very broad view- REVOKED dressed the following important meetings: 
point, we shall gain from the new program Wilderness Club, Philadelphia ; New Cum- 
a clear and concise picture of small game ‘The hunting license privileges of Paul A. Perland Sportsmen’s Club, New Cumber- 
conditions in heavily hunted regions both be- geiple, Bangor, Northampton County, have land; Camp and Trail Club, Philadelphia; 

i YS 4 i The George Zimmerman Testimonial Din- fore the application of those principles which been revoked bythe Board of Game Com- 
i - y ner, Allentown; Adams County Fish and have proven so effective in the restoration inet for fi arg because of the care 

of certain large game species and following Take oners tor Dive years ° “Game Association, Gettysburg; Millersburg 
. a less handling of firearms, causing a hunting oq and Conservation Club, Millersburg; 

their application over a period of years. In 

other words, we shall be able to quantita. 2¢Ccident last Fall in which Seiple injured &k County Sportsmen’s Association, St. 
tively determine the feasibility of and the Luther Stametz, also of Bangor. The Game Marys; Jefferson County Sportsmen’s Asso- 
the benefits derived from the operation of Commission exerted its authority under the ciation, Punxsutawney; Butler County 

a system of small farm game refuges. provisions of an amendment to the Game aunene ang Bee us Bulle Meret 

+ z Code, approved in 1935, whereby persons jounty jportsmen’s ‘ub, rove v: 
Along more detailed lines, we shall learn who cause injury to a human being through Waynesboro Fish and Game Club, Waynes- 

much regarding the annual game crons i 1 boro; Red Lion Fish and Game Association. which we may reasonably expect to harvest negligence or carelessness while using fire- peal Ton ’ 

from the intensively farmed sections in the arms are subject to the loss of their licenses. AOR. 

southeastern and southwestern corners of In revoking Seiple’s license the Commis- Mr. Gordon recently returned from the 

the state. It will be possible to figure the gion stated that it is its intention to continue Eee babeacunth Refuge aes 

number of hunters who may be allowed ac- to utilize this effective weapon to disbar surveye at area in company wil Jom- 

cess to areas of given size with almost cer- h nant h 1 th fire missioner Robert Lamberton and various 

tain guarantee of a due bag accompanied by une PUULETS + WHO 2re) caress pee members of the staff. 

aa ane 2 ne game oO ee pee SA es: ee hiaie He also visited the Fisher, Loyalsock and 
shall learn the most successful and econom- 
ical methods to be employed in food plant- adopted, will enable the Game Commission Jordan Game Farms, and expects very soon 

ing and game stocking programs. There to point out a long-time game management to make a trip to the wild turkey farm. 

will be determined sound cooperative poli- program which will prove beneficial to the Members of the Board also attended a 

cies to be entered into by landowners, sports- farmer, the sportsmen and all other per- great many meetings and visited quite a 

men and game officials. sons interested in the conservation of wild- few of the Commission’s projects during the 

In short, the experimental program as life. past two months.
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Group No. 42. Comprises State Game Lands No. 42, the past few years. Many of the smaller 

eee porn! sor spurepas® and Foe units, and particularly the auxiliaries, may 
and Auxiliaries Nos. 47 and 67 on State Forest in not require attention of refuge keepers more 

ee ae, than once or twice a month. Other units 
Group No. 43, Comprises State Game Lands Noe 50, will require more attention, depending on 

82 and 111, and Auxiliary No. 89 on State Forest . i i ee 
Be ne ee Gants arttore large but workable, many and.\varied. conditiong,iand g¢lzcum 
No Refuge Keeper now employed. es stances,.such as the size of the units, the 

Group No. 44. Comprises State Game Lands No. 51 amount of work necessary to improve game 
i vette Ci : iti ds should b ai : 
teautecat tn RUEGcoaT tae ca aie “ eonditions, whether or not infractions of the 

° Harold D. Carroll having recently been reclassified Jaw are common, ete., ete. Good judgment 
m- , one 

| Tae eae en cates Se ak will be required in the judicial use of auto- 

mobiles in order to keep expense down to 
Comments on the Group Management Plan, jninimum. 

All but a very few land and refuge units Attention is called to the fact that the 
will be under the care of refuge keepers, principal duties of a refuge keeper are: to 
so district protectors will be relieved from jmproye food and cover on every unit for 

direct responsibility for management, ex- which he is responsible so that it will be- 

paar cae berate Wora cnemee cept for those few units. As there is no in- come the best possible habitat for wildlife; 

aa season. e id tention of employing additional refuge keep- preventing violations of game, fish and for- 

est laws; controlling forest fires; and main- 

CORRELATING FOREST | “oe Toads, trails, retnge Vines ond 
PRACTICE: 7 alg iii hereeaee RR chat eai  iall boundary lines of State Game Lands in good TICES . : ee ae i 
(F e 5) eas 3 . ed ee “ie condition at all times. In other words, their 

rom pag > SAV 3 ; primary duty is to care for the land and 

In other words, we should know what stock es. nme refuge units assigned to them. As much 
of game is regularly on hand in order to a . ee ae oe 2 : development work as possible must be done 

determine whether it is increasing or ror AT A ye a a ® by refuge keepers in order to keep down 
whether it is decreasing—it increasng, to ee PY Ye = PS | expense through the employment of labor. 
know whether it is increasing too rapidly P 2 | ieee ee eer As the situation is viewed, practically every 
for the good of the other uses of the forest. af . pe ~ ae minute of their time should be devoted to 
In the larger States the making of such a soe . i the lands under their care. They are, of 

census is a big undertaking. By reason of t @ ey course, expected to cooperate with District 

the fact that foresters have a particular : : Pst 4 and Traveling Game Protectors in law en- 
interest in the numbers of game animals ~~ oe td forcement and other work when and where 
and game birds they should cooperate with Q A be pany their aid is needed, just as District and 
the State Game officials in- conducting such es is bee Traveling Protectors are expected to coop- 
ae ceORUNaE Lbs) can) besdone by, permitting aa Pic) eee erate with them, but the exercise of good 
the forest personnel, and CCC Camps while uesh ee sg eels i as eine: judgment is necessary to avoid imposition 
in existence, to assist game wardens and eee = - sana tee : a onveithesione or the other 

others in carrying ies the work. The game ey oe ‘ ‘ All concerned realize that successful man- 
census should ne revised frequently to be | ar is ee agement of State Game Lands and refuges 

ofiany: panticn ae tae fe is largely dependent on the ability of 

onclusion 2 ee k rs t t things done. Their 
It is realized that the successful correlat- ee o eS sews eerie Se ae ve agement, 

ing of silviculture, wildlife production and ryvee. “4st Terry ‘| t ‘ : 
: . | AAD RE CAME Mice ematical) f- 

recreation, calls for the highest sort of skill. D 1 Al | i LORIN mer pe eae oe me Sees 

It is more difficult than to be just a for- a ; se Nhe ll oar al ioe By eee 
ester, a game manager, or a park director. “ alertness, initative, sound judgment, unsel- 

en sehe r fish devotion to duty, honesty to one’s self, 
We believed, OW ever muna ba some jdeutee and a genuine desire faithfully to serve the 

» of coordination between the three on a given Commission and thus the sportsmen of the 

ae is epee ey one a the success 615 yntil men are available from the Game gtate are prerequisites to successful man- 

oe tees ae ae se eae er paaresee Commission Training School, it will be nec- agement. It is apparent to all that those 
a ea p on Be ane 4 i ia ee “ essary for district protectors to continue who do not display the necessary energy, 
“ a ae i ? a ca s ae a co- giving assistance in the management of ete, cannot possibly be successful land man- 
ordination. Mistakes will be made, but no janas, with the aid of deputy game protec- agers. 
great undertaking is brought to a success- tors where authorized. 

ful conclusion without mistakes having In selecting the various land and refuge 

been made. The job snouid be gotten under units to be included within each managerial 7 

Navas er econ. 18) possiDle: group, consideration of necessity had to be 
given to the existence and location of Game @ ge 

Commission-owned refuge headquarters @ 
GROUP MANAGEMENT FOR buildings, no two of which could be per- Nar Q 

REFUGES mitted within any one group. In several \) Ld WR iS 

(From page 7) instances such buildings are none too ad- SN S A 

U. S.-A in Forest County. State Game Lana Vantageously located, but that can’t be \ N j oe 

acreage faisly large. eee helped. \ ek 
efuge eeper John - be . . 

\ Group No. 88. Comprises State Game Lands Nos. 39, Also, in arranging the groups every effort S 
oF 47 aaa hn 5 piennned Sounty, tand ame block was made to keep each group entirely within 

under contract for purchase. x eats \ 
acreage comparatively smafl and accessible, "| one supervisory division so that no one N 

eetone sober Ralph H. Ewing. refuge keeper would be responsible to more 
roup No, 40, Comprises State Game Lands Nos. 24, i i in- 
ta cal aeinimorent aud Clarion ‘Counce, and CheD one Supervisor, pine a f 
Auxiliaries Nos. 1 and 96 in Clarion County. Ter- Stances the supervisory division line passes H 
ritory large but accessible. through a land or refuge unit, this line was i 
Refuge Keeper Edward Shaw. A 2 ; Wa 

State Game Lands No. 95 iene included in a group Slightly shifted to keep the unit wholly Y A 

but can be handled by the District Game Protector. within one division. ‘ \} ae 
Dierks oe er elnger, Divisten “eaper The Board realizes that auto mileage for WF iu 

Group ee Gonipeined pee Game Lands Nos. 26, refuge keepers under group management S jf AN\ A 
79 and n Bedford, Blair and Cambria Counties ‘i i Yj fs ALEC. » will be somewhat larger than in the past. Gh2in block under contract fi hase, and Auxil- Fee 5 Grea 
tastes °Nos. 19, oT ‘and 12 tee onsabeie: Goan, However, it is doubtful whether the increase die) 
er tory desse tut State Game Land acreage com- will average more than 10%, or possibly = 

atively small. : . - 

Refuge Keeper Herbert Diehl. 15%, above what it has been running during PROTECT THE BIRDS



i eee Taney ATE A Pca " - stra 

pee Extract -File: Food and Cover folder eee 

Da f iorton, James N. 

bier Building Better Farm Environment" ; 

es Pennsylvania Games News, May 1937. 

ee ‘ Nesting cover, travel lanes, food supplies, escape cover, 

pis roosting cover, winter cover f 

{ yi Redbuda (?), Attractiveness of foods. 

} Summer foods! 
Virginia creeper, Juneberry, cherry, olum, elderberry, 

, f plackberry, mulberry j 

| ; Fall and winter foods: ; 
f, i 

i 

if : bittersweet, hawthorn, sumac, winterberry, snowberry, 

a persimmon, vihurnum, hazelnut, oak, walnut, wildgrane, 

i , red cedar, honeysuckle, bayberry, mt. ash, ¢rabapole, 

if F whahoo, and dogwood. 

i Each clump should have summer and winter foods. ‘ 

ss Survey of idle areas ~- use for food patches? 
i ei 
‘a 

: Kaffir corn, or broom corn along side of woods will often furnish 

: protection to regularccorn. 

t Solid foods: field corn, kaffir corn, broom corn, millet, sudan 
grass, soybeans, cowpeas, buckwheat, rye, sunflower, 

° wheat, barley, hemp and flax. : } 
Mixed food vatches so arranged that food is available from August 

; ( through spring. Some strong stems to prevent lodging. 

ae ( Rest of article missing) : 

"Profision for game food and cover is of the most pressing 

i game management oroblems. Herein are 9 ed many heloful 

Big suggestionsfor providing more favorable Fame habitat." 

| 

Le 
_ : 
oH \ r 

: 
if :
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By JAMES N. MORTON - 
Provision for game food and cover 

2 I SHE whole-hearted and widespread interest among sports- is one of the most Er aeL Bamc 
( men’s organizations and individuals during the past several management problems. Herein are 

pee ahaa! better natural conditions for wildlife is most outlined many helpful suggestions 
encouraging. 

Many organizations throughout the State have appointed com- for sportsmen and others interested 
mittees on Game Food and Cover. Membership in the committees in providing more favorable game 
is chosen from widely separated districts in order to get men who 7 
are acquainted with the problems in each vicinity covered by the habitats. 
organization. Many of these committees have functioned in a 
highly satisfactory manner. Great numbers of temporary retreats 
and shelters have been provided in areas devoid of natural cover. 
Game feeding shelters, under which food can be placed during 3 5 
adverse weather, have been built throughout the State. Cooperative Saat kent ONeD the destruction of insect pests by game and 

artangetnents wath: farmers) in’ providing) food and Caverhave been A considerable amount of soil erosion can be prevented by 
carried out on a scale never before equaled. This good work must Lowi h ep th ¢ in all lied 
be continued and carried forward on a larger scale if we hope to BU OWINE Ya GAY YP ETaess Ob SUTURES TOW te tena aoe reas Anes re a = areas, stream banks and on steep hillsides. Everyone knows of 
maintain a sufficient crop of game birds and animals for harvest- fi disvee soil a acer het di tellaen a d 
ing during the open hunting seasons. t c evus of soil erosion an 0 e tremendous to. at en in goo' 

soil each year from practically every farm. The breaking of fields 
The turn of the seasons has again brought us to the time of into smaller units and permitting strips of sod or low shrub 

year when it will once more be necessary to make preparations growth between fields, the provision for strips of trees and shrubs 
in order to insure a supply of natural food and cover during the along steep hillsides and the retaining of growth along gullies 
coming summer, fall and winter. There has probably never been where there is rapid run-off of water will go a long way toward 
a time within recent years when this work has been more neces- preventing this destructive washing away each year of valuable 
sary. It is a well known fact that wildlife faced a crises during the soil. These methods used to prevent soil erosion will, at the same 
severe winter of 1935-36 when all kinds of birds and animals were time, be useful to wildlife in providing food and cover. 
endangered because of difficulties in securing natural food and A farm can be made more attractive by having a supply of 
in finding sufficient cover for shelter from: the elements. This crisis game food producing shrubs and vines along fences, ravines, and 

was reflected in a badly depleted supply of stock for breeding dur- in woodlots. Much of the growth which provides food and cover 
ing the past season, hence a limited supply for shooting during for wildlife is also extremely attractive and highly prized orna- 
the last hunting season. mentally. Who is not delighted in the spring of the year with the 

There is now a splendid opportunity to overcome the losses blossoms of the juneberry, the redbud or the dogwood? During 
sustained during the period above mentioned. The past winter the fall of the year, as the trees and shrubs in woods and fields 
has been extremely favorable to wildlife. Only for very short ss zs a = 
periods was there severe weather, and the lack of snow dey hh NS ih PAY 5 a er si\ RY Wat a! 
made it possible for wildlife to more easily reach available pate DN BAP BS Ge ACA, Fan eae Yee 4 

‘ SG SGA aC ae ee ae Zen ‘ j food supplies. uA Be CEA LR Ney pe eA Lym RN ie rae 
In addition to the favorable winter, the Game Commis- WA NO Saag ENN a es Seem \ a vary 

sion during recent months carried on the heaviest game +¢ RNY eee Nei RU Es PAVE NL b Sah ae 
restocking program in the State’s history. Thousands of Oe Sp RA a Peete eg PN RNS: io eee Ord: os 
birds and animals have now been released to restock the ey bgt. Rosie CVE RO NaS mk ta 
depleted coverts. But such restocking is not going to solve © ens KOS ten ace ae ie heals 
the problem if those interested in the welfare of wildlife do bey CST AY seta) Ag ‘ee. Boy re | 
not assist in making all areas attractive to the released stock 4s Ri KASS “SAARI frre eas Rae 
and to the native birds and animals which inhabit the terri- HR at Bet an aN : ‘ ara 
tory. A consignment of birds can be released any place, : 4 . ‘ ‘ 
but it is not possible to make them remain there unless i ve " 
conditions are to their liking. oe ye i , i 
Things for which arrangements should be made immedi- me oe yaa 

ately are the preservation of part of the existing natural rd Bay i REE ae a7 
growth which provide food and cover for farm game species; \ Sy SSL RSs £ aw 
the planting of food patches and of berry-growing shrubs ty igtkeey Bon r Sh Siac Ot ae 
and vines, and the building of additional temporary retreats \ As Nts S) Bierog Ng ; 
and shelters. Se: ana \ ‘ Fa vA 

Almost every farm has some waste bit of land such as Bova Mae (Hite sie aa Na | a } a 
ravines, stony hillsides or stream banks. Too often these Be BHA ii ad Ne Mpc tes ia 

( spots, as well as woodlots, are pastured to a state of barren- a pine ae i Me a hea ee i OLA Pigs tee ete 
ness. Just small portions of the woodlot, if fenced apart, St Bane ie Wee ie ie MEPL} Fe Ps 

would provide shelter, food and protection to a surprising cs eI ee as es ROW Veh cidade || a age 
: ‘ be ta ah LAAN eh og chee Be Nese Ke Nia Roe ces Cae eee number of very useful birds and animals. Ay ee 8 Bo ye Goes fs Pea Se ert OF Pie a Oe a : Gee Rae Pa ce area H Se ch de) Aen j 

armers should be encouraged wherever possible to leave She Wier a acta Lea eae, Wb 2 
some brushy growth along ditch banks, fences and other ‘4 ES abi abit Be Tale aN | Rpt taal Maa hy 
areas where they do not interfere with farming operations. gE 2 ee a ve Pe br a re aA yl wa, 
Such growth provides wildlife with nesting cover, travel ie aero g ae 3] a ee, nera Pett 
lanes, food supplies, and places from which to escape from & POT ae melee st DE ite SONS 
the attacks of natural predators. The same growth which SS A erat A gee M3 pie sae 
assists in creating a more favorable environment for game RE een ae heck 2 Neha opted wa tis ew Goin 
birds and animals likewise is essential in conserving the Wea peroee ct enn. iS ie ae oe Stee ta hss SAPe ae 

souk 2nd insectiverous (birds) It isa well known fact that Brushy growth along fence rows i ssential in providing favorable 
it is possible for landowners to receive an enormous value ” Sadttions ton game and ‘tor Teaue tant insectiverousi pias)
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ee A 

t 
0 | 

att, : ( . WHOL tiie it 
Se Ae 4 é “ x Ps ee j Aer oa bigs ie 

be ‘; ie My yas hos ey Ngee bik : 

te _ Ss ee) > : ae) bedi ‘ iN WO) un ee Ae wees a : jek caeine 4 . Bele cto tides fod <BR Seles. ia i. i Ail es . cial £ cca pte 4 i eee s oe 

1 ' Lauatetpt 14", ae, Bs ss i. € le bi... Tanne ps ERE. Me Ne Cpa : 

ay . Sear es ~ si i PPR eae DPA Re Sage . A AT ome SS RC ee, RR en uate eae Oe a 
a, ER REAR, TESTE BRU TT PAG SO Nic Cy Oa een ta: , 

; i Rp ran Oats AQ ret att MSV ai WAY Bee Gea ak Rg RN pew , ‘ é IDSA. A OS Sela SUCHE ee Rta GEN ' oe ee RO rey Neate ae: pee eas, ey Canes 4 ‘ LS : 
on Wk VCP Nae. eee SER TUT OR Gat: (ON SY ; ; : TOMER sO 7 REIT SOV © eae ie 

a Oat PR ee PEAS BRAN TD \ : FS Na ares oR SOR age ‘ Maas A 9 Pas RAO cr tals a hee eo. SR a ae ei ae ee ‘ ; EO POR eae 

Strips or patches planted to millet, broom corn or kaffir corn provided excellent game food. 
Note proximity of this patch of millet to good cover. 

put on their autumnal cloaks, many of the most attractive are those Arrangements should then be made for plowing and planting. 
that provide game food. One immediately picks out a clump of The cost of this may be borne by the local clubs or by interested 
sumac with their blazing scarlet leaves, or is attracted by the deep individuals, rifle clubs, sporting goods dealers or other businessmen 
red of the Virginia Creeper trailing over the stub of a dead tree. interested in wildlife. 
In the fall and winter the berries of many of them are no less Cooperation of farmers can often be obtained in planting a few 
attractive. Almost everyone is familiar with the bittersweet, the rows of game food in connection with their regular farm plantings. 
winterberry and the hawthorn. In addition to those mentioned, a This is especially true where they have a field to be planted to 
great many others provide game food and cover and are also pleas- corn adjacent to the woods. If furnished with the seed they will 
ing to the eye, either from the standpoint of flowers, foliage or frequently be willing to plant a few rows of kaffir corn or broom 

fruit. corn near the woods. Such planting does not require much extra 
It is hoped that additional organizations and interested individ- work and it quite often saves the farmers’ field corn, since the 

uals will arrange this year for the planting of shrubs and vines, damage from squirrels and other game is often heaviest along fence 
and of numerous small food plots of cereals on their favorite terri- rows and woodlots. 
tory. Much of this planting can be done in April and May. Where A great many different kinds of grains furnish excellent solid 
cover is needed, arrangements should be made with the landowner food for planting for wildlife. Such foods as the following are de- 
for the planting of shrubs and vines in scattered clumps or in sirable: field corn, kaffir corn, broom corn, millet, sudan grass, soy- 
strips where they will not be molested by domestic stock. The beans, cowpeas, buckwheat, rye, sunflower, wheat, barley, hemp 
planting of shrubs and vines produces both cover and food. To and flax. 
be most effective as cover some of the plants should form a Kaffir corn with a sprinkling of field corn furnishes excellent 
tangle, or be stiff and thorny, so that in cases of necessity pursued game food. The planting of buckwheat or millet broadcast after the 
game can find a safe retreat from the pursuer. In arranging for the last cultivation of the corn makes desirable game bird food, while 
planting of areas consideration must be given to a variety of spe- the corn furnishes both food and cover. 

. cies, selected in such manner as to provide a food supply during There is probably no practice of more benefit in feeding and 
the year. In each planted clump there should be some which pro- holding game than that of arranging for a few rows of uncut corn 
duce summer food and others which provide food during the fall in a field near a protected fence row or along the woodlot. The 
and winter. Some of the better ones to plant for summer food in- corn stalks furnish cover and the food on them is always present 
clude the Virginia Creeper, Juneberry, cherry, plum, elderberry, when needed and it remains in good condition until late in the 

( blackberry and mulberry. Selections may be made from the follow- winter. 
ing for planting for fall and winter food; bittersweet, hawthorn, Various mixtures of seeds may be used in food patches. The 
sumac, winterberry, snowberry, persimmon, viburnum, hazelnut, purpose of such mixtures is to provide in a plot a continuous sup- 
oak, walnut, wildgrape, red cedar, honeysuckle, bayberry, mountain ply of food from August until spring by selecting some plants ash, crabapple, wahoo and dogwood. which mature their seeds early, and others which mature seeds » , ‘ 

Rei z later and remain on the stalks during the winter. Likewise in a In order that wildlife may have a sufficient amount of the solid mixture some strong stemmed plants must be provided as supports 
foods, patches should be planted to various cereals or arrangements for the weaker stemmed ones. This is necessary in order that part 
made with farmers to leave standing food patches throughout every of the available food supply is held above the snow during the 
county in the State. Committees on game food and cover, just as winter. It is always advisable when planting mixtures to consult 
soon as possible, should make a general survey of idle acres and at the county agricultural agent since he is always acquainted with 
the same time learn how many of these areas may be secured for local conditions and will know whether or not good results can be 
food planting purposes. Of course, it must be kept in mind that expected. 
only the most desirable should be selected. (Continued on page 28)
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WILDLIFE: AN IMPORTANT FOREST PRODUCT ( 

By JAMES N. MORTON? 

Wild life and recreation considerations are becoming increasingly prominent in the 
thought of foresters regarding forest management objectives and plans. Pennsylvania, 
through the constructive work of a forward-looking game commission, occupies an 
outstanding place in state accomplishments. Mr. Morton in this article has pre- 
sented an excellent outline of that accomplishment, with facts and suggestions that 
might well be studied and emulated by other commonwealths. y 

\ 

HE most essential contribution of popular and successful. More were im- } 
| the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania mediately set aside. A game refuge, as i 

to the recreational needs of its citi- constituted in Pennsylvania, is nothing 
zens has been its comprehensive and most more than an area of good game breed- 
successful program of wildlife conserva- jing territory upon which no hunting 
tion. Pennsylvania is famous today for whatever is permitted, and where game 
her wildlife. During the 39 years of its unmolested may live and multiply under 
existence the Pennsylvania Game Com- natural conditions. All refuges are sur- 
mission, through the gradual development rounded by a single strand of Number 9 

and improvement of its game code, has galvanized wire and a brushed line 6 to 
turned the eyes of the Nation’s sports- 10 feet wide, and are conspicuously 
men in its direction. The state’s program posted. To be useful to the hunter they 
of wildlife protection, acquisition of must be placed in an area where sur- 

public lands, establishment of game ref- rounding public hunting grounds will be 

uges, propagation and distribution of assured, in order that the game which 
game birds and animals, and the control radiates out from the refuge to the sur- 
of predators has resulted in establishing rounding territory can be legally killed. 

our wildlife as one of the biggest assets The first refuges established in Penn- 
of the state. This has been a gigantic sylvania were intended primarily to pro- 
task when it is considered that the state tect deer, since that species of game had 

was virtually destitute of game forty years become practically extinct. The number 
ago, a task which could have been accom- of refuges was increased as the need 

plished only. with enthusiasm born of the arose and as areas became available. 
highest sort of altruism and the most in- The intensive development by reason of 
tense devotion to a cause. Civilian Conservation Corps work on the 

One of the principal reasons for the  state’s forests during the past few months 
success attained is our system of game has made necessary the establishment of 
refuges and public hunting grounds, a number of additional refuges, partic- 
which is considered among the best in ularly for the protection of small game. 
the world. It is worthy of note that the More than fifty were established during ‘ 

ideas upon which the system is based the summer of 1934, principally for the 
originated in Pennsylvania and that its protection of wild turkeys. Thousands of 
development was started almost thirty acres of forest which for years were 
years ago. The first refuge established natural game refuges, due to their com- 
in Pennsylvania was in 1905, on State parative inaccessibility, are now easy to 
Forest land. The idea at once proved reach. It is to protect game in some , 

Assistant Director, Bureau of Refuges and Lands, Pennsylvania Board of Game Commissioners. 
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of these areas that the new refuges were creation of a Game Commission; the pro- 
( established. vision for seasons and bag limits for 

The initial purpose of creating a game all game; the passing of laws prohibit- 
refuge is to preserve the native seed ing the use of dogs in hunting deer and 

stock existing within a certain area and prohibiting market hunting; the passing 

to permit it to increase within its natural of a game refuge law; the passing of 
habitat unmolested. The major purpose laws protecting black bear and protecting 

i of continuing the refuge is to prevent any doe deer by permitting only bucks with 

j possibility of the territory becoming shot antlers to be shot; the passing of a 
} out, even though overshooting occurs in bounty law and the hunters’ license law; 

| the surrounding territory. As time passes and the passing of acts granting wide 

the protected areas become of more im- discretionary powers to the Board of 

portance because of the ever increasing Game Commissioners. It would he pos- 

number of hunters and the disadvantage sible to go on and enumerate many more 

under which game must survive. The major steps taken for the purpose of safe- 
refuge supersedes restoration areas for- guarding this ancient sport, and the end 
merly inaccessible to hunters. is not yet in sight. 

There is now maintained a total of 184 It seems to me that we are approach- 

game refuges in Pennsylvania, having a jing the time when another major step 

total area of 127,587 acres; 75 are lo- will have to be taken. This one has to 

cated on State Game Lands, 64 on State do with the management of the environ- 
Forest land, 1 on National Forest land, ent for game in order to provide better 

and 44 on privately owned land. conditions as to food and cover. This 
In conjunction with the establishment will of necessity be carried out over all 

and maintenance of refuges, the Game possible forest territory, and for that 
Commission has conducted, since 1920, a reason foresters will need to give their 
program of land acquisition. The total wholehearted support. Unquestionably 
area acquired to date is 458,228 acres, many will not agree that game is of 

the largest proportion of which is forest sufficient importance to give it much 
land, with perhaps 5 per cent abandoned consideration. I believe, however, that 
farms. Since 1927, seventy-five cents of the time is past when foresters can sim- 
the $2 from each resident license is, ply ignore game or assume a hostile at- 

by law, set aside in a special fund for titude. They are failing in their duty 
the purchase of lands and the creation of to the people and to the profession when 
game refuges, and the maintenance of they do not consider game an integral 

the game refuges and lands. part of the forest and give proper recog- 

| It is becoming increasingly difficult to nition to it in the plans of management. 

¢ maintain a sufficient game crop for the Wildlife is very rapidly increasing in 

great army of outdoor enthusiasts. Ways importance in the minds of our people. 
and means of accomplishing this have It is one of the popular subjects of the 
been developing in Pennsylvania over a present time. This interest is found in 

period of many years. At first there sportsmen’s clubs, Boy Scout organiza- 
were simple regulations concerning Sun- tions, nature study clubs, and individ- 

( day hunting, and bounties on predatory uals. Within the past year the President 
animals and birds. From there we have has designated a committee on wildlife 
seen a great many important enactments, restoration, having as its object the for- 
among which are the following: The mulation of plans for the protection and 

;
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restoration of game animals and game, maximum game crop without affecting 

song, and insectivorous birds. seriously maximum timber production. r 

It is not my purpose to attempt to The greatest contribution of the foresters 

prove that wildlife as a forest product will be in so planning their silvicultural 

ranks above timber in importance. How- System that the interests of game will be 
ever, it has a far greater value than most served. 
people realize or perhaps are willing to The backbone of any state-wide scheme 

admit. Statistics might be cited to show Of wildlife management is the forest. | 
the economic importance of it, the value Wildlife is definitely a product of the 
in meat pounds, the value of fur, the forest. Woodlands provide homes and 

business created through the money spent hiding places which enable our furred 
by hunters for guns, ammunition, and and feathered friends to exist. Many of 
equipment. The total amount in Penn- OUT most sought-for game animals and 

sylvania is estimated at between 17 and game birds, and a majority of the song 
18 million dollars annually. The great- and insectivorous birds, spend practically 
est value, however, of game birds and their whole lives within the woodland 

mammals lies not in their meat pounds, shadows. Many field dwelling mammals 
but in the temptation that the legitimate and birds when beset by hunter, dog, or 
pursuit of them annually puts before other enemy seek safety in flight to the 

millions of desk-weary clerks, merchants, Dearest woodland, be it woodlot or moun- 
and professional men, as well as field- [9 border. 
weary farmers, to don their hunting Important as the forest is to wildlife 
clothes and to go out in pursuit of their in providing homes and protective cover, 
favorite game. That there is an intense the food problem is the most vital con- 
interest in hunting as a recreation is evi- sideration where all life is concerned. 
denced by the fact that hunters themselves All wildlife is found in profusion only 
are willing, through the payment of a where vegetation is found in greatest 
$2 yearly license fee, to pay their own abundance. Forested areas, with their 
way. over-stories of trees of diversified species, 

The recreational use of forests, especial- their under-stories of nuts, fruits, and 
ly those publicly owned, has grown tre- berry-bearing shrubs, and bushes, furnish 
mendously during the past few years, and food in profusion for beast and bird. 

it will continue to grow. Wildlife is Wildlife management is largely a prob- 
naturally a very important feature of this lem of food supply and adequate cover. 
form of use because it furnishes the in- By cover is meant the various growth 
ducement to hunters, nature lovers, and conditions necessary to meet the re- 

others to go to the woods. The great quirements of game with respect to hid- { 
public interest in wildlife and recreation ing, sleeping, resting, nesting, and raising 
cannot help but have a decided effect young. By food is meant an assortment i 

upon the future attitude of foresters to- of food producing plants which provide 
ward the practice of forestry. They will a variety of berries, nuts, and seeds dur- 
of necessity give more thought to the ing all seasons of the year. Practically 
creatures of the woods. They will be all species of game require, or at least 
required to take a broader view of the prefer, just as do humans, different kinds 
forest than, generally speaking, has been of foods to meet their needs and desires. 
taken in the past. The problem which They likewise require various types of C 
confronts them is how best to manage growth within the limits of the area 
the forest to permit the production of a over which the species cruises. The use
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; of various types of cover is not merely possible time. Some valuable timber no 

( a matter of choice, but is essential. doubt will have to be sacrificed on many 

We may have good game laws, an ex- areas in order to provide coppice or 

cellent refuge system, an efficient corps sprout growth for deer browse and thick 
of highly trained protection officers, a cover for other species. Some valuable 
good yearly output from our game farms, timber will have to be sacrificed to per- 
but if there is not satisfactory cover or mit the growth of the so-called “forest 

| plenty of food for game our efforts are weeds.” These forest weeds require sun- 

in vain. Game will increase up to the light for growth, otherwise they are quick- 
} amount of vailable food and no further, ly shaded out by large growth. Wherever 

other conditions, of course, being favor- possible a forest of varying age classes 
able. Mt ge the development of these and mixed species should be encouraged. 
prime requisites that we need the co- ‘ 

: q A mature, even-aged forest often is open 
operation and assistance of foresters. By s - : 
their knowledge of the trees and of re- ** foils oor moar peted onl yyy ith Bie 
sults from cuttings they are better fitted needles or fallen _leaves and offering 

than anyone else to render valuable little cover in which game may hide. 
services. The low shrubs and plant life on the for- 

There are two principal ways by which °t floor ape particularly DEcesse ry Or 
foresters can assist in improving the providing insect life for the young of 
food and cover conditions for game, game birds and cover and food for most 

thereby making possible the maintenance game birds and animals. 
of a larger supply. The first is the In the planting of so-called waste lands 
treatment of the area to influence the with conifers, game should be given con- 
kinds and density of vegetation to favor sideration. Coniferous species, while 
different varieties of wildlife. The other small, make good cover but provide very 
is the planting of trees, shrubs, and vines little food. Game is going to suffer 
which provide an assortment of food. irretrievable losses if the planting of all 

Many forest areas in Pennsylvania are openings and old abandoned fields is per- 
now past the stage where they furnish ‘mitted. In all such plantings the areas 

browse for deer and good cover for small should not be covered entirely with trees, 
game. The crowns of the trees on many but wide strips or patches should be left 

‘ areas have closed, shading out the under- to grow up to the miscellaneous assort- 
story of valuable tree species as well as ment of plants which furnish game food. 
the “forest weeds”—those species of If not already present, such plants should 

shrubs considered worthless by the for- be provided. If the waste lands are en- 
ester, yet so important as game food tirely eliminated from the forest areas, 

producers. It seems advisable now, and there is very serious danger of an imme- 
| it will be more so as the forests mature, diate reduction of important small game 

to put a guiding hand in the struggle species. Most kinds of game do not 

between the different tree species in order travel long distances, consequently some 
to maintain the proper understory at waste land must be left in all areas. 

least on part of each area. The treat- It has been said: “The economic pros- 
ment given probably will be altogether perity of a nation is highest when its 

( contrary to good forestry principles; resources are utilized in a manner that 
that is, the recognized practice of grow- will yield the maximum satisfaction of 
ing the greatest amount of the best pro- human wants.” It seems to me that this 
ducing, most valuable trees in the shortest should apply to land use. If our people
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are going to be better satisfied when made to serve both. The people will 
their forest lands produce for them some continue to demand that game be pro- ( 
timber and in addition a good supply of vided. If foresters do not take the lead 
game as well as a place of recreation, in helping to bring this about, there is 
then the lands should be managed ac- the possibility of an unfavorable reac- 
cordingly. Even depressions do not lessen tion whereby the cause of forestry will 
the desire of people for sport, if the sale suffer. 

of hunting licenses is a criterion. A As a forester, I am naturally interested 
steady increase in the sale of licenses jn timber production, and as an employee 
has manifested itself in Pennsylvania dur- of the Pennsylvania Game Commission 1 

ing the depression years, with an all-time JI am vitally interested in the welfare of 
high mark for normal years set during wildlife. This interest, however, extends 
1934 with more than 565,000 resident beyond the time when I became asso- 

and approximately 6000 non-resident li- ciated with the Pennsylvania Game Com- 
censes. (The final figures are not yet mission. I naturally, by reason of my 

available.) There was a slightly higher position, get the confidential opinions of 
number of licenses sold in 1931, but that many persons interested primarily in 
was the year when anterless deer were wildlife. It would surprise you to know 
declared legal game, resulting in an ab- how some really intelligent persons are 
normal sale of licenses. There prob- thinking. One of the most dangerous 
ably always will be a demand for as theories advanced for the betterment of 
much game as the forests can produce. wildlife is the burning of the forest. I 

There is an opportunity for public hear this often, and just as often do I 
service open to the state that develops its emphatically oppose it. To have such 
forest and waste lands in conformance an opinion become widespread would be 
with the principle of highest land use, a calamity to forestry and to wildlife 
recognizing the distinction between tree conservation. Unless foresters are going 
development for wood volume alone and_ to do something to help offset such opin- 
tree development to favor all uses of the ions, we can look for difficulties just as 
forest. Participation in the development certain as are the changes of the seasons. 
of the forest for the greatest good to all One of the best ways of doing this is to 
is not only a forester’s privilege, it is his provide for cuttings of a few acres here 
duty. That participation will have to and there, where the timber is large, and 
consist of more than merely setting aside letting people know that this has been 
and helping to develop an area for a done in the interest of wildlife con- 
public camp ground or selecting a site servation. 
for a picnic. It must include an active If those interested in sport and those 

interest in the welfare of game birds and  jnterested in timber pull separately, there 
animals. is danger of overselling the idea of one 

For the welfare of the forest and to of the uses of the forest and having it 
safeguard the future of forestry, foresters kick back on us. In a combination of 
should take the initiative in the matter the uses there is a greater possibility of 
of providing suitable conditions for game. stability and greater opportunities for 
Game management and forestry are not the general support of sportsmen, nature 
independent projects that differ in their lovers, and others. It is granted that the 
objectives and necessitate different or cause of forestry never looked brighter t 
conflicting procedure to attain their ends. than it does today. Through the medium 
The same forest areas can and should be of the various relief organizations it has
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had almost a mushroom growth during those interested in sports and other forms 
( the past eighteen months. However, we of outdoor recreation. If foresters give 

must look ahead to the time when we no them consideration, valuable help can be 
longer have the help of these agencies and expected. If foresters ignore their inter- 
to the time when public support must ests, they will look elsewhere for the help 
again be depended upon. The greatest necessary to a continuance of the outdoor 
organized body of supporters will be sport of their ancestors. 

(
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Planting to C Wild Life YX 
Desirable Trees, Shrubs and Vines for Food and Cover Plants for Wild Life 

By P. F. ENGLISH 

The subject of food and cover im- nightshade and many others. These SHRUBS (Fruits available through- 
provement for wild life is of impor- plants not only furnish food and cover out the year): Prairie rose, swamp 

a tance to every nurseryman, as well as for the various wild animals, but prop- rose, staghorn sumac, fragrant sumac, 
t ) to thousands of persons throughout the erly placed, have an esthetic value as dwarf sumac, Japanese barberry, but- 

cy country. well. tonbush and red-berried elder. 

The word “food” as used here refers To determine what might be done to SHRUBS (Fruits available in fall and 
to. anything our feathered and furred help game animals and other useful winter): Highbush cranberry, snow- 

o friends will eat, be it weeds, grain forms of wild life, in 1931, at Williams- berry, coralberry, hazelnut, spirea, 
(both cultivated and waste) or fruits ton, Mich., a game management project panicled dogwood, chokeberry, nanny- 

i of mae Waa eae and vines, as well eae ee es known as the berry, black alder and wwitehihasel: 
‘ as of cultivated nursery species. illiamston codperative game manage- : ‘ a 
is “Cover” includes that eiorial Fatih ment project* fa seanoenents ere SE ae available in sum- 

the different animals use for shelter, made with some of the farmers of Wil- ead aoe a de % lackberry, raspberry, 
nesting, hiding and escape. Both food liamston township to plant a number of ae Paaerherer ood (prickly jash;)com- 
and cover are furnished by some plants. trees, shrubs and vines which would ae 

4 This country, especially many of the - furnish permanent cover and food for SHRUBS (Valuable exotic species): 
good farming’ districts of Indiana, wild life. As a consequence, on the Siberian pea tree, Japanese rose, rugosa 
Michigan and neighboring states, has Williamston project a scheme was car- — rose and European cranberry bush 
done a thorough job of cleaning out ried Suber nereeyy natural wild condi- (opulus). 

much of the valuable native vegetation, tions could again be restored on certain TREES (Evergreen): Oorsican pine 
commonly called brush, from the fence lands. white pine, red or Norway pine, Seoteh 
rows, ditch banks, roadsides and kettle On the different sites, varying in size pine, black spruce, white cedar, red 
holes. At the same time, the wood lots from one-half acre to as much as five cedar, common juniper, Norway spruce, 
and marshes and other areas which nor- acres Mn some eases, which had been Douglas fir and ground juniper. 
mally would make good living places set aside by the codperating farmers, a i ing): 

: for wild life have been pastured. Many variety of plantings was made. The wie Oe aneUS, sor seowne 
of these same lands have been abused areas so set aside were fenced to ex- frag dike Sot od Snes sf aes hi ering dogwood, Osage orange, 
also by burning. The fact that these clude live stock and, hence, became jyjack locust, hackberry, service berry 
areas have been cleared and the prac- small sanctuaries, with the planted and ayq mulberry. % v 

h tice of clean farming is being con- native cover undisturbed by live stock : ‘ 
: tinued has made it increasingly diffi- and left wholly for wild life. In mak- TREES (Nut-bearing): Oak, beach, 

cult for the wild animals to exist. Wild ing these improvements it was planned chestnut, butternut, black walnut, Eng- 
life is “on the spot,” so that in many to use native planting stock, where lish walnut, shagbark hickory and 

A parts of their range finding a suitable possible, and to supplement this with mee, IEEE se 
place to live, reproduce and flourish is hardy nursery stock known tu be val- TREES (fruit): Apples, pear, cherry 
really impossible for quail, pheasants, uable for these purposes. and plum, 
song birds, rabbits and others. ; 

‘ Suitable Plants. Wild, Gite Helped, 
Federal Interest. Agteecthese plautings jetad 

The following plants wer : : Pathol Teens ratios 
; The federal government has sensed these perianent Tagisrenent bas te in 1981) caretil feldework indicated 
} this catastrophe and by means of its cause they provided food and cover of that wild life, pheasants, quail, useful 

several agencies is endeavoring to take yalue to wild life: song birds, rabbits and squirrels made 
¥ land unsuited for agriculture out of 7: : aN ie use of the food and cover provided. It 

ip erop production and restore it to wild : a Boles TOBE), eumping rose, was found that these areas were used - 
: life. Michigan, too, for several years *° ie aa me ht ee) mld grape, do- for nesting, feeding, roosting and for 

has been recommending and stressing Na a Slee Ch ieee woodbine, escape or protection sites. Pheasants 
L food and cover improvement to help Pare 8) -Vainese matrimony vine,  inereased nearly 400 per cent on these 
: mervics its wild life. oriental bittersweet. managed areas in a period of two years, 

; The ambitious clearing programs in es rae Tere ien mem odeane keene sprbiegt aoe ae PAseeaue Ou ate oe re 
; Uecaouthern. part of Michigan) as in |. civcct eugcrticion oh AL are WEE Ce roche ence. ONY, Avon DEY, Corts 
‘ other states, have not spared the use- of forestay and conservation University ot sia Sensing, ba aera eee 

ful dogwoods, wild roses, elderberries, £8%,An& Atbor. A number of agencies assisted environment for wild life, the game 

{ hawthorns; black locust, wild plums, Tank Walton League of America the Michigan gsion oes ae Loe cope nent 
F winterberry, viburnums, snowberry, (ePartment of agriculture, the United States 0 serv roviding informa- 

i wild cherries, wild grape, red-berried Manttacturere’ institutes American Game asso. 100 to interested parties as to how they 
i} ciation, Michigan State’ College, University of Can best improve the food and cover 

{ “Agteee,ood an Cover Improvement tor afer tues winieeinee atau Gl? on their land Zor wild life by pointing 
‘ PE su pate ccte eee cmiicseoecint || Sane Gato EstT Gah gene EEG INSGTS cone pRoan viee Galas HEIDE om te 

: the recent joint meetings of Michigan and In- backing. The department of conservation also . ping 
i diana nurserymen at South Bend. aided in a substantial financial way. draw up plans for simple management 

i 

e ( i Wightehad i i F : : E : - 3 en 4 Sumece | wlderversy [ Staghora suaac mension olive) pasetma MOMaBE_ (FRETS 
E | : eoteh Bro so) a Honeysuckles Chokeberry as om Sumact fines and Spruces 2 eas 

Japgnege metnoek Hawthorn _—( fussian Olive jarberry 
jarberry Hewtho Pines end é Pines “b 

. Winter Current surpine spruces ["@prggi"6 / Gece criset | gunter corrant ny Serer 
j Michigan Holly Snowberry Raspberry Siberian Pea Tree Wicks gen 

% Wayfaring Tre igibarian’ Fea © Roses coselnarey Burning Bush oe 

t Preciiae Bush okeberry 

if Honeysuckles \ i Wayfaring Tree 
5 Choke cherry Mulberry \ / 1 inch = 30 feet 

| 

c tusTrppical Tree and Shrub Planting for Food and Cover for Wild Life. :



practices, which will make their hold- nurserymen of Michigan asking for ‘The department wate eee be anee 
ings all the more valuable. ‘ prices on various trees, shrubs and pny one interested Ae ee 0. pm : 

After contacting many landowners in vines to be used in experimental plant- recommended for these cover and food 
Kent, Ingham and other counties in ings for deer browse, for grouse cover improvement projects. 
Michigan, it was found that many were and food and for pheasant cover and Demonstration Plantings. 
really anxious to improve certain parts food. When these questionnaires were Wea i P / 
of their farms, provided they could de- returned, it was found that many of the The game division is planting three 
rive some benefit therefrom. After it nurseries were unable to supply many demonstration areas in southern Nistts 
was pointed out that evergreens, roses, of the items required, in either the gan. One of these is a 35-acre tee 
honeysuckles, viburnums, snowberries quantity or size desired. _ It was also at Wolf lake, near ao is . 
and others would make a better living found that it would be impossible to will show underplanting hardwoods 
place for song birds and game animals | recommend certain plants to farmers with evergreens, fence On plantings \\ 
and provide better hunting and that because the prices were prohibitive. and other miscellaneous, group plantings ( 4 
these improvements would have an _ For example, roses were quoted at from of trees, shrubs and vines, as well as 
esthetic value which would increase an- 50 cents up. How was it possible to  erosion-control plantings. i fy 
nually, the farmers, in many cases, were justify asking the average farmer to A second one SE thong w ue a ent 
ready to follow improvement plans. plant fifty 50-cent roses for pheasants one area Pe ae an 4 
When their attention was called to un- and quail, even though it is known that Ke ogg Agricultural Se cour ae ou 
sightly gullies and how, by a few tree — roses, especially the Japanese, prairie bird sanctuary, near oe ‘ reek, a ie 
and shrub plantings, these could be hid- rose and Tugosa rose, would _furnish is the property of the M roa a 
den from view, soil erosion checked and splendid food in March, the trying part College. On these lands, hardwoods wil 
some wild life cover established, they of the winter? \ a be underplanted with Over ereensy. Heiige 
wanted to know what could be planted The same situation applied to any rows will be develpped an wiuch ey . 

Meee Aensatie |e du totaen Wenn He). herige soeebery, pnkehoey, sear: desira’ . : ’ > ’ 
Improvement Value. was found that the cost of these plants berry, highbush cranberry, dogwoods, 

a BE ts hy aa _ for the purpose was too high and that pines, spruces, — Japanese barberry, 
_ From experience, farmers ve learn the farmers could not afford to go into honeysuekles, junipers, sumacs, burning | 

unin eo valuasoy SOme Dos man Gre cover. the details of planting under the price bush, wild grape and others. Erosion- 
More than, one landowner has cleaned lan submitted by the nurseries. control plantings will also be made on out all the brush from a kettle hole and = Ps@” Submitted by f TES” Ean “Ra SIL can Coun naeeia eee 
later found that it was Repent be- Diversified Lists Needed. plantings. 
cause in removing this established vege- i ’ 2 FO RERE Cioet tana ae tT ant 
tation he aided nature in its erosion It is true that nurserymen were me pitee at in Se tame iad is Mes 

work. Ins many instances the farm warned Wwell ahead that 2 certain ing 800, The same scheme will be carried 
now has a series of gullies leading from mand might develop for the planting & to chow inbereshad individuals how 

A ; stock already mentioned. However, in 0Ut to show interes the tillable land into the cleared kettle ‘y v 33 they can make use of nursery stock for 
hole. Some landowners are now ready order for the cover and food improve- planting wild land which has been x 
to reverse this by planting suitable ment program to go over, it will be cleared. These areas will be appro- 
trees and shrubs, such as black locust, Teceeen a Tae me poe ae to ie priately labeled as having been made 
Siberian pea tree, roses and others to erate wi e landowners in Prove ae, by the game division to demonstrate 
check the eyesore that developed. stock cheaply enough to enable the Ald life HABIFATS Which: ave atiteerine 

i farmers to use large quantities. This Wild exnake 
Some of the farmers are also finding rill hell fth 1 folk, ei to the eye as well as to wild friends. 

more time to hunt, and in so doing are W1!!_ Belp i ef a ee Ge fh rene The department cannot guarantee the 1 
wondering if it would not be better to Reis 9. a ie ioe yeaa i ex Bale of shoek. Th can demonsivate the 
have some dogwoods, elderberries, roses aieorined i ; ae ne A ave re ie ae ideal requirements and recommend Kaa 
and pines in their fence rows. This teen Fiaitition? planting stock 1 practices where lands can be improved, 

Would Save more. qand ipelver ive Tt i “Well known that all nurseries but must, for the most part, depend places for the game they like to hunt. 1 i 1 a tock at h upon the nurseries for selling the idea : 
May not hunting some day become a Sa ean A SeeeMae aloe oe oe a and advertising in such a way as to de- side crop of the farm and provide an hue y tat me zt aan 5 ee i velop a demand for their stock. 
income to the landowner? ae a i mn ba ae vitaih 2 vine 

The average farm wood lot has been Eat Rare i eee ‘ wi so seinnee e nels : 

pastured so that only a few large trees all es niet oF Sans a oi z fon aiid [ eprinted from ] 
remain. This is not conducive to good fs. °o ating The aig mi THE AMERICAN NURSERYMAN 
wild life conditions. The exclusion of ae : a % oa * i. \ 

from portions at least,and the % GF CMU URES E YY BuOCIn FON AC Over APR 1 1935 stock ze : { . improvements on farms in fence corners 
uidernlenung of) these wood tovenwath need not be in competition with the 
chosen evergreens are being recom- grade A stock; The game division is 
mended. Grazing of wood lots is detri- interested in providing the plants as mental to the veers Beets : It stops cheaply as possible andin large quan- 

chepreprodpstion (of mew pian . tities. It is particularly interested in ; 
The marshes where overpasturing and having those plants available that will 

fire especially have destroyed much of be an asset to the land, those which will 

the valuable food and)\ cover plants stop erosion and hide the gullies and 
might also be mentioned. Ditches have 4 the same time provide cover and 

been constructed and again the poruele food. It is stressing the importance of 
removed. The game division a8 os those shrubs and vines, as well as trees, 
tempting to encourage these oreo eere that will provide food and is interested 
to stop these practices’ and actually to; those that have and hold fruits dur- plant nursery stock in suitable places. ing the winter period so as to be avail- 

Costs. ieisey ncn the ground food is snow- 
co a . 

This brings up the cost of making The department wants to service the 
some simple planted areas. It was _ wild life. It is folly to try to supply 
found that the cost of planting stock game enough in southern Michigan 
for these purposes was too high to be from the game farm. With correct bal- 
practicable for the average landowner. ance in nature, the wild life, in most it 
This does not mean that nurserymen cases, will do a better job than can be 
were at fault. The planting stock on accomplished by artificial methods. 
hand at most nurseries was No. 1 ma- Nurserymen have a real _ problem 
terial, demanding higher prices than ahead of them in providing lining-out 
the type needed for planting fence stock at prices within reach of the j 
rows, ditch banks and other odd sites farmer. As peed Bee on a mis- { 
on the farm. i shapen tree or shrub will be just as | 

A questionnaire was submitted to the good as or better than a grade A plant.
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iy Gs Restoration Job for E 
: : ° ° ° oye 

Simple Ways in Which You Can Help Improve Wildlife Conditions 

( ) By James N. Morton 

Es Game Commission of Pennsylvania 9 

is doing everything within its power to ‘ lef \, ~ VIL Az 

help nature to produce a maximum annual hee9 Pies. Ne WW 

crop of game and other desirable wildlife, WALES AN 
: : OST eB Vel 

but unless all those who enjoy the benefits VITOR Pe Se Ae ee ny 1\| 

of wildlife do their bit individually only a SN eee ea y a 
RO RE AC IST ST dona orp ROT NLS // 

Cee success can be expected. , = ne TO Cee ca net nc aes vaya 

Quite frequently sportsmen and others in- =s Ws feeg te 28 gesitninn pray anin niCAt a? Mi i, — 

terested in wildlife ask the Game Commis- ‘ tlh WERT 0 PAE aan TT BERE paar aa" 

sion how they can help in the improvement a Te re 

of game conditions. These requests are al- Discarded fence rails, poles, posts, etc., piled in various desir- 

ways welcomed, as they evidence an active able places are good hiding places for rabbits, if placed on logs 
interest in game increase rather than the laid crosswise so that the pile is raised about 6 inches above the 

mere hunting of it. Without such wide- ground. Brush piled over the rails will afford protection from 

spread group and individual interest the dogs. Grape vines planted around the pile will increase the 

future would be hopeless, indeed. In the food supply. 

hope that they may be of some help, a few : a, 

simple suggestions are given below. : SN Bh ye Z Vi f 

i i A 0g SERA 6 OS. Wid 
, One of the most important things which 3 Scan) We We TAS, Ie. 

individuals and organizations can do is the = ZX X. LNG Wawra Gey 

planting of food patches to grains or leg- JEEZ Me Sea Nee 

umes, and the planting of shrubs and trees 24 == reer = AM a) CANIN. 

to produce permanent game food and cover. A aiGein LARS, /. io Aes av), 

Information on this work has been outlined ol, sie ee 7 (ACA al ft all 
in Bulletin No. 11 of the Game Commission. “ ae FO Mw “ De 

Consequently it will be unnecessary to go Abandoned Waacuuhed AbaadonediGar. bod: 

into more details on that work in this Discarded ST aaneas auto bodies, old ae and cee 
treatise. worn out material can be made into good temporary retreats and 

What wildlife needs most of all is a suitable places under which to place feed for game if this 
favorable habitat, a good home. There are material is placed in good locations. They should be well covered 

many areas in Pennsylvania which are so with brush, 

lacking in suitable game habitat that a long 

time will be required to produce this nat- yy i 

urally. On such areas much good can be v oy “ f 

done quickly by little groups of sportsmen ON ( QE Sol Wb {Z 

getting together and building dozens of tem- Fiz RRM pe) ‘ 

porary retreats and shelters, and by dedi- ZSD \ age EL ge \ \ 

cating desirable areas solely to wildlife. cs KBE Sa WI bm 4 

Several suggestions for these are given in ae WEEE LE IER AS II, 

this article. — | eset Ze COIN wa Ss Ra WN) 

In addition to suggestions illustrated in Wi TEA a BRM 

the sketches, there are many others of like aN Ve, Sy 17 \\ AY la S Tu 

value that can be devised. Naturally the x ow Al (Gf Wiles, Qa “4 Ms dill My iWin 

locations for them are all important. They wy — Wl ~ WG wilu Ne ee 

a “ Ae a ee ae ice Poles, logs, or discarded fence rails, piled as shown above and 

shelter is deficient. Before building them Fee eee ete site Sa eon with brush, 
consent should be obtained from the land- ee ous rit hla tne DE eeepfor ee biteten coe ee ean 

owner, which will often lead to closer co- LA nD exmiienivA a 

operation between the sportsmen and the ALIN ER = BERET 

landowner. It is important wherever possi- PAY BPR 

ble to cover over retreats shown in the ee Ye aft Ee 
sketches with plenty of stones or brush as HL at Ort wey il, Wh 

( a protection from dogs. The more cover the se Rae . ES Co ihe [ites 
better! cea t re tty ty 

‘There are also many other things which te | Aik pH =< ‘idle ete Ui haz \ 

ean be done in cooperation with farmers. : Wh SUES. SOF or si MM yh Wilh sj Lt 

Tf the farmer is properly approached he will. DGPS RING BE erm E La | 

in many instances, lend his assistance which He Grape Vine || ni GrapeVine | 
2 ; t 1 \ 1 

is conducive to more friendly feelings. A Mi iI { 

few suggestions for use where the help of . y ‘ | 

the farmer can be secured are also shown ‘ R 

in sketches, since that seems 2 more desir- Grape arbors made in openings in the woods around which are 

able way to tell the story. planted grape vines, grape vine cuttings, bittersweet, greenbriar, 

b or Virginia creeper, furnishes food and cover for wildlife after 

Wherever possible farmers should be en- the arbor becomes covered. Locust posts should be used when 

couraged to leave at least some brushy available. Rough poles can be used on the sides and top. Posts 

growth along fences. Uutold harm is done should be about six feet long and placed in the ground two feet. 

Reprinted from the Pennsylvania Game News, May, 1936



to the cause of wildlife through the clear- ; 

ing, each year, of all fence lines. While rt. 

such practices tend toward neatness, yet + AM Ally — 

they destroy the very nesting cover which (Be AN Wt 
: i —= nlgmeN wild creatures must have, including the he ST fi ages: a 

food plants and the vegetation on which in- Le Te Co, Ups reg ei—,, 
sects are found. They also destroy much (Y & ( (ooX 5 Dee = 
valuable cover along which game birds and = WAS WE: e SRS. \/ 
animals travel to other feed. The leaving aie Ze MWIDEICA Ng 
of brushy fence rows is sometimes frowned arene SCS? ir AV The (4 AQ —— ( 

upon as poor agricultural practice, but Wy Y SAT , AA LANG x 

there are many advantages to it. 1 WEES Oy, fs Eu WE 
ae 1 EEL Ug Wi Ne Ornithologists have for years pointed out ¢ WY Webi. erm [SS i 

that game birds are beneficial to agricul- = = eI Nake ial 

ture in consuming weed seeds and insects. AS Wy i 
They have also shown where game cover "| Bee C= Wy Le ee, / 
has benefited agriculture by harboring song psa ot hate 

birds which serve as a check on insect pests. Two rows of stones set on side with flat ones laid crosswise 
The dollars and cents value of wildlife to as above, then other stones or brush piled up over the whole 
farmers in this connection is difficult to tunnel, make a desirable escape cover for rabbits. The bend 
evaluate, but it is without question enor- in the tunnel prevents hunters from driving the game out by 
mous. An estimate of the value of wildlife poking a stick in the opening, The opening should be about 4 
in destroying insects has been made by W. L. or 5 inches square and each section 4 or more feet long, 

McAtee of the U. S. Biological Survey. This 
estimate is 22.6 cents per acre for the east- seaN 

ern region of the United States and 13.3 2 yas 
cents per acre for the western region, It KY 

would mean for Pennsylvania a value of pmo | 
approximately Seven Million Dollars ($7,- Se SAY <n 
000,000). Such valuable allies certainly Boies Sa ipa hot A SER T As 8 

i ” fe aT NED TN AS be merit consideration. \ fT aN LI i Ee we XS 

Apple trees provide a source of much food ¥ \ My Als, LRN Ws eee z SE A a 
to all kinds of game. There are, in most Wa ee ERS Ss Sea 
wooded areas of the State, many wild apple Se ee —_— >> 

eae, a aes would: bear 2) crop Where a grape vine, bittersweet or Virginia creeper runs up 
of fruit. All pruned branches should be on or near a tree of little commercial value, cut the tree, but 
piled to provide cover and food for rabbits. not the vine, and permit the vine to form a tangle over the 
Many of these apple trees, as well as grape fallen top. Permission must be obtained from the landowner. 
vines, hawthorns, sumac, briar patches, etc., Makes a better cover if cut in summer time when leaves are 
are often suppressed by other competitive on and not cut entirely through the stem, 
growth. Wherever permission from the land- i 

owner can be obtained, and where these food > a “a AA a 

plants can be released from suppression ie We i ae aX \ 

without removing too much valuable tree ‘ Ef Rahn Dia RS ee 
growth, much good to the game food supply _p Pee (teh JEON Ee 
will result if the competitive growth is Grape = TY, Nat 4 pe We N ES 
removed. The removal of some of the growth Vines. tr f carpe een gE ay 
near these food producers lets in sunlight ‘A YEA eT EET I i ia 

which is required for healthy growth and Jag A= ft Gidtale Monee 

the production of good crops of fruit. fe ‘a (pp wen Nh” i‘ 
—— fs = fa PY We //_ > 

Pennsylvania’s refuge system has worked sel hp Me = Y( o// 

wonders in the big forest areas. Now the agen KE i Wir NE ee NF 
next job is to make the same idea do equally ag > EY i, (ON hy Mes. Ko 
as well in the small game country. That Wei EW, "CZ \\ a 
means many thousands of small refuges 2 Rien a UC aWWI WA ALY UI Grape Vines 

poe be ee ae meee ed Nee Brush piles with supporting logs or stones underneath can be 
are Bee) Tee con easily tbe Soieoag used to provide space for escape cover for rabbits, grouse, quail 
and maintained by sportsmen throughout and ringnecks. Cuttings of grape vines, or some other vine such 
their favorite hunting territory. These as bittersweet or Virginia creeper, set near the pile will assist 
refuges need not be large. Areas of a few in furnishing food. Logs should be 8 or 10 feet long and spaced 
acres (2 to 10 each) in particularly de- about 4 feet apart with plenty of cross poles to prevent brush 
sirable locations for game birds and animals from sagging to the ground. Logs should not be raised more 
will save annually enough seed stock to in- than about 6 inches above the ground in order that dogs cannot 

sure a continued supply of game in the ad- get underneath. ( 

jacent territory. These protected areas like- \ 

wise make favorable locations in which to Ny 4 ‘\ ( y i 5 ha 

feed during the wintertime, and in which Xs oe Ho UNS IZ ha, 

stock from game farms can be placed. i, \ 9 AY j GM \Z Ny 7 L 
. VA € 

| The planting of grape vine cuttings re- W/ YM ee Ne Ve Vv wee LO aw 
quires relatively little work and much good \V WEE rl Macemike der oats el eet en Sm 
to the game food supply results. The layer- Wee AT oe AG (eee Dl G 

ing of grape vines and later removing the e eal mM igen (aaa PA Wwe ‘ 
resulting small rooted plants to other loca- SORA UAT VAN PEEAC ART Wate Ore 
tions is easy to carry on. Transferring haw- A y Uf MAN ab US TA SCAN CAIRN he s 

thorn, small apple trees, blackberries, and Discarded culvert pipe, hollow logs or old tile laid in a brush 
other food producers from a place where they or briar thicket and covered with stones and brush is a good 
are especially plentiful to other locations escape cover for rabbits. If sufficient brush is covered over these, 

, will spread out the game food supply and they may be placed in old fields, pastures, etc. 

;



the possibilities for cover will be increased. 
The planting of willow cuttings along stream ea 

banks where permission can be obtained will Flat ston \ —_fe ZETVSO = 
benefit both fish and game. pee Spe 

Gonips teen ; nignea E ESE N, Mpa — Jomprehensive predator campaigns in the i Gr NV a4. 
inten i h a A <a interest of the conservation of wildlife, and Wt (owing tas SS SS 
in the case of crows for the protection of ee =i ‘i a= SY 
fruit and grain crops, should always be (ZZ LEZ ) iM — 
carried on. The losses to game, and the eggs —— AZ i Wy La Bs 

( ) and young of song and insectivorous birds, ay CEFF SSL MS NP 
by crows and other predators each year is mee) ER i, — 
appalling. Any program to decrease their NAS ESF, See ie 
numbers assists in conserving wildlife sup- ee ‘yi fp Wg MES VE | M — 

plies. \ ( KS \) a Wis 
The hunting of crows provides a late 0 ~— Ww J ESE, y= 

winter and early spring (especially the nest- eee a Te hase anti 
ing season) sport when there is no open ie ga a ae wi 
shooting season for game birds or animals. ie aa 

i ie forte me gece ae Pu a oot Two logs 8 or 10 feet long laid side by side about 6” apart, 
killers shot by individuals in each organ- and well covered with brush or stones, provide escape cover for ization are sure to provide an incentive for rabbits or ringnecks, 
more activity in reducing the numbers of 
these enemies of valuable wildlife. Don’t 
overlook the abandoned house cat! A bxS A “\ 

You can also render a great service to JZ IK NY a 
wildlife by urging all dog owners to keep 7 xy CAIN Gi 
their pets from roaming at large during the \ YH UN N LEAS : fel nan =P RSTAFAED NAR RASRN - reeding seasons for wildlife. h A MS Se IW REN SS Sg bl 
Hundreds of thousands of birds are de- cl vy \ Cee NES Rp ‘ My stroyed in Pennsylvania annually during a «il W i} Ay RONEN. i 

the harvest season. Farmers, wherever pos- mth at “fs LESS CON, SNS) CEN AN S far 
sible, should be encouraged to use flushing 6b NW ifs on yoy oD SUES Wee NAIM x WS 4 
bars on mowing and harvesting machines ye HA TAS VOX Se ANUN tM NY 
to prevent losses of game birds and eggs ytd NPA AVN TS Bet 
during the hatching season. Patches of yi rina oe 
grass around the nest should be saved by i 
raising the knives of the mower, and the Stiff crooked brush, particularly oak branches, placed in small 
birds will immediately return and hatch piles on grass sod makes very good bedding grounds for rabbits. 

It should be placed in a field or pasture with southern exposure, their own broods. Arrangements should also 
near a woodlot or briar thicket. be made to take care of the eggs when a 

nest is mowed over or the mother bird 
crippled before being located. 

There is a decided need for these flush- "g.3 isd 
ing devices. Their potentialities are un- es SPiN A i 
limited, It has been estimated that if only ; G7 The one egg were saved for every acre of land <) Sai pst NRA R 
in hay, wheat, oats, ete, over 167,000,000 PSN OS 
birds would be saved annually in the United AA AS MSae AAS Ge oe 
States. This great potential benefit far out- a A Tia NWA yp iyaR) sip 
weighs any slight inconvenience or the value “ LRAT A ANE, SPS, WY, it NUM NADY Me WM Mg 
of patches of hay left standing. eG VI; yl A A nh, ERIN, % A number of different types of flushing ATTN Meet Tek ae 
bars are now in use. Illustrations of two of sae 
the types are shown and described. The 

The English flushing bar consists of a light-weight pole about 
ten to twelve feet long, attached to the front end of the tongue 

=\/\ A Jf” of the ee machine, and projecting over the path of the 
g cutter bar. 

(4 ; From this pole, in the approximate positions shown, and 8” 
2} JA to 10” apart, are suspended short wires, to the ends of which 
H fA have been attached short lengths of old chain (old cross links 
Nf of auto chains are excellent). The ends of the chains should 

iy just drag the ground so that in mowing they will sweep lightly 

over and through the grass, 
( In order to prevent the inner chain from tangling in the 

DN horse’s feet when turning, a diagonal wire should be run from 
/ () v Way / Y _ the middle of the pole to that chain, attaching it about half 

W y (i \ aK Uv way down the inner wire. 
W/V ( exces Cy ANG) The best means of attaching the pole to the tongue of the 

A AN EN NAY aK ie Ay mower is to make up two brackets of old strap iron, in the form 
NA ) END SAN VEY Wy , of a right angle, with each arm about eighteen inches long. 

wW \ IK y KV My CA “ti Mh These should be drilled for 3/8” bolts by which they are attached 
WW ON " WN NIA iY iM { A Le to the tongue. The pole may then be fastened by means of bolts 

pes CIA i MN EN Wao or wired to these brackets. If it is felt that this is too compli- 
cated, the pole may be wired to the neck-yoke, but the brackets 
are easily made, and are far more preferable. 

Nesting cover patches saved around a ‘When a nesting bird is flushed, jump the knives of the mower 
tree or clump of trees and odd or unused over a patch of grass around the nest. The bird will return to 
corners of the farm should be encouraged the nest. It is important that flushing devices be used while 
wherever possible. Fencing them to ex- mowing first 30 to 50 yds. around edge of fields where majority 
clude stock is especially desirable. of game birds nest.



English type, perfected by Dr. P. F. English, wildlife habitats. Hveryone interested in Here are things which you and your 

has proven particularly effective. haying Pennsylvania retain her position as friends can do with your own hands in 

If the supply of wildlife is to be con- @ good game State must do his bit toward idle moments, without any large cash out- 

tinued, more and more effective management assisting nature to restore and maintain lays, Every organization in Pennsylvania 

of all land usable by it must be carried Proper environmental conditions for wild- should make this a part of its activities 

on. There is an ever increasing interest in life in order that we do not lag behind and carry on such a program every month 

the sport of hunting. The United States in the great conservation parade. in the year, and every year. 

Senate Committee on the Conservation of ‘ 

Wildlife Resources estimates that there has ath 2 

been a 400% increase in the number of hunt- =| —-Sag NG) 4 1 SS eH ( 

ers and fishermen during the decade ending ‘ ea a= Ses erg 4 EH Ee x Bae 

in 1930. =Car sd | gee ¥ Wey eH 5 BPN tial GO ee 
During the past ten years in Pennsyl- Mi <r PN ees Be 

yania there has been an increase of about \ tt: °F 30d \ OSE EST Sl BR Ser 
WN GI i KY 7, A fof hs PSH Y 

25% in the number of licensed hunters, the ny ZG, yy) INES OR UG r eH 7 

number now being double what it was in \ Chae) 4, LAY eM, wy i s BW 
19138 when the resident license law became ne Sa Zig) dows ' yyy wa oo 

effective. Good roads and automobiles have ee Sg Ep SF Ses 

made it easier for hunters to reach the @\ . tgs aN NS 

fields and forests. ‘ Lbs IN 2K Ow 

Along with the above demands upon game ese say Zr, Go SS i AZ 

for sport there has been a gradual deterior- co ~ Geen) Wea AAP 

ation and destruction of food and cover, Sr ig Rey 4 

and other factors have adversely affected ” SNe 8 GE? \ ff y 
i. 

» MAY 

Sa 

Sketches by L. A. Mackey 

Where unused, rough or rocky corners of fields can be located 

or where there is a ditch bank or gullied area arrangements 

may be worked out with the farmer to permit the changing 
y 

of a fence or adding a little additional fence, to exclude these 

from domestic stock. Such areas should then be planted with 

Sirs one or two clumps of evergreens, briars and berrybearing shrubs, 

Zefa nN, which can be transferred from other spots. 

OLIN: Fe: me UR) ee. 
ee eH The fencing of small plots in the farmer's woodlot or worthless 

ES Re aT patches out in the fields will soon grow up to briars and brush 

SY SB WET, ae which will furnish food and nesting cover for wildlife. 

é TU VT TT chee) OF pe pihle) Pp) ee 
af apt LL In cases where a swale or marshy stretch of ground is found, 

Ai oie ge FL TTT Wr} ” especially in ringnecked pheasant territory, permission should 

se AEENS hy vt, CN be obtained to fence it against pasturing stock. The planting 

Loh a), | AEN |S of willow cuttings and certain shrubs which grow in moist loca- 

DQG, Cr a a SN tions will help to improve food and cover conditions. 

ie ie Gee 
Discarded wire or old bed springs laid 

on logs or stones and well covered with 
brush, are used as retreats and winter YO C 

feeding shelters by quail, rabbits and ring- QO oo) Ee &> oO ae ‘cS ) oS & 3 oS 

necks. Should be spaced about 4 feet OG 273 Gero oes 
apart and be 8 to 10 feet long, and raised © = Pa 
about 6 inches above the ground.- bs 

ele 
% 

Fence S| 

fey Gls Weg ne Beat a ee NI 

SEU ae eg eee) oy aod aes CRI oe Weods o 

A eras ee et lee eae ds, GLa G Ons On G.9G ( 

oe eee Rela ct ee or OG CO $9 es eioe 

fet ialy the means Oneal vee acbiliiy : Leaving one or more narrow unplowed strips 

lg ty | WEIR GES ge caemh, Waurin, BW aipsiete ese" y across cultivated fields will provide cover which 

Fo) ie ontieieall, soins Nem eae Sit is essential to game birds and animals for nesting 

— CBRL) le Brae ees eer ce oe purposes and in traveling from one piece of cover 

to another. 

Farmers can be persuaded to set the knives of A few rows of grain or corn on the stalk left 

their reapers high, say 8” or 9”, and the larger uncut along the edge of a field of wheat, rye, 

stubbles and ragweed will furnish better feeding corn, buckwheat, etc. near cover, furnishes food for 

cover for birds seeking waste grains in the field. wildlife. If farmers can be induced to husk a 

Wherever possible induce farmers to defer plowing considerable portion of their corn crop, especially 

or mowing weedy stubble strips near fence lines near game cover, from the stalk instead of cutting 

: until spring. Doing so will help rabbits as well all of it, the standing fodder and the few missed 

as game birds. ears will furnish excellent game cover and food.
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Qh Planting Food for Wildlif anting Kood for 1ldlife | 
By WILLIAM GC. GRIMM 

7 SY Sy ~~ IK ne note: es are a grateful 4 

7 > bi > Lo Xh Mr. Grimm for the series of drawings o. 

IN AA SSN A SR trees and shrubs and the descriptions there- ; 

mS Wes SSN ie of which will appear in this and future 

( i week NS Wd issues of the PENNSYLVANIA GAME NEws. 

ee Wit y} Rie — ZA SN Black Walnut: Large trees, attaining 

ih j XA Cp? height of 80 or more feet. Leaves alter- ; 

N WS aN S77 § “a7 nate, compound, with from 138-23 leaflets. j 

Sy 7 Ss 1 7 Fruit round, the nut enclosed by a fleshy 

LINN LS Xb RX I hull which does not split. Difficult to trans- . 

Wes) f Z ts plant, due to large tap root. Nuts should . 

WS " Gp : be planted where trees are desired. Plant 

H Si7 Ko ! I} ee Yee in fall as soon as ripe and cover with 

\ SZ ls > ( <— about two inches of soil. -It is not neces- 

~ i a ieee # sary to remoye the hulls before planting. 

\ egg \—— eae... i If it is desired to keep the nuts for spring 

WBA eS SOON Saeed XX planting they may be layered in a box of 
DY YF N ES tn AN ; ; oie, : yp ie Cie V ia SESE pen 4S moist sand and buried until spring. Nuts 

SR ey y. Biase \ ees. Loos am: APSA will not sprout if they become dry. The 

ef //; “ K eS \\ss ree ie a ak yee best situations for planting are open ones 

RS ky AY pee ay «6D with fairly rich and moist soil. 
RE A Ceuta MS i iM Beech: A large tree with smooth gray 

NE, Y ee Nu bark, and alternate, simple, sharply-toothed 
NEY leaves. Shiny brown, triangular nuts are | 

pre x 7 enclosed in a stalked, prickly bur. The nuts 

BLACK WALNUT BEECH BUTTERNUT may be planted as soon as ripe in the fall 
2 (Juglans nigra) (Fagus grandifolia) (Juglans cinerea) or buried overwinter in a box of moist 

sand. Plant % inch deep in rich, fairly 
moist soil. Does well in birch-maple wood- 

i lands. Produces food for many game birds 

4 and animals. It is a desirable ornamental 

\ a and shade tree. 
% Butternut: Rather large tree, resembling j 

. somewhat the Black Walnut. Distinguished 

\ by its sticky, hairy young twigs, leafstalks, 

A Ms and elongated, egg-shaped fruits, and by the 

yh Loy go " flat, gray ridges of its bark. Propagated 

aay > [4 a same as Black Walnut. Nuts provide food 

\ ee. l i for squirrels. \ 

Bees \ A eS Shag-bark Hickory: Large tree, attain- 

\ y af i ing a height of 60 or more feet. Bark gray, 

XY . becoming shaggy on old trunks. Leaves 

WY alternate, compound, with usually 5, some- 

\ NN 1 i times 7, leaflets. Husk splits away from 

PK SENS yf Di nuts at maturity. Propagated same as 

i 7 yes} Black Walnut. Nuts much sought by squir- 

AN rels. Produces valuable wood and makes a 

| SOYA VW; good ornamental or shade tree. Other 

Ve, VN ¢ um species of hickory recommended are: Big 

VN D}) YK fe en RN Shag Bark (Carya laciniosa), Mockernut 

CE Mth p yy) i, Lge WX os laciniosa), and Pignut (Carya 

Zip” _ (|| We iw Ne are: eZ i ——_ Nt | y ‘\\ Hazelnut: Rather tall shrub, often form- 

yy Xt ip ing dense thickets. Twigs bristly-hairy. 

z Leaves alternate, broadly oval with wavy 

SHAG-BARK HICKORY & HAZELNUT ¥ and finely-toothed margin. The nuts are 

(Carya ovata) (Corylus americana) enclosed in the bases of leafy bracts. Prop- 

Whew C.. Grint 1TH: agated same as Beech. Furnishes food for 
game and is good for ornamental planting. 

ae eee a ee 
GAME LAND SURVEYS quired only after years of experience. Most surprising and at the same time add to its 

(Continued from page 6) of the tracts are unseated land, and there pleasure. One of these is the historical 

century ago, but the remaining markers or are numerous things to mislead the sur- background unearthed in the records of 

replacements are generally stones, stone veyor; misplaced monuments, errors in Pennsylvania and her numerous subdivi- ; 

heaps or posts and stones which stand alone deeds of the courses or length of lines, inter- sions, and for a student of history a wonder- 

as mute witnesses of their accurate loca- mediate markers, blazes on trees made by ful fund of information is available. Gene- 
tion. This makes the work of the surveyor lumbermen, junior warrants and many other alogical and other interesting data supply- 

all the more outstanding, since the location problems which appear frequently to com- ing local color also are found in these 

of all these corners must be checked and  plicate accuracy. So it is with the greatest records, from which a gifted writer would 

proven correct, before his work is satis- care and good judgment that the final be able to obtain material for the founda- 

factorily completed. ‘To do this, he must boundaries are determined. tion of many an interesting tale, and who 

apply his knowledge of engineering, land Very frequently, interesting features open could use the territory covered by that par- 

laws, abstracting and forestry which is ac- up in the course of this work which are ticular game land for its initial setting. , 
®
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Eprror’s Note: This is the fourth of a 
Pl : F d F W ildlif series of articles by Mr. Grimm on what, 

anting OOo or 1 1 e how, when and where to plant food bearing 
. A trees and shrubs for game. 

By William C. Grimm Dwarf Sumach: Resembles other su- 
machs as to fruit. Leaflets have entire 
margins and there are winged projections 

a along the main stalk between the leaflets. 
on ma) Black Chokeberry: Medium-sized shrub. 
BSUS 00 Leaves alternate with finely-toothed mar- 

eine gins; quite smooth. Fruit berry-like, about 
SOS? ¥, inch in diameter, nearly black. 
RO? WH {i = Purple-flowering Raspberry: Stems not 
AnH Te Sx prickly but covered with glandular hairs. 

NNR Uj NV" 4 Leaves simple, or 3 - 5 lobed, and finely 
CERO D a Gf — Wy toothed. Flowers rose-like. Very attrac- 

@ ih Yf y JA tive ornamental; also provides some food 

: YY fp for birds. 
WZ 7 i Tir ( 4 Wild or Pasture Rose: A low shrub armed 

SS A yy i Yl y ( with fine straight prickles. Leaflets 5 to 
> y Y j 7, finely toothed. Fruit nearly round, 

rf UN 7s f \ orange-red. ‘The common wild rose. The 
i I> } WW LD /t wild roses are attractive and the fruits 

fe SA N a are eaten by some birds. Other native 
fy [Ge wild roses are: Smooth Meadow Rose and 

@ h Swamp Rose. 

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, PAPERS 
The American Nature Association, Wash- 

Dwarr SumacH Brack CHOKEBERRY ington, D. ©., publishes some very interest- 

(Rhus copailina) (Pyrus melanocarpa) ing pamphlets which every sportsmen and 
nature lover should possess. 

Two of the most interesting are “Our 
ESE on Disappearing Fur-Bearers” and “A Plea 

ae oe RS For Our Hawks and Owls.” Both are fully 
ss j cs illustrated in color. 

ay Y The U. S. Biological Survey, Washington, oY J be QHY { Y GB D. C., also distributes some very excellent 
: i & — } Y S = publications of interest to both farmers and 

y 3 SJ CG i sportsmen. 

i > Sa a cH Y bF IRS iy Some of these are as follows: i SN KWON i : ZL. 8 Mouse Control In Field and Orchard”’— 
: \) Gh \y ff GZ Farmers’ bulletin No. 1397. 

hy. \ “How To Make A Cat Trap”—Leaflet 
Sy i : WY ®) ye” No. 50. 

SY Hi NY) “Rat Proofing Buildings and Premises’— 
Ny) K> Bulletin No. 1638. 

i f Ses, “Rat Control”—Bulletin No. 1533. 

S 7 oA SS “Rabbits In Relation To Trees and Farm 
a Xfi |< Crops”—Bulletin No. 702. 

Ng \ “Mink Raising”—Leaflet No. 8. 

Y " “Rabies (Hpdrophobia)”—Bulletin No. 
x \ 449. 

“Food of Some Well Known Birds of ? 
PURPLE -FLOWERING RASPBERRY Pasture Rose Home and Garden’”—Bulletin No. 506. : 

(Rubus odoratus) (Rosa humilis) “Some Useful Birds to the Farmer”—Bul- 

William C. Grimm- 1936. Te ou cous 
“Local Bird Refuges”—Bulletin No. 1644. 

, “ i 19st 
The number of points on a buck’s antlers Smith Harris, a farmer living near Du- 16 eat ee ee Corn Fields”—Bio- 

is no index of his age, concludes Victor H. Bois, fed a covey of quail on his barn floor o - y a 5 
Cahalane, Michigan biologist, after attempt-  },.¢ winter. onetd Gonnevarhavi flew English Sparrow Control”—Leaflet No. 
ing to correlate the wear of the teeth with _“S* Wit NS ae i 61. 
the size of antlers. He did find that the in and killed and ate one of the birds. “Bird Houses and How to Build Them’— 
diameter of the antlers one-half inch above Harris quickly shut the door and killed the Farmers’ Bulletin 609. 
the burr, furnishes a fairly dependable in- hawk with a club. Its crop contained the A list of external parasites from birds of 
bed eae pagel deer 196 ui entire quail, feet and all. This goes to prove the eastern part of the United States by 

ie diameter rom 0 19.9 milli- + Dr. Harold S. Peters, Bureau of Biological 
meters, the age is 144 years; from 20 to 25.9 bee, Den TB VCHOUSLY RODS EY, <DiEds of Brey, Survey. ated 
mm. 80 percent are 214 years; from 26 to Will often take long chances. 
27.9 mm., two-thirds will be 2%4 years, the ee 

remainder, 3% to 4% years; from 34 to The Aughwick Valley Game, Fish and 

37.9 mm. one-half will be from 8% to 4% J. L. Baker, Harrisburg, killed a black- forestry Association, Mt. Union, which has 
years, and the other half will join the next snake in the act of devouring a clutch of been organized a little over one year, now 

group, measuring 88 mm. and over, which grouse eggs, and one which had robbed a has a membership of over 700 members, and 
are 544 years and above. pewee’s nest and eaten two of the young. is still going strong.
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how, when and where to pli on what, 

Grimm 
ing trees and shrubs for ee Oca 

Red Cedar 

Description: 

(a, 

attaining: ion: Evergreen tree, usuall, 

% 

ng a height of 25-40 ft, ae 

: X\ YY 

seale-like or awl-li 
| ft. Foliage 

t \ i 

‘| ike. Fruit 

\ OY 
7 

often with whitish bloom; it dark blue, 

\ «4 YS 
g } in diameter. m; about % inch 

a 4 Ww ogebs Propagat 
WU : Sy 

v 
yy 

: 

SO I pe 
OM yy for two or <a Bccde gor not eermnate 

A by Ky bf 
é . b ore seasons. The fruit 

hy I AE 
VaAyY4 j e gathered in lat it should 

WY hy LE tthe 
i A FG 1A 

deacteduand planted ~~ oa Cs seed ex- 

xg NA ee 
Hl VAY 7, A 

If desi 
cool, moist soi 

Ae WYP 
i \\ eli WL LE Bore: una Bisied tor ie be’ planted in 

Wer 
on ee) 4 

wo 

SN Wy ‘o a \ ae Ay) Z iy planted about % inch eer then be 

Y\ bP KE 
A Vid YL ; Desirable iti 

q fee 
 \ bf 2 xz 

aad fond: on Furnishes good 

Ny Coy 
Dw 77a 

i ‘ ‘or birds. Frui : 

My “Sf 
/A FZ 

ani heh Desirable for eee 

eles 
\ y 
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JE LEE 
IE 

i Gif 
J 

‘ies 
ntal 

Gz 

Common Green Briar 

B/ 

Description: 

n\ 

ption: Stems green 

(Reo Ceoar 

ee peleE le teres 

uniperus virginiana) 
be 2 GREEN Brier 

when ripe. rry rather dry, nearly black 

milax rotundifoli 

é 

difolia) 
Oe Sumach 

ee 

escription: Ss 

aes 

ft, in height. Re oes usually p20 

TSR) 
y 

velvety. Leaves stout and densely 

SES 

‘ 
with fro alternate, compound, 

ee BoA 
y 

di 
Y l m._ 11 60 31 pointed, t ? 

eo KK bo. 
ch ENN igpetecnes om dhe iver 

REESE 
SSS 

= Fee 
/ ae ‘ace. Fruit red, in erect, wate newer 

LA utero NY: 
PEA ee () 

aped clusters. 
2 y, cone- 

Sanat Se ee 
SoH ny ‘NN 

Sere fs SES ECR GE ES of Description: Like Stag-h 

ei erccre \ ps 
Beinn 

lar ae eae onl aoe ect, 

Crane WW ey , oA eo 
the twigs covered b: entirely smooth, 

meee , LA) eae 
the twigs covered by a whitish 

bloom, 

i iY 
Sew 
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i \ if 
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— SJ} Wie: 

iY A 
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EH 
LT 
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i LA 
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a 
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A 

thi 
ZL 

I \ 
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4 
[ 
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Pa 

UL 

eating was 

a 
\ bench amet fe EN ie 

a 
mie at his dog also would not Be cai 

y 
clud a After that, the warden con- 

p 
ee ‘i oe perhaps crow was not such 

ing after oe 

eS aciey Sumacn 
S 

Butler, Pa. a eee 

us typhina) 
MOOTH SUMACH 
(Rhus glabra) <— oS 

eee 
LI 

( 

ee 
ae 
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pe 
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Ne PZ 
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Ne ae 

oe _ GZS Ve Aa 

DOG SA 
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Nal (=~ @ 
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8 eB 

“In E RE, 
elder!, 

ssistants, an PEsee=p KS 
WN WR 

the Oe chive ah the custom to shoot them of a | who said that he ate ee AW 

and before th er they leave the nest ‘ eras boy, until one d nna RX 
\ Ni 2 

wing, a seuilar wlatohver’ strong on the caer a piece of the meat to his — Ee M VN \) \ AN . 

, ug i ; G 
og, Rese AUK NN Yo 

at the Tookeries ee eee ae 
it, ea 1 QR \ 

one ee known as roe ei game vane CAEN sioner cneet cal We erten ) ms AR guzel it 

Sanat st. The young crows i en through whose permissi 
ES o Merri! Tea 

0 be bad eating. 
are he had been invited to shoot crow: Bene AOC A RR ; FAN } 

neighbori: 

sona % NA 1) RNA acute By Vite 

ng estate, and the warden said, ROY eS Re errrsk oy 

See SE 
ZS
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S Littl K P 1 : HOW TO PLANT MORE 
ome Little Known Pennsylvania CAME FOOD 

Mammals If every Scout and school boy planted a 
fruit or nutbearing tree or shrub; if every 
farmer planted a food patch near game cov- 

haa a a Cg ROSTER LU Wis Os Lyte eG 
“tL ese S ; ; g % 1 cover to remain uncut; if CCC camps sowed 

Pees o™~ ; ana cleared areas to suitable grain; and if 
fe ee eS y Lae sportsmen and others interested sponsored 

fo eA : Pennsylvania would soon be solved. 
fg. “ae | Some sportsmens associations are offer- 
La 7 — : | ing prizes to the individual or group in their 
oe A ‘ 4 a. = | county which plants the most game food 

4 Pe: ® = 3 ae: during a given period. All other clubs 
m m a — of : should follow suit. 

oe ee WA Game Protector Clarence F. Walker of 
ae 4 Beayertown who is working on an experi- 

LL mental food planting project for the Game 
OOH NG ay Commission recently suggested a planting 
Sie ee program for the Affiliated Sportsmen’s Clubs 

4g AO TIT of Snyder County: 

The plan calls for the appointment by club 
, a presidents of a Committee on Food and Cover 

Chairmen of these committees are chosen by 
, ‘ the ranking officer and they in turn select 

- " et from the several townships any number of 
ba r. ee Oa sportsmen they may need as members of 

Pe ee ee these committees. Their choice is determined 
2 Poe 5 somewhat by districts from which these 

: eae re members come, The several members are 
oe Me Ls! i aN most likely to be much better acquainted 
oy i ae ae : Soe eg J a *! with the problems in his immediate vicinity. 

aS é na, Ne . These township Committees on Food and 
ae. "a yaaa i > g Cover are to make a general survey of 
—(  lCO—Ee ee ma their idle acres and at the same time learn 
ee S len Sere oi Sais pom ms ee ee ifr [An sR ae many of these acres Be rieene =o 

fo Fev cee va) ge Raa PO” iM. a ao pce pint ‘ood planting purposes and which are really 
~~ Ni . ay Gente Ses Df ee desirable for this purpose. Arrangements 
4) ft as oe) Py». Ob res ry age are then to be made for ploughing and plant- 
§ GO aOR ew SE, aay a Cit e ing the cost to be borne by sportsmen in the 

beat Nini! oS Rab Teataepa eee eee hare tite several townships. The county wide organ- 
eae <a ization is to pay for the seed. 

iy z a Ss It is suggested that these plots are to be 
yA ae ON widely separated so that each township will 

/ oe N be covered thoroughly. Not only are we 

RI aaa sumone 2 A ‘ PRG a i planning to plant in our ringneck territories 

27) tee = ' : \ along streams and lowlands but in upland 
= yy sections especially where any turkeys are 

ae ie a - found. Our aim is at least 150 acres and I 
ie Pe. ei, a have hopes of exceeding this amount. Much 

7 ‘ os cd e a | depends upon the energy and enthusiasm of 

| is a : Vi these committee members. 

a” % fe | f The Palmerton Rod and Gun Club, Carbon 
Lee: is a. Cae iN 6 County, spends seventy-five per cent of its 

£@) @ se ey a wi | NX receipts for the purchase of game and fish 
iA: ee RS ae NG ~ for restocking. The members recently ap- 

(TO DRI Degree Se Uae aE eK 
ments, This is one of the clubs that carries 

Fig. 1. Common Mole. Photo courtesy of Prof. H. S. Williams. on a good will campaign among the farmers 
Fig. 2. Star-nosed Mole. Courtesy of Prof H. S. Williams. Fig. 3. and as a result very little land is posted Woodland Jumping Mouse. Photo by Prof. H. §. Williams. i Fig. 4. Short-tailed Shrew. Photo by H. S. Williams. Fig. 5. against hunting 
Silver-haired Bat. Photo courtesy of U. S. Biological Survey. SS, 

° 
Forest Fires Costly 

A review of the data about forest fires in age of 12,000 acres of woodland and cost prevented by a little careful planning on the 

Pennsylvania shows that for the last ten the Commonwealth about $11,000.00 each part of those who have brush to burn. 

years there has been an average of a few year to extinguish. The Department of Forest and Waters at 
more than three hundred tore fires) an- Brush fires have been responsible for as Harrisburg has a yery interesting bulletin 
nually, caused by brush burners. This is many as five hundred fires in a year, for S 3 
not many compared to the several hundred 25,000 acres burned over and an unnecessary 0% Brush Bunring in Pennsylvania, which 
thousand farmers and others who have outlay on the part of the State of $25,000.00. ™ay_be had by dropping a postal card to 
brush to burn, but that number is about Damage suffered by the land owners has the Department. Anyone who has brush to 
nine per cent of the total number of forest amounted to as much as $75,000.00. burn will do well to write for a copy. 
fires in the State. These fires burn an aver- All of this unnecessary waste and can be —Penna. Grange News.
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Principles Which Made Pennsylvania Famous To Be Tried in Farming Regions 

By Seth Gordon 

Fr ENT Sa SSE ig TL ETS BMGT GS | No one should ¢riticlze the Game Com: 

Cr rr = them in large blocks, in the forest regions. 

a. i i .._ == -- | i When it endeavored to buy suitable lands in 
a 2. . — — the farming sections in the southeastern and 

le : pe 8 southwestern counties the tracts available 
i r—“i‘—s*s*CSCSC —  ™. eo were small, the prices high, and too often 
_ we ree the lands were not of the kind that would 
— oe :  #  0l produce large annual crops of pheasants, 

—“‘a‘O‘CONCONCSCiCiCisN cr og S| rabbits, and quail. 
— >. llc Che  - 4 Several years ago the Commission deter- 

rr 4 A & ao Pi A mined to give small forest game, especially 
_ Se 4 ‘ A i A | wild turkeys, more aid in the southern part 

es — ee CPE be | of the state by establishing smaller refuges, 
| 2. | A — 250 to 750 acres each. That program, still 
io «oe oe af ue in its infancy, has already demonstrated 

S : ak a | oe ae its worth. In addition to benefiting wild 
i, Ae ms 2 ra & if | turkeys, these small refuges have increased 

ee ne A EY ih mn Poe ees 1“ oF fl ruffed grouse, squirrels, and other forest 
oo ale. ee el Ll ae were, species, primarily by saving ample breeding 

: ~ ee NFR) a. stock in each refuge area. 
a teat ee a Oe Some years ago an auxiliary refuge pro- 

| —rmrt—s—seOS se _* 4 gram was agreed upon for the purpose of 
_ —  . £7}§53C24- CCl _ 3 -. putting small refuges and public hunting 

i os 2 Q is : grounds in sections remote from the primary 
piel Guaslere “Blowseienl Barrer or large refuges, particularly in the farm 

Farmers Who Use Flushing Devices While Mowing the Outside 30 to 50 county aa 0 CBE Sey, naan 
Yards Will Increase the Game Bird Crop. for such auxiliary refuge and hunting 

grounds tracts. Some progress was made 

Pennsylvania, according to competent ob- ests, leased for the purpose. Then in 1920 in this direction but nothing as compre- 

servers, has done the “impossible.” She has the Game Commission began to buy lanés of hensive as now needed had been anticipated 

demonstrated that even a heavily populated its own. when that law was enacted. Certain cum- 

industrial state with ten million people may The game land purchase program was sO bersome provisions must be modified at the 

become a sportsmen’s paradise, if proper popular that in 1927 the sportsmen asked first opportunity. 

methods are pursued. the Legislature to increase the license fee While the Commission was spending most 

The foundation of that success was a well- from $1.25 to $2.00, and to dedicate the ad- of its funds for State Game Lands in the 
planned system of refuges, surrounded by ditional 75c to the acquisition and mainte- forest country, the farm game problems, in- 
public hunting grounds, started thirty years nance of lands for refuges and public hunt-  yolying 75% of our licensed hunters who 
ago, the boundaries of which refuges have ing grounds. Then the purchase of game prefer to hunt small game, became increas- 
been universally respected and observed. ands began in earnest, and now the Com- ingly troublesome. This was true especially 
Parenthetically, it should be said that there mission owns over 500,000 acres of State jin the territory within a radius of fifty to 

are those who still doubt whether public Game Lands, and maintains almost 200  ixty miles from Philadelphia and Pitts- 

hunting grounds will ever be a success, not- game refuges with an aggregate acreage of purgh, areas where the hunting populations 

withstanding their popularity in the Key- 188,302 acres. are very dense and most of the farm lands 
stone State. The original refuge system started with are closely tilled. 

While Pennsylvania has clearly demon- blocks of 2500 to 3000 acres each, but in late In those sections of Pennsylvania thou- 

strated what can be accomplished with years the size of the refuges has been de- sands of farms have been posted annually, 

refuges in the forest country, she has not creased. The big refuges have benefited many of them at the behest of small groups 

yet demonstrated whether the same prin- large game mostly, especially deer. Small of hunters who desired the game thereon for 

ciples can be applied successfully in the game derived considerable benefit also, but it their exclusive enjoyment. Lands open to 
intensively tilled farm-game regions of the was far less noticeable. On many of the public hunting, even when permission to 

State. larger refuges small game with a limited hunt was sought (as all good sportsmen 
And if so, who shall apply them? The “cruising radius’”—average feeding range— should do), were literally mobbed. The /{ 

State? The landowners? The sportsmen? lives within the refuges without ever coming |eisurely, peaceful sport of our ancestors al- ~* 

Or a combination of all three? out to the public hunting grounds and there- most vanished. 

These are some of the problems the Board by benefiting the hunters. To retard this encroaching menace to the 

of Game Commissioners proposes to tackle Naturally forest game species got the joys of the unattached sportsman, the Game 

without delay, also to determine whether the “lion’s share” of this larger refuge program, Commission consistently refused to stock 

old forest refuge system, if judiciously split because that is the country where large game on lands not open to hunting by the 

into smaller units, will not produce still tracts of land could be bought quickly and public. Some exceptions were made where 

better results. cheaply. Since all the funds available were no one, not even the owner, was allowed to 

The present game refuge and public hunt- being used to buy more land, little could be hunt. 

ing grounds program, the “trail blazer” in done to improve the game conditions on the This action, while it retarded the posting 

this field of wildlife restoration, was started Commission’s holdings, except by protection, movement somewhat, was negative rather 

in 1905 on our State Forests, now containing even though many of the older refuges no  thun positive; and the landowners rarely did 

1,600,000 acres. Ten years later the plan longer provide good feeding and breeding anything to improve the game habitat on 

was extended to lands other than State For- grounds. their farms. Clean farming has continued



to kill more potential game than the hunters that region at an average cost of less than the surrounding territory containing from 
bag in the Fall. 835¢ each, a foretaste of what might be done 200 to 750 acres each, some of them perhaps 

In the meantime the Commission enlarged on a larger scale. as small as 100 acres. 

its game farms and raised more and more Many sportsmen have insisted that the Where the Commission owns lands of ap- 

pheasants, bobwhite quail, and other game. Commission raise its own rabbits for dis- propriate size without refuges thereon, es- 
In also continued to buy thousands of cot- tribution, either on game farms or by con- tablish one or more small refuges. 
tontail rabbits from midwestern states, most tracting with some of the 190,000 farmers to Put all refuges under a group management 

of which had to be received during the win- raise them. Other sportsmen urge that plans plan, with one refuge keeper in responsible 
ter months. Last year almost 50,000 young in operation elsewhere to increase the farm charge of a number of nearby refuge units. 
pheasants, 8,000 bobwhite quail, several hun- game supply be tried; still others stoutly Develop and manage the food and cover 

dred Hungarian partridges, and other game demand that nothing be done which might supply on all refuges as necessary to carry 

birds were produced on the State Game encourage landowners to charge a fee for a maximum stock of game, including selec- 
( Farms. Over 55,000 cottontail rabbits were hunting privileges, and that the Game Com-_ tive and improvement cutting work primar- 

bought and released, shipments being mission should lease the hunting privileges ily to benefit game conditions. 

stopped when weather conditions became too from the farmers in the agricultural sec- 2. State Game Lands: Confine future 
severe. tions far remote from forest regions. Where purchases in the forest regions to lands 

In many instances the officers of the Game _ the funds shall be obtained to lease and  peeded to eliminate interior holdings; fill 
Commission have found it difficult to lo- manage five to eight million acres of farm out present purchase units to a reasonable 
eate suitable unposted lands for stocking lands they do not specify. size, preferably not over 10,000 acres in a 

the game shipped to them, and whenever a But the great majority of the 600,000 li- block; straighten up property lines; and to 
severe winter like the recent one descends censed hunters seem to be in accord on one lands needed for wild turkeys, grouse, squir- 

upon us all shipments of rabbits must cease. thing; namely, that immediate steps be  rels, raccoons, and other small forest game 
There is considerable doubt in the minds taken to assure better sport for the small species. 

of many thinking sportsmen concerning the game hunter, even though it be on an ex- Continue efforts to acquire lands in areas 
value of imported rabbits. _Many even ques- perimental basis only to work out processes remote from extensive forest regions, es- 

tion the value of game raised on the State for widespread application later. pecially in the southeastern and southwest- 
Game Farms. They would prefer game With all these problems in mind, the Game ern counties. 
rroduced in the wild. Commission at a recent meeting decided Develop and manage the food and cover ~ 

For five or six years past the Commis- upon the following policies and experimental supply on all state game lands, including se- 
sion’s agents have trapped large numbers of program; lective and improvement cutting programs. 

rabbits and pheasants from certain very 1. Primary Refuges: Decentralize the 3. Farm Game Refuges: Develop a farm 

favorable restricted areas in the southeast- Primary Refuge System, chiefly to benefit game refuge experimental program, under 
ern part of the State for distribution. Last small game, so that the majority of the the Auxiliary Refuge Law, with public hunt- 

winter more than 5,500 of these birds and refuges will be reduced to not over 1,000 ing grounds, by leasing lands without cost 
animals were trapped and distributed in acres, and add numerous small refuges in to the Commission in the counties of Bucks, 

This sketch shows a typical farm scene with patches (A) and (B) of timber, brush, weed and briar growth, some of which should 
be set aside as wildlife refuges. Safety Zones around buildings are indicated by (C). More fence row growth would greatly 
increase the value of the refuges by supplying lanes of travel between the larger pieces of cover. 
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Montgomery, Chester and Delaware in the ‘ommission. ‘This plan provides several launched. This is primarily a research or 

southeast, and Allegheny, Beaver, Butler methods for compensating cooperating land- laboratory job, which holds great possi- 

and Washington in the southwest, on the owners and their boys for aid essential to _ bilities. 

following basis: the suecess of this program. It may de- This brief outline will give the sportsmen 

(a) Locate blocks of contiguous lands. velop processes whereby farmers may help of Pennsylvania a glimpse into the proposed 

preferably around 3,000 acres, upon which the state to raise several times the quantity experimental work to be undertaken im- 

numerous small refuges of two to fifty acres of game that can be bought or raised on mediately by the Board of Game Commis- 

each may be established for pheasants, quail, the state’s game farms. sioners. It will take time and funds to de- 

rabbits, squirrels, ete., with the understand- It is believed this program will offer an termine its value, but certainly the small 

ing that not over one-third of any given  gpproach to Pennsylvania’s farm game prob-  &7e hunters can no longer complain that 

block shall be devoted to refuges, the bal- jem, but until the Commission does sufi. Commission is ignoring their plight. 

ance to be open to public hunting. Such  ¢jent experimental work to test the plan no In all of these experiments the active co- ( 

units must be kept at least two miles apart. one can determine what its value will ve. operation of the organized sportsmen is es- 
(b) ‘The refuge units on each block to be Should it work out satisfactorily, the plan sential to success, especially in the counties 

appropriately posted by the Commission, can later be extended to adjacent countes where they are conducted. One of the prob- | 

also the 150-yard safety zone around all oc- if funds permit. lems which concerns the Commission most | 

cupied dwellings and outbuildings, agents 4. Cooperative Farm Faperimental Units: ‘S* Will the) sportsmen “observe thes amall 
of the Commission to enforce the law on ‘pe Commission has long been urged to co- refuge units in the same way as they always 

both the refuges and the safety zones. < : have the larger refuges? 
operate with groups of landowners to test a 4 

a The Commission sincerely believes they 
(ec) Small refuges, wherever deemed de- the advantages and disadvantages of con- 

= will, and that when the experimental work 
sirable, may be fenced with large mesh trolled hunting, and to determine upon the has been sufficiently advanced to justify It 

hog wire about five feet high to keep out best farm game management processes, in- the ervanized ¥ eae and leaders Of ea 

stock and dogs, all the larger units where cluding the quantity of game that a given P 
. groups throughout the State can help to 

necessary to be surrounded by sufficient area of intermixed farm lands will produce, “ Fi ‘, 
3 2 a spread the same process into every farming 

strands of wire to keep out cattle. the number of hunters who can Safely be section of the Keystone State. 

(d) These small refuge areas to be accommodated on a given unit, ete. Pennsylvania’s future game program must 

stocked heavily as needed, food strips to be It has been agreed to cooperate with be weil rounded. It must be sound and far 

planted adjacent thereto, winter feeding and groups of landowners to this end to locate reaching. It must give both the large game 

predator control to be conducted, ete. Land- two such experimental blocks of 2,000 to hunters and those who enjoy the pursuit of 

owners to be encouraged to improve the 5,000 acres each in the southeastern counties small game an even break. In its develop- 

game habitat in the surrounding territory, in the territory lying south of Blue Ridge ment we must plan for the next twenty 

and to be employed to trap off for distribu. Mountain and east of the Susquehanna years at least. 

tion elsewhere any surplus game that can be River, and two more like units in the south- The readers of the GAME News are urged 

spared from refuge units. In some instances western corner of the State, preferably in to give the Commission their candid re- 

such cooperating landowners also may be counties other than those in which the farm actions to these plans, as their suggestions 

willing to raise game under wire for th: game refuge program above is to be are always appreciated.
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EUROPEAN CONIFERS IN NEW ENGLAND, Seventy-five years ago three 
¢ European conifers were much planted in the northeastern United States because 

_/ native trees at that time were not often found in American nursefies, and be- 
cause the idea prevailed and still prevails that exotic plants were more , 
valuable than native ones. These three conifers were the Norway Spruce so 
called (Picea Abies or excelsa), the Scotch Pine (Pinus sylvestris) and the 
Austrian Pine (P. nigra). These are hardy, fast-growing, and for several 
years lire handsome trees. ‘The ‘introduction of the Norway Spruce must be 
considered a misfortune, however, for New England where it was planted and is 
still planted as an ornamental tree in great numbers. It grows rapidly while 
young and often remains in good condition until it is from thirty-five to 
forty years old; then it begins to fail, the leading shoot dying or failing 
to make a satisfactory growth and all the upper part of the tree gradually 
becoming thin and unsightly, with the result that there is now hardly a park 
or a country place in New England where the sad spectacle of such half dead 
trees cannot be seen. Further south the Norway Spruce often promises to be- 
come a longer~lived tree; and the best specimens known to the Arboretum are 
in the military cemetery at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. The Scotch Pine, which 
in Europe is a magnificent tree and one of the most picturesque of all Pines, 
is hardy and grows rapidly here, often reproducing itself from self-sown seed. 
When about thirty years old it has the unfortunate habit of dying suddenly 
without obvious cause, and it is doubtful if many Scotch Pines more than fifty 
years old can be found in this country. Although inferior as an ornamental 
tree and probably as a timber producing tree to the mative Red Pine, The Austrian 
Pine is hardy and grows rapidly here, but like the Scotch Pine often dies 
suddenly when only thirty or forty years old. These three conifers are easily 
raised and the seed is readily cbtained. The young plants grow rapidly and 
they are therefore profitable plants for nurserymen to handle, and the public, 
in spite of the American experience with them continues to buy them, 
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Wade (Handbook) 

Notes on Norway Spruce Flooding at Hill Farm 

The entire group of 5 trees were flooded 13-24 inches on Mar. 3, 1937. 

From. Mar. 23d to April 7 only the 3 lower trees were flooded. 
One of these three trees remained in water until May 5. 

f The last mentioned tree is half dead, but the others show no ill 
effects fromflooding. 

0. S. Lee 6/8/37
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IMPROVING FOOD AND COVER 

FOR WILDLIFE ON MISSOURI 
FARMS 

I. TREES AND SHRUBS 

R. H. Westverp AND Rupotr BennitT* 

WILDLIFE RESTORATION A LAND-USE PROBLEM 

For over a century wild animals, birds, and fish have been re- 

garded as a gift of Nature, renewed in abundance year after year 

without the aid of man; yet in Missouri they have been decreasing 

in numbers for more than fifty years. Attempts to conserve them have 

consisted largely of legal protection during all or part of the year and 

other restrictive measures. Nevertheless, with few exceptions the gen- 

eral decline of wildlife has continued to the present. 

The most important point of all has seldom been considered: 

The foremost influence upon wildlife is the land on which it lives, 

because the land furnishes food, cover, and the other necessities for 

existence. There are fewer wild birds and animals in Missouri than 

formerly because there is less land suitable for them. This is due in 

part to the necessary use of the better land for farm crops and pas- 

ture, but it is also due in part to neglect of the poorer land—gullies 

; and draws, woodland borders, fence rows and corners, steep slopes, 

e etc—that cannot or should not be used for crops. 

At present most of this is waste land, which could be made to 

produce a much larger population of wild birds and animals, either for 

use as game or fur, or to give year-round service as destroyers of 

insects, weed seeds, and small rodents. In some states production of 

game and fur on the farms has increased the cash income of the farm- 

ers; but in addition to this the economic value of wildlife to the farmer 

is very great. There are several million acres of idle Missouri farm- 

( *Valuable assistance in the preparation of this bulletin has been received from F. H. 
Woods, Assistant Professor of Zoology, University of Missouri, W. O. Nagel, Wildlife Con- 
sultant, Columbia, Mo., and F, E, Drouet, Seessel Fellow in Botany, Yale University.
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land that could well be used to increase the number of wild birds and 
animals. 

Except temporarily, there will never be more quail, or song-birds, 
or other wildlife on a farm than the food and cover will support. This 
is true at any time of year, but the “critical period,’ when food and 
cover are reduced to a minimum, is during the late winter. No matter 

how favorable the conditions may be in the spring, summer, and fall, 

the entire population may be wiped out by starvation, exposure, and 
natural enemies during January, February, and March if food and 
cover are lacking at that time. Therefore the most important considera- 
tion is to provide the wildlife of the farm with permanent vegetation 
sufficient to carry it through the winter. 

The surest way to restore wildlife is to increase the permanent 
breeding stock by improving the surroundings in which it lives.* This 
means, for the most part, improving and increasing the food and cover. 
In the case of game and furbearers, it makes possible a larger kill 
each year without reducing the breeding stock needed for the next year. 

In the case of song-birds and other non-game species, it keeps a larger 

number present throughout the year to feed upon insects, weed seeds, 

and small rodents. 

TYPES OF WILDLIFE BENEFITED 

Several types of wildlife will be benefited by the kinds of plant- 

ing described in this bulletin. Among them the most important game 

bird is the bobwhite quail, but the list also includes virtually all of the 

song-birds and insect-feeding birds which are such valuable allies of 
the farmer. As for the wild animals (mammals), several useful fur- 

bearers like the raccoon, opossum, skunk, civet, and muskrat will be 

aided by this program. Some of these occasionally feed on poultry 

and crops, but in this connection it is worth remembering that an in- 

crease of their natural food, which they prefer, will help to divert their 4 

attention from the chicken house and the bottomland corn field. Fish 

will have better opportunity to breed, since plantings which reduce 

erosion also prevent the silting over of spawning beds, while the plants 

themselves harbor insects which fish require as food. In short, the 

program of planting trees and shrubs dealt with in this bulletin will 

be of general use to all these forms of wildlife, though especially use- 

ful to the quail and song-birds. 

he fire euvltoanieat foe waalite > aularmanle Yromishe Superinlendent of Lectaeateaaaa ( 
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( : CONSIDERATIONS IN PLANTING 

Species Selection in Relation to Food and Cover Value.— 

: Plants having high value as both food and cover should be used. Not 
all species afford equally good cover, and some furnish better food 

than others. Wherever possible, trees and shrubs should be selected 

that rank “1” as food and “1” as cover (see Table 1). 

The use of plants that will furnish late winter food and cover is 

important. In the spring, summer, and fall there is ordinarily enough 

of both. Table 1 shows the period during which each species provides 

food for wildlife. 
A variety of trees and shrubs, rather than one or two kinds only, 

should be planted in each patch. If the species are well selected, this 

will assure the presence of durable food and cover for the maximum 

number of months each year. 

Protective cover is especially well provided by the coniferous 

(evergreen) species and such thorny species as Osage orange, black 

locust, honey locust, and red haw. They should be used where this 

type of cover is urgently needed. The conifers are also excellent for 

windbreaks. 

Where browse is needed, soft maple, boxelder, cottonwood, and 

basswood are valuable because their foliage is eaten extensively and 

they have the ability to sprout abundantly year after year under close 

browsing. 

For planting along streams, to furnish cover for wildlife, to mod- 
erate water temperature, and to prevent washing of soil that covers 

spawning beds and feeding bottoms, such species as elms, willows, 

cottonwood and river birch are especially valuable. Many of the shrubs 

such as alder, the dogwoods, spicebush, black haw, and wahoo can also 

be used effectively along the stream banks. 

Species Selection in Relation to Soil—The trees and shrubs 

; must be planted on suitable land. Table 1 shows the kinds of soil on 

which each should be planted. It is well to keep in mind that eroded 

land can profitably be used for such plantings, which will then serve 

the dual purpose of supporting wildlife and controlling further erosion. 
In general, species already present on the farm or in the vicinity 

are most desirable. Their presence indicates that they will grow there, 

and the place in which they occur will indicate the type of location to 

which they can safely be transplanted. Where local stock is not used, 

stock must be obtained from nurseries. The latter is usually more 

C satisfactory.



Taste I—Tne Surrantiry or Vartous Plants To THE DIFFERENT Sorts, THEIR VALUE FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES > ¢ » 
AND THE Pertop DurtnG Wuicu THEY Furnisu Foop 

Value | Value | “lve Period furnishing food (fruit, nuts, etc.)4 
Species* Where to Grow> fon cle for Iqre lt et See a ee ce 

Fooc* |Cover*| gere | Jan. | Feb. | Mar.| Apr. | May'| June | July | Aug. | Sept Oct. | or] Dec 

Alder (Alnus) Moist to wet rocky soils Z| (= 
Basswood (Tilia) Deep loams with high moisture; 

riverbanks 3 en a | 

Birch (Betula) Along streams or on lowlands 2 2 a | eas | a 
aL Sollee | Sea he ee eS 

Bittersweet (Celastrus) Any soil. Avoid shade 1 1 |e = ——— = Lt Ee ee eee oe 
Blackberry & Raspberry (Rubus) |A variety of soils 1 1 ven —— — g 

Black Gum (Nyssa) Rocky hillsides or bottoms 1 2 2 || ees et 3 

SS Black Haw (Viburnum) Vet to dry soils, varying with e 
species 1 2 _—_———— ne ee > 

Black Locust (Robinia) Vell-drained upland soils free from | j B 
hardpan 2 1 7 —| | eee Ne eee eee ee Se 

Black Walnut (Juglans) Best on deep moist fertile well- S| 
drained loams; also any  well- tel 
draincdeeoil 1 2 1 |e a | | a se 3 

Boxelder (Acer) A variety of soils, from wet to dry 2 2 ee} | et ee ee es 

Buckbrush (Symphoricarpos) | Any, except very thin dry soil l — a | sess LTS epee |e ene eee ee | S| eee 
Butternut (Juglans) Fertile moist well-drained loams 1 2 2 ee 

Catalpa (Catalpa) Any, except the very dry soils 1 2 1 ee | a ams, 

Cherry (Wild) (Prunus)! Any, except the driest and wettest 5 
soils 1 2 1 i" _——S—— a 

Crabapple (Malus) Any well-drained soil 2 1 sel os — | 

Dogwood (Cornus) Moist to wet loams. Rocky Hiillsides]| 2 2 oa ses aon|e| om mms tle fee oe et | De ee ee 
Elderberry (Sambucus) Variety of soils, except very dry 1 1 be ea Ee a —_——|———| 8 

Gooseberry (Ribes) Any, except very dry soils 1 1 idee aeced “| _—eoOoOo ee 

Grape (Vitus) Variety of soils. Depends on species|_1 1 a ee a a | 

Greenbrier (Smilax) Any soil, preferably in shade 2 1 ln cs _ —_——— —— 

Hackberry (Celtis) Any, except dry thin soil Bee lee ——— [ear I= | 
Hazel (Corylus) Any, except stony dry soils ree ae sae | : ——— 
Honeysuckle (Lonicera)! Rocky hillsides. Avoid shade Tales | | nas —— —_——— 
Ne eS Ei aD ene ere ee 

<= —< 
f~ ~~ 

a i eS 

Hop Hornbeam (Ostrya) Well-drained stony uplands and | | | | | | | 
along streams 2 2 = 

Japanese Barberry (Berberis) _|Well-drained loams 1 1 | es se --—---—-— 

Moonseed (Menispermum) Fertile moist loams; along streams | 2 2 ee ee 
Mulberry (Morus) Any, except the very dry soils 1 2 2 seca), | | 
Oak (Quercus) Variety of soils. Depends on species| 1 Oars ae oes ee 

Osage Orange (Maclura or Toxy | 
lon) All, except very thin or rocky soils -| 2 1 2 eee |e ee es 

Pawpaw (Asimina) Moist fertile loams 1 2 | 2 

Pecan and Hickory (Carya ot ° 
Hicoria) Variety of soils. Depends on species| 1 2 10) || ee ee | et | a 3 

Persimmon (Diospyros) Well-drained upland loams. Alsd| | et = 
rocky soils 1 2m i) ee eet ee 2 | eee ee ee = 

Plum (Prunus) Well-drained upland loams. Also z 
stony uplands 1 1 se a 

a | SE | ete ae 2 | fee ee || en 
Red Cedar (Juniperus) Any upland soil including stony and 5 

thin, if not strongly acid 2 1 yg | ee ee ee eel 2 
Red Haw (Crataegus) Variety of soils. Depends on species| 1 1 a — 
Rose (Rosa) Variety of soils, dry to wet 2 i} ee es eS —_—— — —_— |_| — a 

Sassafras (Sassafras) Well-drained and dry upland soils 2 2 | 2 | cae ee SS ee en 
| 2 | see || |) eee 

Serviceberry (Amalanchier) Rocky hillsides and banks 1 2 | ee ss 3 
Spicebueh (Benzoin) Moist loams and along streams oe (Sioa einen (Oe ore ae | ee paleo er _— SS === === 
Sumac (Rhus) Any soil 1 aise eo a a a | 
Virginia Creeper (Parthenocissus) |Variety of soils. Avoid shade Ea a ene ai ee OP 
Wahoo (Evonymus) IMlueialanill alone stream Orircky| mn aol earlier | a 

hillsides 2 2 eee —— ae SC 
Willow (Salix) Moist and wet soils. Streams and| | | | | a 

marshes 1 2 ||| ° 
Winterberry (Ilex) Rocky soils near streams pe eel al = a | | a eee Sea PS 2 ote el sl ee ee 

a. Common names are those used locally in Missouri, not the standard plant names, . 
b: Many of the plants will grow on a greater variety of soils than shown here, but their growth elsewhere will be less satisfactory. , 
c. Value for food, cover, or timber products is shown as follows: 1. Excellent; 2. Fair to good. Where no symbol is shown, the plant has little or no value for that pur- 

pose. 
d, The abbreviations Jan., Feb., etc. refer to the calendar months consecutively from January through December. 
e. These plants are valuable as a source of browse particularly while the leaves are on the trees. 
f. These species are sometimes poisonous to livestock; therefore they should not be used if livestock has access to them. Pa
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Location and Arrangement.— Plantings should be near a per- ( 

manent water supply if possible. This will provide safe access to one 

of the most important requirements for wildlife. If the planting is 

connected with the water by a strip of cover, for example, a hedge, j 

windbreak, or fence-row, it can safely be set back as much as a quarter 

of a mile from the pond, stream, or spring. 

Food and cover should be in the same patch, or at least close to- 

gether. If animals and birds must cross much open ground between 

their coverts and their food supply, fewer of them will remain there 

; because of possible exposure to their natural enemies. If separation 

of food and cover cannot be avoided, a strip (such as an untouched 

fence-row) should be left between them. 

Class and Age of Stock—Use of the proper kind of stock ts 

important because this determines in part the success of the planting. 

Nursery-grown stock is far superior to wild stock (small seedlings 

that have grown up naturally in the woods or unused fields) because of 

its stronger root system, developed by proper nursery care. Nursery 

stock should, therefore, be used whenever possible. 

While most planting stock is grown from seed, some trees and 

shrubs can be propagated easily from cuttings. Since this can often be 

done at home, it provides an inexpensive means of securing stock. On 

soils which are consistently moist to wet, cuttings obtained just before 

planting in the spring can be planted directly without any preliminary 

treatment. On drier soils it is best to make cuttings in the late fall after 

growth has ceased, to store them in a cool moist place until spring, 

thus allowing the ends to callus over, and then to plant them in the early 

spring, preferably before April 15. The cuttings should be made from 

twigs of the current or previous year’s growth, approximately one- 

fourth to three-fourths of an inch in diameter, and ten or twelve inches 

long. They may be stored in a pit below frost line in a well-drained 

soil with the butts down and firmly pressed against the soil. The wil- \ 

lows, cottonwood, service-berry, dogwood, grape, raspberry, and black- 

berry are known to regenerate rather readily from cuttings. 

The age of planting stock used depends upon the species. One- 

year-old seedling stock is suitable except in the case of most conifers 

and the slower-growing hardwoods, for which two or three-year-old 

stock should be used. 

The oaks, hickories, black walnut, and butternut can be established 

by planting the ‘acorns and nuts respectively in the planting site if 

rodent damage is not likely to be serious. ( 

Sources of Planting Stock.—Most commercial nurseries carry 

planting stock of at least some of the recommended species. Owners
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( 
| who are planting trees and shrubs under the Soil Conservation Pro- 

gram can secure stock from the U. S. Forest Service Nursery at Lick- 

? ing, Missouri. 

Seedlings are also available in woodlands or wnused fields. As al- 

ready noted, these plants often are not entirely satisfactory. 

Spacing —The distance between trees and shrubs will depend 

| chiefly on the space requirements of the individual species and the 

purpose of the planting. If the planting is solely to provide food and 

| cover for wildlife, the spacing should be somewhat different than if 

| it is for the dual purpose of wind protection (as provided by a tree 

windbreak) and wildlife cover, or for timber products and wildlife 

cover. Dual-purpose planting can frequently be done advantageously 

| and will usually prove more profitable than single-purpose planting. 

| Trees should usually be planted to a density of about 1000 per acre 

(about 6 x 7 feet apart), particularly if they are to be utilized for 

timber products when they mature. If they are to serve as a windbreak 

(or shelterbelt) as well as for wildlife food and cover, a spacing of 

8 x 12 feet will meet the windbreak requirements better. Windbreak 

planting is discussed fully in “Tree windbreaks for Missouri farms.”* 

In general, hardwood (broadleaf) trees require more space for suc- 

cessful growth than conifers. Shrubs and vines can be planted more 

closely than trees; ordinarily, a spacing of 5 x 5 feet is satisfactory. 

How to Plant.—The details of caring for the stock just before 

planting, the correct procedure in planting, and the season are fully 

described in “How to plant small trees.” 

MAINTAINING FAVORABLE WOODLAND CONDITIONS 

; Since properly managed woodland provides excellent food, pro- 

tection, and nesting places for wildlife, it should be cared for in such 

a way that it will serve a useful purpose in the wildlife program. Pro- 

” tection against fire and grazing, as well as careful cutting, must be 

practiced if the woodland is to have value as food and cover. 

Protection Against Fire—Fire in the woodland does damage 

to wildlife in that it: 
(a) Destroys food in the form of nuts, acorns, and berries; 

(b) Destroys the litter and humus, thereby lowering the fertility 

and increasing run-off of water, which muddies the streams; 

(c) Destroys the vegetation on the forest floor, which with the 

litter and humus is needed to prevent erosion; 

Ns fe Mare eee fe ae at ae re 
342, obtainable freoltrom the Extension Service, Columbia, Minouri SS
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(d) Destroys nests, young birds and mammals, and nesting birds; ( 
(e) Destroys hollow den-trees ; 

(f) Prevents the establishment of seedling trees that would take 

the place of the mature trees when they are harvested; 

(g) Damages merchantable and immature timber, thereby lower- 
ing its economic value. 

The last item does not concern directly the program of wildlife 

conservation, but it does affect the economic value of the farm. Indis- 

criminate burning must be eliminated and protection against accidental 

fires provided by maintaining a cleared strip around the woodland. 

Exclusion of Livestock.—Grazing of woodlands by domestic 
livestock does damage in some respects similar to that done by fire. 

It destroys food and cover, prevents the establishment of young tree 

growth, destroys nests and nesting places, and packs the soil, thus in- 

creasing the run-off of surface water. Livestock should be excluded 
from the woodlands. This can be done most effectively by fencing. 

Tf the woodland is needed to provide shade for livestock, a small corner 

of it (perhaps an acre) can be fenced in with an adjacent pasture. 

The remainder of the woods would then yield its maximum in food 

and cover for wildlife and in timber products. 

Conservative Cutting.—Clear-cutting of woodland over a large 

area should not be practiced because it encourages erosion and elimi- 

nates an important source of food for wildlife. If sprouting from the 

stumps follows clear-cutting there may be excellent cover for wildlife, 

but cover without food is worthless. 

Conservative cutting which never removes more than half of the 

forest cover will provide favorable conditions for cover and food plants. 

The tree species enumerated in Table 1 should be encouraged if they 

do not seriously interfere with management for timber products. 

Where it is not possible to establish enough cover plants, the bor- 

ders of woodlands can be managed to increase the cover. Since nearly ‘ 

all of the deciduous (broadleaf) trees native to Missouri produce many 

sprouts from the stump, a dense cover can be created by clear-cutting 

on a narrow strip, 12 to 15 feet wide, along the border of the wood- 

land. Such cover becomes less valuable for protection as the lower 

limbs die with increased age. Therefore, if these cover strips are 

needed in the future, the sprouts will have to be cut back every six 

or eight years. This practice is recommended only when other types 

of cover are inadequate. Nevertheless, wherever cover is being develop- 

ed, it should be remembered that the amount of “edge-growth” counts C } 

even more heavily in favor of wildlife than the actual acreage of cover
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Suggestions For Increasing fhe Game in Connecticut 

By Improving The Environment 

| BY 
Dr. Paul D, Dalke, Ph.D. 

In Charge of Game Management, Division of Game Restoration 

The supply of game on any area may be increased when it is con+ 

sidered and treated as an annual crop of the land. The successful 

reproduction and growth of wildlife on any area is dependent on the 

natural food supply and cover and on protection by man just as 4 farm 

crop is dependent on soil fertility and cultivation. 

The game covers of Connecticut frequently do not meet the year- 

round essentials of food and shelter, particularly in winter, In 

many cases a slight modification of existing farm or woodlot practices 

will result in a substantial increase in the game crop at practically 

no effort or expense, Often all that is needed is to avoid cutting 

beneficial plants and shrubs, to leave hedgerows for shelter, and 

wher: burning is necessary, to postpone this until the breeding and 

rearing season is over, 

Pheasants and quail thrive best in areas of cultivated fields, 

marshes, weeds, woodlots and shrubby fencerows, Grouse prefer the 

( ) woodland but occupy mostly the edges of woods and brush areas, Land 

management practices which benefit these species are also helpful to 

rabbits, 

' To furnish essential winter shelter for both woodland and open 

land species, plantings of coniferous trees should be made adjoining
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open fields and in hardwood clearings, leaving a wide open space 

between the evergreens and hardwoods, As a further means of protec- 

ting nesting sites for such species as raccoon, squirrel, woodduck, 

( etc,, some large dead or dying trees should be saved in each woodlot, 

The food supply, particularly in winter, is often the limiting 

factor of game distribution and abundance. Small patches of weeds 

left in out-of-the-way places where they do not interfere with culti- 

vation render important services as sources of food, cover and nest- 

ing sites, Weed areas in moist and wet sites ordinarily have many 

seed-bearing species such as smartweeds, giant and common ragweed and a 

bindweeds, Weeds along roads or stone walls, left uncut until after \e 

the nesting season, give pheasants and quail additional nesting sites.l& 

Food patches of grains are essential since little grain is now wn 

produced in the state and natural weed areas of the large-seeded 

weeds are none too abundant, Food patches should be planted near some 

natural cover in order that the birds may not be forced to expose 

themselves to predators in open territory to reach the patches, 

Shrubby fencerows or uncut weeds form excellent lanes of cover to and 

from food patches, 

Food patches adjacent to permanent cover should be planted in 

different sites each year if possible. This allows weeds to grow up 

on the rotated sites and sced in the ground used the previous year. 

In this way, grain crops and weed seed crops grow adjacent to each 

Other, If the latter seeds to ragweed, which is frequently the case, 

( the seed tops remain available above the snow throughout the winter. 

WHAT GRAINS TO PLANT 

The following grains are well adapted to Connecticut conditions 

provided the seed is planted by June lst. On the basis of a one 

hundred pound mixture, the following proportions are recommended:
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Buckwheat ,sssees88s505500 pounds ps 

Millet, German..,:022013 " a 2 

PNOSC} 4554565291945 3910 " gee 

Millet, Goldens isisiiia.9 ™y 
.. Sorghum, Orange.s+e++012 " 

Milo, Wheatland,.,.....l2 " 
Soy Deans. ssssecssesoee 8 x 

( Sunflower.,.,0s0-2s0060 6 u 
Sudan SrasSiioss,.s.008 5 ii 

If possible, fertilizer should be added to give a more luxuriant 

growth and thus produce better protective cover. 

The most permanent improvements are shrub and coniferous plant- 

ings, These shrubs and vines planted in fence corners, along stone 

walls or bordering woodlots, not only form a permanent source of 

fall and winter food but furnish protective cover and shelter from 

winter storms, In many cases they also provide suitable spring 

nesting sites. 

It is desirable to plant a variety of species suitable to vary- 

ing types of soil and moisture conditions, Fencerows, corners of 

fields and roadsides frequently already have good stands of native 

fruit-bearing shrubs and vines, These should not be cleared out for, 

although some trimming might be desirable, a heavy growth should be 

permitted to remain on the ground. 

Where natural stands of fruit-bearing shrubs occur, the burning 

of these areas, together with marshes, fencerows or weed patches 

should be discouraged, It is the last year's weed growth in such 

places that provide the cover for early nesting game, Without this 

early cover, nesting may be unsuccessful until the new spring growth 

' makes it possible to conceal nests, Early hatched pheasants are a 

distinct advantage since they are fully mature by fall, 

HOW TO RAISE YOUR OWN SHRUBS 

The propagation and planting of fruit and seed bearing shrubs 

in suitable locations is one of the most important game restoration
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activities, It is particularly adapted to promotion by individuals, 

groups of sportsmen, Boy Scouts, 4-H groups and similar organiza- 

tions, 

/ Many of our common trees and shrubs are easily raised by "hard- 

wood" cuttings taken in the fall or early winter and "softwood" cute 

tings taken during the late summer, These methods furnish inex- 

pensive stock and produce quick results for individuals or organiza- 

tions interested in practicing a simple form of game management. 

Hardwood cuttings should be made of fully ripened twigs of the 

last season's growth, approximately six inches in length, including 

. two or more buds, They should be tied in bundles of fifty or one 

hundred with all the butts at one end, The cuttings should be placed 

in boxes of moist sand in a cellar or buried with the butts up in 

well drained sandy soil below frost line, In the spring these cut- 

tings should be planted out-of-doors in well drained, sandy soil anda 

kept moist until roots are formed at which time they may be trans- 

ferred to a better growing soil, The following season they should be 

ready for planting in their permanent locations at the edge of woods, 

along fencerows, stone walls or corners of unused fields, 

Softwood cuttings of half ripened twigs may be planted directly 

in sand boxes or in well-drained sandy soil and kept moist until the " 

roots are formed, These cuttings should be protected by a covering 

of leaves during the first winter. 

Shrubs may be purchased from nurseries, but as a rule they are 

( expensive, The more common varieties of valuable food-bearing 

shrubs, however, may be purchased in quantity,at times for from 

three to five cents per shrub if "lining out" stock is asked for, 

Shrubs received from nurseries should be placed immediately 

in the ground and their roots covered with moist soil. In planting
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these and other shrubs, the roots must be kept moist in a pail partly 

filled with water during the operation, 

Planting is made easy by the use of a mattock or grub hoe to 

( chop out the sod or to open a space for the roots, Care should be 

taken in planting shrubs properly, The success or failure of shrub 

or tree plantings frequently depends on proper setting of the trans- 

plants, 

WHERE TO PLANT SHRUBS 

In order that shrubs be most effective in providing food and 

cover, both for nesting sites and as hiding places from predators, 

plantings should be made at the edge of woods, in corners of unused 

fields or pastures bordering swamps or marshes, Abandoned pastures ) 

or old fields growing up to grey birch or red cedar are usually 

devoid of fruit-bcaring shrubs, Shrubs and vines planted in these _ 

areas will greatly increase their desirability for game. 

The shrubs on the attached list are recommended for planting in 

Connecticut, The botanical name is given because it is important to 

use the scicntific term if shrubs are to be ordered from a nursery. 

To these should be added summer and fall or winter hardy apple trees 

for planting in grouse covers, Mulberry trees are excellent for » 

attracting song birds in summer, Green brier or Bull brier (Smilax 

sp.) provides valuable tangles for protection from predators and 

also berries for food, but cannot be recommended for use on valuable 

or cultivated lands, Frost grape (Vitis vulpina) hangs on late into 

the winter and is a valuable addition to any pheasant, grouse or 

quail covert. The red-berried nightshade (Solanum Dulgamara), while 

not commonly found in Connecticut is ndtive and provides an excellent 

food for our game birds, Smooth Sumac (Rhus glabra) and staghorn
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Sumac (Rhus typhina) are valuable as "Starvation foods", The seeds 

are generally eaten in periods of extreme scarcity of other foods 

( but often serve as life savers during short emergency periods. 

(
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How to Succeed With Grapes 

If proper varieties are selected there are few sec- 

tions in Wisconsin where grapes cannot be grown 

for home use. 

Selection of a good site and thorough preparatien 

of the soil are the first steps toward success in the 

enterprise. Careful planting, with proper pruning at 

planting are essential to the plant getting the right 

start. Most of the loss of vines following planting 

may be charged to failure on the part of the grower 

to follow proper methods at planting. 

While grapes give some return when left to care é 
for themselves, they appreciate good treatment and 4 

remunerate the grower for giving it. It is a good 4 

thing to remember that a plant worth planting is 

worth giving geod care. 3 

He who neglects to prune his grape vines regularly 

had best give their space to some other crop. Missing 
even one year means trouble later on, missing prun- 

ing two years in succession practically means starting 

the vine over. 4 

A particular system of pruning is not so important : 

as a system faithfully followed out. j 

Although grapes have few pests in Wisconsin, it . 

will pay to protect the plants against the attacks of 

those which are present. It is not much work to 

spray the grapes when spraying the orchard and al- 

though it may not be the best spraying program for 

grapes it is better than none. 

nt 

C



° - The Home Vineyard 
James G. Moore 

LTHOUGH Wisconsin's climate is not especially adapted 
A to grape culture, and the higher quality grapes cannot be 

grown in all sections, yet there are very few sections which 
cannot grow at least some sorts for home use. 

Two principal points to consider in making selections are 
hardiness and early ripening. In those sections of the state with 
the more favorable climatic conditions some of the higher quality, 
less hardy varieties are well worth trying. 

Blue grapes seem to be the most popular, judging from the 
proportionate number grown. This can readily be accounted for 
in the larger number of varieties from which to select and their 
greater adaptability to various uses. Probably not less than 75 
per cent of the grapes grown in Wisconsin are Concord, although, 
doubtless, Moore’s Early and Worden would be more satisfac- 
tory in. many sections because they ripen earlier and are as hardy 
as Concord. 

Partridge’ states that the length of season for Concord to be 
generally successful is on the average 170 days, with an average 
mean temperature of 66.2 degrees. In the doubtful grape zone in 
Michigan, the average length of season is 157 days, with a 
mean temperature of 64.2 degrees. Only a small portion of 
Wisconsin® has a growing season of 160 days. And there is not 
a great deal of difference in the mean temperature in Wisconsin 
and Michigan during the growing season. This would seem to 
indicate that greater success would likely be obtained if earlier 
maturing varieties than Concord were more commonly used. 

In sections in which these varieties are not sufficiently hardy, . 
Janesville might succeed, providing the conditions are not too ac- 
verse, but in the least favored sections the grower must depend 
upon Alpha and Beta, although their quality is much inferior to 
the Concord group. Clinton is grown to some extent but has 
nothing to recommend it over Alpha or Beta. In the most favored 
sections Campbell’s Early, Barry and Wilder may prove fairly 

C ’Special bulletin Michigan Experiment Station. 
Rea of Wisconsin and Its Relation to Agriculture—Wis. Agr. Expt.
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satisfactory. They are all of much better quality than Concord, 

but with the exception of Campbell’s Early often fail to mature 

in our short season. 

Niagara would be the first choice of the green varieties so far 

as general requirements are concerned. It has been called a 

“green Concord” and cannot be expected to succeed where 

Concord proves too tender. Diamond is an earlier and much better 

flavored variety, but lacks in vigor of vine and hardiness and will 

give good results only in favored localities. Winchell (also called 

Green Mountain), is a delicious early table grape, but is even 

less hardy than Diamond. 

The most grown red grapes are Brighton, Delaware and Aga- 

wam. All possess good quality but lack either in hardiness or 

vigor of vine when compared with Concord, and as a result are 

not extensively grown. Delaware is a particularly delicious table ; 

grape, although the berries, like those of Winchell, are very small. ‘ 

Wyoming Red is a hardy red variety but is inferior even to 

Concord in quality. It probably is somewhat hardier than Concord : 

and ought to succeed in about the same sections as Janesville. { 

Some other varieties are grown occasionally, but none seem to ‘ 

possess qualities which make them adapted to general planting. ’ 

Select Site Carefully j 

The fact that conditions are none too favorable in Wisconsin 4 

for grape growing makes it important that great care be exercised 1 

in choosing the most favorable spot available upon which to grow E 

them. The ideal soil for grapes is a well-drained, fairly open. soil ' 

which holds heat well. The medium loams, particularly the 

heavier sandy loams, gravelly loams and gravelly clays most often 

give the best results. Light sands and heavy sticky clays are un- 

favorable. The soil should be moderately fertile and contain 

liberal amounts of organic (vegetable) matter. | 

The grape frequently suffers from late spring frosts making it 

: desirable to have the vineyard with enough elevation to provide 

air drainage. A gentle slope to the south or south-east with 

lower land in proximity to it, providing it has proper soil con- \ 

ditions, makes a very desirable site. | 

;
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Prepare the Soil Thoroughly—It Pays! 

The vineyard is a long time proposition, therefore an unusual 

amount of work,'if needed, should be given to put the soil in the 

best possible condition to receive the plants. A cultivated crop 

should occupy the land at least one year previous to planting 

the vines. This crop should be well fertilized with manure or a 

heavy green manurial crop turned under. Plow deep and 
) thoroughly fine the soil. In the fall the soil should receive 

another dressing of manure, this time well rotted manure, and 

again be deeply plowed. 

The final preparation tillage takes place in the spring just 

before planting. It should consist in discing, harrowing or such 

other operations as are necessary to put the soil in first class 

tilth. 

Planting Problems Solved 

The first planting problem is direction of the rows. Under 

Wisconsin conditions the rows should run north and south, unless 

the slope of the site makes it objectionable. Occasionally the 

vineyard may be exposed to strong winds in which ci:se it may 

be desirable to run the rows in the direction of the prevailing 

winds. 

The distance of planting is variable depending upon a number 

of factors. In home plantations it is much better to allow n.cre 

room than is needed rather than to have the vines too crowded. 

When strong growing vines as Concord, Worden and Agawam are 

grown, 9 to 10 feet between plants will be about right. With 

some of the smaller growing varieties as Delaware, 8 feet will 

be enough. Eight feet between rows is sufficient in the home 

vineyard. 

Most growers will secure the vines from the nursery-man. 

Number 1 one-year-old plants are preferable. Some growers may 

desire to propagate their own plants from vines already estab- : 

| lished. When the number of plants desired is small, layerage is 

the best method of producing them. 

In the spring select a cane, a growth of the past season, arising 

near the ground. Dig a trench about 4 or 5 inches deep and 12 to 

Cc 15 inches long. Place a portion of the cane near its base in the 

trench and cover with soil to the depth of about 8 inches. This
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should hold the cane in place, but, if desired, the cane may ne 

staked down at the point of covering. Cut off the cane extending 

beyond the covering leaving two or three buds. By the foilowing 

spring the cane should have developed enough roots to make it 

ready for planting. 

Prune Roots Before Planting i 

Grapes are commonly propagated commercially by hard wood i 

cuttings. Frequently these cuttings develop roots at various points 

along the cutting making it possible to remove some of the lower 
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FIG. 1—A GOOD VINE BEFORE AND AFTER PRUNING C 
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roots, thus making planting easier without injuring the plants. 
Any dead roots should be cut off and the others may. be 

shortened to 8 to 10 inches. 

Planting should be done as early in the spring as practical. In 

planting dig the holes large enough to allow the roots to be well 

spread out and set the plant slightly deeper than it stood in the * 
\ nursery. It is desirable to have the bottom cane arise from the ‘ 
\ surface of the soil, if possible to do so without setting the plant 

too deep. After planting, restore the soil mulch around the plant. 

Grapes Should be Cultivated 

Grapes cannot be expected to produce abundantly unless they 

are given good cultivation from the start. They will respond 

to the same thorough cultivation given corn or potatoes. Some 

hoeing around the base of the plant is usually necessary to provide 

a mulch and keep down the weeds. About the middle of July 

or first of August a cover crop of barley or oats may be sown. 

This practice has at least three advantages. It helps prevent soil 
washing, holds the snow during the winter, and furnishes some 

vegetable matter to the soil. 

Plowing is the first tillage operation in the spring. It should 
be shallow especially close to the plants. If the soil needs: 
additional plant food, a light application of well rotted manure 
may be made in advance of plowing. Such an application made 
annually would probably be beneficial especially on the lighter 
types of soil. If manure cannot be had in sufficient amounts, 
commercial fertilizer may be used to supplement that which is 
available. Nitrogen is most likely to be needed. It may be applied 
as nitrate of soda in amounts up to 200 pounds per acre, depending 
upon the soil and the amount of manure used. Heavy nitrogenous 
fertilization may be injurious to crop production. 

The soil should be put in good tilth by using the harrow, 
cultivator or grape hoe and the soil mulch thus established kept 
up until time for sowing the cover crop again. 

7 The Vines Need Support 

Some growers stake the shoots as soon as growth is well 
C started the first season, but as a rule they are allowed to run 

r along the ground the first season.
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The second season some support should be given, and probably 

this would be as good time as any to construct the permanent 

trellis. A substantial trellis is desirable, and while the first cost 

of stich trellis may seem to be excessive it is usually cheaper in 

the end than having to replace a poor one at rather frequent 

intervals. 

The question of the number of wires and their location on the 

posts will be largely de- I 

termined by the system of | 

training. There are a | 

( number of different forms 

but the drooping systems 

entail the least labor and 

| seem to be somewhat more 

| satisfactory for the type 
of grapes grown in Wis- 

consin. The four-cane 

Kniffin system is most 

often recommended and 

\ for it a two wire trellis is 

; Fe needed. Recent experience 

> so leads the writer to believe 
i that probably .a modifica- 

FIG. 2—-ONE WAY TO BRACE END tion of this system leaving 
POSTS a large number of canes 

The brace should be high on post to would be better adapted to - 

prevent. (Us 0nH)” Wisconsin conditions and, 

if such a practice is fol- 

lowed, a three wire trellis might be preferable. 

The posts should be about seven to eight feet long, the heaviest 

ones being used for end posts. The posts may be either set or 

driven, but the end posts should be very firmly set and further 

supported by bracing. The most common method of bracing is 

accomplished by cutting a notch in the post somewhat below the 

upper wire. The end of a 2x4 or 4x4 is fastened in this notch \ J 

and the other end secured against a 4x4 stake driven in the 

ground (See Fig. 2.) The brace should be rather long as the 

post is more likely to “lift” if a short brace is used. Placing the 

brace too low on the post also favors “lifting.” Although less : 

common, anchoring the end posts by a twisted wire cable extend- C 

ing from near the top wire to a rock or cement “deadman,” buried
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tw6 feet or more in the ground about 24 to 30 inches from the 

base of the post, gives more permanent support. A good distance 

between the posts is such as will accommodate three plants. 

Wire sizes run from No. 10 to 12. The larger sizes, 10 or 

11, are used where: the greater weight is to be supported, which 

is the upper wire in the Kniffin systems and the smaller where 
there is less weight. The wire is fastened to the end posts by 

winding around the post and then looping it firmly about itself. It 

is fastened to the other posts with ordinary fence staples. The 

staples should not be driven in tightly as it will be desirable to 

tighten the wires each spring. i 

When the four-cane Kniffin system is used the bottom wire is 

placed about 2% to 3 feet from the ground and the upper wire 

about 2 feet higher. If six canes are to be left 22-4 and 6 feet 

would be satisfactory. 

Prune Grapes Annually 

The best advice which can be given the grape grower is to prune 

annually, regardless of the system of training used. The failure 

to prune a grape vine even one season often necessitates two or 

more years to get it into proper form again. When neglected 

for more than one season the simplest and usually the best method 

is to plan to start over again at the’ trunk or often even at the 

ground. 

If grape vines are to be laid down for winter protection the 

ca New sPUR = Cone 
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C : FIG. 3—TERMS USED IN GRAPE PRUNING (See Page 10)
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annual pruning is done in the fall. Otherwise it may be done any 

time after the leaves fall until early spring. In this description 

it is assumed that pruning is done in the fall. 

A knowledge of certain terms is necessary to an understanding 

of grape pruning. The parts of the vine (See Fig. 3) 

are usually referred to in the following terms: 

Trunk. The main stem or body of the vine. ‘ 

Arm. A portion more than one year old arising from the trunk 

Cane. A one-year-old growth arising from the trunk or arm. 

Shoot. The unmatured growth of the season. The shoot bears 7 
the fruit. “It becomes a cane at the end of the growing seqson. 

Spur. A short growth one or more years old left when cutting 

back the cane. It may persist for one or more seasons. | 

i Renewal. A cane arising from the spur, arm, trunk, or the hase | 
of the plant which is to replace (renew) an older portion of the 

plant. A high renewal comes from the upper part of the plant 

or from an arm; a low renewal comes from the lower part of 

trunk or from the base of the plant. | 

A shoot becomes a cane. A cane cut back moderately and | 

allowed to persist becomes ap arm. If it is cut back to two or | 

three buds it is considered a spur. | 

Pruning of the top at planting consists in cutting off all canes | 

but a strong one, preferably arising at or near the surface of | 

the ground. The one left should be cut back leaving only two | 

buds. (See upper left Fig. 4, also Fig.’ 1.) 

During the first season’s growth the buds left at planting should 

have produced shoots of considerable length. If the grower is 

not satisfied with the development made, pruning in the fall may | 

consist in cutting the plant back the same as when it was planted. | 

This is frequently desirable and many growers believe this to be 

the best practice. 

Assuming that the growth has been sufficiently good to warrant 

beginning the formation of the vine, pruning will consist in 
removing all the shoots, which have now become canes, except 2 

strong one, preferably the one arising nearest the ground. This 

cane should be cut back so as to reach the top trellis wire. (See C j 

upper right, Fig. 4.) This cane should be tied firmly to the top <
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wire, and loosely to the bottom wire. It should be remembered 

that if the plant is cut back to a two-bud spur the second autumn, 

the practices described below will be delayed one year. 

Several of the buds along the cane should produce strong 

growths during the second season. Pruning the second autumn 

will consist in cutting off all new growths except those desired for 

further developing the plant and in heading-in the canes thus 

: selected. 

ee 

—— a =. 
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FIG. 4—PRUNING AT DIFFERENT AGES 
Upper left, vine after pruning at planting; upper right, vine at beginning of 

second season; lower left, vine at end of second season, showing (A) where 
cuts should be made; lower right, vine pruned at end of third year, (a) points 
at which old canes were cut off, (B) points at which new canes Were headed 
in. Compare with lower left. 

In the four-cane Kniffin system two canes are selected for each 
trellis wire. It is a good plan to select canes, if possible, which 

arise just below the trellis wire on which they are to be trained. 

. The upper canes should be cut back to about six buds each and 

the lower ones to about four buds. (See lower left Fig 4.) 

Two other canes, one of which arises below each trellis wire. 

should be selected and cut back to two bud spurs. These spurs 

are for the purpose of producing renewal canes. All other canes 

should be removed. The next spring the canes are tied to their 
C respective trellis wires. Tie each cane twice, firmly at the end
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and somewhat loosely nearer the trunk. Medium weight twine 

or raffia make good tying material. 

Pruning at the end of the season will consist in selecting canes 
for the next season, heading them in, leaving renewal spurs, and 

removing superfluous wood. In saving the canes for the fourth 
year it is desirable to select those nearest the trunk if they are suf- 

ficiently strong. (‘See lower right Fig. 4.) In selecting the canes 

it is better to save those of medium growth rather than the very 

large ones. This is particularly true on plants making very heavy 

growth, as Concord or Worden. On vines of comparatively light 

growth, relatively stronger canes may be saved. With Concord, 

those about the size of a lead pencil will be satisfactory. Choose : 

those with medium length internodes and round, plump buds. 

» Save Four Canes 

At least four canes should be saved. Some Wisconsin growers 

believe that the vines do not produce heavily enough when but 

four canes are left and therefore leave one or two more canes. 

These can be selected from the canes arising from the spurs left 

the previous season. The canes left should be cut back. The 

number of buds to be left on each cane depends somewhat upon 

the variety and the vigor of the particular plant. Usually a few 

more buds are left than in the previous season. The usual number 

is from eight to twelve on the top canes and six to ten on the 

bottom ones. 

At least one spur for each pair of canes should be left as in 
the preceding season’s pruning. It is probably preferable to select 

spurs on wood older than two years. Shoots arising from such 

spurs seldom bear fruit and are therefore likely to produce good 

fruit bearing shoots the next season. 

Tying up of canes is the same as for the previous season 

except where more than four canes have been left. In such 

cases do not tie two canes parallel on the same wire. Either a 

third wire should be provided (page 8) or the additional canes 

should be tied nearly vertically; if there are two then one on 

either side of the trunk. . 

The pruning for succeeding years is the same as for the fourth. 

year. Sooner or later the first shoot arising on the cane will be 

farther from the trunk than it is desirable to have the new cane. C 

When this occurs it is necessary to take out a renewal. This may
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FIG. 5—DIFFERENT SOURCES OF HIGH RENEWALS FOR CANE A 
- B. Renewals from arm. Old arm to be cut off at C. 

D. Renewal from last season’s cane. If this renewal is used top of vine will 
be removed at E. Cane F will be used for other top cane. 

G. Should be removed at H. 
I. Renewal from trunk. If this renewal is used top of vine will be removed 

at E. 
J. Spur left for producing possible renewals. 
a. Points at which old canes have previously been removed. 

be a cane arising on a spur, on the arm, on the trunk, or even 

on one of the canes the past seasons. (See Fig. 5.) 

At times it becomes desirable to renew the entire top. This is 

done by taking out a renewal from the base of the plant. This 

renewal should be selected at least one year in advance of remov- 

ing the old top; and if it is done two years in advance less time 
: will be lost in getting a full crop of fruit. A young vine produces 

many shoots from its base but as it grows older this tendency 

decreases and in some cases the plant refuses to develop shoots 

from the base. When the plant is young all of these shoots should 

be removed. Later on, however, it is advisable to remove ali 

but one and cut that one back to a spur. This method continues 

the habit of growth from the base and makes it possible to 

secure low renewals if desired. 

; 

Few Serious Pests 

Black rot and mildew are the two most serious pests of Wis- 

consin grapes. The former causes the grapes to shrivel and 

become mummified. The latter usually appears as a whitish 

« : growth on the leaves. The leaves turn yellow and become more or 

less curled and crumpled and are. unable to function properly.
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Spraying with Bordeaux mixture (4-4-50) is the chief control 

measure, although sanitation methods materially assist in reducing 

the severity of attack. All mummified fruits and infected foliage 

should be destroyed by burning or plowing under early in the 
season. 

a ee SOA ce ee 

Complete Spraying Program { 

1. When shoots are 8 to 10 inches long; 2. Just be- 

fore blossoms open; 3. Immediately after blossoms fall; 

4. When grapes are size of a pea; 5. Just as berries 

begin to touch. 

ee ee ee eee | 

Under Wisconsin conditions the first and fifth sprays may 
usually be omitted in home vineyards. In wet seasons it is 
probably best to make all five applications. 

Only rarely are insect pests sufficiently numerous to make 

control measures necessary in Wisconsin. 

Should Grape Vines be Winter-Protected? 

There are no reliable data to prove that protecting grapes in 

winter in Wisconsin is necessary or ordinarily beneficial. That it 

does increase production in certain seasons cannot be successfully 

disputed. As most sections of the state are so near the limits of 

successful grape culture it would seem that in these winter 
protection would be good crop insurance. 

Protection consists in taking the vines off the trellis just before 
the ground freezes in the fall, bending them over to the ground 

and covering the canes with about 6 to 8 inches of soil. If the 
canes are frozen, care must be exercised in handling them for 

2 they are quite easily broken off. 

When covering with soil is not practicable, the vines may be 

staked down and the canes covered with straw. As soon as snow 
comes, pile snow over the straw. Straw covering sometimes 

results in mice injury. The covering should be removed in the 
spring before the vine starts into growth. Laying down will be . 

greatly facilitated by renewing the trunk more often than is C 

commonly done.
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Ways to Use Grapes in the Home 
By Department of Home Economics 

Grape Juice 

Concord grapes, 20 pounds. 

Sugar, 3 cups. 

: Water, 2 quarts. 

(or measure the juice and add 1-6 of the vclume in sugar). 

Wash the grapes and pick carefully from the stems, using only the 

firm, whole grapes. Place in a double boiler and add the water. Cook 

until all the skins are broken and the juice is extracted. When this 

is done, place the grape mixture in a muslin jelly bag and allow to drip 

until all of the juice is obtained. (Allow it to drip over night.) 

_ Heat the juice with the sugar until the latter is dissolved. Put in 

sterile bettles and fill to about two inches of the top. Insert a sterile 

cork. Put the bottles in a pasteurizer or a deep steam cooking dish 

or boiler containing a rack made of wooden slats or a metal rack over 

which a layer of cloth has been placed. Fill the container with cold 

water. Heat gradually to 165 degrees F. and leave at that temperature 

for thirty minutes. Cool, remove from the container, cover the cork 

and top of the bottle with melted paraffin, and store in a cool dark place. 

The juice may be boiled for three minutes and canned in mason or 

other glass jars which are sterile. 

Grape Conserve 

Do not discard the pulp left after the juice has been extracted for 

grape juice. Cook thé broken grapes and add to the pulp. 

Pass the pulp threugh a coarse meshed strainer to remove the seeds. 

Weigh the pulp. To four pounds of pulp and four pounds of sugar, 

add one pound and four ounces of oranges (three large oranges), one 

box of raisins, one pound of blanched almonds cut in coarse pieces. 

Cut the oranges in pieces and put through the food chopper. Wash the 

raisins and put through the chopper in a similar manner. Cook the 

pulp, sugar, oranges, and raisins until the jelly stage is reached, remove 

from the fire and add the almonds. Put in sterile jars and seal. 

/ Spiced Grapes 

Grapes, 22 pounds Cinnamon, (groufid) 2 ounces 

Sugar, 15 pounds Cloves, (ground) 2 ounces 

Vinegar, 11%4 quarts 

: Pulp the grapes, and put the skins in one dish and the pulp in the 

( other. Heat the pulp gently. Remove from the fire, and pass through 

a colander to remove the seeds. Then combine the seedless pulp with



the skins. Add the sugar and spices and cook until the jelly stage is 

reached. Put in sterile jars and seal. Store in a cocl, dark place. 

Grape Jelly 

Wash the grapes (which are not too ripe), remove from the stems, 

and cook until the boiling point is reached. Mash and cook thirty 

minutes. Remove from the fire and place in a muslin jelly bag to drip. 

Be careful not to squeeze the bag during the dripping process if a clear 

jelly is desired. 

Measure cr weigh the juice obtained and heat to the boiling point. 

Cook for five minutes and skim. Add an equal amount of sugar, and 

cook quickly until the jelly stage is reached. Put in sterile glasses. 

When cool, cover with melted paraffin and seal. If desired, a smali 

lump of cold paraffin may be placed in the bottom of each glass and 

the hot jelly poured over it. Upon cooling, the paraffin will rise to the 

top and the jar will be sealed. 

. Grape Jam ‘or Butter 

Take the pulp from jelly making and rub it through a colander to 

remove the skins and seeds. Measure the pulp, add an equal volume 

oi sugar, heat to the boiling point, and place in jelly jars. Seal the 

top with melted paraffin. 

Grape Catchup 

Take the pulp from jelly making and rub it through a colander to 

remove the skins and seeds. Weigh, and to four psunds of pulp add 

two pounds of sugar, one pint of cider vinegar, and two tablespoons 

of mixed spices (clove, allspice, cinnamon, and nutmeg). Simmer for 

twenty minutes or until thick. Pour into sterile glass jars and seal. 

| Published and distributed under Act of Congress, May 8, 1914, by the | 
Agricultural Extension Service, College of Agriculture of the University 
of Wisconsin, K. L. Hatch, Assistant Director, the United States De- 
partment of Agriculture, co-operating. C
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Read and follow these instructions carefully 

CARE OF STOCK ON ARRIVAL 

It is safe to say that twenty-five per cent of wind and plant at once. If you are not ready 
the nursery stock that fails to grow, or does to plant immediately, heel the roots in the 
grow but is always stunted and weak, is due to ground, soaking them well. If well heeled in 
improper handling after it is received by the | they can be kept without damage for a reason- 
customer. It cannot be impressed too strongly | able time; however, the sooner trees are set in 
upon planters the necessity of keeping the roots their permanent place after being unpacked 
from the sun or wind. When the stock is re- the better. 
ceived, open the bundle in the shade out of the 

: GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

Preparing the ground. The ground should holes, putting the good dirt to one side so you 
be plowed or spaded deeply. Dig good sized can use it around the roots. See that the soil 

in the bottom of the hole is well loosened. Do 
not dig the holes until you are ready to plant, SET TREE IN TUB OF WATER WHILE DIGGING HOLE. 5 the soil. does noe dry out. 

eS > ; os, SS =a ae Planting the stock. If there are any broken & se 7» eg Hleatite sh Ao Per, or bruised roots cut off the injured portion with ™® ey a sharp knife or pruning shears. Plant a little 
a ZI deeper than the tree or shrub stood in the nur- a WIN Roots soup Not gery. As the trees are placed in the holes with SUB SOIL. ay DER aay Pe SO DIG HOLE, the roots carefully spread out, pull in the earth 

IF VERY HARD. ZU PLENTY LARGE ENOUGH a little at a time and pack it firmly with the 
“yp hands until there is enough to prevent bruising 

“dle the roots when stamping with the foot. Fill the 
hole up, packing the earth as firmly as possible 

SET TREE TRIFLE DEEPER as you go. Water well. Finish and allow the 
SE SHY TT REMAN RUBE EE- ground to slope toward the tree to collect 

A CRO S: PA ab i woe moisture. 
SETTLE TREE BY: aN i I jisigsises se 

seacing Um AN Vcc ROOTS TO Pruning is essential. Pruning is a very im- 
“yy AS = 7 NATURAL POSITION. portant matter and should be done with care Naa Ses NS: LEE and judgment. If too much wood is left above FIRMLY WITH FEET. A"? i ON he Se the ground the roots will not be able to supply 
ZBL WORK iN BY it with moisture, and the consequences will be ZI) Fam OR SEITLe a serious set-back or possible failure. Pruning 

LOE NUL ; vigorously at time of setting is generally very 
distasteful to the planter, as it injures for a 

yesee eNO (HUTA Ss, time the appearance of the tree to an unprac- 
( wep 2S Beau robles ee ticed eye. It should, however, be unhesitatingly 

“Tose ON Top Aga BIA PACK FIRMLY. performed, all the branches to the extent of at 
‘ CGH; Fi fe LIGHT SOL least one-half the previous year’s growth being 

ZS 7 A ae removed. Care should also be used to give the 
Cy \ ZY SOIL proper form to the tree. Severe pruning does 
Za LEAVE. POCKET AROUND not injure the tree but, on the contrary, pro- 

2 Ppp OE 10 CATCH WATER, motes vigorous growth, and enables a fruit tree 
IMPORTANT: WE DO NOT ENCOURAGE THE USE OF MAN to come into bearing earlier than it otherwise 
CEE eR NOM Oe one ou would. Pruning is one of the most important 

parts of planting and should not be neglected.



FRUIT TREES CURRANTS AND GOOSEBERRIES 

Currants and Gooseberries need only ordinary 

laut care. When planting cut back severely and set 
\ | them three to four feet apart in the row and 

\ the rows five feet apart. Mulch with straw or ( 

\ litter and spray each year. They bear on both 

oe old and new wood but 

= the younger wood bears 

j a larger fruit. After the 
fruit is picked cut out all 

SET SUGHTLY the wood that is three 
peasant ast years old. This allows for 

Stuer lay ri seorr a greater growth of new 
Ka ROOTS / wood the following year. 

cas ae Ee / 
i i WA } Seer ey i ve \ £ 

ie oe SPEIER a eR et 
Before pruning After pruning OUEST a AS Gs 

OOO IN NE DE ee 

pe lane end Prune your fruit trees as shown Pee ee AR og es ON we EES aia aes a 
above. Dig hole large enough so roots can be it i 
spread out. Use a sharp knife or pruning shears Before pone pee siee 
ead cue ay all Prue? or broken roots. Pack Sara ace 

irt firmly around roots. Remove all branches 
to the point where it is desired to form the top, STRAWBERRIES 
then cut back each remaining limb, leaving “ 
from four to six buds of last season’s growth. s Kg Ses pS 
Water thoroughly. gp ec a AR ZB ik 

BON PWS oy \y 
Se fO__ ak “(aS 
Ro OaN Pee SS GE ee ane 
Fe eo ah CRONE ES 

RASPBERRIES AND yO SS 
BLACKBERRIES ce 

g 3 

For field cultivation set black- 5 Cu LS et toes Ge Gad oaly laere\aroniaiiested 
berries 3 ft. apart in rows 8 ft. a 
apart. Set raspberries 3 ft. Strawberries succeed well in any soil that is 

apart in rows 6 ft. apart. For pee adapted to ordinary farm or garden crops. Soil 

garden culture the plants may LINE should be thoroughly prepared, well drained 

be set closer. After planting ==y—kG== and enriched. For field culture set the rows 

prune back to a few inches ‘7% . three and one-half to four feet apart and fif- 

above the ground as shown in teen to eighteen inches apart in the row. For 

illustration at right. gardens, the rows may be set closer. Pinch back 
old stems leaving only one or two. To produce 
fine berries, do not allow the rows to become 

Fee ey too peau matted. pines off the zunners as 
soon as they get out about a foot from the row, 

x GRAPES Bevin Pees roorn fee cultivation ud 
muich, er e ground is frozen in e > 

i. cover the plants with a light coat of clean straw 

GRAPES Bisbee shenld page ne and this mulch should be raked off and left 

RA A } Di big hele rie 2 di between the rows early in the spring. June 

=e Mee eae ae carefull ance bearing varieties should not be allowed to fruit 
SS ain accudd Thee Semi the first year, but the everbearing varieties, if 

2a Cut’ off “any brdised Gr ie the blossoms are kept pinched off unil the first 

=e S| Gared roots Cucicops beck cf pugus may be allowed to bear a crop in 

Hives to six inches above the a 
SSS = ground. Plant just above os 

the second bud. See illus- 
tration. Grapes bear on new wood only and ASPARAGUS 
should be cut back severely after the leaves fall 
each year. To make an asparagus bed, prepare a place 

of fine loamy soil to which has been added a | 
liberal dressing of manure. Plow or spade 
deeply. Make a trench about 9 inches deep. 

OR Blane espareel and cover tops waitiy abouE 3 
RHU: inches of dirt. When cultivatng work soil at 

edge of furrow towards plants so that by mid- 
Plant rhubarb 2 ft. apart in rows 3% ft. summer the ground is level. Do not cover six 

apart. Set plant with crown or bud 2 inches inches deep at first or plants will be smothered. 
below the surface. Pack dirt firmly around Put on a good coating of manure annually and 
roots. Manure heavily each year for best results. work it into the soil.



SHADE TREES SHRUBS 

ney 

\ i} : ‘ y A 
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a Re 
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Before pruning After pruning 

illo 2 Cut out the oldest and heaviest branches so 
t) Zu Sw that the shrub is thinned out considerably. Cut 

f]| es a5 rest of branches back as shown by the bar at 
Bi) u A across each branch in the above illustration, 

i — Dig large hole. Trim all broken or bruised 
Ss ENS a rs roots. Pack dirt firmly around them and water a a = GF = Well. . 
Say iy I Bane Exception — Hydrangea Arborescens, Spirea 
a ro Anthony Waterer and similar shrubs should be 
Belsrecruning Ries prouing cut back to within 3 or 4 inches of the ground. 

Dig a large hole. Cut off all bruised or SFTRUBS—PLANTING DISTANCES 
damaged roots. Spread the roots out carefully Beets aUece vatictien (eee ener 
and pack the dirt around them firmly. Leave ere nin Be 

: . Medium tall growers -_.._..__.__144 to 3 feet apart a slight depression around the trees so water Fn erowere B Me cock aback 
will drain towards it. Water thoroughly when 2 ee a ba 
planting. Cut branches back severely as shown 
in above illustration. This is important. Keep 
well watered and cultivated throughout the 

g season. Large sized trees should be staked as HEDGES 
illustrated. © 

EE % 
ys ROSES iy yY¥VEeet 

} b Nes 
Pruning before planting— Z NY eaten 

Cut back all branches, leav- "hi QW wegen ee 
A a ing only about six inches. oad Wanna sacar = 

(See illustration ‘A’) ith ie i idieah ime el 

Roots—Trim roots before i ee pies 
o-NWifmen planting. (See illustration Teper ft 
-  ¥F | C) Do not let manure or 
Se fertilizer come in contact Dig a trench about 12 inches deep and 12 or 

a8 ss with roots. 14 inches wide. ig one side of trench straight ee ith hes wide. Di ide of h ight 
e See ities and in line, place plants against this side to get 
ECR Rees ene pene irpadertt a straight hedge. Set plants a trifle lower than 
PRES Spread: roots cule pack dirt they were in nursery. Cut tops back to about 

2 emily, around ieee and ‘ix inches above the ground. See above illustra- ; : ; hae Pere 
A-Branch Pruning water thoroughly at time of pe Set privet end pumas Bodens 10 to 12 

lines planting. inches apart in the row. t Barberry 18 to 24 

B-Ground line Wi ss inches apart. Set tall shrubs for high hedges 2 
CR i inter Protection — to 4 feet apart. 

ina Bush Roses— Many varie- 
ties of roses need to be pro- So 

tected over winter. After the ground freezes, 
cover bush oo marsh hay, leaves or other EVERGREENS WITHOUT A 
coarse material. 

Climbing Roses —Should be trimmed back BALL OF EARTH 
sparingly after first year and should be taken Evergreens packed in moss or 
down after the ground freezes and covered the other packing material should be ss 

( same as Bush Roses. planted the same as a tree or sy 
poe shrub. Dig a good sized hole. Re- Be 3 

move all packing and wrapping Z7¥4s8R2 
CLIMBING VINES material from the roots, Spread aaganet 

Plant in well prepared soil. See that dirt is roots out carefully and pack dirt Page 
packed tightly around roots. Keep well watered around them very firmly. Water =m Se 
and cultivated. Cut tops back to about 3 inches well. Do not expose roots to wind “7% AN 
above the ground. The new growth should be or sun. Keep them covered at all 3M 
staked and tied as it may be injured by the times. Cultivate and water regu- 
wind. larly throughout the season.
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EVERGREENS — BALiLED AND BURLAPPED . 

Se Follow directions as outlined in picture at 

BQ Mees Deerimecin woe left. If ball of earth appears hard and dry ( 
Ya} Sire. et upon arrival soak it in a tub of water before 

Bos eter macy" planting. Leave saucer around base of tree so | 
Yael eee » that drainage will be towards tree. Do not put 

p & Ae aN fresh manure in hole so it comes in contact 
<a Rag (Soe Soar with the roots. Use well rotted manure and 

Fut Goons JD oasen ee spread it on the ground after tree is planted 

TOP SOIL UP AROUND 7, NU Se YA TOP OF BALLANO and hole filled up. Keep ground well cultivated 

BALL PACK FIRMLY 7, sooo so. ROLL BACK OR CU o¢ mulched. When watering see that ground is Wit FEET OR Set- YZ, OFF ; : 
TLE auntie Gye cil soaked to a depth of 12 or 15 inches. Just 

a ILL HOLE WITH SOIL, PACK FIRMLY 7 - ; « 
WITH WATER Ay Leave TOP OF GROUND COVERED WITH Lose, SPrinkling the surface is not enough. 

EARTH, OR BETTER MULCH WITH STRAWY WELL ROT 
TED MANURE 

5 PERENNIALS _ SUITABLE DISTANCES FOR PLANTING 

; | IN THE NORTHWEST 

hos IB qT d Apples, Standard _____________20 to 30 feet 
Wie Ny f oe Pears, Standard =__-__._==-_<216 ‘fo 20 feet 

\ Wi) Shy Pears, Dwarf 22. = 72 71 2ito 15. feet 
\ Nyy ee tCherties 20 COT Pe S216 to 20 "tect 
aS SS a5 Plums -----___---------.----16 to 18 feet 
PN rh be eS Peaches and Apricots __________16 to 18 feet 
a ee Currants and Gooseberries _____ 4 to 6 feet 
SSS. SSSS—_s5 WSrapes 2. See Bt 10: feet 

f Ee S = Re Raspberries and Blackberries ___ 4 to 6 feet 
5 The soil should be well.worked and fragiof Strawberries —.....-..--1¥% by 3.to 34% feet. 4 

big lumps and air pockets. Refer to the above 

illustration. No. 1 plants, such as iris, should 
be planted with the main root just below the NUMBER OF TREES OR PLANTS ON 
surface of the ground. No. 2 plants, such as AN ACRE 
peonies should be planted with the tips of the 2 feet each way 3. ee 10,890. 

buds at or just below the surface of the ground. 3 feet each way -______-______-______ 4,840 
Nie. S0eL which hel fae 4-feet each. way 22s. ee, 23, 

o. 3 plants, in which the leaves spring from al 5 feet each way _______-_--_________ 1.742 
crown, should be planted with this crown on 6 feet each: Waya— ==) 2) e210 

the level of the dirt line. No. 4 plants, such as _ 8 feet each way ____________________ 680 

holly hocks, should be planted with the root 10 feet each way —-_-_________________ 430 
fied Sale ied dae 12 feet each. way =... ee 302 

straight down and the bud just below the sur- 15 feet each Way os ee ee ad 

face of the ground. Spread roots out naturally. 18 feet each way _---________________ 135 
Bring the soil in contact with all roots and press 20 feet each way _---_--_-___________ 110 

firmly. The average planting distance for 25 feet each way ——-——_._____________ 70 
ials is 1 f S h 30) feet cach way. a) ee 48 

perennials is t. apart. trong growers suc! 33 feet each Way steers Sane ee 40 

as peonies require about 3 ft. 40 feet each: ways= 6 28 

To prevent injury by severe winters cover sous by the dianice the plants aie apart inthe rons 
Le . the bed with marsh hay, straw or some other oe Bie Proce Wau LS ‘number of square feet for 

. coarse litter, after the ground is frozen. fag iniae ge (43,560) will pin te canbe ee ee 

s rf 14 

oe on ye ( 
or / 

att 5 

* ane : 

meee \
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Wild grapes provide an excellent source of game food. The above illustration shows a rough grape arbor constructed 
on State Game Lands 103 by the W.P.A. 

A YEAR’S PROGRESS IN FOOD 

AND COVER DEVELOPMENT) j 

By JAMES N. MORTON 

PA race ago the Board of Game Commissioners authorized at State College, and additional plots are being planted on ten 
conducting a much more intensive game food and cover de- different tracts of State Game Lands, as follows: No. 103 in Centre 

velopment program on State Game Lands and Refuges than had County, No. 56 in Bucks County, No. 65 in Fulton County, No. 83 

been the practice in previous years. The aggregate area of game in York County, No. 35 in Susquehanna County, No. 97 in Bedford 
territory owned and under control of the Commission had reached County, No. 117 in Washington County, No. 109 in Erie County, 
considerably more than a half million acres, the many units being No. 95 in Butler County, and No. 105 in Armstrong County. 
widely distributed throughout the State. The Commission decided, The reason for distributing them over the State was to determine 
and logically so, that less money should thereafter be expended the results in just as widely scattered areas as possible. With the 
for the purchase of lands so that much more could be allotted for one or two good mixtures which are developed, it may be possible 

improving the environment for wildlife on existing holdings. next winter to make arrangements with commercial seed houses 

An outline to be followed in this development program, as well to prepare mixtures for planting on State Game Lands, and for 

as for other types of work, was immediately prepared and sent planting on privately-owned land provided interested sportsmen 

to field officers. With their whole-hearted cooperation, splendid desire to obtain it. 

results were achieved which will form a foundation for an ex- During the spring and summer of 1936, a total of 155,500 seed- 

panding program in the future. Below is briefly outlined a sum- lings, mostly evergreens for cover, were planted on State Game 

( marization of the major accomplishments in this program attained Lands and Refuges. These were all secured without cost from the 

during the past year, with the absolute minimum cost to the Game Department of Forests and Waters. At that time the only source 

Commission because of assistance rendered by the CCC, WPA of supply of game food producing’ seedlings was by purchasing 

and NYA. them, which is rather expensive. However, about 10,000 food pro- 

During the planting season of 1936, approximately 350 acres, ducers were planted, of which about 5,000 were purchased from a 

comprising innumerable plots on State Game Lands, were planted nursery maintained by the Department of Welfare at the Western 

to various kinds of cereals, particularly in small game territory. Penitentiary in Centre County. 

This year arrangements have been made, and work is already This spring arrangements were made to procure 260,000 ever- 

under way, for much more of this food planting. Some of it will greens for game cover, all of which have been planted. The plant- 

be done on a share basis by neighboring farmers, and it is hoped ing was in clumps or strips, and not in solid blocks as is ordinarily 

that a total of at least 500 acres will be reached this year. done for reforestation. In addition, there were a total of 104,650 

State College authorities are cooperating in working out a mix- game food producing trees, shrubs and vines which were raised 

ture or mixtures of seeds best adapted for game food-plot planting in the State Forest Nursery at Mont Alto and in the Game Com- 

in Pennsylvania. Experimental plots of the mixtures will be planted mission’s Nursery at Beavertown, Snyder County, for planting on
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various tracts ot State Game Lands. This material included bitter- 
sweet, Asiatic chestnut, Russian mulberry, Japanese rose, Japanese 

# barberry, persimmon, buckthorn, etc. 
In order to provide game food producing seedlings for the spring 

of 1938, arrangements were made last fall with the National Youth 

Administration to collect seeds of various kinds. The success of 
this venture is apparent, since over 300 pounds of seeds were LC 
collected and cleaned by the N.Y.A. We are also indebted to the ¢ ‘ v ragerees eee. 
N.Y.A. for splendid work in connection with the care of seedlings Cre oe Ee pia ee ag 
in the Beavertown Nursery during the past summer and for assist- ee 4 ee eel 

~~ ance in seedling shipment this spring. Ben. ook “e ee Pr re bk 
Seeds collected by the N.Y.A. were stored at the Mont Alto ee eo en P Wee aa ae ee 

Nursery and at the Beavertown Nursery, and most of them will ee ea ene bY Peas eed ae Ss 

be planted in those nurseries. Also some of the seed will be planted Pa Sd ere Ps nt pea oe 
in a small nursery started by the Ganderstep Transient Camp, of Sear SE ee ee fi Tae . ou Ss 

the W.P.A., on State Game Lands No. 103 in Centre County, and Epa: oe < peg ee - Pe po CS as 
small amounts in beds on several tracts of State Game Lands. The tee. aa ae aR  eeame 
seeds collected by the N.Y.A. include frost grape, wild black Plots planted to game food near cover is essential. 
cherry, bittersweet, flowering dogwood, persimmon and small Beruee Mceuee higiiadaaunecesia te ae 
quantities of a number of other species. i i 

In order to improve food conditions on forest areas, a great = 
many release cuttings were made in the vicinity of blackberry ee : 
briars, grapevines, hawthorns and other game food producing made with each individual, and most of the agreements provide 

plants. This cutting included the removal of all competitive growth’ for the cutting of chemical and Paver wood. Arrangements CRS 
surrounding clumps of game food producers, permitting sunlight always made to leave standing the desirable game food producing 
to enter and thereby stimulating the production of game food trees, such as beech and wild cherry, and all food producing 

plants and the valuable fruit of these plants. Sprouts from hard- ghrubs. Receipts for wood products from these sales between 
wood stumps also provides browse for deer and rabbits. Such work June 1, 1936 and April 15, 1937 reached approximately $750. How- 
produces results similar to the planting of clumps of game food ever, the value to wildlife is not alone in the dollars and cents 
shrubs, berries and vines. A total of 823 acres of such release plot received, but principally in environmental improvements to State 

cuttings were made on 317 different plots scattered over the State Game Lands. 
on different blocks of State Game Lands. Most of this work was During the past winter many thousands of apple trees were 
done by C.C.C. Camps and by W.P.A. labor. pruned, largely through the aid of the N.Y.A. Reports are not 

On State Game Lands in the northern part of the State, where yet all in, but the number of apple trees pruned will be at least 
there are areas containing considerable large timber, arrangements 10,000. Such pruning increases the capacity of the tree to bear 
have been made to sell some of the timber from certain areas fruit. In addition to the pruning, a great many of the trees were 
where improvements can be made in the deer food supply and released from suppression from other competitive growth. Pruned 

grouse cover. Sales have already been arranged for on the fol- branches were piléd near the trees to provide both food for deer 
lowing blocks of State Game Lands, some of which included areas and cover and food for rabbits. Practically all kinds of game food 
badly damaged by the ice storm during the spring of 1936: No. on either the fruit, buds or bark of the apple tree, which makes it 

100 in Centre County, No. 59 in Potter County, No. 61 in McKean one of the most desirable of all game food producers. 

County, No. 30 in McKean County, No. 36 in Bradford County, A fairly large quantity of wild waterfowl foods was planted at 
No. 14 in Cameron County, No. 13 in Sullivan County, No, 12 in the Pymatuning Wild Waterfowl Refuge during 1936. The C.C.C. 
Bradford County, No. 78 in Clearfield County, No. 114 in Lycom- Camp at the Pymatuning this year has agreed to furnish trucks 

ing County, No. 93 in Clearfield County and No.-25 in Elk County. for transportation of wild waterfowl foods from other lakes to 
Such cutting opens up the crown canopy of the trees and en- the Pymatuning. Arrangements are also being made this year for 

courages the growth of sprout and ground vegetation essential planting some wild waterfowl foods at a small dam built by the 
as food and cover for wildlife. A timber sale agreement has been C.C.C. on Game Lands No. 54 in Jefferson County, and another 

small dam built by the W.P.A. on State 
Game Lands No 56 in Bucks County. 

In addition to the above, a great many 
small food and cover development projects 

ay gr iA ye. . ee ; were and are now being conducted. These in- 
ry x NS Me be Sep AG] clude the collecting and transplanting on 
ihe. | VV Peay IK State Game Lands of a great many shrubs, 
Tag re yy {Sa i S where they are plentiful or where the owner 
tip MN Pathol Wa — . wishes to dispose of them from privately- 

; { rf Gta a 4 hs ia ae owned lands. This work has been carried on 
7 i largely by C.C.C. Camps and W.P.A. labor. 

A great many thousands of grapevine cut- 
: tings have been planted at various places. 

. : Over 20,000 of these grape cuttings were 
a % planted on State Game Lands No. 57 in Wy- 

i oming County. The W.P.A., the N.Y.A., and 
) the C.C.C. Camps all made other improve- 

ments, such as brush heaps, log shelters, 
oe various kinds of feeding shelters, rough grape 

‘ H : arbors, etc. On various tracts of game lands 

‘ \ oe 53 os bittersweet, as well as grapevine cuttings, 
oh aieaee A a Se 2 eas at a ae were planted around roughly constructed 

BW yak aes ne hae = A : Goa Se arbors. : ‘ 
aa Ee ek Ce Nee to : oy & oe a sata In connection with the new C.C.C. five- 

Pe ee Cae Be ae ees i OS a UE 5 year program, game food and cover develop- 
aie eee FN frie < ee SN PG ii re EG rs ment plans, as well as for other improvement 

rs ™ — —— work, have been prepared for a large ma- 
jority of the blocks of State Game Lands. 

Removal of a few trees in seattered plots will encourage the growth of game food ‘There is a possibility that approximately fifty 
producing shrubs and vines. C.C.C. Camps will be maintained in Penn- 

(Continued on page 29)
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BLIGHT HARDY CHESTNUT TREE POSSIBLE FOR RESTORATION 
(Continued from page 18) 
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Paragon Chestnut Orchard, Paxinos, Northumberland Co, 

coming back naturally. The truth is that of the millions of sprouts dize the Asiastic chestnuts with native American trees while there 
observed by all the foresters of this state and other states, not one are still enough live native sprouts to yield pollen and blossoms. 
has yet shown proven immunity to the blight. The pollen must be stored from the species that blossom first and 

Blight Hardy, Chestnut oe species blossoming last must be the ones cross-pollinated: If 
3 3 . hey blossom simultaneously the cross pollinizing can be done 

Is it then impossible to develop a blight hardy or resistant chest- both ways. The resulting hybrids must be planted in numbers, the 
nut sufficiently immune to promise success in again classing chest- individuals proving blight resistant must then be selected for 
nut as a forest tree for both timber and nut production? timber form, and size and sweetness of nuts and tried out in forest 

This should not be impossible, nor should its cost be at all large spaced plantation plots. All this will require research sustained 
compared to the values restored. In the first place, search for a over a number of years, and an experimental area of considerable 

naturally developed immunity among our native sprouts must go size with soil suited to the chestnut. Above all exact records must 
on. Here and there where nuts are produced, they must be collected, be kept beginning with authenticated pure species. 
planted and the trees set out in numbers on an experimental area. The U. S. Department of Agriculture will cooperate in furnish- 

By a long process of selection a resistant strain might conceivably ing Asiatic chestnut stoek and even some hybrids of the first gen- 
be built up. eration. 

Hybrid Development Here and there a few Asiatic trees have been planted in the state 
But the most promising approach begins with the Asiatic chest- and are succeeding. These can be identified as to species and nuts 

nut which has a high resistance to the disease. These chestnut used in the work. A few nurseries have resistant hybrids, often of 

species and the blight have developed through the centuries to- varying degree of blight resistance. These should be tried out 
gether and have reached a static relationship. While the disease systematically. 
can persist on these species, the chestnuts have developed a re- There are claims made that a serum can be made to inoculate 

sistance which checks the ravages of the fungus. Unfortunately, stock and increase blight resistance. Space in the experimental 

these chestnut species do not have as good a timber form as our area should be given the proponents of this effort and a rigorous 

native chestnut. The nuts are not nearly as sweet, though they are test made with indisputable records that would command agree- 

much larger. The thought at once suggests itself, why not hybri- ment as to its success or failure. 

A YEARS PROGRESS IN FOOD AND COVER DEVELOPMENT 
{ (Continued from page 11) 

sylvania, and it is expected that the work best possible habitats for wildlife. Desirable the W.P.A., and N.Y.A. All of these organi- 
planned for State Game Lands will be con- habitat is insured only where food and cover zations have done excellent work, but they 
ducted by detachments from these C.C.C. conditions are satisfactory. Without suitable will not always be available. Until we are 
Camps. Just how much work will actually environmental conditions no tract of land again thrown back on our own resources it 
be accomplished is, of course, more or less _ will support the maximum wildlife popula- will be possible to carry on the work with 
problematical. It might be interesting to tion. this minimum expenditure. The results of 
know in this connection that there is ap- Naturally, it takes funds to carry on a_ the work which are now self evident lead us 

proximately 2,500,000 man-days of work pro- worthwhile program on more than one-half to believe that in the future this food and 

vided for in the projects as submitted for million acres of State Game Lands and on cover program will expand and develop in 
State Game Lands. 220 Game Refuges. We were fortunate dur- the State with the only limiting factor being 

The Commission is anxious to have the ing the past several months to have had a lack of funds, or volunteer man-power to do 
State Game Lands developed into the very great deal of the labor handled by the C.C.C., the work.
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ood and Cover: Major Wildlife e 

By JAMES N. MORTON 
Assistant Director, Bureau of Refuges and Lands 

a t EN Bg Bee ti quire a supply of birch, aspen or apple for 

Ae Se og © eS winter budding. Open areas, such as fields, 

eer Rapp. ees Pin fire lanes, or other such openings are very 
ty aly Ae e 4 CePA uel essential. For rearing young, there must be 

RAE MES FE ; c ae a supply of low plants on which the little 
ON ee Z i SEN ie | : Be ones can secure insect life for their early diet. 

oe I ae CAS es ae Deer prefer a thick cover in which to hide 
a ey fy . bs § at a place where a few jumps will put them 

i : ay, ere y Beat: Sa out of sight. For rearing young, the mother 

ta Sa ce Pe # requires a place of hiding near water. For 
‘i : “ide a es ek yi winter yarding, a laurel, hemlock or rhodo- 

a eae 5. eH 1 /\ dendron thicket is preferable, and for brows- 
7 Pee Ny A . ing they require throughout the range an 
$ Set i . Game food is scarce abundance of various kinds of tender sprout 

} i ‘y on areas covered with growth, the principal ones of which are the 

‘ x TeoP j ne] { pure stands of coni- striped maple, red maple, dogwood, several ne nt a) | " Ti i} fers. They should be oneysuckles, ete. 
| {| ik nk ila eee vy a sieeey oP eneioed Practically all other species _ likewise 

. Ph E gt be ORE ; producing plants. should have within their range various types 

F 6 4 Bm i ee of growth to make it a habitable home. 

; | es: aes ‘ Many forest areas in Pennsylvania are 
, pig e Loonie cs not properly balanced as to growth condi- 

F ao --} he ee tions for game food and cover. Consequently 
a & es J e e they do not support the game population 

_ paper =e in which they should and could support. The 
4 in ea a sudden decrease in the number of deer from 

- ee rh Fa a certain section is often due to the dis- 
- ‘i 5 appearance of their favorite browse or be- 

¢ use the forest grows large and the density 

Photo Courtesy Department of Forests and Waters of the tops eliminates sunlight, thereby kill- 
ing off the second story. This same condi- 

eure management is largely a wildlife. The other is the planting of trees, tion would adversely affect grouse and many 
problem of food supply and adequate shrubs, vines, food patches, etc, which pro- other game species by removing their cover 

cover. By cover is meant the various growth vide an assortment of food. and some sources of food, particularly that 
conditions necessary to meet the require- It must be kept in mind that we cannot Of the young birds. There is a continued 
ments of game with respect to hiding, sleep- have all of the large timber in one section, struggle going on in the forest between the 
ing, resting, nesting, raising young, etc. By all of the hemlock and laurel thickets in different species of trees, the more shade- 
food is meant an assortment of food pro- another section, all the brush growth in enduring ultimately gaining the supremacy 

ducing plants which provide a variety of another, all the open areas in another, and Over the less shade-enduring, soil conditions 
berries, nuts, seeds, ete., during all seasons all the food plants somewhere else. They Nd site, of course, playing an important 
of the year. Practically all species of game must be properly scattered or interspersed Part. The shade of the predominent type 
require, or at least prefer, just as humans, to meet the requirements of the game species fects the under story very much, and in 
different kinds of food to meet their needs within the limits of the territory over which ™any cases it seems advisable now, and will 
and desires. They likewise require various the species ordinarily travels. Also, the food be more so as the forests mature, to put a 
types of growth within the limits of the area bearing plants must be located throughout sUiding hand in this struggle in order to 
over which the species cruises. the entire area. maintain the proper under story. This treat- 

Too little attention has been paid to the As an example, wild turkeys desire with. ™ent might be altogether contrary to good 
all important feature of environment, both qn the limits of their cruising range some forestry principles, that is the recognized 
as to food and cover. We may have good\@large trees where they can get up high to practice of growing the greatest amount of 
game laws, an excellent refuge system, an gsleep, thick brush land on which to hide, a the best-producing, most valuable trees in 

( efficient corps of highly trained protection {sunny hillside on which to build their nests, the shortest possible time. Some valuable 
officers, a good yearly output from our game/some open land, preferably old fields, on timber may have to be sacrificed in order 
farms, etc., but if there is not satisfactory | which they can play and take their young to provide coppice or sprout growth for deer 
cover or plenty of food for game, our efforts |for insects. And throughout the range there browse and thicket cover for other species. 
are wasted. Game will increase up to the |should be an assortment of food producing Some may have to be sacrificed to permit 
amount of available food and no further, | trees and shrubs which provide a variety of the growth of the so-called “forest weeds,” 
other conditions, of course, being favorable. \{ood during the several seasons. i.e. the shrubs and vines which produce 

There are two principal ways by which Grouse are fond of tangled laurel, beech the berries and seeds essential as food for 
both the food and cover conditions can be f@and hemlock groves in which to hide. They M™any kinds of game. These “forest weeds” 
improved, thereby making possible the main-/@ prefer an open woods in which to nest. For Tequire sunlight for growth, otherwise they 
tenance of a larger supply of game. The/® feeding they like a sunny hillside where the ®©¢ quickly shaded out by large growth. 
first would be the treatment of the area to| “wild grapes grow or an open area where The area most lacking in wildlife is a 

influence the composition and density of| the hawthorn or other berry producing pure stand of conifers; old growth timber 

vegetation to favor different varieties of\ shrubs are found. During winter they re- of any kind follows a close second. Large 

oy
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é stands of this kind to have game in quan- duction of important small game species. which might harbor injurious insects or 

“ tities will have to be broken up by cuttings. Most kinds of game do not travel long dis- dangerous plant diseases should be elimin- 

The combination of old fields, brush pasture, tances, consequently some waste land must ated. Small strips of grain along the edges 
and second growth, hardwoods with some be left in all areas. On large open areas lack- and in the corners of fields left uncut will 

large timber has in the past furnished an ing winter cover patches of conifers should be especially helpful. 

abundance of food and cover for many game be planted. On many farms some fields are eroded. 
species. Worthwhile projects for C. ©. C. Camps The planting of game food producing trees, 

Another place where the axe can be made throughout Pennsylvania would be the pur- Shrubs, vines and grasses in these gullies, 
a constructive tool for bettering game con- chase and planting of game food producing Where erosion through careless land use is 
ditions is in releasing food plants from trees, shrubs, vines, etc., especially in sec- doing thousands of dollars worth of damage 

( suppression. Many apple trees are scattered tions where large old fields and other open ach year, will not only aid game but will 
throughout the wooded sections. By remoy- areas are being planted to evergreens. Also, Save many acres of valuable land from being 
ing a few adjoining trees they will receive necessary environmental manipulations of washed away by rain. 
sunlight and no doubt bear fruit. All kinds forest areas could be conducted so that the Sportsmen can assist in providing natural 
of game like apples, Other plants which, vegetation covering them would provide a food and cover by discouraging the removal 

if released from suppression, would aug- continuous maximum production of food, of bittersweet, mountain holly and other 

ment the food supply, are bittersweet, bar- shelter and breeding places and hence a food producing plants for decorative pur- 

berry, sumach, buckthorn, hawthorn, grape maximum of game species. They could also poses, also by assisting in the planting of 
vines, ete. release suppressed apple trees, hawthorn, nuts and vines and in interesting landowners 

There are many ways by which plantings nd other clumps of valuable game food in making provision for game in their plans 
can be made to improve food and cover con- Species, as well as plant patches of ever- of management. 
ditions. Various kinds of food producing greens where needed for game cover, or build We must immediately dispense with the 
trees, shrubs and vines can be planted in feeding shelters for game where cover does thought that wildlife in the present stage 
groups here and there throughout the forest, not exist. The work being done in connec- of our country’s social, economic and indus- 
The planting of nuts will also often prove tion with fire lane construction is very help- trial development may be allowed to shift 
beneficial. Game food producing species ful in two ways. First, by its value to wild for itself. It cannot be forgotten from one 
should by all means be incorporated in plang life in forest fire control, and second, by hunting season to another. The only way 

governing the planting of large coniferous furnishing the most necessary open spaces many species can be brought through the 
areas. Game is going to suffer irretrievable required by game of all kinds. Most of the winter now is by artificial feeding. It will 
losses if the planting of all openings and improvement cuttings are valuable to game be so until an adequate supply of natural 

old abandoned fields is permitted. In all of after the first year. Tender sprout growth food is provided. Artificial feeding is es- 
such planting, the area should not be covered Shoots up in a single season to furnish browse pecially necessary at the present time to 
entirely with trees, but wide strips or patches for deer and cover and food for small game. safeguard such game as wild turkeys, quail, 

should be left to grow up to the miscellaneous Farmers can be of inestimable help to ‘ingnecked pheasants, squirrels, ete. 
assortment of plants which furnish game game and song and insectiverous birds by It is a big problem to insure the main- 
food. If not already present, such miscel- leaving corners of wild land and fence rows tenance of a sufficient game crop for the 

laneous plants should be provided. If these to grow up to briars, shrubs and vines. This great army of outdoor enthusiasts. It cannot 

so-called waste land types are entirely is not recognized as good agricultural prac- be done in the Pennsylvania system of hunt- 
eliminated from the forest areas, there is tice but the benefit to birds and game should ing without a supply of food ample to take 
very serious danger of an immediate re- offset the disadvantage. Of course plants care of the needs of all species. 
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STATE GAME LANDS NO. 49, BEDFORD COUNTY STATE GAME LANDS NO. 65, FULTON COUNTY 
Evergreen trees with open areas permitted to grow up An apple orchard with other game food producing plants 

vous game food producing plants provide both cover and near thick cover provides excellent game conditions. 
‘ood. 

( J 

BIG DIVIDENDS servation, and its increase under control is salvage nut and food-bearing trees and 
’ y in no way detrimental to timber production, shrubs and to intersperse cover growths and 

des puainess PEEL DEY B ayeaner cont diyi- flood control, water conservation, or the pre- den trees. P . 
dend is the American fur and game industry. ‘vention of soil erosion, 
The Bureau of Biological Survey estimates Game managemen tml 

the annual returns from game and fur re- pring eae ie, ene es pentees ao START CROW CAMPAIGN 
sources total probably not less than $2,000,- the timber can be realized. These profits The Royersford Hunting and Fishing 
000,000, and the amount expended in the pro- will help to carry the expenses of public or Association, Royersford, Pa., have banded 
tection and increase of fur, fish, and game  jndividually owned forests. 5 crows and the lucky hunters who kill these 
does not exceed 2 per cent of the yearly In keeping with the policy of the Bio- birds will receive $2.00 each. The club 
profits. logical Survey and other cooperating Govern- has also started several winter feeding 

Fur and game production is a feasible and ment agencies in the conservation program, teams, each team having its own particular 
practical side line to forest and land con- the Bureau advises land owners to plant or section to take care of.
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ee ites cal Left: Action movies of e ® e Right: Fast action during -— 2 
Pe ene quail shooting. These new | f a vingneck hunt. These new oe aati 
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tones Above: Powerful 17” tele- Above: Gray Fox “shot” ee. 

ee By DR. CHAS. S. APGAR, Staff Photographer wats teleshota Jean, ee 
oe _ 

ee sa the past ten years the Game Com- something quite different. In taking pictures necessity of small hand motion picture stamped and blew but would come no closer. eee 
oe [OU mission has been circulating a free Jt of field trials, trapshooting, ete., the whole cameras for the photography of rapidly Then I heard something behind me and soon pa “a 

a ae A brary of motion picture films dealing with eyent is usually staged in front of the camera moving objects such as was encountered in several does came in and drank at the lick. cf a —— 
——. . wildlife in general but with the activities and all the photographer must do is choose the hunting field. At all times portability For the next two and one-half hours I was PRE a 

X of the Commission in particular. With the his subject and take the picture. With pic- ia not. eaderial it rather a large stable kept fairly busy with these does, then there OS 
inauguration of this program on November tures of actual game in the woods it is an . ‘i 2 R 8 eter was an hour of peace until the Refuge pe Fe 
15, 1924 was started one of the Department’s entirely different thing. The photographer cone is required. Extreme closeups as are Keeper came for me. I was five hours up the os — 

a, most valuable assets. Early endeavors were must sometimes wait for hours sitting up being used in the snake films soon to be tree in one position. I was thoroughly Po 
ee handicapped by a great many difficulties, and a tree at a salt lick that he may get only released require a large heavy camera for chewed up by the “punkies’ and I could eg ee 

a ee because of the lack of adequate equip- ten feet of good pictures of a deer coming stability and such equipment must be at hardly move my Jeg; but on receiving the (a 

aoe  € eee ment, taking of the desired films was prac- to this lick which lasts only ten seconds hand in order to catch fleeting glimpses film back from our finishing laboratory I kk. < a 
il tically impossible and most of the material when viewed on the screen. This is true of smaller creatures. What has been said was rewarded by having obtained one of the * oe ae was purchased. As time went on the under- with practically every undertaking where about motion picture cameras is in general most beautiful pictures of wild deer drink- oe 6 | 

taking grew and equipment necessary to take wild game animals are concerned. To ade- true of still picture cameras. Some of them ing at a forest salt lick that we have ever _ 
| and finish motion pictures was finally ac- quately obtain the necessary views of these must be light and small; others must be had the pleasure of making. Bor Pe 

quired. The Commission is now better animals not only must one have patience large and heavy. At another time I was taking Graflex pea . e 5 

,rr——C“—(;‘CO equipped and producing more usable ma- and a profound knowledge of the working It is well understood that a photographic pictures of some semi-wild black bears. As Ce 
a a | terial than any other similar organization. of the cameras and film and the wildlife undertaking such as the Game Commission you know to take pictures with the Graflex i 

LO Bigs The library of circulating films both in 85mm to be photographed, but himself be correctly is involyed in at the present time is not camera one looks down into the camera and la 
kt ¢ and 16 mm sizes consists of fifteen separate equipped with the necessary apparatus for without its hazards to the operator. The sees the picture that he is going to take. On . i. es 

iid. = subjects and five others in the process of each particular undertaking. i author recalls several instances that at the this occasion I was looking into my camera ‘ S 
: construction. One of the most valuable assets in such | time were anything but pleasant. On one and could see nothing and thought perhaps : : 

e Since the matter of taking pictures of wild- photography work is the telephoto lens occasion I visited one of our State Game the mechanism was at fault but found it Bi : 

| life demands the equipment and management which when added to any camera will take Refuges early in the summer where I heard not so and then I looked up and there was . : 
Lett sha tia already stated it is well that we understand a larger picture of the subject desired than \ there was a very good deer lick. I went a bear so close that he blotted out all light — nasa 
i some of the requirements associated with the lens that usually comes with the camera. together with the Refuge Keeper to this from the camera and really too close. for i. a 
a the filming of wildlife subjects. The Game These lenses are not without their faults lick at three o’clock in the morning and comfort, I could take more of your time bog eg 

. ES Oe Commission is primarily interested in the and this must be taken into account when with the aid of a pair of linemen’s climbers by enumerating experiences with snakes, oe ete 
2 fo activities of the sportsman and the game telephoto lenses are used, particularly( ( mbed an oak tree near the lick and bear, deer, hawks, owls, etc., but will desist oth, Maen 
ih lan be a that he hunts therefore it is but natural the woods where light is poor and whtie weraddled the first limb, which happened to with these two instances. < : a 

. q that we find most of the subjects photo- brush may get in the way. It is therefore be about twenty-five feet in the air. I had With the present efficient operation of the we 

q graphed .are of this nature. The Staff essential that at least one of the motion to keep my climbers on in order to get out photography laboratory on the part of the “ ; : 
A Photographer is in constant contact with picture cameras available to the photograph of the tree and I pulled my cameras up from Game Commission we have, of course, in our : : 

—— sportsmen’s camps, clubs and sportsmen’s naturalist should be equipped with a turret the ground by means of a rope. The only files a large and varied list of still pictures rr hh 
lr r—— gatherings all over the State. This includes which will take three lenses, any one of padding I had between myself and the limb of game, hunters, and of wildlife in general, — a 
oe not only hunting and trapping activities which can be used when desired. Inasmuch was my cap which I rolled up and placed which we believe to be second to none in the ee 
ee in the fall and winter but trapshooting, field as much of the wildlife photography is done beneath me. The “punkies” immediately country. These pictures are available to pub- i. ae 

ot } trials, dog training and other inter-season in the more remote portions of forest lands found me in my defenseless condition and lications of our own and other organizations. IR Do , 
ee activities of the sporting world. Many of portability is essentially a prime requisite with my hands full of cameras and fearful We believe that this accumulation of mo- oot 

: the subjects already photographed have been of most of the equipment used. of moving as I might frighten away any tion pictures and still pictures of wildlife, : 

4 in these fields but many as yet remain to be During the recent 1934 season pictures approaching deer. After about an hour and the activities of the sportsmen, and the ‘ - : : 

taken. were taken of small game hunting which a half a large buck came up on an old logging undertakings of the Game Commission haye e 

ee With the photography of wildlife we have have proven beyond a doubt the absolute road about a quarter of a mile away and proved to be the most valuable assets. i
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Hikers Now Enjoy Chain ‘Hotel Service : 

Ss First of Eight Hostels on Pennsylvania Trail Is at Valley Forge : 
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rn. “The BY STUART HAMILL ican Youth Hostels, Inc., with head-;Forge and meet Jerome Sheas,; Valley Forge Park for ten years: He |) 
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hose pad- HE Youth Hostel which quarters at Northfield, Mass. | “house papa,” a tall bald man with | retired in 1910. : 

| sprouted throughout Europe in Throughout the world, at present, brown eyes, a German accent and| Leaving his hostel and following |; 

orch, dad. post-war days has at last got there are more than 4,000 youth|a bright shiny brass collar button | the yellow horsehoes which serve as |, 

: its U. S. citizenship papers and ar- hostels in 18 countries. - ay which dangles from the hole in the | “blazers” for the trail, you cross old 

alfa thet. iged ei te water Fens es Frais s age Hostel? It is 2) unbuttoned neckband of his faded |covered bridge on Route 83, half a |: 

at ex: » Hight of them are strung along a | Who own an American Youth Hostel blue shirt. mile to the left of the intersection | 

widen? and hikers’ trail Me hie. pass issued either by the national] He hooks his fingers In the gal-|of Routes 83 and 23, and plunge into 

with your |from Valley Forge to Manada Gap | °'eanization with headquarters in | luses of his blue overalls and shows |the forest. Many places of historic | 

on Blue Mountain where a hemlock Massachusetts or Mr. Woolman’s| you over his demesne with baronial and scenic interest loom along the 1 

ur face,” | forest and mountain stream soothe | Club, which maintains offices at| pride. First comes the cookhouse, | W4y. As night falls you seek the] 

very sor- | the traveler after a trip of 118 miles. | 1523 N. 26th st. which he built under the apple tree | shelter of one or another of the hos-|_ 

nish you] At Manada Gap the path connects| It is a building with separate | with maple logs and brown stone. |tels which at present are estab- |. 

with the Appalachian Trail which | quarters for hikers of both sexes, a Inside is a huge stone oven with a|lished at Chester Springs, Geiger- | 

ashed out.|runs along the eastern seaboard|common kitchen, a common dining | plate top and ten-foot stone chimney | town, Plowville, Mohnton, Denver |. 

ols of his| from Mt. Katahdin, Me. to Fort|room and a common recreational | which he also built himself. and Manada Gap. On the Bie 

“Yl get | Oglethorpe, Ga.—which is somehike.|room. It is under the supervision| ‘Next comes the sleeping quarters. ride you carry your own sleeping |. 

The Pennsylvania trail and hos-|0f “house parents,” a married cou-| Here double-decker bunks have been | Pag, 2nd cooking utensils, you on 
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py ocr many hostels are operated by Amer-'on the Pennsylvania trail at Valley Mr. Sheas was superintendent of Heigh-ho for the open trail! 
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| PREVENT THE LOSS OF LIFE, PROPERTY fan help in some way, either to restore valuable food 
AND TIMBERLAND lants or prevent their destruction. The farmer can be 

: encouraged to let some brush grow along his fence rows. 
| eget Ei Stop spring brush and field fires and / Sportsmen, themselves, should plant food-producing trees 

p SQ save human lives, timber and beneficial/ and shrubs and get others to help. A Boy Scout troop 
ASG) wildlife. It is not long until spring. Fol-}| in the western part of the State planted over 36,000 nuts 
e! WA lowing the breaking up of winter well} last year. As a prominent sportsman mentioned only 
SS ri regulated families look forward to beau recently—if each one of Pennsylvania’s Great Army of 

ins yt i) tifying their exterior surroundings—cleanj hunters planted just one-half a dozen game food pro- 
hee Gi Wer | ing up the rubbish that has accumulated dycers each year it would mean more than THREE | 

during the cold months. It is fine to see MILLION trees. | 
people take such an interest in the spring clean-up program. Do not let your obligation cease with the purchase of 
But, the renovating goes farther than the front and ba your hunting license. Instead put your shoulder to the 
yards in rural Pennsylvania. wheel and help the Game Commission work out a sys- 

The cleaning process extends into the fields, clearings an@ tematic program of producing more natural game food. 
woods. Brush fires are started, fields are set afire and even\. You will be the one to benefit thereby later on. Watch 
along the fences fires are started to burn off the weeds thaj e GAME NEWS for further information on the food 

. have accumulated. All these activities appear to be sensible planting program. ’ 
to the average tiller of the soil when the proper precautign PROTECT FAVORITE GAME COVERS 
is exercised. ¥ + 

But what about the carelessness of such practice? Several ae Gantt uurc wn bi | 
farmers lost their lives while burning brush on windy dalys “tf aeverall interest meporis Lote: predators j 
last year in this State. Furthermore the fires got beyond ‘| (9) ielled andativan See: ere a 
control and swept into adjacent farms and caused the neigh- ” ; a bar not Hal ae tatch the vents Pee ae 

bors big losses in timber and fences. It may not be generally * - s adiasn which is exem lifted by known but scientists declare burned over ground requires |&* ae mee hier aie. aiid ther. Their ae 
years for the soil to regain its cultivating strength—in reality hte poder ne aeeclia accruing from them, a : 

be soll is ne thi ide snities Vaeat yeneeal only further substantiate the very thing that the Game Com- 
wil Gite Ana foo, a Seeder ti a Wi a is ti obi he: mission has been so urgently trying to impress in the minds 
most WEAR £6 at : Ak the a wi? of our hunters—that they must not let their responsibility 

eae Tee a ea Bens at time m4ny cease with the close of the hunting season. That they must ground-nesting protected birds will have laid their @28 concern themselves more and more about their favorite hunt- 
and young rabbits will be in their lairs. The result is that ing territory to the extent that they are willing to sacrifice € eggs are cooked and the cottontails are scorched to depth. a day, or even a night now and then i trolling it t 
The reaper and binder, the mowing machine, the gunper, “9°? “ & viet Sic (eogue: ptecceeati P aes 5 ne, Me sunper, if any undesirable tenants have taken up their abode thereon. and predators take a terrific toll of beneficial wildlife, {but There are lots of hunters who look on with pleasure as the 

springy ees do ptt. damage. If you want more game Game Protector stocks game in their part of the county, and ndheiter crops, then stop brush and field fires. who go away satisfied, in their own minds at least, that it will 
A CAMPAIGN O OOD PLANTING live, multiply and provide i bigger bag for them next sea- 

A food planting program such as was never undertaken aS Hy sontapsiont + bef titut h i oe a They fail to realize that what game is there to shoot next 
efore may constitute one of the major activities of the fall, is there because some one was far-sighted enough to sacri- 

Game Commission during the current year. Such a pro- fice a little of hig time and effort going over the ground for 
gram has not only been under consideration by the Game signs of predators—the Great Horned Owl, the house cat Commission but by numerous interested sportsmén’s the fox, weasel and all the rest. f ; 
clubs throughout the State, and the impetus it has gained True, this is a part of the Game Protector’s job and the 
during the past few months is very gratifying. Nothing Game Commission recognizes that fact. But no one individ. : definite has yet been worked out although it is expedted al can hope to keep all the hunting territory in a county that all the agencies concerned will meet in the npar free from predators. It takes the combined efforts of many teas eee the most practical method of condyet- individuals to do the trick. Even then predators take cer- 

fale : a Tees tain toll. 
_In all probability sportsmen’s organizations and in{li- In view of these facts then I urge the secretaries of i vidual sportsmen will be asked to cooperate to the fulldst — sportsmen’s clubs to bring this most important matter force. xtent once a definite program is outlined, and in the fully to the attention of their members. eantime it would be well to give the matter the most Not all of them can spare the time to help in this work. sexious consideration. : t that is generally understood. But some of them can /afd e must keep well in mind that if we desire to increas will when they realize fully the seriousness of the situatidr/. our Wildlife we must increase its natural food. Everyone Ernest E, Harwoop, Executive Secretay
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THE DEER PROBLEM THE FLUSHING BAR 

Anything becomes more serious in the minds of the More farmers are using some type of flushing bar or 

average individual when it concerns a subject which is other device for protecting nesting game birds from 

kept secret over a given period of time but which is -the mower’s knives. This fact is evidenced by the great 

being constantly whispered from street corner to street number of requests for descriptive material on the sub- 

corner and individual to individual and thereby through ject which have been reaching our offices lately. 

the grapevine system becomes exaggerated and is often We have several good illustrations of the flushing bar 
pictured as a serious catastrophe with much hysteria and will be glad to send them to all who are interested. 
attendant thereto. These facts are true at the present These devices can easily be constructed from odds and 

time with relation to the existing Pennsylvania deer ends of lumber and iron materials lying around the 

problem. Because of the fact that very little has been wagon shed and there isn’t a farmer who lacks the me- 
said officially by the Game Commission up to the present chanical ability to hook one up. 

time it is not for a moment to be considered that the The time he takes to do this will compensate him in 

Board is not doing a serious piece of investigation and the lives of the game birds he protects and in the saving 

research on the subject so that when official statements of thousands of dollars through their insect-destroying 

are finally made they will contain facts and every pos- propensities. 
sible suggested remedy and not theories for the purpose 

of filling up space. @ 

Every sportsman in the State of Pennsylvania as well > 

as many of our neighbors have from time to time during x 

the past year heard stories about and actually have LET YOUR FENCE ROWS GROW UP 
seen dead deer in certain areas of our State. This evi- 
dence of mortality together with a natural hysteria is uring the war, when everyone was trying to grab 

bound to resuli in an exaggeration of a situation that e almighty dollar, the farmer tried to increase his 
cannot be denied to be serious. utput by tilling every piece of available soil to the end 

To give you an idea of the situation, our Dr. Apgar that fence rows were denuded of their weeds and briar 

investigated reports of the apparent heavy loss of life in / Patches and game and song birds had to seek new homes. 
the north-central part of the State. He found that there/ It is a question whether the few extra bushels of wheat 
is a heavy deer population in that section and that due he raised really did net him the profit he thought it did, 

to the fact that the winter forage had been reduced inj for in destroying the cover and food of the song and 
some sections to an almost negative quantity the animalg ame birds he drove away the very friends he needed to 
have died of starvation, the younger and weaker ones Control the enemies of his crops. 
going first. Some of these deer of course represented Even today farmers persist in clearing their fence 
normal death rate; however, the total was far too high rows, and in some of the southeastern counties, particu- 
for normal conditions and a reduction of the herd in these larly, landowners vie with each other in making their 
sections was advised. It is to be expected that when an_ lands as attractive as possible. Fence rows are not only 
animal’s food is not of sufficient quantity and not of the meticulously cleared, but whitewashed, and while we must 
right quality other agencies may be influential in killing| admit such a network of dividing areas against a 
them such as bacterial diseases and parasitic infestations.| picturesque background of hills and dales produces 

No evidences of bacterial diseases have been found that | aesthetically a most pleasing effect to the eye, it doesn’t 
should cause concern for the deer herd; however, the \ mean a thing economically. A bob-white or ringneck 

vse fly is being made the subject of a special investiga- \has just about as much chance of escaping from winged 
(oon by Dr. Norman H. Stewart and his colleagues of r four-footed predators along fence rows like these as 
Bucknell University at Lewisburg. Dr. Stewart reports ey would in a plowed field. And so farmers take heed. 

definite progress in his studies and feels sure that it is D& not drive away valuable allies by unthinkingly de- J 
not only a matter of time for him to pin down the pos- Stroying their homes and food supply. If you do you 
sible danger of the nose fly to the deer. A further de- will he the loser in the end. 
velopment of this study will be to evolve means by which ERNEST E. HARWOOD, 
the nose fly can be controlled if possible. Executive Secretar
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GAME RESEARCH NEWS LETTER 

4 For students, research workers, and cooperators of the 

Chair of Game Management - University of Wisconsin 

No. 12 Madison, Wisconsin June 14, 1937 

r ¥ 
1937 Cover Plantings 

Drouth has wiped out three successive attempts to plant cover on the 

University game areas. The 193 plantings were killed by drouth. The 
1935 plantings survived but were dried up in 1936, together with the new 
plantings of that year. It is therefore a satisfaction to record that we 
tried it again in 1937 (see attached table) and that up to this date the 

mortality is small and arises entirely from shade and luxuriant competition. 

The extreme conservatism burned into us in 1934 and 1936 has led to the 

selection of some sites too shady and too wet for a good year like 1937. 

If no misfortune befalls, Riley and Lake Mills can now be said to 

have the skeleton of a remise systen. 

Three innovations are included in the 1937 plantings: 

(1) Larger stock (2-1 or better) has been used where obtainable. 
(2) Adequate protective fences were erected before, not after, 

planting. 
* (3) Relief labor crews (WPA and CCC) were used for fencing 

and planting. 

, The use of relief-labor crews represents, of course, a compromise of 
the original idea of farmer-created demonstration areas. To offset this, 
we gain an enhanced scientific value as test of whether population responds 

to improved cover. 

; In addition to plantings, many cover improvements, such as frames for 

\ pre-existing grapes, have been erected this spring. 

A test of the flood-tolerance of Norway spruce occurred on the 

University Hill Farm. A group of spruce planted by Errington in 1930 stood 

in 6 to 24 inches of water from March 3 to April 7, without the loss of any 
trees to date. One flooded March 3 to May 5 is half dead. 

Trapping, Banding, Feather-marking 

Return on Schmidt Prairie Chicken Band. A female pinnated grouse was 

panded by the late Franklin Schmidt on Feb. 26, 1935, at the Ryder Farm, 
Trempealeau County, with U. S. band B671606. The bird was found dead at 

( y Ladysmith, Rusk County, August 14, 1936. 

This is an important return. Schmidt spent part of his last winter 

on the Mississippi bottoms near LaCrosse in an effort to trace, by banding, 

the origin of the large migratory flocks which winter yearly on the Upper 
Mississippi Refuge, and fly to the adjacent uplands for corn. This return 

from a spot 100 miles N.N.E. indicates that at least a part of the Missis- 
sippi chicken flight originates in northern Wisconsin, and gives us an idea
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of the length of the migration. Chicken management is blindfolded until 

these facts become known. 

1936-37 Cooperative Bandings. The attached summary sheet shows a total of 

70 game birds banded and feather-marked during the past winter by the Lake 

/ States Cooperative Group. Of these 210 were banded by the game students 

\ in cooperation with the Wisconsin Conservation Department. 

Returns on the pheasant movement study have been good. A progress 

report by Anderson and Lee is ready for publication. 

News from the Game Areas 

Faville Grove (Hawkins). Last year's nesting study is being repeated. Four 

new fences protect the cover plantings put in this spring, the tofal fenced 

covers now being 18. Dr. A. A. Allen of Cornell visited the area in May 

to make sound and movie records of prairie chicken and upland plover, but 

rains and wind interfered. Curtis (Botany) and Hawkins have drawn plans 

for proposed research in wildflower management on and near the area. A 

planting program for the local school house grounds has been carried out. 

Stock was donated by the McKay Nurseries. 

Arboretum (Moore and Anderson). The CCC crews are erecting 2-3/4 miles of 

protective fence which will exclude the public,and also dogs, from certain 

key areas for wildflowers and game. It is now certain that neither the 

small white, small yellow, nor tall yellow ladyslippers are exterminated, 

as was feared. The system of experimental food patches is being renewed. 

Three marked pheasants reappeared from releases 2 miles distant, but none 

from a greater distance. 

Elkhorn (Wade). A few quail, presumably remnants of the 1936 planting, have j 

been found near the area. The cover restoration has‘now gone far enough to 

permit restocking ruffed grouse (if obtainable) this winter. 

Riley (Moore). Seven new cover fences were put up this spring by the Mt. 

Horeb CCC camp, the total cover fences now being 13. The "barber chair" 

willow trees felled as emergency cover during the 1936 drouth are all 

sprouting. 

University Farms (Lee). The reduction of the pheasant population on University 

Bay from 210 to 90 somewhat eased the corn damage this spring, but a shooting 

permit has nevertheless been issued to handle individual birds which have 

the habit of corn pulling. 

Prairie du Sac (unimproved control area maintained in cooperation with Iowa 

State College). The spring quail population is the lowest since 1929. The 

population fell from 145 in November to 45 in March. 

\ A Degrees 

The first four students to complete their professional training under 

the Chair of Game Management will receive their degrees this month. 

f Leonard W. Wing will receive a doctorate. Wing took a joint major in 

zoology and game management, minor in geology. His thesis consists of a 

series of papers on the wildlife cycle, as follows:
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5. WILD FOOD AND COVER PLANTS 

( Plant Character Uses 

| Agricultural weeds good for food, and in fall as cover 

Lesser Ragweed On stubbles & fallows Staple food for all game birds 

except Ruffed Grouse. 

Greater Ragweed Rich draws & peat ditches Seeds injurious when dry, 

: Winter cover. 

Smartweeds Wet spots free of grass Staple food. 

°Foxtail or pigeon In corn and oat stubble Fall food. Shatters early. 

grass 

i °Pigweed Rich cultivated soil Fair food. 

! Svanish Needle Burned or grazed marshes Eaten by pheasant when hungry. 

False Climbing Vine in burned marsh Good winter food, Remains 

i Buckwheat and on fences above snore 

i °Sweet clover Biennial Excellent cover, Good greens. 

Seed eaten when hungry. 

Native Herbs ; 

*Trefoil Ungrazed woods only Excellent winter food. 

| Lespedeza Sandy wastes, prairie Seeds too few to be important. 

1 Sheep Sorrel Acid soils Good winter greens for chickens, 

| Water cress Springs Winter greens for pheasant & 

| quail. 

Grasses and Grass-lile plants, Sod plants 

*Bluegrass Excellent nesting cover if 

ungrazed. 

; °White Clover Limey soils Excellent greens, especially 

Bis for srouse and deer, 

} \ 

| *Bluesten Prairies, dry banks Nesting and winter cover. 

“Spartina Wet prairies, roadsides Fair winter cover, 

Nutgrass Wet marsh. Forms hunmocks. Good winter cover. : 

Cane Limey bogs Winter cover. 

Cattail Bogs Excellent winter cover & roost.



/ * 

tia Dine 

Grasses and Grass~like Plants, Sod Plants (con't) 

Ripgut Wet marsh Excellent winter roost, 

( Bluejoint Wet meadovs Nesting and winter cover. 

Sedges Acid marsh Winter cover and roost, 

Rushes Marsh Excellent winter cover and roost. 

Woody Cover Plants 

°Norway Spruce ) 

White Spruce , 

White Pine Winter cover while branches 
) near ground 

Norway Pine ) 

Red Cedar Dry limey soil } 

Creeping Juniper Dry limey soil 

Wild Plua : } 

Red Haw, Thornapple Limey soil ) Winter cover 

“Wild Grape 

°Yellow Willow ) 

*Sandbar Willow Winter cover, Provagated by 

) cuttings. 
*Red-osier Dogwood Wet ground ) 

4
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE = 

Ohio State University of the 
U.S.Dept. Agriculture OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, COLUMBUS Office of Director 

Cooperating October, 1937 

The bulletins of the Agricultural College Extension Service that are available 
are listed below, with the price of each. However, residents of Ohio can secure one 

copy free (except of Ohio Trees) from their county agricultural agents. 
Check (A on this list the bulletins desired, sign your name and address, then 

return list to Department of Publications, Agricultural College Extension Service, The 
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. Coin, or money order, must be sent in payment. 
Residents of Ohio should add 3 per cent sales taxif purchase is 9 cents or more. Make 
money order payable to Ohio State University. Be sure to enclose it with your request. 

Relief organizations can obtain these bulletins in quantity (if still available) 
at prices listed. Order mst be signed by relief officer authorizing purchases. 

Sincerely, 

NCha ny tpwee 
‘ Director. . 

Bul. FARM AND HOME BULLETINS 
No. Agricultural Engineering Home Economics (Contimed) 
80 Plows and Good Plowing....+s.essseel0 171 Home Made Rugssss..e.. eee cee cee ss 005 
82 The Use of Rope on the Farm........10 164 Hospitality in the Home.....e0002+-05 
96 Using Blectricity on Ohio Farms....05 141 Meals from Home Grown Foods........02 

140 Your Sewing Machine...,....seeeee -O3 182 Meats: Buying, Preserving, Cook~ 

ing, Carvings). oe 19ss ss cee ve 305 

Agronomy 106‘ Piékles and Relishes....4..........02 
146 Bradicating Canada Thistle.........02 134 Repair of Clothing. ....cesseeee ee 002 
186 Erosion Control in Ohio Farming....05 183 Round the World with Books.........05 
136 Fertilizing Field Crops in Ohio....02 138 The Homemaker Plans Com. Meals.....OU 
129 LOWNGs...cevecsvesccestcsestcnseteeO4 1203EThe School Chitats MOM aes ose sees 05 
L{? Liming Ohio Soils. ....sge sj ses oeo0%02 we Three Meals a: Daye. se. ccccesesess 02 
190 Goal esting... sc .<suesc vento. gaen sce NEMOURLGGs 4s oo pe eG 56a 0s 600 eee ee aOe 
81 Wheat Growing in Ohio..............02 153 Weaving Seats and Panels in Furn...0% 

160 When and How in Haymaking..........02 156 The Young Child and His Food...... 703 

Animal Husbandry Horticulture 
130 Beef Cattle Feeding...ccceseseee ee 003 Xa Beautifying Home Grounds...........03 
72 Feeding Dairy Cattles...sessceees +203 55 Grape Growing in Ohio...s-.«.. <ss0005 

187 Pork: Killing,Cutting, Curing......03 99 Home Flower Garden....i.cssee.000 +505 
IN] Save the Moaleic.nd-csecscecsse+s+002  LE6 Home Gardenines..és.scsssececes<<e05 

ise House Plants. .a.wesceeseeens rss on. 003 
Botany and Entomology “ss Ohio Trees (sale only).......0+.00015 

144 Chinch Bugs and Their Control.......02 118 Onion Cultures..sccccececcecceces 203 
~ 76 Control of Garden Insects & Dis....05 “a3 Ornamental Evergreens..............05 

172 Insects on Blms......+eeseeeeeeeeeeOH SMLYS Pruning Fruit Trees....eeeecc eee 00 005 
Treating Grain in Bin (Weevils)....01 114 Tomatoes for Canning.......ee0000+403 

Farm Crops (See Agronomy) Poultry 
157 Knowing and Using Begs. .....00++.+.03 

Home Economics Teo Poultry Beadle ess cess dees is case necO 
179 Are You Buying an Electric Power 

DPOF Ts xeseseeeesasteen aces sss e002 Rural Economics 
178 Are You Buying a Washing Machine?..02 Agricultural Outlook - 1937........02 
Uf} BASSI ee cn ve ea cies Caen pans 7 ecO) Agr.in Clermont Silt Loam Area.....02 
166 Buy your Automatic Refrigerator 170 Cooperative Marketing..............03 

with Dollars and Sense...........02 12} Basy Lessons in Rural Oredit...... 205 
167 Buy your Electric Range with Facts About Farm Tenancy in Ohio...01 

Dollars and Sentews.< ions cpseeren 02 Facts About Foreign Trade in 
168 Buy your Gas Range with Dollars Pat POGOe i556 +s ccs ekeesas nad) 

MOG BONG s 60s dc heweccsberessennOe Facts About Potato Situation.......01 
163 Cakes and Cookies.........0.e00++0004 Facts About Prices of Farm Prod....01 
SS Child Gares.... + <i visesssssntcesscaaOe Facts About Wheat Situation........01 

180 Choosing Book Friends..............05 189 Some Rural Land Use Actv. in Ohio..02 
155 Garment Construction.......+e..+-2005 188 Trends in Taxations..secccccssecessO2 
184 Guiding Behavior of Children.......05 176 Waere the Farmer Can Borrow........01 
181 Helping Children to Learn.........+05 = ‘ 
104 Home Canning for Better Fam.Meals..05 Media, Shona. Textddiners (See Agronomy) ; : : Misc 88 Home Care of Sick & First Aid......05 eeeene of he ES vice. a 

Your County Agricultural Agent is 

Maino... ..cdligiiliahemanncnemanacuiaiiacdac: aa Mae eee



The | id Sth e Importance o ild 

F i ing Game oods in Holding 

( AST month we talked about the WALLACE GRANGE lowing Farmers’ Bulletins all obtain- 

L planted food patch. ‘That is all able for one nickel each through the 

very well, but game people who shan dé available elewhere, “Hie work Superintendent of Public Documents, 

are not professional experts often need is applicable, an hy From Washing: W ashington, D. C., as U. S. Bureau 

some rule of thumb index which will ton. D.C. ad Ct. ‘Louis Misoun, of Biological Survey publications: 

tell them to what extent their coverts southward and to the border of more How to Attract Birds in the North- 

_ are plus or minus from the feeding iq regions west of the 100th Meri- eastern U. S. ... Bulletin No. 621 

standpoint, as well as to show es dian. In this vast territory, this book {ow to Attract Birds in the North- 

lar points needing attention. cr to tells you how to identify Partridge western U. §. . Bulletin No. 720 
oes edgar fumercre diagrams Co SAgwecd, Sweetgum and bua Howey Atease Birds in che Middle 
convey without numerous diagrams gyeds of other useful plants. Since Att naan gid 

and illustrations. We soon find our- quail are quite omniverous, it follows tant States a Bulletin Nor 
selves caught up in so many technical that auch of the work ee penis How to Attract Birds in the East 

terms and details as to discourage most + other Baume Species. Central States ... Bulletin No. 912 

non-technical _ persons. But without For the Pacific Coast region, “The Alec C. Martin’s “Quail Food | 

technical terms the whole. situation Quail of California,” by Donald D. Plants of the Southeastern States,” | 

lapses tnt that, vast confusion which \fcLean (Department of Game and Bulletin No. 348, summarizes much | 
BIvES MS haw Loree bert of | the Fish, 1930), is helpful, and D. M. of Stoddard and is wonderfully illus- 

countrys, Thornapple” in another; Gorsuchs “Life History of the Gam- trated, also available for 5 cents. 

pigweed’ for some dozens of unre- p<] Quail in Arizona” (University of The present writer’s “Improving the 

lated SPECles of weeds and a great deal Arizona, 1934), contains a very ex- Farm Environment for Wild Life,” 
of confusion between sections. cellent treatment of the food plants in Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1719 (1934), 

Further, it is a nearly impossible the Southwest. prepared with the active collaboration 
task to talk intelligently on so large It appears that the quails have come of McAtee (available for 5 cents from 
a subject as wild foods for the country jn for rather better study than most the Superintendent of Documents, 
at large. Our richly varied nation other groups of American game. Un- Washington, D. C.), contains  sixty- 
forces us sooner or later to a discus- fortunately, we have few things com- one pages of popularly written mate- 

sion of game problems on a regional parable for other species. Dr. A. O. rial which is of interest to people at- 
or sectional basis. Gross’s “The Prairie Chicken in Wis- tempting to increase game. 
,For those who wish exhaustive consin” details many of the food hab- The reader is referred to these pub- 

treatment of the subject, we can do its of Pinnates and Sharp-tails here, lications for adequate discussion of the 
no better than refer to Stoddard but may be too technical for general wild foods of use to game in his com- 
(“The Quail, Its Habits, Preserva- use. munity. Your Uncle Sam’s policy of 
tion and Increase,” Scribners, 1931), McAtee and his co-workers have preparing concise summaries of exist- 
which contains between two covers perhaps done more for the ordinary ing practices and knowledge relating 
more good material on game foods fellow, as for example, note the fol- to farm crops (and game production is 
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Natural feed and environment will hold them where released. 
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an agricultural activity in large part), | n ae ke 
makes reliable information available to | é WN Ra iW ITE ae em 

everyone at almost no cost. Perhaps TA ABN , Wes £ f ih tie ia 
rou: hi fer li eral <— -» Pat BS GAO FEY ar Mee you have never realized what a valu- ~ on PL Ny a } g : a - a eS in Nt tet per! S4 

able library of practical material your | a eS B KA “) > 
government provides you. It’s too bad | ™) Je’ rs } ’ “a ¥ ae 
that more of these permanent aids to \ ' te q + © | 
our citizens are not sponsored under | ; . 7 % 
the so-called emergency programs of , es fi Pa 
teday. The Biological Survey’s files | i CS aos cae - = ties 

( would yield probably fifty good, prac- a * aE es : 
tical game and wild life bulletins with- W. C. Duyzend FOREIGN BIRD FARM Zeist: (Netherlands) 
out further research if the Bureau had a ~~ . ; 

- This is the address from whence comes all of the White Mute Swans that are shipped to 
the funds to devote to its competent |} America, 
editorial department and to publica- Orders are now being booked in lots of not less than 10 pairs, for delivery during January, 

: Why crite for their bull February and March, 1937. 
tion. y Tot WHte for their Guile Live and safe arrival of all birds guaranteed. Replacements are made, or cost of dead 
tins and then write your Congressman | | or injured birds refunded. 
telling him they helped you and you WHITE — BLACK — BLACK-NECKED SWANS 
think tes a pood idea? ALL KINDS WATERFOWL — AVIARY BIRDS 

‘ a8 “ LARGE QUANTITIES RHESUS MONKEYS AND OTHER 

ELL, returning to your prob- ANIMALS ALWAYS IN STOCK 
, ees . Write today for information. References: Holland-America Line, Rotterdam and New York. lems in developing suitable wild 

foods, pay attention to the: following | ——— es 
in particular: . 7 

(1) Adequate wild fruits and ber- a pone akig elle spud cial WW —— 
- ai 3 easants: Elliot’s, Swinhoe, Nepal Kaleege, Brown Eared, Golden, Silver. 

ries, including grape, grecn- Peafowl: Blackshoulder, Green, White, Blue and Spalding. 
briars, virginia creeper, thorn- Parrakeets: Ringneck, Redrump and Derbyan. 

apple, crabapple, domestic | aes aa anal 

apple, raspberries, blueberries, | RANCHO SESPE GAME FARM FILLMORE, CALIFORNIA 
strawberries, dogwood persim- | — DT OO EEE Eee 

mons, service berries and what- — 
* . . ’ 

ever other edible species thrive OUR SANITARY v That ernie nea feather oiime 
in your locality. | You will ELECTRIC BROODERS “PIX-NIR HELMETS nll biog these 
never go wrong in increasing | | Operate better and much cheaper than gas, vices under control immediately they are 

Fe te ; < aye ; te. Amazing results wi i 4 ttached. 
the fruit supply! It’s usually || tuai, “§ sizes, ‘iso batiery Drowders, Caran Size 6-12 Weeks Adult Size 
very scanty except in woodland | } log eee ORGTERS es i $79.00 per ourand ae ee 

areas. j ; 5230 East 12th St., ‘Oakland, California be COME ACCESSORIES pence 
(2) Mast producers, including Box 72 Attleboro, Mass. gf 

Sweetgum, pine trees, oaks, 
beech, pinon, juniper and wild EARLY BIRDS WILD DUCK S 
nut trees. Here, again, you ae Pur 

e > a ‘e Bred Dark Mutants, and a few : 
won’t go wrong in increasing hundred fine Ringnecks By Captain W. Coape Oates 

. oF aa A practical litle manual which describes 
ee act ane ean id for ihe peatinie and stiooung of peur auces im 

S er you iobby ngland. “Contains chapters on selection 0 Meo) fowl dee EARLY ORDERS stock and their home, laying and. sitting, 
Is increasing watertowl, deer, Special prices on Barred Rock and White hatching and rearing, shooting. 
prairie chickens, quail, deer- Silkie Bantams. Price $1.75 Postpaid 
mice or squirrels. By the way. 
Aw a im H. A. Stormes GAME Breeder & Sportsman 

did you ever do as much game East Prairie Mi Member N.A.G.B.A. 205 E. 42nd St., N. Y. Cit management as a_ squirrel? Seats gad _———— ee ee 
Why not plant a few acorns, 
or pines, or gums? 20.000 EGGS , F 

(3) Don’t count too heavily on) from our excellent stock of 
waving fields of weeds which RINGNECKS — MONGOLIANS—MELANISTIC MUTANTS 
you do not know. Goldenrod Get wae aE ; 
and wild asters, pepperbrush Be Bee PB TUe ees! ed sates penperbrash, PETER J. STUDER : : Eliatony New Jersey 

Sed ge, an soapweed Member of North American Game Breeders’ Ass'n. never did very much for game 
birds or animals. Remember ——— 
this: Your best weeds follow |[~ es, oe ‘ Ask For “G & B.” Netting 

Sate p Im aX Z 
cultivation, or fire, usually < KS rN Gee Gea ° 

: within one to three years. If | bo - 4 \ (| ‘anne: your birds or animals, unexcelled for 

your fields are older than that, wil se The “G. & B.” special cold drawn process gives it a greater 
better plant food patches. . N ca) | tensile strength than wire used in other brands. 

i Be an, os ae , <"y > Galvanized by Gilbert’s process (the result of over fifty (4) If you live in a heavily grazed gram ~<| years’ experience) the wires receive a heavy deposit of zine 
country (cattle, horses, sheep iy a> covering them in every part and solders the long twists of the 
or pigs), better “ungraze” ||K J ey meshes firmly together. 

x £4 by cennine. few? Ci ‘ Symmetrical in mesh—perfectly flat. 
some of it, by encing a tew y > & Tf your dealer cannot supply you, write to 
corners. Unpasturizing the pas- ||K eI ry P< —— FB Bo 
ture is one of your best bets | ae, ? Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Co. 
in increasing natural game <> < Sas GEORGETOWN, CONN. 
Roads. |< ><><>< > NEW YORK CHICAGO KANSAS CITY 

(ESSE S| ee 
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Apple trees near good cover make an ideal habitat combination for many species during fall and winter. 

] “1 and 
Food and Cover For Wildlife 

Many Woody Plants Provide Both These Necessities on a More Permanent Basis 

By N. W. HOSLEY 

Harvard Forest, Petersham, Mass. 

HE improvement of the environ- be made to serve as very effective eseape tion or of landscape work. With the 

ment as a means of increasing covers in regions of heavy hunting. They conifers used in forestry there is fairly 

wildlife is given by Leopold (5) are also favored nesting sites for both good information available on the pe- 

as the last step in the sequence of mea- song and game birds especially in farm- riods between seed crops, their volume 

sures used in any region. It is only ing areas. With the pheasant they also production, ete., but with the hardwoods 

during the last two decades that anything help to provide more crowing territories this is practically lacking. The land- 

has been done with song birds along seape approach in work with the shrubs 

r that line in this country, and only dur- epee eee and trees has been most concerned with 

ing a much shorter time has anything | \ /y- See i | colors, sizes, shapes and soil require- 

iff been done for the environment of game Ss % ; oe oo ments and, since they are not attractive 
species. 4 Ee ie ae oe oe . i te hed ornamentals, many of our best food 

Although annual food patches have a ie ge .\ Sah ages eer, species are not considered. In other 

very definite and valuable place in wild- S DS eee) ee ae words, the information most needed 

life management, for some uses plantings Gare NU Ff oa from a wildlife standpoint has yet to be 

with woody species have many advan- seo Sg ee obtained with most species. 

tages over those made with herbaceous Gk ya Were: fer SS Whether a given plant is adapted to 

materials. Many of the woody plants e ‘se EAL. 2 eee ee use at a particular location depends on 

produce a large volume of food material ,R@ayUN arc pe ss my) number of things. On many of the 

per unit of ground area; they are es- 3 aeael 3 Sado jt Pag 4 plants which are apparently ideal, there 

pecially valuable in erosion control; Ne a a ieee is’ no information, If seems dangerous 

they require little care and, what is most § “ wo “a AY i cyt to rely on foreign information as apply- 
important, persist for years. Many En SA ee mais) ing to our conditions. As an instance, 
woody species have a high ornamental Bee, fas teed Hee European literature on shrub planting 

value and the conifers are, of course, EA teal Nair (oes : for wildlife almost universally recom- 
the best group of cover plants. eee nee eee §=§6mends privet, but the writer has never 

Permanent plantings have many uses y pee a ns sivas been able to observe any bird or mam- 
in wildlife work. In areas where clean ; ewe mal eating the fruit and has only had 
farming is the rule and where woodlots dB aae Fe records of the cedar waxwing using it. 

are heavily grazed, they are a necessity . me gs res ACN The next consideration is whether or 

{ for both food and cover. (3) In sections : A ERS EAS not the plant will be hardy. Winter 
, which are forested but which lack food, : © temperature is the greatest factor in 

they are equally valuable. Where hard- The wild grape makes a fine cover tan- deciding this. Such a textbook as 
woods cover large areas and winter pro- gle and provides abundant food. Rehder’s Manual of Cultivated Trees 
tection is needed, coniferous plantings and Shrubs gives the zone limiting the 
provide this and, at the same time, can and hence increase the potential rate of northern range of each species and 

be made to produce timber or Christmas increases on a given area. many of its other known characteristics. 
trees. These permanent plantings can When the question of plant character: We must know whether a fruit-bearing 
———— istics is raised, there is little informa- Plant will afford food when it is most 
ca nTnis paper qinplies particularly to North. tion available. Most of the work done needed by wildlife. In the northern 

Presented at the North American Wildlife the moody Batis Uae om aces States (tie moctsaribieal times, of eurse, 
Conference (1936). from the standpoint of timber produc- (Continued on page 44)
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Farm-Game Management this. Some species, of course, carry dis- because they come from two sources and 
eases or pests that affect agricultural the methods of computing percentages 

(Concluded) crops. An example of this is the com- are obviously different with the carbo- 
Twentieth American Game Conference, mon barberry which is the alternate host hydrates and apparently with water. 
pp. 111-113, 1934. for wheat rust. The closely related Table I gives some of the available in- 

Gray, Chester H., “The Farmer’s Side of Japanese barberry is immune to this formation on nuts and fruits with that 
the Game Problem,” Transactions of 
the Nineteenth American Game Con- | y ‘. r 7 Ae. - aE - on es Tes 

ference, pp. 107-123, 1932. fo See? Oe yah! ee 
Wight, H. M, “The Basis Essentials for | 5 } ves Poe aah ee. 

{| a Farm Game Management Survey if 4 ————— » Uae eee a] wees re 
and Plan,” Transactions of the Twen-  ~ b MER a Ms eee ic ae tf 
ty-First American Game Conference, i Ay i Kd Saat ‘ ba as < see a oO vas = 

pp. 87-94, 1935. Pit Pe I Bee hema Seat ean ee 
(Presented at the North American [egg a9 BE eee ic a er 

9 Wildlife Conference, February 3-7, 1936, ‘3 ie yee ‘ Ng . ei pean omy ss eS ‘aa. ‘ 

Washington, D. C.) Re ae Seen ; IRONS eae ai ee ie PRIOR ye, 

® ETI Coop aic ans 8 Shree C1 GON aN sae SSR Food and Cover bate a te are ca es RR ey aes haan 
ntinued from page 36 ge ie Re os eo AMAR rs Ai AA SG Ra Eee 3) aR Neate EU Wy > a eee Fea OM ae Se Osta SoC NMRA aR in winter, and there is little use in plant- jgea hud) anna aan EGA ONL as Ee ee Re 

ing a species the fruit of which is all : i 
gone by summer or early fall. Also a A natural food and cover patch, dogwood (Cornus obliqua) beneath apple trees. 
species which holds its fruit well into 
the winter in one region may lose it by rust. for corn and grasshoppers given for 
early fall in another, so local informa- Granted that we can grow a given comparison. 
tion is very necessary. The woodbine species of plant, we are usually still in These few analyses show that the 
holds its fruit well into the winter in the dark as to the nutritive value of the materials covered are valuable foods for 
southern Michigan but never seems to fruits. We need for many species wildlife when considered from the usual 
do this in Massachusetts. studies similar to those of Maynard et standard of chemical makeup. 

& To be of the most value for food, a al. on the values of various kinds of One of the greatest values of fruits 
species must fruit regularly and in suffi: browse to deer. (6) Generally speaking, to wildlife is apt to be through the 
cient quantity to be important. Whether the nuts such as the hickories, hazel, vitamins or other special properties. 
the fruit decomposes early or, as in the beechnut, butternut, and black walnut Little is known about the vitamin re- 

. ease of some of the hawthorns, remains have a very low water content, about quirements of wild animals or of the 
plump, firm, and bright over winter twice the protein content of corn, very vitamin contents of any except the do- 
is another very important point. Com- high fat and very low carbohydrate mestic fruits. However, from experi- 
petition for the available food increases contents. The acorns and chestnuts are ments with these, it is reasonable to 
as winter advances, and a fruit avail- much lower in protein and higher in suppose that the other fruits are a 
able in late winter or early spring is carbohydrate contents. These hard- good source of vitamin C. This pre- 

Mus | ; : = vents «scurvy, regulates growth, diges- 
R Ye ; _ tion and condition of the heart and pre- 

aN : S | vents blood disorders and bone brittle- 
. § ness. (8) Leopold also suggests that 

some fruits may be the source of neces- 
Pe ee sary minerals and that others may act 

eg ee oh . eels on ile iw as astringents or vermifuges. (5) 
Bence Be RT a eh OO ee a 8 ee Tho use of a plant species as food 

ite eae Cee ein nai rca A readies Fa onc aie cok ane peek ays by wildlife must be taken as an em- 
Bee eared co ae Ree ace ue UT ars SOE Wao Counc teh tre % pirical measure of its value. Table II 
ge pene Og OS ABT ty 29 ne ie an Rain eee eee §=6is an attempt to summarize some 52 

tet Oy Me ee eal re Bak Soe aes ER a ecu a aT references on food habits including such 
E PN a Seti 00 Ae Se NO av ee ee Pe scree outstanding pieces of work as that of 
: ‘ Sr Os EN AEE OAT iene aunt een aR. Ciel Stoddard on the Bobwhite quail, Kelso 

. EER MP OOS & Me AR SiC Pea ENA AU Whtay Natt Rekoteee sue § «on ruffed grouse foods in the Northeast, 
: ea My her ae : Beet) Pee ete §6the work of the New England Ruffed 

: . 7 ae “= Grouse investigation, ete. (4) 

{ The bittersweets are well adapted to stone wall plantings. Some of the outstanding plants an 
this list have known  characteristies 
which are very valuable from a wildlife 

especially valuable. shelled nuts are, of course, mainly lim- management standpoint. 
Many species will grow only on cer- ited to use by the squirrels. The black chokeberry, Aronia melano- 

tain types of soil, but little is known The few pulpy fruits on which anal- carpa, usually bears only light crops, 
about this phase. Some kinds of plants yses have been made show a high water but a group growing on a cinder dump 
require cultivation of the soil or won’t content, a protein content similar to that in a railway grade and loaded with 
thrive in competition with grass and of corn, varying amounts of fat, and fruit suggests its use on abandoned 
weeds. Since most of the observations carbohydrate contents approximately roadbeds. It can be propagated by 
have been made under more or less ar- like corn. ‘he available analyses are dividing plants or from seed stratified 
tificial conditions, we know little about not strictly comparable between groups 90 days at 32-41° F.
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The Japanese barberry bears regular- and are as variable as numerous. At the central New York and central Massa- 
ly and heavily and does well on dry Arnold Arboretum it seems that species chusetts, C. phaenopyrum. The seeds of 

{ . soils. It is a valued ornamental on ac- from farther south hold their fruits bet- crataegus need afterripening for a year 

, count of its red fruit which is held ter than the native ones. Some of the at 41-50° F. The plants transplant well. 
3 until spring. It can be grown from better species for wildlife plantings are The silver-berry is a shrub or small 

seed sown in the fall or stratified until Crataegus ‘monogyna, C. oayacantha tree with leaves silvery on both surfaces. 

spring. and, as far north as southern Michigan, It does well on poor or dry soils and is 
a especially good for use on lake fronts. 

— a =O nn ip ie Lt! is} Basilpetpropagated "by moving. ithe 
( TABLE I suckers which develop around old plants. 

ft Chemical Composition of Some Fruits and Nuts with Corn and Grasshoppers for Comparison The _blaek alder is & shrub often 
found in swamps, but it does well on 

Seah qrahPProximate Per Cent Composition Carbohyarares peXit2e™, any upland soil which is moderately 
ate! ‘ator rotein a arbohydrates free extrac f . 

es ae Sse Ee ee ee aes 'cooleand moist. It holds,its;biight red 

Bie * Bees 12 1 i193 fruits well into the winter and is one 
o ay A aera Sa 6 e Be of the most striking ornamentals. The 

rab apples .....ceseccseseseees ‘ i . 
Hawthorm cic 75.8 2.0 6 20.8 species transplants well. 
ee a a a ee Of the honeysuckles the Maack’s or 
CMBR ut eisai sccionectiancs 33.45 10.19 10.20 i 42.35 Amur species, Lonicera Maackii, shows 

Meow. ae ar. oa pad) oceegmagimee SOr aay ee 2 ee eae 
BIER weadeat sens 25 30.8 57.8 5.8 spreading shrub or small tree. Its heavy 

Ha cee, ae 15.6 os 19 crops of dark red berries are borne in 
, Cae a ne cree Bree 13.2 September or October and persist well 

Frost grapes ccs 11.63 9.49 4.76 70.13 into the winter. The plant makes a 
Tact deverd cs | cae Toat naa oa70 teresa semen ee 
Cie hornors ee aR 7137 3.54 19.6 form, L. Maackii podocarpa, is freer 

b a Z * 74.8 (digestible) (10) growing and its fruits persist longer em tee OM ec ti 
than the type. The seeds germinate well 

; Tho hickories, butternut, walnut, and2|_ ———————————————— 

ra oaks require a long period in which to TABLE II 

reach bearing age; but once this is Use of 45 or More Important Nertheastern Woody Plants by Wildlife (X indicates known use) 
reached, the amount of food produced 
by a single tree is a real contribution to ° 
the welfare of local wildlife. They are 2 : 3 2 
grown from seed stratified over winter. q 3g é gs 7 g 3 

. : g sf 
The native bittersweet makes a good pe Br be Sg a i ; ss 

cover tangle and produces a fair crop é & est comes ae 
) of fruit. The plants are either male or 3 5 ; 3 é ao) gE @ 

female, but the females produce enough ee aks 2 & = 3 a &£ i i & & & : 
male flowers for fertilization. The Ew A a asia ee see nee 
oriental bittersweet, Celastrus articulata, gronia, chokeberry sissies X Xx) x x 
is more vigorous, bears heavier crops, Berberis Thunbergii, Japanese barberry.......... X xX < x 

Ah : é Berberis vulgaris, Common barberry..s.-seseee X x x x 
and holds its fruit longer than the na- Betula lenta, black Brel vvssnnvnrrnnnernet ee x x x 

i i i toa a Betula Iutea, yellow Dbirch....sssssssssssssssesssesseesee x Ex x 
tive species. Hither species is an attrac Carve hie Kory Lung eneeili siecle, x x x x 
tive ornamental. On account of the Celastrus scandens, Ditterswect.vsrnennnnnnnn X x x xx = 

] Gornsithy (TOgWIOM sevseterecesssarsassesssquesscsesiocegcesnsebges 
sex character, they are best propagated Gcrnus’ paniculata, panicled dogwood...sccsnen X x x x 
rom ie emale ani ayering. Coryless, Wiesel: sscssasssssecsssssevvesssnasevvecsesonssessscsascooses f: the female plants by layering. hazel. See ee x 

Crataegus, hawthorn vscccscsssessssscssssssscsssssssesssssssee 
diy (can. also! probaly be grown from  xicagnus argentes, divecbesy x x x x 
root cuttings. Tlex verticillata, black alder......sssesseseesee X x x x 

. 5 Juglans cinerea, butternut....sesssssesssssseseeeeeees x x x 
Of the dogwoods the panicled “species Juglans nigra, black walnat....:sss.ssssssssneseene " x 

isi Juniperus communis, pasture juniper............0006 x x 

seems to be the most Erna, it Junipernd: virgintana, rod Cedatssciseoossscssscsececsse x x ne x 
ears We. an olds its fruit we in Lonicera, honeysuckle .......sscssesesseessressseceeeeerenes x x x x b ll and holds its fruit well re 

southern Michigan but doesn’t seem to Myrice, huybery wnsenunannnnn © X XX Se Oe inate 
do so in Massachusetts. Its fruits are Rengeccutia quinquefolia, woodbine........e00 x Rh x 2 = ey x 

# OWED, DOPIGR | vecsssscticsecsssecnssasenesesasousupseedeaserss’ 
so eagerly sought by the songbirds that Prunus serotina, black cherry.......ccccccccce = sx oe x XOX ¥ 

: p- (Otesromanonbes cog caustic sitgeiescessssssansusetinuiang x x x 
heavy crops disappear some years be Quercus alba, white Oaksvvssccssssserssssssoereecscsses x x x 

a fore frosts come. The plants can he Quercus borealis, red oak..c.:ssscsssssssssswssnenee ~ xy x x 
grown from seed or cuttings. Rhus, Basan aang reaper = gem ® x 

i : The hazelnuts, Corylus americana and miss glabra, smooth sumactswvinrvis nnn See x x x 

wa C. rostrata, are adapted to use as wood- Robinia’ proudoacacla, block’ iosusicnsnoce eee ek Mes ae 
land borders or as “fillers” in planted Resa) rose ssssssssessstsseesseanenseimnenseenrtncni & Boye So x Su 3K x 

: e ] Rubus aculeatissimus, red raspberry .cssssssees x x x x 
groups. Their fruits are attractive hu- Rubus allegheniensis, blackberry.i.scssccsccscce m CUR ax, + Cx <x 

< f Smtdlizx, ‘wemer Brier sccscsseccsencsacereresdtavuucoitaciteseetigy x x x x x 
man food, the first-named species being  Sy1asim Deleamere, deadly, wightshedec2” X ne x 
larger and easier to husk. The hazels Sorbus, mountain atlisrvsronenseansenenserneniet X er = x x 

. . iymphoricarpus racemosus, snowberry..........-+0+ x x grow well from seed stratified over win- Tarus canadensis, ground hemlock...cccccct x ix 
ter; the plants sucker; they ean be Thuja occidentalis, white cedar x x x x 

‘suga canadensis, Be ss cssesscctesercbcslectocs eae 
easily layered and transplant well. Vaccinium, blueberry weenie X X X X X x x x 

The hawthorns are an almost endless [/iburnum Opulus, highbush eranberry...u~ X . x yi aia : a Villas Rede iedecs Socosspiaphlssiassscsnaemeanveinas Xe. OK ke. UX x x x 
gro ar as species are concerne: citi SPEC GAS Me in ae ht eel ne Coed | ee Le
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when stratified over winter, and dormant spring. The plant is a valuable orna- Hawks | 

cuttings are successful. : mental but is subject to aphid at “Bat or be eaten,” agcording to W. L. , 
The apple is by far the most widely Propagation is by means of suckers, MeAtee, in U. 8. Dept. of Agriculture “ 

used woody food species of the North- layers, or from seed which, however, re- eine No. 370 on “Food Habits of ee 

east. The many varieties differ widely oer a special afterripening treatment. ComtnoncHawhs,? ie aeeeneral vale of @s) 
in hardiness, abundance of fruit pro- W he various species of wild grape nin nite 3 es Lil 

duced, vitamin content, ete. The Japa- eed no recommendation as food for the “The great majority of vertebrate ani- g, 
| nese erab, Malus floribunda, shows great game and song birds. The fruits fall fialeccmeie cont dbenee Pasnisordas ovary 

promise of use by wildlife. It bears with heavy frosts, but pheasants have gradation of predacionsness oeeurs. There —_ 4 
heavily almost every year; its fruits are been found digging through 8 inches of is no essential difference between the in- ( d 
small; they persist until spring, and it snow to get the dried fruits in'Febru- ot caters and the mouse and bird kill- hee fl 
is a common sight at the Arnold Ar- ary. The vines are especially useful eae 

boretum to see pheasants feeding on the running over fences, walls, steep banks, Hawks are predators. But just because 
fruit both in and under these trees in ete. The plants can be easily repro- one of the hawks prey on game species 

| winter. Malus Soulardii, a hybrid be- duced by cuttings. (4) is no reason why all of the hawks should a 
tween a crab and the common apple, is Among the conifers suited for cover }, labelled “Public Enemy” and killed < 
remarkable for its vigor and heavy, reg- plantings, white and red. pine succeed Vin out ‘Qncreninaion Miecanee the plne = 

ular fruit crops. Its fruits are two on all but the sandiest soils where jack garters are game killers there is no more " 
inches or more in diameter. The plants and Scotch pine can be used. Norway yoacon for killing the buteos and some of 
are best propagated by budding or and white spruce do well only on the tne other hawks than for killing the Caro- 

grafting. better soils, avoiding sands at one ex- Jina wren which kills and eats small liz- * 
The poplars, black and yellow birch, treme and clays or wet locations at the 4. ® 

sometimes regarded as “weeds” in for- ,other. Douglas fir grows well in the ‘As the result of years of study of this * 

estry, provide buds and catkins which northeastern states, but is apt to be vexatious problem and the careful analy- ! 
are very attractive to the ruffed and }killed in some locations, at least, by a gis in the Biological Survey, of the stom- 
sharp-tailed grouse. Enough should be | disease of the needles. Where conifers ache of 5,185 of the more common hawks, a 

left in forest stands to provide for this,}are planted for cover and timber pro- the author of this Cireular has come to or 
“use. duction is not an object, wide spacings the conclusion that a rather complex 

The black cherry is a timber tree |such as twenty feet between trees allow grouping of these birds as regards their 
which, when allowed to develop a large {them to keep their lower branches alive  g¢onomic tendencies is necessary. “19 

v erown, produces heavy crops of fruit |to the ground and provide cover for a Based on the data presented in the Cir- * 
nearly every year. The fruit falls from {much longer period. cular under consideration Mr. McAtee 
August to October but remains usable _ -In conclusion, we can say that from feels justified in grouping the various spe- 
on the ground for some time. The tree the standpoint of information on food gies from an economic standpoint, as indi- 
is fast growing, but is regularly at- production from woody plants, use of cated in Table 1. 
tacked by the tent caterpillar, a serious the fruits by wildlife and nutritive value The facts developed by analysis of stom- 
enemy of commercial orchards. The to wildlife, we are just making a begin- ach contents carry conviction attached to 
plants are grown from seed afterripened ning. It will be years before we will no other form of evidence as to the food 
60-90 days at 40° F. know the complete answers to many of habits of these birds and, hence, to their q 

The black locust has many uses. It is the important questions involved and, in economic status. It is urged that the 
very good species for posts; it is the meantime, we will have to be guided sportsmen of the country give this evi- 

being widely used in erosion control; it by experience and the little other in- dence the careful consideration it merits: 
is a legume and hence a soil improver formation that is available. A rule to be borne in mind, even when 

' ¥ and produces good crops of small, bean- control methods are essential, is to weed 

like seeds. which fall from the pods BIBLIOGRAPHY: out the offending individuals—not the 

during a sd i are 7 ancThese, are in addition to the titles given in Face, 
grown from seed stratified over winter ‘2 bibliography of reference 4. TABLES T:-2ECONI 
or scalded with boiling water before for "tam animals, USD.A. Bus Antmal In Ra  MAWESee, oe 
sowing. AEST OBB: INES, Eciinised Espioisla Stara yt The nightshade, a half-woody climber, gna! other birds, Rineriean' Wife 24(afr70, Sete ce ye | ee : : : A ‘ altel ochesseseestesctctaeine pecies of whicl 

DIEU sipetes Fe ol Re cera ride," ‘io. “American™"Nursoryman,  Sharbbinned hw zi ea ogee 
“ August to October and they persist well 4, Hosley, N. W. 1935. A preliminary re- Pennie cashout 

ONY into the winter, ‘This is an outatgning De,o8 (204, rncler of rood, nants ing cca ame pedi eoscae : 
pheasant food. It can be reproduced by ae of Mich.. Dept, of Landscape Design. ? not in abundance. 
either root or stem cuttings. ard eConestvatitn,)s 6 tay 1 fo. roe Baldveagle lusjisnganioh- BER OMUEy men} 

The highbush blueberry, Vaccinium 5. Leopold, Aldo. 1938. Game manage-  O8PFEY swreeseseesnsseenseees BS {Sometimes injuri- 
: ‘ 5 ment, Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, pp. ous. corymbosum, is an acid soil plant of 4-481, lilt, 

either the swamps or uplands. It pro- 6. Maynard, L. A. et al. 1985. Food pref. Marsh hawk snwrenuun 6OLS and bovaficcal take yr. ¥ 
duces good fruit crops nearly every  {eer'in New York State N.Y, ‘State Conserve, PFaitte faleon wccnnnn 23] Te Gaebent omni © Dy aad 
year and needs no introduction as a tion Rent. Se pSagee _aueee. Seaaeceu are: 

‘human food. The fruits fall by the mid- 1. ‘Meatee, w. i 1935. Plants valuable Gaia canes ae "ie { mon eee 

dle of October, but the dried berries r gridife ititastion and, for erosion antral, sale te ‘Sora 
are available from the ground for some Management Leaflet BS-i9, pp. 1-11. Baatipelterod “hays Yee au { Prepon der antly 
tine ‘after. ~The: Dlapts, steer reer ee eee Eheras Mae Feccustieee vocghieg 17 VE peat 
and transplant well. Book Oo., New York, pp. 715-737. ~ egamaing Vea 4 

The highbush cranberry is especially 9. Rehder, Alfred. 1934. Manual of culti- American rough-legged Almost’ entirely Sgt ae , ~) vated trees and shrubs. The Macmillan Co., Givi aon cticcs BI) banetetats 
er srecommended for moist* sites in acid’ New York, pp, 1-930. Sparmrartaawk late acA7OB { ; 

\ io Be lee ered, us pen an Aimuetise and tomooalivn of fogs one Wiley —*¥esed eh tee oblate trom Scena} of! BABE 
August or September and persist until ~ & Sons, New York, pp. 1-710. 4 stomachs in the Bureau of Biological Survey.
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ern Re AE Se RAR Re ON SMSC eae LL Ey AO ee Ao fe Bao) ae Pee ee aor ee ak ve 
Cate ee, RL a en kee a a8 Rt Cee e i \e 4 aren * ¢ 3 a se na eee BR ON eg 
aaa aaa ORE ma neta Tian? : nea i eh , J Go NG a a ee MIR " y wa i t Ne iy Ne tans ee ala ee ‘i ae Va? 
ee ae Tre ae a o ee a 
Ee s A ; i ‘ ; : Ngee i at ae Oe ba Wildlife restoration is wildlife husbandry. The farmers | ae 

as Se ie 
the sportsman #¥id/Kdd the wildlife lover who has rolled up his oe. 

es ki ‘ ey \ coe _ sleeves, soistened his hand and set to work with a shovel, re ; ie 
ee 

e and ax, or has wiedded a mall in an effort to build up A/plAdd a 
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SOME BIRDS AND MAMMALS USING PLANTS 
| YSSPREFERRED; 2--staple; 3--emergency; f--fruit; 

B--buds; T--twigs or bark; C--cover. 
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MOISTURE A SOIL CONDITIONS r 
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p--Private nurseries ' 

~~" @uttings| Seeds Wild pulled Nurseries 
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oe Seed Planting Data a 

:: ss STRATIFY AS SOON AS PROGURED AND PLANT IN FALL OR SPRING: == 

_ APPLES DOGWOODS a 
a, . ASE HACKBERRY 
ae 5 BARBERRY : HAWTHORNES : 5 : ae 
oa BEECH — HOLLY ( — ) ; "eae 
a 5 0 BITTERSWEET HONZYSUCHLES =~ a 
a : : ‘WILD BLACK CHERRY HORNBEAM (CARPINUS) - : oc 
a. HIGHBUSH CRANBERRY RED CEDAR 2) es a BASSWOOD ORESPING JUNIPER i eo 
a 2 ae aa MAPLE (Species that ripen in fall) 
s AMELANCHIER PERSIMMON ee 

Re SEEDS TO BE KEPT DRY AND PLANTED IN SPRING: OS an 

a White cedar HEMLOCK i 
a LARCH (LARIX) MULBERRY ae : SPRUCE ae 

2 : Ce es a 

tee * ¢ ‘ . ; A esee 3 : 3 a | 

: a “ 3 4 ee a 

oie: : : oe ees 

‘ ; ; ¢ ; ; 4 : 
ef oat ax Sit 

; R ea | aaa . 
: Sante ‘6 iq a 

aN ; ae 

Mp Sa CN a So I Oe Sak ae a ie oie 
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oe i : es : ‘ pete a : Shae | é <a Us ie a 

ae fete g pave. 0 clear Sb Species For Specific Soil conditions — 

ao rie ee Oe ag gas AAg se - and Exposures po 

ae Sone ae : ‘ ; Ss ea 
eae ene ee x Aspens (Pobulus tremuloides) — oe 
ae ee x aes Wild crabs 3 ar 
Bay 2 Bee ser eS x x cake y Staghprn sumac Sally 2 aa 
Bhs ‘ x x Te Me Smooth sumac oo 

PR es oes Jack pine a 

Be rat onan eS (aan White pine ares ee 

ae. eRe ote x x Pin oak i 
ee Lee ae OR ye ee Rosa spp. ~ ae 
Beery ok eR Somes oe a - Wild plun Ree 
Ee ‘ aoe de oes Se ae ae a Hawthornes : eo 
pee es ee x Xx x Mulberries Z Rae 
ae oe Fe Rm eg Honey locust ea 

Lee xx x x x ' Japanese barberry eee 
ee xs aaa eee Grape i Se 4 i 
a 2 : x x x Highbush cranberry i 
ak Re aa \>, Nannyberry. . ee 

mee a eee te _ Norway spruce ‘ oh Stale 

Beate Soe x ; x x : White cedar Paes eS | 

- i er oe ast ST kre eon Bur oak ae 
= : Re ue © Ree MEAG rs scl a a 

oe ee a es Red pine : i 
Ce NOC ee RG ke Snowberry de Sik ae 2 
See oe x 1G Austrian pine ae Pe. 
ee Weis Roe Xe eee : Creeping juniper \ 
ees : é ve : TS eee es : ares 

Beet ; ‘ ee 

& ios : : a 

ee ; : : Se at 

oo : i oun. a 

AES fesk 2 . ey 6 
rae a ns 

= - a 
ae e : : : Vase age 
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: Browsing of certain olants by livestock f 

HEAVILY BROWSED LIGHTLY BRAWSED NOT BROWSED . 

: seo ee eae a at Ne ae ee ee 

White ash Red-osier dogwood Red cedar’ 
Sugar maple Silky dogwood Blue beech 

Basswood Shagbark hickory Ironwood — : 

' Wahoos Black walnut_ Skunk cabbage Pe 
Slippery elm Hawthopnest~ Pines 
Black ash Crabs& Soruces 
American elm Black oak Honeysuckles 
Red maple . Pin oak< Ribes spfecies Pe 
White oak ~~ Bur oak Blackberries 
Red oak Nanppberry ~ AALEAL/ BAAS 
Gray dogwood Elderberry’ Mulleins 
Certain haws Black cherry Snartweeds 

Hazel White cedar Aspens ; 
Red cedar ( in some a 

localities) 
Prickly ashe 

: ' Raspberriest— _ 4 
Blackberriése— 

: Smooth sunac : - 
Plim+—— Os 

‘ Mulberrtes . 

PAUAAS/ Ad PDELAA 
; ran; cherry : 

Chkecherry! 
os 

°



ww , 

I a = 
; / o fs 

Loany ‘ ay oy Clayey VA 
wy 

a / 

Black locust Grape Austrian pine | 
Cottonwood Bur oak Bur oak 
White. pine Green ash Pin oak f 
Jack pine Hackberry Black cherry : 
Nowway pine Norway pine Green ash F 
Pin oak Red cedar Honey locust ' 
Scotch pine Black Hills spruce Shagbark hickory Ey 
Staghorn sumac White cedar White oak 
Hackberry Miulberries Nannyberry 
Wahoo Basswood Wild slum 
White birch Black cherry Haws 
Wild plum Black walnut Trabs 
Crabs Buttermut Mulberries 
Hawthorns Hard maple ; 
Aspens Ironwood 

White birch 
White oak ; 
Red ork 
Haws 
Crabs 
Mulberry , 

f 

| 

| 

| 
| 

: 

[ 

)



: 4 
Soil tolerance of certain plants : a 

| 

s | 

Tamarack XXXXXXXXXXXXXXAKXX | : 
Vacciniums Sees ree : | | 
Jack pine XXXXXXXXX | 
Norway pine 9.0.0.0.0000 0% all 

; Norway spruce pes 
White pine. op clare pista | ; 

: Scotch pine XAXXXXXXX 
White cedar XXXXXXXXXXXXXAXAXXXX 

' Black Hills spruce | XXXXXXXXXXXKXAK : 
; Junipers |) tree x res 

Black cherry | RRO, 
Pin cherry RXXAXAXXNXXXXXX | 
Chokecherry XXX XXX AXAAAXXARK 
Chokeberries XX XXAXKUXXXAXX 
Amelanchier | KER ER ORIOL ; 
Rosa spp. | XXXXXXXXXXMXXXXXXXKX 
Black willow |XXXXxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXAXK 
Golden willow XXXXXXXXKXAXXXXAXKAXK : 
White birch XXXXXAXXXAXXXXXXXXRXXXKAX 
River birch xx XAXXXXXXXXKAXXAX 
Bur oak XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXRAKKXK 
White oak KXRXAXXXXXXXXXKAAKXX 
Red oak XXXXAXXXXXXXXAXXXXK 
Black oak XXAXXXXXXXXAXK ; 
Pin oak XXXAXXXXXAX AXA XXMAAXAKAK 

: Green ash | XXXXXXXXKKXXXXXXXXKX 
Black ash XAXAXKXXXXXAXXXAXXXX AK : 
Hackberry . XAXXXXXXKRAXXXXXXKXXK 
Hard maple | XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ARK AXXXX . 
Shagbark hickory XXXXXXXXXXXXAKXK 
Hickories XXXXXXXXANAXXXXAXKX 
Austrian pine XXXAXAXXAXAXXARKAKAK 
Mulberry XXX XAXAXXXXAXKAXXAK 
Black locust XXNXAXXXXXXXAXAXXKN XAXKARK AK 
ae XAXXXXXXXAXXXXXXXXX 

. iburnums XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKK 
Nanny berry XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKX 

Gray dogwood XXXXXXAXXXAXXXAKX 
Red -osier dorwood XKXAXAXXXXXXXXAKAXXXXKK 
Poison sumac RXXXXXXXAXXXAXXXXXNXKRAKKK _ 

Ww hes : : XXXXAXXXXXKXXXXXXXX : 

2



: How to obtain a 
PRGRAGALLION @R TOODY PLANTS 

oe : 

Hardwood é * , ate 
. _QUTTINGS ¥ W LED’ sTO 

Willows = Walnut Hawthornes Aspens : 
Red-osier dogwooa™ Pin oak Wild crab 2 

Cottonwood? Bur oak Red cedar aaa ws Caw 
Staghorn sumac > Red oak Mt, ash oe ° 

Grape Black oak Bittersweet anny berry 
ittersweet White oak Blackberries Wahoo é 

Wahoo Shagbark hickory Raspberries 
Blackberry Butternut Highbush cranberry 
Elderberry . Honeysuckle 

; Highbush cranberry Nannyberry 
Honeysuckles Wahoo 
Nine bark Pin cherry 
Prickly ash Wild grape 
Russian mulberry Wild rose 
Snowberry Willows 
Thornapple Wolfberry 
Virginia creeper Juneberry 
Wild crabs Hazelnut : : 

Dogwoods ‘ 
n -- may be planted directly Po a done 

provided a fairly moist site e nebar 

is chosen. amaracks 
Jack Pine 

; Cottonwood } 

# Use plants under 12-18 inches in Sumac (low) i 
size. ‘ Poison sumac : 

Nurseries x 
u -- May use prepared chemical to induce 

Pines rapid root formation. Best to grow in 
Spruces a nursery for one year before planting 
White cedar on final site, 

; Red cedar ‘ 
Basswood \ £ -- must be handied with gloves se 1a j 

oe poisonous to touch, Discard or wash ; 
é loves in stron, Hard maple Eg strong aikoure solution. 

Crabs 
Haws 

x -- Most of the species mentioned under each heading may be obtained 
‘ from either State or private nurseries in seedling or larger sizes. : 

: ; . a See ae 

ees ihe ; ‘ Be sta i cate mee



Fe is 
Se Be r : ae 

Shade tolerant Plants . | 

Dry, soil conditions Wet soil Normal soil 
Oe ee ee 

Gaultheria (wintergreen) Japanese barberry Silky dogwood Striped maple 
7 Partridgeberry Gray dogwood Red-osier Mt. maple 
, Vaccinium spp. Witch-hazel Ilex glabra Amelachier : 

Hemlock Chokecherry American elder Five#leaf ivy 
Viola canadensis Coralberry Nanny berry Chokeberries 
Sweet fern ikes. - White cedar Wild Bl. cherry j Reindeer moss f Hemlock Alternate-leaf es ‘ Bornus canadensis ae wed . Wahoo dogwood ‘ Bearberry t Alternate-leaved Round-leaf cornel : Red-elderberry dogwood lLonicera Morrowi Club mosses ~ ge Ninebark Lonicera tatarica 

eee Golden willow Mapleleaf viburnum Wii con therm tamadinar Highbush cranberry ; : Five-leaf ivy Nannyberry Obs. Bittersweet Highbusk cranberry : co Anelanchier Wahoo ; 
Blue beech Raspberries 

i Q ‘ie ek Blackberries 
p Norway spruce : 

Mt. qok Black Hills spruce 
; White cedar ‘ 

Weethonmn Hard maple 
: : ‘ Basswood 

: Rbrar weed Ironwood 
cl : ; Blue beech _ 

R fj 0 opserte f 

| \ — 
is 

9 

ane : vt i i Sua yaa ae oie Ae 4 a a j ; ; : t > Sate “ zt Cs



A : a 

Shade tolerance of plants xo 

; - Part None : 

Norway spruce : Hackberry - Red cedar e 

Black Hills spruce White pine Creeping Juniper 2 
: White cedar Black walnut Norway pine 

i Hard maple. White oak Austrian pine 
Basswood Shagbark hickory Scotch pine ey 
Ironwood Black cherry : Jack pine 5 : 
Blue beech Green ash Honey locust pe 

_ - Hemlock Red oak Pin oak y 
Red-osier dogwood Red-osier dogwood Bur oak d 

Gray dogwood Gray dogwood Butternut 
Witch-hazel Witch-hazel t Black locust ; 
Chokevherig4 Ghokecherry Black willow oe 
Coralberry Silky & gwood Cottonwood 
Ilex glabra Common lilac ; Grape 
American elderberry Elderberry Lonicera sppe ‘ 
Nannyberry Nannyberry But tonbush ae 
Highbush cranberry Highbush cranberry Mulberries 
Wahoo Wahoo Staghorn sumac ; 
Cornus alternifolia — : Alternate-leaf dogwood Smooth sumac ~ 2 
Salix aurea Golden willow ; Wild plum 
Striped maple Crabs Hackberry ; 
Mt. mable Hawthorns Black walnut 
auelanchicr Butternut : White oak a 
ive-leaf ivy Shaprak hickory White birch 

Japanese barberry Amelanchier Apples 
,  Malathemum canadense Ninebark Shagbark hickory 

European larch Japanese barberry ~ Black cherry : 3 
Swamp birch Snowberry Pin cherry fs 
River birch Tamarack Green ash 

Black locust Red oak 
White birch Red-osier dogwood 4 

Silky dogwood 
; broweed “Common lilac 

yee r-heocl, ; Nine bark : 
3 va ae 

2 { p lderberry i 
: : ty ade Nannyberry : : ae 

x \/ Hawthornes ‘5 
5 . . ; ina Crabs et 

. Cte Neary Partial ! ‘ Golden willow ae 
c val . Sai willows ae 

: TIITISTIII ISLE. ive-leaf ivy 
Red- coun WT TULL LLL: oc Bittersweet : 

‘ cs Japanese barberry He 
Qlre deck (War7z7zzezil ; Loe oe 2 

Mile - \ZZZN \ be Uden : 
Ee ae £ ZZ f id é 

Rha by de , + ; me . 

2 : 3 ieee 
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MOISTURE TOLERANCE LIST . 
of certain plants. 

Een ee 2 i OER i eo ee 

Pin oak Bas swodd Willows 
Shagbark hickory Black cherry Tamarack 
Bur oak Black Hills spruce River birch 
Hackberry White cedar - White birch 
Haws White pine Poison sumac 

E Wild. crabs Norway spruce - Leatherleaf : 
Golden willow Red oak Vacciniums 3 
Grape White oak - Skunk cabbage 
Bittersweet Black walnut Red-osier dogwood 

: Aspens Butternut Silky dogwood 
Rosa sop. Black ash \ Alternate#leaf dogwood 

7 Smooth sumac Green ash Blue beech 
Jack pine Hard maple Ninebark 
Scothch pine Ironwood Elderberry F 
Norway or red pine Blue beech Nanny berry 
Austrian pine Shagbazxk hickory White cedar 4 
Red cedar Bur oak Bog birch | 
Juniper Honey locust Ampelopsis | 
Shagbark hickory Hackberry Amelnachiers 
Black locust Hackberry 

~dapanese barberry Jap. barberyry i : 
. Loniceras Five-leaf ivy : 4 Raspberries Haws 
Black berries crabs : 
Chokecherry Most of the Viburnums 
Mulberries Golden willow 

Mulberries | 
’ Grape if 

7 

e| 
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Came Manogemet Ye 

j Abgtract Notebook 

Swingle, ©, F, (Horticulturist, section of Cons. nurseries, i 

ene LOM Set eee Service, Washington, DyGe : 

ee ee cedar for erosion contro Sept., 1937 

SOIL CONSERVATION. Dh aR ena Tae 

; Juniverus ashei, —the Ozark white cedar 

Reference: Bucholz, John T, The Ozark White Cedar, 

Bot, Gaz., 90: 326-332. ( 

Arthur, J. C. Manual of Rusts in the U. 3. and Canada, 

+ Fi, 1934, 
a. ashel, J. uekicana, and J, monosperma display under 

magnification of X20 or greater, some 30 - 50 or more 

fine serrations on each edge of each leaf, while the : 

red-cedar has entire leaves. J, ashei has heart wood 

of yellow or brown, never red as in case of virginiana, 

Branches at base whereas J. virg. has a single stem. 

Fruits are 2X size of J, virg. usually one-seeded, 

Grows about 20 feet high along North fork of White River 

near Henderson, Ark, Called white, yellow, or wolly 

hairy cedar in vicinity. 

N e infection of ar apple rust ¢ have 

been observed_on trees, Prob. has high degree of resistance 

to Gynosporangium . Might be due to turpentimy oils 

(How does it react to @routh, heat and cold?) 

Test localits, Qecurs naturally in some of the extreme Pocky ridges of 

® Arborctu the Ozarks (confined to dolomitie and calcareous outeropps 

@ Rdoy and bluffs in western part of range and to sandstone biuffis- 

(€3) Aalnicee and outcrops in the East). Might require high alkalinity. 

@ Cocterl we - 
Ae ae ; ; 

- qQnnat -20 degree temperatures have been known in its range,ane 

G Kettle Moraine no signs of winter-injury, have peen observed. 

R Pee — eee |) —_—_—rr 

Uges: 

@ In Jan. 1937, afarge crop of fruit disapoear@a& 

completely within @ few days following a heavy snow 

which put a premium on other bird food. 

@ Spreading habit makes it desirable troup ground cover 

standpoint. 

Reproduction: by geeds. Gan be collected after middle 

OL Novemeper. 
: 

i 
ee for planting on extremely dry or rocky 

Sites such as those which red-cedar indicates. 
f 

; 
Prefers caicareous soils, has durable wood, m geht fur- 

nish good post material, is highly prized for wildlige 

: 
dlanting ‘food and cover), and is aoparently immune 

i to cedar apple rust. 

* 
*



Re eer FPP a ron AVI e ener ESIGN Re TOKAI SENT N a a 
PERM AR LU cy MEM Meat a Care Ti kine coir aMn s cuLOrr Agile cu AYE MUG sea Ue Ry \ 

“Prunus 'amerteana Am, wild plum a nee a 

le. Small tree; thickets. Found north to Langlade and Douglas counties. 

eae _ More abundant to south. f : Me 

A E i X a} 4 Ke 2) a y 

en ; Both these species growin about the same sites, so can considered | 
Ee ; Pt " ; a ‘ 

mes : together. Apparently do best in clayey, heavy soils, although very 7% 

Bei common in light sandy soils. Will do best without too much com- 9 
ay other a 

ie petition from/crowding species. ii i 

) Flowers early May and late April, Fruit ripe in August and Septe _ 

* ae 
a Available July to October, Although the records do not show many = 

y pirds taking plum fruity it is undoubtedly utilized by many. The va 

tg fleshy character of fruit makes stomach analysés difficult of a 

_ determination as far as plum is concerned. Known to be used by os 
1 “ j / e i ii 

_-s. quail, rodents, and squirrels, Ruffed and sharptailed grouse will 

f take the buds and twigs. Are excelent cover when in thickets, co . 
ps ‘ : ae 7m 
ae ; _ Suekers by roots and forms in many cases "thorny'thickets. — ie 

ee _, One year old seedlings transplant very successfully ama are very oe 

ti, inexpensive. When in thickets do not fruit much, The moister’* e a 

ie gies | ( ee a 
Hae (to a certain degree) the situation the better the species will ae 

ey succeed. Have noted it coming into gravel pits and into limestone i 
Sat : ‘ " (ae 

Rial quarries, — i) a 

vial : Q on 

ae Browsed heavily by sheep and cattle. Does not resist over- oe 
ie 

es 4 grazing. Const int cropping will lead to over-suckering and plant a 

! ' Be 
ae is thus weakened and dies out from the roots. Has been found to A 

He # be drouth resisting in N. Dak. if planted next to non-crowding + | 

‘ species, ae a. 

ren ‘ - a 

Nv { ’ ae ee : i ; ae 

ja j ee tg ; of Ae 3 i en 

cee , ; 5 ne a. 

if Be, i ; a a i ; 4 Ae My aH iy gfe ; a ea ie : sere io uw 
RO am Ri ad a Mase Wide MN RU Ghul MA ae ice ed a ai Ca aie



er Te eee ae Ne TSE URE IONS a ea \ 
ee ie Cet ye ee pnt ea See eet ig MC Net CE a PON RT Ne Oe 

Pee ele (Nettle family) . LOO ih nye rn oro ae ee A 
Piper if eceiscute Ss eK ‘ ‘ ‘ Race atin 1 eae : 

Brett 55 hscat Psa i) Type a A Hs e : Pe ee eae 

Pe gulls: o¢cIDENTALIS Hackberry, nebtle tree, sugarberry. - 
Pee A eer a (ae 

Ra Gs js a : ee A 
Poe Habit: small to large tree, a, “a 
Bae Neds ico Sey : * (LOE Rs ea ie PENG } ae 
a y Distribution: largely confined to alluvial outwashes and river 4 : 

Bere ears i a 
Ben. ’ pottome of the Mississippi, Wisconsin, and Rock river, oct ae 4 

ee ae ; i Se Peo ly found on lake shores. Has been found along Sugar creek gorge ae 

Peas. y ) ' ae 
owdiacg ie in Walworth county. - ; i a 4 

conte) Will grow on floodplains of any soil, Stands both shade and sums 5 
neu aes i i Rae cia | 
Magupeciyy:.\ x patie Si 

Ge I have observed a dozen or mae trees growing in almost pure ead 

Rees : ~ Shae eats 
ee ‘ ; + Ras nee / south of Beloit in northern Illinois. ae 

Cat: ay gust and September ‘ aa 
oe” Fruit: Ripens in Af#ddy/and is available through all months = 

a. i 
AOE : i ae 
oe . except June and July. The drupe is taken by at least 25 birds. © 
enanners 8 ; © H : / i SO Ge 

ae : Flickers, thrushes, robin, bluebirds, sapsuckers, bob-white = 9 
ONG : : 27 0 
= : quail. Has been eaten by the lesser prairleg chicken and undoubtedly 
“aes 5 os 
j o. i _is taken by prairie chickens AZ wintering along the Mississippi 
Bes) a ; ce ay ee 
Oe. : River bottoms. One farmer south of “Beloit said that 15 years ago 
ete ' "ae 
Na i 4 ae Ne ; he saw prairie chcikens feeding under hackberry trees and he pre- 
ce : i Os 
ie Ear sumed they feeding on fallen hackherry fruit. | " ae 
Osetra Sv ‘ SY aaa 

EL Easy Re ee eee 

ee May be propagated by cutting and layering. JIs a slow grower, aa 
eae an, j ‘ i ; i aoe ae 

. s very sensitive to ¢4/7/f late spring frosts. Several young = oe. ; 

‘ ae 
y f rh : i ie nat < 

ae trees planted on the Fabrice farm in southeastern Wisconsin where ‘ 
nc Oh ae 

a as so badly hit by a late May frost thatthe trees looked as if they) 
ees ; ; Pay oe would die. ,But a week. later they had leaf out again and looked a 
Sei ee i Wt LU ie 

on ie very good. Have been found to be very resistant to drougth in ae 
apc ; ‘ : ‘ aM Py Kansas, The trees planted on the Fabrice farm survived the ary ay 
aa uy ‘i eam 

DH eA eS ; : f - : ie ae 

a : summer of 1937 very well, Eave very few insect pests, Subjected a 

. Bye * 5 tee oy : Bis ee a4 au kf 
ea a boas LO witches brooms, but these do not damagé the fruiting qualities 

Oo 08 the tree} ; Ce a 
Bs etnias caver vat, oo oe 
er en Veer epee’ fpr petting songbirds. ee 
Mayegac: ues pa Cr Cea ta SON Ree ay Ns a ae HO AAAS gale ins ag ths 2h a a = 

Rn eee tan UG nny te MOA i he Mn Uta ah ae oa) CRM nes ak hh Mi lh Ry 

ESR al shal ak Gala eG oe



UCI EC eer | ssa yay arr en Te een Te ees | i er arn a een ees ae 
ae ry gare Ree Cr ro ae Vee cE Gr Sia ate gee ena a ae oe Re ek. i he | ee 

, water beech. __ 
Pe Bi ier CR nea a Lae ae te a sea, Tenens: uaa be  -bluebeech, NE EN a ee ee 

ee ar: nLnus” car oliniana De eck see tam Ce ane ae Oe 
Bera, itor AS pall wide et eae mg Sh rs SG en eS ESCA ae Ue Hp he Geers Habi ie A ad tres Testy ‘large shrub. General throughout ee : } eo ( P ete Be nut: et, Avail able all year. except din spring. dead oe ‘ eam hs GC Sv aera tft s ae ; Ere en a MUG Raa A OM Re aN Seman eatery 9 
0) ae canon a aR Ny iA RAS NEA CIL SE AN y oi iwek dace lerates shade . BRE iyi 

Bee bats Rat sa eA RAK i é ; woods. Tol: raw TAY anor aa a 
Found along streams, and In rich Oe es sdevabie Co pe tga nen wth slopes, Will atand donek erable sui oe i ig found most generally on north slopes. Wit Poe ee ee er MEME Ce! Gey Pee Gaal ei se fig ne) i Lap i eM ay Pa Ant On ea My 

hee a iets ; F iés of birdsiv) ) oe 
Pear eae 5 Miele a . ; 4 ; 5 e 2 species oO Be % PRN ahh eal oo eh SO ee Pen yy ARES Cerne Pere a ek ee aan i a feed on buds and seeds, : eee -  Ruffed crouse, sharptails and pinnates senate 2 ce Aa a MEN! 2E 3 Gr eMti Oy} ; SIMS eoata pare sana ' take seeds also, . ae 

y BR Nit i! i vi pee ck known to take se o eS eae a re Pe aye ace Noor cry Shore to take oe 
Ra Oe. Tee ae ai ¥ ie if i: 5 i cy i 5s M Ms RS CTU ae 

Mailer © yy pe ' 2 eee ; je ateaner os ise { See SCO ee 
oe Does not furnish’ much cover. aes ao a Fe oe a i tat f HEL Se eat i , 5 Went f AN USS asa a lag 
Be OR ee phe plue beech is one of the ©. ee 8 Brom an ornamental standpoint, the blue beech is one oe oo 
ecb aves Hae 0 “fu LARS tne ' Waters 5 Wate 4 ie cat One ~~ desirable under story trees of oe Bea i a 
et pak PE PN AL Nee gest : ee j : : f Mere SRY a Bieri 0: Pa DOA . 4 SN LOU Reg 
Bear eae OS 5 Panera Rey Aah 

: ial aan de Rani, (pee ; i qe gi Ca 
- ee ae ee Fa \ Poa bar i , i as ( Ns a a OS ele a : rn . See Pe Ps Gn er a ; a : Pah eae 
MN re sty CAM nA : io. 4 i Pint i ig i 

Be eae oe Oe ey ; ; i oh ee 4 
} as ea aL Vet ( ‘i } RNAI TaN oe a ‘ aa ota Bea fi: f allaiae i ; Pea a 0) Sa 
GE BA ; } "i i Sota x ; ty o a a a : < Res pe 7 iW q i 5 i ae F ‘ He x Anos Sa POND cde! f ¢ ; Powe ae ‘i 7 Ne URNS aa ee ata, 3 f SNS Au es RAI OU SNE ae ne 
Baca 0 

s i } La UAC Seen ea 
arrose. i 1 foo “ay Ate Oe Werte Te ehh ca Reo ae OS SS tg a pee it ieee Ft ; Be . 

PUM eos ei ait ( } ’ . a eet FR ii ee VICE seme 
eo ae te f : 2 : ) 

date i Pramtuat etry  « 

Dari tages 6 5) cat 5 i 
. 

{ Nee. Ane abe ae 

Be eas : ee Rs : we, ahh) nie 

i ost i ei i ; ai } ‘ His ane | 
Ca aay aa Oia ae 

Pe i gees bas ‘ . Rem me 
See Sees Pr eae fo ‘ : 5 ; Sed pei CES eae ee ee ae : ‘ Se ee ee 
PUREE Meier Nek Se suet é 

S yeh oe ee 
ee OT Pane semen aoe tA aks fete CONES ine 
Pee Orr IRENE Teste : q ae eet CEE sete ee am 
TR ea he eh ae ah F She th : : : i i ; Se a ea Rey Ce ee Vie Re Sanya e : e Be ; VF Heats a a 
a he UCN Ne nual A piace Mn yee 2 EN La) oe s Fae en SC RD He h(E : oe Pare ea Maecenas FNS Gale’ 
See ae RS aod : aOR auton CARR rt ANY Ce OLGA cea aS NRE ap 

ei Bh ah! ANG ao a seas aN ¢ i a vs A eige ise ieee, i ae eens hy a nea i ade “f ee ary oe ove re EPO GRR, EIR tare ON RA hag See ah Dice o8) Se Sad petty eas cSt ae ae 
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nnn Wer Ucn er ne Bee ne a ae re ee 

mr  eperaindess KBirob Fantiy) As ak a a 
Be rita ch apie nae ns Sees Ahonen e LP 4 Bor a 4 

Deal. ICAEW Ee Rem IERS ae Mire : Cac STi a 
Alnus incana (Speckled or hoary alder) ; a 

ee | ‘ se ce ea 
et Habit: Shrub er small tree. yeaa ; | 

is Distribution: Common in northern half off state, comes south in a 
Bei sae é i y 1 ti ii ea 
ee ns: i 3 ee a 
Pec : bogs and swamps. \ } ( a HOO ae 

week Requirements! Prefers damp soil along streams or borders of Sao 
Pt Lana Si . i Yi ie ies oe 

Heaney eeu deea A f / E p ee Saha ale 

| Hosley says that it will do well on upland soils moderately moist — 
a shea ss ei \ ia ‘ 4 ‘ ‘ reas a @ ce 

NRRL ols -and cool. Is sun loving. | : ; a 

Perel eR ik aia i é ea 

/ moan Fruit: smara, ripe in autum. The leaves and catkins are taken by ~ 
ernie «ti ey eo ige “oa 

B gaits apt OS) y i if aie ag 

Bs nea 58 - gharptailed and ruffed grouse, bobwhite quail, wood¢ock, and ~ ae 
Met a } aac ng ; a a 

Npianaien * i " fi ‘ 2 ig Ce 

| aa aes : pheasants. Bees make much use of the pollen during flowering time 
W Rete i Hea 2 : : i) eee 

Heeger gee - Leek Mari ' ate Ronee. 
| a ah in April and May, Furnishes some cover when it gorws in nee 
BMA ‘ ¢ i § i : a es 

bs RH age } ‘ 7 Cea 
Ban ‘ re: ae 

Wee bey iy COU aaa 
po : Is a naturally occurring protection for stream banks. i “a 

Ge a ae i Hey d : 4 he Nee 
ie. { ae 
on) : Is a nitrogen-fixing species. : a 

gsi Bean ae: Anh " lt Sra ; : i ae 
ere at 5 Rene é : : feaae é : 1 ae 

a Can be used for ornamental planting in wet places. ‘ i 
Dee sed ‘ } ‘ ; ; tae 

i :., as eM : ee, ee 

Sarat Mans ie ( sat i ‘Ace 

Rome kee Nam : ae 
ea . oat a 
Ca ae ; : a es wea Ce 
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oo : io oe ; oa 
Mepken ogics , a f bape hs a ahee ae ey ‘ ae 
Gee aes: ae von Oe : : ete 
eile. 2 i i qa 

aes aS 5 Coote a 

WMO ct eh 7 i wants : : la 
Poe / i . ; ae Be 
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ee Oe ee ee _———— Sambueus canadensis’ = American elder, comuon elderberry. —— Ba. 
BR tee 5 ‘ PP. j Rn A d a 2 a uy Habit: Zé¢ shrub. ns is oo 
fae er 

; ; Dee * oh ee ee Range? is found throughout the state, but is more abundant a 1 
oo aa iE southern half of the state. It a ae Wael oi 0 Se ee et f i ea ag oe “ in July, August and Sept dae ee <— Fruit ls a berry-like drupe . Ripens.in July, Augus Ar ee aa Be ‘\ x 7 

) lied ea 

es sometimes available through October, Fallen berries are Ubi ee Mea ihre : MiGieys Betas 
Ras ‘f seas i by pheasants in llay of the following year. eae A 

cae Ue i ; : ; Ta ie na 
Renaannge The elderberry has flew insect, rusts or diseases, Siegler found ee 

ee it little damaged by rodents or rabbits. Is palatible to stock in pak | 
0s io 8 \ Ta13 : : ft 

i | mt 
‘ , a A 

tt 1h x ‘ i 18 aa Hhouane hee .Does not furnish much cover except in summer. 2% re iH Sep Nes 3 i + , ’ « } 
ea aN as 43 birds known to use berry among which are: ruffed grouse, bobiaite | Bn ae : i and a 

git ; Quail, pheasnts, thrushes, Vireos, Kinsbird, starling,/robing a 
a ant d t ' Shenae =e y i ‘ Sea a \: Deer browse on tHiés/ berries, i Oa (h~ \ ey : Oe a ed Feeteyeee it prefers moist soil and sun, It is rather generally © 4. Baa, so) \ ep et ety J Ome ay 7) ‘distributed as far as shade, ffd/ soil, and moisture conditions = Bue.” 

; Piha | a : are concerned, Will do fairly well even in dry gravelly soil. uh 
Re soi 6o o ( t ay : Aa 4 W111 die out within three to five years, but is a vigorfous aa Ree eo} \ : | : Cas i ASL Be 

se i j 
: 1 tLe May oem are: ! root sprouter and for this reason is hard to kill, Makes an. .) a 

Papen ene 12) I aa Pes y excellent plant to use along borders of woods. Is among “the, (aes ; oo oe cl Ree \ better classes of preferred foods for birds in spite of the .) amas eka ie ice tne ie re : | oo "short period of avhlability. 
es ae i i ee t , A PE Doane aa é 

Ree rant ; CS ae Bree) es : f . 1 SE aa z : : Bay ae: "a Bes ty 5 i . ; ; ; eed 

a ay : ae ty a ere ety: y { Y i ee TAS é ¢ < ¥ y . 25 SS 

ae Py e i i a 2 ag Ee 

bar ie | Sa ‘ f 
‘ iy aie Ua Pens : ; ‘ eg I “ l Rehe ene SN Ne ; vhs ale Ged He Br a Ris ¢ Roa rvs eee aetuadh a Ry Nae a Ree ‘ CST aa ae af 

BU te ea da ees sgl INCRE ACEC RUIN IN Seer sexta SNA UAC UR ERS SU Tait fe San ash Res avait ae a3 a ee ae Sa cei nue is iieciccd Cts RRM a Were Reon Ma ape re ocean eum cr cdg oy a aaa HRC eta sea EME NRaK aay MgO aaa fen azacr it ie ORO hai CR Reis (aL Ng uae Eg ae a es Poh ks ne hee Gl oa la aa



er elrecene Olinie fanliv) ON er re a ee Aceraceae (llanle family) Me As a OSs ae RUB SMM enn ibis pT AUP MRE N ees ane, ts , a 2 TN GE see ee i ae RDAs Col a ORES Sats er Diy : ; i Capen a eerie, ; : Be : ee a t Sugar maple (Acer saccharum) ~ a 
aisha (ei : } : ; 4 eta 
Bs i Habit: large tree. Common throughout state. Found in rich woods, = iMag ‘ = 4 ‘ MARE Cis. 

ee frequently forming almost pure stands of "sugar busg". Will gpow. he 
Be gn Ree ; ante k ae Rs ; bow ae tort ae 

vide ‘ in open and on dry sites, but preters chads and moist, soilg. 7 Ohaaae Seok ha ek > ; : f d aM 
EE ue Forms a very important browse food. for deer in lassachusseths,) a ae 

ge ae Sine The fruit is a samara available from July to September, Not much 
ae thee! pe f i , a es 

BE is known about its food-value to birds, It is possible that aaa 
; BAe! 
han / : ae Vaal Quirrels eat the fruit as cut twigs are found on the ground | Fos, 

Pic i near squirrel nests.77 y ae 
ane ico ant meaty Gah ects ea eee 5 ? fa 3 Sie . Furnishes some nesting cover for tree nesting species. Used cons i= ae 

ae : f 4 ‘ Lae 
Pa : derably by hawks, owls, and crows in southern Wisconsin, ae ae 

ae 1 aay Only other cover value is present when young sapling thickets | oe 

ie c are formed, These degenarate soon,however, , ) i 

ees , ‘ : : 1 aes ae ¥ ; : cs ay ye i ALLL BEALL SLAY btah/ bb AEB DA/ bE/ BEAL SEA/ ALDI BY s ‘ a Bir x . i ‘ a Pea: fag as ee Acer rubrum Red maple, swamp maple, ee es Se Meo, 
ce. f Found in all but the southern and western counthes. Grows ae 
ent 4 es i ee 
Se along streams streams and in swamps, hs " " om 
Be meet sg Ve 2 i Z y \ ae a8 in) Is an important deer food in Massachussetts, may be ¥¢ff . oe 

ak ae ie a: so,in Central and northern Wisconsin. te 
Ree : ; ae be Undoubtedi1y the maple gsvecies play an important part as deer ets: 
cont ‘ ’ : 2 i he ae pe _ browse in the state and ag such should be planted wherevever 
Bec: : lacking jn ébdd deer ranges. ~ a 
Basile y : ppec.se ‘ P ee 

pear Beret we 1 \ : ae o : neporduces by seed in ne carel Conditions, Heavy seeding a 
peta of preasre ' J : i a breapred ground in fall may prove successful, Seedlings may be oe Pe eS ; a : AN Sa ae \ obtained from most nurseries, ae ; 7 by 
ar i s 
mens “ ; ‘ Sty ONES gas Bee ; ie a 
Pee. \ ie) , OS tae ee nts he ; : ‘ OS ae 
Bu ee pel AMIE ‘ : “D q ae: i - Vickie re Bint mer ae sy eae 2 Ogee : aE ET ae laaee 4 © Be ie ae Ba ay 
Bee eae se Si, x adi Sic siete VREaS ys ce eke aR GON SN a oe a er ye RU tg ee a So Naame ue sila gi UN ins Ant a Bw Scat tt pete oe tase Waa SY Al nt AU I aga
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Re Oe a er Uns Cay ne cee Oey cea ROS a So Ar AaTe eK nie ee am a ae Bee Rosaceae pee ey) i o ees ’ yes Rie ees A Rice Be. 

: Pypus americana American Mountain Ash i 

ee : ; z e-colored fruit, 
s © Fruit a/berry-1ike pone./Erait grome in, crusters end hang the oo 

@ year around and are greatly. relished ‘by birds. imown to taken by a 

- ; eight species of birds, among which are ruffed and chee ee i ee. 

2 : iy , euaune: Twigs and berries when available are taken by deer. a. 
oo Ms ‘ Fruit ripe in cake August. Flowers in late May, June and July. “ a 

Po | {l )uotits a d@n11 to medium sized tree. ee | ad 
2 oe Cee ‘common throughout region of coniferous forest. Comes south 

: ; in state through unglaciated region and is delakie vad vicinity of : a 

be _ Madison growing on limestone bluffs. ) a 

. Ge grows along river banks and borders of cold swamps. Will a a 

a ied bha tana giteiias oe ankd soils, Usually found in open, but oa 

a Withstand some shade. : ee - 

o . (G) The European species (Sorbus Aucuparia) seems to fill the same a 
7  ayerialiad niche ag the anbhtoan species, : a 

a @ Is susceptible ‘to the San Jose scale, Is usually well-drilled — 

eS "by sap-suckers. Can withstand considerable pruning. More work _ 7 

<3 needs to be done on the pruning of hee aes ash so as to see if | 

wa canm@t be converted into a better cover tree, a a 
> ( b) When planting small stock, éétééd oruning AbLA/ ASL greaéély asslots 

pene, ~~" the plant in getting established. 3-4foot stock usually fruits ‘a 
a oy of year when established, : ; f 4 

a (S) Apparently a very desirable tree for woods border planting. a 
a oe Might do well in AdA¢/df the bogs of southeastern Wisconsin. ‘ ‘a 

me ae oo



Pics - Betulaceae (Birch family) Ne a 

i i Betu&& alba variety papyrifera White or paper birch. . 

Habit: small to medium sized tree. 

Ranges throughout northern and central Wisconsin. Found also in 

unglaciated region where it is found more on north slopes. Comes ; 

south along shore of Lake Michigan and is found in southeastern 

: part of state only in bogs. 

f Prefers moist, rich soils. Plant on north side of slopes and ; 

: é along streams. | 

Fruit is a small $44/4 samara, possibly taken by small birds. 

c Buds and twigs are a preferred food of ruffed grouse, and sharp- 
(Oetober through March). 

‘ tailed grousef/ Prairie chickens have taken buds and twigs. 

Woodcock have been known to feed on buds. Rabbits eat young twigs. 

ey Is browse somewhat by deer, but apparently is not in the preferred 

: classe Plant browsed heavily by livestock in bogs of southeastenn — 

Wisconsin. ; 
buds and twigs of 

For a reason unknown at present time, the/open grown trees 

seem to be preferred by sharp-tailled éfpidé and ruffed grouse. 

/ When planting and for the first few years until tree becomes e 

a well established, scalp away kay coupe tune sod or growth. The 

birch is apparently not able to withstand this competition, espe- 

elally in the southeastern part ce state where it does not 

srow very abundantly. Degefnerates eatly , especially in the ‘ 

southern part of its range,



so ie : gi Pinaceae family 0 | — “a 
: _. Juniperus communis var. depressa Creeping or prostrate juniper 

(1 y Ko. Pa dan. prerka Le. tr buch, Cr-en gree 4 ; 

ee — BaPAt berry-like and avilable the year around.” 

is ( Dey ‘Occurs throughout the state in various situations. Found on limey 

es J bluffs, along river bottoms, on the margin of swamps, etc, Is not 

‘ found in the prairie regions. Will grow in peat (limey), in sand, 

\. on on Jimey soll. =7 

aN Fupit-Fipens two years from following August after flowering, (_ 

a fr sfere x 
; / | Wilbctolerate-very_dry si tuations—and L open sites, does not lq 

SJ tolerate much shade. A rather difficult plant to start. We have La 

been rather unsuccessful in getting it started. Rooted cuttings / ' 

\.on clay soil sometimes survive. x 

1s very resistant to stock grazing. _ Ss —< 

/ /Purnishea fair cover the year around. Berry has been taken by ) 

/Znine species of birds among which are the Hungarian partridge, | 

{ bobwhite quail, ruffed grouse, Afd pheasant, and sharp-tailed / | 

ne \ grouse. Deer have been known to browse plant. Bali 

ps May be an excellent plant to use to connect coverts or to 

furnish travel lanes or "streets". Is used in landscaping to | 
: furnish a intermediate heighth plant between larger shrubs and trees | 

and grassy areas. ; 

\



ne Ericaceae family : 
Cornus stolonifera _ Red-oaier dogwood es % 

; alo Le WY, nae , C alls vofe At Bard Ci (A Gan: 4 
of ati 4 é L 

: (Z-Feuit a white, lead-colored drupe. Available July to March. | 

/ Habit: shrub to 15 feet high. 
{ 

j ) This plant is foumd throughout the state. Usually found in moist 

, ) gobls,* but ocassionally comes in on dry uplands. Will stand acid ’ 

‘(xs alkaline soils. Grows in sand dunes. Does well in sun or shade, | 

(%) Gan be planted by cuttings. Spreads by suckering. Tips of branches — \ wi ; } 
i 

will root if Cacprod, ‘ 

. ( Forms borad clumps making very excellent winter cover and 1 
(4 Wa j y ae) loafing cover. Are particularly favored by pheasants for loafing i i 

Leover. Used by a few song birds for nesting. 
SN Drupe : (3.4) / ¥nowm to be eases by skunks, pheasants, ruffed grouse, bobwhite 

ie at least 12 i Note quail, and hdd f/ smal birds. Bark taken by mice/ and rabbits. i 

: Deer browse on twigs. Is palatable to stock, but is not preferred 

“= then. | 
rp) Is subject to oyster scale infection which does seené to i 

/ } } 
| of / Kill out entire plants. New shoots arise to replace dead ones. { 

Seedling or cuttings are sometimes kept down by barking of mice ‘ | 

rabbits, but 7£/#4 usually stays aliwe and re-sprouts from the j 

roots. : 

4 Orrin, This is one the easiest plants to handle and gives 1 

good returns in cover and food. | 

Sornus Bailyei, which some authorities consider an ecobogycal 4 ( 

speciman of CG. stolonifera, may be used in similar situations i 

ALEX/E with the latter. The drupe is usally larger and of blue 1 
color... , oe iy 
_——~ Who ruffed grouse, pheasants, bobwhite quail and 8 otha an 

© Sornus alternifolia furnishes -ééis food 4a Bues"its higher it 

growing habit mth branches-well a : srowing tw branches well above the ground, it does not 
excellent ¢é¥éf Fruit available July through Sept, _ furnish the same/cover as the above two species, oe 

Cornus rugosa (round-leaved cornel) prefers sandy soil and 7 
% is fair cover and furnishes some food, ae 

RON ARE Mek GUO NG yr Ahh RMR NE NGS AR MEO ENE I ne elas, cE dgeage ss SENS AG eh Eeema NON ih Reese



Ait was a? [EELS Ne bette oe Wc PenP Ee ePID STR, OD oe ET a Pr arcanum tur nna et SES VE AN eran se tu SOE ae Rees Be er teh keene we MR Tee Sg SS aaa ee ‘Bose Family PRU ter elNcel Meurer it SRE | On 0 ia a ae 
baa ht en 3 Sener peas i ; f sos EEC eA eet a a “Amelanchier canadensis : Juneberry, Serviceberry 2 Shate ee A. laevis POP ata Suir bush,.shadblow: 4) eae 
fei Be os aka : 7, y eis} ‘ ea ea ; 

ee Tine adeeert Produces a very desirable berry-like pome which oa ey, 

a Toe _{ As highly relished by most birds and many mammals. Fonit vipe a / a : as, Co 
Peete | in early summer and dp¢4/Z44t/1dhds, available late June to August, mae mee Nits f Lepeis J x i 5 ( i z B ta fe: hiveyn ee Sy Thais dbrw’ ete ee 1aG Aprefers rich soils of dry, upland woods, Grows profusedly on a BA Mane pn i reais hea 
Pe. het limestone bluffs in southwestern Wisconsin, Ia generally distributed Paes _ throughout southern Wisconsin, and found throughout the state. — Rot 
ae | Se Bsa ny Spreads by suckers. Gan be propagated by digging up suckers/ and ey ; ' pie Baie! y : : ; a he by cuttings. mee a ae ‘ . =e ea Will stand considerable shade, but does best in part shade. a en ‘ i tN Ray Bt 

ae a f Berra , From a landscaping standpolnt, the flowering of the shadbush ie Raab 
\ * { ; 1 ae oo. ee Pt ; in the spring is short-lived but spectacular. It comes at a ae ae ee ig oe ie ae Bee Staines when there is little else white/flowering. Axa Me ane Lie aetna nrasta loa) 

ie ee Oy ee Ee Moe ae rate Gs we 
Be he cover value of the plait is almost nifil and I have only, seen\ — 4 Aes ys i) Petr , A } he X hi cok one songbird nest in about 200 trees examined. Only summer cover, (| a ver : 9 Ay a ERE > r Do) Sa a eek Ye cavers WYEK suitable site should have a few of ‘these trees, / | _ 
Mace ‘ - . (Cone Pe: , Y , / ; Hae 
| Apparently is palatable to stock for I have found specimen in ia 
ee Ne Hi " ( ; : ioe _  .  \ pastures that show signs of having’ been browsed. me Pee ae) : t oc 7) eae Beers 1 cs anal i oes poy Has been known to be eaten by 27 birds. Taken by ruffed grouse, apa Bien | : : \ en ee ae Bi veces : i i f : G ‘ : te iS a : faccoon, skunk, thrushes, bluebirds, and rose-breasted grosbeaks,\/, — 
a 
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fe: re is! 
a Trembling or 

- Populus tremuloidea Quaking aspen ana 
a 

be 
Small tree. Common throughout state and in all types of soil. ; 

i Comes in very abundantly on peat burns and on bummed over or hogged { 
over areas. 

Flowers and fruits taken by many small birds. Warblers have been 

; seen taking either flower or small insects on flowers. Furnishes 

an important browse for deer, Highly relsihed for bark by beaver, 

is one of their staple foods. Ruffed grouse and sharptail grouse eat the 

buds. Cottontails and mice eat bark. 

Froma’ standpoint of cover, not much can be said for the aspen , 
: in 

unless it is/thickets, 
& * 4 

Dies when relatively young. Spreads by suckering and stump 

sprouts. 

Except in regions where deer and beaver have depleted the supply, 
\ 

‘ it should not be necessary to plant this species, since it is so come i 

‘ mon. ; 

Wee ers a, Shas SOU aNs i AS a alae Stas ghia : ANSE S Car ea



ene neh OC aN Nee aa ee Be are ee tents ee 
Be an Gelastrus scandens - American bittersweet, False Means ‘ 

Be ON aN Ur Fay ee Ca eRe g UNC ee 

a @ Fruit is a capsule contding four seeds. Is a Ae Ng twining spies eats ig f , ‘ ‘ Cee Seen 
ie mae i en / i , : a 1 Le yee oo (D® anges throughout Wisconsin alshovgh less common in the northern 
Pe : es ( ; es Bek 
ae Bele / part of the state. Ieee Se 

aa D @r found along streams and in thickets. oS on limey — i 
SPN. b i shows a Pe ee ee bs : ‘ Pemerry ee it 
oe i, goil and in dry open sites, although it is sdAg¢#AAP shade- - oy ee 
phan Reba e Chey { % y oe Rael 5: p : f 5 ae ae! ' preference. Suckers freely. 7 oo 
oe Tate mens and eben out hdige) a 
a. © f Gan be propagated by root ALLALAAAA Use staminate form to produce =~ 
Be NG. MW : ) by } Oe Sipwiaretyi Rome lie 
Betis) (fruit. May be e6rwn from seeds sown in fall, ory ayering ae 

asia i ie 
BMA ohne ‘ f = aes 2 a, Rohe Fruit ripens in September and is available at least through Ba 

ee : AN, ; \ Pree 
a | / { December. I have noted that it persists in some localities So 
Ppt : : ‘ ‘ (Se ae aeons / ny tee ie ia '\ through the winter. : ; } ee 

ae y ; (to \opaea tags meray x 
Yanan ye. Is not browsed by stock. Is highly ornamantal. ae 

ee ; (D Where it 1s allowed.to grow over brushy syapport, it makes excellent © 
ae P| 5 : . aT 

1 Pa Na 5 Nar Some caution should be used in planting it near — 
eA year-around cover. yiiiaple trees or shrubs as it injures by con- 

oie : trictio: ‘ Wie ee a 
a i Hosley reports that tt is taken by pheasants, Various songbirds, oa 
ree: ; 2 ae ee Ae ‘A _ | cottontail rabbit, squirrels; and Van Dersal lists cuailyyurtea ee 

me | ‘ , € sca 

a 1 \ grouse woe fed: 
age. “V mi ae ) : v y t Ps: a 

aN! Leopold has noted that it is taken by Deer which browse on the. oa 
Sagi f : mnaredt : f 1 4 
a: leaves and tender shoots in July only. ; ue a 

a ae ' j Dea says it grows in all kinds of soil and in moist or dry eh 
eS \ ; lie : ae AMMEN thes ike ‘ . Ne eee 
ees situations. These conditions hold true for Wisconsin. : aaa 
yeep wea ; x a . S \ ( f 2 ae 
ets 3 eae “ me ie Mies From a landstape view it has pleastng yellow-green foliage oa 

tae a and red-colored — : c 
ee and orange/clusters of fruit. ! a 

CTeer te) i! < ‘ ' 4 areas sai { : ‘ a 
Pee! ois: ie ' Has been used to some extent for erosion control work. Ne 
+ ee sy : i , aa 

ee, etc ; ia 
1a mee: : NA REN f ; : Rave yaa a 

aa f i 
i . Vege 

a. : ee 

a a . ai id | i) ; ; \ avila a 
(ERC erence a GR MY fay i aes i Gy by : hia Maat aS Oe eu ke eta ys i 
ROM carta ek ie Oe i aN gee UW Usa e NaN I Ce: SOR a a ae 
i ed ak ta gos es a $F Linnie Ai aris Ai Sc Ve EE ia ON us ani curt RAR ly, Ca cae ral SU ac hese iniagiols Tio



'  duniverus Virginiapa = eee an 
e Red Cedar, Savin. 5 gy . 
4 (1) Neb ee ede need Ure, Verona» 
i Ki " . . ¢ 

ia a Fruit is a berry. Shrub to tree and is evergreen. . 
wn 

a 
. t . pep + /Is abundant along the bluffs of the Mississippi north to Pierce coun yun 

cof oles along the St. Croix river to Polk county; also plentiful on bluffs 
Bt along the Wise.nsin river north to Adams county. Locally abundant in 
a southeastern Wisconsin, especially in the mor&ame regions. ae 

D\ (5 ¥ Preters 4 loose soil, Will invade boggy pastures limey soil. . nad as Gray says: "Dry, gravelly, usually calcareous soil and rocky ledges. : 

© GFFrutt_rige in tne autuun of the sane year, persista year arounde 
t i ee Is apparently very drought resistant and withstands grazing well. er A / Hg is Cathle and other stock will browse on cedar. ; ‘ oa Shuntd mot, 2 i i Gne.nust—peure ‘ introduc tk into regions where’ apples 

vs are an economic factor or where there are abundant stands of wild 

a apbles and hawthornes for it habors #44 various species of the fungus, 

ey ho Gymnosporagium, which produces rusts on gies the appleg species. 

: : pprend b- q brad 
ee The--treos—ere~spread=by Seeds, At the present time nursery prices 

a are prohibitéte and ome settee orl th considerbable success y 
Nore 4 ae 

i SUA ibaa 
f small trees not over two or three feet hs enthaasteounagy . i 

Fi Guni perAsnea, although not native to the state, offers considerable ; 
amet _ Promise as a phd¢dddAruy substitute for g+ Virginiana in regions where ‘yi 

{ there are apple species, since it has not known to harbor rusts. 
L \ 
los Je Ashe is being tested for Wisconsin climate by the Horticulture 

1 Dept. It may be vossible for interested persons to obtain some . if 

i de Ashei by pprisine to nurseries tn Arkansas or Missouri. Anyone making 
ae & ee species in the state should inform the University of aa 

5 Wisconsit\ Horticulture Dept. toxthatsetieot, so they may yeM@prerty 
4 ‘ } 4 

/ a | observe as many of the Plants as possible, oy men, will welcome the teas Wanted ¢ i | tree should it prove successful for tnt entey Soatsene-siscaam 
‘ : WPA te rnomgo / hemes | southern part of the state lacking a naan, conifers spea@bes outside of ee i 

. ( _the rust bearing Juniperus op: \ va 
oe Red cedar has been known to be taken by Bobwhite quail, cottontail a oe VYabbit, and deer eat the foliage in the winter(???) --George Preserve(?) hea Veil i 

‘ Og 
Rh hn 6 dade bo he byndo: oe 
Bah Salsas es 8 ye EEG 56 ie



- ‘Nettle Family \ 
Morus alba Russian or white mulberry (3 

: /( Mgusrubra » Red aulberry a 
f ie The aggregate fruit of this exotic are greatly eaten by < 

[7% manybirds from July until Septeméber. If there are any fnuit left | 

3 by Sept. they fall. i \ 
oe This small tree thrives in every soil, even in marsh land. | 

| Ur, is a rapid grower and will, if the season be favorable reach a holgh | 

(of sixteen feet and a diameter of 8 inches. f | 

{ Yé%ké Since the cuttings require considerable care, it is 
‘ best to buy seedling stock which is very inexpensive, We have ex- | 

perimented with fertilizing the tree with chicken manure and have found i 

that one shovel full of manure well mixed with a bushel of dirt te pot 

; too strong a medicine and the t¢déd seedlings planted with thi pate 
made better growth than those not treated, The Game Management Dept. 

i has also found that spring planting is preferable to fall planting. »° f 

Since there is considerable damage to stock from mice and rabbits, 
Ee it may be advisable to wrap¢ trunks dale a. to orodline Laos » ) 

} | The mulberry thay be readily pruned and Can be hedged 
: | or bushed out considerably. For this reason it should be very 

| areas from a standpoint of f&eld hedges or "living" snow-fences, 
, \ Sinee, bushier trees are more desirable i of game 

4 | Cover, dts adv rsapre te: “prone™the ‘tree, MEALS -fornthe=teret 
| three“orrouryears. I€ is very resistant to drouth and will die back 
( from the top but invariably come up from the roots or woud cet ficluas si 
\ Planting sites should be limitea primarily to: fairly 

~ open sites. 
‘ oo : Red mulberry is native to the southern part of the state, but not very 

common. It possesses the Same attributes of the white mulberry, except 
that it is confined more to rich, moist soil along streams and at the 
foot of rocky bluffs, 

Apparently the Morus species are very palatable to stock, but once
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i Grnus femina Grey dogwood, panicled dogwood, ae _ 

ae Habit? Yeu«liy muched branched shrub 3 to % feet in heighth, * ; 
' .. Digtributon: Common throughout the prairge and hardwood regions ot 4 x 

oo Biss 3 the state, : : i pie / 
a uf Site: Thickets, river banks, rich woods, edge of moist spots. A 

a . Does equally well in shade and in open. Tolerates dotng alkaline ag 

i and acid soils. ; ae 
m4 Fruit: white drupe on bright red pedicels, Awailable June ae 

a - through Novemeber, I have observed fruit hanging on some shrubs — a 
. a until late February. Around Madison, ‘Wisconsin, the fruit does “aa 
a ‘hold on shrubs much later than Horenber. : , 4 

i. i Dried dr&pes taken by pheasants in ey Is a preferred food of oe 
— pheasants and 1s taken by ruffed grouse, bobwhite quail, and , 
. ' about 22 known birds, Bark eaten by rabbits. as 

. Propagation: Can be grown from seeds. Probably can grown from ~ 7 

. chemically treated cuttings. More work should be done on this Pa 
phase of propagation, pA ad 

a Remarks: Forms denge thickets, particularly on dry banks. Along a 
7. the Mtwaukee St.Paul RR south of Elkhorn, I have observed a 
3 “grey dogwood shrubs liéépzilyy coated with weed-killing : oe 

a i chemicals and still growing and flowering very well, eee. a 1 . ‘ Has been known to endure smoke fumes irom oes centers very — i 
a : well. Kee : Pi eM | a _ ; Should be among the plants used considerably for wildlife food an : . and cover plantings. Will stand pruning and thickens up considerbly - 
4 eT oMnseet ito pruttag, . May! prove to be desirabte Pon living ee - ‘ snow fences, and field hedges. $/ Apparently very drouth resistant, i 
7 Over 75 of the seedlings planted on the Fabrice fara during the un i _) Spring of 1936 survived the very bed drouth of the following sumer. em 

ia ce as ic ae a
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a Hazelnut (Corylus americana) a i Pan a ie eae Sie on 5 : PRE Re ae i «eae aan Pa: ! ; ee , f a tribu through= © a. (\) This small to large-sized shrub is generally distributed so - TaD i . ‘ 3 

I Ta eds 
Phi o 7 yy | f ac Cr Seve 
“a : 

es and in the | |. 
ike ou the state. It is found in thickets on dry hillsides a 
mor ; i - A : fe fe Dg aaa 
edt, a He » si bes.) ae ee open end under part shade. W111 not gérw in very moist aera  , 
oo Arte nut is ripe July to Septamber but is usually eaten out By f Mea fnct is se Bi ory i‘ 2 

¢ ; : ah Aaa OO : i ; j ned vee oe Bee S| the larva of a snout beetle; Practically over 95% nuts exaalee ; eset i Pe fi ba oe oe : at randomed during the past three years have been empyy of neve be 
i ae Ay a 

i 
* feats ee i Ge 2 _ Nuts are apparently available the year around, although ‘they — bee | eo ‘ < \  —— Be are dropped in Kdydd Sept. on through December, i 

Bees 
av Ree tt Ruffed grouse use the leaves, buds, catkins, twigs and Reed ai ; 
(ea 

Peat 7 ‘< ae : City preemie a Tay nuts for food, Pheasants, prairie chickens also eat on the ae De ae Cs ‘ 4 
re i go he ie a and the latter also eats the twigs and catkins. The leaves ane hey foe ) f : ; 

y 4 : y , es seit Be) 
Bons ee twig furnish some browse to deer. Bobwhites eat the seeds. re a. i ath | a Pe. ec aiean In some loeations where this shrub is abundant, it ; is a Paes i aaa 

ae cS | ffuYnish’fair winter cover and excellent summer cover. The 1are? Be i CS ais 2 : wees a Bee / « ~~ co@rse leaves making it splendid cover. oa 
Mesh 2) ; f Be ee : Gan be used for wood border plantings or as a filler ee. Bema) 4) y A Geaireg ie iste 

i a ‘ Ps i (i i as aa in game food and cover plantings. Plants sucker. Can be propagated ig Cake? M ie ee a by layering or by seed. The nuts may be planted when ripe in a 

oa _ fall or buried over winter in a box of wet sand.. Plant one-half | 
or ‘ ‘ Neate a Te inch deep in rich, fairly moist soil, ‘ ee i 

Garey i f ne Gan be easily, controlled along plow land borders by ae pies q : f , ; we Bs ( ; ; i aie ce i _™ plowing or disking, ; BS Rea aa a po srt ; ( : : a 
Bane 8 ie 4 ot 
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i eccrine Wi eon BES MO ST Non eG NUR ee 
i Crateagua apecles Hawthornes = De aN CLUE ee eRe CaM Lip Sicimeg ate fa tun nh EAN paren ' at pcan ao es ea 

a ve ae cay . y g h sp 4 ee te 2 

ta ‘ ; % } é ae y Pie 

oe ME It is unforttnate that we do not know more about the hel oes a 

are! 4 e f ft f MO Oa aaa 

a 3 , j ‘ h ! 2 OOS tae 
By Ge: From many standpoints, they are among the best food and cover plants — 

Beer t,t : * v \ f ee a 

ee A i (i) eam 
re ie that we have in the southern part of Wisconsin. | oo 

ag A hawthorne thicket not only graces the land, siz ee eee oes f & IMAL ‘aie 
co 3 excellent a Be 

daar: but «serves many aninals Htdtel) protective cover throughout the = © 

A Ga ‘ Ce 
ee year and with much food that usually is available the entire year, 
Br” oe hia 
eet! 5 aa 
of. Where haws are abundant the use of JunLper spp. must be a 
Be e ‘ is : } z Z ie i 

— —-- -* ffCavoided, due to the apple-cedar rust (Gymnopporanghum spp.). ee A 

Be y ‘ hea 
Be Local svecies should be used for planting. Small trees move , 

ie ae 
Bes fairly easily but must be pruned severely upon transplanting. ee 
are, P 7) HP pene. Reg 
Ae! es y ea 

Seeds used for planting must be after-ripened for a years at ee 
i ‘ : : ee 
oe Na! -50 degrees F, temp, A “——_____ a 
ee St rt ey 
es Fruit know to be taken by pheasants in Dec. through March, \ 

Boo \ After animals known to use fruit are, ruffed grouse, prairie + eae AV 

ae . ee a: ua and sharotailed grouse, Hung. partridge, bobwhite quail, many song= \ 

a _/ birds, and deer. Rabbits favor the bark of haws and young trees are 
Beer F Pe 
a often severely barked by mice. Apparently though this does not | 
woe : / , Ne 

an ; hurt the trees for they come back very readily. aun 

a The Arnold Arboretum specimens show that southern species a 
ni { i : ‘ ) eae < } hold fruit much longer than northern species. ; 2 om 
Bae ‘ i reas 

o ; Gratsegus Crus-Galli hold fruit until March. : ue 
egg : ! eae : ' . ae 
a Bete. : eT i 
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ee p ey . spss dia BOS Fa Eo a 

a Euonymouse atropurpureus Waahoo, Burning bush. ee A 

a (D Habit: shrub to small tree. ne \ 

a Range? found gnerally locally abundant in southern Wisconsin i . Me (3) north to Baraboo, and north along shore o° Lake Michigan, 

zy 1 Does not occur on sandy soil. In Walworth county is locally : 

\ c abundant in rich woods and forested hillside bogs. 

Site: Fouad on loams and moist soils, usually under partial shade. : 

: : yy. Has about the same shade tolerance as young white pine of equal ; 

aa (3 heigth. Usually occurs as part of understory in ash-maple-bass- 

be wood forest, in association with alternate-leaved dogwood, ironwood, 

4 swamp white oak, witch hazel, Ilex verticillata, and poison ivéy 

i. of the climbing #AfL¢£7¥ form. Known to withstand open dry site. 

. 4 

Bex / ,Usually flower about middle of June to first of July, Fruit ripe | 

:. \ in Seot. October and available until March of following year. ; 

Ss Z| ) Grows up to three feet per year. Suckers freely, hence small i 

a Sy, Quantities of stock may be obtained oy digging up suckers which ; 

y are well-rooted. For larger quantities, plant seeds in nursery beds . 

oe Bailey in Hort says prop. by seed usually stratified and sown in a 

ye spring or by cuttings of ripened wood in fall. 

i, Leopold has found that it is immine to inch-worms and ant cows 

“ and has found no rusts on it in vicinity of Baraboo, Wis, es 
: It is very palatable to rabbits, and probably to stock (although 

y ea known to be a drastic purgative) Probably girdled by mice, fi 

: () €Plant has reputedly potsoned-stock.) Rabbits commonly mow down all : 
- suckers protruding above snow line which may account for its ' 

A Ree scarcity. Riis at Rockford has noted its scarcity in northern ; 

F \ Tllinois deer range, Seed found in stomach of one Hungarian. 

. : ‘ j 5 he



ce aN aM 
v Witch hazel (Hamamelis virginiana) 

() Habit: Tall shrub up to 20 feet in heigth, 

( (Site: Shhde, creek bottoms, damp woods, will tolerate considerable | 

o 4 shade and does well in full sun. 

Range: found generally throughout southern Wisconsin (?). 
l <) Probably ranges throughout state(?). 

‘Remarks: Blooms in October, seeds maturet the following summer. 

eye available in fall. Bark is astringent. Plant gemwrally : 

free from insects and disease. 

( Food: twigs, flowers, and buds taken by ruffed grouse in fall and 
) ° 

) ) winter. Browsed by whitetailed deer. (?) taken by pheasants and 
{ 

: | ‘ bobwhite quail. Preferred food for deer and ruffed grouse. 

\ f ( Bailey says perfectly hardy and may be propagated by seeds, which 

\ 1 ‘ do not germinate until the second year, or by layers. Says they 

\ _ thrive best in somewhat f¢4t#{/ mosit, peaty and sandy soil, 

Le | | Found in Central Wisconsin on the richer sites. Associated with | 
| 7 

: \ oak on oak ridges. (Hamerstroms) 

| 

| 

, |



i “Honey locust (Gleditsia triacanthos) ii ne iy 

a | | | 
a -() Habit: thopny, large sized tree. 

ae ; “2 Range: confined chiefly to river bottoms. Along Mississippi 

eT north to Crawford county, along Sugar River and at Big Bend 
i Apete-Rock-rbver north -of-befott . 

pith Waukeshk county./ Found elsewhere as an introduced species. 

; ‘ Site: rich alluvial soils. Requires moist site and sun. Will : 

i } d well in cultivation. 

(Seedlings easily transplanted. Is generally free from diseases 

ai if and insects. Found to be very resistant to droughts in Kansas. 

i Be _Due to thforns, not disturbed by cattle much. 

a Cy eneneee some food to bobwhite quail and pod(?) and seeds have 
i a) 

U 

a 2 \{/been taken by deer(?). Fruit available October to December, After 

a ruit fall, undoubtedly aWailable until it rots on ground, 

ie ( Probably a desirable tree for cover thickets. More work needs to 

fe 4 < be done on effects of pruning and hedging this tree, Might prove 

of | to be an effective living snow fence tree if it can be bushed out 

i : and kept low by pruning. 

1 \ 

. : 
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ee a 0 Marya ovate. Shagbark hickory. oy yee alee ee Oe 

\ Puree reel AR Te ass ae ¥ nf u tne t yi ; sina se ah LSASCart ohm 

i hy on ‘ t Habit: large tree. ; hate TURD ENGL e te) a ‘i : qe aa ole 

ea 3 2), Ba He ? i oy “ 4 i 4 Wray esse a a HG 

a Bess @ pprstrrpution: generally absent from northern and central counties. — “ 
a ~ "* Ig a characteristic tree of the Kettle Moraine and is abundant — ie 

hey | RSV Ra A Re ai a steel pea, ye vi ‘ Disc SS ae 
ta aig: in regions once dominated by oak openings in southeastern: Wisconsin. 

ec yma tolerate some shade but grows well in the opening, | 
"~~, “Does very well on alluvial outwashes, fo eee aee ae 

ae, vay oe wy te ae 
ae Oe Nuts ripen and fall in Sept, Oct.-Huska break away, Utilized by = 

Peel as a ; y ‘ vy ae Sion Pinciaiaid ses 
Ess ota Ee : es PLANE aS WEG ieee ee “15 species of birds and deer, Cottontails observe feeding on . 0 

: Be ‘ a eas ie ( Breferred food for squirrels). ie 
ak brak of young seédlings. Squirrel eat nuts/. Utilized by quail, | 

Re 3 , ruffed grouse, cardinals, crows, blue jays, and pheasants. = = ex," 

a a Ora as Pe ee ae 
eat A ; $ . Dita adeeerii sc 

Py ei eee ee a) 
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a é Ans ; ey yk Tee ae 
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as Ilex verticillata (Black alder, Winterberry, inkberry) , 

(U Hapit: shrup. : : 
Range: Common to northern half of state in swamps. Locally 

abundant in swamps in southern half of state. 

2) Site: Low moist ground, swamps, bogs. Hosley says that it will 

do well on any upland soils moderately moist and cool. 

Ag | Réiarks : mgere in May and June, fruit ripe in Sept and hold well 

x into middle of winter (HosleyY/1936). 

/ i) Propagation: Transplants well, but is a slow grower. Berries found 

only on pistillate forms. For best berry production, should pe 

planted in frost-free areas in sub-acid, well-drained soil, and not 

expesed to drying winds. Grows peorly in upland woodlands. (?) 

; VanDersal. VD also says that wild seedlings are not suitable for 

transplanting because of extensive root systems developed at an 

early age. ; 

‘ When propagated by cuttings it is best to get both pistillate and 

é staminate forms for planting in conjunction with each other/ to 

‘ insure pollination. : 

vD says very free from insect pests and not injured by grazing. 

| Although Bailey says rarely eaten by birds, the Biol Survey has 
; found it oe by 18 species of birdsamong which are ruffed grouse, 

pheasants, /bobwhi te quail . 

| damp hi. wove, C ' ; a



oe geet ae ie oe 
we ; Vitis species. Grape ‘ j 

. "General throughout dtate, except central sand area where it 1s 

i _* usually only found on riverbottoms. moe: 

oe Soil: All except poor level sands. a 

Shade: Requires nearly full sunlight for vigoruous growth or . 

eae fruiting, but stays alive in half-shade, hoes ‘ 

: Flowers about May 15. Fruit colors about Sept. 15, ripe about f 

first of October after first frosts. Will grow up to ten feet per 

year. Fruits usually fall after heavy frosts, but birds will dig F 

,) '\through snow to get at fruit. Vitis vupina will retain dried ; 

a _ fruit through March(Dalke) ne : | 

: var ‘Grapes can be grown from seeds in nurseries, but such stock vi 

; aN will contain non-fruiting plants. Use of cuttines from fruiting 

oh Vines avoids thia risk. A transplanted grape remains quiescent 

. for two years, henee a much faster method of developing plants 

- is to find a vine already inplace. Hither puila ‘a frame ovér it ov 

7. fell a tree with a vine. (See Ag. Seience Bull. for better descrip.) 

* Even newly transplanted vines have show that grape is very . ‘ 

: ; ; drouth resistant. Spring frosts liable to destroy fruitg, Avoid 

; planting in fppst holes. Very few insects pests, although does a 

‘ ; suffer somewhat from black rot and mildews. - Browsed by cattle in 

summer but not in winter. : 

Planted in conjunction with stands of hawthornes or red cedar, } 

oat it make excellent cover. Useful for féncerow and old wall plantigee 

We" Wy ROE" browsed’ by PaRAtie' os Bie TeiceteryT Re tates } g « No aken by deer 

: : _ (Leopold). Hosley reports that deer use it in the New England statea 

A f Ig a preferred food for ruffed grouse and Quail. Is taken by 

i ducks, pheasants, Hungarian partridge, and fox, | 

‘ Some other birds known to take the fruit are prieated woodpeckers, 

me rede 1ied sapsuckers, kingbirds, cardinals, cedar waxwings, cat- 
Bei birds, b rown thrasher, wood thrush, veery, robin amd bluebird,



Mes" § Reet pita \ Ne 
aS Caprifoliaceae , : 

coe VIBURNUM LENTAGO Nannyberry 

oe This large shrub'is generally distributed throughout the state. 

| Is very abundant locally in the southeastern part of the state, 

: Found in’a variety of sites. Does best in moist clayey soils. 

“Will gwow well in dry, open sites however, Tolerates shade and 

syn. I have found it in peat bogs and hillside bogs, ip 

' Probably can stand considerable pruning and might become a j 

useful food and cover plant by a certain of oruning to make it 

a bushier, May be an excellent living-snow-fence plant. Is grazed } 

: in moderation by cattle, but survives well, 

mS ' | Highly fancied by cardinals. Not taken by rabbits in any 

y : great degree. Have not noticed it being parked by mice. 

a , Has few insect, pests or diseases. : 

VIBURNUM OPULUS var, AMERICANUM Highbush cranberry (An.) 

‘ Generally distributed throughout the state, Found along 

; streams, and in rich woods. Does well on peat-muck, Will tolerate 

‘ ‘ abla or alkaline afta. Does best in dart shade. ; 

ae J ‘Berrie s ripen in Aug.-Sept. and last throlieh to April 

and May. Are taken by ruffed grouse, phhasant and songbirds. r 

ae ' Would probably be more valuable as cover if planted in clumps or 

\ pruned to make 66 more bushy. 2 ‘ 

‘ Is propagated by means of suckers, layers or from seeds, 

Seeds require a special treatment. ‘ ; 

|



of re The Poets * y ha " ¥ Pi on ae 

_ me Rubus species ~ Raspberries and blackberries. ; | 

eo Ae 
e. "Generally distributed throughout state, Furnish considerable 

a cover and food for cottontail rabbits, ruffed grouse, pheasants, 

3 pobwhite quail and ocassionally for Hungarian partridge. 

ee ‘ Not mueh is known about the reaction of Rubus species to 

so, cuttings and clearings th Wisconsin wooded areas. In southern : 

bile Wisconsin, the Rubus spp. come into woods lightly grazed and into 

Fe cuttings on north slopes. I have found little raspberry voluntesr- 

i ing in cuttings and openings on south slopes. Will volunteer in 

a burns, old fields, and pacer areas. Have noticed it coming into 

e : some old abandonned gravel pits where the got is richer. ; 

oy ‘ Species are an excellent source of honey, 

ne We have met with considerable success: planting the hort. variety 

a , ‘which goes under the name of Latham, * , Rees 

he Undoubtedly much could be done to improve fruiting as well as 

oe , cover value of Rubus species by a certain amount of, pruning. This 

a is phase of study well: worth some effort, ne o 

Me ae Sie al. Np pau Aas as 5 ca nina os i, a pa
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oo -Busugcies IR RUEStD DO e ssi ee 

oe. Rhus glabra smooth sumac 

- Low shrub, common throughout state, Prefers dry, limey and ‘ 

Be barren soils. Is sum loving. Fruit sometimes persists all year 

until spring flowering. Flowers June-July. ‘ : 

Has heah: chen by 31 species of birds. Deer browse plant, 

a Rabbits are fond of bark, as are mice/ also. Taken by quail, ; 

pheasants, ruffed grouse, Hungarian partridge, and ducks, 

Probably a stuffing food. . re 

Natural seedlings easily uprooted and trnasplanted. Suckers 

very easily and shoubd not be used in spots miape uti flora (6) 

hdfityexists, as it tends to crowd out other species, : 

Cutting to eradicate plant promtes furthur growth and spread- _ 

ing. Should be eradicated by pulling up entire plant, or by repeated 

: plowing and disking. Plant in April and May, Is generally free | 

from insect pests and diseases, Ae 

a RHUS TYPHINA Staghorn Sumac. Abundant more to the north in : 
' the sta, common throughout. 

Fruitis a sort of dry drupe. Known to be used by 14 species ng 

: ; of birds. Deer browse on twigs in winter. Cottontails prefer bark. | 

Y Taken by ruffed, and sh.tailed grouse, pheasants, bobwhite quail “a 

and Hungarian partridge, A preferred deer food, 

Ts apparently resistant to grazing. Will sprout from roots x 4 

after injury or cutting. Natural seedlings can be moved shatige 

: - Does va acres years, Although as is also true with above | a 

species, ##d fruit drops very soon after ripening during a drouth 

summer. : 
i



Betulaceae a) ' Ostrya virginiana Ivonwood, Hop Hornbeam, Leverwood, 

Habit: Small.to medium sized tree. 

Rayet i gensoa) See suna UY Net ee cael cae 
I have seen one speciman that was 9 inches DBH. 

Fruit: Nutlet. Known to be taken by five species of birds and by 

‘Gis trufte and biker Save sbsorved bobmnite duail and pheasants 
eating seeds. Nutlets usually fall in Decem#@ber and January. 

y Fruiting seems to be irregular; same years prothcing wood 

crop and other years bearly none. Preferred food for ruffed grouse. 

Fruit ripe in July and August, 

Not much is known concerning propagation, i 

CRARYLUS ROSTRATA Beaked hazelnut i 

This shrub is limited to northern, coniferous regions of the 

state. Grows in dry, fresh, and open sites, Fruit is available ; 

from August to Sept. Sometimes persisting to March. In Massachus- 

setts it rates 8th in importance as deer food and browse. Has been 

: taken by ruffed grouse, bobwhite quail, sharbtail ana pinnated gr... 
Forms excellent cover as it is a Vigorous thicket-forming species, | 

Wight be planted south of normal range and may prove to be less 
_ Susceptible to attacks of snout beetles, A plant that will bear | 
some experimental planting, 

: |



3 A  Gaprifoliaceae (Honeysuckle family) ae ae 

‘sy Lonicera species (Honeysuckles) hau 
ie cultivated species 

' There are six native species of honeysuckles and one/ becoming 

i we1l gé#Abl@d naturalized. Lonicera tartarica (exotic), L. Dioica, 
ee the half of 

| and L, prolifera are found generally throughout/southernf¥isconsin, 

The other honeysuukles are more northern in their range and less 

common, They are anparently characteristic in avoiding the 

central Wisconsin sand plain. 

Usually found on clay-loam type of soils. Prefer sun but tole- 

rate some shade. Lonicera prolifera shows promise of being fair 

: cover. 

Species furnish some browse to whitetail deer and moose, 

i: Fruit (berry) taken by songbirds and known to have been eaten by ‘ 

bobwhite quail. Fruit available from Ju3%y until next spring in : 

! most species. Flowers prove very attractive to hummingbirds. 

On the Fabrice farm in southeastern Wisconsin I counted over 

12 hummingbirds in a five acre tract where L. prolifera was abun- 

j dant. L 

‘ Dormant cutting have proven successful in propagating the | 

| : species, LADSL OLN L and seeds germinate well when stratified over i 

: winter. (Hosley). Same auteeeeia gs that L Mackii shows promise “ 

as being a fair food and cover plant for wildlife, : 

Appears from a cursory examination 14/4/fb¢24/d6xb to be : 
: resistant to grazing. A



G Juglandaceae ; ; a 

Juglans cinera Butternut ak 

P Medium sized tree} most abundant in central and eastern Wisconsin, 

' ' Found in accompaniment with the Black walnut, red and white oak, ; 

Cy bitternut hickory and hackberry, on rocky hillsides.near banks of 

aM streams and on alluvial lands, A common tree, soon dying, in - 
ae hillside and tussock 

pie the/bogs of southeastern Wisconsin, 

| Fryuit ripens in Sept. and October, Taken by deer, squirrels. 

Le Young shoots barked by rabbits. 

| Furnishes homes to hole-nesting birds because of softness of wood 

: and soon rotting qualities. Evidmntly susceptible to drouth and 

ede insect ravages. 

Propagated same as Black walnut. _ 

JUGLANS NIGRA Black Walnut. 

Large tree; southern Wisconsin with a northward extension along 

Miss. R, to Pleree county. Grows well in rich alluvial soils and 

in uh en/ceah. 

Furnishes food for squirrels and at least four species of birds 

known to utilize nuts. , 

Rad Difficult to transplant because of large taproot. Plant nuts in 

fall as soon as ripe andcover with two inches of soil. Not neces- . 

bo remove hulis. for spring pkanting layer nuts in box of moist 

sand and bury until spring, ot
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Soe Supers ‘Botany: Genus Prunus. Flowers with or phish ea nee % 

Peay. _ and are borbe in saml1 clusters or racemes ee 
oe Senals and petals 5, stamens many, pistil is single, 

ee? Fruit a drupe and lacks the prominent suture = 

Ba found in the plum, Pit slighbly falattened, but = 

Dimer less so than in plum. , at % 

aie Native species: P, besseyi -- Bessey cherry i NOG ae 

er ?, ’P, melanoearpa -- Chokecherry vs 
cia my a 4 —_————P, pennsylvanica on es cherry. yy yas e 

7 a P. pumila -- sand cherry ee 

eaRtnE S| ae <~———_——-P. serotina -- black cherry. "ee 

oe) 
A 

i fi ee Ri #e* Prof, M. E. Hansen, S. Dak. Expt. Sta., Brookings, Se Deore 

BA Pruning: to vroduce bushy type prune back seedlings to aa 

a ae | i, 4-- 6 " of ground. Heavy pruning in later years ae 

Bo 4 results in an excessive number of shoots. eh 

i" , General care: Bessey cherries tend to sucker freely ue 

eo: 
Wats 

oo Diseases: Coryneum Blight ( caused by Coryneum Beijerinckil) — 

ei Gommon in Bessey. Attacks leaves and fruit, ay 

a. Powdery mildew ( caused by Podosphaera oxy~ Pt. 

Diy) ; canthae). Whitish or greyish modly growth. Leg 
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ag a Ce s Me ‘ ; Oe 
ee ‘The Strawberry a 
PK Perhaps no other fruit enjoys as great a climatic ae 

da range as d#es the strawberry. Florida to Aretic ye 
By circle. ee 

a ana 
Botany: Genus Bragria (Lat.-- fragman meaning fragrance) ) 

; Low growing perennial.. Runners arise in the axil Aw 

meet ‘ of leaves, produces new plants. Perfect and pistillate i 

Bey flowers. Fruit an acesssory. th 
: Fragria virginiana found in this region. Gea 

ie F. vesea -- introduced from Europe. ty 
F., elatior -- " i: cee i 

oe Two classes: summerkbearing and ever-bearing. a 
; The former yields more abundant fruit although period iH 

L of yield is only apvrox. two weeks. 

4 Friable sandy, not heavy soils, are best for strawberries, ‘ 

i Where only a heavy soil is available such soil may be i 

bettered and made suitable for use by addition of sand and ‘ 
Bi well-rotted manure. i 

: , Plantings can be made from April (as soon as soil is i 

4 workable until Seot. 15th. Use water to set roots into : 

F close contact with soil. Removal of all but one or two is 

P pair of leaves will help the plant to establish itself. 

F Fertilizer: 1 1b. of ammonium suphate Ug 

; 1 lb. of ammonium phosphate 

i 2 lbs of dry gifted sand. i en 

Bi Will cover 250 to 300 sq. ft. of surface. Broadcast % 

and work in with rake. Make two applications. First io 

% about ten days after plants are set and second in e 

: early July. If made previous to a ruin best. i 
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ne: The Raspberry 
Ce 

ee 
ene 

oF Botany: Genus RUBUS. Underground vart of plant is 1 

Rik , perennial, but canes are biennial. Fruit an Ae 

cea aggregate.of drupelets, Lae 

Reda derfived froa Rubus strigosus are BO 

hardiest. 
ae 

; Latham -- may need covering. hg 

Sunbeam -- doesn't need covering. Developed by ( 

Hansen, 
hee 

Newourgh -- New York (Geneva) Expt. Sta. a 

has tendency to to branch freely. i 

de ‘ 

2 i 

Propagation! reproduee by suckering. ye. 

Soil: do not seem to do well in either too heavy or too a 

light soils. 
en 

Pruning: cut back to 18 inches of ground. a 

Fertilization: barnyard manure best. A 

f Pruning: As for other fnnits, a knowledge of the en 

i fruiting habits of the plant is necessary if the Hs 

ei pruning is to be bebficial. Know on what shoots the Han 

i fruit are to be borne. Usually borne on 1 year old 4 

canes. The canes bearing the fruit are are one year Nal 

i 7? old and are vroduced the year previous to that of a 

an dhte fruiting. Remove old canes. Soon after fruiting season. 
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Beye i = Deine re ae 

oe The currants 

Genus Ribes. WoodYy perennials. 

Propagated by cuttings: cut in October. 8-9" long. 
best to leave 1/2 inch of wood above the uppermost 

; bud in each cutting. Tie in small bundles and bury 
at once in moist, well-drained s30i1 out of doors 

. 3 or 4" below surface of ground. Plant next spring 
in rows and then in one or two years transplant, 

: Soil: orefer well-drained clay-loam soils. Cool sites. 

: Ribes cynosbati: branches nearly smooth. Red fruit at 

maturity with prickles. 

; are gooseberry -- drouth resistant and hardy. 
Very large berries, 

The Grape 

Genus VITIS. Fruit a pulpy berry. 

Beta -- cross betw. V. vulpina and V. labrusca. Consédered 

the hardiest hybrid. 

Pruning table: 

f 

ey : 
ae Lec eat A i)



F : The Pin Cherry ) ae 

Prunus pennsylvanica eh 
Usually on heavier soils, Requires some protection. a 
Suckers freely. Flowers white. Usually appear in F 
May. Fruit dark-red, small, very acid and ripens a 

i about midsummer, Drupe. Has ornamental value. Ai 
Plants extremely hardy and drouth resistant es 

‘ The Chokecherry P, melanocarpa. Ms 

Usually found in soils naturally moist although ig 
found upland in protected sites. Flowers white and $ 

i produced in compact racemes. Fruit a drupe usually i 
black when mature. Juicy, sweet, and very astringent. 
Has value as an ornamental. Suckers somewhat. H 
Can be pruned severely and induced to grow in bush 

form. 

The Highbush Seon peEty (Viburnum Americanum) Be 
i rows chiefly on low-lying moist ground. ; 

Thrives on heavier soils and prefers or favors those 
which are najtral or slightly acid. Is shade tolerant, aig 
and shade-loving to some degree. Flowers white and 4 
borne in large clusters that are broad and somewhat 2 
flattened. Fruit drupe-like and red when ripe, Juicy, . 

and very acid tasting. Fruit source of jelly. Plant . 
is difficult to transplant and careful attention i 
should be vaid so roots do not dry out, : 

The Juneberry or Serviceberry ( Amelanchier canadensis) i 

Av alnifolia. Former grow: to heigth of 15 feet or * 

more. Latter form grows to 3 or 4", Flowers white 4 
and borne in racemes (short). Fruit a pome. i 
Greatly favored by birds and animals wherever it grows. ’ 

Exhausted early in summer. Seedlings grow slowly ana : 

seldom fruit until 6- 8 years old. ; 

? 
a 

The Buffaloberry (SilverB) (Shepherdia argentea) , 

Grows to 12- 15" in height and may spread to a con- 4 

: siderable area. Sun loving, drouth resistant, : 

freguently found on poort@ails. Armed. Doecious. 5 

Fruit a drupe. Usually red in color. Borne in great 

clusters close to spurs and branchlets, Can be used 

as untrimmed hedge. Slow grower and does not fruit ’ 

| nefore 19 yrs. old at least. 

Mountain Ash ¢ ‘ 

Fruit a pome, borne in large clusters. Bearlet color. ae 

Subject to sun-seald. Can be grown in bush form. to 
og 
ae 

: z a Difficult to transplant. Fruit should be planted i 

after a veriod of several months of after-ripening a 

| at 40 degrees F., at about 3 inches below surface : 

of ground. Plan: after ripened fruits (pomes) in vi 

spring. a 

ih a
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HCE MOS ONL ped A ORG T 1 AGONIST AE TIEN cae Mate en ae ECG C28 a 

oe Cee eee OS a i rk Ce NAR CRASS Cun SO ROR Sieh i, eM ene 

Pe “pe woe esa EES a ar 
a Boy ea: eee : Lanne a a 

ee ime): Lal eb eos) ag Heavy soils SER Toe cae 

3 aa | et ee AS 
ie oe Warn up quiekly in Spring Warm slowly : ; a 7 ok 

ees: Low water-holding capacity Highwater capacity ine wen 

Dane Lose moisture readily during Retain water well during. (|) 

hi oy : - hot dry summer dry spé1l : i oe is 

Vine CAA z 

, es hay me a 

ok 74 hook ff pow % Core ee 
pe. Soil tee al Seeeint, syppdwebiee is one that = |. | 

4 posseses some of the zood qualities of light and heavy soils swe a 

is high in organic material, and underlaid by clayfsub=-soil. 2 al 

ee For best results over long period, soil should have depth of 8 i 

i nine to 12". Plantings made on southern slopes should have — a 

some fora of nursery crop overhead or some form of shdde, te 

‘ Southern siovess/ df) kld warm so rapidly in spring that many ee 

pee) plants are forced and become exposed to late frost damages. | 1 Seat 

ey 
Ri aa es 

. Unless a olant is water-loving or tolerant of moist contutionay 

oe is is best to select a spot that has god surface drainage.» 2 

‘ 
Ee 

a phe To be most effective,a wildlife food and cover planting ought | oe 

4 to made in conjunction or in close proximity to other existing = | 

ie food and cover. Very often what is now a weak covert can be 7] aa 

Geo 5 eatly strengthened bd udicial planting " ae 

‘ a i meth Deco we 

ee Shelter entefare ras sn , : erste: 
i 

ie ee 1, Increases moisture sunpbegtthrough te 

sai a. melting snow tranped py trees ee 

ee ma b. reduction in evaporation losses i a 

aN 
f 

‘a 

Se EVAPORATION RATES with air temp. of 84 F, and rel, humidity’ ne 

pi raal Wh 6f 50 (air 50% saturated) were found to be as follows ( Russell 

fae of U.S. Signal Service): 
ag 

ee oy | Eavy. with air moving at 5 mph was 2.2 x calm Coe 4 

‘ i hi : 
x 8 ae ee 

eo 5 "Aad a 

os iY 20 567 i 
fn 25 661 ‘aa ae 

Dae 
38 6.3 a: ” eo 

+ Bae Tree belts have reduced the velocity of wind from 25 mph. to’) va 

peer 5 mph at a point 200 feet to leeward. Evap. losses in a field = 

AG: : 30 rods wide in Nebraska were reduced 30 - 70% by a windbreak 

a ee of trees. 
ev : 

Bia 
Suh aas 

/ ee Shelters reduce mechanical injusry to trees. Prevents 4 ee. 

MO great deal of drying out or winter injury of this type. ee 

f. 
{aad 

ee Hedge -- Caragana arborscens 3iberian Pea Tree. ‘ ae 

ee Does not tolerate water. ae 

= For vrotection of nurseries, ete. rows of sunfloversgim4 a 

ees hemp are valuable. 
ie 

a 
eee 

oe 
aa 

eM Ne oe aed 

Be re. be 
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SE nC ee 
RUPP PaR PR Gesu RMT Id: Rye MRG ERIE IS SD 7 Ru 1 INN Oh GeO a A 

poe Bae APPLE Ca SNS Ir a 

ARs) tet 
Ve ee 

A ae Malug. Produc 
Pe ge)) 2) 

Beh 1 a, - Produce leaf-buds and mixed buds or eT ys 38 

i ea and. flower-buds combined. Mixed buds on ends of Oa ee 

spurs. Mixed buds usually stout and rounded at tips cs) Sy pate 

. Cymes appear after leaves. Sepals and petals - 5 } ee ee 

y Stamens are many and ovary -usually 5-celled with 5 RS ae 

. styles. Normal no. of ovules 2, sometimes 4. Pome, nia 

. Siberian crab (llalus baccata) considered most hardy, a 4 

in ™ Malus prunifolia less hardy. ace 

hi M, coronaria, Aaebkea crab. Native. i 1 a ie 

, M, ioensis, western " t Wins wn 

yy M. Malus soulardi, Soulard crab. ". re aN 

‘ ry / 
ae 

3 4 *** Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Canada i ee 

Be, ‘ Varieties are self-sterile and best to plant several tw 

iP varieties in one location. Siberian crab - no tww trees hee 

iM Me alike so this can be planted in gwoups of two or more. Se 

oi Magnus crab a good one, Hardy, productive, and t ae 

i to blight. (Fireblight) dat REE ha SR Te 

Fi 

Oe 

ee Propagat iorm=gmamaaaaae Nia “ a : 

ae ' Soil: tolerant of most soils. Good drainage essential. ‘ i 4 

ie Shelter! most anvles except Siberian crab need shelter tie 

ae to orevent winter-killing. 
ae 

ve Planting: at least 20 feet away from shelter or overhead fi | 

mY story. Harliest spring planting possible is as 

Be successful to a greater degree than late spring pa 

planting. 
pe 

ig Treatment after planting: head low and and train to bush a) 

‘ i form. Trees in bush form suffer less from wind ciate 

Ri : and trees with long trunks suffer more severely f ee | 

. 
from winter-killing. 

me ee 

es Cut back to withing 6 or 8" of ground.and leave ae 

Bee stub not more than 6 or 8" high. ae 

3 SEE DRAVING ON PAGE 83. This pruning seems severe, 

z put establishes the tree rapidly and will paageee bans fins 

tops that have strong resistance to wind, and to dt ie os 

low temperatures. Ce ag 

* Pruning: The following spring pefore growth begins, the ea 

{ 
branches produced on the stub the previous year ay 

should be thinned out and about 5 of the strongest 

; allowed to remain. These should be distributed 

around the stub and one should be neither above nor see’ 

; below its neighborg Each branch left should be cub. a) 

back to 1/3 of its former length or less. Pruning 

4) 
the second spring following that of planting ysually 

. -consists in cutting back the laterals about Van ee 

4 
If growth is poor less severe pruning is in orders 

Future pruning is done with a view of opening ns 

i) 
center of tree and getting in suniight to this region. 

Bit Tillage: Weeds keot down. Soil stirred to conserve moisture — 

eta 
and promote aeration. Straw mulch used during early — 

ee. part of summer is beneficial. 
a 

ie ae ve 

F aa : 

Bienen tra rT: ij 

ee 

Ca Se : 
ae 

Pare unas on i otic Bia ig * , \ ee



aye Beple Ceont.) ies , Vy , 
AL: is Winter protection: outside of wind and rabbits, none is ' ( A 
nya necessary and covering with burlap or straw is | Bh 
ae : objectional because of mouse injury. {<3 Tae 
4 Rabbit protection: unless fencing can be be employed, frost z= 

a , promising repellent is a combination of ordinar as 
of resin and linseed 011. 5 parts of resin to 1 part 

* of linseed oil. Resin is heated over a slow fire, Ch 
preferably outside, and when resin is metled, add Aa 

; linseed oil. Stir well and apply with a brush, ~ De 
: | One thin coating will last through the winter, Co 

: & a 
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eee ee ne ae Rar ee NG oe eae 
Rye) vi Ds Veo ‘ Iie ie i a Ae - eet Hatt No Ha Ge ‘i 

a a 
ag vs eae POP eh 

ce a Botany: Genus prunus. Woody perennials, agua ge a ing og 

ee i: Sag thorny branches. Flowers before or with leave eee ane 
es ae wie | Borne singly or in hes eh Sepals and pete pa L 

ea gtamens numerous, pistil single. Fruit a drun ems 
ee distinct suture. Pit distinctly flattened. 

Pomerat | ‘ he hee “ JH REI ea 
a ae Roots spread ereatiusiananse out Both Be aie 
Fee Semen: Native gpecies of importance: : ot vec ae 
ee Be hey! : tut P. hortulana (Hortulana plum) Ce 

4 ee ‘ P. angustifolia (Chickshaw plum) Lb 

Pea oe P. @umsoniana ( Wild goose plum) ae "eee 
i ae pean VP, americana ( Am. olum) As far north as Manitoba — 

aa ?, nigra (Candda " ) " i ee 
a i P Last named is more drouth resistant and better adapted = 
Leaman to 4 conditions than P, Americana. do Be ae a 

aa 4 firs cee ae - yy ‘ 

Py cs OU NT Sc as 
a be Leaves shapyby serrated margins teeth usually rounded, ae a: 

Pie Fruits have tough skins fruits thinned skinned a 
a yi Ripen late ripen early yo a ae 4 
Rec. Flowers white flowers pinkish = | yy 
A me | ie hardier a 

ees. Ai ‘ . more drouth Tesh ae oe 
TARMTTA. R Si ry : oA an 
ea Varieties , Aes 
i e ye Gheney plum (Chance seedling of P. nigra) Boe k 4 

ak oe discovered by Markle, LaCrosse, Wis., 1008. a 

ae BS . 1 Self-sterility: when vlanting varieties of plums be sure Hoe ‘ 4 
4 ae . to use trees of more than one variety in order to nok 

tet, ensure fruiting. > me 

a ia 
ae a Propagation: p. 99 - ee 

’ Bb ea a 

; ie Nursery stock: t-yr. old budded stock of nigra or P. america o 
7 a cb ¢ 4 ie OSA a 

is) it Planting: early in spring. 4 ee ; 

Le . eee 
FUME Prming and training! cut back seedlinys to 6 or Bot ea 

eee hh Sere ( F = an + 4 ¢ le with Bae eae | 

a a rity ground at time of nlanting. Make cut at ong nae a 
ha Bey surface of ground. Proceed as in case of apple to get ae 

ee rs) ' bushy growth. : ee 

a a dom to get Increase 9 Ee eet é General care: shoot can be prune own to ¢ ae 

| o pushiness of shoots Re 

a ei q ae ee 
a Pee Diseases: Plum pockets (caumed by Exoascus pruni) OR 
a4 i ie Black Knot Cina "" Plowrightia morbosa)  — eet 
oh also attacks chokecherry. a ee 
Satara oa 3°): : Gee ee 
a. ie ' ce 
ema cic : ra 

ae : cae 
a Nee eae , if amt ah 
LS RAMMMMMMEUR SSTECoihE Sy oe Ui, A Racca || 

si Demeter aa LA IM AGN E Bs Teas Meee Si A i A A aa 

i agen ee EB cae O ah ist Set hi Be OSH as eh a ee. 
e BN Re Ute hte Mme LAE eh Uae aa aa See ne



MIS Meee Tg oT Us FP HIP TREC SNCS NTR SION ara: Top PN ac Deby BONaT Vee ROY RST DR ar ee BAY Le A gh Pee ey nna eke ea eR Beet a ae Bubs at ia ee ee eee Mien Mornay pres ere te Nine i ESC! A Se cube enon i ae Thee hie oa an UA (RRR oh ened i i taiess! q ~ As. og 72d: ed sand loams or. grave 
Se Large evergreen. Best adapted to well drained sandy lo me on ra 
Bee ie) oy a, f Oke ne at Shea Lean eek i ne are shallow r BS eG, Pee oo Most Picea spp. prefer moiet, rich soils and are shallow ; oe 

Re, By e ge ak ae oe 
Bee | i 4 a e Sarey a ONS St Oo eae chia \ » in forest underplanting. 
ee _, \\\ Makes rapid growth and is used considerable: 3, ‘ae ae 

a. ee ne ears old. ee Is considered hardy, but starts to die aut when 35 years, a Paar citi, aah hore Pe ; GOO OI a 

i -) At the Univeristy Hill farm, Mar, 3, 293%, one group of 5 tre oe : 
oe : Waite ‘ ; Fah ee Oe ane Basti iss Fie vy ee mei ke am 
ae 3) where fbooded with water up to 24 inches deep. From March cea to ae 

ARUN iE i 8 ‘ ry : oy : he ae 

HG nce i Ke ORS ect et a ; ‘4 me i uD i ean Sits April 7, same year, only the three lower trees of this nem ei a 
MON Tt ha Nene i mys i i! f Seo 4 1 ea 

Be ume eras ‘ ; t ; ! i bas ee 
ue oo _ were fhhooded. One of these three trees bemained in water Unt Wor 
eM Spica 8 cue ; ; ee eee Oh 2 i ( ah i Dai ; Mea ete 
) pc May 5. The last mentioned tree is partly dead; others show no 4 re me nee ne ae ae 
os Mee Les aay 2) 0.S. LEE, 6/8/37 \ ed ie a Perea S LY effects. Uede ; ee ‘ , i Hea ao 

Bee ype eA : 4 say gas ; Aid Cae 

eS, oy ; Cee! a a a _, Ref.: Bul. of Pop. Info. Arnold Arb, Vol. IX, (17). Dec, 19a3, ae 
ee ae ; if i 4! ; Nee hse ‘ Spent ae Bees, Ne an a Cae Re OM ag } ‘ i o Ne Pe 

ree a Sean ‘ : eee Ma ee i cits a: Bes aa iA | f i 4 2a 
Re) hi se Oa a BREN NTSE (|. ' pe ; K ; 7 a Bape end) 2h os < i : ; ; | ae 

ee ee } 0 ee Bears i Re MPR xy. fs) ‘ % i : ‘ ‘ oe Draimen aru cut) 4 i ft ; ‘ t Via ne Na ME ON 8 ae re) feo 
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f This bulletin should be studied in connection 

F with the following bulletins: 

. University of Wisconsin Bulletin 407, March, 1929, 
The Farm Woodlot by F. G@. Wilson. : 

F. G..Wilson, Forest Trees of Wisconsin. Wisconsin * 
; 1 ia Commission and Wis. Dept. of Public Instructions 

| FP, B, Trenk, Forest Planting Handbook, Conservation Dept, _.| 

Univ. of Wisconsin Ext. Circ. 267, The Farm Windbreak, 
| (Revised Feb. 1936) 

Farmers Bul No. 1405, The Windbreak as a Farm Aseet, | 
( (Rev., 1936). 

U. S. D. A. Circ. 412, Oct., 1936. Groups of Plants 
Valuable for Wildlife Utilization and Erosion Control. ! 

' | 
Farmers' Bulletin No. 1719, Improving the Farm Environment 

; _ for Wid@life, Grange and McAtee, Jan. 1934, 

Farmergs' Bull. No. 1759, Game Management On the Farm, \ 
Oct., 1936, Darling, Sheldon, and Gabrielson. 

Farners' Bull. 1883, Feeding Wildlife in Winter, Grange, 
957. 

be ; Hawkins, A. S. ‘ 

eS Other Liéerature of Value: if 

Ls Leopold, Game Management Chapters on Food and Cover. 

Patterson, Hardy Fruits. 

Fassett, Spring Flora of Wisconsin. { 

; : | 
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Spruce (Picea excelsa) Japanese Yew (Taxus) Hemlock (Tsuga) 

When winter winds blow, your garden can be sheltered and peaceful—a haven for birds, Also, tender trees and shrubs require 

protection and a hedge is as good as an unsightly burlap screeen. Write for more information. 

HOW FAR APART TO PLANT ARBORVITAE (THUJA __ SPECIAL HEDGE OFFERS 
ae FOR HEDGES? This makes a fine hedge in the North. Prune (100) (1000) 

The best results are obtained from evergreens any time during the Summer. Cut inside the Japanese Yew (Upright) 

12 to 24 inches high, planted 18 inches apart. surface—do not multilate the foliage itself. Can —_*]5 to 18 inches XXX........ $45.00 ...... 

Plants from 2 to 4 feet high should be set 2 feet be kept to narrow width. Should increase about 2 

apart. Plants 4 to 6 feet high should be set 24 or 3 inches height each year. Hemlock 

to 3 feet apart. : *12 to 15 inches with ball... . .$30.00 $250.00 
P JAPANESE CYPRESS (CHAMAECYPARIS) 

s Arborvitae 
JAPANESE YEW HEDGE Like the above, but better adapted to climate 2 

fil e Zones V and VI. Can be allowed to grow 4 to 6 18 to 30 inches X...........$12.00 $ 80.00 
This is the hardiest of the Yews (Taxus) and «4.0, a year and still remain dense and bush *12 to 18 inches XX......... 45.00 400.00 

should give to America the fine hedges the ™ oe Pay: 

English Yew gives to Europe. It continues put- Japanese Cypress (Plumed Cypress) 

ting on new growth all summer, so may be pruned BER : ay Green and golden varieties (order by color) ‘ 

with sharp knife or shears at any time. Allow it Te i cae *12 to 15 inches X...........$27.00 $210.00 

to grow about two to four inches each year—no oy. i, INSewae Saiaice 

more. Keep the bottom wider than the top. i s * 7 to 16 inches X...........$10.00 $ 55.00 ' 

J * i A HEDGE OF HEMLOCK (TSUGA) * 12 to 15 inches XX.......... 18.00 ...... 

Soft and Dense Fy Dwarf Boxwood 

One of the finest Evergreen Hedges. Trim it so * 6to 8inchesX...........$22.00 $180.00 

as to be wide at the bottom and narrow at top. ff a Javeness Bash 

Can be sheared at any time during summer. r baa a8 ied ee $15.00 $120.00 

Allow it to grow 4 to 6 inches a year—cut off the aie ss Ces ae ‘ 

rest of the new growth. To avoid a formal effect, Ibolium Privet 

prune in June or early July. Dwarf Boxwood (Buzus) *12 to 15 inches.............$ 5.50 $ 32.50 

Ground Covers In Shade Trees and Shrubs for Bird Food 
Pachysandra (page 12) is the best where other undergrowth must The following list of hardy fruit-bearing shrubs for food for birds 

not be damaged. Plant about 4 to a square foot. It self-roots. will be found convenient ee Feat eee It cre the best 
eae = varieties that can now urnished in quantity. ie numbers 
cs Dig ear ya SS eat following the bird names refer to the numbered plants as below. 

Vinca minor (page 20) Much more rapid. Lusty, vigorous grower Geis: 35 SERA TE Sask z ener cusabs . 

and chokes out other low plants. Neat evergreen, however, all by Partridge: 6-7-11-12-26, : 2 Berberis thunbergi 
5 Pheasant: 11-12-21-26. tees 

itself. Bea ea 820. 3 Callicarpia 
uail: 2-5-6-7-11-12-15-17-19-22. 4 Celtis (Hackberry) 

Strong clompsa.c. 4.502? vet cence tes oy 00 00s1O08) Snipe: 2-6-7-12-26. 5 Cephalanthus (Button Bush) 
Wild Geese: 13-24. A 

§S=S—=$@—u09Da9Deeeeeeeeexaoaa=s Woodcock: 6-7-26. 6 Com Boas 

. . 7 Cornus florida 
Song and Plumage Bird: z 

Soil Binders For Steep Banks mee eee a eee 
Bluebird: 4-5-6-7-8-11-12-15-17-19-21- _9 Euonymus americana 

Japanese Honeysuckle (Lonicera) (page 11) A coarse grower, 22-24-26. 10 Vaccinium (p. 22) 

almost evergreen. Becomes a weed, but does its job. Can be mixed cee per i ae eee 
., . . i 6719-21. lex verticilla 

with Ones a like Rose below, to make a thicket on a bank. uc 152 i 19-21. 13 Juniperus Sianiand 

6 to 12 inches (ight): cscs. cece es ce ny 2 $20200°C000) Be ee ete ay al eat 4 tesa (Honeysuckle) (bush and 

@ to 12 inches Nee by osc cess Uh ca evince eee, 1005 00;( 1000) Kingbird: 2-6-7-15-17-18-19-21-22-26. 
Lark: 1-2-5-6-7-15-17-21-26 ae) 

Rose Wichuriana (page 23) Evergreen and blooms a long time. Meadowlark: 1-26. i 16 Nyssa multiflora 

Branches grow quickly, droop and root. Thick-set effect. Best in sun, sen aire a oes tetas TERT a) 
but stands shade. Qriole: 15-17-21-22. Hae ee : 6-7-13-15-16-17-19-21-22- in varie 
*12 to 15 inchs... ...- <2 .00-0. 000+ 502+ 0042-2 =+$70-00 (2000) Swallow: €7.19." MT rare Oe ac eae (Rossy adda #51 ah Ga (oe 28) 

: ¢ apne : ah eee 21 Rubus (Raspberry) (p. 22) ‘Thrush: 6-7-11-12-15-17-18-19-21-26. ee (page 9) is the best for dry, poor soils in baking Waring ee 1-18. 9. 2: 26. Jo: Satabicka LideaTcery) 

2 , too. 5 S 
2-year plants $150.00 (1000) ‘eae nel emigrate 2 Tune Ge dian RON Ye Re oor ny ce Woodpecker: 6-7-11-12-15-17-19-21-22- ya (A : 

e 26. 25 Symphoricarpos 
Note: 250 furnished at above rates. Wren: 2-9-19-21-22. 26 Viburnum prunifoliam 

a ass 

De amicus a : = 21g
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